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THIS VOLUME, like the others, claims only to be a contribution 

to the history of the Second World War. The talc is told from 

the standpoint of the British Prime Minister, with special responsi¬ 

bility as Minister of Defence for military affairs. As these came 

directly to some extent into my hands, British operations are narrated 

in their scope and in some detail. At the same time it would be im¬ 

possible to describe the struggles of our Allies except as a background. 

To do full justice these must be left to their own historians, or to later 

and more general British accounts. While recognising the impossibility 

of preserving proportion, I have tried to place our own story in its true 

setting. 

The main thread is again the scries of my directives, telegrams, and 

minutes upon the daily conduct of the war and of British, affairs. 

These are all original documents composed by me as events unfolded. 

They therefore constitute a more authentic record and give, I believe, 

a better impression of what happened and how it seemed at the time 

than any account which I could write now that the course of events is 

known. Although they contain expressions of opinion and forecasts 

which did not come true, it is by them as a whole that I wish my own 

share in the conflict to be judged. Only in this way can the reader 

understand the actual problems we had to face as defined by the 
knowledge then in our possession. 

Space would not allow, nor indeed in many cases have I the right, 

to print the replies, which very often took the form of lengthy depart¬ 

mental memoranda. I have therefore been careful to avoid, so far as 

I can, throwing blame on individuals. Where possible I have en¬ 

deavoured to give a summary of replies to telegrams. In the main 

however the documents which are printed tell the tale. 

We arc again dealing with war on the giant scale, and the battle on 

the Russian Front involved as many divisions on both sides as were 

engaged in the Battle of France. At ever}' point along a far longer 

ront the great masses engaged, with slaughter incomparable to any¬ 

thing which occurred elsewhere during the war. I cannot attempt to 

do more than refer to the struggle between the German and the Russian 

Arm^s, as the background of the actions of Britain and the Western 

Alhes. The Russ.an ep.c of ,94, and 1942 deserves a detailed and 
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dispassionate study and record in the English language. Even though 

no facilities for foreigners to narrate the Russian agony and glory might 

be accorded, the effort should be made. Nor should this impulse be 

chilled by the fact that the Soviet Government have already claimed 

all the honour for themselves. 

Hitler’s invasion of Russia brought to an end the period of almost 

exactly a year during which Great Britain and her Empire stood alone, 

undismayed, and growing continually in strength. Six months later 

the United States, violently assaulted by Japan, became our ally for all 

purposes. The ground for our united action had been prepared before¬ 

hand by my correspondence with President Roosevelt, and it was 

possible to forecast not only the form of our operations but also their 

sequence. The effective combination of the whole English-speaking 

world in the waging of war and the creation of the Grand Alliance 

form the conclusion to this part of my account. 

Winston S. Churchill 

Chartwell, 

Westerham, 

Kent 

January I, 1950 
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Chapter I 

THE DESERT AND THE BALKANS 

The Onset of Events in 1941—A Secure Foundation—The Hinge of the War— 
False Dawn in the Desert—My War Appreciation of January 6—A Firm Flank 

at Benghazi—The Campaign in Abyssinia—The Spanish Riddle—Vichy Ob¬ 
scurities—Threat of German Air-power in Sicily—Overriding Danger in the 

Balkans—The Need to Support Greece—Our Main Task—Hitler's New Year 

Thoughts—His Letter to Mussolini, December 31, 1940—Coincidence of Our 
View about Spain—Hitler’s Conclusions about Russia and Africa—Mr. Eden's 

Anxieties—Need to Limit Our Desert Advance—General Smuts' Telegram of 

January 8—Directions to General Wavell of January 10—Wavell Flics to Athens 
—My Telegram to Wavell of January 26—My Reply to General Smuts of 

January 12. 

LOOKING back upon the unceasing tumult of the war, I cannot 

./recall any period when its stresses and the onset of so many 

problems all at once or in rapid succession bore more directly on me 

and my colleagues than the first half of 1941. The scale of events 

grew larger every year; but the decisions required were not more 

difficult. Greater military disasters fell upon us in 1942, but by then 

we were no longer alone and our fortunes were mingled with those of 

the Grand Alliance. No part of our problem in 1941 could be solved 

without relation to all the rest. What was given to one theatre had to 

be taken from another. An effort here meant a risk there. Our physical 

resources were harshly limited. The attitude of a dozen Powers, 

friendly, opportunist, or potentially hostile, was unknowable. At home 

we must face the war against the U-boats, the invasion threat, and the 

continuing Blitz; we had to conduct the group of campaigns in the 

Middle East; and, thirdly, to try to make a front against Germany in 

the Balkans. And we had to do all this for a long time alone. After 

shooting Niagara we had now to struggle in the rapids. One of the 

difficulties of this narrative is the disproportion between our single- 

handed efforts to keep our heads above water from day to day and do 

our duty, and the remorseless development of far larger events. 

* • • • • 
We had at any rate a solid foundation in Great Britain. I was sure 

that provided we maintained the highest state of readiness at home, 

and the necessary forces, a German attempt at invasion in 1941 would 

not be to our disadvantage. The German air strength in all theatres 

was very little greater than in 1940, whereas our air fighter force at 

19 
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home had grown from fifty-one to seventy-eight squadrons, and our 

bombers from twenty-seven to forty-five squadrons. The Germans 

had not won the air battle in 1940. They seemed to have little chance 

of winning it in 1941. Our army in the Island had grown far stronger. 

Between September 1940 and September 1941 it was raised from 

twenty-six active divisions to thirty-four, plus five armoured divisions. 

To this must be added the maturity of the troops and the enormous 

increase in their weapons. The Home Guard had risen from a million 

to a million and a half; and now all had firearms. Numbers, mobility, 

equipment, training, organisation, and defence works were vastly im¬ 

proved. Hitler of course had always a superabundance of soldiers for 

invasion. To conquer us he would have had to carry and supply across 

the Channel at least a million men. He could by 1941 have had a large 

though not a sufficient quantity of landing-craft. But with our domi¬ 

nant Air Force and naval power giving us the command of both ele¬ 

ments we had no doubt of our ability to destroy or cripple his armada. 

All the arguments therefore on which we had relied m 1940 were now 

incomparably stronger. So long as there was no relaxation in vigilance 

or serious reduction in our own defence the War Cabinet and the 

Chiefs of Staff felt no anxiety. . . 
Although our American friends, some of whose generals visited us, 

took a more alarmist view of our position, and the world at large re¬ 

garded the invasion of Britain as probable, we ourselves felt free to send 

overseas all the troops our available shipping could carry and to wage 

offensive war in the Middle East and the Mediterranean. Here was the 

hinge on which our ultimate victory turned, and it was *n *94* 

the first significant events began. In war armies must fight. Africa 

was the only continent in which we could meet our foes on land. 1 he 

defence of Egypt and of Malta were duties compulsive upon us.and 

the destruction of the Italian Empire the firs, prise w<• 

British resistance in the Middle East to the tnumphan A™ 
and our attempt to rally the Balkans and Turkey agamst them are the 

theme and thread of our story now. 

• • • • * 

The Desert victories cheered the opening days of 'hc y^r. Bard.a, 

with more than forty thousand men, surrendered on j-yj. 

Tobruk seemed certainly withm our grasp we «. 

while the reportTaccumuiated of the German movements and prepara- 
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tions for a Balkan campaign. I drew up for the Chiefs of Staff an 

appreciation upon the war as a whole, with which I found them in 

general agreement. 

Prime Minister to General Istnay./or C.O.S. Committee 6 Jan. 41 

I 

The speedy destruction of the Italian armed forces in North-East 
Africa must be our prime major overseas objective in the opening 
months of 1941. Once the Italian army in Cyrcnaica has been destroyed 
the Army of the Nile becomes free for other tasks. We cannot yet tell 
what these will be. 

2. The fall of Bardia should enable an advanced base to be established 
there for the capture of Tobruk. With Bardia and Tobruk in our hands 
it should be possible to drop the land communications with Alexandria 
almost entirely and to rely upon sea transport for our further westward 
advance. Every plan should be made now to use Tobruk to its utmost 
capacity. 

3. The striking force to be maintained west of Bardia and Tobruk 
need not be large. The 2nd and 7th British Armoured Divisions, the 
6th Australian Division, the New Zealand brigade group, soon to be¬ 
come a division, with perhaps one or two British brigades, comprising 
not more than 40,000 to 45,000 men, should suffice to overpower the 
remaining Italian resistance and to take Benghazi. The distance from 
Tobruk to Benghazi by the coastal road is not much above 250 miles, 
compared with about 370 from Alexandria to Tobruk. Thus, once 
Tobruk is established as the base, and our land communications begin 
from there, no greater strain should be thrown upon the land transport 
than at present, and it should be possible to start afresh from Tobruk as 
if Tobruk were Alexandria, and to maintain the moderate but adequate 
striking force required. With the capture of Benghazi this phase of the 
Libyan campaign would be ended. 

4. The question is, how long will this take ? Having regard to the very 
heavy Italian losses in their best troops and in their vehicles and equip¬ 
ment, and to the fact that we have the command of the sea, the collapse 
in Cyrenaica might be very rapid. Indeed, all might go with a run at any 
time. The need for haste is obvious. It would however suffice for our 
general strategy if Benghazi and everything east of it were effectively in 
our possession and occupied as a military and naval base at any time 
during March. 

5- The aforesaid Libyan operations need not therefore at all affect the 
simultaneous pushing of the campaign against the Italians in Abyssinia, 
general Waved has already withdrawn the 4th Indian Division. The 5th 
Indian Division is also available, and it should be possible to carry out 
the Kassala operation and to spread the revolt in Abyssinia, while at the 
same time the Kenya forces press northwards by Lake Rudolf. At any 
!lmc'vc n*ay receive armistice proposals from the cut-off Italian garrison 
in Abyssinia. This army must have been buoyed up with hopes of an 
Italian conquest of the Delta and of the Canal, enabling communications 
m be restored and supplies to reach them by the Nile and the Red Sea. 
1 nese hopes are already dead. On the other hand, the vast size of 
Abyssinia, the lack of all communications, especially sea communica¬ 
tions, and the impossibility of nourishing large forces may bring about an 
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indefinite delay. It is however not an unreasonable hope that by the end 
of April the Italian army in Abyssinia will have submitted or been 

broken up. 
6. The moment that this is apparent the northward movement of all 

the effective forces in Kenya, as well as those in the Soudan and Abys¬ 
sinia, will become possible. These forces will thenceforward become a 
reserve available for operations in the Eastern Mediterranean. If we take 
the present total strength of the armies in the Middle East at about 
370,000 (including convoys W.S.5 and 6), it might be reasonably ex¬ 
pected that the equivalent of ten divisions would stand in the Nile 
Valley, together with two additional divisions from home, a total of 
twelve, after providing the necessary garrisons and security troops for 
Abyssinia. Cyrenaica, Egypt, and Palestine. These twelve divisions 
should thus be free (apart from new distractions) by the end of April. 

m m 

7. To invade and force a way through Spain to the Straits of Gib¬ 
raltar against the will of the Spanish people and Government, especially 
at this season, is a most dangerous and questionable enterprise for Ger¬ 
many to undertake, and it is no wonder that Hitler, with so many sullen 
populations to hold down, has so far shrunk from it. With the per¬ 
mission of the Spanish Government it would of course be a short and 
easy matter for the Germans to gain control of Lisbon and ol the A gc- 
ciras and Ceuta batteries, together with appropriate airfields. According 
to Captain Hillgarth (our Naval Attache in Madrid], who has lived long 
in Spain and is fresh from contact with our Ambassador, it is becoming 
increasingly unlikely that the Spanish Government will give Hitler 
passage or join the war against us. General Wavell's victories1 in Libya 
have played, and will play, an important part in Spanish opinion. If the 
Germans arc refused permission it is most unlikely that theywill try o 

force their way into and through Spain before the month1 of' Apnl. From 
every point of view this delay is helpful to us. We have the use of 
Gibraltar; we have the time for our strength in the M dclie East t 
accomplish its task there and again to become free; above all, there is the 

possibility of events taking a favourable turn in .fran“ ^ S or 
8. We must now be most careful not to precipitate matters in Spain, or 

set the Spanish Government against us more than it is ®,rca^| 
vokc Herr Hitler to a violent course towards Spain. AU the*® ters arc 
highly speculative. There can be no certainty about them. But the tact 

that Hitler has not acted through Spain as 
both political and climatic, were more favourable him. makes u 
whole a reasonable working assumption that any German adxcntu 

Spain will at least wait for the spring. 

111 . 
9. The probabilities of delay in Spain unt/! l^ SFr^[1VrCc actual 

hope that the Vichy Government. “?^rN^Africa and resume the 
German incursion, may either proceed to North^Af ]f ^ an 
war from there, or authorrae General WeygMid to fcll ;nto 
event could be brought about before the btrails oi o a Gcr- 

German control we/.he'stra^s'ndefimtflySve could move troops into 
man attempt against the Straits indennuc y usc of the french air 

in the Mediterranean would 
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be completely revolutionised in our favour. The position of any Italian 
forces remaining in Tripoli would become impossible. We might well be 
able to open the Mediterranean for supplies and reinforcements for the 

Middle East. 
10. We have therefore thought it right to assure Marshal retain and 

General Weygand that we will assist them with up to six divisions, sub¬ 
stantial air forces, and the necessary naval power from the moment they 
feel able to take the all-important step we so greatly desire. We have also 
impressed upon them the danger of delaying their action until the Ger¬ 
mans have made their way through Spain and become masters of the 
Straits and of Northern Morocco. We can but wait and see what Vichy 
will do. Meanwhile we enforce the blockade of France fitfully and as 
naval convenience offers, partly to assert the principle, partly to provide 
a “smoke-screen” of Anglo-French friction, and especially not to let the 
Vichy Government feel that if they do nothing life will be tolerable for 
them so far as we are concerned. It is greatly to our interest that events 
should develop rapidly in France. Presumably Herr Hitler realises this. 
Nevertheless the probabilities are that the French climax will come 
about before anything decisive happens in Spain. 

IV 

11. We must continually expect that Hitler will soon strike some 
heavy blow, and that he is now making preparations on a vast scale with 
customary German thoroughness. He can of course easily come down 
through Italy and establish an air-power in Sicily. Perhaps this is already 
taking place. 

The Chiefs of Staff Committee are requested to press on with their 
study of “Influx” [a scheme for the occupation of Sicily], which may 
conceivably require emergency treatment. It is not seen however how 
“Influx” can be accorded priority over the operations in Libya ; certainly 
not, whatever happens, until Tobruk has been taken and a good forward 
base made there—if not farther west—to protect Egypt. 

V 

12. All the foregoing shows that nothing would suit our interest 
better than that any German advance in the Balkans should be delayed 
till the spring. For this very reason one must apprehend that it will begin 
earlier. The exploits of the Greek Army have been an enormous help to 
us. They have expressed themselves generously about the extremely 
modest aid in the air which was all we could give. But should their 
success be followed by a check or a deadlock we must expect immediate 
demands for more aid. The only aid we can give quickly is four or five 
more squadrons from the Middle East, perhaps some artillery regiments, 
and some or all of the tanks of the 2nd Armoured Division, now arrived 
and working up in leisurely fashion in Egypt. 

Furious has reached Takoradi, and forty Hurricanes, etc., will soon 
raise Air Marshal Longmore’s strength to well over a hundred Hurricane 
fighters. His losses in the offensive have been singularly small. His 
action in withdrawing squadrons from Aden and the Soudan has been 
vindicated. Tobruk may soon be in our hands, and thereafter it would 
seem that a strong reinforcement of air-power for Greece should be pro¬ 
vided. This should include Hurricane squadrons. Have the aerodromes 
m Greece been lengthened and adapted to them? Has the airfield in 
Crete yet been made suitable for their landing on passage? The call, 
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when it comes, may be very urgent. Everything must be set in train now. 
We must know also how long it would take to move the 2nd Armoured 
Division to the Pineus, and what numbers are involved. 

13. All accounts go to show that a Greek failure to take Valona will 
have very bad consequences. It may be possible for General Wavcll, 
with no more than the forces he is now using in the Western Desert, and 
in spite of some reduction in his Air Force, to conquer the Cyrenaica 
province and establish himself at Benghazi; but it would not be right for 
the sake of Benghazi to lose the chance of the Greeks taking Valona, and 
thus to dispirit and anger them, and perhaps make them in the mood for 
a separate peace with Italy. Therefore the prospect must be faced that 
after Tobruk the further westward advance of the Army of the Nile may 
be seriously cramped. It is quite clear to me that supporting Greece 
must have priority after the western flank of Egypt has been made secure. 

VI 

14. The attitude of Yugoslavia may well be determined by the 
support we give to Greece and by their fortunes before Valona. While 
it is impossible to dogmatise, it would be more natural for the Germans 
to push on through Roumania to the Black Sea and to press down 
through their old ally Bulgaria to Salonika, rather than to force their way 
through Yugoslavia. Many troop movements and many more rumours 
would seem to point to this. Evidently there is a great building up of 
German strength, and improvement of German communications to¬ 
wards the south-east. We must so act as to make it certain that if the 
enemy enters Bulgaria Turkey will come into the war. If Yugoslavia 
stands firm and is not molested, if the Greeks take Valona and maintain 
themselves in Albania, if Turkey becomes an active ally, the attitude of 
Russia may be affected favourably. Anyone can sec how obnoxious, and 
indeed deadly, a German advance to the Black Sea or through Bulgaria to 
the j^Egean must be to Russia. Fear only will restrain Russia from war, 
and perhaps a strong Allied front in the Balkans, with the growing pres¬ 
tige of the British Army and sea- and air-power, may lessen that fear. 

But we must not count on this. 

VII 

15. Last, but dominating all our war effort, is the threat of invasion, 
the air warfare and its effects on production, and the grievous pressure 
upon our western ports and north-western communications. One cannot 
doubt that Herr Hitler's need to starve or crush Great Britain is stronger 
than it has ever been. A great campaign in the east of Europe, the defeat 
of Russia, the conquest of the Ukraine, and an advance from the Black 
Sea to the Caspian would none of them separately nor all together bring 
him victorious peace while the British air-power grew ever stronger 
behind him and he had to hold down a whole continent of sullen, starving 
peoples. Therefore the task of preventing invasion, of feeding the islancl, 
and of speeding our armament production must in no way be com¬ 

promised for the sake of any other objective whatsoever. 

Hitler also had his New Year thoughts, and it is interesting to com¬ 

pare his letter to Mussolini written a week earlier with my appreciation. 

Coincidence is evident about the attitude of General Franco and Spam. 
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31 Dec. 40 

Duce, 
... In examining the general situation I reach the following con¬ 

clusions: 

1. The war in the West is in itself won. A final violent effort is still 
necessary to crush England. In order to determine the manner of 
accomplishing this, we must weigh the factors which separate England 
from a complete collapse after the intensification of our air and sub¬ 
marine offensives will have produced their effect. 

In this battle, and after we have achieved the first stages of success, 
important German policies will be necessary for a final assault against the 
British Isles. The concentration of these forces—and particularly the 
enormous supply dumps—will require an anti-aircraft defence far 
superior to our original estimates. 

2. France. The French Government have dismissed Laval. The 
official reasons which have been communicated to me are false. I do not 
doubt for a moment that the real reason is that General Weygand is 
making demands from North Africa which amount to blackmail, and 
that the Vichy Government is not in a position to react without risking 

the loss of North Africa. I also consider it probable that there exists at 
Vichy itself a whole clique which approves of Wcygand’s policy, at least 
tacitly. I do not think that Petain personally is disloyal. But one never 
knows. All this demands constant vigilance and a careful watching of 
events. 

3. Spain. Profoundly troubled by the situation, which Franco thinks 

has deteriorated, Spain has refused to collaborate with the Axis Powers. 
I fear that Franco may be about to make the biggest mistake of his life. I 
think that his idea of receiving from the democracies raw materials and 
wheat as a sort of recompense for his abstention from the conflict is 
extremely naive. The democracies will keep him in suspense until he has 
consumed the last grain of wheat, and then they will unloose the fight 
against him. 

I deplore all this, for from our side we had completed our preparations 
for crossing the Spanish frontier on January 10, and to attack Gibraltar 
at the beginning of February. I think success would have been relatively 
rapid. The troops picked for this operation have been specially chosen 
and trained. The moment that the Straits of Gibraltar fell into our 
hands the danger of a French change-over in North and West Africa 
would be definitely eliminated. 

I am therefore very saddened by this decision of Franco, which is so 
little in accord with the aid which we, you. Duce, and mvself, gave him 

when he found himself in difficulties. I still have the hope, the slight 
hope, that he will realise at the last minute the catastrophic consequences 
of his conduct, and that even tardily he will find his way to this battlc- 
tront, where our victory will decide his own destinv. 

4- Bulgaria. Bulgaria equally is reluctant to associate herself with the 

i npar2!* 1 acl and to ad°Pl a c,car attitude in her international rela- 

hJ?S’ t/2? gSSw,n? Presj“rc exercised by Soviet Russia is the cause of 
Ko, Jf ^ 8 hau adhered immediately to our pact no one would 
have dared to put such pressure on him. The worst is that this influence 

WwC h ,S n<>t ,rT£siblc to Communist infection. 
1* 'i h< A u b Is Hungary. and Roumania who in this conflict 

the most clear-cut attitude. General Antonescu has recog¬ 
nised that the future of his regime, and even of his person, depends on 
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our victory. From this he has drawn clear and direct conclusions which 
make him go up in my esteem. 

The attitude of the Hungarians is no less loyal. Since December 13 
German troops have been continually in transit in the direction of 
Roumania. Hungary and Roumania have put at my disposition their 
railway network, so that German divisions can be rapidly moved to the 
points of pressure. I cannot say any more yet of the operations which we 
are planning or which may become necessary, for these plans are being 
drawn up at this very moment. The strength of our forces will in any 
case be such that any threat of lateral counter-manceuvre will be 
excluded. 

It is simply necessary, Duce, that you stabilise your front in Albania so 
as to contain at least a part of the Greek and Anglo-Greek forces. 

6. Yugoslavia. Yugoslavia is prudently gaining time. If circumstances 
are favourable it may be that she will conclude a non-aggression pact 
with us, but it seems now that she will not adhere in any case to the 
Tripartite Pact. I do not count on trying to obtain anything more until 
our military successes have improved the psychological climate. 

7. Russia. Given the danger of seeing internal conflicts develop in a 
certain number of Balkan countries, it is necessary to foresee the extreme 
consequences and to have ready machinery capable of avoiding them. I 
do not envisage any Russian initiative against us so long as Stalin is alive, 
and we ourselves arc not victims of serious setbacks. I consider it essen¬ 
tial, Duce, as a premise of a satisfactory conclusion of this war that there 
should be in existence a German army sufficiently strong to deal with 
any eventuality in the East. The greater the strength of this army 
appears the less will be the probability that we shall have to employ it 
against an unforeseen danger. I would like to add to these general con¬ 
siderations that our present relations with the U.S.S.R. arc very good. 
We arc on the eve of concluding a trade treaty which will satisfy both 
parties, and there is considerable hope that we can resolve in a reasonable 
manner the remaining points at issue between us. 

In fact, the only two questions which still divide us are Finland and 
Constantinople. In regard to Finland, I do not foresee fundamental 
difficulties, because we do not regard Finland as belonging essentially to 
our sphere of influence, and the only thing that interests us is that a 
second war should not break out in this area. 

In contrast to this, it is not in our interest to abandon Constantinople 
to Russia and Bulgaria to Bolshevism. But even here it should be pos¬ 
sible, with good intentions, to reach a solution which will avoid the worst 
and facilitate what we want. It will be easier to find a solution if Moscow 
is clear that nothing obliges us to accept an arrangement which is not 

satisfactory to us. 
8. Africa. Duce, I do not think that in this theatre any counter¬ 

attack on a large scale can be launched at the moment. The preparation 
of such an enterprise would take a minimum of three to five months. In 
the meantime we shall reach the season of the year in which the German 
armoured formations cannot successfully go into action. For unless they 
are equipped with special cooling devices even the armoured cars cannot 
be used in practice at such temperatures. In any case they cannot be 
used for tactical operations at long distances requiring a whole day. 

The decisive solution in this sector seems to be to increase the 
number of anti-tank weapons, even if that means that in other sectors 

Itali*v. formations must be deprived of these special guns. 
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Above all, as I stated recently, I believe nevertheless that we should 
try by all means to weaken the naval position of Great Britain in the 
Mediterranean with our air forces, because the employment of our 
ground troops in this sector cannot improve the situation. 

For the rest, Duce, no decision of importance can be made before the 
month of March.* 

Mr. Eden was watching with close attention the darkening clouds 
in the East. 

Foreign Minister to Prime Minister 6 Jan. 41 

Salutations and congratulations upon the victory of Bardia! If I may 
debase a golden phrase, "never has so much been surrendered by so 
many to so few”. 

The object of this minute however is to call attention to a less satis¬ 
factory sector of the international horizon, the Balkans. A mass of in¬ 
formation has come to us over the last few days from divers sources, all 

of which tends to show that Germany is pressing forward her prepara¬ 
tions in the Balkans with a view to an ultimate descent upon Greece 
The date usually mentioned for such a descent is the beginning of 
March, but I feel confident that the Germans must be making every 
effort to .antedate their move. Whether or not military operations arc- 

possible through Bulgaria against Salonika at this time of the year I am 
not qualified to say, but we may feel certain that Germany will seek to 

intervene by force to prevent complete Italian defeat in Albania. Already 
there are reports of increased enemy air forces operating against the 
Orecks, and General Papagos states that these are slowing down his ad¬ 
vance. It would be in accordance with German methods to establish 
supcrionty in the air before making any move on land. 

Politically the attitude of the Bulgarian Government causes me grave 

disquiet. They give the impression of men who have now little control of 
events. T heir Press is increasingly under German control, and is now 

l.tt c else but the mouthpiece of Axis propaganda. It is essential that our 
victories in North Africa should not result in any decrease of watchful¬ 
ness on the part of the Turks and Yugoslavs, and we are doing what we 
can in the political sphere to ensure this. You may wish to have all these 
questions considered by the Defence Committee. 

After reading this I issued the following minute: 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee 6 Jan. 41 

Pray see the attached from the Foreign Secretary. In spite of the 
evident need to pursue the Italians along the Libyan coastPwhile the 
going IS good we shall have to consider the dispatch of four or five more 

pSSEISbK *£5Ed1£3£ *nd ,h* di~»' 

Although perhaps by luck and daring we may collect comparatively 

•Hitler e Mussolini: Let tore e Documenti, p. 83. 
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easily most delectable prizes on the Libyan shore, the massive import¬ 
ance of the taking of Valona and keeping the Greek front in being must 
weigh hourly with us. 

* • • * • 
On January 8 the Defence Committee agreed that in view of the 

probability of an early German advance into Greece through Bulgaria it 

was of the first importance, from the political point of view, that we 

should do everything possible, by hook or by crook, to send at once to 

Greece the fullest support within our power. It was also agreed that a 

decision on the form and extent of our assistance to Greece should be 

taken within the next forty-eight hours. On this same day I received 

the following telegram from General Smuts. This was written quite 

independently of my minute two days earlier. I was fortified by his 

complete agreement with my view, endorsed as it was by the Chiefs of 

Staff and the Defence Committee. 

General Smuts to Prime Minister 8 Jan. 41 

is as far beyond the frontier as the frontier is from Alexandria, out mere 
may be sound reasons, naval or other, for going so far as Benghazi. In 
the absence of good and special reasons Tobruk seems to me the ter¬ 
minus. Beyond it lie risks not necessary to detail. Leaving an adequate 
defensive force there in a fortified position, the rest of the Army should 
be withdrawn to Egypt and the Middle East, where a strong army [ofJ 
manoeuvre will be required against possible attack through the Balkans. 

2. I would however suggest that at such a stage liquidation of the 
Abyssinian situation should also be considered. Conquest of Abyssinia 
would mean a deadly blow at Mussolini’s prestige and at the fascist 
plunder. Italy may possibly be forced out of the war and the whole of 
the Mediterranean position transformed. Germany would once more be 

isolated, with prospect of certain defeat. . 
•». For an early liquidation of Abyssinia there is also the argument that 

the Italian morale there must be particularly low now, and early finish of 
the campaign would release large forces for reinforcing our front in th 
Middle East. If part of Wavells Middle East army could be de fied 
shortly, reinforcing an attack on Abyssinia from the north, and a_simul- 
tancous attack is launched from Kenya Ital.an resistance might rapidly 
disintegrate. I should think that an additional division in the north ana 

another in Kenya would be sufficient if both attacks proceed simul- 

taneously-ch a p|an for simuitanc0us attack is approved I am Prepared to 

supply the additional division for the south. Except for the’ ?c™“"3rb 
Bren guns, it is ready and could be moved as soon as shipping could be 
provided. Transport of such large forces both in the no h and soutn 
must take some time, and if my suggestion is approved decision ishooki be 
made as soon as possible. Attack from the south will tap.^ypushthe 
fighting front away from Kenya, and so involve the scrappm0 of much 
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the plan now being worked on there. Plan of simultaneous attack from 
the north and south is required if unnecessary risk and a long campaign 

arc to be avoided in so large an area as Eritrea and Abyssinia. For this 
[the] additional division in the north will be necessary, and probably 
sufficient. I hope it can be spared in spite of rumours of large German 
concentrations in Roumania and Hungary. 

Question is whether Germany can afford to set the Balkans ablaze 
with Russia an incalculable factor and Turkey hostile. The Italian defeat 
in Africa and Greece, together with the failure of the German Air Force 
against Britain, have profoundly changed the position, and the German 
concentrations may only be intended to pacify the Italians, and to lure 
the British forces away from Britain, where the main attack is intended 

and has to be made. Whole situation is one for consideration of the 
General Staff, who have full facts before them. To me it would in the 
circumstances appear not to involve undue risk presently to detach one 
division with the necessary air force from the Middle East army in order 
to strengthen the Soudan force for this attack from the north. If the 
operation is brought off soon and expeditiously it might produce far- 
reaching results in Italy and the Middle East. 

• • • • • 
On January 10 the Chiefs of Staff warned the commanders in the 

Middle East that a German attack on Greece might start before the 

end of the month. It would come, they thought, through Bulgaria, 

and the probable line of advance would be down the Struma valley 

against Salonika. Three divisions, supported by about two hundred 

dive-bombers, would be used, and three or four more divisions might 

be added after March. The Chiefs of Staff added that the decision of 

His Majesty’s Government to give the greatest possible help to the 

Greeks meant that once Tobruk was taken all other operations in the 

Middle East must have second place, and they authorised the dispatch 

therefrom of mechanised and specialist units and air forces up to the 

following limits: one squadron of Infantry tanks, one regiment of 

cruiser tanks,* ten regiments of artillery, and five squadrons of aircraft 

I he Commanders-in-Chief in Cairo thought that the German con¬ 

centration in Roumania, of which we had warned them, was merely a 

m r^°, Jdesi^ned t0 ind“ce us to disperse our forces in the 
Middle East and stop our advance in Libya. Wavell trusted that the 

Unotb°uff^ff W°U M *'COnsider most urgentIy whether enemy’s move 

the0following8- th'S rCPly’ Wh‘Ch W“ far SStray fr°ra the facts- 1 issued 

infantryl0W’ “""S* am°Ured 

a™^om8hUsednforTco^a',sr^e,hm “d for 
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Prime Minister to General Ismay or Colonel Hollis, for 
C.O.S. Committee 10 Jan. 41 

Chiefs of Staff should meet to-morrow, Saturday morning, to con¬ 
sider the various telegrams from the Middle East H.Q., and they are 
authorised to dispatch the attached telegram which I have drafted to 
General Wavell and Air Marshal Longmore, unless they wish to make 
any communication to me upon it. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 10 Jan. 41 

Our information contradicts idea that German concentration in 
Roumania is merely a “move in war of nerves” or a ‘‘bluff to cause dis¬ 
persion of force”. We have a mass of detail indicating that a large-scale 
movement through Bulgaria towards the Greek frontier aimed presum¬ 
ably at Salonika will begin before the end of the month. Hostile forces to 
be employed in the aforesaid invasion would not be large, but of deadly auality. One, perhaps two, armoured divisions, with one motorised 

ivision, about 180 dive-bombers, and some parachute troops, seems to 
be all that could cross the Bulgarian-Grcek frontier up till the middle of 

February. . , , 
2. But this force, if not stopped, may play exactly the same part in 

Greece as the German Army’s break-through at Sedan played in I-ranee. 
All Greek divisions in Albania will be fatally affected. These are the 
facts and implications which arise from our information, in which we have 
good reason to believe. But is this not also the very thing the Germans 
ought to do to harm us most? Destruction of Greece will eclipse vic¬ 
tories you have gained in Libya, and may affect decisively Turkish atti¬ 
tude, especially if we have shown ourselves callous of fate of allies. You 
must now therefore conform your plans to larger interests at stake. 

Nothing must hamper capture of Tobruk, but thereafter all opera¬ 
tions in Libya arc subordinated to aiding Greece, and all preparations 
must be made from the receipt of this telegram for the immediate succour 
of Greece up to the limits prescribed. These matters have been earnestly 
weighed by Defence Committee of Cabinet, and General Smuts has 

independently cabled almost identical views. 
4. We expect and require prompt and active comp!liance wiith our de- 

cisions for which we bear full responsibility. Your joint visit to Athens 
will enable you to contrive the best method of giving effect to the above 

decisions. It should not be delayed. 

The Chiefs of Staff being in accord, this telegram was dispatched. 

It will be seen that our intentions at this time did not amount to t e 

offer to Greece of an army, but only to special and technical um^ 

On these orders General Wavell and Air Chief Marshal Longmore 

flew to Athens for discussions with Generals Metaxas and ^pagos On 

January .5 they told us that the Greek Government were unw. lmg 

hat aS of our troops should land in Salonika unt.l they could do so m 

sufficient numbers to act offensively. On receipt of «h,s telegram the 

Chiefs of Staff telegraphed on January 17 that there could be no ques 

tion of forcing our aid upon the Greeks. In consequence we mod.fied 

our view of the immediate future, decided to push on to Benghaz., and 
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meanwhile to build up the strongest strategic reserve possible in the 

Delta. 

On January 21 the Chiefs of Staff accordingly proposed to VVavcll 

that the capture of Benghazi was now of the highest importance. They 

considered that if it were made into a strongly fortified naval and air 

base the overland route might be dropped and both men and transport 

saved. They also urged him to seize the Dodecanese, and especially 

Rhodes, as soon as possible, in order to forestall the arrival of the 

German Air Force, with its consequent threat to our communications 

with Greece and Turkey, and to form a strategic reserve of four 

divisions to be ready to help these two countries. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 26 Jan. 41 

The apparition of the German aircraft in the Central Mediterranean 
has forced me for the time being to abandon the hopes I had formed of 
opening and picketing the way through the Narrows, thus enabling 
troop convoys to pass regularly. Unless this situation can be rectified 
during the early months of this year the lack of shipping and the distance 
round the Cape will undoubtedly affect the scale to which I had hoped to 
raise the Army of the Nile and the strength of your command. It pained 
me very much to find that the convoys sent at so much cost and risk 
round the Cape should so largely consist of rearward services and make 
so small an addition to our organised fighting units. I shall try my ut¬ 
most to support you in every way, and I must ask in return that you con¬ 
vince me that every man in the Middle East is turned to the highest pos¬ 
sible use and that the largest number of organised divisional or perhaps 
v.r/ffd brigade units arc formed. The soldiers in the rearward scr- 

securi^ d cstabl,shmen,s should P^y an effective part in internal 

The information reaching me from every quarter leaves me in no 

fhe ButVril GeTnS art' TV a',rcady cs,ablishing themselves upon 
against fee S'T and makinR, c'\cry' PrcPnrati„n for action 
against Oreece. This infiltration may, indeed almost certainly will attain 

semed mPd?Pr,0tnS ^any clear-cut issue of invasion has been pre- 
sented to the 1 urks, who will then be told to keep out or have Constant! 

Pn°H C n0,??bed- W.e must expect a scries of very heavy, disastrous blows 
n the Balkans and possibly a general submission there to German aims 

The stronger the strategic reserve which you can build up in the Delta 
and the more advanced your preparations to transfer it to Euronean 

lisZSnhe bCtter Wl“ bC thC ChanC‘S °f — C a favourable cS 

I now replied to General Smuts: 

Prime Minister to General Smuts J2 , 

\ our message of the 8th arrived when we had reached certain fir.*,* 

&£&£! of* StaffS three*Se ' readDefend 

^den: AU s*™* by complete coincidence o?view. Onlypoimofdiff^ 
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headway; Emperor enters soon. Advance Kassala-Agordat cuts tap¬ 
root. Force you mention already on the way. Pressure from Kenya to 
be maintained at utmost, but we cannot carry too many troops on this 
line. Please send division at earliest. Perhaps by time it approaches can 
land it in Red Sea. Better keep as fluid as possible in view of impon- 
derabilia. Come, though, please, now. 

Fully agreed to pay no heavy price beyond Tobruk, where very likely 
25,000 Italians in net, and to go on while the going is good so as to make 
as far-thrown a western flank for Egypt as possible, meanwhile shifting 
all useful elements to impending war-front Bulgarian-Grcek frontier. 
Naturally Wavell and Co. heart-set on chase, but Wavcll is going Mon¬ 
day or Tuesday to Athens to concert reinforcements with Greeks. 
Cannot guarantee success; can only make what we think best arrange¬ 
ments. Weather, mountains, Danube crossing, fortified Greek-Bulgarian 
frontier, all helpful factors. Turkey, Yugoslavia, Russia, all perhaps 
favourably influenced by evidences of British support of Greece. 

Whatever happens in Balkans Italian army in Abyssinia probably de- 
stroyable. If this should come off, everything useful from Kenya should 
go forward to Mediterranean. Hope Army of South African Union will 
be there for summer fighting. Very large reinforcements coming con¬ 
tinually round Cape. Most grateful for all your help, and above all for 
your surefooted judgment, which marches with our laboriously reached 

conclusions. 



Chapter II 

THE WIDENING WAR 

More Intimate Contacts with President Roosevelt—Arrival of Harry Hopkins in 
London—A Precious Link with the President—Our Journey to Seapa—Mr. 

Wendell Willkie—"Sail On, O Ship of State!"—Politics and Strategy—Our 

Grim Alternatives—German Designs upon Roumania and Bulgaria—Soviet Con¬ 

cern—Ribbentrop's Explanations—My Telegram of January 31 to President 
Indnu—Our Offer of Military Help to Turkey—Turkish Lack of Modern Equip¬ 
ment—Vital Need to Form a Balkan Front. 

WITH the New Year more intimate contacts developed with 

President Roosevelt. I had already sent him the compliments of 
the season. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 

At this moment, when the New Year opens in storm, I feel it my duty 
on behalf of the British Government, and indeed of the whole British 

Empire, to tell you, Mr. President, how lively is our sense of gratitude 
and admiration for the memorable declaration which you made to the 
American people and to the lovers of freedom in all the continents on 
Sunday last. 

We cannot tell what lies before us, but with this trumpet-call wc 
march forward heartened and fortified, and with the confidence which 
you have expressed that in the end all will be well for the linclish- 
speaking peoples and those who share their ideals. 

On January io a gentleman arrived to see me at Downing Street with 

the highest credentials. Telegrams had been received from Washing¬ 

ton stating that he was the closest confidant and personal agent of the 

President. I therefore arranged that he should be met by Mr. Brendan 

Bracken on his arrival at Poole Airport, and that wc should lunch to¬ 

gether alone the next day. Thus I met Harry Hopkins, that extra¬ 

ordinary man, who played, and was to play, a sometimes decisive part 

in the whole movement of the war. His was a soul that flamed out of a 

frail and failing body. He was a crumbling lighthouse from which there 

shone the beams that led great fleets to harbour. He had also a gift of 

sardonic humour I always enjoyed his company, especially when 

things went ill He could also be very disagreeable and say hard and 

sour things. My experiences were teaching me to be able to do this too 
11 need be. ’ 

At our first meeting we were about three hours together, and I soon 

comprehended his personal dynamism and the outstanding importance 

of his mission. This was the height of the London bombing, and many 
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local worries imposed themselves upon us. But it was evident to me 

that here was an envoy from the President of supreme importance to 

our life. With gleaming eye and quiet, constrained passion he said: 

“The President is determined that we shall win the war together. 

Make no mistake about it. 
“He has sent me here to tell you that at all costs and by all means he 

will carry you through, no matter what happens to him—there is 

nothing that he will not do so far as he has human power.” 

Everyone who came in contact with Harry Hopkins in the long 

struggle will confirm what I have set down about his remarkable per¬ 

sonality. And from this hour began a friendship between us which 

sailed serenely over all earthquakes and convulsions. He was the most 

faithful and perfect channel of communication between the President 

and me. But far more than that, he was for several years the main 

prop and animator of Roosevelt himself. Together these two men, the 

one a subordinate without public office, the other commanding the 

mighty Republic, were capable of taking decisions of the highest conse¬ 

quence over the whole area of the English-speaking world. Hopkins 

was of course jealous about his personal influence with his Chief and 

did not encourage American competitors. He therefore in some ways 

bore out the poet Gray’s line, “A favourite has no friend . But this 

was not my affair. There he sat, slim, frail, ill, but absolutely glowing 

with refined comprehension of the Cause. It was to be the defeat, 

ruin, and slaughter of Hitler, to the exclusion of all other purposes, 

loyalties, or aims. In the history of the United States few brighter 

flames have burned. • , 
Harry Hopkins always went to the root of the matter. I have been 

present at several great conferences, where twenty or more of the most 

important executive personages were gathered together. When the 

discussion flagged and all seemed baffled, it was on these occasions he 

woddrap out the deadly question, -Surely, Mr. here£«he 
point we have got to settle. Are we going to face ,t or not ? Faced it 
alTavs was and, being faced, was conquered. He was a true leader of 

men^and alike in ardour and in wisdom in times of crisis he has rarely 

been excelled His love for the causes of the weak and poor was 

matched by his passion against tyranny, especially when tyranny was, 

for the time, triumphant. 
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ocean. I accompanied them North in my train and saw them off from 

Scapa Flow. I took advantage of the occasion to visit the Fleet, which 

I had not seen since I left the Admiralty. This fitted in with my plans 

for making much closer acquaintance with Harry Hopkins. We went 

together to the Fleet, inspecting ships and defences. My wife came 

with me, and excelled all others in nimbleness of skipping and scram¬ 

bling from one destroyer to another. Hopkins nearly fell into the sea. 

I returned in my train to Glasgow. I was welcomed by very large 

crowds, saw all the local authorities, walked through a number of 

workshops, inspected the Defence, Fire, and Air Raid services, and 

made a number of impromptu speeches. We then went on to Tyneside, 

where the same thing happened. All the time I got to know this man— 

and to know about his Chief. Hopkins was about ten days with me, 

and in this time he put me into harmonious mental relations with the 

newly re-chosen Master of the great Republic. Later on I took him to 

Dover to see our heavy batteries glaring across the Channel at the coast 

of France—for us Germany. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 13 Jan. 41 

Hopkins and I spent the week-end together, and he is coming along 
with me on a short tour of Fleet bases, so wc shall have plenty of time to 
cover all points at leisure. I am most grateful to you for sending so re¬ 
markable an envoy, who enjoys so high a measure of your intimacy and 
confidence. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 19 Jan. 41 

You probably know that Halifax will arrive at Annapolis in our new 
battleship H.M.S. King George V. She cannot of course stay more than 
twenty-four hours. I don't know whether you would be interested to 
see her. We should be proud to show her to you, or to anv of your high 
naval authorities, if you could arrange that. She is due at entrance of 
Chesapeake Bay at 7 a.m. on January 24. If you will communicate to me 
any suggestions or wishes we will do our best to meet them. 

• • • • • 
Later on in the same month there arrived in England Mr. Wendell 

Willkic, the President’s opponent in the recent election. He too 

brought recommendations of the highest character from the President 

and as he was the accepted leader of the Republican Party every 

arrangement was made by us, with the assistance of the enemv, to let 

him see all he desired of London at bay. He also came to Chequers for 

a night and I had a very long talk with this most able and forceful 

man, whose life was cut short so unexpectedly by illness three years 

Former Naval Person to President Roosez elt 28 Ian 

T Jn2CuiVe? ™C yes;er,da>’- and was deeply moved by the verse If 
Longfellow s winch you had quoted. I shall have it framed as a souvenir 
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of these tremendous days, and as a mark of our friendly relations, which 
have been built up telegraphically but also telepathically under all the 

stresses. . ... 
All my information shows that the Germans are persevering in their 

preparations to invade this country, and we are getting ready to give 
them a reception worthy of the occasion. On the other hand, the news 
from the East shows that a large army and air force are being established 
in Roumania, and that the advance parties of the German Air Force have 
already to the extent of several thousands infiltrated themselves into 
Bulgarian aerodromes, with the full connivance of the Bulgarian 
Government. It would be natural for Hitler to make a strong threat 
against the British Isles in order to occupy us here and cover his Eastern 
designs. The forces at his disposal are however so large that he could 
carry out both offensives at the same time. You may be sure we shall do 

our best in both quarters. .... r 1 j 1 ,nA 
I am most grateful to you for your splendid reception of Halifax and 

for all you are doing to secure us timely help. It has been a great 
pleasure to me to make friends with Hopkins, who has been a 
comfort and encouragement to everyone he has met. One can easily sec 

why he is so close to you. Colonel Donovan also has done fine v*ork in 

th Ah my^rcspects and kindest regards. I hope you are already better. 

Here is the President’s letter: 

The White Housb 

Washington 

January 20, 194* 

D Wendelf VVBl'kie will give you this. He is truly helping to keep politics 

°UI thfnk^his verse applies to your people as it does to us: 

"Sail on, O ship of State! 
Sail on, O Union, strong and great! 

Humanity with all its fears, 
With all the hopes of future years,^ 
Is hanging breathless on thy fate. 

As ever yours, 
Franklin D. Roosevelt 

These splendid lines from Longfellow’s “ Building of the Ship " 

were an inspiration. 

- - 7 risijsr 
d the military'aspect ^ls single and supreme, and even that they 

dain. Also the^ «he literature of 

‘he idea that in war only military eon- 
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siderations count and that soldiers are obstructed in their clear, pro¬ 

fessional view by the intrusion of politicians, who for personal or party 

advantage tilt the dread balances of battle. The extremely close, inti¬ 

mate contacts which prevailed between the War Cabinet, the Chiefs of 

Staff, and myself, and the total absence of party feeling in Britain at 

this time, reduced these discords to a minimum. 
While the war with the Italians in North-East Africa continued to 

prosper, and while the Greeks in Albania had good hopes of capturing 

Valona, all the news we got about the German movements and inten¬ 

tions proved every day more plainly that Hitler was about to intervene 

upon a large scale in the Balkans and the Mediterranean. From the 

beginning of January I had apprehended the arrival of German air- 

power in Sicily, with the consequent menace to Malta and to all our 

hopes of resuming traffic through the Mediterranean. 1 also feared 

they would set up an air station on Pantelleria, with all the facilities th 

would give for a movement of German troops, presumably armoured, 

into Tripoli. They did not, as it turned out, think it necessary to 

occupy Pantelleria, but we could not doubt that theirplanswerepro- 

gressing to establish a north-and-south passage through Italy to 

Africa,Ind at the same time and by the same measures to interrupt all 

our movements east and west in the Mediterranean. 
On top of this now came the menace to the Balkan States inchjd ng 

Greece and Turkey, of being enticed or coerced into the Hitler empire, 

S conquered if they did not comply. Was the same hideous process 

we had witnessed in Norway, Denmark, Holland, Be g.um and France 

To be reproduced in South-East Europe? Were all the Balkan Sutes, 

Palestine, F-gyPt; Ira^ and ^ hlch wou[d make this new German 
Balkan unity and Balkan , , Mi ht not the fact of Balkan 
“ggression too costly to be \vo«h while ^ ^ reactions Sovict 

resistance to Germany produ which the Balkan States were 

Russia? Certainly this was P allowed it to influence 
affected by interest and even so far-they ^ ^ ^ 

their calculations, by ^mimenL C Jd contribu[ion which might 

growing resources find interests were largely the same, into 

*" 'h“ 5,“:;;S“, ™Shn Shi hand, » mind 
action for a common cause. 8 our campaign in North-East 

Mric" let Greece,The Balkans, and it might be Turkey and all else in 

the Middle East, slide to ruin? clear-cut de- 
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occupying subordinate positions who have given us their views. These 

writers certainly have the advantage of pointing to the misfortunes 

which we sustained, but they had not the knowledge to consider suf¬ 

ficiently what the results of the opposite policy might have been. If 

Hitler had been able, with hardly any fighting, to bring Greece to her 

knees and the whole of the Balkans into his system and then force 

Turkey to allow the passage of his armies to the south and cast, might 

he not have made terms with the Soviets upon the conquest and par¬ 

tition of these vast regions and postponed his ultimate, inevitable 

quarrel with them to a later part of his programme ? Or, as is more 

likely, would he not have been able to attack Russia in greater strength 

at an earlier date? The main question which the ensuing chapters will 

probe and expose is whether His Majesty's Government by their 

action influenced in a decisive, or even in an appreciable manner, 

Hitler’s movements in South-East Europe, and moreover whether that 

action did not produce consequences first upon the behaviour of 

Russia and next upon her fortunes. 

• • • • • 
We had, as is set forth in the previous volume, already given modest 

aid to Greece from the time when she was attacked by Italy, and four 

British air squadrons were operating with some success from Greek 

airfields. It is at this point worth while seeing what was actually in 
progress on the German side. 

On January 7 Ribbentrop informed the heads of the German 
mission in Moscow: 

Since early m January the movement of strong German troop forma¬ 
tions to Roumama has been going on via Hungary. The movement of 
troops is being carried on with full concurrence of the Hungarian and 
Roumanian Governments. For the time being the troops will be quar¬ 
tered in the south of Roumania. The troop movements result from the 
tact that the necessity must be seriously contemplated of ejecting the 
English completely from the whole of Greece. German troops have been 

fnrXdCnd.m lUCh strcngth that l.h«y can cas,|y cope with any military task 
m the Danubian region and with any eventualities from any side. The 
mihtary measures being carried out by us are aimed exclusively against 

forCeS r!,ng £ f°othold in Grcccc- and not against any Balkan country, including Turkey. h y 

tnh^tf^i?StimCti0nS/0r conve£ati?*?s* ^ general a reserved attitude is 
nenHilfo -n CnSC °f urgen,t offic,aI inquiries it is to be pointed out de- 
? l fS °n c,rcumstances, that such inquiries are to be made in Berlin 

L toVr.v "0nrrSa,J0n “"T bc avoided an opinion in general terms 

,arpl^mf0TCe"'^J'i"BT'l ^^^Greece'^y b7gheT£ 

•My italics.—author. 
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of the present vagueness is desired for the time being. Later on we 
shall presumably be interested in making known the full strength of the 
troops, and, beyond that, in stimulating exaggeration. The cue for that 
will be given at the proper time. 

Also the same day to the German Ambassador in Japan: 

I request that the Japanese Foreign Minister be personally and con¬ 
fidentially informed that at present rather strong German troop contin¬ 
gents are being transferred to Roumania. The movements are carried on 
with the full concurrence of the Hungarian and the Roumanian Govern¬ 
ments. These troop shipments are being carried out as a security 
measure for an intervention that may become necessary in Greece if 
English military forces gain a foothold and necessitate such intervention 

there. 

Schulenburg, the German Ambassador at Moscow, replied on 

January 8: 

Numerous rumours arc already circulating here concerning the send¬ 
ing of German troops to Roumania; the number of men m the movement 
is even estimated at two hundred thousand. Government circles here, 
the radio, and the Soviet Press have not yet taken up the matter. 

The Soviet Government will take the strongest interest in these troop 
movements, and will wish to know what purposes these troop concentra¬ 
tions serve, and particularly to what degree Bulgaria and I urkey [btraitsj 
might possibly be affected by them. Please give me appropriate instruc¬ 

tions. 

The German Foreign Minister answered the same day. 

Ribbentrop to Schulenburg 8 Jan' 41 
I request you not to broach the question of increased German troop 

movements to Roumania with the Soviet Government. .. . 
Should you be approached regarding the matter by Herr Moloto 

some o.hc? influent person in the Soviet Oovernmem please ^ay that 

»3gVS= 

toleraf^EnRb'ntTs gaming'a"foothold on Greek soil. Please do no, 8o 

into greater detail until further notice. . 
By the middle of January the Russians were deeply Per^beJ and 

raised the issue in Berlin. On January .7 the Russian Ambas ador 

called at the German Foreign Office, and communicated the substance 

of the following memorandum: 

According to all reports, 
Roumania, and are nowprepared Straits. There can be 

«^e'stau the operations of German 
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troops, to occupy the Straits, to start military operations against Bul¬ 
garia in alliance with Turkey, and turn Bulgaria into a theatre of opera¬ 
tions. The Soviet Government has stated repeatedly to the German 
Government that it considers the territory of Bulgaria and of the Straits 
as the security zone of the U.S.S.R., and that it cannot be indifferent to 
events which threaten the security interests of the U.S.S.R. In view of 
all this the Soviet Government regards it as its duty to give warning that 
it will consider the appearance of any foreign armed forces on the terri¬ 
tory of Bulgaria and of the Straits as a violation of the security interests of 
the U.S.S.R. 

^ On January 21 the Russian Ambassador was called to the German 

Foreign Oflice and told that the Reich Government had not received 

any reports that England contemplated occupying the Straits. Nor 

did they believe that Turkey would permit English military forces to 

enter her territory. However, they were informed that England in¬ 

tended and was about to gain a foothold on Greek territory. It was 

their unalterable intention not to permit English military forces to 

establish themselves on Greek territory, which would mean a threat to 

vital interests of Germany in the Balkans. Certain troop concentra¬ 

tions in the Balkans, which had the sole purpose of preventing the 

British from gaining any foothold on Greek soil, were therefore in pro¬ 

gress. The Reich Government believed that this action was also serv¬ 

ing Soviet interests, which would be opposed to England’s gaining a 
foothold in these regions.* 

There for the moment the matter rested. 

• • • • • • 
A few days later I addressed myself to the President of Turkey. 

Prime Minister to President Indnti, Angora 3, jan 

t0 TUrkc;y a?dL 10 Rritish intcrcsts< leads 
?he Gorm-inl S address you directly. I have sure information that 
the Germans are already establishing themselves upon Bulgarian aero¬ 
dromes. Hutments are being prepared, and advance servicing personnel 
numbering several thousands have arrived. This has been done with {lie 

[hi £T,VanCer°f the Royal Bu,Sarian Air Force and undoubtedly of 
the Bulgarian Government. Very soon, perhaps m a few weeks Vfho 
movement into Bulgaria of German troops and air squadrons will begin 
T!;c,a'r madrons will only have to fly from their stations in Roumania n 

como ,nto actyione and ",'iU immediately be able !o 

SMK- 3ps pa“ *£-hro™’cb I^anam?hCe; 

the communications between our armies in Egypt’ and the TnT^k 
Anny. They would deny the use of Smyrna 

•Nazi-Soviet Relations, pp. 268, 271-2. 
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completely control the exits from the Dardanelles, and thus complete the 
encirclement of Turkey in Europe on three sides. This would also 
facilitate their attacks upon Alexandria and Egypt generally. 

Of course I know, Mr. President, that, confronted with these mortal 
dangers, Turkey would declare war. But why is it necessary to hand over 
to the enemy the enormous advantage of being able to secure the mastery 
of the Bulgarian airfields without a shot being fired or a word being 

said ? 
Germany is in fact preparing to repeat on the frontiers of Turkey the 

same manoeuvre as she accomplished on the frontiers of r ranee in April 

and Mav 1940. But in this case, instead of hesitating and over-awed 
neutrals'like Denmark, Holland, and Belgium, she has in Bulgaria a 
confederate and former ally who has beyond all doubt abandoned the 
will, and never had the power, to resist. AH this, I reP^t, may fall 
upon us in February or in March, and all will be open toGermans 
even without moving any large masses of troops from the 
the Bulgarian airfields have been fitted to receive the German Ai-I orce 
and are occupied by the advanced aircraft personnel and ground staff. 
Do we propose to sit still with folded hands and watch the steady pre- 

* r 
respective nations if we were to fail in ordinary prudence and foresight. 

Even now we have waited too long. . » . nilu 
1 therefore propose to you, Mr. President, that you and I shoul 

r«»ne*\t in defence of Turkey the same kind of measures which the Ger 
mans are taking on the Bulgarian airfields. My Government wish to send 

Army* the additional’afr s^ppon which they need to sustain their famous 

mBurmoUre than that, we shall placet£ 

squadrons are °n.jb^Tn^Gennan advance is made into Bulgaria, or if 
Roumanian oilfields if any German SPcedily withdrawn. We will 

undertalfe^ot "to3 take^suc^'action from Turkish airfie.ds except by 

“CS'com. The attitudei «J 
our hope it ma.y remain loyal and fnend^ No^ B,h*„ the presence of 

Helds ^or* a^ery la^gcSp®rt of her'ag'ricidnirel'and^ar-rcaching famine 

would follow their destruction. would have the means per- 

Thus Turkey, once “J^nning Bulgaria and quelling 
haps of deterring Geimany Russian fear of the German armies. 
Greece, and of counterbalancing « not an hour to lose, and on 
If this decisive ' Government will immediately give 
receipt of your “PffS““ ^advanced personnel, either « uniform or in 

Sksss %%■» »" •*—<“ T"rkw' 
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Further, we are prepared to send you a hundred A.A. Runs, which arc 
now either in or on their way to Egypt. These would be complete with 
personnel, either in uniform, if you so desire, or in the guise of in¬ 
structors. 

All other measures which have been discussed with Marshal Chak- 
mak, and also the naval measures, will at the right moment be brought 
into operation. 

The victories we have gained in Libya will enable us to give a far more 
direct and immediate measure of aid to Turkey in the event of our two 
countries becoming allied in war, and we will make common cause with 
you and use our growing strength to aid your valiant armies. 

*••••• 
I also sent the following to the Chiefs of Staff: 

Prime Minister to C.O.S. Committee 3I Jan. 41 

We must not overlook the decision we conveyed to General Wavell, 
that once ^Tobruk was taken the Greek-Turkish situation must have 
priority. I'hc advance to Benghazi is most desirable, and has been 
emphasised in later telegrams. Nevertheless only forces which do not 
conflict with European needs can be employed. As the forecast is now 
that Benghazi cannot be captured till the end of February, it is necessary 
that this should be impressed upon General Wavell. For instance, the 
air support promised to Turkey cannot be delayed till then. It may 
however be possible to reconcile both objectives. 

The Chiefs of Staff accordingly telegraphed to the Commandcrs-in- 

Chief in the Middle East inviting their attention to my message to 

I resident Inonii, and adding the following: 

Steps to counter German infiltration into Bulgaria must now have the 

Frvnt ,nd?h,tyfi Advantage of going on to Benghazi and thus securing 
Egypt and the fleet base in the Eastern Mediterranean are fully realised 
provided that it can be done without prejudice to European interests Its 
capture as soon as possible is therefore of the highest importance Your 

the^liree^ 1 Mandibles [Rhodes] is welcomed^ us, and ^ have sem 
the three Glen ships to you at the cost of paralvsing for some months 
similar operations in the Western Mediterranean. We did this in hone of 

wnVwnit,n8 a,r"bornc German air occupation of “Mandibles” which 
uould hamper our communications with Turkey. We have asked vou to 
speed this operation as much as possible you 

In conclusion we must repeat that the Gricco-Turkish situation nr. 
dominates and should have first place in your thoughts. 

Jr,dCr,S,,00d aluhiS ,ireh0W perilous the Position of Turkey had 
^C°m . J .Waf °bvl0ULs|y ■mposs.blc to consider the treaty we had 
made with her before the war as binding upon her in the aUered cir 

oumstances When war had broken out in i939 the Turks had 

mobilised their strong, good, brave army. But this was all based upon 

the conditions of the First Great War. The Turkish infantry were as 

Bnr th I?, eVe/ LbeCn’ and their field artillery was presentable 
they had none of the modern weapons which from May ,94o were 
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proved to be decisive. Aviation was lamentably weak and primitive. 

They had no tanks or armoured cars, and neither the workshops to 

make and maintain them nor the trained men and staffs to handle them. 

They had hardly any anti-aircraft or anti-tank artillery. Their signals 

service was rudimentary. Radar was unknown to them. Nor did their 

warlike qualities include any aptitude for all these modern develop- 

On the other hand, Bulgaria had been largely armed by Germany 

out of the immense quantities of equipment of all kinds taken from 

France and the Low Countries as a result of the battles of 1940. I he 

Germans had therefore plenty of modern weapons with which to arm 

their allies. We, for our part, having lost so much at Dunkirk, having 

to build up our home army against invasion and to face all the con¬ 

tinuous pressure of the Blitz on our cities as well as maintain the war in 

the Middle East, could only give very sparingly and at the cost ot 

other clamant needs. The Turkish army m Thrace was, under these 

conditions, at a serious and almost hope!^ disadvantage compared 

with the Bulgarians. If to this danger were added even moderate de 

tachments of German air and armour the weight upon Turkey might 

'^Th^oniy'pohcy or hope throughout this phase of the ever-extending 

war was in an organised plan of uniting the forces of Yugoslavia 

Greece and Turkey ; and this we were now trying to do. Our aid to 

manoeuvre or strategic reserve possible in TOP*- 

In this condition we reached the month of February. 
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AS the end of the year 1940 approached and the Blitz continued to 

ixassail us it seemed most necessary to peer into the future and 

attempt to measure our ordeal. How much longer and with what in¬ 

crease of severity must we expect the night onslaughts on our factories 

and people to continue? First we must form the most trustworthy 

estimate of the German air strength, actual and relative, and of their 

programme for 1941. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air and C.A.S. 2 Dec. 40 

One cannot doubt that the Germans will be making tremendous 
efforts to increase their Air Force this winter, and that a far more serious 
attempt must be expected against us in the spring. It is most necessary 
to iorm the best opinion possible about the potential scale of the German 
increase (a) by March 31, (6) by June 30—these dates not being arbitrary 
it other dates are more convenient and equally illustrative. It is im- 
portant not to exaggerate the German capacity, and therefore the 

!?Ct0\!S~u:8'’ cng,nf’ sPeV^ raw materials, pilot-training, 
5^L fu Uri5Tb,nB~arC S£cc,aI ,ntcrest- On the other hand, full 
countricSshOU d ** t0 th® German usc of factories in the captive 

8^d * YT Inte'li8e"ce B™ch would let me have a paper 
(not more than two or three sheets) upon this vital matter, and it would 
be convenient if they could keep in touch with Professor Lindemann 

(taft Production comes imo this. I, „„„ld £ fSSfS 

45 
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view could be presented by the departments. Let me know how you 
will set about this. One week is all that can be spared. 

» » * » # 

With the aid of Professor Lindemann and his Statistical Branch I 

began to explore this obscure domain. We probed the Air Ministry 

statements. We confronted them with the quite separate figures and 

widely differing judgments of the Ministry of Economic Warfare and 

of the Air Ministry Intelligence, and with the views of the Ministry of 

Aircraft Production. I let the argument rip healthily between the de¬ 

partments. This is a very good way of finding out the truth. There 

was a great deal of friendship and accord between the less senior 

officers of these three departments, and I was very glad to convene 

them all together one afternoon at Chequers. Both sides produced 

their facts and figures, and each was tormented by doubt. The evi¬ 

dence was so conflicting, and all the witnesses so earnestly desirous of 

finding the truth, that I felt a judicial mind, a keen, clear, unhampered 

brain, should sift and weigh. Accordingly I persuaded all concerned 

to give their best to a factual inquiry by an eminent judge. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air and C.A.S. 9 Dec- 4° 

I spent four hours on Saturday with the officers of the Air Ministry 
Intelligence Branch and those of the Ministry of Economic Warfare. I 
have not been able to reach a conclusion as to which are right. Probably 
the truth lies midway between them. The subject is of capital import¬ 
ance to the whole future picture we make to ourselves of the war. It 
would also influence the use we make of our forces in the meanwhile. 1 
am most anxious that the two branches mentioned, whose officers arc in 
the most friendly relations, should sit together in an inquiry to sift the 
evidence and ascertain the facts. There should be an impartial chairman 
accustomed to weigh evidence and to cross-examine, and I wondcrca 
whether for this purpose Mr. Justice Singleton, who b?- 
as a gunner and recently conducted an inquiry for me into bomb-sigi , 
would not be able to guide the discussions and throw a va!uable igh ° 
the obscurities of this all-important scene. He would of cours£ 
be given all the available information. Before takmg any decision I 
should like .0 have your views. Meanwhile I have set Ou. a s'a.ement of 
what I learned in our discussion on Saturday, as something for 
partments «o bite on. Every fact in it is open .oquesnon mod.ficauo^ 
or offset. I have sent a copy to each branch, and it would form the staple 
of the investigations I contemplate. 

I composed this statement myself, and it took a good many hours’ 
concentration. As it is somewhat technical I print it among t e PPin¬ 

dices, where it should be read by those who wish to probe the questions 

at issue.* 

•See Appendix D. 
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Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air 13 Dec. 40 

Out of the estimated monthly German aircraft production of 1,800 
machines, the Intelligence Branch of the Air Ministry consider that only 
400 are provided for training. This seems very few, considering that the 
Air Ministry’s view is that the Germans are maintaining about two and 
a half times our strength in the front lines. Alternatively, if the Air 
Ministry’s requirements of trainers is warranted, and if our trainers arc 
not profusely and unthriftily used, and [if] large numbers [are not] kept 
about the aerodromes in an unserviceable state, the German front-line 
strength cannot well be maintained on such a small proportion of 
trainers. 

Mr. Justice Singleton is coming to lunch with me on Sunday, and I 
will set him to work on the inquiry on which we arc agreed. 

• • • • • 

Mr. Justice Singleton got on famously with the airmen and other 

experts. On January 21 he presented me with his final report. It was 

most difficult to compare British and German air strengths in actual 

figures. Each side divided its Air Force into authorised establish¬ 

ments, total aircraft, “operationally fit”, and “front line”. These 

categories were different, arbitrary, and variable. Moreover, the Royal 

Air Force was divided between Home and Overseas, while at this 

moment the Germans were all at home. I do not therefore baffle the 

reader with disputable statistics. The Judge concluded that the 

strength of the German Air Force, compared with the British, might 

be taken as roughly four to three. Although the Air Ministry (Intel¬ 

ligence) still thought the Germans had more and the Ministry of 

Economic Warfare that they had less, there was a considerable measure 

of agreement, and the Singleton estimate became our working basis 

I was encouraged by his report, which showed that we were steadily 

overhauling the Germans in the air. At the beginning of the Battle of 

I-ranee they were at least more than double. Now they were reported 

as only four to three. After the war we learnt that it was actually 

nearer three to two. This was a great improvement. We had not yet 

reached our full rate of expansion, nor had we received the great wave 
01 American help which was on the way. 

At of 1940 Hitler had realised that Britain could not be 

destroyed by direct air assault. The Battle of Britain had been his first 

defeat, and the malignant bombmg of the cities had not cowed the 

nation or its Government. The preparations to invade Russia in the 

early summer of 1941 absorbed much of the German air-power The 

r^nreV'e7Herre(rM,dS "hich "’e Suffered lil1 the end May no longer 
epresented the full strength of the enemy. To us they were most 
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grievous, but they were no longer the prime thought either of the 
German High Command or of the Fuehrer. To Hitler the continuance 
of the air attack on Great Britain was a necessary and convenient cover 
to the concentration against Russia. His optimistic time-table assumed 
that the Soviets, like the French, would be overthrown in a six-weeks 
campaign and that all German forces would then be free for the final 
overthrow of Britain in the autumn of 1941. Meanwhile the obstinate 
nation was to be worn down, first by the combination of the U-boat 
blockade sustained by the long-range air, and secondly by air attacks 
upon her cities and especially her ports. For the German Army Sea 
Lion” (against Britain) was now replaced by “Barbarossa” (against 
Russia). The German Navy was instructed to concentrate on our 
Atlantic traffic and the German Air Force on our harbours and their 
approaches. This was a far more deadly plan than the indiscriminate 
bombing of London and the civil population, and it was fortunate for 
us that it was not pursued with all available forces and greater per- 

sistcnce. . • • 

Viewed in retrospect, the Blitz of .94' Ml» ,hrf Phase8j *n ‘h' 
first, during January and February, the enemy were frustrated by bad 
weather, and, apart from attacks on Cardiff, Portsmouth, and Swansea 
our Civil Defence Services gained a well-deserved breathing-space, by 
which they did not fail to profit. A system of Port Emngracy Com¬ 
mittees, representing all the main interests concerned in port orga 
isation, had been set up long before the war by the Comm tt^ of m 

& "s srcu-s r^rc: 

popular with the local inhabitants whose ho ‘M' Midland 

IL prepared, »d11- P™"* rid, for 
industrial centres. Decoy fires, or defensive plan was knit 
distraction of enemy bombers, and the whole defensive p 

together into one coherent s^f®- earnest over again. 
When better weather came the Blitz start lQur of the 

The second phase, sometimes calle f j le or double attacks, 
ports”, began in early March. It On the 8th and 
which, though serious, failed to cripp heavily attacked and the 
for three succeeding nights Portsmou ere attacked on the 
dockyards damaged. Manchester and Salfor g 0n the 
llth On the ensuing nights it was the turn 01 
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13th and 14th the Luftwaffe fell for the first time heavily on the Clyde, 
killing or injuring over two thousand people and putting the shipyards 
out of action, some till June and others till November. At John 
Brown’s shipbuilding works large fires caused stoppages, and normal 
production was only restored in April. This firm had been affected 
since March 6 by an extensive strike. Most of the strikers had been 
bombed out of their homes, but the raid sufferings and peril brought 
them back to eager duty. Merseyside, the Midlands, Essex, and 
London all had another dose before the month was out: 

The heaviest blows did not fall till April. On the 8th the concentra¬ 
tion was on Coventry, and in the rest of the country the sharpest im¬ 
pact was at Portsmouth. London had heavy attacks on the 16th and 
17th; over two thousand three hundred people were killed, more than 
three thousand seriously injured. In this third and final phase the 
enemy went on trying to destroy most of our principal ports by attacks 
prolonged in some cases over a whole week. Plymouth was attacked 
from April 21 to 29, and though decoy fires helped to save the dock¬ 
yards this was only at the expense of the city. The climax came on 
May 1, when Liverpool and the Mersey were attacked for seven suc¬ 
cessive nights. Seventy-six thousand people were made homeless and 
three thousand killed or injured. Sixty-nine out of a hundred and 
forty-four berths were put out of action, and the tonnage landed for a 
while was cut to a quarter. I lad the enemy persisted the Battle of the 
Atlantic would have been even more closely run than it was. But as 
usual he turned away. For two nights he battered Hull heavily, where 
forty thousand people had their dwellings destroyed, the food stores 
were wrecked, and the marine engineering works were crippled for 
nearly two months. In that month he struck again at Belfast, already 
twice raided. 

• • • • • 
On April 12, as Chancellor of Bristol University, I conferred the 

honorary degree of Doctor of Laws on Mr. Winant, the United States 
Ambassador, on Dr. J. B. Conant, President of Harvard University, 
and on Mr. Mcnzics, Prime Minister of Australia. My wife came with 
me. Our train lay for the night in a siding in the open country, but 
we could see and hear the heavy air raid on the city of Bristol. We 
pulled into the station early in the morning and went straight to the 
hotel. There I met a number of dignitaries, and almost immediately 
started on a tour of the most stricken parts of the town. The Air Raid 
Sendees were feverishly at work and people were still being dug out of 
the ruins. The ordeal had been severe, but the spirit of the citizens 
was invincible. At one of the rest centres a number of old women 
whose homes had been wrecked and who still seemed stunned were 
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sitting there, the picture of dejection. When I came in they wiped 

away their tears and cheered wildly for King and Country. 

The ceremony went forward as planned. I spent an hour driving 

round the worst hit places, and then repaired to the University. 

Everything proceeded with strict formality, but the large building 

next to the University was still burning and the bright academic robes 

of some of the principal actors did not conceal the soaked and grimy 

uniforms of their night’s toil. The whole scene was moving. 

“Many of those here to-day,” I said, “have been all night at their 

posts, and all have been under the fire of the enemy in heavy and pro¬ 

tracted bombardment. That you should gather in this way is a mark of 

fortitude and phlegm, of a courage and detachment from material 

affairs, worthy of all that we have learned to believe of ancient Rome or 

of modern Greece. 
“I go about the country whenever I can escape for a few hours or for 

a day from my duty at headquarters, and I see the damage done by the 

enemy attacks; but I also see side by side with the devastation and 

amid the ruins quiet, confident, bright and smiling eyes, beaming with 

a consciousness of being associated with a cause far higher and wider 

than any human or personal issue. I see the spirit of an unconquerable 

people. I sec a spirit bred in freedom, nursed in a tradition which has 

come down to us through the centuries, and which will surely at this 

moment, this turning-point in the history ot the world, enable us to 

bear our part in such a way that none of our race who come after us 

will have any reason to cast reproach upon their sires. 

Meanwhile the Wizard War was unfolding in its own strange way. 

The forging of its first new weapons has already found mention in an 

earlier volume.* The plans for the air defence of Great Bntain had as 

early as the autumn of .937 been rewritten round the assumpuon tha 

the promises made by our scientists for the st.l unproven Rad 

would be kept. The first five stations of the coastal“ J 
five guarding the Thames estuary, had watched Mr Chamber Iain s 

aeroplane go and come on its peace m.ss.ons of September .938 

Eighteen stations from Dundee to Portsmouth began*Pr“* ix 
,939 a twenty-four-hour watch, not to be mterrupted m the next s x 

years. These stations were the watchdogs of the a.r-ra.d rmngse 

vice ; they spared us alike grave losses in war production and ,ntol«ablt 

burdens on our Civil Defence workers. T ey spar ^ save(i us 

gun crews needless and tiring hours at action s • , our 

from the exhaustion of man and machine that would 

•Volume I, Chapter IX. 
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matchless but slender fighter force had it been compelled to maintain 

standing patrols. They could not give the accuracy required for night¬ 

time interception, but they enabled the day fighters to await their prey 

at the most favourable altitudes and aspects for attack. In their de¬ 

cisive contribution to victory in the day battles they were supported 

and supplemented by other stations of new technical design,* which 

gave warning—all too brief, but invaluable—of the approach of the 

low fliers. 
• • * • • 

During 1941 we went on deflecting the German beams despite their 

various improvements. An example may be cited. On the night of 

May 8 the Germans planned two attacks, the first upon the Rolls- 

Royce works at Derby and the second on Nottingham. Through our 

interference with their beams, which were set upon Derby, they 

bombed instead Nottingham, where small fires were still burning from 

the previous night. Their original error then carried their second 

attack to the Vale of Belvoir, about as far from Nottingham as Notting¬ 

ham is from Derby. The German communique claimed the destruction 

of the Rolls-Royce works at Derby, which they never got near. Two 

hundred and thirty high-explosive bombs and a large number of in¬ 

cendiaries were however unloaded in the open country. The total 

casualties there were two chickens. 

The worst attack was the last. On May 10 the enemy returned to 

London with incendiary bombs. He lit more than two thousand fires, 

and, by the smashing of nearly a hundred and fifty water mains, 

coupled with the low tide in the Thames, he stopped us putting them 

out. At six o’clock next morning hundreds were reported as out of 

control, and four were still glowing on the night of the 13th. It was the 

most destructive attack of the whole night Blitz. Five docks and 

seventy-one key points, half of which were factories, had been hit. 

All but one of the main railway stations were blocked for weeks, and 

the through routes were not fully opened till early June. Over three 

thousand people were killed or injured. In other respects also it was 

historic. It destroyed the House of Commons. One single bomb 

created ruin for years. We were however thankful that the Chamber 

was empty. On the other hand, our batteries and night fighters de¬ 

stroyed SLxteen enemy planes, the maximum we had yet attained in 

night fighting, and largely the fruits of our winter’s toil in the Wizard 
w ar. 

This, though we did not know it, was the enemy’s parting fling. On 

May 22 Kesselnng shifted the headquarters of his air fleet to Posen 

and at the beginning of June the whole force was moved to the East! 

•Called in our jargon C.H.L. and C.H.E.L.' 
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Nearly three years were to pass before our Civil Defence organisation 

in London had to deal with the “baby Blitz’’ of February 1944 and the 

later onslaught of the rockets and the flying-bombs. In the twelve 

months from June 1940 to June 1941 our civilian casualties were 

43,381 killed and 50,856 seriously injured, a total of 94,237. 

Except for their Radar aids to anti-aircraft gunnery the enemy had 

hitherto concentrated on offensive devices like the beams, and 1941 

was far spent before they felt the need of looking after themselves. In 

Britain of course we had trusted to our large and costly navigation 

schools for finding our targets, and thought of Radar primarily for self- 

preservation. After the beams had been mastered and as things got 

better generally we studied German Radar for the purpose of removing 

obstacles to our hitting back. In February 1941 we found and photo¬ 

graphed for the first time a German Radar station for detecting air¬ 

craft, and almost at once wc picked up its transmissions. Having 

found this specimen near Cherbourg, we searched for others like it 

along the western coastline of occupied Europe by photographic 

reconnaissance and secret agents. By the middle of 1941 the Roya 

Air Force was seeking to make heavy night attacks on Germany. 10 

do this we had to know all about their defensive devices. These were 

likely to depend, as ours did, largely upon Radar. From a study ot 

German Radar on the coast we gradually worked our way back to the 

German night-fighter defences. These stretched in a great belt run¬ 

ning from Schleswig-Holstein through North-West Germany and 

Holland to the Franco-Belgian frontier. But neither our new measures 

nor those of the enemy played a great part during the latter months of 

1941. The German bomber force had been hopefully scheduled to 

begin its return from Russia six weeks after the invasion. Ha 

returned it would have been supported m its a,'acli °n Br 'a'n * 
many new beam stations with more powerful transmitters along 

Channel coast to help it bludgeon its way through the: Enghsh jam¬ 

ming. It would have encountered many new ttnamitten on outside 

to distort and divert the new beams, as well as grea > P 
Radar on our night fighters. The ever-spreadmg character of the 

Russian entanglement prevented this new battle of the . 

great radio efibrts on both sides remained for the time being unused. . 
On Sunday, May u, I was spending the weekend at.Ditchley. 

During the evening news kept coming in of 
London of the night before. There was noth:ng I «Jd “ ^ ^ 

so I watched the Marx Brothers in a J ^ heard it 
arranged. I went out twice to inquire about the dam g , 
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was bad. The merry film clacked on, and I was glad of the diversion. 

Presently a secretary told me that somebody wanted to speak to me on 

the telephone on behalf of the Duke of Hamilton. The Duke was a per¬ 

sonal friend of mine, and was commanding a fighter-sector in the Hast 

of Scotland, but I could not think of any business he might have with 

me which could not wait till the morning. However, the caller pressed 

to speak to me, saying the matter was one of urgent Cabinet import¬ 

ance. I asked Mr. Bracken to hear what he had to say. After a few 

minutes Mr. Bracken told me that the Duke said he had an amazing 

piece of information to report. I therefore sent for him. On arrival he 

told me that a German prisoner whom he had interviewed alone said he 

was Rudolf Hess. “Hess in Scotland!” I thought this was fantastic. 

The report however was true. 

Piloting his own plane and dressed as a-flight-lieutenant of the 

Luftwaffe, he had flown from Augsburg and baled out. At first he gave 

his name as “Horn”, and it was not till after his reception at a military 

hospital near Glasgow, where he had been brought for minor injuries 

caused by his drop, that it was learned who he was. He was soon 

removed by various stages to the Tower, and thence to other places of 

captivity in this country, and remained here till October 6, 1945, when 

in the cells of Nuremberg he rejoined such of his colleagues as had sur¬ 

vived the war and were being tried for their lives by the conquerors. 

I never attached any serious importance to this escapade. I knew it 

had no relation to the march of events. Throughout Britain, the 

United States, Russia, and above all Germany, there was a profound 

sensation, and books have been written about it all. I shall merely set 

down here what I believe to be the true story. 

• • • • • 
Rudolf Hess was a good-looking, youngish man to whom I litler took 

a fancy, and who became an intimate member of his personal staff. He 

worshipped the Fuehrer, and felt passionately about the world issue at 

stake. He dined at Hitler’s table, often alone or with two or three. He 

knew and was capable of understanding Hitler’s inner mind—his 

hatred of Soviet Russia, his lust to destroy Bolshevism, his admiration 

for Britain and earnest wish to be friends with the British Empire, his 

contempt for most other countries. No one knew Hitler better or saw 

him more often in his unguarded moments. With the coming of actual 

war there was a change. Hitler's meal-time company grew perforce. 

Generals, admirals, diplomats, high functionaries, were admitted from 

time to time to this select circle of arbitrary power. The Deputy 

Fuehrer found himself in eclipse. What were party demonstrations 
now ? This was a time for deeds, not for antics. 
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We must discount to some extent the merits of his action by a cer¬ 

tain strain of jealousy which affected his nature at finding that under 

war conditions he no longer played his old part of friendly confidant 

with the beloved Fuehrer. Here, he felt, are all these generals and 

others who must be admitted to the Fuehrer’s intimacy, and crowd his 

table. They have their parts to play. But I, Rudolf, by a deed of 

superb devotion will surpass them all and bring to my Fuehrer a 

greater treasure and easement than all of them put together. 1 will go 

and make peace with Britain. My life is nothing. How glad I am to 

have a life to cast away for such a hope! Such moods, however naive, 

were certainly neither wicked nor squalid. 
Hess’s idea of the European scene was that England had been 

wrested from her true interests and policy of friendship with Germany, 

and above all from alliance against Bolshevism, by the war-mongers, of 

whom Churchill was the superficial manifestation. If only he, Rudolf, 

could get at the heart of Britain and make its King believe how Hitler 

felt towards her, the malign forces that now ruled in this ill-starred 

island and had brought so many needless miseries upon it would be 

swept away. How could Britain survive? France was gone. T he U- 

boats would soon destroy all sea communications; the German air 

attack would overpower British industry and beat down British cities. 

But to whom should he turn? There was the Duke of Hamilton, 

who was known to the son • of his political adviser, Haushofer. He 

knew also that the Duke of Hamilton was Lord Steward. A personage 

like that would probably be dining every night with the King and have 

his private ear. Here was a channel of direct access. 

"It seemed,” said a German Press notice a few days later, hat 

Party Member Hess lived in a state of hallucination, as a result ot 

which he felt he would bring about an understanding be''vccn Lng; 

land and Germany. ... The National Socialist Party 
idealist fell a victim to his hallucination. This however will have no 

effect on the continuance of the war which has been forced on. Ger¬ 

many.” For Hitler the event was embarrassing, h was as if my 

colleague the Foreign Secretary, who was only a littejy°g 
Hess, had parachuted from a stolen Spitfire intoJe grounds of 

Berchtesgaden. The Nazis no doubt found some relief in arresting 

Hess’s adjutants. 

•The Duke of Hamilton had first mc* Games 
Haushofer. author of the Nazi theory of Geopolitik . «a and Iatcr thc 
of 1936, at which time the Duke was studying first the ^ his ^ 
Russian air forces. This son was executed by the Nazis in 1944 

pectcd part in the plot against Hitler. 
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Prime Minister to Foreign Secretory 13 May 41 

On the whole it will be more convenient to treat him [Herr Hess] as a 
prisoner of war, under the War Office and not the Home Office; but also 
as one against whom grave political charges may be preferred. This 
man, like other Nazi leaders, is potentially a war criminal, and he and his 
confederates may well be declared outlaws at the close of the war. In 
this case his repentance would stand him in good stead. 

2. In the meanwhile he should be strictly isolated in a convenient 
house not too far from London, and every endeavour should be made to 
study his mentality and get anything worth while out of him. 

3. His health and comfort should be ensured, food, books, writing 
materials, and recreation being provided for him. He should not have 
any contacts with the outer world or visitors except as prescribed by the 
Foreign Office. Special guardians should be appointed. He should see 
no newspapers and hear no wireless. He should be treated with dignity, 
as if he were an important general who had fallen into our hands. 

Prime Minister to Sir Alexander Co dog an 16 May 41 

Please make now a fairly full digest of the conversational parts of 
Hess’s three interviews, stressing particularly the points mentioned by 
me in the statement I prepared [for the House] but did not deliver. I 
will then send this to President Roosevelt with a covering telegram. 

2. I approved the War Office proposal to bring Hess to the Tower by 
to-night pending his place of confinement being prepared at Aldershot. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosez elt 17 May 41 

Foreign Office representative has had three interviews with Hess. 
At first interview, on night of May 11-12, Hess was extremely 

voluble, and made long statement with the aid of notes. First part 
recapitulated Anglo-German relations during past thirty years or so, and 
was designed to show that Germany had always been in the right and 
England in the wrong. Second part emphasised certainty of German 
victory, due to development in combination of submarine and air 
weapons, steadiness of German morale, and complete unity of German 
people behind Hitler. Third part outlined proposals for settlement. 
Hess said that the Fuehrer had never entertained any designs against the 
British Empire, which would be left intact save for the return of former 
German colonies, in exchange for a free hand for him in Europe. But 
condition was attached that Hitler would not negotiate with present 
Government in England. This is the old invitation to us to desert all 
our friends in order to save temporarily the greater part of our skin. 

Foreign Office representative asked him whether when he spoke of 
Hitler having a free hand in Europe he included Russia in Europe or in 
Asia. He replied, “In Asia.” He added however that Germany had 
certain demands to make of Russia which would have to be satisfied but 
denied rumours that attack on Russia was being planned. 

Impression created by Hess was that he had made up his mind that 
Germany must win the war, but saw that it would last a long time and 
involve much loss of life and destruction. He seemed to feel that if he 
could persuade people in this country that there was a basis for a settle¬ 
ment, that might bring the war to an end and avert unnecessary suffer¬ 
ing. 

At second interview, on May 14, Hess made two further points: 
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(1) In any peace settlement Germany would have to support Rashid 
Ali and secure eviction of British from Iraq. 

(2) U-boat war with air co-operation would be carried on till all 
supplies to these islands were cut off. Even if these islands capitu¬ 
lated and the Empire continued the fight, the blockade of Britain 
would continue, even if that meant that the last inhabitant of 
Britain died of starvation. 

At third interview, on May 15, nothing much emerged save incidentally 
some rather disparaging remarks about your county and the degree of 
assistance that you will be able to furnish to us. I am afraid, in par¬ 
ticular, he is not sufficiently impressed by what he thinks he knows of 
your aircraft types and production. . , f 

Hess seems in good health and not excited, and no ordinary signs of 
insanity can be detected. He declares that this escapade is his own idea 
and that Hitler was unaware of it beforehand. If he is to be believed, he 
expected to contact members of a "peace movement in England, which 
he would help to oust the present Government. If he is honest 
is sane this is an encouraging sign of ineptitude of German Intelligence 
Service. He will not be ill-treated, but it is desirable that 
not romanticise him and his adventure. We must not forget that he shares 
responsibility for all Hitler’s crimes and is a potential war criminal whose 
fate must ultimately depend upon the decision of the Allied Govem- 

mMrS' President, all the above is for your own information Here we 
think it best to let the Press have a good run for a b, and kefP ,h^ 
Germans guessing. The German officer prisoners of war here were 
greatly perturbed by the news, and I cannot doubt that there will be deep 
misgivings in the German armed forces about what he may say. 

Hess’s own explanations to the doctors were hardly more illum¬ 

inating. On May 22 his doctor reported as follows: He ^ hc "’a 

horrified at the heavy air raids on London in '94°. ^ loathed the 

thought of killing young children and their mothers. This feeling 

intensified when he contemplated h.s own wife and ^n.md'cd 

idea of flying to Britain and arranging peace with theiargean 

faction which he thought existed in this country. He stressed that 

personal advantage played no part in this scheme-.t was an mcrcas. g 

»ch .houghs in hi, mind *>< !» ~ 

taring K-rl H.u.h.f,, «,p.» taiUr ta 
Duke of Hamilton as a person of common s remarked 
horrified at this senseless slaughter, ^ushofer h^d ^ acr0. 

that he had seen Hess on three occasions ^ P f such 
plane he knew not where. Hess took these remarks com. g w 

a man, as a message to fly to this country as an em.ssa y PQ 

seek the Duke of Hamilton, who would conduct a pa8rty 

The British Government would be thrown out 

•The Case of Rudolf Hess, edited by J. R- Recs’ P- 2* 
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desiring peace installed in its place. He was insistent that he would 

have no dealings with that ‘clique’—the ruling Administration—who 

would do all in their power to thwart him, but he was very vague as to 

what statesmen would replace them, and seemed to be extremely ill- 

informed as to the names and standing of our politicians. . . . He de¬ 

scribed how he approached Willi Messerschmidt and obtained facilities 

for long-distance flying inside Germany in training for the event, and 

how when he was prepared he set out on his voyage. He maintained 

that there were no confederates, and that he showed considerable skill 

in arranging his journey, working out the route himself, and flying 

with an accuracy which enabled him to land only some ten miles from 

his destination, Dungavel.” • 

• • • • • 
The Cabinet invited Lord Simon to interview him, and on June io 

a meeting took place. "When the Fuehrer," said Hess, "had come to 

the conclusion that common sense could not prevail in England, he 

acted just according to the rule of conduct of Admiral Lord Fisher: 

‘Moderation in war is folly. If you strike, strike hard and wherever you 

can.’ But I can confirm that it was indeed always diflicult for the 

Fuehrer to give orders for these [air and U-boat] attacks. It pained 

him deeply. He was constantly in full sympathy with the English 

people who were victims of this method of waging war. . . . He said 

that even if victorious one should not impose any severe conditions on 

a country with which it was desired to come to an agreement." Then, 

the keynote for Hess: "I thought that if England once knew of this fact 

it might be possible that England on her part would be ready for 

agreement." If only England knew how kind Hitler really was, surely 

she would meet his wishes! 

• • • • • 
Much learned medical investigation has been devoted to Hess’s 

mental state. Certainly he was a neurotic, a split soul seeking peace in 

the pursuit of power and position and in the worship of a leader. But 

he was more than a medical case. He believed passionately in his 

vision of Hitler’s mind. If only England could share it too, how much 

suffering could be saved and how easy it would be to agree! A free 

hand for Germany in Europe and for Britain in her own Empire! 

Other minor conditions were the return of the German colonies, the 

evacuation of Iraq, and an armistice and peace with Italy. As it was 

England’s position was hopeless. If she did not agree to these con¬ 

ditions “sooner or later the day will come when she will be forced to 

* The Case of Rudolf Hess, edited by J. R. Rees, pp. 18-19. 
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accede to them”. To this Lord Simon replied: “I do not think that 

that particular argument will be very good for the British Cabinet, 

because, you know, there is a good deal of courage in this country, and 

we are not very fond of threats!” 

Considering how closely Hess was knit to Hitler, it is surprising that 

he did not know of, or that if he knew he did not disclose, the impend¬ 

ing attack on Russia, for which such vast preparations were being 

made. The Soviet Government were deeply intrigued by the Hess 

episode, and they wove many distorted theories around it. Three years 

later when I was in Moscow on my second visit I realised the fascina¬ 

tion which this topic had for Stalin. He asked me at the dinner-table 

what was the truth about the Hess mission. I said shortly what I have 

written here. I had the feeling that he believed there had been some 

deep negotiation or plot for Germany and Britain to act together in the 

invasion of Russia which had miscarried. Remembering what a wise 

man he is, I was surprised to find him silly on this point. When the 

interpreter made it plain that he did not believe what I said, I replied 

through my interpreter, “When I make a statement of facts within my 

knowledge I expect it to be accepted.” Stalin received this somewhat 

abrupt response with a genial grin. “There arc lots of things that 

happen even here in Russia which our Secret Service do not neces¬ 

sarily tell me about.” I let it go at that. 

* • • • • 
Reflecting upon the whole of this story, I am glad not to be respon¬ 

sible for the way in which Hess has been and is being treated. VV 

ever may be the moral guilt of a German who stood near to Hitler 
Hess had, in my view, atoned for this by his completely devoted and 

frantic deed of lunatic benevolence. He came to us1 of^lus oun rce 
will, and, though without authority, had somethmg of the qual ty of an 

envoy. He was a medical and not a criminal case, and should be so 

regarded. 



Chapter IV 

THE MEDITERRANEAN WAR 

Vital Importance of Malta—Admiral Keyes’ Plan to Take Pantelleria—Its 

Postponement—Naval Encounter with the German Air Force, January 10—The 
Aircraft-carrier "Illustrious" Disabled—"Southampton" Sunk and "Gloucester" 

Damaged—Air Reinforcements for Malta—Determined German Attacks on the 

Island—Governor Dobbie—Admiral Somerville's Raid on Genoa, February Q— 

Reinforcement of the Malta Garrison—Activities and Successes of Our Sub¬ 
marines—An Enemy Com oy Annihilated—Capture of Benghazi, February 6— 

Conquest of Cyrenaica Complete—The Eden-Dill Mission to the Middle East— 

My Telegram to General Wavell of February 12—His Reply—Foreign Secre¬ 

tary’s Instructions—Telegram to General Smuts, February 15—I Take Charge 
of the Foreign Office—My Telegram to Mr. Eden, February 20—Mr. Eden's 

Simultaneous Message—Menace of Mines to the Suez Canal—Mr. Eden's Report 

of February 21—He Goes to Athens—His Report of February 22—Greece Will 

Fight On—She Accepts Offer of British Troops—War Cabinet in Favour of 

Sending an Army to Greece—The Inscrutable Future. 

SINCE the days of Nelson Malta has stood a faithful British sen¬ 

tinel guarding the narrow and vital sea corridor through the 

Central Mediterranean. Its strategic importance was never higher 

than in this the latest war. The needs of the large armies we were 

building up in Egypt made the free passage of the Mediterranean for 

our convoys and the stopping of enemy reinforcements to Tripoli aims 

of the highest consequence. At the same time the new air weapon 

struck a deadly blow not only at Malta but at the effective assertion of 

British sea-power in these narrow waters. Without this modern 

danger our task would have been simple. We could have moved freely 

about the Mediterranean and stopped all other traffic. It was now im¬ 

possible to base the main Fleet on Malta. The island itself was exposed 

to the threat of invasion from the Italian ports, as well as to constant 

and measureless air attack. Hostile air-power also imposed almost pro¬ 

hibitive risks upon the passage of our convoys through the Narrows, 

condemning us to the long haul round the Cape. At the same time the 

superior Air Force of the enemy enabled them, by deterring our war¬ 

ships from acting fully in the Central Mediterranean except at much 

loss and hazard, to maintain a rivulet of troops and supplies into 
Tripoli. 

About 140 miles from Malta, in the throat of the Western Narrows 

between Sicily and Tunis, lay the Italian island of Pantelleria, reputed 

strongly fortified and with an invaluable airfield. This place was im¬ 

portant to the enemy’s route to Tunis and Tripoli, and in our hands 

59 
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would markedly expand the air cover we could give around Malta. In 

September 1940 I had asked Admiral Keyes to make a plan for seizing 

/ Pantelleria with the newly formed Commandos. The idea was to 

attach two or three troopships to the tail of one of our heavily guarded 

convoys. While the main body was engaging the enemy’s attention 

these would drop off in the darkness and storm the island by surprise. 

The project, which was called “Workshop”, gained increasing support 

from the Chiefs of Staff. Keyes was ardent, and claimed to lead the 

assault in person, waiving his rank as an Admiral of the Fleet. 

In my circle we did not deem the actual capture too hard to try, but 

the difficulties of holding the prize while we were already hard pressed 

in Malta caused misgivings. Nevertheless, on December 28, 1940, I 

issued the following minute: 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee 

Constant reflection has made me feel the very high value of “Work¬ 
shop”, provided that a thoroughly good plan can be made and it is 
given a chance. The effect of •'Workshop”, .f successful would be 
electrifying, and would greatly increase our strategic hold upon the 

ass s sswKrs* ssp 
shop” island and make it a very difficult proposition both for nuisance 

value and against assault. 

The Chiefs of Staff set to work on the problem at once, and I 

returned to the charge in the New Year. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay. far C.O.S. Committee «3 J«- 41 

The effective arrival of German aviation in Sicily may be: the ^gin¬ 
ning of evil developments in the successful 
dive-bombing attacks upon ///us/no. I and the two cixiis^^ f ^ ^ 

need for having these ships fi**5d Wl. u-|c The improved naval 

b^K^S^^«ns on Formidab,e 

bef2°rCI am very 
example of the adage 

“A stitch in time saves n,r?e \.w , h •• should be reviewed. It has 
3. It is necessary now that ime morc difficult, and 

become far more urgent, and wiUtecome more difficult still. I 
once the Germans are installed there it w.l be<c be ready by to-day 
should be glad if revised and perfected1 pila is portunity at the earliest 
week. Plans should also be made to find .m °PP > be settlcd 
moment. The question of whether to try it or n 
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after these matters of method and timing have been satisfactorily 

^ 4. I remain completely of opinion that “Workshop” is cardinal. 

dis- 

All agreements were obtained, but with our other affairs we could 

not meet the date at the end of January at which we had aimed. At a 

conference at Chequers on the morning of January 18 I agreed with the 

First Sea Lord and the other Chiefs of Staff to put it off for a month. I 

think I could have turned the decision the other way, but like the 

others I was constrained by the pressure of larger business, and also by 

talk about the Commandos not being yet fully trained. Keyes, who was 

not present, was bitterly disappointed. The delay proved fatal to the' 

plan. Long before the month had passed the German Air Force 

arrived in Sicily, and all wore a very different complexion. There is no 

doubt about the value of the prize we did not gain. Had we been in 

occupation of Pantclleria in 1942 many fine ships that were lost in our 

convoys, which we then fought through to Malta, might have been 

saved, and the enemy communications with Tripoli still further im¬ 

paired. On the other hand, we might well have been overpowered by 

German air attack, lost our vantage, and complicated our defence of 

Malta in the interval. 

I felt acutely the need of Pantclleria. But our hour had passed. Too 

much was upon us from many quarters. It was not till May 1943, after 

the destruction of the German and Italian armies in Tunis, that, under 

a heavy bombardment, Pantclleria was taken by a British landing force 

at the order of General Eisenhower. We were then all-powerful in this 

theatre, and though the task was deemed very serious beforehand there 

was no loss. • • • • • 
Our first serious naval encounter with the German Air Force 

occurred on January 10. The Fleet was engaged in covering a scries of 

important movements, including the passage of a convoy through the 

Central Mediterranean from the west, the replenishment of Malta 

from the east, and various minor shipping movements to Greece. 

Early that morning the destroyer Gallant was mined in the Malta 

Channel while attending on the battle fleet. Presently shadowing air¬ 

craft appeared, and in the afternoon the severe attack of the German 

bombers began. Their efforts were concentrated on the new carrier 

Illustrious, under Captain Boyd, and in three attacks she was hit six 

times with big bombs. Heavily damaged and on fire, with eighty-three 

killed and sixty seriously wounded, she successfully fought back, 

thanks to her armoured deck, and her aircraft destroyed at least five 

assailants. That night, under increasing air attack, and with disabled 

steering gear, Captain Boyd brought the Illustrious into Malta. 
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During the night Admiral Cunningham with the battle fleet es¬ 

corted the east-bound convoy south of Malta unmolested. The next 

day the cruisers Southampton and Gloucester, by then well to the east of 

Malta, were hit by dive-bombers approaching unobserved down sun. 

The Gloucester was only slightly damaged by a bomb which failed to 

explode, but the Southampton was struck in the engine-room. A fire 

started which could not be controlled, and the ship had to be aban¬ 

doned and was sunk. Thus, although the convoys passed on safely to 

their destinations, the cost to the Fleet was heavy. 
The Germans realised the desperate position of the wounded Illus¬ 

trious in Malta, and made determined efforts to destroy her. However, 

our air-power in the island had already grown, and nineteen enemy 

planes were shot down in a single day during the contest. In spite ot 

further hits while in the dockyard, the Illustrious was made capable ot 

sailing on the evening of January 23. The enemy, seeing she was gone, 

tried hard to find her, but she reached Alexandria safely two days later. 

By this time no fewer than 250 German aircraft were working from 

Sicily. Malta was attacked fifty-eight times in January, and thereafter 

till the end of May three or four times daily with only brief respites. 

But our resources mounted. Between April and June «94« Ad™"| 
Somerville's Force H ferried six considerable flights to within flymg 

distance of Malta, and 224 Hurricanes, together with a Jew of other 
kinds reached the battle scene from the west. Supplies and reinforce 
ZZs also got through from the east. By June the first fierce onslaught 

had been repulsed, and by the skin of its teeth the island survived. Its 

m!In GetemrDobbie^Malta found a Governor of outstanding charac- 

back, of the Ironsides and Covenanters of the past. 

Force, are making against Ita|*aP Rr:tish Empire, are watching Malta 
and°we^re'sure^that success as we,, as g,ry 

will reward your efforts. 

Amid the stresses of the ever-expMdmgscale of^en,s^' the ltalian 

3E Th^S^^ER. - » * -and a 
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blow here would depress them still more and bring closer the collapse 

which we desired. On February 9 Admiral Somerville carried out a 

daring and successful raid on the port of Genoa. Force II, com¬ 

prising the Renown, Malaya, and Sheffield, appeared off the town 

and subjected it to heavy bombardment for half an hour. At the same 

time aircraft from the Ark Royal bombed Leghorn and Pisa and laid 

mines off Spezia. Complete surprise was achieved, and the only 

opposition from the shore batteries at Genoa was slight and wholly 

ineffective. Much damage was done to port installations and shipping. 

Aided by low clouds, Admiral Somerville's ships withdrew, success¬ 

fully evading interference from the enemy fleet, which was searching 

for them west of Sardinia. 

• • • • * 
The reinforcement of Malta, now that the Germans were taking an 

interest in the Mediterranean, was urgent. 

Prime Minister to General I sway, for C.O.S. Committee 6 Feb. 41 

Although of course the difficulties of [the enemy in] assaulting Malta 
are enormously increased by the British fuelling base in Suda Bay, 
nevertheless I shall be glad to sec a second battalion sent there at the 
earliest opportunity, making seven British battalions in all. Considering 
that'in view of the Italian rout there should be no great difficulty in 
sparing this seventh battalion from Egypt, and that the trouble is carrying 
them there by the Meet, one must ask whether it is not as easy to carry 
two as it is to carry one. It seems a pity to let the baker’s cart go with 
only one loaf, when the journey is so expensive and the load available 
and it might as easily carry two. Pray consider this. But no delay. ’ 

By the beginning of April we were able to intensify our attacks on 

enemy shipping feeding Rommel’s forces in Libya. In this British 

submarines operating from Malta played a leading part, and the scale of 

their activities and successes mounted steadily. In this sphere Lieu¬ 

tenant-Commander Malcolm Wanklyn was outstanding, and his ex¬ 

ploits later earned him the Victoria Cross. The following year he was 

lost with his ship, the Upholder, but his example lived among those 
who carried on his work. 

On April 10 a striking force of four destroyers under Captain Mack 

in the Jervis was sent to Malta to operate against enemy convoys. 

Within a week they achieved a spectacular success. On a night of 

bright moonlight they encountered a convoy of five southbound ships 

' t.h an escort of three destroyers. All were annihilated in a general 

rndTdT £ d0S? ru"geL °Ur des,r°yer Moh™k was also torpedoed 
and had to be sunk, but her captain and most of her crew were saved 
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In this action alone 14,000 tons of enemy shipping fully loaded with 

vital war materials was destroyed. 

***** 
Good news continued to reach us from the Desert. On February 

6 Benghazi was entered, three weeks ahead of the expected date, by the 

6th Australian Division. By daybreak on February 5 the 7th British 

Armoured Division (now at a tank strength of one brigade) had 

reached Msus after much rough going. The division was directed to 

cut the coastal road. That evening an enemy column of about 5,000 

ran into the road-block at Beda Fomm and promptly surrendered. 

Early on February 6 the enemy main columns started to come down 

the road, and there was severe fighting throughout the day with suc¬ 

cessive groups, including a considerable number of tanks. By nightfall 

the enemy were in a desperate plight, with a confused mass of vehicles 

almost twenty miles in length, blocked in front and attacked in flank. 

Soon after dawn on February 7 they made a final attack with thirty 

tanks. When this too failed General Berganzoli surrendered with his 

Thus in two months the Army of the Nile had advanced 500 miles, 

had destroyed an Italian army of more than nine divisions, and had 

captured 130,000 prisoners, 400 tanks, and 1,290 guns. The conquest 

of Cyrcnaica was complete. 

• * * * • 

In spite of these victories, so grave and complex were the issues, 

both diplomatic and military, which were at stake in the Middle hast, 

and General Wavell had so much on his hands, that at the meeting 

the Defence Committee on February u it was proposed to send the 

Foreign Secretary and General Dill, the Chief of the Imperial General 

Staff, to join him in Cairo. 

fhd “ .n mentioning Gen.r.l, O'Conno, end 

defence Commit*. .■*» glgg 
prising, first, the extremely favo attitude of Japan and plain possi- 
supphes; second, increasingly future- third, undoubted serious 

pro^abilit^of' attempt 'at inhere. In this general setting we must 

“twe1“aveten content ^SeVntor TurtyS 
at Tobruk, and we told you that thereaft G .« and without prcju. 
have priority, but that ifyou could get B gh V dcli htcd that you 

£'^r^tton, bo. tb. doe. no. 
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alter, indeed it rather confirms, our previous directive, namely, that your 
major effort must now be to aid Greece and/or Turkey. This rules out 
any serious effort against Tripoli, although minor demonstrations thither¬ 
wards would be a useful feint. You should therefore make yourself 
secure in Benghazi and concentrate all available forces in the Delta in 
preparation for movement to Europe. 

4. Both Greece and Turkey have hitherto refused our offers of tech¬ 
nical units, because they say these are too small to solve their main 
problem, but conspicuous enough to provoke German intervention. 
However, this intervention becomes more certain and imminent every 
day, and may begin at any time now. If Turkey and Yugoslavia would 
tell Bulgaria they will attack her unless she joins them in resisting a 
German advance southward, this might create a barrier requiring much 
larger German forces than are now available in Roumania. But I fear 
they will not do this, and will fool away their chances of combined 
resistance, as was done in the Low Countries. 

5. Our first thoughts must be for our ally Greece, who is actually 
fighting so well. If Greece is trampled down or forced to make a 
separate peace with Italy, yielding also air and naval strategic points 
against us to Germany, effect on Turkey will be very bad. But if 
Greece, with British aid, can hold up for some months German advance, 
chances of Turkish intervention will be favoured. Therefore it would 
seem that we should try to get in a position to offer the Greeks the trans¬ 
fer to Greece of the fighting portion of the Army which has hitherto de¬ 
fended Egypt, and make every plan for sending and reinforcing it to the 
limit with men and material. . 

6. We do not know what Greece will say to a great offer of this kind. 
We do not know what arc her means of resisting an invasion from Bul¬ 
garia by German forces. It is reasonable to assume that they have a plan 
to move troops from Albania to hold the passes and the lines of defence 
already built along or near the Bulgarian frontier. They cannot surely 
have pursued their advantage in Albania without any thought of this 
mortal danger to their right and almost rear. If they have a good plan >t 
would be worth our while to back it with all our strength and fight the 
Germans in Greece, hoping thereby to draw in both Turks and Yugo¬ 
slavs. You should begin forthwith plans and time-tables, as well as any 
preparatory movements of shipping. _ , , 

7. It is not intended that you should delay [the capture of] Rhodes, 
which we regard as most urgent. . 

8. In order to give the very best chance to concerting all possible 
measures, both diplomatic and military, against ^Germans ."?* 
Balkans, we are sending the Fore.gn Secretary and General D.U to join 
you in Cairo. They will leave on February 12, and should reach you 
14th or 15th February. Having surveyed the whole positioni" 5*1” “ ,o 
got all preparatory measures on the move, you willno “ 
Athens with them, and thereafter .f conven.cnt, toAngoa^ It's hoped 
that at least four divisions, including erne armoured d,^ 
ever additional air forces the Greek airfieldsar«iready'for ,08ett'ec«.tn 
all available munitions, may be offered in the best possible y 

'h;SWccanfl no opinion here as to what ports.l^hoM5 Thai 
use or what front we should tty to hold or try toRe. themto hold. 1 hat 
can only be settled on the spot wit'the G^C—ch ^ 

IO. 
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ment with the Greeks and work out a practical military plan, then we 
must try to save as much from the wreck as possible. We must at all costs 
keep Crete and take any Greek islands which are of use as air bases. We 
could also reconsider the advance on Tripoli. But these will only be 
consolation prizes after the classic race has been lost. There will always 
remain the support of Turkey. 

General Wavell replied on February 12, returning me compliments 

for my congratulations. He had naturally been considering the prob¬ 

lem of assistance to Greece and Turkey for some time. He hoped he 

might be able to improve on his earlier estimate of available reserves, 

especially if the Australian Government would give him a certain lati¬ 

tude. He had already spoken to Mr. Menzies, the Prime Minister of 

Australia, who was in Cairo on his way to London, about this, and 

found him very ready to agree to what he suggested. He welcomed the 

visit of the Foreign Secretary and General Dill. “We will do our best,” 

he said, "to frustrate German plans in the Balkans, but Greek and 

Turkish hesitations and Yugoslav timidity have made our task very 

difficult. Owing to difficulties of shipping and ports our arrival is 

bound to be somewhat piecemeal.” 

• • • • • 
I drafted and obtained formal Cabinet approval for the Instructions 

to the Foreign Secretary on his mission. 

12 Feb. 41 
During his visit to the Mediterranean theatre the Foreign Secretary 

will represent His Majesty's Government in all matters diplomatic and 
mihtaiy. He will report whenever necessary to the War Cabinet through 
the Prime Minister. 

2. His principal object will be the sending of speedy succour to 
Greece. For this purpose he will initiate any action he may think neces¬ 
sary with the Commander-in-Chief of the Middle East, with the 
Egyptian Government, and with the Governments of Greece, Yugo¬ 
slavia, and Turkey. He will of course keep the Foreign Office informed 
and he will himself be informed by the Foreign Office or the Prime 
Minister of all changes of plan or view occurring at home. 

3. The C.I.G.S. will advise on the military aspect, and the Foreign 
becrctary will make sure that in case of any difference his views arc also 
placed before His Majesty s Government. 

4. The following points require particular attention: 

(a) What is the minimum garrison that can hold the western fron¬ 
tier of Libya and Benghazi, and what measures should be taken 
to make Benghazi a principal garrison and air base ? The extreme 
importance is emphasised of dropping the overland communi¬ 
cations at the earliest moment. 

Then;gimc and policy to be enforced in Cyrenaica, having 

Mussohni system?'™ *° “P’"" the IttU“ nat'°" from ‘he 

The execution of the operation “Mandibles" [Rhodes] at the 
earliest moment, including, if necessary, repacking of the Com- 

(i> 

to 
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mandos at Capetown [for an opposed landing], having regard 
however to its not becoming an impediment to the main issue. 

(d) The formation in the Delta of the strongest and best-equipped 
force in divisional or brigade organisations which can be dis¬ 
patched to Greece at the earliest moment. 

(e) The drain to be made upon our resources for the purpose of 
finishing up in Eritrea and breaking down the Italian positions 
in Abyssinia. The former is urgent; the latter, though desir¬ 
able, must not conflict with major issues. It may be necessary to 
leave it to rot by itself. 

(/) The great mass of troops, over 70,000, now engaged in the 
Kenya theatre must be severely scrutinised in order particularly 
to liberate the South African divisions for service in Egypt. 
Any communications with General Smuts had better pass 
through the Prime Minister. A further conference between the 
Foreign Secretary and General Smuts might well be convenient. 

(g) The Foreign Secretary, when visiting Athens with the C.I.G.S., 
General Wavell, and any other officers, is fully empowered to 
formulate with the Greek Government the best arrangements 
possible in the circumstances. He will at the same time try to 
keep H.M.G. informed, or seek their aid as far as possible. In 
an emergency he must act as he thinks best. 

(h) He will communicate direct with the Governments of Yugo¬ 
slavia and Turkey, duplicating his messages to the Foreign 
Office. The object will be to make them both fight at the same 
time or do the best they can. For this purpose he should sum¬ 
mon the Minister at Belgrade or the Ambassador in Turkey to 
meet him as may be convenient. He will bear in mind that 
while it is our duty to fight, and, if need be, suffer with Greece, 
the interests of Turkey in the second stage are no less important 
to us than those of Greece. It should be possible to reconcile the 
Greek and Turkish claims for air and munitions support. 

(i) The Foreign Secretary will address himself to the problem of 
securing the highest form of war economy in the armies and air 
forces of the Middle East for all the above purposes, and to 
making sure that the many valuable military units in that theatre 
all fit into a coherent scheme and are immediately pulling their 

weight. . , 
(7) He should advise H.M.G. through the Prime Minister upon the 

selection of commanders for all the different purposes m view. 
In this he will no doubt consult with General Wavell, who en- 
joys so large a measure of the confidence of H.M.U. 1 ne seict- 
tion of the general who commands in Greece is of the highest 
consequence, and it is hoped that an agreed recommendation 
may be made on this point. . 

(k) Air Chief Marshal Longmore will be required to ,6‘« effect to 
the wishes and decisions of the Foreign Secretaryin s 
with the general scope of the policy here set out. But here again 
in the event of any difference the Foreign Secreraryw'll trans¬ 
mit the Air Chief Marshal's views to the War Cabinet through 
the Prime Minister. The duty of the Air Force in the Middle 
East is to provide the maximum air effort in Greece and > 
compatible with the nourishing of operations in the Soudan and 
Abyssinia and the maintenance of Benghazi. 
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(/) The Foreign Secretary will consult with Admiral Cunningham 
upon naval operations necessary for all the above purposes, and 

will ask H.M.G. for any further support, either by transports or 
warships, which may seem necessary. 

(m) He will propose to H.M.G. any policy concerning Iraq, Pales¬ 
tine, or Arabia which may harmonise with the above purposes. 
He may communicate direct with these countries and with the 
Government of India, though not in a mandatory sense. The 
India Office must be kept informed. 

(n) He will report upon the whole position at Gibraltar, Malta, and, 
if possible, on return, at Takoradi. 

(0) In short, he is to gather together all the threads, and propose 
continuously the best solution for our difficulties, and not be 
deterred from acting upon his own authority if the urgency is 
too great to allow reference home. 

I thought that Smuts should know of Eden’s mission, and hoped 

that he might be able to go to Cairo himself. 

Prime Minister to General Smuts 15 Feb. 41 

Joyful acceleration capture Benghazi, Cyrenaica, gives us secure flank 
for Egypt. Kismayu is also good. We must now try to help Greeks and 

spur Turks to resist forthcoming German offensive towards j'Egcan. 
Cannot guarantee good results on mainland of Europe, but we must do 
our best and save what islands we can from the wreck should our utmost 
efforts prove vain. We have therefore sent Foreign Secretary and C.I.G.S. 
to Cairo, thereafter visiting Athens and Angora, in order to concert 
strongest possible front. They will probably be three weeks in Middle 
hast. I ray consider whether you could meet them. Please duplicate to 
me through United Kingdom High Commissioner any messages vou 
send to them. 0 7 

• • • • • 
During Mr. Eden’s absence I took charge of the Foreign Office. This 

was of course a heavy addition to my work. I had however been accus¬ 

tomed to read all the top-level daily telegrams and special reports since 

I became Prime Minister, and in my correspondence with the Presi¬ 

dent and other heads of Governments I had drafted many of the most 

important outgoing messages. Except in special cases I left the inter¬ 

views with foreign Ambassadors to the Permanent Under-Secretary 

Sir Alexander Cadogan, and to Mr. Butler, the Parliamentary Under¬ 

secretary The whole story of foreign affairs and war strategy was at 

this time fused into one single theme, and this I had in any case to 

comprehend, and as far as possible shape. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden, Cairo 2Q pcb 

Thankful you have arrived safely. I was makin" great evortinn* 
carry 50th Division to you, and had wrung additional shipn£g from 

hlfflPHnK M"!1S,7.', w'1thl pnerous contribution by Admirals Am 
baffled by reply. Clearly H.Q. Middle East is not accuracyinformed 
about composition of convoys. . . . Hope you will be able m dear alUht 
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up. Essential that exact details of convoys and field states should be 
known at both ends. My impression is one of enormous jumbles of 
ration-strength troops in Middle East with many half-baked tactical 
formations. The 6th British Division and 7th Australian Division both 
seem likely to be imperfect for some time. Find out what we can send to 
make these effective fighting units. Some local improvisation by transfer 
from other half-baked units should surely be possible. Establishments 
are not sacrosanct if practical results obtainable on different basis. 
Latest Middle East ration strength return shows increase of nearly 
50,000 between December 31 and January 31. Does nothing emerge in 
the shape of fighting units from this reinforcement ? If fighting forma¬ 
tions are so few compared with ration strength, and in addition movement 
of these few formations to another theatre is so lengthy and nothing can 
be done to improve matters, we must recognise limits of our power to 
act on mainland, and indeed whole Middle East proposition must be 
relegated to secondary sphere. A, . . . 

2. Am concerned at check developing at Keren. Abyssinia might be 
left, but wc had hopes Eritrea would be cleaned up. Try to include this 
in your disposition of air and other forces. .. . 

3. Do not consider yourselves obligated to a Greek enterprise it in 
your hearts you feel it will only be another Norwegian fiasco. It no good 
plan can be made please say so. But of course you know how valuable 

success would be. 

This crossed telegrams from Mr. Eden, which gave a clear picture of 

the convictions of the men on the spot, and included the conclusions 

of the conference in Cairo between him and Dill with three Com- 

manders-in-Chief. 

We are agreed we should do everything in our power to bring the 
fullest measure of help to Greeks at earliest possible moment. If he help 
we can offer is accepted by the Greeks we believe «»?«*«*» a air 
chance of halting a German advance and preventmg C eecc from being 
overrun. Limitation of our resources however especially in the air, 
not allow of help being given to Turkey at the [same] time if Greece is 
be supported on an effective scale. 

After explaining that the scantiness of our air resources made i 

doubtful whether a line so advanced as to cover Salonika could be held, 

he continued: . . 
General Wave., proposes the ^''-.ng military djositions^Qrc- 

naica will be garrisoned by one of the less trainee and 

tralian divisions, Indian Motor B.n8ad . P a|| rcmaining at present 
one armoured brigade group. wh'C^ ^ “^ber ^a, this armoured 
of the 7th Armoured Division. You will r'™e£™Ucatl0n reported by 
division was never at full strength. irooDS at Benghazi cannot at 
Commandcr-in-Chief Mediterranean is that troops at 

present be maintained by sea owing , s'6^ Divisjon is being formed, 
therefore be by road from Tobruk. The M JJ (q rations in Eritrea 

and will be used for Rhodes. F?t«s have been successfully com- 
cannot be reduced until operations the e 0n the other hand, it is 

pleted. Keren is proving a tough ur'Xccdand warning orders have 
agreed that forces in kenya can be redu d,'Djvision with a view to its 
bcerl issued for withdrawal of bouth Airican 
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movement to Egypt when shipping can be made available. I hope to see 
Smuts on this and other matters before I return home. 

General Wavell has therefore the following forces available for Greece 
in the immediate and near future: firstly, one armoured brigade and the 
New Zealand Division, now raised to three infantry brigades, ready to 
sail; to be followed by Polish Brigade, an Australian division, a second 
armoured brigade, if required, and a second Australian division, in that 
order. Dispatch of this force will inevitably strain administrative 
resources to the utmost and must involve much improvisation. 

Timings cannot yet be given, as these depend on discussion with the 
Greeks and shipping. It is estimated that to move the above forces at 
least fifty-three ships will be required. These can of course only be ob¬ 
tained by holding ships of convoys arriving in the Middle East, with all 
that that implies. Additional to present anxiety is the menace of mines to 
the Suez Canal. Energetic measures arc being taken to deal with this, 
but until they are fully organised and material arrives from home there 
is always a risk that the Canal may be closed for from five to seven days. 

My own conclusion, which General Dill and Commanders-in-Chief 
share, is that in the immediate future assistance to the Greeks, who are 
fighting and are threatened, must have first call on resources. Extent of 
help which we can later give Turks must depend upon volume of air 
reinforcements that can reach the Middle East and war wastage in 
African operations. 

My present intention is to tell the Greeks of the help we are prepared to 
give them now, and to urge them to accept it as fast as it can be shipped 
to them. If they will accept this help and brave any risk it may entail of 
involving them in early hostilities with Germany there is a fair chance 
that we can hold a line in Greece. If we now split our small resources, 
especially in the air, we can effectively help neither Greece nor Turkey. 

The word "urge”, which I have italicised, in this telegram must not 

be misunderstood. Mr. Eden meant it to apply not to the principle 

of acceptance by the Greeks of British help, but to the timing of their 

acceptance, if that was their resolve. 
I replied: 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden, Cairo 21 Feb. 41 

I have always felt it essential you should see Greeks before Angora 
otherwise commitments might have been made to Angora which would 
tic your hands about Greeks, who arc actually fighting. Therefore am in 
complete agreement with procedure you propose. 

And to General Smuts: 

- , . . . 21 Feb. 41 
I share your misgivings that Russian attitude has undermined Turks 

?™Hrvmwkbf ^ lihey W,U d° n° ?°rc than maintain an honest neu- n • AY-,,0, Grcck P°sJt,on must he considered now by our envoys at 
Lairo. Will keep you informed. * 

On the same day Mr. Eden sent another telegram from Cairo. 
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it better to suffer with the Greeks than to make no attempt to help them. 
That is the conviction we all hold here. Moreover, though campaign is a 
daring venture, we are not without hope that it might succeed to the 
extent of halting the Germans before they overrun all Greece. 

It has to be remembered that the stakes are big. If we fail to help the 
Greeks there is no hope of action by Yugoslavia, and the future of 
Turkey may easily be compromised. Though therefore none of us can 
guarantee that we may not have to play trump cards, we believe that this 
attempt to help Greece should be made. It is of course quite possible 
that when we see the Greeks to-morrow they may not wish us to come. 

We have discussed the question of command. Dill, Wavell, and I arc 
all agreed that we must select a figure who will command respect with the 
Greeks and exercise authority over the Greek officers with whom he will 
have to work. It is also necessary to choose a first-class tactical soldier. 
We have therefore decided that the command should be given to Wilson, 
who will be replaced in the Military Governorship of Cyrenaica by 
Neame, at present commanding in Palestine. . . . Wilson has a very high 
reputation here among the general public, as well as among the soldiers, 
and his appointment to lead the forces in Greece will be a guarantee to 
the Greeks that we are giving of our best. 

On February 22 Mr. Eden, with General Wavell, Sir John Dill, and 

other officers, flew to Athens, to confer with the Greek King and 

Government. When Mr. Eden arrived in the evening for the first con¬ 

tacts with the Greeks he was taken to the Royal Palace at Tatoi. The 

King at once asked him if he would receive his Prime Minister alone. 

He explained to the King his reluctance to do this, because he wished 

the discussions to be on an entirely military basis. If we were to send 

assistance to Greece it should be because of military reasons and he 

did not want political considerations to play an undue part. However, 

the King persevered in his request, and he consented. At the meeting 

the Prime Minister, M. Korysis, read him a statement setting forth the 

outcome of the Greek Cabinet discussions in the past day 01r, t£°* 

As this statement forms the basis of our action, I set it forth in tu . 

Mr. Eden to Prime Minister 22 ‘* 
Following is summary of written declaration given to me by Preside 

of the Council at outset of our Qreece as a faithful ally, 
“ 1 I desire to repeat most categorically that Greece, • torv This 

is determined to go on fighting with all her orcesun^ to any 
determination is not limited to the case of Italy, but wn PP 

German aggression. Maredonia on the Bulgarian 
“2. Greece has only three divisions in ^e,^narises of what rein- 

frontier. Consequently, a purely mill ryp to resist the Ger- 
forcements should be sent to enable the available about German 
man. While more or less accurate 'nf^^P^ain Buigaria. the Greek 
forces in Roumama and abo^f^r^? ^now what British help might be 
Government, for their part, so far only Moreover, they do not 
given to them within a period of a month sti.i circum- 
know what are the intentions of Turkey and \ ugoslavia. 
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stances, Your Excellency’s arrival in the Middle East is of the greatest 
help not only for the purpose of clarifying the situation, but also of 
turning it to the common advantage of Great Britain and Greece. 

“3. I desire to repeat once again that, whatever the outcome and 
whether Greece has or has not any hope of repulsing the enemy in 
Macedonia, she will defend her national territory, even if she can only 
count on her own forces.” 

The Greek Government wished us to understand that their decision 

had been taken before they knew whether we could give them any help 

or not. The King had wished Mr. Eden to know this before the mili¬ 

tary conversations opened, and this was the basis upon which they 

took place. 

After military conferences and Staff meetings held all night and the 

next day, Mr. Eden sent us the following most important telegram, 

dated the 24th: 

Foreign Secretary to Prime Minister 24 Feb. 41 

Agreement was reached to-day [23rd) with the Greek Government on 
all points. 

When at the end of discussions I asked whether the Greek Govern¬ 
ment would welcome the arrival in Greece of British troops in numbers 
and on conditions we proposed, President of Council stated formally that 
the Greek Government accepted our offer with gratitude and approved 
all detailed arrangements reached between the two General Staffs. 

2. On arrival here this afternoon we met. with the King of Greece, the 
President of Council and General Papagos. I gave an account of the 
international situation as we see it and dealt in detail with German de¬ 
signs upon the Balkans. I then explained that the conclusion had been 
reached by Ministers and Chiefs of Staff in London, with which Com- 
manders-in-Chicf here are in full agreement, that we should give maxi¬ 
mum help to Greece at the earliest possible moment. We then gave de¬ 
tails of the forces which we should be able to make available for Greece 
explaining that this was all we could do at the moment. What we should 
be able to do in future depended on the development of the general war 
situation and the state of our resources. All I could say was that the 
troops we offered were well equipped and well trained and we were con¬ 
fident that they would acquit themselves well. 

3. The President of Council, after reaffirming the determination of 
Greece to defend herself against Germany, reiterated the misgivings of 
the Greek Government lest insufficient British help should merely nrc- 
cipitate German attack and stated that it was essential to determine 
whether available Greek forces and forces which we could provide would 
suffice to constitute efficacious resistance to the Germans, taking into 
account the doubtful attitude of Turkey and Yugoslavia. Before "he 
2”*^ Government committed themselves, the President of Council 

of thl R v‘SKhe ffthc T11'3!7 e?pcrt® to consider the situation in the light 
of the British offer. I made plain the logical conclusion of the attitude 

an^Ger^'^ee^'^n^1S,^S^rn^^^^e^0^^3^'^'°"^^™c,|ianrd 
and General Papagos on the other hand, it emerged that in view of the 
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doubtful attitude of Yugoslavia the only line that could be held and 
would give time for withdrawal of troops from Albania would be a line 
west of the Vardar, Olympus-Veria-Edhessa-Kajmakcalan. If we could be 
sure of Yugoslav moves it should be possible to hold a line farther north 
from the mouth of the Nestos to Beles, covering Salonika. It would 
be impracticable, unless Yugoslavia came in, to hold a line covering 
Salonika in view of exposure of Greek left flank to German attack. 

He then described the detailed arrangements which had been agreed. 

The discussions lasted some ten hours, and covered the main points 
of political and military co-operation. . . . We were all impressed by 
frankness and fair dealing of Greek representatives on all subjects dis¬ 
cussed. I am quite sure that it is their determination to resist to the 
utmost of their strength, and that His Majesty’s Government have no 
alternative but to back them whatever the ultimate consequences. While 
recognising the risks, we must accept them. 

In a further message he said: 

We are all convinced that we have chosen the right course, and as the 
eleventh hour has already struck felt sure that you would not wish us to 
delay for detailed reference home. 

The risks are great, hut there is a chance of success. We are accepting 
difficulties which will make a heavy demand upon our resources, more 
particularly of fighter aircraft. ... 

On these messages, which carried with them the assent of both Dill 
and Wavell, it was decided in the Cabinet to give full approval to the 

proposals. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden, Cairo 24 Fcb- 4* 

The Chiefs of Staff having endorsed action on 
telegrams from Cairo and from Athens, I brought who,e^u^t;^C^s 
War Cabinet this evening, Mr. Menzies being present. Decision was 
unanimous in the sense you desire, but of course Mr. Mcm « mu.r^e; 
graph home. Presume, also, you have settled with Hew Zealandgovern 
ment about their troops. No need anticipate difficulties m 
Therefore, while being under no illusions, we all send you the 

“Full steam ahead”. 
* • • * • . 

So far we had not taken any steps which went b®yonf <j""gand 

largest possible strategic reserve in the Delta and 

shipping preparations to transport an army to Gr*e^r t we shouid 

changed through a reversal of Greek policy or any o after being so 
be in the best position to deal with it. It was agreeable, after being so 

hard pressed, to be able to wind up sa,'s(ac,orJy ,.ntiai forces into 
Abyssinia, Somaliland, and Eritrea and bring su :nt,»ntions of the 

W. of jEgyp,. Whil. 1 
enemy nor the reactions of friends and neutrals c 

forecast, we seemed to havevarious been launched, 
future remained inscrutable, but not a di\ lsion had y 

and meanwhile not a day was being lost in preparation. 



Chapter V 

CONQUEST OF THE ITALIAN EMPIRE 

Origin and Growth of the Italian Empire in Africa—The Disaster of Adoiva, 
1896—The Italian Descent on Tripoli in 1911—Mussolini's Ambitions—Re¬ 
mark able Development of the Italian Colonies—Imposing Fortifications and Mili¬ 
tary Power—“The Chance of Five Thousand Years"—Wavcll's New Plan— 

Operations to Clear the Soudan—The Hard Core of Keren—Sandford Raises 
Rebellion—The Emperor Returns to Abyssinia—Unused Forces in Kenya— 

Smuts Points to Kismayu—Cunningham Calls a Halt—We Press for Action— 

Kismayu Taken—A Lightning Campaign in Italian Somaliland—All Hritish 
Somaliland Regained—Attack on French Somaliland anti Blockade of Jibuti— 

The President's^ Concern for the Italian Chil Population in Abyssinia—The 
Struggle for Keren—Tribute to the Indian Troops—The Italian Navy Elimi¬ 
nated from the Red Sea—Pursuit of the Italians—The Emperor Re-enters His 
Capital—Surrender of the Duke of Aosta—The End in Abyssinia. 

WHEN Mussolini declared war on Great Britain at the moment 

of the fall of France in 1940 the Italian Empire in North and 

East Africa presented a majestic appearance. The Kingdom of Italy 

had been a late-comcr among the nation states of ninctccnth-ccntury 

Europe. Weak in industrial strength, and thus in military power, but 

thrust forward by her expanding population, she entered the race for 

Africa under serious handicap. With the opening of the Suez Canal 

in 1869 Italian eyes had turned increasingly to African expansion. 

Sixteen years later Massawa was occupied and the colony of Eritrea 

was formally established as Italian sovereign territory. The colony of 

Italian Somaliland, with its access to the Indian Ocean, also slowly 

grew. In between these two early settlements lay the ancient kingdom 

of Ethiopia. Upon this wild land Signor Crispi marched with the 

imperialist movement of the nineties, and hoped thereby to gain for 

Italy the prestige of a major Power in European affairs. The frightful 

disaster at Adowa in 1896, when the Italian army invading Abyssinia 

was annihilated, caused his fall and a halt to Italian adventures in 
Africa. 

This tragic episode bit deep into Italian memories. When the 

Balkan States attacked Turkey in .9„, the Italian Government 

shocked and alarmed the sedate world of those days by leaping across 

to I ripoli and beginning its conquest. The need of France and Great 

Britain to gain Italy against the darkening German menace and the 

1 urkish defeat in the Balkan fighting enabled a tenuous Italian foothold 

to be established on the North African coast. The fact that Italy was 

on the winning side in the first great struggle ratified her acquisition 

75 
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of Tripoli and Cyrenaica, which, reviving Roman memories, was 

presently rechristened Libya. The rebellion of the Senussi remained a 

continuing challenge to the industrious occupation and colonisation of 

Arab deserts by the teeming population of Italy. 

Such was the position when Mussolini came to power on the flowing 

Fascist tide against Bolshevism. The years which followed saw the 

planned expansion of Italy as an African colonial Power. The North 

African territories were subjugated under the stern military rule of 

General Graziani. Rebellions were ruthlessly quelled; the settlers 

multiplied; the desert was reclaimed; forts and aerodromes were 

built; roads and railways spread along the Mediterranean shore. Be¬ 

hind all this heavy but by no means ineffective expenditure of Italian 

resources lurked the national desire to avenge the defeat and shame of 

Adowa. My first volume has described the manner in which Musso¬ 

lini’s resolve and audacity overcame the timid, half-hearted resistance 

of Britain through the League of Nations and reduced to failure the 

authority of “Fifty nations led by one”. We have also seen how all this 

conflict and the conquest of Abyssinia played its part in the advent of 

the Second World War. 
In June 1940, when the British Empire seemed to Fascist eyes reeling 

to ruin, and France was almost prostrate, the Italian Empire in Africa 

spread far and wide. Libya, Eritrea, Abyssinia, Somaliland, nourished 

by Italian taxation, comprised a vast region in which nearly a quarter 

of a million Italian colonists toiled, and began to thrive under the pro¬ 

tection of more than four hundred thousand Italian and native troops. 

All the ports on the Red Sea and the Mediterranean were fortihed. 

The British Intelligence readily accepted the Italian statements of their 

scale of armament and classed them as naval bases of a hlgh.orde^ 11 
the British Empire fell, as then seemed to Mussohni certain, JCgyp 

British Somaliland, and British East Africa, added to the exist g P 

sessions of Italy, would form indeed an immense area of the eartn 

surface under Italian sovereignty, the like of which been seen 

sinre the davs of the C$sars. Here was what the ill-starred Uano naa 

called “the chance of five thousand years”. It was this gleaming visio 

which was now to be abruptly extinguished. 

Up till December .940 our attitude towards 

the east of Africa had been purely de^ns've. G , id down a new 
conference in Cairo on December 2 at which hC ion b Reguiar 
policy. He did not yet contemplate any deep penetr 

troops into Abyssinia, but the Italians who h P ^ whcn 

Gallabat in the Soudan on July 4, 194°* were J 
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these minor offensives were completed Wavell originally intended to 

withdraw the majority of the troops for operations in the Middle East, 

leaving to the Patriot movement, fostered and nourished by British 

officers, arms, and money, the task of making the Italian position 

within Abyssinia impossible, and eventually of reconquering the 

country. 

The operations to clear the Soudan began in January under General 

Platt. The opening phase met with easy success. Platt had the 5th 

British-Indian Division, which was reinforced in January by the 4th 

British-Indian Division, brought over from the Western Desert, where 

it had played its part in the victorious battles of December. The force 

was supported by six air squadrons. Two Italian divisions evacuated 

Kassala on January 19 under the threat of attack and after a bombard¬ 

ment from the air. Soon after they also withdrew from Gallabat, and 

quitted the Soudan. Our pursuit from Kassala was carried on without 

serious check until it came up to the very strong mountain position at 

Keren. At this point the enemy’s two metropolitan divisions were 

firmly installed and holding tenaciously. Several attacks in early 

February could make no progress, and Platt decided that to force such 

a position he must accept the administrative delays involved in staging 
a fully prepared assault. 

Meanwhile the work of raising rebellion in Abyssinia progressed. A 

small force under Brigadier Sandford of one Soudanese battalion and a 

number of selected British officers and N.C.O.s, of whom Colonel 

Wingate was afterwards to gain high distinction, formed the core of the 

rising. As their successes grew they received help from increasing 

numbers of Patriots. The Emperor re-entered his kingdom on 

January 20, and a large part of the western district of Gojjam was 
steadily cleared of the enemy. 

• • • • • 
Readers of the previous volume will be aware of my discontent with 

the large numbers of troops which had so long stood motionless in 

Kenya. Smuts had visited Kenya in November 1940, and urged that 

we should assume the offensive, aiming at the Italian port of Kis- 
mayu. 

He had telegraphed to me as follows: 

rl" I<Cuya 1 V'r!ed moit °f,'he fron,s and studied plans with General 
Cunningham and his staff There too the morale is good and the general 

CZ nVOUrablCt,but there tGO Pro,on*ed inactivity in and by the 
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north so as to threaten Addis Ababa. For the Kismayu move Cunning¬ 
ham requires larger force than at first contemplated, and I shall send 
another infantry brigade from the Union as soon as sea transport is 
available. Additional Bren [guns] are badly wanted, and further trans¬ 
port for water and supply purposes will be provided. With serious in¬ 
ternal unrest in Abyssinia and an attack both from the south and north, 
the Italians may crack in the summer, and considerable forces may thus 
be released for the more important theatre farther north. 

This was in the fullest accord with my views. The brigade was sent 

from the Cape, and I understood that all preparations were moving for 

an advance in January before the rains set in. I was therefore shocked 

to see the following telegram: 

General Wavell to C.I.G.S. 23 Nov. 40 

Cunningham has decided not possible to carry out bold operations 
this winter. He proposes to carry out series of minor operations in 
Northern Kenya about middle of December, and requires both West 
African brigades for these. . . . 

The High Commissioner for South Africa told us that General 

Smuts had expressed disappointment that the expedition against Kis¬ 

mayu, which he had hoped would be in January, was apparently being 

postponed till May in spite of the dispatch of the 3rd Union Brigade. 

At the meeting of the Defence Committee on November 25, 1940,1 

inquired why the projected operation against Kismayu had been 

postponed until May. Sir John Dill said that he had received a tele¬ 

gram from General Wavell saying that he would shortly be holding a 

conference of commanders, including General Cunningham, to con¬ 

sider plans for the next six months. . . , 
We were none of us satisfied with this, and the Committee invited t ic 

Chiefs of Staff to call for a full explanation of the matter from Genera 

Wavell, and to report further to the Prime Minister. 
I minuted as follows to the Secretary of State for War and the 

C.I.G.S.: z6 jsjov> 40 

I understand we are to receive from you a ^''May^and 
now alleged to prevent the operation aRa'"s ^'s'"^ (bhc'se reaSons. If 
that you will make a Strenuous effort not^uccum ^ Wes, African 
it should be decided that nothing can be done: till May, t Coast, 
Brigade must go with the first set of empty transports 

S3 .0 w »— 
As a result of Wavell’s conference on December 2 it ^33^01^0^0 

attack the Italians in Kassala and to sumu'ate the reb wasstill to 
by all possible means. But the attempt « capture K.sy 1 

be postponed till after the spring rains, which mca > 
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I continued to gird at the numbers and the inaction of troops in 

Kenya. 

Prime Minister to General IVavell 26 Jan. 41 

I was perplexed by your telegram of the 21st. I thought you wanted to 
have a large strategic reserve in the Delta, and this is in accordance with 
the directions we have given from here. Certainly there is no need to 
send another South African division to swell the 70,000 troops of various 
kinds who are now virtually out of action in Kenya. I asked General 
Smuts, and he has agreed, to keep the destination of the new division 
fluid, as I thought that by the time transport, etc., could be arranged he 
might be willing for them to come north to join the Army of the Nile. 
How can you expect me to face the tremendous strain upon our shipping, 
affecting as it does all our food and import of munitions, in order to carry 
more divisions from this country to the Middle East, when you seem 
opposed to taking a South African division, which would only have less 
than half the distance to come? I hope indeed that both the South 
African divisions now in Kenya will in a few months be moved to the 
Delta, and that the West African Brigade will be sent, as promised, back 
to Freetown. On no account must General Smuts be discouraged from 
his bold and sound policy of gradually working South African forces into 
the main theatre. 

Under the strong pressure from home Wavell eventually decided to 

make the effort before the rains. He animated the Kenya Command, 

and we were presently informed that the Nairobi forces hoped to carry 

out Operation “Canvas” (as the attack on Kismayu was called) be¬ 

tween February 10 and 16. This signified a real movement in the East 

African theatre. I was much relieved to get WavclFs telegram of 

February 2, 1941, in which he said: “In Kenya I have approved the 

proposal to attempt capture of Kismayu about the middle of February. 

Enemy has strong positions and supply situation limits our force, but 

think attempt has reasonable chance of success. . . . Generally, I have 

given instructions to both Platt and Cunningham for the maximum 

effort they can make against Italian East Africa in the next two 

months.” Thus we achieved the forward movement. The results 

showed how unduly the commanders on the spot had magnified the 

difficulties and how right we were at home to press them to speedy 
action. r 3 

February marked the beginning of General Cunningham’s attack in 

strength. An Italian force of six brigades and six groups of local levies 

held the river Juba, near the mouth of which lies the port of Kismayu. 

Against them General Cunningham deployed, on February 10, four 

brigade groups. Kismayu was taken without opposition on the 14th. 

IHih tk C POrt’ hTn? thC rivCr> St00d the main enemy Pos*B°n at 
it / hat Was attacked on the 22nd, from both flanks and from the 

mnt a Cons,derabIe success was gained. The enemy was completely 
routed, over 30,000 bemg killed, captured, or dispersed into the bush 
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The enemy air had been roughly handled by the South African aero¬ 

planes and took no part in the battle. Nothing now remained to hinder 

the advance to Mogadishu, the major seaport of Italian Somaliland, 

200 miles farther north. Our motorised troops entered it on the 25th, 

to find great quantities of material and stores and over 400,000 gallons 

of precious petrol. On its airfield lay twenty-one destroyed aircraft. 

General Cunningham rightly judged that there was no enemy to 

oppose his next move. He had sufficient troops, even though the 1st 

South African Division, except for one brigade, was held back for 

operations elsewhere. Distance was the only problem. Transport and 

supply were the decisive factors. Cunningham got permission from 

General Wavell to make his next objective Jijiga, no less than 740 miles 

from Mogadishu. After pausing only three days the advance was re¬ 

newed on March 1, and, brushing aside only light opposition, and 

meeting little interference from the enemy air force, whose airfields 

were subjected to frequent attacks, reached Jijiga on March 17. These 

were fine operations. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 1 Mar* 41 

Hearty congratulations on the brilliant result of. ^L^Th^hanks 
Italian Somaliland. Will you convey to General Cunningham thanks 
and appreciation of His Majesty’s Government for the vigorous, lar ing, 

and highly successful operations which he has conducted in c0™™™1 
hi ardent, well-trained, well-organised army. W.U you ask him to 

convey this message to his troops. Publish as you Smuts on 
You will no doubt discuss future operations 

the 7th. As you know, I have always wanted the South African division 

to come forward to the Mediterranean shore. 

General Wavell to Prime Minister 2 Mar‘ 

Your congratulations are veiy much appreciated. avc convc 

your message to General Cunningham. _* r bout 200 miles 

2. Cunningham is pushing W11tfoKrcreh^ Till complete occupation of 

-—- 
South African divisions. Berbera with view to 

3. Have already instructed Aden to reconnoitre ueroei 

rcoccupation if possible. 

At this point our troops from_ Aden could help- 

squadrons there had, apart from them duties ham’s and Platt’s 
supporting from the.r central position both C““" S.h ]6 tw0 0f our 

campaigns by attacking the enemy air bases. of a brigade 

battalions v ere landed at Berbera. The en y g A11 British 

melted away, having two hundred prisoners 1 
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Somaliland was now quickly regained, and through the port of Berbera 

General Cunningham’s further advance could now be more readily 

sustained. He resumed his advance to Harrar, which surrendered on 

March 26, and on March 29 he entered Diredawa. This brought us to 

the railway from French Somaliland. Had the port of Jibuti been 

opened to us by the Vichy French it would have greatly eased supply. 

That however was not to be. At Diredawa General Cunningham col¬ 

lected his resources for the final bound to Addis Ababa. During the 

month of March he had traversed 850 miles from Mogadishu with the 

nth African Division and the 1st South African Brigade. Since the 

crossing of the river Juba his troops had accounted for more than 

50,000 of the enemy, killed, prisoners, or dispersed, at a cost of under 

500 casualties. 

As a result of these successes various complications arose. General 

Wavell feared that the policy of strict blockade of Jibuti favoured by 

Generals de Gaulle and Le Gentilhomme would merely stiffen its 

resistance. He proposed instead making an offer to admit sufficient 

supplies, such as milk for children, to prevent distress, to allow any 

troops wishing to join the Free French to do so and to evacuate the rest 

to some other French colony, and to negotiate for the use of the railway 

for supplying his own forces. But at home wc took a different view. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 1 Apr. 41 

We consider that you should follow policy laid down in Chiefs of Staff 
telegram of March 25 as closely as possible, subject to any modification 
which may seem desirable after your discussions with General de Gaulle. 
In particular, the initial approach to French Somaliland should be made 
by Frce I-rcnch authorities, and there should be no hesitation in using 
the blockade weapon to the full. Do not worry about the susceptibilities 
of Weygand and Vichy. Wc will look after them at this end. 

2. I hope that on this and similar matters you will feel able to give full 
weight to the views of General de Gaulle, to whom His Majesty’s Govern¬ 
ment have given solemn engagements, and who has their full backing as 
leader of the Free French movement. 

The President was concerned about the Italian civil population in 
Abyssinia. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 4 Apr. 41 

Coum Sforza’s suggestion [about Italian non-combatantsl has been 
nntlo?Ant,ye^ly considered here. I beg you to realise our difficulties 

A m'pht ,ndCCd be r^ady l° yie,d Addis Ababa and march off into the mountains to carry on the war for some weeks, or even months 

he civ£nS„or T, whole responsibility for the health and safe! of 
J a- pupu i°n' I?umber‘'>g scores of thousands. Wc have no 

Z nnt°f d,s^8'ng such a task until the organised fighting ends We 
do not even hold port J.but., the railway line is broken, every ounce of 
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transport we possess is sustaining our troops in their long advance. 
Result might well be a lamentable breakdown, whole burden of which 
would be cast on us, like the concentration camps in the old South 
African War. The moment the Duke brings the fighting to an end we 
will strain every nerve, and there might be prospects of success. Any 
prolongation of Italian resistance in Ethiopia delays our reinforcement of 
Libya, and you can see how urgent that has become. It is not merely a 
case of giving the enemy an immense military advantage, but under¬ 
taking a task in which we should fail. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 3° May 41 
It will be convenient to have [Jibuti] in the near future, and I shall be 

glad if you will consider what forces would be necessary to break the 
French resistance, and whether they could be found without prejudice to 
other needs. The time to strike depends of course upon events in Syria, 
which may lead to a breach with Vichy, or alternatively to co-operation 
between the French army in Syria and the Free French. Either wa,y,t[jc 
seizure of Jibuti might be fitted in. Meanwhile the blockade should be 
maintained with the utmost strictness, and any preparatory concentra¬ 
tions on the Jibuti frontier which you think helpful may be made. In this 
way actual fighting may be avoided, as is greatly to be desired. 1 nc 
moment for action can only be fixed in consultation with us. 

• • • • • 
Meanwhile the campaign in Abyssinia had progressed. Keren 

resisted obstinately. The flanks of this position could not be turned; 

only direct frontal attack was possible. To build up his resources tor 

this effort and to deploy both his divisions Platt had but a single road, 

which lay in full view of the enemy. Railhead was 150 miles away, so 

that not only did his preparations take several weeks, but surpr.se was 

out of the question. The air forces, including those fr°r" j'den’ "° 
played an invaluable part. In the first phase of this campa gn I a an 

pilots had shown considerable initiative, but after the arrival of Hum 

canes for the South African fighter squadron superiority was soon 

achieved. During the preparatory stages of the final _K b ^ 

Italian Army was constantly harried on the 8round * and when 

Soon the enemy ceased to interfere with troop d for 

the battle opened support from the “ Proved stubborn 
our advance and to break enemy morale. The battle p 

and cost us 3,000 casualties. After the first: * “ Wavell tele- 
there was a pause for re-groupmg. On the 20th had bccn 

graphed that the fighting had been. ^"and^though their losses 
counter-attacking fiercely and repca y, onjy one succeSs 

had been extremely heavy £ Italians were evidently 
there were no immediate signs of a era . thcir Air Force 

making desperate efforts to save this ^i^Inlv balanced, and we ing desperate efforts to save tms balanced, and we 

was active. From London it looked , however were not 
raised the question of reinforcements. 
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needed. The attack was renewed on March 25, and two days later the 

Italian defence broke and Keren fell. Pursuit was rapid. Asmara fell 

on April 1, and Massawa, with 10,000 prisoners, surrendered on 

April 8. 

The victory at Keren was mainly gained by the 4th and 5th British- 

Indian Divisions. I paid them the tribute that their prowess deserved. 

Prime Minister to Viceroy of India 7 Apr. 41 

The whole Empire has been stirred by the achievement of the Indian 
forces in Eritrea. For me the story of the ardour and perseverance with 
which they scaled and finally conquered the precipitous heights of 
Keren recalls memories of the North-West Frontier of long years ago, 
and it is as one who has had the honour to serve in the field with Indian 
soldiers from all parts of Hindustan, as well as in the name of His 
Majesty’s Government, that I ask Your Excellency to convey to them and 
to the whole Indian Army the pride and admiration with which we have 
followed their heroic exploits. 

I hastened to send Generals Cunningham and Platt and their 

gallant armies my heartfelt congratulations and those of His Majesty’s 

Government upon "this timely and brilliant culmination of your 

memorable and strenuous campaign 

Other clearances were also effected. On entering the war Italy had 

a force of nine destroyers, eight submarines, and a number of minor 

vessels in the Red Sea. All these had now been accounted for by the 

Royal Navy and the Fleet Air Arm. By April 11 President Roosevelt 

was able to declare that the Red Sea and Gulf of Aden were no longer 

"combat zones" and were therefore open to American ships. 

What remained of the Italian Army in Eritrea retreated 230 miles 

south through the mountains and fortified itself on the position of 

Amba Alagi. General Platt followed in their tracks. The 4th Indian 

Division and the majority of the supporting air squadrons were now 

diverted to Egypt, as a part of events presently to be narrated. With 

what remained Platt closed with the enemy. General Cunningham 

had reached Addis Ababa on April 6, where remnants of the Italian 

Air Force lay in wreckage on the airfield. He thrust the South African 

brigade northwards through Dessie, and it came upon the rear of the 

Italians at Amba Alagi. With their retreat thus cut off, with General 

I latt attacking from the north, harassed by Patriots, machine-gunned 

and bombed from the air, the Italian resistance could not last long. In 

early April Wingate’s Soudanese battalion and local units, together 

with the irregulars who had come over to the Emperor, drove 12,000 

oi the enemy in Gojjam into Debra Markos. Half of them were taken • 

the rest fled north to Gondar. The Emperor re-entered his capital on 
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When we look back upon the part played by Mussolini in the Euro¬ 

pean crisis and the events leading to the war arising out of his attack 

on Abyssinia, and remember how he had successfully defied the 

League of Nations—“Fifty nations led by one”—we can see how easily 

firmness and action might have cleared this complication from the 

darkening European scene. Now at any rate among all our stresses and 

dangers we had made a good job of it. It was not without emotion 

springing from past thoughts and experience that I was able to offer 

my salutations to Haile Selassie. 

Prime Minister to the Emperor of Ethiopia 9 May 41 

It is with deep and universal pleasure that the British nation and Em¬ 
pire have learned of Your Imperial Majesty’s welcome home to your 
capital at Addis Ababa. Your Majesty was the first of the lawful sove¬ 
reigns to be driven from his throne and country by the Fascist-Nazi 
criminals, and you are now the first to return in triumph. Your Majesty’s 
thanks will be duly conveyed to the commanders, officers, and men of the 
British and Empire forces who have aided the Ethiopian Patriots in the 
total and final destruction of the Italian military usurpation. His 
Majesty’s Government look forward to a long period of peace and pro¬ 
gress in Ethiopia after the forces of evil have been finally overthrown. 

The Duke of Aosta, a cousin of the King of Italy, had been 

Governor-General of Italian East Africa and Viceroy of Ethiopia since 

1937, and Commandcr-in-Chief of the Italian armies in these terri¬ 

tories since 1939. A chivalrous and cultivated man, partly educated in 

England and married to a French princess, he was not popular with 

Mussolini. The Duce regarded him with some justification as lacking 

in ruthlessness and commanding military ability. He surrendered with 

the remnants of his army on May 17, and died in 1942 as a prisoner of 

war in Nairobi. 
In the operations since January the greater part of the enemy 

forces, originally more than 220,000 strong, had been captured or 

destroyed. There still remained many thousand men in the mountain 

fastnesses of Abyssinia. 

W W — 

It will be convenient to complete here the tale of the destruction of 

the Italian Empire and armies in East Africa, which forme 

accompaniment of so many graver events elsewhere. Ou ^earlier fears 

that the Italian civil population of 20,000 m fda's Ab^ %VOuld ^ 
slaughtered by the Abyssinians were relieved. Farther north^4.5 

Italians and levies, pressed into Debra Tabor by 
on July 2 to a British force of one squadron and one . » h 
west Abyssinia was cleared by part of the . «th A^a" D,v,sion frorn 

Addis Ababa and the 12th advancing northwards from the Kenya 
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border. In a long series of operations, much handicapped by ground 

and weather, by the first week of July they cleared the whole area of 

40,000 enemy. During the summer native troops under Belgian com¬ 

mand came from the Congo two thousand miles across Africa to take 

part in the final stages, and themselves took 15,000 prisoners. Only 

Gondar remained. But by now the rains had come, and this last stroke 

had to wait till they had passed. The net began to close in late Sep¬ 

tember, and when the end was reached on November 27 11,500 Italians, 

12,000 local troops, and forty-eight field guns fell into our hands. 

Thus ended Mussolini’s dream of an African Empire to be built by 

conquest and colonised in the spirit of ancient Rome. 



Chapter VI 

DECISION TO AID GREECE 

A Strategic Reserve in the Delta—The Moment of Resolve—Our Freedom to 

Withdraw—Hopes of a Balkan Front—Admiral Cunningham on the Naval Risks 

to be Run—My Telegram to General Smuts of February 28—Mr. Eden's Dis¬ 
cussions with the Turks, February 28—My Comment Thereon—Yugoslavia the 

Key—The German Army Moves into Bulgaria—Changed and Disturbing Situa¬ 
tion at Athens—Views of the Chiefs of Staff—My Reflections upon it and My 

Message to Mr. Eden. March 6—Distress of Our Ambassador at Athens—10 

Help or to Abandon Greece?—A Measured Reply from Mr. Eden—Smuts and 
the Commanders-in-Chief Advise Us to Go On—A Short Cabinet and a Pinal 

Decision, March 7—Response from New Zealand—And from the Poles—My 

Telegram to Mr. Eden of March 14—My Message to the President of March 10. 

HITHERTO we had not committed ourselves to the Greek ad¬ 

venture, except by continuous large-scale preparations in 

Egypt, and by the discussions and agreements at Athens which have 

been described. The preparations could be arrested by a single order, 

and anyhow the assembly of a strategic reserve of four divisions in the 

Delta was good in itself. The Greeks had departed in so many ways 

from the terms of the Athens Agreement that we could, had we so 

wished, have asked for release from it. Dangers approached from 

every quarter, but up to the early days of March I felt fairly com¬ 

fortable and in essentials free, with a “mass of manceuvre in hand. 

Now the moment had come when the irrevocable decision must be 

taken whether or not to send the Army of the Nile to Greece. This 

grave step was required not only to help Greece in er’ peri alJ 

ment, but to form against the impending German f***Jf™ 
Front comprising Yugoslavia, Greece, and Turkcy. wi.h effect upon 

Soviet Russia which could not be measured by us. These 

tainly have been all-importan, if the Soviet leaders ^ 
was coming upon them. It was not what we could send ourselves that 

ZSS3L the Balkan issue. Our limited hope 
ise united action. If at the wave of our wand Yugo via Greece, and 

He warreafJU 
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for the sake of a Balkan preliminary. This is what actually happened, 

but we could not know at the time. Some may think we buildcd 

rightly; at least we builded better than we knew. It was our aim to 

animate and combine Yugoslavia, Greece, and Turkey. Our duty so 

far as possible was to aid the Greeks. For all these purposes our four 

divisions in the Delta were well placed. 

• • • • * 
On March 4 Admiral Cunningham left us in no doubt as to the 

considerable naval risks in the Mediterranean which were involved in 

the move of the Army and the Royal Air Force to Greece. This meant 

continuous convoys of men, stores, and vehicles for the next two 

months. Destroyers in particular would have to be very heavily 

worked, and fighter and anti-aircraft defence would be weak for some 

time to come. If the Germans started an air offensive from Bulgaria 

we must expect losses in the convoys both at sea and at their ports of 

disembarkation. Nor could we rule out surface action by the Italian 

Fleet. This could be met by our battleships based on Suda Bay in 

Crete, but only at the expense of weakening the destroyer escort for the 

convoys and leaving the supply line to Cyrcnaica practically unpro¬ 

tected. All this in its turn would increase the strain on Malta. The 

vulnerability of the Suez Canal to magnetic and acoustic mines gave 

cause for much anxiety just when these big movements of troops and 

convoys were starting. All offensive plans, including the combined 

operations against Rhodes, must, the Admiral said, be postponed. His 

resources would be taxed to the limit, but he was convinced that our 

policy was right and that the risks should be faced. The shelving of 

Rhodes was to us all a serious disappointment. We recognised its 

commanding importance. Rhodes, and also Scarpanto, with their in¬ 

valuable airfields so near to Crete, were key points. Many times in the 

years that followed did we plan to assault Rhodes. Never could we fit it 
in to the main course of events. 

I now learned that General Smuts was going to Cairo at Mr. Eden’s 
earnest request, and I cabled to him: 

t - . 28 Feb. 41 
1 am so glad you are going to meet Eden and Dill. We have taken a 

grave and hazardous decision to sustain the Greeks and try to make a 
Balkan Front I look forward to receiving your personal views upon this 

F^rUHC?nK rCnCC^ Tt,S deC,sion makes il most necessary to reinforce 
hS?1"5\ d Llbya,*, 1 h^pe you W,H arrange with Wave 11 and Dill to 
^rrsinpiif8?^118 ISt S°Uth Afncan D>v»sion] forward to the Medi- 
wk£h 3t the earl,es* moment, asking me about shipping difficulties 

h'ch are great. Our affa.rs are helped by rap.d successes gfined in Easi 
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Africa. It is only a few weeks ago they were telling us they could not 
move on Kismayu till May. Now we have Mogadishu and the whole 

place in our hands. 

* * * • * 
Mr. Eden’s account of his discussions with the Turks at Angora was 

not encouraging. They realised their own dangers as acutely as we 

did, but they, like the Greeks, were convinced that the forces we could 

offer would not be sufficient to make any real difference to an actual 

battle. 

Mr. Eden to Prime Minister F<jb- 4* 
C I.G.S. and I this morning had discussion on extremely frank and 

friendly basis with President of the Council. Minister for Foreign 

Affairs, and Marshal Chakmak. . . ^ . ,• t 
Our decision to send Greece the maximum assistance at the earliest 

possible moment was well received. They reiterated * 
mination to fight if attacked by Germany, and stated their conv,ction that 
German attack on Greece meant that Turkey’s turn would come next. 
Rut «incc Turkey’s forces at present had no offensive power they con- 
®dered the common cause wo'uU be better served by Turkey rema,mn« 
out of the war until her deficiencies had been remedied and she cou 

,h„- « .1* G= to 

safe 
V°The ‘uVh“ oSd'.’ i"o S 
event to enter the war at some| s*®8e; . timc by Germans to re- 
mediately she is attacked. But ilshe is g thYn makc war at a 
equip herself she will take advant. k ’ , . weight can be used 
moment favourable to the common cause, when her wc.gn 

with real effect. 

To this I replied: 
m • i Mar. 41 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden, Athens furthcr to intimidate 
Obvious German move is to overrun Bulg ^ f f thc war and thcn 

Turkey by threat of air attacks, force G which Turkey can be 
turn on Yugoslavia, compelling her to obey, auer 

attacked or not, at their h°s,''ewc?"V^3denm Vugoslavia. A sudden move 
Your main appeal should now be maaeio is 0f the first magnitude, 

south by Yugoslavia would produce an I,al,an the same moment 
possibly decisive on whole Balkan situation If •ts*fficient forces for 
Turkey declared war the enemy “u'd not gath , am absolutely 

many months, during which ou^a‘rlf"ei, f'„asonfble chance of success 

»s t°:™^h“'nd .if p«p™““ •hooU s°f0™ 
•My subsequent italics.—Author. 
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fullest speed. But I should like you so to handle matters in Greece that if 
upon final consideration of all the factors, including Rhodes possibilities, 
you feel that there is not even a reasonable hope, you should still retain 
power to liberate Greeks from any bargain and at the same time liberate 
ourselves. Evidently you and we have a few days in which to make our 
final decision. Meanwhile all should proceed as arranged. 

• • • » • 
Our efforts to warn the Yugoslavian Government must now be 

described. The whole defence of Salonika depended on their coming 

in, and it was vital to know what they would do. On March 2 Mr. 

Campbell, our Ambassador at Belgrade, met Mr. Eden in Athens. He 

said that the Yugoslavs were frightened of Germany and unsettled in¬ 

ternally by political difficulties. There was a chance however that if 

they knew our plans for aiding Greece they might be ready to help. 

Mr. Eden and the Greeks feared lest the enemy should find out. On 

the 5th the Foreign Secretary sent Mr. Campbell back to Belgrade 

with a confidential letter to the Regent. In this he portrayed Yugo¬ 

slavia’s fate at German hands, and said that Greece and Turkey in¬ 

tended to fight if attacked. In such a case Yugoslavia must join us. 

The Regent was to be told verbally that the British had decided to help 

Greece with land and air forces as strongly and quickly as possible, and 

that if a Yugoslav Staff officer could be sent to Athens we would in¬ 

clude him in our discussions. The defence of Salonika would depend 

on Yugoslavia’s attitude. If she gave way to Germany the conse¬ 

quences would be obvious. She was urged instead to join us and have a 

British army to fight by her side. Our effort in Greece would be a 

vigorous one, and we had a good chance of holding a line. 

• • • • * 
On March 1 the German Army began to move into Bulgaria. The 

Bulgarian Army mobilised and took up positions along the Greek 

frontier. A general southward movement of the German forces was in 

progress, aided in every way by the Bulgarians. On the following day 

Mr. Eden and General Dill returned to Athens from Angora and mili¬ 

tary conversations were resumed. As the result of these Mr. Eden sent 

a very serious message. 

Mr. Eden and C.I.G.S. to Prime Minister 5 Mar. 4, 

On arrival here we found a changed and disturbing situation and the 
atmosphere quite different from that of our last visit. 

2. General Papagos had on the last occasion insisted strongly that the 
withdrawal of all troops in Macedonia to the Aliakhmon line was the only 
s.0.^ military solution. We had expected that this withdrawal to the 
Aliakhmon line had already begun. Instead we found that no movement 
had in fact commenced, Papagos alleging that it had been agreed that the 
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decision taken at our last meeting was dependent on the receipt of an 
answer from Yugoslavia as to their attitude. . . . 

3. Papagos now proposed to hold the line of fortifications near the 
Macedonian frontier with four divisions, although he thought they could 
not hold out for long, and also simply to remain where he was on the 
Albanian front. This seemed an admission of despair, as he himself 
practically admitted. 

4. He proposed that British troops should, as they arrived, be moved 
up piecemeal to the Macedonian frontier line, although it was unlikely 
that they could arrive in time. We naturally refused to accept this pro¬ 
posal, which was so entirely different from the conditions under which 
we had agreed to send our forces. We telegraphed to the Commander- 
in-Chief Middle East to come to Athens for discussion. He arrived 
March 3, and discussions have been practically continuous. As attitude 
of Papagos was unaccommodating, we had to enlist the aid of the King, 
who was throughout the very trying discussions which followed calm, 
determined, and helpful. . . 

5. We were finally offered three Greek divisions. . . . 
6. W’e were thus faced with following alternatives: 

(a) To accept the plan of Papagos, to which he constantly returned, 
of attempting to dribble our forces piecemeal up to Macedonian 

(b) To accept three Greek divisions offered for Aliakhmon line, the 
equivalent of about sixteen to twenty-three battalions, instead ot 
thirty-five we had been led to expect on our previous visit, and 
to build up our concentration behind this. 

(c) To withdraw our offer of military support altogether. 

7. We were agreed that course (a) could only lead to military wavering, 
while course (c) seemed equally disastrous. ... , 

8. We therefore agreed, after some misgivings, to solution j6'*JlV* 
with the proviso that the command and organisation of the wh le 
Ahakhmo^hne was entrusted to General W.lson as soon as he was 

in a position to take it over. This was agreed to. honelcss 
9. Our military advisers did not consider it by any mcans a hopeless 

proposition to check and hold the German advance i^ovVld always be 
naturally strong, with few approaches At the worst it Jntry 
possible to make fighting withdrawal from this line throug 

now that decision has been taken there that our forces, 
general atmosphere on Gr«*ksicie. ... . cncaged in an operation more 

Ion of the Greek Commander-in-Chicf; the onuss.on of the Greeks 
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carry out their undertaking of twelve days earlier to withdraw their 

troops to the line we should have to hold if Yugoslavia did not come 

in; the fact that thirty-five Greek battalions were to have helped us 

hold this line, and that now there were to be only twenty-three at 

most, all newly formed, untried in battle, and lacking in artillery. In 

addition it had been expected that the Greeks would be able to with¬ 

draw some divisions from their Albanian front. “General Papagos now 

says that this cannot be done, as they arc exhausted and outnumbered.” 

Turning to our own difficulties, the Chiefs of Staff pointed out that 

they had always expected that Rhodes would be captured before, or 

simultaneously with, the move to Greece; instead, this could not now 

be done till the move was over. This would mean that instead of our 

being able to concentrate our air forces against the German advance we 

should now have to conduct “considerable” air operations against 

Rhodes in order to protect our lines of communication to Greece. 

Finally, the Suez Canal was for the moment completely blocked by 

mines, and was not expected to be cleared until March n. Half the 

ships carrying motor transport were north of the Canal and all the 

personnel ships south of it. Time moreover was running short. The 

Chiefs of Staff estimated that the Germans could concentrate two 

divisions on the Aliakhmon line by March 15 and three more by the 

22nd. One of these would be armoured. Assuming that the Greeks 

could only delay them in front of this line for a short time, the best we 

could hope for would be to have one armoured and one New Zealand 

brigade against the first two German divisions. 

“The hazards of the enterprise,” they concluded, “have consider¬ 

ably increased.” They did not however feel that they could as yet 

question the military advice of those on the spot, who described the 

position as not by any means hopeless. 

* • • • • 
After reflecting alone at Chequers on the Sunday night upon the 

Chiefs of Staff paper and the trend of discussion in the War Cabinet 

that morning I sent the following message to Mr. Eden, who had now 

left Athens for Cairo. This certainly struck a different note on my 

part. But I take full responsibility for the eventual decision, because I 

am sure I could have stopped it all if I had been convinced. It is so 
much easier to stop than to do. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden, Cairo 6 Mar 4r 

Situation has indeed changed for worse. Chiefs of Staff have pre¬ 
sented serious commentary, which follows in my next. Failure of Pam- 

fvtVr ?-Ct alf.aSreed'v,th >'ou on February' 22, obvious difficulty of his 
extricating his army from contact in Albania, and time-table of our pos¬ 
sible movements furnished by Wavell, together with other adverse 
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factors recited by Chiefs of Staff—e.g., postponement of Rhodes and 
closing of Canal—make it difficult for Cabinet to believe that we now 
have any power to avert fate of Greece unless Turkey and/or Yugoslavia 
come in, which seems most improbable. We have done our best to pro¬ 
mote Balkan combination against Germany. We must be careful not to 
urge Greece against her better judgment into a hopeless resistance alone 
when we have only handfuls of troops which can reach scene in time. 
Grave Imperial issues are raised by committing New Zealand and Aus¬ 
tralian troops to an enterprise which, as you say, has become even more 
hazardous. We are bound to lay before the Dominions Governments 
your and Chiefs of Staff appreciation. Cannot forecast their assent to 
operation. We do not see any reasons for expecting success, except that 
of course we attach great weight to opinions of Dill and Wavell. 

We must liberate Greeks from feeling bound to reject a German ulti¬ 

matum. If on their own they resolve to fight, we must to some extent 
share their ordeal. But rapid German advance will probably prevent 

any appreciable British Imperial forces from being engaged. 
Loss of Greece and Balkans by no means a major catastrophe for us, 

provided Turkey remains honest neutral. We could take Rhodes and 
consider plans for “Influx” [descent on Sicily] or Tripoli. We are ad¬ 
vised from many quarters that our ignominious ejection from Greece 
would do us more harm in Spain and Vichy than the fact of submission 
of Balkans, which with our scanty forces alone we have never been ex¬ 

pected to prevent. . ... c r 
I send you this to prepare your mind for what, in the absence of facts 

very different from those now before us, will probably be expressed in 

Cabinet decision to-morrow. 

Attached to this was the grave commentary summarised above of the 

Chiefs of Staff. • • • • • 
As soon as my warning telegram was read by Sir Michael Palairet in 

Athens he showed lively distress, and telegraphed to the Foreign 

Secretary, who had now reached Cairo, as follows: 
6 Mar. 4* 

I have just read the Prime Minister’s message to ^°u; 1 "cceedm"°‘ 

emphasise to you the effect:off®ur nowSfdoJSk 
actually signed between Chief of the Imperial Gene funeral 

Commander-in-Chief and now in .P\0“”no?oe“f of Greece after 

KTjMffi We sHfbe Sorted by the Greeks and the 

world in general as go.ng bach.?," Greeks from feeling bound 

And again to Mr. Eden later in the day: 

King of Greece spoke to-day to Air Attach, 

S&the chances for 
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success, and is satisfied that this confidence is shared by General Papagos 
and his Government. He emphasised the great importance of speed, and 
particularly of adequate air forces here, in order to break up the German 
air attack, which is their customary opening offensive. Initial German 
defeat in the air would, more than anything else, do away with the myth 
of German invincibility and give the whole country the same confidence 
which he has in prospects for success. I have not yet seen him myself 
since you left. 

And still later: 

General Wilson has had a most satisfactory talk with General Papagos 
this morning. He is greatly encouraged by the marked improvement in 
the latter’s attitude. He found him most helpful and anxious to co¬ 
operate in every possible way. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden, Cairo 6 Mar. 41 

War Cabinet are taking no decision until we receive your reply. 

Mr. Eden to Prime Minister 6 Mar. 41 

Chief of Imperial General Staff and I, in consultation with the three 
Commandcrs-in-Chicf, have this afternoon re-examined the question. 
We are unanimously agreed that, despite the heavy commitments and 
grave risks which arc undoubtedly involved, especially in view of our 
limited naval and air resources, the right decision was taken in Athens. 
Palairet’s telegrams show the position from Greek angle. 

2. This is merely to indicate to you how our minds are working while 
we await Cabinet view. 

And later: 

Mr. Eden to Prime Minister 6 Mar. 4, 

We have had further discussion this evening with General Smuts and 
Commandcrs-in-Chief, and further detailed appreciation follows to¬ 
morrow morning. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden, Cairo 7 Mar. 41 

I will bring your measured and deliberate reply before the Cabinet to¬ 
day. Meanwhile all preparations and movements should go forward at 
utmost speed. 

2. I am deeply impressed with steadfast attitude maintained bv vou 
and your military advisers, Dill Wavell, and, I presume, Wilson, on'the 

aftCr kU ukn°rWAtg<7?f ,ocaI and technicaI Situation and in view of the memo, by the C.O.S. Committee. 

3. Two points are dominant. First, we must not take on our shoulders 
responsibility of urging Greeks against their better judgment to fight a 
hopeless battle and involve their country in probable speedy ruin If 

m fiahtri^KW!?8 u°'V ll" e "ie can scnd at particular dates, they resolve 
| hr d h’ obv'ousl.y "e must, as I have already said, share 

that ?rd?al- i'™'1 not be said, and on your showing it cannot be said 

Ski’ ,w'ng S0 l,tle t0 8ive- we dragged them in bv over-persuasion I 

tWs point°m y°Ur a,t'tUde 3nd AthcnS ,elcgrams' that VoS are sure on 

thit sotmnd J°int' 11 baPP.ens ,bat most of the troops to be devoted to 
this solemn duty are the New Zealand Division and after March the 
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Australians. We must be able to tell the New Zealand and Australian 
Governments faithfully that this hazard, from which they will not shrink, 
is undertaken, not because of any commitment entered into by a British 
Cabinet Minister at Athens and signed by the Chief of the Imperial 
General Staff, but because Dill, Wavell, and other Commanders-in- 
Chief are convinced that there is a reasonable fighting chance. This I 
regard as implied by your positive reactions to our questioning telegrams. 

5. Please remember in your stresses that, so far, you have given us few 
facts or reasons on their authority which can be presented to these 
Dominions as justifying the operation on any grounds but noblesse oblige. 

A precise military appreciation is indispensable. 
6. You know how our hearts are with you and your great officers. 

On the 7th the promised fuller statement of the case reached us in 

London. 

Mr. Eden to Prime Minister 7 Mar. 41 

Following are the views of your envoys: . n.. ( 
1. Whole position again fully reviewed with the Commanders-in-unicr 

and Smuts. While we are all conscious of the gravity of the decision, we 
can find no reason to vary our previous judgment. 

2. There has been no question of urging Greece against her better 
judgment. At our first meeting at Tatoi Greek Prime Minister handed 
me at the outset of the proceedings written statement announcing 
Greece’s determination to resist an attack by Italy or Germany, if pes¬ 
sary alone. The Greek Government have consistently maintained tl is 
attitude with varying degrees of confidence as to the outcome. The 
Greeks appreciate that there is no honourable peace open to them with 
Italy and Germany menacing their frontiers. ThejGreeks can only share 
the fate of Roumania, or continue the struggle whatever the odd8- 

3. We have already undertaken commitments towards Gnte^-Eignt 
squadrons of the R.A.F., ground defences and anti-aircraft personnel, 

have been operating there for months past. 
4. Collapse of Greece without effort on our part to.save her byunter 

established in Greece without • • £ , cjccted but in any event 

*° Iii 'th^existing" situatforMwe arc all agreed «ha« «he course advocated 

should be followed and help given to Greece. regard to 
We devoutly trust therefore that Kame time, if the 

the dispatch of Dominions forces asfa^"gedj £ vi,ai to find means of 
operation is to have a fair chance. of particularly in the air. 
supplementing the very serious since our arrival, weakness in 
As we have already war. Germans, working on 
the air is our chief anxiety m this>theatre o Slcily and 

BK KMT-bSSM r we -afSSSffE 
^ - *—b,ow- 
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Royal Air Force here are daily engaged with the Italian metropolitan Air 
Force in Albania, and with an ever-increasing proportion of German Air 
Force in other areas. 

The struggle in the air in this theatre will be a stem one. Longmorc 
requires all the help that can be given. If he can hold his own most of the 
dangers and difficulties of this enterprise will disappear. 

Accompanied by the Chiefs of Staff, I brought the issue before the 

War Cabinet, who were fully apprised of everything as it happened, for 

final decision. In spite of the fact that we could not send more aircraft 

than were already ordered and on the way, there was no hesitation or 

division among us. Personally I felt that the men on the spot had been 

scarchingly tested. There was no doubt that their hands had not been 

forced in any way by political pressure from home. Smuts, with all his 

wisdom, and from his separate angle of thought and fresh eye, had 

concurred. Nor could anyone suggest that we had thrust ourselves 

upon Greece against her wishes. No one had been over-persuaded. 

Certainly we had with us the highest expert authority, acting in full 

freedom and with all knowledge of the men and the scene. My col¬ 

leagues, who were toughened by the many risks we had run success¬ 

fully, had independently reached the same conclusions. Mr. Menzics, 

on whom a special burden rested, was full of courage. There was a 

strong glow for action. The Cabinet was short; the decision final. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden, Cairo 7 jvjar 4I 

Cabinet this morning considered project in light of your telegrams 
from Athens and Cairo, and my telegrams. Chiefs of Staff advised that 

£xPrcssc4 opinion of Commanders-in-Chief on the 

& m l! Chlcf. °f t^C lmPer,':lluGenCral S,aff’ and commanders of the 
lorccs to be employed, it would be right to go on. Cabinet decided to 
a“,k°naf y?u *° Pr°cccd with the operation, and by so doing Cabinet 
accepts for itself the fullest responsibility.• We will communicate with 
Australian and New Zealand Governments accordingly. 

In a more personal strain I telegraphed two days later: 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden, Cairo 9 Mar ] 

I entirely agree with all your handling of the Balkan telegrams There 

Prfm^Minict0U °" *PT yOU shou,d deal faithfully with Egyptian 
™ M nister Farouk, and anyone else about our security St 
ments. It is intolerable that Roumanian Legation should hernmfTl 

of Hun spies, or that the Canal zone should be iXsted ^ eneZ agems 

•hZhate those’we°have saveT *° ,U ^ « « -Sat 
3- Will you tell Smuts how glad I should be if nmv „ , 

C°4 dDo^ntand di° \m?ntWs work the War Cabinet as of old™* ^ 
4- Do not overlook those parts of your instructions dealing with the 

•My subsequent italics.—Author. 
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economy of the Middle East armies. Am relying on you to clean this up, 
and to make sure that every man pulls his weight. A few days might well 
be devoted to this. 

• fit* 

Meanwhile New Zealand made a fine response to our request for 

her division. 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of New Zealand 12 Mar. 41 

We are deeply moved by your reply, which, whatever the fortunes of 
war may be, will shine in the history of New Zealand and be admired by 
future generations of free men in every quarter of the globe. 

To make good the request and assumption at the end of your message 
shall be our faithful, unremitting endeavour. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden, Cairo *4 Mar. 41 

I have come to the conclusion that it is better for you to stay in Middle 
East until the opening phase of this crisis has matured. Your instruc¬ 
tions give you the means of concerting the political and military action oi 
all the factors involved. The attitude of Yugoslavia is still by no means 
hopeless, and a situation may at any moment arise which would enable 
you to go there. Turkey requires stimulus and guidance as events; de¬ 
velop. No one but you can combine and concert the momentous ;policy 
which you have pressed upon us and which we have adopted. The 
Cabinet needs a representative on the spot, and I need you there \ery 

m 2ChI,s^wCSi’korski this morning and asked for the Polish Pr,^d®vh^ 
agreed in the most manly fashion, but he asked that this .b"g®de*J^!} 
was one of the few remaining embodiments of 

-“sas "d r 

we cannot afford the extra escort. , . Glens • got through 

Ca4na.Wbuth~e SfaSS 
fo withdrawG "rmaCpe^onTelfrom 
occupation. You ought not to be easily '^d thereafter we 
indefinitely. We need to take it at earhest momentt,^ We must not 
need the 6th British Division, whether things go you oupht to 
Se reproached with hazarding only other peopes twp..^ mcJh 

press hard and long for taking Rh°^“ b d three or four divisions 
P 5. Can you tell me why Hapagos does not dm' k which Italians 
from Albania to strengthen h.s right {^"^'.dvance has not yet 

bregun ma°y stTgWe'toe for S£ Present strategic layout of Greek 

•This refers to three fast transports specially prepared for military opera- 

tions. See Vol. II, P- 372- 
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Army looks to me most dangerous. Papagos must have good reasons, and 
if you have learned them pray let me know. 

6. Of course, if Yugoslavia came in this would justify Greek strength 
in Albania. But this is not yet known. Presume you and Dill have 
studied carefully possibilities of a Yugoslav attack on Italians in Albania. 

Here they might win victory of the first order, and at the same time gain 
the vast mass of the equipment they need to preserve their independence 
and can never find elsewhere in time. 

7. Do not let Lemnos be picked up by the Germans as an air base for 
nothing. 

8. It seems right to obtain a decision at Keren before withdrawing air 
squadrons you have thereabouts. 

9. Your message containing Longmore’s complaints overlooks what is 
on the way. 

After giving the details of these air reinforcements I added: 

The fact that Longmorc thinks you ought to come home via Lagos, 
in which view Portal concurs, is final reason for my wish for you and Dill 

to remain on scene. For otherwise, apart from larger considerations in 
my paragraph 1, you will both be out of action at either end during a 
most critical seven days. Everything is going quietly here, and we have 
begun to claw the Huns down in the moonlight to some purpose. God 
bless you all. 

I thought it right to inform the President of our plans in a message 

which may well end this anxious chapter. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 10 Mar. 41 

I must now tell you what we have resolved about Greece. Although it 
was no doubt tempting to try to push on from Benghazi to Tripoli, and 
we may still use considerable forces in this direction, we have felt it our 
duty to stand with the Greeks, who have declared to us their resolve 
even alone, to resist the German invader. Our Generals Wavcll and Dilf 
who accompanied Mr. Eden to Cairo, after heart-searching discussions 
with us, believe we have a good fighting chance. We are therefore send¬ 
ing the greater part of the Army of the Nile to Greece, and are rein- 
toremg to the utmost possible in the air. Smuts is sending the South 

yourself *° DC ,a' Mf’ Prcsidcnt> >ou can judge these hazards for 

••'is juncture the action of Yugoslavia is cardinal. No country ever 

thtTil' “ ""U,ary .chancf- v ‘l'?y On the Italian rear ,n Albania 
i ZV ."'‘•Ofuri'ig what wight happen in a few weeks. The whole 
situation might be transformed, and the action of Turkey also decided in 

fearfmiX feelmg 'hat Russia' ,houKh actuated mainly by 
hTr in hh r g,VC SOmC reassuFance t° Turkey about not pressing 
her m the Caucasus or turning against her in the Black Sea I need 
scarcely say that the concerted influence of your Ambassadors ^ 
Turkey, Russia, and above all in Yugoslavia, would be of enormous 
value at the moment, and indeed might possibly turn the scales 

In this connection I must thank you for magnificent work done k 
Donovan in his prolonged tour of Balkans and Middle East He 
earned w„h him throughout an animating, heart“ng flam' h“ 

D 



Chapter VII 

THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC 
1941 

The Western Approaches 

A Supreme Anxiety—Combination of U-Boats and Aircraft—Strain on the 
Western Approaches—Our Counter-measures—A Struggle to Breathe—Landed 
Cargoes Drop by Half—Damaged Shipping and Congestion at the Ports—For¬ 
mation of the Import Executive, January—The Work of the Lord President's 
Committee—My Minute of January 28—And of February 22—Move of the 
Command of the Western Approaches from Plymouth to Liverpool, February x 7 
—Storm Havoc among Our Older Ships—Hitler’s Menace of January 30—The 
Admiralty Salvage Organisation—Sorties by German Cruisers—The “Schecr" 
in the South Atlantic—The “Scharnhorst” and "Gneisenau” Break Out—Eighty 
Thousand Tons of Shipping Sunk in 7'uo Days, March 15-16—Raiders Take 
Refuge in Brest, March 22—Hitler's Error—The Battle of ther Atlantic—The 
Battle of the Atlantic Committee—My Directive of March 6—The U-Boats in 
"Wolf-packs”—Tactical Problems—Passing of the Lend-Lease Bill—The Im¬ 
ports Budget, March 26—Close Relations with the United States—The Dun¬ 
kerque” Incident—Pressure by President Roosevelt on Vichy. 

AMID the torrent of violent events one anxiety reigned supreme. 
.Battles might be won or lost, enterprises might succeed or mis¬ 

carry, territories might be gained or quitted, but dominating all our 
power to carry on the war, or even keep ourselves alive, lay our mas¬ 
tery of the ocean routes and the free approach and entry to our ports. 
I have described in the previous volume the perils which the German 
occupation of the coast of Europe from the North Cape to the Pyrenees 
brought upon us. From any port or inlet along this enormous front 
the hostile U-boats, constantly improving in speed, endurance, and 
radius, could sally forth to destroy our sea-borne food and trade. 
Their numbers grew steadily. In the first quarter of 1941 production 
of new craft was at the rate of ten a month—soon afterwards increased 
to eighteen a month. These included the so-called 500-ton and 740- 
ton types, the first with a cruising range of 11,000 miles and the latter 

°f To °the U-boat scourge was now added air attack far out on the 
ocean ly long-range aircraft. Of these the Focke-Wulf 200, known as 

the Condor, was the most formidable, though happily * ** g 
there were few of them. They could start from Brest or ^eaux «y 
right round the British Island, refuel in Norway, and the^ make a 
return iournev next day. On their way they would see far below them 
the very large convoys of forty or fifty ships to which scarcity of esco 
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had forced us to resort, moving inwards or outwards on their voyages. 

They could attack these convoys, or individual ships, with destruc¬ 

tive bombs, or they could signal the positions to which the waiting 

U-boats should be directed in order to make interceptions. Already 

in December we had begun preparations for the desperate expedient 

of an under-water dynamite carpet from the mouths of the Mersey 

and the Clyde to the hundred-fathom line north-west of Ireland.* 

Meanwhile we had ordered the expansion and re-deployment of the 

Air Coastal Command, giving it high priority in pilots and machines. 

We planned to increase this command by fifteen squadrons by June 

1941, and these reinforcements were to include all the fifty-seven 

American long-range Catalinas which we expected to receive by the 

end of April. The denial to us of all facilities in Southern Ireland again 

exerted its baleful influence on our plans. We pressed forward with 

the construction of new airfields in Ulster as well as Scotland and the 
Hebrides. 

The evil conditions thus described continued, some in an aggra¬ 

vated form. The stranglehold of the magnetic mine was only loosened 

and kept from closing by triumphs of British science and ingenuity, 

carried into effect by the ceaseless toil of twenty thousand devoted 

men in a thousand small craft with many strange varieties of apparatus. 

All our traffic along the cast coast of Britain was under constant menace 

from German light bombers or fighter aircraft, and was in consequence 

severely restricted and reduced. The Port of London, which in the 

First World War had been deemed vital to our existence, had been cut 

down to a quarter of its capacity. The Channel was an actual war area. 

Bombing raids on the Mersey, the Clyde, and Bristol gravely hampered 

these sole remaining major commercial ports. The Irish and Bristol 

Channels were closed or grievously obstructed. Every expert authority 

it presented a year earlier with the conditions now prevailing, would 

breathe°n0UnCed ^ pKght hopcless bcforc,^nd. It was a struggle to 

The very magnitude and refinement of our protective measures— 

convoy, diversion degaussing, mine-clearance, the avoidance of the 

,^drr,Can“thCL ,enSthemng of voyages in time and distance 
and the delays at the ports through bombing and the black-out, all 

eriont.h °ratlVe , , ,ty 0f 0Ur Shippi"g t0 an extent even more 
a th! actua! lossLcs- At the outset the Admiralty naturally 

thought first of br.ng.ng the ships safely to port, and judged their 

«tCeWeyanm,n|mT K S'nuinf; But now ,his was "o longer the 
# We al‘ reallsed that the ^ and war effort of the country 

PP^EST* mine barri" Which Was never laid- See v°>- «. Ch. XXX, 
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depended equally upon the weight of imports safely landed. “J see” I 

minuted to the First Lord in the middle of February, “that entrances of 

ships with cargo in January were less than half of what they were last 

January." 

The pressure grew unceasingly, and our shipping losses were fear¬ 

fully above our new construction. The vast resources of the United 

States were only slowly coming into action. We could not expect any 

further large windfalls of vessels such as those which had followed the 

overrunning of Norway, Denmark, and the Low Countries in the 

spring of 1940. Moreover, damaged shipping far exceeded our repair¬ 

ing resources, and every week our ports became more congested and 

we fell farther behind. At the beginning of March over 2,600,000 tons 

of damaged shipping had accumulated, of which about 930,000 tons 

were ships undergoing repair while loading cargoes, and nearly 

1,700,000 tons were immobilised by the need of repairs. Indeed, it was 

to me almost a relief to turn from these deadly under-tides to the ill- 

starred but spirited enterprises in the military sphere. How willingly 

would I have exchanged a full-scale attempt at invasion for this shape¬ 

less, measureless peril, expressed in charts, curves, and statistics! 

• • • • • 
Early in January 1941 we had formed the Import Executive, con¬ 

sisting of the principal importing departments, under the chairmanship 

of the Minister of Supply, and the parallel body, the Production 

Executive, under the Minister of Labour. The principal object of the 

first of these bodies was to grapple with the import situation, to im¬ 

prove the organisation of shipping and transport, and to solve the many 

intricate problems of labour and organisation arising at the ports. 1 

now worked closely with these powerful bodies, which often sat to¬ 

gether, and I sought to concert their action. 

^ThV/mpon Executive /.II explofc the whole of ***£'"£"f ^ 

hopecTthat use 7our 
and labour resources, the tonnage available maybe mcreasea Dey 
„ 000 000 tons which is all you can at present foresee. The M n stry o 
Shipping and the Ministry of Transport together with th M mstry^. 

Labour, will co-operate act.veW with. the l„™ddition to this, 
work will be effectively concerted by tthat Execu :rve the rcpair 

and 
main reinforcements of escorting craft come into service. 
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Prime Minister to Import Executive 23 Jan. 41 

I request that you will not consider yourselves bound by the estimate 
of losses put forward by the Ministry of Shipping, or take that as the 
foundation for future calculations. The Ministry of Shipping have 
reached a total of 5} million tons per annum by taking as their basis the 
period since the collapse of France, including the quite exceptional losses 
of the Norwegian and French evacuations. A better alternative method 
of calculation would be to take the monthly rate for the whole year 1940, 
which is 4} million tons; or, again, for the whole war, which is between 
3} and 4 million tons, provided the extraordinary evacuation losses arc 
deducted. 

2. It is probably prudent to assume that this rate will continue. It 
docs not follow however that it will not be reduced as our improved 
methods come into play and the additional destroyers reach the Fleet. 
Bearing this in mind, I think it would be safe to work on the monthly 
average since the beginning of the war. 

My estimate was fully justified by events in the year 1941. 

• • « • • 
At the beginning of the year I asked Sir John Anderson, the Lord 

President of the Council, to make it his particular task to grip and drive 

forward the plans for harnessing to our war-making machine the full 

economic resources of the nation. 

Prime Minister to Lord President of the Council 28 Jan. 41 

While the Import and Production Executives necessarily arc con¬ 
cerned with the practical handling of the business committed to them 
it is essential that the larger issues of economic policy should be dealt 

vvilh H°Ufr cfom™,ttcfc- and primarily by you. This is in accordance 
\sith the drift of well-informed public opinion. You should therefore not 

PronnmiI?c ,ml,at,vc °.vcr whole field. You should summon 
22ra>lkc Kcyn.cs t0 g,ve l£.e,r v,cws to you personally. You 
should ask for any assistance or staff you require, utilising of course the 
Statistical Department. Professor Lindemann and his branch will assist 
you ,n any way you wish, and will also act as liaison between you and me 

andl^houM tak? tH? Cad Pron?,nent|y and vigorously in this committee, 
Win h d cerl?,nly P*** a* ,cast once a week, if not more often. 
Will you consult with Sir Edward Bridges on the above, and let me 

know how you propose to implement it ? 

Anderson bent to this task his energy, mature judgment, and skill in 

administration. His long experience as a civil servant at home, and as 

Governor of Bengal, had given him a wide knowledge of Government 

ofPhU MntS 3nd f thn °ffiCial machine' He soon gai™d the confidence 
miiee M!m na C?ll,eagues’ and shaPed the Lord President’s com¬ 
mittee into a powerful instrument for concerting departmental clans 

over the whole range of war-time economic policy. As time went 

dus comm,nee came to exercise on behalf of the War Cabinet a large 

measure of authority and power of decision in this and other sphenL 
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Its sure control over economic policy and Home Front problems 

helped to free me for the military field. 

* * * * • 
Prime Minister to Sir Andrew Duncan, Minister of Supply 22 Feb. 41 

The Prime Minister would be glad if you would bring the attached 
notes and diagrams to the attention of the Import Executive. They have 
been prepared under the Prime Minister’s personal direction by Pro¬ 
fessor Lindemann. They disclose a most grave and as yet unexplained 
tendency, which, if it is not corrected, will hazard the life of Britain and 
paralyse her war effort. 

The Prime Minister does not understand how it is that when the sink¬ 
ings are less (although very serious) and the volume of tonnage (apart 
from its routing) very little diminished there should be such a frightful 
fall in imports. 

He is very glad to see that there is a sharp recovery in the last two 
weeks, and he hopes this may be the first fruits of the Import Executive. 

The Prime Minister will be glad to see the Imports Executive Com¬ 
mittee at 5 p.m. on Tuesday, with a view to learning from them whether 
they have any further measures to propose to avert a potentially mortal 

danger. 

As early as August 4, 1940, I had asked the Admiralty to move the 

controlling centre of the Western Approaches from Plymouth to the 

Clyde.* This proposal had encountered resistance, and it was not 

until February 1941 that the increasing pressure of events produced 

Admiralty compliance. The move to the north was agreed. The 

Mersey was rightly chosen instead of the Clyde, and on February^17 

Admiral Noble was installed at Liverpool as Commander-in-Chief of 

the Western Approaches. Air Chief Marshal Bowhill, commanding 

the Coastal Command, worked with him in the closest intimacy. The 

new joint headquarters was soon operating, and from April 15 the 

two commands were forged into a single highly tempered weapon 

under the operational control of the Admiralty. 

• • • • • 
The new year opened with violent and almost continuous storms 

causing much havoc among the older ships wh.ch, despite their'age*nc 

infirmity, we had been compelled to use on the ocean routes- Present y 

in Berlin, on January 30, i94«> Hitler made * sPee'h. of air- 
with ruin and pointing with confidence to that combmati^ o air 

and sea-power lapping us about on all 

bring about our starvation and surrender. In the P have 
“our U-boat war will begin at sea, and they will notice 

not been sleeping [shouts and cheers]. And the^o^by hook or by 
part, and the entire armed forces will force a decision by hook by 

crook.” 
•Vol. II, Ch. XXX, p. 474- 
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Prime Minister to Import Executive 25 Fch. 41 

I learn that the Admiralty salvage organisation has recently made as 
great a contribution to the maintenance of our shipping capacity as new 
construction, about 370,000 gross tons having been salved in the last 
five months of 1940, as against 340,000 tons built, while the number of 
ships being dealt with by the salvage organisation has increased very 
rapidly, from ten in August to about thirty now. 

They are to be congratulated on this, and I feel sure that if anything 
can be done to assist in the expansion of their equipment and finding of 
suitable officers your Executive will sec that such measures are taken. 

Meanwhile we cannot take full advantage of these results owing to 
shortage of repairing capacity. I have no doubt that your Executive is 
planning an increase of this capacity, and meanwhile is making use of 
facilities overseas in the case of all vessels capable of doing one more 
voyage before repair. 

* • • • • 
Apart from the U-boat war upon us, we were at this time seriously 

affected by the sorties of powerful German cruisers. The attack on a 

convoy by the Scheer in November 1940, when she sank the noble 

Jervis Bay, has already been recorded. In January she was in the South 

Atlantic, moving towards the Indian Ocean. In three months she de¬ 

stroyed ten ships, of sixty thousand tons in all, and then succeeded in 

making her way back to Germany, where she arrived on April 1, 1941. 

We had not been able to deploy against her the powerful forces which 

a year before had tracked down the Graf Spec. The cruiser llippcr, 

which had broken into the Atlantic at the beginning of December 1940 

was sheltering in Brest. At the end of January the battle-cruisers 

Scharnhorst and Gneisenau, having at length repaired the damage in¬ 

flicted upon them in Norway, were ordered to make a sortie into the 

North Atlantic, while the Hipper raided the route from Sierra Leone. 

In their first attempt to break out, these battle-cruisers, under the 

command of Admiral Lutjens, narrowly escaped destruction by the 

Home Fleet. They were saved by persistent fogs, and on February i 

successfully passed through the Denmark Strait unobserved. At the 
same time the Hipper had left Brest for the southward. 

On February 8 the two German battle-cruisers, astride the Halifax 

route, sighted an approaching British convoy. The German ships 

separated so as to attack from different angles. Suddenly, to their sur- 

that ,he convoy was escorted **the ^leship 
RamtlUes. Adm.ra Lutjens at once broke off the engagement. In his 

ODSDonTn,'rUCh1Thhe hSd bee" °rdered *° aV°‘d aCt‘°n with an equal opponent, winch he was to .nterpret as meaning any one British ic- 

mch-gun battleshtp. H.s prudence was rewarded, and on February 22 

he sank five ships, dispersed from an outward-bound convoy. Fearine 

hernet nS’ ™Ved t0 an area farther south, and on March I 
met a convoy from Freetown. But here again he found a battleship 
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the Malaya, in company, and he could do no more than call for U- 

boats to converge and attack. The U-boats sank five ships. Having 

shown himself in this area, he once more returned to the West Atlantic, 

where he now achieved his biggest success. On March 15 he inter¬ 

cepted six empty tankers, dispersed from an outward-bound convoy, 

and sank or captured them all. The next day he sank ten more ships, 

mostly from the same convoy. Thus in these two days alone he de¬ 

stroyed or captured over eighty thousand tons of shipping. 

But the Rodney, escorting a Halifax convoy, was drawing near. 

Admiral Lutjens had run risks enough and had much to show. Early 

on March 22 he entered Brest. During their cruise of two months the 

Scharnhorst and Gneisenau had sunk or captured twenty-two ships, 

amounting to 115,000 tons. Meanwhile the Hipper had fallen upon a 

homeward-bound Sierra Leone convoy near the Azores which had not 

yet been joined by an escort. In a savage attack lasting an hour she 

destroyed seven out of nineteen ships, making no attempt to rescue 

survivors, and regained Brest two days later. These were heavy losses 

for us, additional to the toll of the U-boat war. Moreover, the presence 

of these strong hostile vessels compelled the employment on convoy 

duty of nearly every available British capital ship. At one period the 

Commander-in-Chicf of the Home Fleet had only one battleship in 

The Bismarck was not yet on the active list. The German Ad¬ 

miralty should have waited for her completion, and for that of her 

consort, the Tirpitz. In no way could Hitler have used his two giant 

battleships more effectively than by keeping them both in full readi¬ 

ness in the Baltic and allowing rumours of an impending sortie to ieax 

out from time to come. We should thus have been compelled to keep 

concentrated at Scapa Flow or thereabouts practically every new ship 

we had, and he would have had all the advantages of a seIcctc° m°" 
meat without the strain of being always ready. As ships have to go or 

periodic refits it would have been almost beyond our powerto mam 

«in a reasonable margin of superiority. Any senous accident would 

have destroyed that power. 

My thought had rested day and night upon this 

- X aS- *• 
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figures, and after our meeting, which was in the Prime Minister’s 

room at the House of Commons, I said to Pound, “ We have got to lift 

this business to the highest plane, over everything else. I am going to 

proclaim ‘the Battle of the Atlantic'.’* This, like featuring "the Battle 

of Britain” nine months earlier, was a signal intended to concentrate all 

minds and all departments concerned upon the U-boat war. 

In order to follow this matter with the closest personal attention, and 

to give timely directions which would clear away difficulties and ob¬ 

structions and force action upon the great number of departments and 

branches involved, I brought into being the Battle of the Atlantic 

Committee. The meetings of this committee were held weekly, and 

were attended by all Ministers and high functionaries concerned, both 

from the fighting sen-ices and from the civil side. They usually lasted 

not less than two and a half hours. The whole field was gone over and 

everything thrashed out; nothing was held up for want of decision. 

An illustration of the tempo of the Battle of the Atlantic in 1941 is 

afforded by the meetings of this committee. It met weekly without 

fail during the period March 19 to May 8. It then met fortnightly for a 

spell, and finally much less frequently. The last meeting was on 
October 22. 

Throughout the wide circles of our war machine, embracing thou¬ 

sands of able, devoted men, a new proportion was set, and from a 

hundred angles the gaze of searching eyes was concentrated. March 6, 

as the preceding chapter may have shown, was an exacting day, when 

the decision about sending the Army to Greece hung in the balance. 

Nevertheless before it ended my directive entitled ‘‘The Battle of the 

Atlantic” was achieved. I read this to the House in the Secret Session 

of June 25, 1941, but it is necessary to the story to reprint it here. 

THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC 

Directive by the Minister of Defence 

March 6, 1941 

of !LV'r,la0n["rh,a°sUboGgran S'a,CmentS" we “ that the Battle 

The next four months should enable us to defeat the attempt to 

For^his ^ food_^uppI,cs and our connection with the United States. 
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3. All the measures approved and now in train for the concentration 
of the main strength of the Coastal Command upon the North-Western 
Approaches, and their assistance on the East Coast by Fighter and 
Bomber Commands, will be pressed forward. It may be hoped that, 
with the growing daylight and the new routes to be followed, the U-boat 
menace will soon be reduced. All the more important is it that the 
Focke-Wulf, and, if it comes, the Junkers 88, should be effectively 
grappled with. 

4. In view of the great need for larger numbers of escorting destroyers, 
it is for consideration whether the American destroyers now in service 
should go into dock for their second scale of improvements until the 
critical period of this new battle has been passed. 

5. The Admiralty will re-examine, in conjunction with the Ministry 
of Shipping, the question of liberating from convoys ships between 13 
and 12 knots, and also whether this might not be tried experimentally for 
a while. 

6. The Admiralty will have the first claim on all the short-range A.A. 
guns and other weapons that they can mount upon suitable merchant 
ships plying in the danger zone. Already 200 Bofors or their equivalents 
have been ordered to be made available by Air Defence Great Britain 
and the factories. But these should be followed by a constant flow of 
guns, together with crews or nucleus crews, as and when they can be 
taken over by the Admiralty. A programme for three months should be 
made. 

7. We must be ready to meet concentrated air attacks on the ports on 
which we specially rely (Mersey, Clyde, and Bristol Channel). 'I hey 
must therefore be provided with a maximum defence. A report of what 
is being done should be made in a week. 

8. A concerted attack by all departments involved must be made upon 
the immense mass of damaged shipping now accumulated in our ports. 
By the end of June this mass must be reduced by not less than 400,000 
tons net. For this purpose a short view may for the time being be taken 
both on merchant and naval shipbuilding. Labour should be trans¬ 
ferred from new merchant shipbuilding which cannot finish betore 
September 1941 to repairs. The Admiralty have undertaken to provide 
from long-distance projects of warship building or warship repairs up 
to 5,000 men at the earliest moment, and another 5,000 should be tran 
ferred from long-distance merchant shipbuilding. 

o. Every form of simplification and acceleration of repairs‘ 
gaussing.'cven a, some risk, must be applied -« order to redu*e the t,:r- 
rible slowness of the turn-round of ships in British ports. A saving oi rioic siowncw UI lilt 1u1.1-.vu. - r" TJ, -• . ■ . - m:i|inn tnn«* 

fifteen days in this process would in itself be equivalent'to 5 mdhor1 tons 
of imports, or a tonnage [equal to] if millions of the 

saved The Admiralty have already instructed the'rnf°^Ca Srs to he u - 
to aid this process, in which is involved the 

.deas 1Jf!*'c£Ia£|^er Qf Labour has achieved arvcco"Ut iri hia c(.nferrrire 

total labour force. In one way or another, at least anotner 4 . 
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must be drawn into ship-repairing, shipbuilding, and dock labour at the 
earliest moment. Strong propaganda should be run locally at the ports 
and yards, in order that all engaged may realise the vital consequences of 
their work. At the same time, it is not desirable that the Press or the 
broadcast should be used unduly, since this would only encourage the 
enemy to further exertions. 

11. The Ministry of Transport will ensure that there is no congestion 
at the quays, and that all goods landed are immediately removed. For 
this purpose the Minister will ask the Chairman of the Import Executive 
for any further assistance required. He should also report weekly to the 
Import Executive upon the progress made in improving the ports on 
which we specially rely by transference of cranes, etc., from other ports. 
He should also report on the progress made in preparing new facilities 
at minor ports, and whether further use can be made of lighterage to 
have more rapid loading or unloading. 

12. A Standing Committee has been set up of representatives from 
the Admiralty Transport Department, the Ministry of Shipping, and the 
Ministry of Transport, which will meet daily and report all hitches or 
difficulties encountered to the Chairman of the Imports Executive. The 
Imports Executive will concert the whole of these measures and report 
upon them to me every week, in order that I may seek Cabinet authority 
for any further steps. 

13. In addition to what is being done at home, every effort must be 
made to ensure a rapid turn-round at ports abroad. All concerned should 
receive special instructions on this point, and should be asked to report 
on the measures which they arc taking to implement these instructions 
and on any difficulties that may be encountered. 

* • • • • 
On this same busy March 6 I also produced a memorandum on the 

strength of the Army in the light of all 1 had learnt about the import 

situation. I his will be found among the Appendices.* 

The U-boats now began to use new methods, which became 

known as "wolf-pack” tactics. These consisted of attacks from 

different directions by several U-boats working together. Attacks were 

at this time usually made by night, the U-boats operating on the surface 

at full speed unless detected in the approach. Under these conditions 

only the destroyers could rapidly overhaul them. 

These tactics, which formed the keynote of the conflict for the 

next year or more, presented us with two problems. First, how to 

defend our convoys against this high-speed night attack, in which the 

Asdic was virtually impotent. The solution lay not only in the multi- 

pheauon of fast escorts, but still more in the development of effective 

Radar. Moreover, a prompt answer here was imperative or our losses 

would soon become unbearable. The small scale of the earlier on¬ 

slaughts of the U-boats, against which we had been relatively success- 

•Appendix F, pp. 615-17. 
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ful, had created an undue sense of security. Now, when the full fury of 

the storm broke, we lacked the scientific equipment equal to our needs. 

We addressed ourselves vigorously to this problem, and by the un¬ 

sparing efforts of the scientists, supported by the solid team-work of 

sailors and airmen, good progress was made. The results came slowly, 

and meanwhile grave anxiety and heavy losses continued. 

The second need was to exploit the vulnerability to air attack of the 

surfaced U-boat. Only when we could afford to court attack in the 

knowledge that we were masters would the long-drawn battle be won. 

For this we needed an air weapon which would kill, and also time to 

train both our sea and air forces in its use. When eventually both these 

problems were solved the U-boat was once more driven back to the 

submerged attack, in which it could be dealt with by the older and 

well-tried methods. This vital relief was not achieved for another two 

years. 
Meanwhile the new “wolf-pack” tactics, inspired by Admiral 

Doenitz, the head of the U-boat service, and himself a U-boat captain 

of the previous war, were vigorously applied by the redoubtable Pricn 

and the other tiptop U-boat commanders. Swift retribution followed. 

On March 8 Pricn’s U.47 was sunk with himself and all hands by the 

destroyer Wolverine, and nine days later U.99 and U.100 were sunk 

while engaged in a combined attack on a convoy. Both were com¬ 

manded by outstanding officers, and the elimination of these three able 

men had a marked effect on the progress of the struggle. Few U-boat 

commanders who followed them were their equals in ruthless ability 

and daring. Five U-boats were sunk in March in the Western Ap¬ 

proaches, and though we suffered grievous losses amounting to 

243,000 tons, by U-boat, and a further 113,000 tons by air attack the 

first round in the Battle of the Atlantic may be said to have ended in 

draw. # 

An all-important event now impended upon the other s,de °J. ** 
Atlantic. I was in close touch with Hopkins in these days. After 

thanking him for the “packet of 250,000 rifles and ammunition, which 

has safely arrived”, I cabled on February 28: 

I am however increasingly 

President Hopkins sent me the earliest intimation ms w 
Sort and a spur. The stuff was coming. It was for us to get it over. 
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Prime Minister to Mr. Hopkins 9 Mar. 41 

Thank God for your news. Strain is serious. Kindest regards. 

To President Roosevelt from Former Naval Person 9 Mar. 41 

Our blessings from the whole British Empire go out to you and the 
American nation for this very present help in time of trouble. 

In my broadcast of February 9 I had already said, “Give us the tools 

and we will finish the job.” This could only be an interim pronounce¬ 

ment. Far more was needed; but we did our best. 

* * • * • 
We had now to make our budget of imports for the U-boat year 

1941, exactly like a Chancellor of the Exchequer in finance. By the end 

of March all the studies and discussions of our ways and means were 

completed, and I could submit to the War Cabinet my final proposals 

for the size and character of the three branches of the fighting services, 

and also the quantity and character of the imports for which we should 

strive. 

THE IMPORT PROGRAMMES 

Memorandum by the Prime Minister 

March 26, 1941 

We should assume an import of not less than 31 million tons in 1941. 
On th's basis food cannot be cut lower than 15 million tons, and a 
million is required for the Board of Trade. This leaves 15 millions for the 
Ministry of Supply, as against 19 millions to which they were working 
on the 35 million programme. A cut of 4 millions has therefore to be 
made by the Ministry of Supply, for which a revised programme should 
be framed Ferrous metals, timber, and pulp seem to offer the main 
held of reduction. As we can now buy steel freely in the United States 
the keeping in being of the whole of the existing steel industry cannot be 
accepted as an indispensable factor. We must try to import in the most 
concentrated forms and over the shortest routes. This principle must 
also influence food imports. 1 

f J'.KSh°Uld °“rJC°tal imuP°r!S faJ! beIow 31 millions, the deficit should 

Siinnlv S k be mfCt by the M.,n‘stry of Food and the Ministry of 

3 benefit 5°U 

y^r^stT^nPor°n “■ A-TS 
3- I have received from the War Office a reply to my notes ahoi.t 

Army Scales, which they have had under consideration forthree weeks • 
My notes do not look farther ahead than 1942, and must besubectin 
review in the light of events. My figure of ‘‘about tw^mi lions” may be 
interpreted as desired by the War Office at “2,195,000 [menr for which 
the arrangements are completed. The War Office nrcLci . ’ t0f ■ lch 
for my figure of .5 armoured 

•See Appendix F, pp. 615-17. 
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Army tank brigades may be approved, and the target figure for the grand 
total of the Imperial Army in March 1942 of 59$ “equivalent divisions” 
may be accepted. The resultant saving on man-power intake from now 
to the end of 1942 is about 475,000. This saving, and the increase in 
armoured forces at the expense of infantry and artillery, should afford an 
important relief to the Ministry of Supply in hutments, clothing, and 
projectiles. 

4. The Purvis Programme, which was submitted to President Roose¬ 
velt in January to give him the general scale, may now be more precisely 
defined as the Ministry of Supply desire, and in so doing, if convenient, 
the adjustment may be made to cover the change in the proportion of 
armoured forces. However, it is important that no diminution should be 
made in anything we need and arc likely to get from the United States; 
in particular, the equipment for the ten extra divisions should stand. 

5. The Naval Programme is the subject of a separate note,® but the 
following principles which have a bearing on imports may be stated here. 

The remaining three King George V class battleships must be com¬ 
pleted at full speed. The constniction of Vanguard, which is the only 
capital ship which can reach us in 1943 and before i945» >s *^ost desir¬ 
able. One new monitor is also needed. No other heavy ships can be 
proceeded with at present, and no more armour-plate can be provided 
for other naval purposes for the next six months; nor should new armour- 
plate factories be laid down. This position will be reviewed on Sep¬ 

tember 1 in the light of— 

(а) the Battle of the Atlantic, 
(б) the relationship of the United States to the war. 

The requirements of the Admiralty for armour-plate must not exceed 
the 16,500 tons provided for 1941. nor the 25,000 tons for 1942. If these 
limits are observed the Ministry of Supply should be able to execute the 
increased Tank Programme. , , ... 

6. The Ministries of Food and Agriculture should, upon the basis of 
iS million tons import in 1941, concert an 18 mcrntbsprograrmrie draw¬ 
ing as may be necessary upon our meat reserves on the hoof to cover the 
next six months, but endeavouring to provide by concentrated imports 
the most varied dietary possible for the nation at war. By taking a period 
as long as 18 months it should be possible to avoid burned changes in 
policy, to use reserves as balancing factors, and to make the best use o 

,h73 The'BrituTair-power will continue to be developed to the utmost 
within the above limits and with the present priorities and assignments. 

When these precise instructions received the assent of the War 

Cabinet they were obeyed without demur by all concerned. 

mmmm 
•See Appendix M. 
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the fear that the Germans might gain control over the French Fleet 

and bring the fast battleship Dunkerque into their service. 

I cabled to the President: 

Fortner Naval Person to President Roosevelt 2 Apr. 41 

We have entirely trustworthy information that Vichy Government 
received ‘‘permission” from Armistice Commission to transfer the 
battleship Dunkerque, with escort protection of the whole Strasbourg 
group, from Oran to Toulon for ‘‘disarmament”. 

2. It seems certain that object of transfer is to effect repairs, and we 
must of course assume it is being done on German orders. 

3. I do not need to point out to you the grave danger to which this 
exposes us. The menace from German surface raiders is already great 
enough. The addition of such a vessel to the raiding fleet would set us a 
hard problem indeed. If any value were to be attached to Admiral Dar- 
lan’s word, it might be hoped that he would in the last resort order out of 
French metropolitan ports naval units ready for sea. Hut if Dunkerque is 
docked and immobilised for repairs, that gives the Germans time to 
swoop and gain possession of her. 

4. I fear this is a sinister confirmation of our worst suspicions of 
Darlan. 

5. You have already, through your Ambassador in Vichy, indicated 
to the French Government that negotiations for the supply of grain to 
unoccupied France would be greatly facilitated if French warships in 
metropolitan ports were gradually transferred to North African Atlantic 
ports. Here we have Darlan not merely failing to comply with your 
wishes, but deliberately flying in the face of them. 

, 6‘ J £an?est,y h?Pe that y°u may al once indicate to Marshal Pctain 
that if Darlan persists in this action he will be cutting off relief from his 
country and finally forfeiting American sympathy. We ourselves in this 
situation could of course lend no assistance to the revictualling of France. 
* *\crc ma>' be just a chance that Marshal Pctain may deter him from this 
action, but if not the matter for us is so vital that we may, even in spite of 
all the dangerous implications, have to make an effort to intercept and 
sink this vessel. I should like to hear from you that you would under¬ 
stand the necessity for such a step. 

7. It is of course of first importance that neither the French nor their 
masters should be made aware that we might take the drastic action 
mentioned in paragraph 6. 

Urgent as was the matter, I would not take action till I knew what 
the President felt and wished. • 

Prime Minister to First Lord ^ ^pr i 

No attack should be made upon the Dunkerque unless or until an 

t irmVC A ^ I>residen'R°°sevelt which expresses no objcc- 
consem °f 3ny reference to ,he toP'c his answer may be taken as 

2. On this reply being received the First Lord should if Dossihle 
consult the Lord Privy Seal in my absence, and decide. ’ P 

3- Personally, my bias is strongly in favour of making the attack Alas 
we cannot be sure of success. Perhaps it is ten to one against a successful 
attack on a ship properly escorted by destroyers. ccesstul 
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4. The reaction on Vichy would not, in my opinion, be serious. They 
would know they were found out doing a pro-Hun trick. So far as the 
French people are concerned, nothing would be easier than by repeated 
broadcasts to explain that this ship was being delivered over in a helpless 
condition into the German power, as in the event of a German descent 
she could not get away from the dock at Toulon like the mobile units of 
the French Fleet. 

* # • * * 
The next day we learned from the President that there would be at 

least a pause, because the Dunkerque would not be leaving Oran within 

the next ten days. On April 6 he told us that Mr. Matthews, the 

American Counsellor at Vichy, had asked Marshal Petain for an urgent 

appointment. This was granted, but as soon as Matthews told Petain 

that he wished to discuss the Dunkerque the Marshal, who was ob¬ 

viously not informed upon the situation, sent for Darlan. Darlan 

arrived and said that of course this information came from the English, 

and complained that they wanted theirs to be the only fleet in the 

Mediterranean. He admitted that he was bringing the battleship to 

Toulon because he could not have it repaired at Oran, and anyway he 

was not going to leave it there. The Marshal and he had pledged their 

word of honour that French ships would not fall into German hands, 

and he repeated this assurance. The Dunkerque would not be moved 

immediately, and would not be ready for ten days or more. The 

American Embassy at Vichy believed that this was true, and thought 

that even if the ship were brought to Toulon she could not be put into 

service before the end of August. Darlan had then made a series of 

anti-British statements, and the Marshal had promised Mr. Matthews 

a formal reply. The President said that Petain apparently grasped the 

written word better than he trusted his memory, and might upon 

closer study give us the promise for which we.asked. 

I expressed my thanks and continuing concern. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 6 *pr.VV 

Most Grateful for your spirited intervention about Dunkerque. It is 

A ship in ^ry dock or under >fOUlon. Their officers and agents 

before the Ge™?1nfhC°^Ja^Ifd remember how easy we found it to cop 
are on the spot all the time, a pi outh \ye ought to stick to our 
the French ships at Port«n»“* ^French 'hi^f from African to 
settled policy of r5Slfr "£“'IjX! German-controlled French ports, and 
German-controlled or P®'®"*'® X If Darlan gets Dunkerque to 

encourage all m®**!"®"* *® ?for Jean Bart from Casablanca or Riche- 
Toulon, why|should he no ask tor and stem continUance of ut¬ 

most "pressure ^ou IanTxe°rt. Evidently this is most powerful, as we have 
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certain knowledge that they were to sail morning 4th and all preparations 
made. Petain does not know half what this dirty Darlan does. It would 
be far better if your pressure deterred Darlan, as it has already, than that 

we should have to take rough action, with all its dangers. 
2. Question is whether timely publicity might not help deter. Do you 

mind if I say something like this on Wednesday in Commons: “There 
was always the risk that Darlan might bring Dunkerque from Oran to 
Toulon in order to prepare her for war purposes. Such an act would 

affect the balances of naval power throughout the world, and would 
affect American interests besides our own. Representations have been 
made to Marshal Petain by the United States Government which should 
have shown Vichy Government how undesirable this step would be 

from the point of view of French interests. His Majesty’s Government 
would certainly be bound to regard it as a menacing act done at Hitler’s 
instigation and as a step in Admiral Darlan’s schemes for gaining per¬ 
sonal control of France as the Germans’ trusted agent. In these circum¬ 
stances His Majesty’s Government would hold themselves free to take 

any action which was suitable against this ship, cither in passage or while 
under repair in Toulon harbour. They would greatly regret if such a 
situation .arose, as they have no wish or policy towards France other 
than her liberation from the German yoke and the maintenance of the 
integrity of the French Empire.” Please let me know what you think of 

this, or whether you can get the matter settled behind the scenes. 

On April 9 I used these words to the House of Commons, and the 

Dunkerque incident was finally settled by the submission of the Vichy 

Government to the President’s pressure. Two days later the President 

sent me a copy of the formal French reply: 

11 Apr. 41 

By a memorandum handed to Marshal Petain on April 4, the Ameri¬ 
can Charge d Affaires called attention to a report according to which the 
French Government, “authorised by the Wiesbaden Armistice Com¬ 
mission , was preparing to transfer the Dunkerque from Oran to Toulon 
at the very moment when the Government of the United States was ex¬ 
pressing its interest in an opposite movement of naval forces. “Should 

tho if P,I^cc’,,.adds thc memorandum, “the Government of 
the United States could no longer envisage thc continuation of thc policy 
which it desired to pursue for the supplying, as far as possible, of its in¬ 
dispensable aid to unoccupied France, to say nothing of thc other acts of 
co-operation envisaged.” 

Government loyally admits without any embarrass- 
S,h ' hai* ln fact intended to have the Dunkerque made ready for 

- - 10 .T?u. on ,n lhc near future. But this measure had been cn- 

andBs^jle]yltfor'teCfmicaTreasons.l,hOUt ^ PrCSSUrC "h—• 

an odious assault in which numerous Frenchmen were killed 

This is the sole reason why the “transfer of°the D^W^wS^nvfsaged 
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and remains necessary. Nevertheless, in view of the political significance 
which the Government of the United States seems disposed to attach to 
this transfer, the French Government agrees to delay the preparation of 
the ship until the conclusion of an agreement on this subject. It desires 
thus to show the Federal Government its will to pursue loyally, for its 
part, as far as its means will permit, the policy undertaken with a view to 
assuring the supplying of French Africa and the unoccupied zone. 

But by postponing putting into final shape one of its most precious 
war vessels the French Government is making a heavy sacrifice of self- 
respect and interest which affects its possibilities of defending its Empire 
as well as its means of protecting French maritime traffic. 

The French Government thus expects the American Government to 
use its good offices in London in order to obtain from the British Govern¬ 
ment the guarantee that as long as the Dunkerque remains in North Africa 
no further capture will be exercised against our legitimate commercial 
traffic between the French colonies, French Africa, and the unoccupied 
zone. It is evident in fact that a country as threatened with famine as 
France is cannot be asked to renounce the utilisation of all its means of 
defence if the commercial maritime traffic for the protection of which 
guarantees have been offered continues to be pursued and attacked. 

Of course no such guarantee was given by us, and the powerful 

intervention of the President at this time enabled our relations with 

Vichy France to become somewhat less hostile. 
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THE BATTLE OF THE ATLANTIC 
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American Intervention 

Armed Aid from the United States—Secret Staff Discussions in Washington— 

Development of American Naval Bases—The U-Boats Move Westward—Im¬ 
portance of Iceland—The Halifax Route—Growth of the Royal Canadian Navy 

—Advanced Escort Base at St. John's, Newfoundland—Losses Continue to 

Mount—More Than Eight Hundred Thousand Tons Sunk in Three Months— 

Further American Aid—Extension of the Security Zone, April 11—The Sea- 

frontier of the United States—The Azores—My Telegram of April 24—Ad¬ 

miralty Talks with Admiral Ghormley—The President Declares an Unlimited 

National Emergency, May 27—Hitler's Dread of War with the United States— 

U-Boat Difficulties—A Dangerous Combination Disrupted—We Begin to Gain 

the Upper Hand, June—Our Need for More and Faster Escorts—And Long- 

ronge Aircraft—And Good Radar—Catapulting of Fighters Against the Focke- 
M ulf—I ubhcation of the Weekly Sinkings Discontinued—Achievements of Our 
Combined Headquarters at Liverpool—The United States Occupy Iceland, July 7 

—The Threat from Brest—The Unified Direction of the War Machine—Our 
Losses and Intense Efforts—Appointment of Lord Leathers—Mr. Lewis Douglas 
—Improvement in Clearance of Goods from Our Ports. 

IMPORTANT changes now took place in the U-boat war. The 

elimination of the three German ‘'aces” in March and the improve¬ 

ment in our defence measures had their effect on U-boat tactics. 

Finding the Western Approaches too hot, they moved farther west into 

waters where, since the Southern Irish ports were denied us, only a 

few of our flotilla escorts could reach them and where air protection 

was impossible. From our bases in the United Kingdom our escorts 

could only provide effective protection to our convoys over about a 

quarter of the route to Halifax. Early in April a “wolf-pack” struck a 

convoy in longitude 28° West before the escort had joined it. In a 

protracted action ten ships were sunk out of a total of twenty-two one 

U-boat also being destroyed. Somehow we had to contrive to extend 
our reach or our days would be numbered. 

Hitherto help from across the ocean had been confined to supplies- 

but now in this growing tension the President, acting with all the 

powers accorded to him as Commander-in-Chief of the armed forces 

and enshrined in the American Constitution, began to give us armed 

aid. He resolved not to allow the German U-boat and raider war to 

come near the American coast, and to make sure that the munitions he 

was sending Britain at least got nearly half-way across. As early as 

"5 

1 
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July 1940 he had sent a naval and military mission to England for 

“exploratory conversations’*. Admiral Ghormley, the United States 

Naval Observer, was soon satisfied that Britain was inflexibly resolved, 

and could hold out against any immediate threat. His task, in col¬ 

laboration with the Admiralty, was to determine how the power of the 

United States could best be brought to bear, first under the existing 

policy of “all aid short of war”, and secondly in conjunction with the 

British armed forces if and when the United States should be drawn 

into war. 
From these early beginnings sprang the broad design for the joint 

defence of the Atlantic Ocean by the two English-speaking Powers. In 

January 1941 secret Staff discussions began in Washington covering 

the whole scene, and framing a combined world strategy. The United 

States war chiefs agreed that should the war spread to America and to 

the Pacific the Atlantic and European theatre should be regarded as 

decisive. Hitler must be defeated first, and on this conception Ameri¬ 

can aid in the Battle of the Atlantic was planned. Preparations were 

started to meet the needs of joint ocean convoy in the Atlantic. In 

March 1941 American officers visited Great Britain to select bases for 

their naval escorts and air forces. Work on these was at once begun. 

Meanwhile the development of American bases in British territory m 

the West Atlantic, which had begun in 1940, was proceeding rapidly. 

The most important for the North Atlantic convoys was Argentia, in 

Newfoundland. With this and with harbours in the United Kingdom 

American forces could play their fullest permissible part in the battle, 

or so it seemed when these measures were planned. 
Between Canada and Great Britain are the islands of Newfoundland, 

Greenland, and Iceland. All these lie near the flank of the shorty or 

great-circle, track between Halifax and Scotland. Forces based on 

these “stepping-stones” could control the whole route by sectors 

Greenland was entirely devoid of resources but Je other tw^slan^ 

could be quickly turned to good account. It has been sa , 
nossesses Iceland holds a pistol firmly pointed at England, Amenc , 

and Canada ” It was upon this thought that, with the concurren e of 

its people, we had occupied Iceland when Denmark was oveminm 

,040 Now we could use it against the U-boats, and in April 194. 

established bases the™ for .he ose of,«enS £ 
Iceland became a separate command, and thenc ined an 

range of the surface escorts to 35 v®. being couid n0, be 
ominous gap to the westward which for the t 8 . West 
bridged. In May a Halifax convoy was heavily attacked «n 4« 

„d?=.. nine shi'p. before 
Meanwhile the strength of the Royal Canadian Navy w 
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and their new corvettes were beginning to emerge in good numbers 

from the building yards. At this crucial moment Canada was ready to 

play a conspicuous part in the deadly struggle. The losses in the Hali¬ 

fax convoy made it quite clear that nothing less than end-to-end escort 

from Canada to Britain would suffice, and on May 23 the Admiralty 

invited the Governments of Canada and Newfoundland to use St. 

John’s, Newfoundland, as an advanced base for our joint escort forces. 

The response was immediate, and by the end of the month continuous 

escort over the whole route was at last a reality. Thereafter the Royal 

Canadian Navy accepted responsibility for the protection, out of its 

own resources, of convoys on the western section of the ocean route. 

From Great Britain and from Iceland we were able to give protection 

over the remainder of the passage. Even so the strength available 

remained perilously small for the task to be performed. Meanwhile our 

losses had been mounting steeply. In the three months ending with 

May U-boats alone sank 142 ships, of 818,000 tons. Of these, 99 

ships, of about 600,000 tons, were British. To achieve these results the 

Germans maintained continuously about a dozen U-boats in the North 

Atlantic, and in addition endeavoured to spread-eagle our defence by 

determined attacks in the Freetown area, where six U-boats in May 

alone sank thirty-two ships. 

• • • • • 
In the United States the President was moving step by step ever 

more closely with us, and his powerful intervention soon became de¬ 

cisive. As we had found it necessary to develop bases in Iceland, so he 

in the same month took steps to establish an air base for his own use in 

Greenland. It was known that the Germans had already installed 

weather-reporting stations on the Greenland east coast and opposite 

Iceland. The President’s action was therefore timely. Furthermore, 

by other decisions not only our merchant ships but our warships,' 

damaged in the heavy fighting in the Mediterranean and elsewhere! 

could be repaired in American shipyards, thus giving instant and much- 

needed relief to our heavily strained resources at home. The President 

confirmed this in a telegram of April 4, which also stated that he had 

allotted funds to build another fifty-eight launching yards and two 
hundred more ships. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 4 Apr 4I 

AmbaSador^bout’tlre shipping1 m£SSa8e jU#' th™<* ’*■* 
2. During the last few weeks we have been able tn ~ 

hitffie U-boats h^Thevh Appr°aches* and in consequence have' 
me U boats hard* They have now moved farther west, and this 
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morning (April 3) sank four ships on the 29th meridian one day before 
our escort could meet them. Beating the U-boat is simply a question of 
destroyers and escorts, but we are so strained that to fill one gap is to 
open another. If we could get your ten cutters taken over and manned 
we would base them on Iceland, where their good radius would give pro¬ 
tection to convoys right up to where they meet our British-based escorts. 
Another important factor in North-Western Approaches is long-distance 
aircraft. These are now coming in. Meanwhile, though our losses are 
increasingly serious, I hope we shall lessen the air menace when in a 
month or six weeks’ time we have a good number of Hurricane fighters 
flying off merchant ships patrolling or escorting in the danger zone. 

Great news arrived a week later. The President cabled me on 

April 11 that the United States Government proposed to extend their 

so-called Security Zone and patrol areas, which had been in effect since 

very early in the war, to a line covering all North Atlantic waters west 

of about West Longitude 26°. For this purpose the President pro¬ 

posed to use aircraft and naval vessels working from Greenland, New¬ 

foundland, Nova Scotia, the United States, Bermuda, and the West 

Indies, with possibly a later extension to Brazil. He invited us to 

notify him in great secrecy of the movement of our convoys, “so that 

our patrol units can seek out any ships or planes of aggressor nations 

operating west of the new line of the security zones”. The Americans 

for their part would immediately publish the position of possible 

aggressor ships or planes when located in the American patrol area. 

“It is not certain,” the President ended, “that I would make a specific 

announcement. I may decide to issue the necessary naval operative 

orders and let time bring out the existence of the new patrol area. 

I transmitted this telegram to the Admiralty with a deep sense of 

relief. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 16 APr- 41 

I had intended to cable you more fully on your 
about the Atlantic. Admiralty received the news with 1die l 
and satisfaction, and have prepared a technical paper. They wonder 
whether, since Admiral Ghormley arrives here in about ^<> days, ^t 

would be better to discuss this with him 

Two days later, on April .8, the United States Government an¬ 

nounced the line of demarcation between the E«tern *n f 

Hemispheres to which the President had referred ml 

Anril 11 This line, drawn along the meridian of 26 ». , 

thereafter the virtual sea front.er of the United States. It tnduded 

within the United States’ sphere all British territory in or 
American continent, Greenland, and the Azores, and was soon after 
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wards extended eastwards to include Iceland. Under this declaration 

United States warships would patrol the waters of the Western 

Hemisphere, and would incidentally keep us informed of any enemy 

activities therein. The United States however remained non-belliger¬ 

ent and could not at this stage provide direct protection for our con¬ 

voys. This remained solely a British responsibility over the whole route. 

Both the British and American naval chiefs were at this time 

anxious about the Azores. We strongly suspected that the enemy 

were planning to seize them as a base for U-boats and aircraft. These 

islands, lying near the centre of the North Atlantic, would in enemy 

hands have proved as great a menace to our shipping movements in the 

south as Iceland in the north. The British Government for its part 

could not tolerate such a situation arising, and in response to urgent 

calls from the Portuguese Government, who were fully alive to the 

danger to their own country, we planned and prepared an expedition 

to forestall such a German move. We had also made plans to occupy 

Grand Canary and the Cape Verde Islands, should Hitler move into 

Spain. The urgency of these expeditions vanished once it became clear 

that Hitler had shifted his eyes towards Russia. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 24 Apr. 41 

I now reply in detail to your message of April 11. The delay has been 
caused by waiting for Admiral Ghormlcy, whose arrival was uncertain. 
The First Sea Lord has had long discussions with Ghormlcy, as the 
result of which I am advised as follows: 

2. In the Battle of the Atlantic we have two main problems to deal with 
in addition to the menace from aircraft round our coast. These problems 
arc those of the U-boats and the raiders. 

3. As regards the U-boats, we have had considerable success in dealing 
with these pests when they were working somewhere in the longitude of 
22° West in the North-Western Approaches. Whether it was because of 
our success or for some other reason, they are now working in about 
30° West. 

4. We have however been able gradually to strengthen our escorting 
forces, thanks to the United States destroyers which were sent us, and by 
the use of Iceland as a refuelling base for the escorts. 

. 5- It may be expected that the enemy’s reaction to this will be to send 
his U-boats still farther west, and as most of them arc based on cither 
Lorient or Bordeaux they can do this without operating farther from 
their bases than they are at the present time. 

6. It is quite likely therefore that the area to the westward of 350 West 
and to the southward of Greenland will be the next danger area, and it is 
one which it is difficult for us to deal with. Aerial reconnaissance which 
could be carried out from Greenland to cover this area would therefore 
be of the greatest value, as if a U-boat were located we should be able to 
re-route our convoys by signal so as to pass clear of the danger 

, 7* ^nother area whifh ,we are having considerable trouble is that 
from Freetown up through the Cape Verdes to the Azores. We cannot 
route our convoys very far to the west owing to the [limited] endurance 
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of the vessels on this run. In fact, it is only by reducing their cargo and 
taking in extra fuel that they can make the passage. We are providing 
such escort for these convoys as we are able, but it is quite inadequate, 
and it would be of the greatest help if air reconnaissance by one of the 
United States carriers would cover the water some distance in advance 
of the convoys. 

8. There will be no difficulty in giving the American naval authorities 
notification of the movements of convoys. 

9. As regards raiders, one great danger-point is off Newfoundland, as 
we have a very large amount of shipping proceeding independently 
through this area. This was the area in which the Scharnhorst and 
Gneisetiau made such a bag. Any additional long-range air reconnaissance 
which could be carried out from Newfoundland or Nova Scotia would 
be of the greatest assistance. 

10. We hope to station a powerful capital ship in cither Nova Scotia or 
Newfoundland, which would be able to take advantage of any informa¬ 
tion which we receive regarding the activities of raiders. 

11. There are various areas on our trade routes in which the enemy is 
liable to operate and which are west of the longitude 26° West. There 
arc also certain areas in the North and South Atlantic off the trade routes 
in which the enemy maintain their supply ships and where they go to 
refuel. Up to the present time we have been unable to search out these 
areas, as we have not had the ships to do it with. If we knew that recon¬ 
naissance was going to take place over any given area we would endeavour 
to have in the vicinity a force which would be capable of dealing with 
any raider which was located. Apart from any information which your 
ships were able to broadcast, the mere fact of air reconnaissance taking 
place over these areas would give the enemy a great feeling of uneasiness. 

12. It is understood that arrangements have already been made for 
secret intercommunication between British and United States warships. 

13. For yourself alone. There is another matter closely connected 
with the above which is causing me and the Naval Staff increasing 
anxiety. The capacity of Spain and Portugal to resist the increasing 
German pressure may at any time collapse, and the anchorage at OiD- 

raltar be rendered unusable. To effect this the Germans would not 
need to move a large army through Spain, but merely to ge' hold ot the 
batteries which may molest the anchorage, for which a few thousand 
artillerists and technicians might be sufficient. They havej'rc^ 
some of their usual preliminary penetration into TanRicr andlhosbot 
sides of the Straits might quickly pass into the hands of expert hosti e 

gunners. shall 
14. Of course, the moment Spain gives way or J%*''a„C^dr „ 

dispatch two expeditions which we have long been h°ld.ng m w 
one from Britain to one of the islands in the 

the earliest moment. This would pwbab.ly "a™ • invaluable in- 
would keep the place warm for us as well as giving 

f07ri°have had long talks with Mr. Forrestal, and am taking him and 
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Harriman with me to-morrow night to study the position in the Mersey 
area, so important to the North-Western Approaches. 

* • # * * 

Meanwhile, as a result of the Admiralty talks with Admiral Ghorm- 

ley, a detailed plan for helping us in the Atlantic had been arranged 

with the United States. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 24 Apr. 41 

Greatly cheered by the news about “Navy Western Hemisphere De¬ 
fence Plan No. 2”. It almost entirely covers the points made in my cable 
to you, which crossed the official communication. We are deeply im- Eressed by the rapidity with which it is being brought into play. We 

ave just received a report which indicates that a surface raider is 
operating in a position about 300 miles south-east of Bermuda. Every¬ 
thing will be done to tell the Commandcr-in-Chief of the United States 
Fleet about our convoys and other matters. Admiral Ghormley is in 
closest touch with the Admiralty, and the necessary Staff arrangements 
will be perfected. 

2. The route taken by British shipping to and from the Cape is de¬ 
pendent on the areas in which U-boats are suspected, but a route west of 
26° West is being used at the present time, and will be used whenever 
possible. 

3. We welcome the energetic steps the United States Navy arc taking 
to prepare the bases in the North-Western Approaches. . . . The action 
you have taken may well decide the Battle of the Atlantic in a favourable 
sense. 

We are of course observing the strictest secrecy. You will I am sure 
however realise that if it were possible for you to make any kind of dis¬ 
closure or declaration on these lines it might powerfully influence the 
attitude both of Turkey and Spain at a cardinal moment. 

The effects of the President’s policy were far-reaching, and we con¬ 

tinued our struggle with important parts of our load taken off our 

backs by the Royal Canadian and the United States Navies. The 

United States was moving ever nearer to war, and this world-tide was 

still further speeded by the irruption of the Bismarck into the Atlantic 

towards the end of May. This episode will be described in due course. 

In a broadcast on May 27, the very day that the Bismarck was sunk, the 

President declared, "The war is approaching the brink of the Western 

Hemisphere itself.... The Battle of the Atlantic now extends from the 

icy waters of the North Pole to the frozen continent of the Antarctic.” 

He went on, "It would be suicide to wait until they [the enemy] are 

m our front yard. . . . We have accordingly extended our patrol in 

North and South Atlantic waters.” At the conclusion of this speech 

the President declared an "Unlimited National Emergency”. 

• • • • • 
There is ample evidence to show that the Germans were greatly 

disturbed at this extension of American activity, and Admirals Raeder 
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and Doenitz besought the Fuehrer to grant greater latitude to the 

U-boats and permit them to operate towards the American coast as 

well as against American ships if convoyed or if proceeding without 

lights. Hitler however remained adamant. He always dreaded the 

consequences of war with the United States, and insisted that German 

forces should avoid provocative action. 

• • • • • 
The expansion of the enemy’s efforts also brought its own correc¬ 

tives. By June he had, apart from those training, about thirty-five 

U-boats at sea, but the manning of the numbers of new craft now 

coming forward outstripped his resources in highly trained crews, and 

above all in experienced captains. The “diluted” crews of the new 

U-boats, largely composed of young and unpractised men, showed a 

decline in pertinacity and skill. Furthermore, the extension of the 

battle into the remoter expanses of the ocean disrupted the dangerous 

combination of the U-boats and the air. German aircraft in large 

numbers had not been equipped or trained for operations over the sea. 

None the less, in the same three months of March, April, and May 

179 ships, of 545,000 tons, were sunk by air attack, mainly in the 

coastal regions. Of this total 40,000 tons were destroyed, as has been 

described in an earlier chapter, in two fierce attacks on the Liverpool 

docks early in May. I was thankful the Germans did not persevere on 

this tormented target. All the while the stealthy, insidious menace of 

the magnetic mine had continued around our coasts, with varying 

success; but our counter-measures remained dominant, and by 1941 

sinkings by mines were greatly diminishing. 
By June the steady growth of our defence measures both in home 

waters and in the Atlantic, aided by Canada and America, began once 

more to gain the upper hand. The utmost exertions were being made 

both to improve the organisation of our convoy escorts and to develop 

new weapons and devices to aid them in their task. The chiet needs 

were for more and faster escorts with greater fuel endurance for more 

long-range aircraft, and above all for good Radar. Shore-based air¬ 
craft alone were not enough, and every convoy needed sh.p-borne 
aeroplanes to detect any U-boat within striking distance in dayjig . 

and by forcing it to dive prevent it making contact, or making. ■JCP 

which would draw others to the scene. Even so the ^‘ucofth 

at this stage was still chiefly for reconnausance. * de_ 
U-boats and force them down, but the power to kill was notye 

veloped, and at night their value was greatly limited. The lethal 

nnwer of the air in U-boat warfare was yet to come. 
P7Sinst the Focke-Wulf assailant however the air weapon could be 
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quickly turned to good account. By the use of fighter aircraft dis¬ 
charged from catapults mounted in ordinary merchant ships, as well as 
in converted ships manned by the Royal Navy, we soon met this thrust. 
The fighter pilot, having been tossed like a falcon against his prey, had 
at first to rely for his life on being retrieved from the sea by one of the 
escorts. 

The Focke-Wulf, being challenged itself in the air, was no longer 
able to give the same assistance to the U-boats, and gradually became 
the hunted rather than the hunter. 

* • • • • 
Our losses from enemy action during the fateful months show the 

stresses of this life-and-death struggle: 

January • • • • 
Gross tons 

. 320,000 
February • • • • . 402,000 
March . • • • • . 537.000 
April • • • • . 654,000 
May • • • • . 500,000 
June • • • • . 431.000 

The April figures of course include 
fighting around Greece. 

he exceptional losses in the 

• • 

I watched the process with constant attention. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Information 14 Apr. 41 

The publication of the weekly sinkings is to be discontinued hence¬ 
forward—i.e.y no more, no publication next Tuesday. When the Press 
ask why have the week’s figures not come out, the answer will be they 
are to be published monthly instead of weekly. When the comment is 
made that we are afraid to publish weekly because, as you say, we 
"desire to cover up the size of our most recent shipping losses”, the 
answer should be, "Well, that is w-hat we are going to do anyway.” 
Friends and enemies will no doubt put on their own interpretation. But 
only the facts will decide. We shall have a lot of worse things than that 
to put up with in the near future. 

I will answer any questions on the subject myself in the House. 

Prime Minister to Sir Edward Bridges, General Ismay, and 28 Apr. 41 
other members of Atlantic Committee concerned 

It is not intended to use the catapult ships as ordinary freighters - nor 
can a number like 200, which has been mentioned, be at any time 
contemplated. 

2. There are at present five catapult patrol vessels working like the 
Pegasus. I hese should be joined at the earliest moment by the first ten 
catapult-fitted merchant ships, and from these fifteen vessels there must 
be tound a regular patrol covering or accompanying the convoys in the 
rocke-Wulf zone. 
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3. As some of these vessels are probably heavier, faster, and more 
valuable merchant vessels than are required for this patrolling service, 
they are to be replaced at earliest by other smaller vessels which the 
Ministry of Shipping can better spare. The large ones already fitted, 
having been relieved, may ply on the Freetown-Britain route, as they 
will have the opportunity of going through two danger zones in each 
voyage, and the catapult Hurricanes will thus have adequate oppor¬ 
tunities of fighting. 

4. If the fifteen ships devoted to the North-Western Approaches 
patrol are proved to be a success and it is thought necessary to increase 
their numbers, a proposal should be put forward. At the same time the 
Beaufighter aircraft now employed on patrol duties should be returned to 
Fighter Command, where they are most urgently needed for night 

fighting. 

• • • • • 
We developed and expanded our bases in Canada and Iceland with 

all possible speed, and planned our convoys accordingly. We increased 

the fuel capacity of our older destroyers, and their consequent radius. 

The newly formed Combined Headquarters at Liverpool threw itself 

heart and soul into the struggle. As more escorts came into service and 

the personnel gained experience, Admiral Noble formed them into 

permanent groups under Group Commanders. Thus the essential 

team spirit was fostered and men became accustomed to working in 

unison with a clear understanding of their commander’s methods. 

These Escort Groups became ever more efficient, and as their power 

grew that of the U-boats declined. 
Meanwhile in June the President made an important move. He 

decided to establish a base in Iceland. It was agreed that United 

States forces should relieve the British garrison. They reached Iceland 

on July 7, and this island was included in the defence system of the 

Western Hemisphere. Thereafter American convoys escorted by 

American warships ran regularly to Reykjavik, and although he 

United States were still not at war they admitted foreign ships to the 

protection of their convoys. 

Throughout these critical months the two Gcn™ 
remained poised in Brest. At any moment it seemed that they might 

again break out, to cause further havoc in the Atlantic 
the Royal Air Force that they continued inactive. Repeated air attack 

were made on them in port, with such good effect that 

idle throughout the year. The enemy s concern w became^ g ^ 

them home; but even tins they were unab'e t0 much_needed respite 

plan for the invasion of Russia ^g^Xr ForCe had m be 
in the air. For this new enterprise the German a 
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re-deployed in strength, and thus from May onwards the scale of air 

attack against our shipping fell. 

* • • • • 
It is worth while at this point to anticipate some of the results which 

were gained in the Battle of the Atlantic by the intensive study which 

we made of all the knowable factors at work. It was a great advantage 

that the whole process of our many decisions could be passed con¬ 

tinuously through a single mind, and that, as Prime Minister, I 

received in so full a measure from my colleagues the authority neces¬ 

sary to give a unified direction throughout this vast administrative 

sphere. The war machine over which I presided as Minister of 

Defence was capable of enforcing all decisions with precision. 

At the end of June I reported, on the authority of the Admiralty, to 

the House of Commons a decisive decline in British losses by aircraft 

attack in the North Atlantic: 

February . • • • 

Tom 
. 86,000 

March . • • • . 69,000 
April 
May 

• • • . 59.000 
• • • . 21 ,ooo 

June (to date) • • • . 18,000 

In my directive of March 6 I had aimed at reducing the 1,700,000 

tons of shipping immobilised by the need for repairs by 400,000 tons 

by July 1. Later on we became more ambitious and set ourselves as a 

target a reduction of 750,000 tons by the same date. Actually we 

achieved a reduction of 700,000 tons. This was accomplished in the 

teeth of the air attacks made on the Mersey and the Clyde at the begin¬ 

ning of May. The welcome addition of a large number of ships, 

hitherto given up as hopeless, which were rescued by our splendid 

Salvage Service and added to the repair list, was another gain. A sub¬ 

stantial saving in the turn-round of ships was also effected by various 

processes, and every day’s saving in the turn-round was worth a 

quarter of a million tons in effective imports during a year. 

There were many complications in all this. We could not always 

The total losses in the undermentioned five months in 1941 from air attack 
including Allied and neutral shipping, and the losses in Greece, are now 
known to be as follows: 

Month British 
February . • • 5**865 
March • . 70,266 
April • . 122,503 
May . • • i*5. *3* 
June . • • 39,30* 

Totals . . 399,066 

Allied Neutral Total 
34.243 3.*97 89.305 
36,780 5.73* **2,777 

164,006 9,909 296,418 
21,004 125 136,260 
18,449 3.664 61,4x4 

274.482 22,626 696,174 
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arrange to discharge a ship at the most convenient port. One carrying 

a mixed cargo might have to visit several ports during the process of 

discharge, with added risk of destruction by air or mine during coastal 

passages; and all the time the ports themselves, particularly those on 

the East Coast, were subject to attack which might temporarily paralyse 

them. London, by far our main port, was largely immobilised owing 

to the risk of sending large vessels round to the East Coast in the face of 

attacks by air, by E-boats, and by mines. Thus the East Coast ports 

could not take their full share of the load, and the greater burden fell 

upon the ports in the west—Liverpool, the Clyde, and the Bristol 

Channel. None the less, by intense efforts London, the Humber, and 

the more northerly ports on the East Coast remained open to coastal 

and a certain amount of ocean-going traffic throughout these harassing 

times. • • • • • 
At the height of this struggle I made one of the most important and 

fortunate appointments of my war administration. In 1930, when I 

was out of office, I accepted for the first and only time in my life a 

directorship. It was in one of the subsidiary companies of Lord Inch- 

cape’s far-spreading organisation of the Peninsular and Oriental 

shipping lines. For eight years I regularly attended the monthly board 

meetings, and discharged my duties with care. At these meetings I 

gradually became aware of a very remarkable man. He presided over 

thirty or forty companies, of which the one with which I was con¬ 

nected was a small unit. I soon perceived that Frederick Leathers was 

the central brain and controlling power of this combination. He knew 

everything and commanded absolute confidence. Year after year 

watched him from my small position at close quarters. I said to mysc , 

“If ever there is another war, here is a man who will play the same 

kind of part as the great business leaders who served under me at the 

Ministry of Munitions in 1917 and 1918.” . . . . . 
Leathers volunteered his services to the Ministry of Shipping on the 

outbreak in 1939. Wc did not come much into contact while I was at 
the Admiralty, because his functions were spec.ahsed and sabord na e^ 
But now in 1941. in the stresses of the Battle of *h'AtlanUC, and with 
the need for combining the management of our sh,PP 8 

movements of out supplies by ^ iSKSTSE 
came more and more into my mind. On y ; . , Trans- 
much discussion I remodelled the Muustnes o PP g 
port into one integral machine. I placed Leathers at ,« head- I o g^ 

him the necessary authority I 
Transport. I was always shy of bringing p P brought up 
positions in the House of Commons if they had not been brought p 
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there for a good many years. Experienced Members out of office may 

badger the new-comer, and he will always be unduly worried by the 

speeches he has to prepare and deliver. I therefore made a submission 

to the Crown that a peerage should be conferred upon the new 

Minister. 

Henceforward to the end of the war Lord Leathers remained in 

complete control of the Ministry of War Transport, and his reputation 

grew with every one of the four years that passed. He won the con¬ 

fidence of the Chiefs of Staff and of all departments at home, and 

established intimate and excellent relations with the leading Americans 

in this vital sphere. With none was he more closely in harmony than 

with Mr. Lewis Douglas, of the United States Shipping Hoard, and 

later Ambassador in London. Leathers was an immense help to me in 

the conduct of the war. It was very rarely that he was unable to 

accomplish the hard tasks I set. Several times when all staff and de¬ 

partmental processes had failed to solve the problems of moving an 

extra division or transhipping it from British to American ships, or of 

meeting some other need, I made a personal appeal to him, and the 

difficulties seemed to disappear as if by magic. 

I was able to tell the House in Secret Session on June 25 some 

encouraging facts about the clearance of goods from our ports. 

I have never allowed the excuse to be pleaded of congestion at our 
ports, because, in spite of all our difficulties, we are in fact only handling 
and budgeting to handle about half the pre-war traffic. None the less a 
great effort is being made. Inland sorting depots which enable the goods 
to be got away quickly from the air-raided quaysides into the country 
are recommended by the Select Committee. Six of these arc in process 
of construction to serve our West Coast ports. The first will come into 
partial operation in September. To get the best out of the South Wales 
ports we arc quadrupling the railway line from Newport to the Severn 
I unnel - part of the quadrupled line is already in operation. Some of the 
transport bottlenecks are found at inland junctions on the western side of 
the Island, because a greater strain is being cast upon them than they 

Hpvplnnm tr'fCt*f^ t0 b^J' 3re be,ng °Pcned UP- A considerable 
development of overside discharge at suitable anchorages has been 

attack* ^ n0t °n y 3S 3 rC ,Cf bUt 3S 3n a,ternative in case of very heavy 

,n^iarge exPansiorVn our crane facilities is on foot, both to equip new 

factor* ‘d¥ ° Y?° . ^okilc^rancs* were'cSiv^^^from C^?tfsh SsssrJS -i'h -iss 
On all this I felt able to ask the House to approve stopping as al- 

beenyo°frdered' pubhcation of our tonnage losses, which had 
been ot so much assistance to the enemy, but to which the Press and 
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Parliament attached fictitious importance. As has been mentioned, I 

had already given directions to this effect in April. “I have no doubt,” 

I now said, “there will be a howl, not only from the Germans, but from 

some well-meaning patriots of this Island. Let them howl. We have 

got to think of our sailors and merchant seamen, the lives of our 

countrymen and of the life of our country, now quivering in the 

balance of mortal peril.” 
The House seemed greatly reassured by all this account, and gave 

me a full measure of support. I said: 

If we can resist or deter actual invasion this autumn, we ought to be 
able, on the present undertakings of the United States, to come through 
the year 1941. In 1942 we hope to be possessed of very definite air 
ascendancy, and to be able not only to carry our offensive bombing very 
heavily into Germany, but to redress to some extent the frightful 
strategic disadvantages we suffer from the present German control ot 
the Atlantic seaports of Europe. If we can deny to the enemy or at least 
markedly neutralise the enemy-held Atlantic ports and airfields, there is 
no reason why the year 1942, in which the enormous American1 new 
building comes to hand, should not present us with less anxious ordeals 
than those we must now endure and come through. 

I ended thus: 

I will add only one other word. Let us not forget that the enemy has 

difficulties of his own; that some of these d‘ffic.ul^ctsh^c °^and ha 
there may be others which are more apparent to him than to us, and th 
all the great struggles of history have been won by superior will-power 
wrcstinl victory in the teeth of odds or upon the narrowest of marg . 
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From the Outbreak of War 
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Summary of Losses '—' 

Gross Tons 

British 339,000 
Others 34-9,0 00 

Total 688,000 
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THE OCEAN 

Up to the Entry of the 
United States into the War , 

March 18 th. 1941 
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Summary of Losses —/ 
Gross Tons 

British 1,134, OOO 
Others 430, oqq 

Total 1,564,000 
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Chapter IX 

YUGOSLAVIA 

Peril of Yugoslavia—The German Net Closes—Colonel Donovan's Mission to 
Belgrade, January 1941—Hitler's Offer of February 14—Bulgaria Adheres to 
the Tripartite Pact—Prince Paul at Berchtesgaden, March 4—Yugoslavian Op¬ 
position—Attempts to Rally the Yugoslavs—Secret Pact with Germany, March 
25—My Telegram of March 26—A Bloodless Revolution in Belgrade, March 27 
—Prince Paul Forced to Resign—Popular Enthusiasm—Hitler's Rage—His De¬ 
cision to Crush Yugoslavia—Orders the Destruction of Belgrade—His Telegram 
to Mussolini—Dislocation of the German Plans—No Balkan Bloc—Hitler's 
Threat to Hungary—Treachery of the Chief of the Hungarian General Staff— 
Mr. Eden's Warning—Suicide of Count Teleki, April 2—My Hopes for Yugo¬ 
slavia—And for Turkey—My Message to Mr. Eden, March 28—New Signifi¬ 
cance of Our Aid to Greece—My Telegram to Australia, March 30—The Yugo¬ 
slav Opportunity in Albania—Dill's Mission to Belgrade—Confusion and Para¬ 
lysis—Dill's Report of April 4—My Appeal and Warning—The Soinet Gesture 
—Operation "Punishment", April 6-8—The Uncomprehending Bear. 

THE murder of King Alexander of Yugoslavia in October 1934 at 

Marseilles, which has already been mentioned, opened a period 

of disintegration for the Yugoslav State, and thereafter its independent 

position in Europe declined. The political hostility of hascist Italy 

and the economic advance of Hitlerite Germany into South-East 

Europe had speeded this process. The decay of internal stability, the 

antagonism between Serb and Croat, sapped the strength of this 

southern Slav State. Under the regency of Prince Paul, an amiable, 

artistic personage, the prestige of the monarchy waned. Dr. Machek, 

the leader of the Peasant Party of Croatia, pursued obstinately a policy 

of non-co-operation with the Government of Belgrade. Extremist 

Croats, protected by Italy and Hungary, worked from bam abroad for 

the detachment of Croatia from Yugoslavia. The Belgrade Go ern- 

ment turned away from co-operation with the Little Entente of Balkan 

Powers to follow a "realist” line of understanding with the Axis. 1 he 

champion of this policy was M. Stoyad.nov.c, who ^ 
Yugoslav pact of March 25, .937- This attitudeseemedl to£ jujriied 
by what happened at Munich the year after. Weakened m.erna y by 

an alliance between the Croat Peasant Party and the Serb oppo^it.on, 

who were suspicious of the closer relations with ^ 

Stoyadinovic was defeated in the elections, and in February 939 

'Tht“e» S™ Minister, Calcic, ,„d «. Mi 

Affairs, Markovic, sought to appease the swelling A. p 
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August 1939 agreement with the Croats was reached and Machek en¬ 

tered the Belgrade Government. In the same month came the news of 

the Soviet-German pact. In spite of ideological differences, the Serbs 

had always felt drawn by Slav instincts towards Russia. The Soviet 

attitude at the time of Munich had encouraged them to hope that the 

unity of Eastern Europe might still be maintained. Now the signing of 

the fateful pact seemed to deliver the Balkans at a stroke into Axis 

hands. The fall of France in June 1940 deprived the southern Slavs of 

their traditional friend and protector. The Russians revealed their in¬ 

tentions about Roumania and occupied Bessarabia and the Bukovina. 

At Vienna in August 1940 Transylvania was awarded to Hungary by 

Germany and Italy. The net around Yugoslavia was closing. In 

November 1940 Markovic first trod in secrecy the road to Bcrchtcs- 

gaden. He escaped without formally committing his country to the 

Axis side, but on December 12 a pact of amity was signed with the 

minor Axis partner, Hungary. 

• • • • • 
As these impressions grew they caused us concern. In this atmos¬ 

phere Prince Paul carried the policy of neutrality to its limits. He 

feared particularly that any move by Yugoslavia or her neighbours 

might provoke the Germans into a southward advance into the 
Balkans. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary ,4 jan 4, 

The Cabinet to-day shouW consider these telegrams from Belgrade 
about Punce Paul s views. They leave me unchanged. It is for the 
Greeks to say whether they want Wavcll to visit Athens or not. It is the 
Greeks who must be the judges of the German reactions. 

the C?emiai}s1 arc coming south they will not require 
pretexts. Phey are, it would seem, already acting in pursuance of a 
c a re f u y-though t -out plan which one can hardly assume will be hurried 
or delayed in consequence of any minor movements of ours. The evi- 

fnThVfari'nf °tSpS-IOn Df German movements seems overwhelming. 
In the face of ,t Prince Paul’s attitude looks like that of an unfortunate 

hopins not “> ■*» -Hue ,S[; 

At the end of January 1941, in these days of growing anxiety 

Colonel Donovan, a friend of President Roosevelt, came to Belgrade on 

J““fr0in the American Government to sound opinion in South- 
Eastem Europe Fear re.gned. The Ministers and the leading poli- 

noseHS , T ™ ^ minds- Prince Paul declined a pro- 

eeneralnameHS-^'-^60' Thcre was one exception. An Air Force 

Officer Com, nfTV1C reprCfnted the nationalist elements among the 
Officer Corps of the armed forces. Since December his office in the 
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Air Force headquarters across the river from Belgrade at Zemun had 
become a clandestine centre of opposition to German penetration into 
the Balkans and to the inertia of the Yugoslav Government. 

On February 14 Cvetkovic and Markovic obeyed a summons to 
Berchtesgaden. Together they listened to Hitler’s account of the might 
of victorious Germany and to his emphasis on the close relations be¬ 
tween Berlin and Moscow. If Yugoslavia would adhere to the Tri¬ 

partite Pact, Hitler offered, in the event of operations against Greece, 
not to march through Yugoslavia, but only to use its roads and railways 
for military supplies. The Ministers returned to Belgrade in sombre 
mood. To join the Axis might infuriate Serbia. To fight Germany 

might cause conflict of loyalty in Croatia. Greece, the only possible 
Balkan ally, was heavily engaged with Italian armies of more than 
200,000 men, and was under the menace of imminent German attack. 
English help seemed doubtful, and at the best symbolic. In order to 
help the Yugoslav Government to reach a satisfactory decision, Hitler 

proceeded with the strategic encirclement of their country. On 
March 1 Bulgaria adhered to the Tripartite Pact, and the same evening 
German motorised elements reached the Serbian frontiers. Mean¬ 
while, to avoid provocation, the Yugoslav Army remained unmobihscd. 

The hour of choice had now struck. 
On March 4 Prince Paul left Belgrade on a secret visit to Berchtes¬ 

gaden, and under dire pressure undertook verbally that Yugoslavia 

would follow the example of Bulgaria. On his return, at a meeting; ot 

the Royal Council and in separate discussion with political and military 

leaders, he found opposing views. Debate was violent, but the German 

ultimatum was real. General Simovic, when summoned toi the White 

Palace, Prince Paul’s residence on the hills above Belgradefir 

against capitulation. Serbia would not accept such >*OMn. 
dynasty would be endangered. But Prince Paul had already in effect 

committed his country. 

From London 1 did what I could to ^ 
Germany, and on March 22 I telegraphed to Dr. Lvct 

Yugoslav Premier. 22 Mar. 41 

. 1 A nf Hitler and Mussolini is Your Excellency: The eventual total defea fH^ ^ ^ vjew of ,hc 
certain. No prudent and far-seemgmanca MncncaI> democracies, 
respective declared resolves oftheBrittsh of whom are already 
There are only 65,000,000 malignant Huns po|es ^ many other 
engaged in holding down Austrians, Czech,^ „f the British 
ancient races they now bully and p.IHge. 1 he P ^ ^ m thc.r 
Empire and of the United States number r (he unchauenge- 
homelands and British Dominions alone, we p 
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able command of the oceans, and with American help will soon obtain 
decisive superiority in the air. The British Empire and the United 
States have more wealth and more technical resources and they make 
more steel than the whole of the rest of the world put together. They arc 
determined that the cause of freedom shall not be trampled down nor the 
tide of world progress turned backwards by the criminal dictators, one 
of whom has already been irretrievably punctured. We know that the 
hearts of all true Serbs, Croats, and Slovenes beat for the freedom, 
integrity, and independence of their country, and that they share the for¬ 
ward outlook of the English-speaking world. If Yugoslavia were at this 
time to stoop to the fate of Roumania, or commit the crime of Bulgaria 
and become accomplice in an attempted assassination of Greece, her 
ruin will be certain and irreparable. She will not escape, but only post- Eone, the ordeal of war, and her brave armies will then fight alone after 

eing surrounded and cut off from hope and succour. On the other 
hand, the history of war has seldom shown a finer opportunity than is 
open to the Yugoslav armies if they seize it while time remains. If 
Yugoslavia and Turkey stand together with Greece, and with all the aid 
which the British Empire can give, the German curse will be stayed and 
hnal victory will be won as surely and as decisively as it was last time. I 
trust your Excellency may rise to the height of world events. 

But during the night of March 20 at a Cabinet meeting, the Yugo¬ 

slav Government decided to adhere to the Tripartite Pact. Three 

ministers however resigned on this issue. On March 24 Cvetkovic and 

Markovic crept out of Belgrade from a suburban railway station on the 

Vienna train. Next day they signed the pact with Hitler in Vienna and 
the ceremony was broadcast over the Belgrade radio. Rumours of 

imminent disaster swept through the cafes and conclaves of the 
1 ugoslav capital. 

I now sent instructions to Mr. Campbell, our Minister in Belgrade. 

»-v . zu iviar. 41 

«ak,nK tl^'subjugation °o? &£&& 
reproaches or dignified farewells. M^anwhikat.h/sametimedonoJ 

Govcmm/n? hamatIVC ‘k We !"ay havc to rcsort if w« find’present 

Direct action, if the Government capitulated to Germany had been 

discussed for some months in the small circle of officers round Simo- 

vk A revolutionary stroke had been carefully planned. The leadeTof 
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Party. Knowledge of the plan was confined to a small number of trust¬ 

worthy officers, nearly all below the rank of colonel. The network ex¬ 

tended from Belgrade to the main garrisons in the country, Zagreb, 

Skoplje, and Sarajevo. The forces at the disposal of the conspirators in 

Belgrade comprised two regiments of the Royal Guard, with the ex¬ 

ception of their colonels, one battalion of the Belgrade garrison, a 

company of gendarmes on duty at the Royal Palace, part of the anti¬ 

aircraft division stationed in the capital, the Air Force headquarters at 

Zemun, where Simovic was chief, and the cadet schools for officers and 

non-commissioned officers, together with certain artillery and sapper 

units. 

When during March 26 the news of the return from Vienna of the 

Yugoslav Ministers began to circulate in Belgrade the conspirators de¬ 

cided to act. The signal was given to seize key points in Belgrade, and 

the royal residence, together with the person of the young King, 

Peter II, by dawn on March 27. While troops, under the command of 

resolute officers, were sealing of! the Royal Palace on the outskirts of 

the capital, Prince Paul, knowing nothing or too much of what was 

afoot, was in the train bound for Zagreb. Few revolutions have gone 

more smoothly. There was no bloodshed. Certain senior officers were 

placed under arrest. Cvetkovic was brought by the police to Simovic’s 

headquarters and obliged to sign a letter of resignation. Machine-guns 

and artillery were placed at suitable points in the capital. Prince Paul 

on arrival in Zagreb was informed that Simovic had taken over the 

Government in the name of the young King, Peter II, and that the 

Council of Regency had been dissolved. The military commander of 

Zagreb requested the Prince to return at once to the capital. As soon as 

he reached Belgrade Prince Paul was escorted to the office of General 

Simovic. Together with the other two regents, he then signed the act 

of abdication. He was allowed a few hours to collect his effects, and, 

together with his family, he left the country that night for Greece. 

The plan had been made and executed by a close band of herb 

nationalist officers who had identified themselves with the true pub he 

mood. Their action let loose an outburst of popular enthusiasm. I he 

streets of Belgrade were soon thronged with Serbs, chanting Rathe 

war than the pact; rather death than slavery.” There was dancing 

the squares; English and French flags appeared everywhere, the Serb 

national anthem was sung with wild defiance by 

tudes. On March 28 the young King, who by 
pipe had made his own escape from Regency tutelage, attended ™ 
service in Belgrade Cathedral, amid fervent acclamation The German 
Minister was publicly insulted, and the crowd spat °n h,s can 

military exploit had roused a surge of national vitality. p P P 
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lysed in action, hitherto ill-governed and ill-led, long haunted by the 

sense of being ensnared, flung their reckless, heroic defiance at the 

tyrant and conqueror in the moment of his greatest power. 

# • * * # 

Hitler was stung to the quick. He had a burst of that convulsive 

anger which momentarily blotted out thought and sometimes impelled 

him on his most dire adventures. In a cooler mood, a month later, 

conversing with Schulenburg, he said, “The Yugoslav coup came sud¬ 

denly out of the blue. When the news was brought to me on the morn¬ 

ing of the 27th I thought it was a joke.” Hut now in a passion he sum¬ 

moned the German High Command. Gocring, Keitel, and Jodi were 

present, and Ribbentrop arrived later. The minutes of the meeting are 

found in the Nuremberg records. Hitler described the Yugoslav 

situation after the upheaval. He said that Yugoslavia was an uncertain 

factor in the coming action against Greece (“Marita”), and even more 

in the “Barbarossa” undertaking against Russia later on. He deemed 

it fortunate that the Yugoslavs had revealed their temper before 

“Barbarossa” was launched. 

The Fuehrer is determined, without waiting for possible loyalty 
declarations of the new Government, to make all preparations in order 
to destroy Yugoslavia militarily and as a national unit. No diplomatic 
inquiries will be made nor ultimatums presented. Assurances of the 
Yugoslav Government, which cannot be trusted anyhow in the future, 
will be taken note of”. The attack will start as soon as the means and 
troops suitable for it arc ready. 

Actual military support against Yugoslavia is to be requested of Italy 
Hungary, and in certain respects of Bulgaria too. Roumanian main task 
is the protection against Russia. The Hungarian and Bulgarian Ambas¬ 
sadors have already been notified. During the day a message will be 
addressed to the Duce. 

Politically it is especially important that the blow against Yugoslavia is 
carried out with unmerciful harshness and that the military destruction is 
done in a lightning-like undertaking. In this way Turkey would become 
sufficiently frightened and the campaign against Greece later on would 
be influenced in a favourable way. It can be assumed that the Croats will 

fZnnonTl V** ' attack‘ A corresponding political treatment 
(autonom> later on) will be assured to them. The war against Yugo¬ 
slavia should be very popular in Italy, Hungary, and Bulgaria as tem- 

Uarlv atCheUBanatSforeH ° promi“d'° ,hef States: the Adriatic coast for 
Italy, the Banat for Hungary, and Macedonia for Bulgaria. This nlan 

^eVhat weuSpCeid US thc ?chedu,e of aIl preparations and use such 
/°rCCS thaVu* ^u8°s,av collapse will take place within the 

shortest time. . . . The main task of the Air Force is to start as early as 

finSnSclb e7»,lhr.lhe destruction of the Yugoslav Air Force ground installa- 
ons and to destroy the capital, Belgrade, in attacks by waves. 

On the same day the Fuehrer signed “Directive No. 25”: 

ofF^r?^ V°- inr3de Yu8°sIavia by powerful thrusts from the area 
of Fiume and Sofia in the general direction of Belgrade and farther to the 
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south, with the objective of inflicting on the Yugoslav Army a decisive 
defeat, as well as to cut off the southern part of Yugoslavia from the rest 
of the country and to turn it into a base for further operations of German- 
Italian forces against Greece. 

In detail I order the following: 

(a) As soon as the concentration of sufficient forces is concluded 
and meteorological conditions permit all Yugoslav surface in¬ 
stallations and Belgrade must be destroyed by continuous day 
and night air attacks. 

(b) If possible simultaneously, but under no circumstances sooner, 
Operation “Marita” must be started, with the primary limited 
objective of seizing the harbour of Salonika and the Dios 
mountains. 

He now telegraphed to Mussolini: 

Ducc, events force me to give you, by this, the quickest means, my 
estimate of the situation and the consequences which may result from it. 

From the beginning I have regarded Yugoslavia as a dangerous factor 
in the controversy with Greece. Considered from the purely military 
point of view, German intervention in the war in Thrace would not be 
at all justified as long as the attitude of Yugoslavia remained ambiguous 
and she could threaten the left flank of the advancing columns on our 

enormous front. , . , t , . 
2. For this reason I have done everything and have honestly en¬ 

deavoured to bring Yugoslavia into our community bound together by 
mutual interests. Unfortunately these attempts did not meet with 
success, or they were begun too late to produce any definite result. 
To-day’s reports leave no doubt of the imminent turn in the torugn 

pohey ^f0Y“0g°*l0al^“<jer this si,ua,ion as being catastrophic, but never¬ 

theless it is a difficult one, and wc on our part must avoid any mistake it 
we do not want, in the end, to endanger our whole P081*1®"-, . v 

4. Now I would cordially request you. Duce, "ot o undertake any 
further operations in Albania in the course of the next few days. 

Hitler saw as clearly as we did the one chance of the Yugoslavs to 

strike a deadly blow. 

I consider it necessary that you sh^co^.r and 
portant passes from Jugoslavia into Alba for a long period 
These measures should not be considered a P fourteen days to 
of time, but as auxiliary measures to prevent for at least tounec > 

three weeks a crisis arising. should reinforce your 

forces on with all available means and with the 

i. maintained. Dm*. » SOTS** 
we shall both witness a success that will not be less 
This is my granite conviction. 

The nigh, was .pen. b, the genetal. j» ■*«■«£ZSTg ”0 

ssls ss. 
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testified as follows: “I worked all night at the Reich Chancellery, which 

also shows the surprise nature of the case. At 4 a.m. on the 28th I put an 

aide-memoire into the hands of General von Rintelen, our liaison officer 

with the Italian General Staff.” Keitel records: ‘‘The decision to 

attack Yugoslavia meant completely upsetting all military movements 

and arrangements made up to that time. ‘Marita’ had to be completely 

readjusted. New forces had to be brought through Hungary from the 

north. All had to be improvised.” 

* * • • • 
From the time of Munich Hungary had attempted to extend her 

post-1920 frontiers in the wake of the German diplomatic victories at 

the expense of Czechoslovakia and Roumania, while at the same time 

trying to maintain a neutral position in the international sphere. Hun¬ 

garian diplomacy sought to avoid precise commitments to the Axis 

about becoming an ally in the war. Hungary adhered at Vienna to the 

Tripartite Pact, but, like Roumania, undertook no definite obligations. 

Neither Hitler nor Mussolini desired a quarrel between the Balkan 

countries. They hoped to get control of them all at the same time. For 

this reason they had imposed a settlement upon Hungary and Rou¬ 

mania about Transylvania. Mussolini’s attack on Greece, which 

Hitler did not favour, brought with it the prospect of British interven¬ 

tion in South-Eastern Europe. Pressure was therefore brought upon 

Yugoslavia to follow the example of Hungary and Roumania in joining 

the Axis bloc. When the \ ugoslav Ministers had been summoned to 

Vienna for this purpose everything seemed settled. The dramatic 

events of March 27 in Belgrade upset all hope of a united Balkan 
group adhering to the Axis. 

Hungary was directly and immediately affected. Although the main 

German thrust against the recalcitrant Yugoslavs would clearly come 

through Roumania, all lines of communication led through Hungarian 

territory. Almost the first reaction of the German Government to the 

events in Belgrade was to send the Hungarian Minister in Berlin by air 

to Budapest with an urgent message to the Hungarian Regent, Admiral 
Hnrtlw • 

Yugoslavia mil be annihilated, for she has just renounced publicly the 

*£3 °f{ unders,andln8 «'th the Axis. The greater part of the German 
armed forces must pass through Hungary. But the principal attack wiH 
not be made on the Hungarian sector. Here the Hungarian Army should 

reocc^py'aj^those for^t^rrhoS^wl^h^he^liad^beerrforced3^ on° * ^ent. SnJS3lS S 
•Ullein-Reviczy, Guerre Allemande: Paix Russe, p. 89. 
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Hungary was bound by a pact of friendship to Yugoslavia signed 

only in December 1940. But open opposition to the German demands 

could only lead to the German occupation of Hungary in the course of 

the imminent military operations. There was also the temptation of 

reoccupying the territories on her southern frontiers which Hungary 

had lost to Yugoslavia by the Treaty of Trianon. The Hungarian 

Premier, Count Teleki, had been working consistently to maintain 

some liberty of action for his country. He was by no means convinced 

that Germany would win the war. At the time of signing the Tripartite 

Pact he had little confidence in the independence of Italy as an Axis 

partner. Hitler’s ultimatum required the breach of his own Hungarian 

agreement with Yugoslavia. The initiative was however wrested from 

him by the Hungarian General Staff, whose chief, General Werth, 

himself of German origin, made his own arrangements with the Ger¬ 

man High Command behind the back of the Hungarian Government. 

Details regarding the passage of troops were being arranged on this 

basis. 

Teleki at once denounced Werth’s action as treasonable. On the 

evening of April 2, 1941, he received a telegram from the Hungarian 

Minister in London that the British Foreign Office had stated formally 

to him that if Hungary took part in any German move against Yugo¬ 

slavia she must expect a declaration of war upon her by Great Britain. 

Thus the choice for Hungary was either a vain resistance to the passage 

of German troops or ranging herself openly against the Allies and be¬ 

traying Yugoslavia. In this cruel position Count Teleki saw but one 

means of saving his personal honour. Shortly after nine o’clock he left 

the Hungarian Ministry of Foreign Affairs and retired to his apart¬ 

ments in the Sandor Palace. There he received a telephone call. It is 

believed that this message stated that the German armies had already 

crossed the Hungarian frontier. Shortly afterwards he shot himself. 

His suicide was a sacrifice to absolve himself and his people from guilt 

in the German attack upon Yugoslavia. It clears his name before his¬ 

tory. It could not stop the march of the German armies nor the 

consequences. # # • 

The news of the revolution in Belgrade naturally gave us great satis¬ 

faction. Here at least was one tangible result of our desperate efforts o 

form an Allied front in the Balkans and prevent all falling P,ccc™ 
into Hitler’s power. I received the earliest telegrams only half an hour 

before I had to address the Conservative Central Council for the 

time as Leader of the party. I ended as follows: 

Here at this moment I have great news for youhTs 
Early this morning the Yugoslav nation found its soul. A re 
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taken place in Belgrade, and the Ministers who but yesterday signed 
away the honour and freedom of the country are reported to be under 
arrest. This patriotic movement arises from the wrath of a valiant and 
warlike race at the betrayal of their country by the weakness of their 
rulers and the foul intrigues of the Axis Powers. 

We may therefore cherish the hope—I speak of course only on in¬ 
formation which has reached me—that a Yugoslav Government will be 
formed worthy to defend the freedom and integrity of their country. 
Such a Government in its brave endeavour will receive from the British 
Empire, and, I doubt not, in its own way, from the United States, all 
possible aid and succour. The British Empire and its Allies will make 
common cause with the Yugoslav nation, and we shall continue to march 
and strive together until complete victory is won. 

* * # • • 
Mr. Eden had reached Malta on his way home, but on the news of 

the Belgrade revolution I thought he should change his plans and be 

upon the spot with Generals Dill and VVavell. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden 27 Mar. 41 

In view of coup d'etat in Serbia it would surely be well for you both to 
be on the spot in Cairo so as to concert events. Now surely is the chance 
to bring in Turkey and form a joint front in the Balkans. Can you not get 
a meeting in Cyprus or Athens of all concerned? When you know the 
situation, ought you not to go to Belgrade? Meanwhile we arc doing all 
possible and carrying on. 

I telegraphed to the President of Turkey: 

Your Excellency, 2? Mar< 4I 

The dramatic events which arc occurring in Belgrade and throughout 
Yugoslavia may offer the best chance of preventing the German invasion 
of the Balkan peninsula. Surely now is the time to make a common front 
which Germany will hardly dare assail. I have cabled to President 
Roosevelt to ask him for American supplies to be extended to all Powers 
resisting German aggression in the East. I am asking Mr. Eden and 
General Dill to concert all possible measures of common safety. 

During the day I drafted the following message to Mr. Eden who 
had already reached Athens: 

20 mar. 41 
u* visualise clearly what wc want in the Balkans and from Turkey 

and work towards it as events serve. 

divki^8lthKM YTSlau?a’ Greece, Turkey, and ourselves have seventy 
thlr^ TlT0bf ‘Sedi!n th,S theatre\ Germans have not yet got more than 
thirty. Therefore the seventy could say to the thirty, “If you attack mv 
of us you will be at war with all.” The Germans would eXr attack m 

altPrnlt-n°iUS^C8,0nS 3ir!idi.Wlth poor communications at heavy odds or 
alternatively they would have to bring large reinforcements LmP° 

many. But even this does not cure their difficulties, because first ittvili 
take some months to bring the reinforcements to the theatre and 
secondly, the theatre itself, and mdeed the communications leading to J 
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are not strong enough to carry much larger forces without a prolonged 
process of improving the communications. Therefore it is very likely 
that a triple Note by the three Balkan Powers would lead to the main¬ 
tenance of peace, or to a lengthy delay in the German advance. Perhaps 
the advance could not be made for many months, and then they miss the 
season. Meanwhile British reinforcements and British and American 
supplies will vastly increase resisting power of the Allied armies. There 
is therefore a good prospect if the three Allies could be brought into line 
that no invasion southwards would be tried by the enemy. Here is what 
the Turks want. 

3. This is Turkey’s best chance of avoiding war. For look at the 
alternative. If all three remain disunited the Germans may feel that it 
will be better to leave Greece and Yugoslavia alone and turn their whole 
striking force rapidly against Turkey in Thrace. There have been sug¬ 
gestions of this in various telegrams. Thus by doing nothing Turkey 
runs the greatest danger of having everything concentrated upon her. 
One can hardly doubt that the mass of Turkish troops gathered in 
Thrace would soon be driven back in confusion upon the Chatalja [lines] 
and the Bosphorus, without any obligation or opportunity on the part 
of Yugoslavia or Greece to take the pressure off by counter-attack or by 
lengthening the fighting front. .... ... 

4. The proper order for anyone to give who had the power would be 
(a) the diplomatic declaration of unity and demand to be let alone as set 
forth above, and (b) a simultaneous withdrawal of the bulk of the 1 urkish 
Army to Chatalja and the Asiatic shore, leaving only strong covering 
troops and rearguards in Thrace. Such a policy of firm, united declara¬ 
tion, coupled with sound strategic withdrawal, would prevent the Ger¬ 
mans from gaining a decisive victory in Thrace, would not require any 
offensive from Turkey, and would, unless the Germans shied off, expose 
them to a stalemate front from, say, the lines of Chatalja through the 
Rupel-Nestor sector right up along the northern Serbian front. Isvcn 
this could not develop for a long time. But what a dangerous ^nd unin¬ 
viting prospect for an enemy for whom quick successes areCSPCC *„Z 
important! Surely this is the true Turkish interest, if it can be bro^?J\ 
about, and we ought to try to make them see it, however unresponsive 
they may be. The Turks’ greatest danger is to be taken on alone jammed 

UP<‘nHowadtes this above square with British interests? If Germany. 

Russia, observing that we have had many reports or 

worth. 

I also cabled to Mr. Fadden. the Acting Prime Minuter of the 

Commonwealth of Australia. 
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30 Mar. 41 

When a month ago we decided upon sending an army to Greece it 
looked rather a blank military adventure dictated by noblesse oblige. 
Thursday’s events in Belgrade show the far-reaching effects of this and 
other measures we have taken on whole Balkan situation. German plans 
have been upset, and we may cherish renewed hopes of forming a 
Balkan front with Turkey, comprising about seventy Allied divisions 
from the four Powers concerned. This is of course by no means certain 
yet. But even now it puts “Lustre” [the expedition to Greece] in its true 
setting, not as an isolated military act, but as a prime mover in a large 
design. Whatever the outcome may be, everything that has happened 
since our decision was taken justifies it. Delay will also enable full 
concentration to be made on the Greek front instead of piecemeal 
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engagement of our forces. Result unknowable, but prize has increased 
and risks have somewhat lessened. Am in closest touch with Menzies. 
Wish I could talk it over with you. 

• « • t • 

It was settled that Eden should remain in Athens to deal with 
Turkey and that General Dill should proceed to Belgrade. Anyone 
could see that the position of Yugoslavia was forlorn unless a common 
front was immediately presented by all the Powers concerned. There 
was however open to Yugoslavia the chance already mentioned of 
striking a deadly blow at the naked rear of the disorganised Italian 

armies in Albania. If they acted promptly they might bring about a 
major military event, and while their own country was being ravaged 
from the north might possess themselves of the masses of munitions 
and equipment which would give them the power of conducting the 
guerrilla in their mountains which was now their only hope. It would 
have been a grand stroke, and would have reacted upon the whole 
Balkan scene. In our circle in London we all saw this together. The 
diagram on page 143 shows the movement which was deemed feasible. 

General Dill was now in Belgrade, and I sent him this message: 

1 Apr. 41 

A variety of details shows rapid re-grouping against Yugoslavia. To 
gain time against Germans is to lose it against Italians. Nothing should 
stop Yugo developing full strength against latter at earliest. By this 
alone can they gain far-reaching initial success and masses of equip¬ 

ment in good time. 

The mistakes of years cannot be remedied in hours. When the 
general excitement had subsided everyone in Belgrade realised that 
disaster and death approached them and that there was little they could 
do to avert their fate. The High Command thought themselves forced 
to garrison Slovenia and Croatia, to maintain a fictitious internal co¬ 

hesion. They could now at last mobilise their armies. But there was no 
strategic plan. Dill found only confusion and paralysis in Belgrade. 
“In spite of my best endeavours.” he reported to Mr. Eden on April i, 
“I was unable to persuade President of the Council to agree to visit by 
you in the immediate future. He made it plain that the Yugoslav 
Government, mainly for fear of the effect on the mternal s,tuat,on. 

were determined to take no step which might be considered Pr°v°c 
dve to Germany.” At this moment all the might of Germany within 

reach was descending like an avalanche upon them. 
On April 4 General Dill sent a full account of his mission to Be 

grade, wdiich shows how utterly remote from their 
were Ihe minds of the Yugoslav Ministers One would haw* «he,ugh« 

from their mood and outlook that they had months in which to 
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their decision about peace or war with Germany. Actually they had 
only seventy-two hours before the onslaught fell upon them. Dill 
wrote: 

Final result of Belgrade visit was disappointing in many ways, but it 
was impossible to get [General] Simovic to sign any sort of agreement. 
Nevertheless I was impressed with offensive spirit of Yugoslav leaders, 
who will fight if Yugoslavia is attacked or if Germany attacks Salonika. 
Staff discussions to-day should have useful results in exchange of views, 
and, I hope, in agreement on best plans to meet various eventualities. 
None of these plans will be binding on either side, but there is reasonable 
prospect that when time comes Yugoslavs will be prepared to carry them 
out. 

Fact is that Simovic, though a leader and able, is in no sense dictator. 
He had difficult task in keeping Cabinet together, and dared not propose 
to them any form of agreement with us. Nor can he effect such agree¬ 
ment without knowledge and consent of Cabinet. But he and War 
Minister Ilic, who is tougher but less intelligent, seem determined to 
fight. . . . 

Yugoslavs’ forces arc not yet ready for war, and Simovic wants to gain 
time to complete mobilisation and concentration. For internal political 
reasons lie cannot take first step in hostilities, but must await German 
move. He expects Germany to attack Southern Yugoslavia from Bul¬ 
garia and leave Greece alone at the moment. . . . Yugoslavs will aid in 
Albania, but will not attack even there until Germany attacks them or 
their vital interests. 

Simultaneously with this I made the following appeal: 

Prime Minister to General Simovic 4 Apr. 41 

From every quarter my information shows rapid heavy concentration 
and advance towards your country by German ground and air forces. 
Large movements of air forces arc reported to us from France by our 
agents there. Bombers have even been withdrawn from Tripoli, accord¬ 
ing to our African Army Intelligence. I cannot understand argument that 
you are gaining time. The one supreme stroke for victory and safety is to 
win a decisive forestalling victory in Albania, and collect the masses of 
equipment that would fall into your hands. When the four German 
mountain divisions reported by your General Staff as entraining in the 
1 yrol reach Albania a very different resistance will confront you than 
could be offered by rear of the demoralised Italians. As this is the first 
time I have had the honour to address your Excellency, I send mv 
heartiest good wishes for the success of your Administration and for the 
safety and independence of the brave nation whose fortunes you guide. 

• * • * # 
We have now to chronicle the only occasion when a dash of senti¬ 

ment was allowed to mingle in the calculations of the Kremlin 
oligarchy. 

The national movement in Belgrade had been a spontaneous revolt 
entirely divorced from the activities of the small illegal but Soviet- 
sponsored \ ugoslav Communist Party. After waiting a week Stalin 
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decided to make a gesture. His officials were negotiating with M. Gav- 

rilovic, the Yugoslav Minister in Moscow, and with a mission sent 

from Belgrade after the revolution. Little progress had been made. 

During the night of April 5-6 the Yugoslavs were summoned abruptly 

to the Kremlin. They were confronted with Stalin in person, who 

presented them with a pact in draft, ready for signature. The work 

was speedily done. Russia agreed to respect “the independence, 

sovereign rights, and territorial integrity of Yugoslavia”, and in the 

event of that country being attacked Russia would adopt an attitude of 

goodwill “based on friendly relations”. This was at any rate an amic¬ 

able grimace. Gavrilovic stayed alone till morning discussing with 

Stalin the question of military supplies. As their conversations came to 

an end the Germans struck. 

• * • • • 
On the morning of April 6 German bombers appeared over Bel¬ 

grade. Flying in relays from occupied airfields in Roumania, they 

delivered a methodical attack lasting three days upon the Yugoslav 

capital. From roof-top height, without fear of resistance, they blasted 

the city without mercy. This was called Operation “Punishment”. 

When silence came at last on April 8 over seventeen thousand citizens 

of Belgrade lay dead in the streets or under the debris. Out of the 

nightmare of smoke and fire came the maddened animals released from 

their shattered cages in the zoological gardens. A stricken stork 

hobbled past the main hotel, which was a mass of flames. A bear, 

dazed and uncomprehending, shuffled through the inferno with slow 

and awkward gait down towards the Danube. He was not the only 

bear who did not understand. 

Operation “Punishment” had been performed. 



Chapter X 

THE JAPANESE ENVOY 

Disturbing News from the Far East—Question of Reinforcing Hong Kong— 
Flutter in the Japanese Embassy—My Telegrams to the President, February 15 
and 20—A Visit from the Japanese Ambassador on February 24—And on March 

4—German Anxiety Lest Japan Should Embroil Herself with the U.S.A.—Three 

Decisions in Tokyo—Matsuoka's Mission—His Meeting with Ribbcntrop, March 
27—And with Hitler—"Moral Communism"—My Letter to Matsuoha of April 

2—He Visits Rome—Tarries in Moscow—A Doom-balance—Stalin's Affability 
—Prince Konoye's Desire for an Understanding with the U.S.A.—Matsuoka's 

Reply to My Letter—The Japanese Cabinet Decides on Compromise—Matsuoha 

Resigns—Japanese Hopes of a Settlement—Three Coldly Calculating Empires 
Wrong. 

THE New Year had brought disturbing news from the Far East. 

The Japanese Navy was increasingly active oiT the coasts of 

Southern Indo-China. Japanese warships were reported in Saigon 

harbour and the Gulf of Siam. On January 31 the Japanese Govern¬ 

ment negotiated an armistice between the Vichy French and Siam. 

Rumours spread that this settlement of a frontier dispute in South- 

East Asia was to be the prelude to the entry of Japan into the war. The 

Germans were at the same time bringing increased pressure to bear 

upon Japan to attack the British at Singapore. “I tried,” said Ribben- 

trop at his Nuremberg trial, “to induce Japan to attack Singapore 

because it was impossible to make peace with England, and I did not 

know what military measures we could take to achieve this end—in 

any case, the Fuehrer directed me to do everything I could through 

diplomatic channels to weaken England’s position and thus achieve 

peace. We believed that this could best be done through an attack by 

Japan on England’s strong position in East Asia.” * 

• • • • * 
About this time several telegrams arrived from our Commandcr-in- 

Ghicf in the Far East urging the reinforcement of Hong Kong. I did 
not agree with his views. b 

Prime Minister to General Ismay y jan i 

„Jh's isa>> Yr?n8- If Japan goes to war with us there is not the slightest 
rr3 ,£f ^olding ““"S Kong or relieving it. It is most unwise m in 

,^CK°SS T •£?" Suffer ,htere- Ins,ead of increasing the garrison it 
ought to be reduced to a symbolical scale. Any trouble arising there 

•Nuremberg Documents, Part X, p. 200. 
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must be dealt with at the Peace Conference after the war. We must 
avoid frittering away our resources on untenable positions. Japan will 
think long before declaring war on the British Empire, and whether 
there are two or six battalions at Hong Kong will make no difference to 
her choice. I wish we had fewer troops there, but to move any would be 
noticeable and dangerous. 

Later on it will be seen that I allowed myself to be drawn from this 
position, and that two Canadian battalions were sent as reinforce¬ 
ments. 

• * • • • 
In the second week of February I became conscious of a stir and 

flutter in the Japanese Embassy and colony in London. They were 
evidently in a high state of excitement, and they chattered to one 
another with much indiscretion. In these days we kept our eyes and 
ears open. Various reports were laid before me which certainly gave 
the impression that they had received news from home which required 
them to pack up without a moment’s delay. This agitation among 
people usually so reserved made me feel that a sudden act of war upon 
us by Japan might be imminent, and I thought it well to impart my 
misgivings to the President. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt *5 Feb. 41 

Many drifting straws seem to indicate Japanese intention to make war 
on us or do something that would force us to make war on them in the 
next few weeks or months. I am not myself convinced that this is not a 
war of nerves designed to cover Japanese encroachments in biam anc* 
Indo-China. However, I think I ought to let you know that the weight of 
the Japanese Navy, if thrown against us, would confront us 
lions beyond the scope of our naval resources. I do not myself dunk: that 
the Japanese would be likely to send the large military expediition ncces- 

raiders, including possibly tattle-cruisers, upon10 ^ We could by 
communications across the Pacific and' hj_" jnto these vast 
courting disaster would 
waters, but all the trade would have to go'intoconvoy addi- 
be few and far between. Not only wouId ttota ^‘clnomy, but it 
tional restriction and derangement . f nts „f the armies we had 
would bring altogether to an end all rein Australasian and Indian 
planned to build up in the Middle East from Austral « ^ Zcahin<1 

sources. , ^VhZ±°L\^ZTi°unr Fleet'from the'East ern Mcdi- 
would of course force us to withdraw our tie ro (he ccrtainty 
terranean, with disastrous military P^'^^'dation reopcning of 
that Turkey would have to make some accommodation, tor F 
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the German trade and oil supplies from the Black Sea. You will therefore 
see, Mr. President, the awful enfeeblement of our war effort that would 
result merely from the sending out by Japan of her battle-cruisers and 
her twelve 8-inch-gun cruisers into the Eastern oceans, and still more 
from any serious invasion threat against the two Australian democracies 
in the South Pacific. 

Some believe that Japan in her present mood would not hesitate to 
court or attempt to wage war both against Great Britain and the United 
States. Personally I think the odds are definitely against that, but no one 
can tell. Everything that you can do to inspire the Japanese with the 
fear of a double war may avert the danger. If however they come in 
against us and we are alone, the grave character of the consequences 
cannot easily be overstated. 

The agitation among the Japanese in London subsided as quickly as 

it had begun. Silence and Oriental decorum reigned once more. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 20 Feb. 41 

I have better news about Japan. Apparently Matsuoka is visiting 
Berlin, Rome, and Moscow in the near future. This may well be a 
diplomatic sop to cover absence of action against Great Britain. If 
Japanese attack which seemed imminent is now postponed, this is largely 
due to fear of United States. The more these fears can be played upon 
the better, but I understand thoroughly your difficulties pending passage 
of [Lend-Lease] Bill, on which our hopes depend. Appreciation given 
in my last Personal and Secret of naval consequences following Japanese 
aggression against Great Britain holds good in all circumstances. 

• • • • • 
On February 24 Mr. Shigemitsu, the Japanese Ambassador, came 

to see me. A record was kept of the meeting. 

I dwelt upon the long and friendly relations of the two countries, my 
own feelings ever since the Japanese Alliance of 1902, and the great 
desire that we all felt here not to sunder the relations between the two 
countries. Japan could not expect us to view with approval what was 
going on in China, but we had maintained a correct attitude of neu¬ 
trality, and indeed a very different kind of neutrality from that which we 
had shown when we had helped them in their war against Russia. We 
had not the slightest intention of attacking Japan, and had no wish to sec 
her other than prosperous and peaceful, and I said what a pity it would be 
if at this stage, when she already had China on her hands, she got into a 
war with Great Britain and the United States. 

,, T.h,e Ambassador said that Japan had no intention of attacking us or 
tne united otates, and had no desire to become involved in a war with 
either Power They would not attempt to attack Singapore or Australia, 
and he repeated several times that they would not attempt to gain a foot- 
mg or make encroachments in the Dutch East Indies. The only com¬ 
plaint which Japan had, he said, was our attitude to China, which was 
encouraging China and adding to their difficulties. ... I felt bound to 
remind him of the Triple Pact which they had made with the Axis 
Powers, and that this naturally was ever in our minds. One could not 

Of :raXanPnarCt^ mUCh ,n faVOUr °.f-Gcrmany and so little in favour 
t Japan had not got some secret provisions, and at any rate Japan had 
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left us in doubt as to what interpretation she would put upon it in certain 
eventualities. The Ambassador said they had made explanations at the 
time, and that their object was to limit the conflict, etc. I told him the 
Axis pact had been a very great mistake for Japan. Nothing had done 
them more harm in their relations with the United States, and nothing 
had brought Great Britain and the United States closer together. 

I then renewed my friendly assurances. His whole attitude throughout 
was most friendly and deprecatory, and we have no doubt where he 
stands in these matters. 

On March 4, after he could certainly have reported to Tokio, I 

recorded in a minute a second visit from Mr. Shigemitsu. 

The Japanese Ambassador called upon me to-day and spoke in agree¬ 
able terms of the great desire in Japan not to be involved in war and not 
to have a rupture with Great Britain. He described the Tripartite Pact 
as a pact of peace, and said it arose only out of the desire of Japan to 
limit the conflict. I asked him specifically whether the pact left Japan the 
full right of interpreting any given situation, and I put it to him that 
nothing in the pact obliged her to go to war. He did not dissent from 
this; in fact, he tacitly assented. I received all his assurances with cor¬ 
diality, and asked him to convey my thanks to the Foreign Minister ot 
Japan. I do not think Japan is likely to attack us unless and until she is 
sure we are going to be defeated. I doubt very much whether she would 
come into the war on the side of the Axis Powers if the United States 
joined us. She would certainly be very foolish to do so. It would be 
more sensible for her to come in if the United States did not join us. 

This was for very different reasons also the German view. Germany 

and Japan were both eager to despoil and divide the British Empire. 

But they approached the target from different angles. The German 

High Command argued that the Japanese ought to commit their 

armed forces in Malaya and the Dutch East Indies without worrying 

about the American Pacific bases, and the main fleet which lay on their 

flank. Throughout February and March they urged the Japanese 

Government to strike without delay at Malaya and Singapore and not 

to bother about the United States. Hitler had already enoUgh on h.s 

shoulders without drawing them in. Indeed we have scen how many 

American actions he put up with, any one of which would Iwepre 

zz "2s. m —1 "ss" s 
by no means convinced by this r«son,ng, o ^ Qf the qucstion 

In their view an operation in South-East As . bases or a 
unless either a prior assault was made on the Ame 

diplomatic settlement reached with the United bt 
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Behind the complex political scene in Japan three decisions seem to 

emerge at this time. The first was to send the Foreign Secretary, 

Matsuoka, to Europe to find out for himself about the German mastery 

of Europe, and especially when the invasion of Britain was really 

going to begin. Were the British forces so far tied up in naval defence 

that Britain could not afford to reinforce her Eastern possessions if 

Japan attacked them? Although he had been educated in the United 

States, Matsuoka was bitterly anti-American. He was deeply im¬ 

pressed by the Nazi movement and the might of embattled Germany. 

He was under the Hitler spell. Perhaps even there were moments 

when he saw himself playing a similar part in Japan. Secondly, the 

Japanese Government decided that their Navy and Army Command 

should have a free hand to plan operations against the American base at 

Pearl Harbour and against the Philippines, the Dutch East Indies, and 

Malaya. Thirdly, a "liberal” statesman, Admiral Nomura, was to be 

sent to Washington to explore the chances of a general settlement with 

the United States in the Pacific. This not only served as a camouflage, 

but might lead to a peaceful solution. Thus agreement between con¬ 

flicting opinions was reached in the Japanese Cabinet. 

• • • • • 
Matsuoka set out on his mission on March 12. On the 25th, passing 

through Moscow, he had a two hours’ interview with Stalin and Molo¬ 

tov, and he assured the German Ambassador, Schiilcnburg, that he 

would repeat to Ribbentrop personally all details of the conversation. 

The captured documents published by the American State Depart¬ 

ment throw a searching light on Matsuoka’s mission and upon the 

whole German mood and mind. On March 27 the Japanese envoy was 

cordially welcomed in Berlin as a kindred spirit by Ribbentrop. The 

Reich Foreign Minister dilated upon the might of his country. 

"Germany,” he said, 

was in the final phase of her battle against England. During the past 
winter the I- uehrer had made all necessary preparations so that Germany 
stood completely ready to-day to meet England anvwherc. The Fuehrer 
had at his disposal perhaps the strongest military power that had ever 
existed. Germany had 240 combat divisions, of which 186 were first- 
class assault divisions and 24 were Panzer divisions. The Luftwaffe had 
grown greatly and had introduced new models, so that it was not only a 

them f°r Eng 3nd and Amer,ca in this field, but definitely superior to 

™e Gcrran Navy at the outbreak of the war had had only a relatively 
small number of battleships. Nevertheless the battleships under con¬ 
struction had been completed, so that the last of them would shortly be 

n™T/CrVICC' In contrasLt to;he World War, the German Navy this 
time did not stay in port, but from the first day of the war had been 
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employed against the foe. Matsuoka had probably gathered from the 
reports of the past few weeks that large German battle units had inter¬ 
rupted the supply lines between England and America with extraordinary 
snrrpss * success." 

The number of submarines heretofore employed was very small. 
There had been at most eight or nine boats in service against the enemy 
at any one time. Nevertheless even these few U-boats, in conjunction 
with the Luftwaffe, had sunk 750,000 tons per month in January and 
February, and Germany could furnish accurate proof of this at any time. 
The number moreover did not include the great additional losses that 
England had sustained through floating and magnetic mines. At the 
beginning of April the number of submarines would increase eight- to 
ten-fold, so that sixty to eighty U-boats could then be continually em¬ 
ployed against the enemy. The Fuehrer had pursued the tactics of at 
first employing only a few U-boats, and using the rest to train the per¬ 
sonnel necessary for a larger fleet, in order then to proceed to a knock-out 
blow against the enemy. Therefore the tonnage sunk by the German 
U-boats could be expected in the future greatly to exceed what had 
already been accomplished. In these circumstances the U-boat alone 
could be designated as absolutely deadly. 

On the continent of Europe Germany had practically no foe of any 
consequence other than the small British forces that remained in Greece. 
Germany would fight off any attempt of England to land on the Con¬ 
tinent or entrench herself there. She would not therefore tolerate Eng¬ 
land’s staying in Greece. The Greek question was of secondary im¬ 
portance, but by the thrust towards Greece which would probably be 
necessary dominant positions in the Eastern Mediterranean would be 
won for further operations. , , 

In Africa the Italians had had bad luck in recent months, because the 
Italian troops there were not familiar with modem tank warfare and 
were not prepared with anti-tank defence, so that it was re'a,.1’'e'>’ 
for the British armoured divisions to capture not very important 
Italian positions. Any further advance of the British had been <Mini y 
blocked. The Fuehrer had dispatched one of the most abJcoK-cnri" 
officers General Rommel, to Tripoli with sufficient German forces. 
The hope that General Wavcll would attack had unfortunate y not betn 
realised The British had come upon the Germans in some skirmishes a 
an outpost and had thereupon abandoned any further.menhono a «<*j 

ing. Should they by chance attempt anotherattacl^°MCS"Jvoild be 

^edTomeTay, ^S^^SSppe- from North Africa, 

^'i^the6 Mediterranean'ffiehGerr^an^LuRwaffc 

work for two months and bad 'nflicted eavy s j^Pf^ Cana| had bcen 

British, who were holding on ,e"ac'°ur/'. d a„ain. i, was no longer 
blocked for a long time, and would be.blo^,^ra'"£an 
any fun for the British to ho-Id.out « *e ^ “rl£1&ope we should 

If, then, we summed up the militaiy. situatio ^ Axis waJ? com_ 

come to the conclusion that in lhe m,!‘/ army practically idle, was 
pletcly master of Continental Europe. A at’aPny timc and at any 
at Germany’s command, and could be emplo>ea y 
place the Fuehrer considered necessary. 

•This refers to the sortie by the Schomhor't and the Cne^au «*> the 

Atlantic in February and March. 
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Leaving the military for the political scene, Ribbcntrop said that 

confidentially, he could inform Matsuoka that present relations with 
Russia were correct, to be sure, but not very friendly. After Molotov’s 
visit, during which accession to the Three-Power Pact was offered, 
Russia had made conditions that were unacceptable. They involved the 
sacrifice of German interests in Finland, the granting of bases on the 
Dardanelles, and a strong [Soviet] influence on conditions in the Balkans, 
particularly in Bulgaria. The Fuehrer had not concurred, because he 
had been of the opinion that Germany could not permanently subscribe 
to such a Russian policy. Germany needed the Balkan peninsula above all 
for her own economy, and had not been inclined to let it come under 
Russian domination. For this reason she had given Roumania a guaran¬ 
tee. It was this latter action particularly that the Russians had taken 
amiss. Germany had further been obliged to enter into a closer relation¬ 
ship with Bulgaria in order to obtain a vantage-point from which to 
expel the British from Greece. Germany had had to decide on this 
course because this campaign would otherwise not have been possible. 
This too the Russians had not liked at all. 

In these circumstances relations with Russia were externally normal 
and correct. The Russians however had for some time demonstrated 
their unfriendliness to Germany whenever they could. The declaration 
made to Turkey within the last few days was an example of this. Ger¬ 
many felt plainly that since Sir Stafford Cripps became Ambassador to 
Moscow . . . tics between Russia and England were being cultivated in 
secret and even relatively openly. Germany was watching these pro¬ 
ceedings carefully. 

Ribbcntrop continued: 

He knew Stalin personally, and did not assume that the latter was in¬ 
clined towards adventure; but it was impossible to be sure. The German 
armies in the East were prepared at any time. Should Russia sonic day 
take a stand that could be interpreted as a threat to Germany the Fuehrer 
would crush Russia. Germany was certain that a campaign against 
Russia would end in the absolute victory of German arms and the total crush¬ 
ing of the Russian Army and the Russian State. The Fuehrer was con¬ 

vinced that in case of action against the Soviet Union there would in a feiv 
months be no more Great Power of Russia. In any case, the Fuehrer was 
not counting on the treaties with Russia alone, but was relying first of all 
on his YVehrmacht. 

It must also not be overlooked that the Soviet Union, in spite of all 
protestations to the contrary, was still carrying on Communistic propa¬ 
ganda abroad. It was attempting not only in Germany, but also in the 
occupied areas of France, Holland, and Belgium, to continue its mis¬ 
leading propagandist activity. For Germany this propaganda naturally 
constituted no danger. But what it had unfortunately led to in other 
countries Matsuoka well knew. As an example, the Reich Foreign 
Minister cited the Baltic States, in which to-day, one year after the occu¬ 
pation by the Russians, the entire intelligentsia had been wiped out and 
really terrible conditions prevailed. Germany was on guard, and would 
never suffer the slightest danger from Russia. 

Further, there was the fact that Germany had to be protected in the 
rear for her final battle against England. She would therefore not put 
up with any threat from Russia if such a threat should some day be 
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considered serious. Germany wanted to conquer England as rapidly as 
possible, and would not let anything deter her from doing so. 

These were grave words for the Reich Foreign Minister to use on 

such an occasion, and Matsuoka could certainly not complain that he 

had not been kept well informed. Ribbentrop then reiterated that 

the war had already been definitely won for the Axis. It could in any 
case no longer be lost. It was now only a question of time until England 
would admit having lost the war. When, he could of course not predict. 
It might be very soon. It would depend upon events of the next three 
or four months. It was highly probable however that England would 
capitulate in the course of this year. 

Finally he spoke of America. 

There was no doubt that the British would long since have abandoned 
the war if Roosevelt had not always given Churchill new hope. It was 
difficult to say what Roosevelt’s intention was in the long run. It would 
be a long time before the American aid in munitions for England would 
really be effective, and even then the quality of aeroplane deliveries was 
doubtful. A country far from the war could not turn out the highest 
quality aircraft. What the German fliers had thus far encountered they 
described as “junk”. 

The Three-Power Pact, he said, had above all the goal of frightening 

and keeping America out of the war. The principal enemy of the New 

Order was England, who was as much the enemy of Japan as of the 

Axis Powers. 
Ribbentrop then stated that the Fuehrer, after careful consideration, 

believed that it would be advantageous if Japan would decide as soon as 

possible to take an active part in the war upon England. A quick 

attack upon Singapore, for instance, would be a decisive factor in the 

speedy overthrow of England. If to-day in a war against England 

Japan were to succeed with one decisive stroke on Singapore Roosevelt 

would be in a very difficult position. If he declared war upon Japan 

he must expect that the Philippine question would be resolved in 

favour of Japan. He would probably reflect for a long time before in¬ 

curring such a serious loss of prestige. Japan, on the other hand 

through the conquest of Singapore would gain an absoktely dominant 

position in that part of East Asia. She would in fact cut the Gordian 

knot”. 
« • • • • 

After an interval for luncheon Matsuoka was r^V(^y 

The Fuehrer dwelt in his own words upon German mUltf ^ P h 

Since the war began sixty Polish, six N°™eg,an'. Xi- 
twenty-two Belgian, and one hundred and thirty- g .i;visions 
sions had been eliminated, and twelve or thirteen British divisions 
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had been driven from the Continent. Resistance to the will of the 

Axis Powers had become impossible. Hitler went on to speak of the 

British losses in tonnage. The real U-boat warfare was just beginning. 

In the present and coming months England would be damaged to an 

extent far surpassing her present rate of losses. In the air Germany had 

absolute supremacy, in spite of all the claims of the English to success. 

The attacks of the Luftwaffe in the coming months would actually 

grow much stronger. The effectiveness of the German blockade had 

made rationing more severe in England than in Germany. Meanwhile 

the war would go on in preparation for the final stroke against England. 

Matsuoka listened to this harangue. He expressed his thanks for the 

frankness with which he had been treated. He said that on the whole 

he agreed with the view of the Fuehrer. There were in Japan, as in 

other countries, certain intellectual circles which only a powerful indi¬ 

vidual could hold firmly under control. Japan would take action in a 

decisive form if she had the feeling that otherwise she would lose a chance 

which could only occur once in a thousand years. I le had explained to the 

two princes of the Japanese Imperial Family that preparation could not 

always be complete and perfect. Risks must be run. It was only a 

question of time when Japan would attack. The hesitant politicians in 

Japan would always delay, and act partly from a pro-British or pro- 

American attitude. Personally he wished the attack to come as soon as 

possible. Unfortunately he did not control Japan, but had to bring 

those who were in control round to his point of view. He would cer¬ 

tainly be successful some day, but at the present moment and under 

these circumstances he could make no pledge on behalf of the Japanese 

Empire that it would take action. He would give his closest attention to 

these matters on his return. He could make no definite commitment, 

but he personally would do his utmost. These were considerable 

reservations. 

He then referred to his conference with Stalin when he had passed 

through Moscow. He had at first only wanted to make a courtesy call 

on Molotov, but the Russian Government had proposed a meeting be¬ 

tween him, Stalin, and Molotov. He had conversed with Molotov, 

taking into account the necessary translations, for perhaps ten minutes] 

and with Stalin for twenty-five minutes. He had told Stalin that the 

Japanese were moral Communists, though he did not believe in 

political and economic Communism. This Japanese ideal of moral 

Communism had been overthrown by the Liberalism, individualism, 

and egoism produced in the West. The ideological struggle in Japan 

was extremely bitter, but those who were fighting for the restoration 

of the old ideals were convinced they would finally win. The Anglo- 

Saxons represented the greatest hindrance to the establishment of°the 
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New Order. He had told Stalin that after the collapse of the British 
Empire the differences between Japan and Russia would be eliminated. 
The Anglo-Saxons were the common foe of Japan, Germany, and 
Soviet Russia. After some reflection, Stalin had stated that Soviet 
Russia had never got along well with Great Britain and never would. 

The conversations in Berlin were continued throughout March 28 
and 29 without altering the essential features: first, the Germans strove 
hard to persuade Japan to attack the British Empire; secondly, they 
admitted that their relations with Russia were uncertain; and, thirdly, 

they made it plain that Hitler hoped earnestly to avoid a conflict with 

the United States. 
To neither of the important questions whether Germany still in¬ 

tended, as before, to effect a landing in Britain and how German- 
Soviet relations were now viewed did Matsuoka obtain a clear answer. 
To his question as to whether, on his return journey through Moscow, 

he should touch on political questions lightly or go into them more 
deeply Ribbentrop answered through his interpreter: “You had better 

treat your visit as a mere formality.” • 

Without of course knowing the substance or character of these secret 
Berlin parleys, but deeply impressed with their importance, I thought 
I would use the Japanese Ambassador, whom Matsuoka had sum¬ 

moned to meet him on the Continent, to convey to his chief a tew 
counter-considerations. Mr. Shigemitsu, who, if he was hostile to 

Britain and the United States and working for war against us, must 
have been a very good deceiver, accepted with a courtly gesture the 1task 
of delivering my message. In the end he did not travel, and the late 
was telegraphed to our Ambassador in Moscow, to be given to Mr. 

Matsuoka on his return journey by the Siberian Railway. 

Mr. Churchill to M. Yosuke Matsuoka 

I venture to suggest a few questions which it seems to 

attention of the Imperial Japanese Go^CIJ"'fcnh, a"f 0Pr the command of 
Will Germany, without the command of the sea or tne^ ^ 

the British daylight air, be able to invade and G to do so? 

^ouWA^Wn ’the' ,=ts°off J9a4p'an tT^l 3- 

hT 
prevent American aid from reaching Brit o to war pur- 
and the United States transforming their whole inau y 

poses ? 
•Kordt, Wahn und Wirklichkeit, p. 3®i. 
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3. Did Japan’s accession to the Triple Pact make it more likely or less 
likely that the United States would come into the present war? 

4. If the United States entered the war at the side of Great Britain, 
and Japan ranged herself with the Axis Powers, would not the naval 
superiority of the mo English-speaking nations enable them to dispose of 
the Axis Powers in Europe before turning their united strength upon 
Japan? 

5. Is Italy a strength or a burden to Germany? Is the Italian Fleet as 
good at sea as on paper? Is it as good on paper as it used to be? 

6. Will the British Air Force be stronger than the German Air Force 
before the end of 1941, and far stronger before the end of 1942? 

7. Will the many countries which are being held down by the German 
Army and Gestapo learn to like the Germans more or will they like them 
less as the years pass by ? 

8. Is it true that the production of steel in the United States during 
1941 will be 75 million tons, and in Great Britain about 12J, making a 
total of nearly 90 million tons? If Germany should happen to be de¬ 
feated, as she was last time, would not the 7 million tons steel production 
of Japan be inadequate for a single-handed war? 

From the answers to these questions may spring the avoidance by 
Japan of a serious catastrophe, and a marked improvement in the relations 
between Japan and the two great sca-Powers of the West. 

I was rather pleased with this when I wrote it, and I don’t mind the 

look of it now. 

• • • • • 
Matsuoka meanwhile went to Rome, where he saw Mussolini and 

the Pope. We now have the German account of what he said to 

Hitler on April 4, when he returned to Berlin. The Ducc, he said, had 

informed him about the war in Greece, Yugoslavia, and North Africa, 

and of the part which Italy herself had in these events. Finally he had 

spoken of Soviet Russia and America. The Duce had said that one 

must have a clear notion of the importance of one’s opponents. The 

enemy No. 1 was America, and Soviet Russia came only in the second 

place. By these remarks the Duce had given him to understand that 

America as enemy No. 1 would have to be very carefully watched, but 

should not be provoked. On the other hand, one must be thoroughly 

prepared for all eventualities. Matsuoka had agreed with this line of 
thought. 

* • * • • 
Before his homeward journey by the Trans-Siberian Railway 

Matsuoka tarried for a week in Moscow. He had several long conver¬ 

sations both with Stalin and Molotov. The only account we have of 

these is from the German Ambassador Schulenburg, who of course 

was only told what the Russians and Japanese wished him to know It 

seemed that all the declarations, true or boastful, of German might had 

by no means convmced the Japanese envoy. The guarded attitude of 

the German leaders towards a collision with the United States had 
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made a dint in Matsuoka’s mind. At the same time he was aware from 

Ribbentrop’s language of the menacing, widening gulf between Ger¬ 

many and Russia. How much he told his new hosts about this we 

cannot tell. But certainly, surveying the scene with peculiar advan¬ 

tages, and after receiving from Sir Stafford Cripps the telegraphed 

version of my letter with its questions, it would appear that Matsuoka 

found himself closer to Molotov than to Ribbentrop. In this doom- 

balance of mighty nations Japan was asked by Germany to take the 

irrevocable step of declaring war on Britain, and potentially on the 

English-speaking world. By Russia she was only asked to mark time, 

to wait and see. Evidently he did not believe that Britain was finished. 

He could not be sure what would happen between Germany and 

Russia. He was not inclined, or perhaps he had not the power, to 

commit his country to decisive action. He greatly preferred a Neu¬ 

trality Pact, which at least gave time for unpredictable events to 

unfold, as they must do soon. 
Accordingly, when Matsuoka visited Schulenburg in Moscow on 

April 13 to make his farewell call he mentioned with incongruous pre¬ 

ciseness that a Japanese-Soviet Neutrality Pact had been arranged at 

the last moment, and “in all likelihood would be signed this afternoon 

at 2 p.m. local time”. Both sides had made concessions about the dis¬ 

puted island of Sakhalin. This new agreement, he assured the German 

Ambassador, in no way affected the Three-Power Pact. He added that 

the American and English journalists who had reported that his jour¬ 

ney to Moscow had been a complete failure would be compelled now 

to acknowledge that the Japanese policy had achieved a great success, 

which could not fail to have its effect on England and America. 

Schulenburg has recorded the demonstration of unity and com¬ 

radeship arranged by Stalin at the railway station on Matsuoka s de¬ 

parture for Japan. The train was delayed for an hour for salutes and 

ceremonies, apparently unexpected by both the Japanese and Gennans^ 

Stalin and Molotov appeared, and greeted Matsuoka ^ the Japanese 

in a remarkably friendly manner and wished them a P^^^ ™hen 
Then Stalin publicly asked for the German Ambassador And wnen 

Krebs and myself intentionally, and thereby he conscious y 

the attention of the numerous persons who were presen • 
These embraces were a vain pretence. Stalin should surely 
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known from his own reports the enormous deployment of German 

strength which now began to be visible to British Intelligence all along 

the Russian frontier. It was only ten weeks before Hitler’s terrific on¬ 

slaught on Russia began. It would have been only five weeks but for 

the delay caused by the fighting in Greece and Yugoslavia. 

# » » • * 

Matsuoka returned to Tokyo from his European visit at the end of 

April. He was met at the airport by the Prime Minister, Prince 

Konoye, who informed him that on that very day the Japanese had 

been considering the possibilities of an understanding in the Pacific 

with the United States. This was contrary to Matsuoka’s theme. 

Though beset by doubts, he was still on the whole a believer in ulti¬ 

mate German victor)-. Backed by the prestige of the Tripartite Pact 

and the neutrality treaty with Russia, he saw no special need to con¬ 

ciliate the Americans, who, in his opinion, w-ould never face simul¬ 

taneous war in the Atlantic against Germany and in the Pacific against 

Japan. The Foreign Minister therefore found himself confronted with 

a mood in Government circles widely different from his own. In spite 

of his vehement protests the Japanese resolved to continue the ne¬ 

gotiations at Washington, and also to conceal them from the Germans. 

On May 4 Matsuoka took it upon himself to acquaint the German 

Ambassador with the text of an American Note to Japan offering to 

reach a general Pacific settlement, beginning with American mediation 

between Japan and China. The main obstacle to this proposal was 

the American requirement that Japan should first evacuate China. 

While in Moscow Mr. Matsuoka had received my message, and on 

his return journey in the train across Siberia he wrote a barren reply 

which was dispatched on his arrival in Tokyo. 

Mr. Matsuoka to Mr. Winston Churchill 2? Anr . _ 
Your Excellency, Apr' 41 

r.rlinatVnfjUSt b*Sk.from and hasten to acknowledge the 
receipt of a paper handed to me at Moscow on the evening of the r?rh 
mstant by S.r Stafford Cripps with a remark tha, i, was a copy n sub- 

foreign p°V ^ Vj 
t?nTnf *N°!hC>f0t -*apa? ,S determ,ned upon after an unbiased examina- 
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peace under which there would be no conquest, no oppression, no 
exploitation of any and all peoples. And, once determined, I need hardly 
tell your Excellency that it will be carried out with resolution but with 
utmost circumspection, taking in every detail of changing circumstances. 

I am, believe me. 
Your Excellency’s obedient servant, 

Yosuke Matsuoka 

***** 
Matsuoka and his colleagues in the Japanese Government were soon 

to confront a situation which required such an “unbiased examina¬ 

tion”. On June 28, a week after Hitler’s invasion of Russia, a meeting 

of the Japanese Cabinet and officials of the Imperial Household was 

held. Matsuoka found his position irremediably weakened. He had 

“lost face” because he had not known of Hitler’s intention to attack 

Russia. He spoke in favour of joining Germany, but the majority 

opinion was overwhelmingly against him. The Government decided 

to adopt a compromise policy. Armament preparations were to be 

augmented. Article 5 of the Tripartite Pact was invoked, which stated 

that the instrument was not valid against Russia. Germany was to be 

informed confidentially that Japan would fight “Bolshevism in Asia”, 

and the Neutrality Treaty with Russia was cited to justify non-inter¬ 

vention in the Gcrman-Russian war. On the other hand, it was agreed 

to go ahead in the Southern seas and to complete the occupation of 

South Indo-China. These decisions were not agreeable to Matsuoka. 

In order to stir up agitation for entering the war on Germany’s side, he 

had one of his speeches printed as a pamphlet for wide distribution. 

The copies were suppressed by the Japanese Government. On July 16 

he disappeared from office. 
But while the Japanese Cabinet were not prepared to follow in tnc 

wake of German policy, their policy did not represent a triumph tor 

the moderates in Japanese public life. The strengthening of the 

Japanese armed forces was pressed forward, and bases were to oe 

established in South Indo-China. This was a prelude to attack on he 

British and Dutch colonies in South-East Asia. It seems, fro 

evidence up till now available, that the leaders of Japanese policy did 

^ expect from the United States or Great Britain any vigorous 

counter-measures to this projected southward advance. 

Thus we see as this world drama marches on how all these 

coldly calculating empires made at this moment rTUS^ , * h 
alike to their ambitions and their safety. Hitler was resolved on the 

war with Russia, which played a decisive part >n 
remained, to Russia's bitter cost, in ignorance or under-est m 

of the blow about to fall on him. Japan certainly missed the 

chance—for what it was ever worth—of realising her dreams. 



Chapter XI 

THE DESERT FLANK. ROMMEL. TOBRUK 

The Vital Desert Flank—Wavell'$ Dispositions—His Estimate of the Situation 
of March 2—Rommel's Arrival in Tripoli, February 12—His Determination to 
Attack A Great General—The Gateway at Agheita—Our Inadequate Re¬ 
sources—Personal Inspection by Wavcll and Dill, March 17—My Telegram to 
Wavell of March 26—His Reply—The Position in Cyrenaica—Rommel's Attack Xn Agheila, March 31—Failure of Our Armoured Forces—My Telegram of 

il 2—Unexpected German Strength—Evacuation of Benghazi—Capture of 
Generals Neame and O'Connor—Importance of Holding Tobruk—Wavell's Deci- 

sion—German Mastery of the Air—My Directive of April 14—My Telegram to 
the I resident, April 16—Wavell's Explanation. 

A LL our efforts to form a front in the Balkans were founded upon 

-Tithe sure maintenance of the Desert Flank in North Africa. This 

might have been fixed at Tobruk; but Waveil’s rapid westward ad¬ 

vance and the capture of Benghazi had given us all Cyrenaica. To this 

the sea-corner at Agheila was the gateway. It was common ground 

between all authorities in London and Cairo that this must be held at 

all costs and in priority over every other venture. The utter destruc¬ 

tion of the Italian forces in Cyrenaica and the long road distances to be 

traversed before the enemy could gather a fresh army led Wavell to 

believe that for some time to come he could afford to hold this vital 

western flank with moderate forces and to relieve his tried troops with 

others less well trained. The Desert Flank was the peg on which all 

else hung and there was no idea in any quarter of losing or risking that 

tor the sake of Greece or anything in the Balkans. 

At the end of February the 7th British Armoured Division had been 

withdrawn to Egypt to rest and refit. This famous unit had rendered 

the highest sen-ice. Its tanks had travelled far and were largely used 

up. Its numbers had shrunk by fighting and wear and tear. Still there 

was a core of the most experienced, hard-bitten, desert-worthy fighting 

men, the like of whom could not be found by us. It was a pity not to 

eep in_ being the nucleus of this unique organisation, and rebuild its 

strength by drafts of officers and men arriving trained, fresh, and keen 

from England, and to send up to them the pick of whatever new tanks 

wouYdh Pam C°Uld,be f°Und- THUS th" "th Armoured dYS 

strength 6 * 3 °f life and bee" resuscitated ,n 

It was only after some weeks, marked by serious decisions that I 

realised that the 7th Armoured Division did not exist as a factor m thl 
161 
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protection of our vital Desert Flank. The place of the 7th Armoured 

Division was taken by an armoured brigade and part of the Support 

Group of the 2nd Armoured Division. The 6th Australian Division 

was also relieved by the 9th. Neither of these new formations was fully 

trained, and, to make matters worse, they were stripped of much equip¬ 

ment and transport to bring up to full scale the divisions soon to go to 

Greece. The shortage of transport was severely felt, and affected the 

dispositions of the troops and their mobility. Because of maintenance 

difficulties farther forward, one Australian brigade was held back in 

Tobruk, where also was a brigade of motorised Indian cavalry recently 

formed and under training. 

• • • • • 
Our Intelligence reports now began to cause the Chiefs of Staff 

some concern. On February 27 they sent a warning telegram to 

General Wavell: “In view of arrival of German armoured formations 

and aircraft in Tripolitania the question of defence commitments in 

Egypt and Cyrenaica has been considered here. Would be grateful if 

you would telegraph a short appreciation.” This drew an important 

considered reply which included the following: 

2 Mar. 41 

Latest information indicates recent reinforcements to Tripolitania 
comprise two Italian infantry divisions, two Italian motorised artillery 
regiments, and German armoured troops estimated at maximum ot one 
armoured brigade group. No evidence of additional mechanical trans¬ 
port landed, and enemy must still be short of transport. Latest air 
reconnaissance however shows considerable increase in mechanical 

transport on Tripoli-Sirte road. ...... rp. „ 
2. Tripoli to Aghcila is 471 miles and to Benghazi 646 miles. There 

is only one road, and water is inadequate over 410 miles of the distance, 
these factors, together with lack of transport, limit the present enemy 
threat. He can probably maintain up to one infantry division and 
armoured brigade along the coast road in about three weeks, and pos- 
sibly at the same time employ a second amoured brigade, if he has one 

available ^across the desert via jf h finds us 

BerSEventuallv two German divisions might be employed in a large- 

PT°hde Italian air threat to Cyrenaica.is a, 

^.^^Ge^i.n^p^^c^te^roops^mightkbe^tanded^or^'ou^lines of com- 
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munication in combination with armoured forces. I do not anticipate 
that parachutists will be used with the scale of attack likely to be de¬ 
veloped in near future, but they are a possible accompaniment of a large- 
scale attack at later date. 

But now a new figure sprang upon the world stage—a German 

warrior who will hold his place in their military annals. Erwin 

Rommel was born at Heidenhcim, in Wurtemberg, in November 

1891. He was a delicate boy, and was educated at home till, at the age 

of nine, he joined the local Government school, of which his father was 

headmaster. In 1910 he was an officer cadet in the Wurtemberg Regi¬ 

ment. When he did his training at the military school at Danzig his 

instructors reported that he was physically small, but strong. Mentally 

he was not remarkable. He fought in the First World War in the Ar- 

gonne, in Roumania, and in Italy, being twice wounded and awarded 

the highest classes of the Iron Cross and of the order Pour lc Mcritc. 

Between the two wars he served as a regimental officer and on the 

Staff. On the outbreak of the Second World War he was appointed 

commandant of the Fuehrer’s field headquarters in the Polish cam- 

paign, and was then given command of the 7th Panzer Division of the 

XV th Corps. This division, nicknamed “the Phantoms", formed the 

spearhead of the German break-through across the Meuse He 

narrowly escaped capture when the British counter-attacked at Arras 

on May 2. .940. Thereafter he led his division through La Bassec 

towards Lille. If this thrust had had a little more success, or perhaps 

not been restrained by orders from the High Command, it might have 

cut olt a large part of the British Army, including the 3rd Division 

commanded by General Montgomery. His was the spearhead which 

crossed the Somme and advanced on the Seine in the direction of 

Rouen, rolling up the French left wing and capturing numerous 

French and British forces around St. Valery. His division was the 

first to reach the Channel, and entered Cherbourg just after our final 

evacuation, where Rommel took the surrender of the port and 30 000 
rrench prisoners. J ’ 

These many sendees and distinctions led to his appointment carlv 

in 1941 to command the German troops sent to Libya. On February , \ 

he arrived w„hh,s personal staff at Tripoli ,0 campaign with the ally 

against whom he had formerly won distinction. At that time Italian 

hopes were limited to holding Tripoli,ania, and Rommel ,00k chat" 

of the growing German contingent under Italian command. He strove 

immediately to enforce an offensive campaign When earlv i„ 

the Italian Commander-in-Chief tried to peLade him that the Ger 

man Afrika Korps should not advance without his permission Rommel 
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protested that “as a German general he had to issue orders in accord¬ 

ance with what the situation demanded”. Any reservations because of 

the supply problem were, he declared, “unfounded”. He demanded 

and obtained complete freedom of action. 

Throughout the African campaign Rommel proved himself a 

master in handling mobile formations, especially in regrouping rapidly 

after an operation and following up success. He was a splendid mili¬ 

tary gambler, dominating the problems of supply and scornful of 

opposition. At first the German High Command, having let him loose, 

were astonished by his successes, and were inclined to hold him back. 

His ardour and daring inflicted grievous disasters upon us, but he 

deserves the salute which I made him—and not without some re¬ 

proaches from the public—in the House of Commons in January 1942, 

when I said of him, “We have a very daring and skilful opponent 

against us, and, may I say across the havoc of war, a great general.” 

He also deserves our respect because, although a loyal German soldier, 

he came to hate Hitler and all his works, and took part in the con¬ 

spiracy of 1944 to rescue Germany by displacing the maniac and 

tyrant. For this he paid the forfeit of his life. In the sombre wars of 

modern democracy chivalry finds no place. Dull butcheries on a 

gigantic scale and mass effects overwhelm all detached sentiment. 

Still, I do not regret or retract the tribute I paid to Rommel, un¬ 

fashionable though it was judged. 

In London we accepted Wavcll’s telegram of March a as he basis of 

our action. The Agheila defile was the kernel of the s'tuation lf the 

enemy broke through to Agcdabia, Benghazi and everythingwest o 

Tobruk were imperilled. They could choose between akmg the good 

coast road to Benghazi and beyond or usmg the tracksi lead‘n8 8h 

to Mcchili and Tobruk, which cut off the bulge of desert, two huncire 

“£ long by a hundred miles broad. Taking this 
Fehruarv we had nipped and captured many thousands of Itahans 

prise to us if Rommel also took the* “P ^ila the enemy 

f,™ KX .t."gh Xpon "bJW™ no. being judged «*■>“. 

they were not adequately defended. ground, but of 
All this depended upon a knowledge not only oHhe^ sQ 

the conditions of desert warfare. P • facts were not 
easy and complete our victories, that these strategic 
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effectively grasped at this stage. However, a superiority in armour and 

in quality rather than numbers, and a reasonable parity in the air, 

would have enabled the better and more lively force to win in a rough- 

and-tumble in the desert, even if the gateway had been lost. None of 

these conditions were established by the arrangements which were 

made. We were inferior in the air; and our armour, for reasons which 

will be explained later, was utterly inadequate, as was also the training 

and equipment of the troops west of Tobruk. 

On March 17 Generals Wavell and Dill visited Cyrcnaica and made 

a personal inspection. They motored through Antclat to Agheila, and 

Dill was immediately struck by the difficulty of defending the large 

stretches of desert between Agheila and Benghazi. In a telegram on 

March 18 from Cairo to his deputy at home he said that the outstanding 

fact was that between the salt-pans east of Agheila and Benghazi the 

desert was so open and so suitable for armoured vehicles that, other 

things being equal, the stronger fleet would win. There were no in¬ 

fantry positions on which to fight. Of course the maintenance problem 

over these vast distances of desert remained, and entirely favoured 

defence. Wavell, he said, had this difficult defence problem well in 

hand. 

In a conversation with the Australian Staff of General Morshcad, 

whom he met on the way, the C.I.G.S. is said to have expressed the 

opinion that the force looked like getting “a bloody nose” in the near 

future, adding, "This will not be the only place either.” • This latter 

opinion was not in harmony with any statement he made to us. 

• • • • • 
There had been during March increasing evidence of the arrival of 

German troops from Tripoli towards Agheila, and on March 20 

Wavell reported that an attack on a limited scale seemed to be in 

preparation and that the situation on the Cyrenaica frontier was 

causing him some anxiety. If our advanced troops were driven from 

their present positions there would be no good blocking points south of 

Benghazi, as the country was dead level plain. Administrative prob¬ 

lems should however preclude anything but a limited advance by the 
enemy. J 

I telegraphed: 

Prime Minister to General Wavell Mar ^ 

,, We,arue natural|y concerned at rapid German advance to Agheila It is 
their habit to push on whenever they are not resisted. I presume you are 
only waiting for the tortoise to stick his head out far eno^h before 
chopping it off. It seems extremely important to give them an early ,aste 

•Major-General R. J. Collins, Lord Wavell, p. 35s. 
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of our quality. What is the state and location of 7th Armoured Division? 
Pray give me your appreciation. I cordially approve your request to 
General Smuts for a brigade of 1st South African Division. Everything 
must be done to accelerate movement of 2nd South African Division. 
50th British Division started 22nd. . . . 

Wavell replied to this at once as follows: 

27 Mar. 41 

No evidence yet that there are many Germans at Agheila; probably 
mainly Italian, with small stiffening of Germans. 

2. I have to admit to having taken considerable risk in Cyrenaica after 
capture of Benghazi in order to provide maximum support for Greece. 
My estimate at that time was that Italians in Tripolitania could be dis¬ 
regarded and that Germans were unlikely to accept the risk of sending 
large bodies of armoured troops to Africa in view of the inefficiency of 
the Italian Navy. I therefore made arrangements to leave only small 
armoured force and one partly trained Australian division in Cyrenaica. 

3. After we had accepted Greek liability evidence began to accumulate 
of German reinforcements to Tripoli, which were coupled with attacks 
on Malta which prevented bombing of Tripoli from there, on which I 
had counted. German air attacks on Benghazi, which prevented supply 
ships using harbour, also increased our difficulties. 

4. Result is I am weak in Cyrenaica at present and no reinforcements 
of armoured troops, which are chief requirement, are at present avail¬ 
able. I have one brigade of 2nd Armoured Division in Cyrenaica, one in 
Greece. 7th Armoured Division is returning [to Cairo], and as no reserve 
tanks were available is dependent on repair, which takes time. Next 
month or two will be anxious, but enemy has extremely difficult problem 
and am sure his numbers have been much exaggerated. I cannot how¬ 
ever at present afford to use my small armoured force as boldly as 1 

Steps to reinforce Cyrenaica are in hand.... My own chief difficulty is 

transport. 

He added what may well remind us of his many cares: 

Have just come back from Keren front. Capture was fine achieve 
ment by Indian divisions, and their tails are high>u«N^ 
casualties, l’latt will push on towards Asmara as <l“'cklyas he can ana 
have authorised Cunningham to continue towards Addis Ababa trom 

Harrar, which surrendered yesterday. 

• • • • • 
Rommel's attack upon Agheila began on March 31. General Neame 

had been ordered, if pressed, to fight a delaying *«jon back to near 

Benghazi, and to cover that port as long as possible. He was given pe 

mission to evacuate it if necessary after making demolmons^ Uur 

armoured division at Agheila, which had in fact o«U, 
brigade, and its Support Group, therefore w.thdrcw slowly dur g 

next two days. In the air the enemy proved greatly superior. 1. 

Italian Air Force still counted for little, but ther« wel.e “ °"^b 0n 
German fighters and a hundred bombers and dive-bombers. 
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April 2 General Wavell reported that the forward troops in Cyrenaica 

were being attacked by a German colonial armoured division. “Some 

forward posts were overrun yesterday and losses occurred. Losses not 

serious at present, but the mechanical condition of the armoured 

brigade is causing Neame much concern, and there seem to be many 

breakdowns. As I can produce no more armoured units for at least 

three or four weeks, I have warned him to keep three brigades in 

being, even if it involves considerable withdrawal, possibly even from 
Benghazi.” 

I was still under the impression, derived from Wavell’s previous 

estimates, of the enemy’s limited potential strength. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 2 Apr 4, 

It seems most desirable to chop the German advance against Cvrc- 
naica. Any rebuff to the Germans would have far-reaching prestige 
effects. It would be all right to give up ground for the purposes of 
manoeuvre, but any serious withdrawal from Benghazi would appear 
most melancholy. I cannot understand how the enemy can have de- 
velopcd any considerable force a. the end of this Ion,;, waterless coast 
road, and I cannot feej that there is at this moment a persistent weight 
behind h,s attack in Cyrenaica. If this blob which has come forward 
against you could be cut off you might have a prolonged easement Of 

th,^(f ’'!'fCy SU“Ccd !n wandering onwards they will gradually destroy 

tCSSSSXSfJSBST «“1—“»” <*■•* 

On April 2 the Support Group of our 2nd Armoured Division was 

driven out of Agedabia by fifty enemy tanks, and retreated to the 

Antelat area, thirty-five miles to the north-cast. The division was 

ordered to withdraw to the neighbourhood of Benghazi. Our armoured 

forces under the German attack became disorganised, and there were 

serious losses The message ended. "Orders have been give,, for demo- 

'enormd ! )Vave11 fleW ,0 thc fr°"> the3rd, and 
reported on h.s return that a large part of the armoured brigade had 

l°VerrUn a"d "bed by superior German armour. This 
would uncover the left flank of the 9th Australian Division east and 

north-east of Benghazi. "Their u-i.hdrau.-al may be necessary" In 

tSn"Ce ,'''e|,Cnemy $ StrCngth in Libya he said 'he 7th Aus- 

siissya.- ™ 
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The evacuation of Benghazi was ordered. The Support Group 

was sent northwards to cover the withdrawal of the 9th Australian 

Division, which began early on April 4. At the same time the 3rd 

Armoured Brigade were to move on Mechili to block any attempt on 

the part of the enemy to interfere with the withdrawal. To reinforce 

them there two regiments of the Indian Motorised Cavalry Brigade 

were ordered up from Tobruk. 

• • • • • 
I was disturbed by this new and unexpected situation, and cabled 

ihe same day to Mr. Eden, who was still in Athens. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden 3 Apr. 41 
Evacuation Benghazi serious, as Germans, once established in aero- 

dromes thereabouts, will probably deny us use of Tobruk. Find out 
what is strategic and tactical plan to chop the enemy. Let me know to 
what point retirement is ordered. How does 9th Australian Division get 
back, and how far? Remember that in his telegram of March 2 Wavell 
cave many cogent arguments for believing his western flank secure. 

2. Far more important than the loss of ground is the idea that we 
cannot face the Germans and that their appearance is enough to drive us 
back many scores of miles. This ^y react most evilly throughout 
Balkans and Turkey. Pray go back to Cairo and go into all this. Sooner 
or later we shall have to fight the Huns. By all means make he best plan 
of manoeuvre, but anyhow fight. Can nothing be done to cut the coastal 
road by a sea-borne descent behind them, even if .t means puttmg off 

Rhodes ? 

Mr. Eden replied from Cairo: 
5 Apr. 41 

Dill and I arrived safely this evening, and havehad fulldiscussion w.th 
Wavell and Tedder in Longmore s absence '"‘he Soudan 

The general conclusion to which we have all come is that »he Italian^ 

expected, and he is following up his initial success- 

had represented to the Commander-in-Chief that middic of 

he did not actually take over command ^ain with his expCrt 
the battle, but that he should be ^nd^o help h ^ ^ ^ 

local knowledge. Wavell agreed. retr8eat from Benghazi was in 
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along the coastal road, and in order to avoid the traffic General Ncame 

took General O’Connor in his car, and without escort of any kind 

motored along a by-road. In the darkness they were suddenly stopped, 

and the pistols of a German patrol presented through the car windows 

left them no choice but personal surrender. The loss of these two 

gallant Lieutenant-Generals, Neame a V.C., and O’Connor on the 

whole our most experienced and successful Desert commander, was 

grievous. 

In the afternoon of April 6, at a conference in Cairo at which 

Wavell, Eden, Dill, Longmorc, and Cunningham were present, the 

question of where to make a stand was discussed. Wavell decided to 

hold Tobruk if possible, and with his usual personal mobility flew 

thither on the morning of the 8th with the Australian General Lavcrack, 

whom he placed in temporary command. Eden and Dill started on 

their homeward journey, and the War Cabinet anxiously awaited their 

return with all the knowledge they had gathered in Athens and Cairo. 

Wavell reported that the withdrawal of the 9th Australian Division 

seemed to be proceeding without interference, though two thousand 

four hundred Italian prisoners had to be left at Barce. But later the 

same day he telegraphed that the position in the Western Desert had 

greatly deteriorated. The enemy had moved on Mechili by the desert 

route, and there were further vehicle losses in the 2nd Armoured 

Division by mechanical breakdowns and air bombing. The 3rd 

Armoured Brigade had little or no fighting value. 

Meanwhile I sent the following message to General Wavell: 

rf.fipnr SU,rcly,bf ablc *° ho,d Tobruk, with its permanent Iwlian 
defences at least until or unless the enemy brings up strong artillery 
forces. It seems difhcult to believe that he can do this for some weeks. 
He would run great risk in masking Tobruk and advancing upon Egypt 
observing that we can reinforce from the sea and would menace his 

H°Trr,"f,Su TobrUr ,hcrcfore secms *° be a place to be held to the 
intentions!°Ut h°Ught °f re,,rement- I should be glad to hear of your 

Wavell flew to Tobruk on April 8 and gave orders for the defence of 

nH rrCSS' , f°r Cair° 35 ni8bt Ml- The engine failed 
3nd hey made a forced landing in the dark. The aircraft was smashed 

and they stepped out on to the open desert, they knew not where. The 

Commander-in-Chief decided to burn his secret papers. After a lone 

wait the lights of a vehicle were seen. Fortunately it proved to be f 

Staffin'5 rr° ’ " h° app.r0ach^d ln menacing fashion. Fo^ six hours the 

appearance *“* ' 001 With°Ut reason’ at WaveU’s dis- 
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On his return to Cairo the Commander-in-Chief replied. After 

giving a detailed statement of the troop positions, he said: “Although 

first enemy effort seems to have exhausted itself, I do not feel we shall 

have long respite and am still very anxious. Tobruk is not good de¬ 

fensive position; long line of communication behind is hardly protected 

at all and is unorganised.” 

As the last sentence of this message seemed to leave the question of 

Tobruk in doubt, I drafted the following message in conclave with the 

Chiefs of Staff: 

Prime Minister and Chiefs of Staff to General IVavell 10 Apr. 41 

We await your full appreciation. Meanwhile you should know how 
the problem looks to us. From here it seems unthinkable that the fortress 
of Tobruk should be abandoned without offering the most prolonged 
resistance. We have a secure sea-line of communications. The enemy s 
line is long and should be vulnerable provided he is not given time to 
organise at leisure. So long as Tobruk is held and its garrison includes 
even a few armoured vehicles which can lick out at his communications, 
nothing but a raid dare go past Tobruk. If you leave Tobmfc: andI go 
260 miles back to Mersa Matruh may you not find yourself faced with 
something like the same problem? We are convinced you should fight it 

out at Tobruk. 

But before the meeting broke up we learned of Wavell’s final de- 

cision to hold Tobruk. “I propose," he said, "to hold Tobruk, to place 

a force in Bardia-Sollum area with as much mobility as possible to pro¬ 

tect communications and act against flank or rear of enemy attacking 

Tobruk, and to build up old plan of defence m Mersa M*t™h »«»j 

Distribution of force so as to gain time without risking defeat in deta.l 

will be difficult calculation. My resources are very hm.ted especially 

of mobile and armoured troops and of anti-tank and ant.-a.rcratt 

weapons. It will be a race against time.’ 

Our message was therefore not sent. Instead: 

Prime Minister to General IVavell Tnhruk and'wiUdo 111 
We all cordially endorse your decision to hold Tobru , 

in our power to bring you aid. # 

The retreat to Tobruk •« 
road. But inland only the hcadquarttn of the an ^ ^ ^ ^ 

arrived at Mechili, on April 7, Z Quarters and the two Indian 
ordinate formations. On April 6 this headq! d Attacks were re¬ 

motorised regiments found themselves su Rommel, were 

pulsed, and two ultimatums to surrendr one= sign ^ # hun_ 

rejected. A number of men fought to I ^ fo°ced back ,nto 

dred German prisoners, but the great m j y Armoured 

the camp, and there surrendered. The missing 3 
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Brigade, now reduced to a dozen tanks, moved on Dcrna, reputedly 

because of shortage of petrol, and near that place was ambushed and 

destroyed on the night of April 6. Throughout the operations 

the German Air Force had had complete air superiority. This 

contributed in no small degree to the enemy success. On the 

night of the 8th the Australians reached Tobruk, which had by then 

been reinforced by sea with a brigade of the 7th Australian Division 

from Egypt. The enemy, whose forward troops included parts of the 

5th (Light) Panzer Division, one Italian armoured and one infantry 

division, took Bardia on April 12, but made no effort to penetrate the 

frontier defences of Egypt. 

The enemy pushed on very quickly round Tobruk and towards 

Bardia and Solium, with heavy armoured cars and motorised infantry. 

Other troops attacked the Tobruk defences. The garrison, consisting 

of the 9th Australian Division, one brigade group of the 7th Aus¬ 

tralian Division, and a small armoured force, beat off two attacks, 

destroying a number of enemy tanks. In view of the changed situation 

and loss of the generals, Wavcll had to reorganise the system of com¬ 

mand as follows: Tobruk fortress, General Morshead; Western 

Desert, General Beresford-Peirse; troops in Egypt, General Marshall- 

Cornwall; Palestine, General Godwin-Austcn. 

"If I 8et time,” said the Commandcr-in-Chicf, “to put the above 

organisation into effect we shall be back to something resembling 

situation of last autumn, with additional excrescence of Tobruk. But 

we shall be much harder pressed on ground, and shall not escape with 

ineffective air attack that Italians made last year. I can sec no hope of 

being able to relieve Tobruk for at least several months_The pos¬ 

sible attitude of Egypt is obviously going to be matter of great anxiety. 

The next few months will be very difficult, quite apart from what 
happens in Greece.” 

Former Naval Person to President Roosei'elt ,3 Apr. 41 

We are of course going all out to fight for the Nile Valley. No other 
conclus.on is physically possible. We have half a null,on men there or on 
the \\ay and mountains of stores. All questions of cutting the loss are 

ruled out. Tobruk must be held not as a defensive position, but as an 

rabn br!dSchcad °n the flank of any serious by-pass advance on 
Egypt. Our Air and Navy must cut or impede enemy communications 
cross Central Mediterranean. Matter has to be fought out, and must in 

,akc s.omc time- Enemy's difficulties in land co^imunkation 

Fvtn8?fTheS l°ug^mUu make at,ack in heav>‘ force a matter of months’ 
Even if Tobruk had to be evacuated from the sea, which we command 

feefthat thSi'simw"8 fi?htmg po.slt,ons already organised. I personal^ 
FdLth *i,,hi! '"O'1 ls n?' only manageable, but hopeful PDill anH 
Lden, who have just come back, concur. F 11 an<1 
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Good news now arrived from Tobruk, where the audacious and 

persistent enemy met their first definite rebuff. 

General Wavell to War Office 14 Apr. 41 

Libya. Between 200 and 300 German p.o.w. captured at Tobruk 
morning April 14 stated they were badly shaken by our artillery fire and 
were very short of food and water. These troops wept when their attack 
was driven off, and their morale is definitely low. 

Perhaps it was because their morale and expectations had been so 

high that they wept! 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 14 Apr. 41 

Convey heartiest congratulations from War Cabinet to all engaged in 
most successful fight. Bravo, Tobruk! We feel it vital that Tobruk 
should be regarded as sally-port and not, please, as an “excrescence . 
Can you not find good troops who are without transport to help hold 
perimeter, thus freeing at least one, if not two, Australian brigade groups 
to act as General Fortress Reserve and potential striking force ? 

• • • • • 
After considering the whole situation at this moment when a tem¬ 

porary stabilisation on the Egyptian frontier and at Tobruk seemed to 

have been achieved, I issued the following to the Chiefs of Staff: 

DIRECTIVE BY THE PRIME MINISTER AND 
MINISTER OF DEFENCE 

The War in the Mediterranean 
April 14. 1941 

If the Germans can continue to nourish their invasion of Cyrenaica 
and E-vot through the port of Tripoli and along the coastal fold they 
can certainly bring superior armoured forces to bear upon us, with conse 

is no reason why they should not 
2. It becomes the prime duty of the British M^teiran ^ 

under Admiral Cunningham to stop * “fAided s^far as possible by 
and Africa by the fullest use of surface craft aided a P 
aircraft and submarines For this a|1-.mportantobJect,ve ^ The 
battleships, cruisers, and destroyers rnust f necessi D bombard- 
harbour at Tripoli must be rendered unusableby^ ^ ^ 

ment, and/or by blocking and mini ig, Enemy convoys passing 
does not impede the blocking or bo^rdments. Enemy > ^ sub. 

to and from .Africa must be attackedb> our cruiser;. Force. Every 

marines, aided by the , ^rious naval failure, 
convoy which gets through must be■ considcre ^ ■ lhis traffic. 

Th3C Admfrafcunnin^arn s^fleet 

SS^pecial.y suitable for resisting attacks 
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from the German dive-bombers, of which undue fears must not be enter¬ 
tained. Other reinforcements of cruisers, minelayers, and destroyers 
must be sent from the west as opportunity serves. The use of the Cen¬ 
turion as a blockship should be studied, but the effectual blocking of 
Tripoli harbour would be well worth a battleship upon the active list. 

4. When Admiral Cunningham’s fleet has been reinforced he should 
be able to form two bombarding squadrons, which may in turn at inter¬ 
vals bombard the port of Tripoli, especially when shipping or convoys 
are known to be in the harbour. 

5. In order to control the sea communications across the Mediter¬ 
ranean sufficient suitable naval forces must be based on Malta, and pro¬ 
tection must be afforded to these naval forces by the Air Force at Malta, 
which must be kept at the highest strength in fighters of the latest and 
best quality that the Malta aerodromes can contain. The duty of afford¬ 
ing fighter protection to the naval forces holding Malta should have 
priority over the use of the aerodromes by bombers engaged in attacking 
Tripoli. 

6. Every endeavour should be made to defend Malta harbour by the 
U.P. weapon [rockets] in its various developments, especially by the 
F.A.M. [fast aerial mine], fired by the improved naval method. 

7. Next in importance after the port at Tripoli comes the 400-milc 
coastal road between Tripoli and Aghcila. This road should be sub¬ 
jected to continuous harassing attacks by forces landed from the Glen 
ships in the special landing-craft. The Commandos and other forces 
gathered in Egypt should be freely used for this purpose. The seizure of 
particular points from the sea should be studied, and the best ones 
chosen for prompt action. Here again losses must be faced, but small 
forces may be used in this harassing warfare, being withdrawn, if pos¬ 
sible, after a while. If even a few light or medium tanks could be landed 
these could rip along the road, destroying very quickly convoys far ex¬ 
ceeding their own value. Every feasible method of harassing constantly 

facedSCCt,°n °f tHC r°Ute 'S t0 bC attemPled' the necessary losses being 

8. In all the above paragraphs the urgency is extreme, because the 
u- Brow continually stronger in the air than he is now, especially 

fnnr lh.I^"aC4k,0n Cf^ce a.nd Yugoslavia be successful, as may be 
apprehended. Admiral Cunningham should not therefore await the 

brerwhh°hdd"orSt 3ftfS35.n0r Sh°Uld ,hC U$e °f 'he G,Cn Shi[>S 

strencth^Bu^fhoMinoi* l£a'T?bruk is *° defended with all possible 
strength. But [holding] 1 obruk must not be regarded as a defensive 
operation, but rather as an invaluable bridgehead or sally-port on the 
communications of the enemy. It should be reinforced as may be neces- 

32,r“"p“ *"* '"<* «* Suita, foraJfor 

ofb™8 h"””d -* >««-• 5 
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attacked on every occasion, and our own patrols should be used with 

audacity. Small British parties in armoured cars, or mounted on motor¬ 
cycles, or, if occasion offers, infantry, should not hesitate to attack indi¬ 
vidual tanks with bombs and bombards, as is planned for the- defence of 
Britain. It is important to engage the enemy even in small affairs in 
order to make him fire off his gun ammunition, of which the supply must 

be verv difficult. ^ , , 
11. The use of the Royal Air Force against the enemy s communi¬ 

cations, or concentrations of fighting vehicles, is sufficiently obvious not 

to require mention. 

All this was easier to say than do. 

I kept the President fully informed. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt ,6 Apr. 41 

I cannot tell what will happen in Greece, and we have never under¬ 
rated the enormous power of the German military machine on 

mai'am^personaHy^ot unduly anxious about the Libyan-Egyptian posi¬ 
tion \^?sthriate Germans have one colonial a.rmou^w«on and 

iiitiSilti 
^nudacToi^rnTa^nsTe 

Middle East, where we have nearly half a m.llwnmen.ot ^ ^ #|| Qut_ 

as an invaluable brlbg*bead and ire’growing stronger constantly. The 
matched at present in the air, ind are g me bcjng strong|y rein¬ 

forced,*wil|ebe0usecfto cut the sea andQ^^^'^JJ^^Ie^elleveThc'Gcr- 

manTa? *now'aending^or trying to**end, a thud armoured division from 

SiCT& repulse of the 
to me important, as thlsi ^ with aircraft, out of all proportion 
prisoners, killed and tanks, toge*h,er ”1"'tgd dcfeat, and they are work- 
to our losses, is the first time they have tasted a (Q ,urn off the tap 
ing on very small margins. Meanwhile our ettoi M djterranean. Four 

have met with a noteworthy suc“Js‘n« oFthis morning, .6th, caught a 
destroyers from Malta in the earlybouJ?Dfloaded with ammunition and 

~g £rte« ssp x 
S* WeV«ns tteeping'tlw ^rength^of’our forces secret for the present. 

The beating in of our Desert Flank whUe we I «as 

G reek adventure was however a disaster of the 
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for some time completely mystified about its cause, and as soon as 

there was a momentary lull I felt bound to ask General Wavell for 

some explanation of what had happened. It was not till April 24 that I 
burdened him with this request. 

StiU aw.ait news of the actions at Agheila and Mechili which re- 
suited in the loss of the 3rd Armoured Brigade and the best part of a 
motorised cavalry brigade. Evidently there was a severe defeat, and it is 
essential to our comprehension of your difficulties, as well as of our own, 
that we should know broadly what happened, and why. Were the troops 
outnumbered, outmanceuvred, or outfought, or was there some mistake, 
as is alleged, about premature destruction of petrol store? Surely the 
reports of the survivors should have made it possible to give us a coherent 
story of this key action. I cannot help you if you do not tell me. . . . 

Wavell replied on the 25th. He pointed out that as practically all 

the senior officers concerned were missing and could give no account 

of their actions or motives care must be taken not to prejudice them 

unfairly. Characteristically he took the responsibility upon himself. 

His summary followed the same day. In this he said that he had been 

aware that the headquarters of the 2nd Armoured Division and 3rd 

Armoured Brigade would take some time to become skilful in desert 

conditions and desert warfare. He had hoped that they would have a 

period of minor skirmishing on the frontier for at least a month or so 

before a serious attack developed, and that this would give them time 

to adapt themselves. Actually the attack took place before they had 

settled down, and was launched at least a fortnight before his staff had 

calculated on a time and space basis that it was possible, but in 

approximately the strength he had anticipated. He had expected a 

limited advance to Agcdabia, and captured documents and prisoners’ 

statements had since confirmed that this was the enemy’s intention. 

The subsequent exploitation by the enemy of his initial success, 

which, it is now known, came as a complete surprise to him,* was made 

possible only through the early and unfortunate disappearance of the 

3rd Armoured Brigade as a fighting force. There was complete evi¬ 

dence to prove that the enemy’s advance from Agedabia was hastily 

improvised in eight small columns consisting of both German and 

Italian units, several of which outran their own maintenance and had 

to be supplied by aircraft. 
Our 3rd Armoured Brigade was an improvised organisation con¬ 

taining one regiment of cruiser tanks in poor mechanical condition, one 

regiment of light tanks, and one regiment armed with captured Italian 

medium tanks. In view of the state of the armoured fighting vehicles 

•That Rommel’s early attack, with its fruitful consequences w^s as great a 

surprise to his own superiors as to us is explained by Desmond \oung in his 

book Rommel. 
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at the end of the Cyrenaican campaign, it was the best he could produce 

if any armoured force was to accompany the troops to Greece. If it had 

been at full strength and had had more time to settle down as a fighting 

formation it should have been capable of dealing with the opposition 

expected. 

I did not become aware till just before the German attack of the bad 
mechanical state of the cruiser regiment, on which we chiefly relied. A 
proportion of these tanks broke down before reaching the front, and 
many others became casualties from mechanical defects during the early 
fighting. The same seems to have occurred with the other cruiser regi¬ 
ment of the 2nd Armoured Division, which went to Greece. Our light 
tank was powerless against German tanks, which were all armed with 
guns. Regiment armed with [captured] Italian tanks had not had time to 
get accustomed to them. 

Instructions to Armoured Division were to withdraw gradually if 
attacked by superior strength, so as to maintain force in being until 
difficulties of supply weakened enemy and gave opportunity for counter- 
stroke. These were my instructions. 

As matters turned out this was mistaken policy. Immediate counter- 
stroke would at least have inflicted serious losses on enemy and delayed 
him considerably. It might have stopped him altogether. As it was, "3rd 
Armoured brigade practically melted away from mechanical and ad- 
ministrative breakdowns during the retreat, without much fighting, 
while the unpractised headquarters of the 2nd Armoured Division seems 
to have 'ost control. This was partly due to inexperience of signal 
pcrsoni’.l. . . . 

When I visited the front after the first day’s action I felt need of a 
commander experienced in desert warfare, and telegraphed for O’Connor 

wiffi^wnid KSS,St *ot,h thcsc Scnerals wcre captured during the 
Derna by P3tr° fr°m thc cncmy column which penetrated to 

• ,Snk 9ut,i,nc of disastrous episode, for which main responsibility 
is mine. Obviously mistakes were made in the handling of the head¬ 
quarters 2nd Armoured Division and 3rd Armoured brigade during the 
withdraw al, but I hope that judgment on this will be reserved until those 

H.58fctmg spirn °f ,ro°Ps,cv,;n in retreat and disorganisation seems to 

ndned acrion.*"6 *"*' ^ man* of cool and d™ ° 

I replied: 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 2g A 

sm * -ft 5 



Chapter XII 

THE GREEK CAMPAIGN 

Naval Victory off Mat apart, March 28—Our Expedition to Greece—Disappoint¬ 
ing News from General Papagos—The R.A.F. Outnumbered—The Germans At¬ 
tack—Shattering Blow at the Piraus, April 6— Yugoslavia Overrun—And Capi¬ 
tulates—Danger to Our Left Flank—General Papagos Suggests Evacuation— 
Retreat to Therrnopylce—My Telegram to Wavcli of April 17—Suicide of the 
Greek Prime Minister—My Directive of April iS—The Enemy Kept at Bay- 
IIope of a Stand at Thermopyla—Decision to Evacuate, April 21—Final Greek 
Surrender April 24—Namsos Over Again—Disaster at Nauplion—Achievement 
of the Royal Navy—Four-fifths of Our Forces Rescued—Greek Martial n°nour 
Undimmed—The President's Generous Appreciation—My Reply to Him of May 
4—My Broadcast, May 3. 

TOWARDS the end of March it was evident that a major move¬ 

ment of the Italian Fleet, probably towards the A-gcan, was 

impending. Admiral Cunningham decided temporarily to move our 

convoys out of the way, and himself left Alexandria after dark on 

March 27 in the Warspite, with the Valiant and Barham, the carrier 

Formidable, and nine destroyers. Light forces, 1:0™Pn!*‘S °“r 

cruisers and four destroyers, under Vice-Admiral Pridham-Wippe , 

then at Crete, were ordered to join the Commander-in-Chief next c ay 

south of the island. At dawn on the 28th an aircraft from the for¬ 

midable reported four enemy cruisers and six destroyers on a sou 1- 

easterly course. At 7 AS these same ships were in s.ghit from the 

cruiser flagship, Orion. The Italian fore included 

cruisers, whereas all the British were 6-.nch-gun 
an hour’s inconclusive action the enemy retired, and the Bnt.sh 

cruisers turned to pursuit. Two hours later the Oncn s.ghted an 

enemy battleship-the Vittorio Veneto-which opened firc on "" f 

range of sixteen miles. Once more the roles changed, a 
and8hcr cruisers retired towards the British battle fleet the" pp 

ing at full speed and about seventy miles away. An air str k _g 

launched by the Formidable now armed on the .scene and*acke 

Italian battleship, which at once withdrew tothenorth west ^ ^ 

Meanwhile our a.r patrols s.ghtedanother miles 

cruisers and five destroyers to the northwardabou h 
from the advancing British fleet After further a^atucks ^ 

Formidable, and also from shore as makc more 
clear that the Vittorio Veneto ^ damaged and cou>d n ^ ^ 

than fifteen knots. In the even.ng a th.rd air 
I78 
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midable found all the enemy ships protecting the injured battleship with 

their A.A. batteries. Our planes did not seek to penetrate the barrage, 

but hit the heavy cruiser Pola, which was seen to haul out of line and 

stop. As darkness fell Admiral Cunningham decided to make a de¬ 

stroyer attack, and also to accept the uncertainties of a night action 

with his battle fleet, in the hope of destroying the crippled battleship 

and cruiser before they could gain the cover of their own shore-based 

aircraft. On the way in the darkness he surprised two Italian cruisers, 

the 8-inch-gun Finnic and Zara, which were going to the Pola's aid. 

At close range the Finnic was immediately overwhelmed and sunk by 

15-inch broadsides from the Warspitc and Valiant. The Zara, 

engaged by all three battleships, was soon reduced to a blazing wreck. 

Admiral Cunningham then withdrew the fleet to avoid mistaking 

friends for foes, and left his destroyers to deal with the damaged ship 

and with the two destroyers which had been with her. They also 

found and sank the crippled Pola. In this fortunate night encounter, 

with all its chances, the British fleet suffered no loss of any kind. In 

the morning, as our aircraft could not find the Vittorio Vcnclo, our 

fleet returned to Alexandria. This timely and welcome victory off 

Cape Matapan disposed of all challenge to British naval mastery in the 

Eastern Mediterranean at this critical time. 

1 he expedition to Greece, in its order of embarkation, comprised 

the British ist Armoured Brigade, the New Zealand Division, and the 

6th Australian Division. These were all fully equipped at the expense 

of other formations in the Middle East. They were to be followed by 

the Polish Brigade and the 7th Australian Division. The movement 

began on March 5. The plan was to hold the Aliakhmon line, which 

ran from the mouth of the river of that name through Vcria and 

Edhessa to the Jugoslav frontier. Our forces were to join the Greek 

forces deployed on this front, namely the 12th and 20th Greek Di¬ 

visions, each of six battalions and three or four batteries, the 19th 

(Motor) Division, weak in numbers and training, and about six 

battalions from Thrace. This army, nominally the equivalent of seven 

divisions, was to come under the command of General Wilson. 

The Greek troops were far less than the five good divisions General 

Papagos had originally promised.^ The great majority of the Greek 

Army, about fifteen divisions, was in Albania, facing Berat and Valona 

Much they had not been able to capture. They repulsed an Italian 

offensive launched on March 9. The rest of the Greek Army, three 

AlShm^ite SinCC Cl3imCd th3t h'S first to the holding of the 
Govtmm, n nf v” ?n a clarification of the situation with he 
Government of Jugoslavia, which never was reached. 
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divisions and frontier defence troops, was in Macedonia, whence 

Papagos declined to withdraw them, and where, after four days’ 

fighting, when the Germans attacked, they ceased to be a military 

force. The 19th Greek (Motorised) Division, which joined them, was 

also destroyed or dispersed. 

Our air force in Greece in March numbered only seven squadrons 

(eighty operational aircraft), and was badly handicapped by the 

scarcity of landing-grounds, and inadequate signal communications. 

Although some small reinforcements were sent in April, the R.A.F. 

were overwhelmingly outnumbered by the enemy. Two of our 

squadrons fought on the Albanian front. The remaining five, sup¬ 

ported by two Wellington squadrons from Egypt for night operations, 

had to meet all other needs. They were matched against a German air 

strength of over eight hundred operational aircraft. 

The attack on Southern Yugoslavia and Greece was entrusted to the 

German Twelfth Army, of fifteen divisions, of which four were 

armoured. Of these, five divisions, including three armoured, took 

part in the southward drive towards Athens. The weakness of the 

Aliakhmon position lay on its left flank, which could be turned by a 

German advance through Southern Yugoslavia. There had been little 

contact with the Yugoslav General Staff, whose plan of defence and 

degree of preparedness were not known to the Greeks or ourselves. It 

hoped however that in the difficult country which the enemy would was 
have to cross the Yugoslavs would at least be able to impose con¬ 

siderable delay on them. This hope was to prove ill-founded. General 

Papagos did not consider that withdrawal from Albania to meet such 

a turning movement was a feasible operation. Not only would it 

severely affect morale, but the Greek Army was so ill-equipped with 

transport and communications were so bad that a general withdraw 

in the face of the enemy was impossible. He had certainly le e 

decision till too late. It was in these circumstances; that our . 

Armoured Brigade reached the forward area on March 27, where 

joined a few days later by the New Zealand Division. was 

In the early morning of April 6 German armies invaded both Greece 

and Yugoslavia. Intensive air attacks were a, the 
on the Piraeus, where our expeditionary convoy, we^ha^ng. 

That night the port was almost completely wrecked by the Dio g P 

of the British ship C/a* FraSer alongside the quay - h aoo^ons of 

T.N.T. on board. Here was a rmsfortune wh^ch rnad ^ 

divert supplies to other and minor ports. This attack 

the Greeks eleven ships, aggregating 43,000 tons. 
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Henceforward the maintenance of the Allied armies by sea con¬ 

tinued against an increasing scale of air attack, to which no effective 

counter could be made. The key to the problem at sea was to over¬ 

come the enemy’s air bases in Rhodes, but no adequate forces were 

available for such a task, and meanwhile heavy shipping losses were 

certain. It was fortunate that the recent Battle of Matapan had, as 

Admiral Cunningham stated in his dispatch, taught the Italian Fleet a 

lesson which kept them out of action for the rest of the year. Their 

active intervention during this period would have made the Navy's 

task in Greece impossible. 

Simultaneously with the ferocious bombardment of Belgrade the 

converging German armies already poised on the frontiers invaded 

Yugoslavia from several directions. The Yugoslav General Staff did 

not attempt to strike their one deadly blow at the Italian rear. They 

conceived themselves bound not to abandon Croatia and Slovenia, and 

were therefore forced to attempt the defence of the whole frontier line. 

The four Yugoslav Army Corps in the north were rapidly and irre¬ 

sistibly bent inwards by the German armoured columns, supported by 

Hungarian troops which crossed the Danube, and by German and 

Italian forces advancing towards Zagreb. The main Yugoslav forces 

were thus driven in confusion southwards, and on April 13 German 

troops entered Belgrade. Meanwhile General List’s Twelfth German 

Army, assembled in Bulgaria, had swung into Serbia and Macedonia. 

They had entered Monastir and Yannina on the 10th, and thus had 

prevented any contact between the Yugoslavs and Greeks and broken 
up the Yugoslav forces in the south. 

• • • • • 
Confronted by the collapse of Yugoslav resistance, Mr. Campbell, 

the British Minister in Belgrade, had left the capital with its garrison. 

He now sought instructions, which I sent him as follows: 

Prime Minister to British Minister in Yugoslavia ,3 Apr. 41 

It wiH not be possible at any time to send British surface warships, or 

nf V,S!on,r A^.encan meJcha"t ships or transports, up the Adriatic north 
ot Valona. The reason for this is the air, which did not exist effectively 

nn^heAnStVVar‘ Tf,C Sh,P$ WuUld °n'y £ sunk’ and that would help no 
one. All the aircraft we can allot to the Yugoslav theatre is already at the 
service of the Jugoslav General Staff through Air Marshal D’Albiac 
There are no more at present. You must remember Yugoslavs have 

hnre?hoS n° chance.to helP them and refused to make a common plan 
but there is no use ,n recriminations, and you must use your own iude- 
ment how much of this bad news you impart to them Jfc 

count™ A°r See Why ,he King or Government should leave the 
country, which is vast, mountainous, and full of armed men German 
tanks can no doubt move along the roads and tracks, but to conquer the 
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Serbian armies they must bring up infantry. Then will be the chance to 
kill them. Surely the young King and the Ministers should play their 
part in this. However, if at any time the King and a few personal attend¬ 
ants are forced to leave the country and no aeroplanes can be provided a 
British submarine could be sent to Kotor or some other neighbouring 
place. 

3. Apart from the successful defence of mountain regions, the only 
way in which any portion of the Serbian Army can get in touch with our 
supplies by land is through establishing contact with Greeks in Albania 
and through Monastir. They could then share in the defence of Greece 
and in the common pool of supplies, and if all fails every effort will be 
made to evacuate as many fighting men as possible to islands or to 
Egypt. 

4. You should continue to do your utmost to uphold the fighting 
spirit of the Yugoslav Government and Army, reminding them how the 
war in Serbia ebbed and flowed back and forth last time. 

But the days of the Yugoslav guerrillas were still to come. On 

April 17 Yugoslavia capitulated.* 

This sudden collapse destroyed the main hope of the Greeks. It 

was another example of “One at a time”. We had done our utmost to 

procure concerted action, but through no fault of ours we had failed. 

A grim prospect now gaped upon us all. . , 
At the moment of the German advance into Greece the 1st British 

Armoured Brigade was forward on the river Vardar. The New Zea¬ 

land Division lay on the river Aliakhmon. On their left were the 12th 

and 20th Greek Divisions. The leading troops of the 6th Australian 

Division were also arriving. By April 8 it was ^ear that Yugoslav 

resistance in the south was breaking down and that the left flank of 

Aliakhmon position would shortly be threatened. To mcct t ‘s an 

Australian brigade group, later joined by the ist Armoured Brigade. 

Xosid .pp^ch Com Monastir. Tht «"="> 
was delayed by demolitions and some effective bombing by the Roy 

Air Force, but on April .o the attack on our flank guard began. It was 

arrested during two days of stiff fighting in severe weather. 

•King Peter was evacuated from. Kotor in ar, R.A F S-dfand flying-boa,£ 
Mr. Ronald Campbell had made h.s way to^hcAdr.a,* coast. P,hj[n d 
and his staff fell into Italian hands. An attempt '*as m tQ the Bay 
his staff, and a week later the British submarine officer was taken 
of Kotor. She found the ltalians m possess.on. An 1 lcycd with the 
on board as a hostage, whdcanofficerfrom.thcsub ^j|c thrcc S,ukas 

Italians for the release of the ^ 'n /o^/ wounding the captain 
arrived and bombed and ma,c^n":5U"nCpdut ,o fe/ under fire from the shore 
and members of the crew. She had to put tos British dip|oma,s and staff 
batteries and escape through 'hc mmetie ds. l r(.patrjated to England 
were moved ,0 Italy and interned. In Junetheywe « P ^ ,hc ltal,an 
in accordance with international usage after negot 
Government. 
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Farther west there was only one Greek cavalry division keeping 

touch with the forces in Albania, and General Wilson decided that his 

hard-pressed left Hank must be pulled back on Kozani and Gravcna. 

This move was completed on April 13, but in the process the 12th and 

20th Greek Divisions began to disintegrate, and could no longer play 

an effective part. Henceforward our Expeditionary Force was alone. 

By April 14 the New Zealand Division had also withdrawn to guard the 

important mountain pass north of Mount Olympus. One of its 

brigades was covering the main road to Larissa. The enemy made 

strong attacks, which were held. But Wilson, still menaced upon his 

left flank, decided to withdraw to Thermopyla:. He put this to 

Papagos, who approved, and who himself at this stage suggested 

British evacuation from Greece. 

Prime Minister to General Wilson, Athens 13 Apr. 41 

I am glad to sec the movement of 20th Greek and Cavalry Division to 
close the gap between the Greek Western Army and your army. It is 
glaringly obvious that a German advance southwards through this gap 
will not only turn your Aliakhmon position, but far more decisively 
round up the whole of the Greek Army in Albania. It is impossible for 
me to understand why the Greek Western Army does not make sure of 
its retreat into Greece. The Chief of the Imperial General Staff states 
that these points have been put vainly time after time. All good wishes 
to you in this memorable hour. 

I am also glad to hear that King is not leaving Greece at present. He 
has a great opportunity of leaving a name in history. If however he or 
any part of the Greek Army is forced to leave Greece every facility will be 
afforded them in Cyprus, and we will do our best to carry them there. 
Hie garrisoning of Crete by a strong Greek force would also be highly 
beneficial, observing that Crete can be fed by sea. 

The next few days were decisive. Wavell telegraphed on the 16th 

that General Wilson had had a conversation with Papagos, who de¬ 

scribed the Greek Army as being severely pressed and getting into 

administrative difficulties owing to air action. He agreed to a with- 

drawal to the Thermopyla: position. The first moves were already 

made. Papagos also repeated his suggestion that we should re-embark 

'he British troops and spare Greece from devastation. Wilson con¬ 

sidered that this course should commence with the occupation of 

the new position and that evacuation should be arranged forthwith 

Wavell's instructions to Wilson were to continue the fighting in co¬ 

operation with the Greeks so long as they were able to resist but 

authorised any further withdrawal judged necessary. Orders had been 

given for all ships on the way to Greece to be turned back, for no more 

ships to be loaded, and for those already loading or loaded to be 

emptied. He presumed that a formal request to this effect from the 
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Greek Government should be obtained before our actual re-embarka¬ 

tion. He assumed Crete would be held. 

To this grave but not unexpected news I replied at once. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 17 Apr. 41 

We have no news from you of what has happened on Imperial front in 

Greece. 
2. We cannot remain in Greece against wish of Greek Commander- 

in-Chief, and thus expose country to devastation. Wilson or Palairet 
should obtain endorsement by Greek Government of Papagos’s request. 
Consequent upon this assent, evacuation should proceed, without how¬ 
ever prejudicing any withdrawal to Thermopylae position in co-opera¬ 
tion with the Greek Army. You will naturally try to save as much 

material as possible. . . 
3. Crete must be held in force, and you should provide tor this in the 

redistribution of your forces. It is important that strong elements of 
Greek Army should establish themselves in Crete, together with King 
and Government. We shall aid and maintain defence of Crete to the 

utmost. 

On the 17th General Wilson motored from Thebes to the palace at 

Tatoi, and there met the King, General Pagagos, and our Ambassador. 

It was accepted that withdrawal to the Thermopylx line had been the 

only possible plan. General Wilson was confident that he could hold 

that line for a while. The main discussion was the method and order 

of evacuation. The Greek Government would not leave for at least 

anTherGreeek Prime Minister, M. Korysis, has already been men¬ 

tioned. He had been chosen to fill the gap when Metaxas d'«d- ”e 

had no claim to public office except a blameless private liea"dc|c^ 
resolute convictions. He could not survive the ru.n aa it seemed o 

his country or bear longer h.s own rcsponsibilmcs.L.kcCounl 

in Hungary, he resolved to pay the forfeit of h.s life. On the 

committed suicide. His memory should be respected. 

It was necessary'in this convulsive scene to try to 

and priorities as far as possible. Air 
guidance in the use of h.s over-strained a.r-power. l hed 

directive to the Chiefs of Staff, which they endorsed and g F 

textually to the Middle East commanders. ^ ^ 

Chiefs of Staff to Commanders-in-CInef Minister of 

Following directive has been issued by the P.M. 

De.feTteis not possible to la>'^0^E;o^yCi'SnoSredUCbute th^foUo "rng may be 

Sf ThlT extricationof £ewSand British troop 

frT ffobi Sssfcle1Se shipping in and ou, of Tobruk 
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either before or after the evacuation crisis, observing that Tobruk has 
two months’ supplies. 

3. You must divide between protecting evacuation and sustaining 
battle in Libya. Hut if these clash, which may be avoidable, emphasis 
must be given to victory in Libya. 

4. Don’t worry about Iraq for the present. It looks like going 
smoothly. 

5. Crete will at first only be a receptacle of whatever can get there 
from Greece. Its fuller defence must be organised later. In the mean¬ 
while all forces there must protect themselves from air bombing by 
dispersion and use their bayonets against parachutists or airborne 
intruders if any. 

6. Subject to the above general remarks, victory in Libya counts first, 
evacuation of troops from Greece second. Tobruk shipping, unless in¬ 
dispensable to victory, must be fitted in as convenient. Iraq can be 
ignored and Crete be worked up later. 

The retreat to Thermopylae was a difficult manoeuvre, since, while 

the enemy was kept at bay in the Tempc gorge, the Olympus pass, and 

at other points, our whole force had to pass through the bottle-neck of 

Larissa. Wilson expected the most dangerous threat on his western 

flank, and placed a brigade group at Kalabaka to deal with it. Hut the 

crisis came on the east, at the Tempe gorge anxl the Olympus pass. 

The pass was sternly defended for the necessary three days by the 5th 

New Zealand Brigade. 'I he Tempe gorge was even more critical, as it 

was for the Germans the shortest approach to Larissa. It was de¬ 

fended at first only by the 21st New Zealand battalion, later reinforced 

by an Australian brigade. This was held for the three days needed for 

all our troops to pass through the Larissa bottle-neck. 

Until April 13 bad weather had prevented the full use of the enemy’s 

tenfold superiority in the air, but on the 15th a heavy dawn attack on 

the airfield near Larissa destroyed many of our remaining aircraft. 

The rest were ordered back to Athens, there being no intermediate 

landing-grounds. The weather was again bad on the 16th and 17th 

but then it cleared, and the German Air Force came out in strength 

and harassed continually the stream of troops making for Thermo¬ 

pylae. They were not unresisted, for in a raid near Athens twenty-two 

of the enemy machines were brought down for a loss of five Hurricanes 

These stubborn and skilful rearguard actions checked the impetuous 

German advance at all points, inflicting severe losses. By April 20 the 

occupation of the Thermopylae position was complete. Frontally it 

was strong, but with the need to guard the coast road, to watch for pos¬ 

sible intrusion from Euboea, and above all to prevent a move on Delphi 

our forces were strained. But the Germans made slow progress and 

the position was nev-er severely tested. On this same day the Greek 
armies on the Albanian front surrendered. 
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I did not however give up hope of a final stand at Thermopylae. The 

intervening ages fell away. Why not one more undying feat of arms? 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 20 Apr. 41 

I am increasingly of the opinion that if the generals on the spot think 
they can hold on in the Thermopylae position for a fortnight or three 
weeks, and can keep the Greek Army fighting, or enough of it, we should 
certainly support them, if the Dominions will agree. I do not believe the 
difficulty of evacuation will increase if the enemy suffers heavy losses. 
On the other hand, every day the German Air Force is detained in 
Greece enables the Libyan situation to be stabilised, and may enable us 
to bring in the extra tanks [to Tobruk]. If this is accomplished safely and 
the Tobruk position holds, we might even feel strong enough to rein¬ 
force from Egypt. I am most reluctant to see us quit, and if the troops 
were British only and the matter could be decided on military grounds 
alone I would urge Wilson to fight if he thought it possible. Anyhow, 
before we commit ourselves to evacuation the case must be put squarely 
to the Dominions after to-morrow’s Cabinet. Of course, I do* n^no 
the conditions in which our retreating forces will reach the new key 

position. 

On the 2tst General Wavell asked the King about the state of the 

Greek Army and whether it could give immediate and effective aid to 

the left flank of the Thermopyl* position. His Majesty said that time 

rendered it impossible for any organised Greek force to support the 

British left flank before the enemy could attack. General ' , 

replied that in that case he felt that it was h., duty to take .mmedje 

steps for re-embarkation of such portion of h.s army as hecould ext . 

cate The King entirely agreed, and seemed to have expected this. 

He spoke with deep regret of having been the means of Plae,"« ** 
British forces in such a position. General Wavcll ^'meTsu'rcT to be 
tj:« Maiestv the need for absolute secrecy and for all measu 

taken that would make the re-embarkation‘ P“ble—for .*«tanc . 

order should be presentedi in A‘henaanp ,elaved as long as possible ; 
King and Government for Crete should be delayed^1 | 

rG^et^vhelming German 

might was made on April 24. 

# * • # # 

We were now confronted with another of ‘^"thd'rawal of^ver 

which we had endured in 1940. ™e,^conditions prevailing might 
fifty thousand men from Greece under th however accom- 

wcll have seemed an almost hopeless *ask, • of Vice-Admiral 
Piished by the Royal Navy under the direction 
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Pridham-Wippcll afloat and Rear-Admiral Baillie-Grohman with 

Army Headquarters ashore. At Dunkirk on the whole we had air 

mastery. In Greece the Germans were in complete and undisputed 

control of the air and could maintain an almost continuous attack on 

the ports and on the retreating Army. It was obvious that embarkation 

could only take place by night, and moreover that troops must avoid 

being seen near the beaches in daylight. This was Namsos over again, 

and on ten times the scale. 
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Admiral Cunningham threw nearly the whole of his light forces, in¬ 

cluding six cruisers and nineteen destroyers, into the task. Working 

from the small ports and beaches in Southern Greece, these ships, to¬ 

gether with eleven transports and assault ships and many smaller craft, 

began the work of rescue on the night of April 24. 

For five successive nights the work continued. On the 26th the 

enemy captured the vital bridge over the Corinth Canal by parachute 

attack, and thereafter German troops poured into the Peloponnese, 

harrying our hard-pressed soldiers as they strove to reach the southern 

beaches. During the nights of the 24th and 25th 17,000 men were 

brought out, with the loss of two transports. On the following night 

about 19,500 were got away from five embarkation points. At 

Nauplion there was disaster. The transport Slamat in a gallant but 

misguided effort to embark the maximum stayed too long in the anchor¬ 

age. Soon after dawn, when clearing the land, she was attacked and sunk 

by dive-bombers. The destroyers Diamond and Wryneck, who rescued 

most of the 700 men on board, were both in turn sunk by air attack a 

few hours later. There were only fifty survivors from all three ships. 

On the 28th and 29th efforts were made by two cruisers and six 

destroyers to rescue 8,000 troops and 1,400 Yugoslav refugees from the 

beaches near Kalamata. A destroyer sent on ahead to arrange the 

embarkation found the enemy in possession of the town and large fires 

burning, and the main operation had to be abandoned. Although a 

counter-attack drove the Germans out of the town, only about 450 

men were rescued from beaches to the eastward by four destroyers, 

using their own boats. On the same night the Ajax and three de¬ 

stroyers rescued 4,300 from Monemvasia. . , , 
These events marked the end of the main evacuation. Small isolated 

parties were picked up in various islands or in small craft at sea dunng 

the next two days, and 1,400 officers and men, aided by ^ Greeks at 

mortal peril, made their way back to Egypt mdependendy m 

months. # • 

The following table gives the final evacuation figures for the Army: 

Forces 

United Kingdom troops 
Australian 
New Zealand . • 

In 
Country 

at Time 
of Attack 

Evacuated 

to Crete 

Evacuated Direct to 

to Crete Egypt 
and later (including 

to Egypt Wounded) 

9,206 5. 
7.125 6, 
6,720 

Totals . 53.°5i 
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Forces Losses 
Percentage of 
Total Losses 

United Kingdom troops 6,606 55-8 
Australian .... 2,968 251 
New Zealand 2,266 I9I 

Totals 11,840 IOO 

In all 50,662 were safely brought out, including men of the Royal 

Air Force and several thousand Cypriots, Palestinians, Greeks, and 

Yugoslavs. This figure represented about 80 per cent of the forces 

originally sent into Greece. These results were only made possible by 

the determination and skill of the seamen of the Royal and Allied 

Merchant Navies, who never faltered under the enemy’s most ruthless 

efforts to halt their work. From April 21 until the end of the evacua¬ 

tion twenty-six ships were lost by air attack. Twenty-one of these were 

Greek, and included five hospital ships. The remainder were British 

and Dutch. The Royal Air Force, with a Fleet Air Arm contingent 

from Crete, did what they could to relieve the situation, but they were 

overwhelmed by numbers. Nevertheless, from November onwards the 

few squadrons sent to Greece had done fine service. They inflicted on 

the enemy confirmed losses of 231 planes and had dropped 500 tons of 

bombs. Their own losses of 209 machines, of which 72 were in 
combat, were severe, their record exemplary. 

The small but efficient Greek Navy now passed under British con- 

trol A cruiser, six modern destroyers, and four submarines escaped 

to Alexandria, where they arrived on April 25. Thereafter the Greek 

Navy was represented with distinction in many of our operations in the 

If in telling this tale of tragedy the impression is given that the 

Imperial and British forces received no effective military assistance 

from their Greek Allies, it must be remembered that these three weeks 

nf if nlfig!1“ngat desPe,rate Odds were for the Greeks the culmination 

nind!Hha?d fiVC rnVh$i 1?g8'e 3gainSt Ita‘y in which they had ex¬ 
pended almost the whole life-strength of their country. Attacked in 

October without warning by at least twice their numberl, they had fim 

repulsed the invaders and then in counter-attack had beaten them back 

SkwSKS~s= 
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transport nor the roads for a rapid manoeuvre to meet at the last 

moment the new overpowering German attack cutting in behind its 

flank and rear. Its strength had already been strained almost to the 

limit in a long and gallant defence of the homeland. 

There were no recriminations. The friendliness and aid which the 

Greeks had so faithfully shown to our troops endured nobly to the end. 

The people of Athens and at other points of evacuation seemed more 

concerned for the safety of their would-be rescuers than with their 

own fate. Greek martial honour stands undimmed. 

I have now set forth in narrative the outstanding facts of our adven¬ 

ture in Greece. After things are over it is easy to choose the fine mental 

and moral positions which one should adopt. In this account I have 

recorded events as they occurred and action as it was taken. Later on 

these can be judged in the glare of consequences; and finally, when our 

lives have faded, history will pronounce its cool, detached, and shadowy 

verdict. 
There is no doubt that the Mussolini-Hitlcr crime of overrunning 

Greece, and our effort to stand against tyranny and save what we could 

from its claws, appealed profoundly to the people of the United 

States, and above all to the great man who led them. I had at this 

moment a moving interchange of telegrams with the President. 

. . My thoughts,’* he said, “in regard to the Eastern Mediterranean 

are: 

You have done not only heroic but very useful work in Greece and the 

territorial loss is more than compensated for by the |oss“ 
enormous German concentration and resulting enormous German 

“KWU .„d p-VSnTn'd.T.S 

North Africa and the Near East. F“rth®™°rf Jhe plan which at this 
drawals become necessary they will all be a .part of : t P . y and 

stage of the war shortens Br.t.sh lines I«"• =xf,e"d* ^equipment. I 
compels the enemy to expend grea q or>inion is growing to 
am satisfied that both here and in Bntai P f P Eastern Mcditer- 

realise that even if you have to surrender, and that in the 
rancan you will not allow any great and the Atlantic 
last analysis the naval control of the Indian Ocean 

Ocean will in time win the war. 

My reply may be thought less responsive «Jan this generous message 

deserved. I felt myself held in such harsh du^ss by even , 

also so conscious of the sent.ment alive «n the Un.ted bta 

sought to make claims on the future. 
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Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 4 May 41 ■ # 1 

Your friendly message assures me that no temporary reverses, however 
heavy, can shake your resolution to support us until we gain the final 
victory. . . . 

We must not be too sure that the consequences of the loss of Egypt 
and the Middle East would not be grave. It would seriously increase the 
hazards of the Atlantic and the Pacific, and could hardly fail to prolong 
the war, with all the suffering and military dangers that this would en¬ 
tail. We shall fight on whatever happens, but please remember that the 
attitude of Spain, Vichy, Turkey, and Japan may be finally determined 
by the outcome of the struggle in this theatre of war. 1 cannot take the 
view that the loss of Egypt and the Middle East would be a mere pre¬ 
liminary to the successful maintenance of a prolonged oceanic war. If all 
Europe, the greater part of Asia and Africa, became, either by conquest 
or agreement under duress, a part of the Axis system, a war maintained 
by British Isles, United States, Canada, and Australasia against this 
mighty agglomeration would be a hard, long, and bleak proposition. 
1 lieretore, it you cannot take more advanced positions now, or very 

soon the vast balances may be tilted heavily to our disadvantage. Mr. 
I resident, I am sure that you will not misunderstand me if I speak to you 
exactly what is in my mind. The one decisive counterweight I can see to 
balance the growing pessimism in Turkey, the Near East, and in Spain 
uould be if United States were immediately to range herself with us as a 
belligerent Power. If this were possible I have little doubt that we could 
hold the situation in the Mediterranean until the weight of your muni¬ 
tions gained the day. 

We are determined to fight to the last inch and ounce for Egypt in- 
clud.nfi its outposts of Tobruk and Crete. Very considerable risks are 

the • 'at,Iand Personal|y 1 think we shall win. in spite of 
MrPPms?Hintffin^VeS of.re,nforc'n8 bV >™ks and air. Hut I adjure you. 
mav foUow fmm , MMH|dCpra,C *hc °! ,hc c<"'^<|ne„ces which 
may tollou from a Middle Eastern collapse. In this war every post is a 

'--e-P-'.andhow many more are we going to lose ? * P 

tl,„\',. Vefa(r.d ,0 V'chy, we are more than willing that you should take 
the lead, and work out how to get the best from them by hreits or 

ianreUins.^M°'l can forestall the Germans in Morocco.* Y they are 

soon STfor ,hcm ,0 80 ="*y 

template, hmay bethe ^ V°U C°"- 

* * • • • 
In my broadcast the night before I had tried not only to express the 

wehirnJ?edlrlteh'SPeak,n8 W°rld> blU *° S,at£ ,he do“t facts 

ing^EumYeTndm7 AfrTc^'andmaThT" ™ch tha‘ * happen- 

•My subsequent italics.—Author. 
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derive new confidence from remembering those we have already over¬ 
come. Nothing that is happening now is comparable in gravity with the 
dangers through which we passed last year. Nothing that can happen in 
the East is comparable with what is happening in the West. 

Last time I spoke to you I quoted the lines of Longfellow which PresU 
dent Roosevelt had written out for me in his hand. I have some other 
lines which are less well known but which seem apt and appropriate to 
our fortunes to-night, and I believe they will be so judged wherever the 
English language is spoken or the flag of freedom flies. 

"For while the tired waves, vainly breaking, 
Seem here no painful inch to gain, 

Far back, through creeks and inlets making, 
Comes silent, flooding in, the main. 

And not by eastern windows only, 
When daylight comes, comes in the light; 

In front the sun climbs slow, how slowly! 
But westward, look, the land is bright.” 



Chapter XIII 

TRIPOLI AND “TIGER** 

From Desert Sand to Salt Water—Admiral Cunningham's Anxieties—Our 
Need to Strike at Tripoli—The Hard Alternative to Bombardment—Drastic 
Proposal by the First Sea Lord—Admiral Cunningham's Reply—A Successful 
and Bloodless Operation, April 21—Admiral Cunningham's Strong View—Credit 
for All—My Explanations to Admiral Cunningham—The American Aid— 
Disquieting News from Wavell—My Minute of April 20—The Defence Com¬ 
mittee Agree to Send Three Hundred Tanks through the Mediterranean—A 
Severe Comment on Tobruk, April 22—Reinforcements for Rommel—"Tiger" 
Arrives—A Brilliant Success—Tanks for Crete—My Wish to Repeat "Tiger" 
— Wavell Does Not Press. 

f"\ IS ASTER on our Desert Flank had produced the consequences 

-L^in Africa which have been described. It also meant the failure to 

take Rhodes, which impaired our communications with Greece. It 

severely injured that already hazardous enterprise, though this would 

have foundered by itself. We must now add to the tale of what hap¬ 

pened in the desert sand the simultaneous events upon salt water. 

Anyone can see how great was the strain which the Greek expedition 

had put upon our Eastern Mediterranean Fleet. But this was only one 

of the demands made upon them at this chaotic time. As early as 

April 10 Admiral Cunningham felt himself seriously affected by the 

sudden leap forward of Rommel’s triumphant armoured forces. “If " 
he warned us, ’ * 

nh™lHki?anS Can set sufficient forces across in the next month they will 
Snt K y 8aincon'rol.up to Mersa Matruh at least, and if they do this it 
will be questionable ,f Alexandria will be usable for the Fleet aca ns 
attack by fighter-escorted aircraft. The German prospects of achievin,' 

$ ? hleK°01 UnJCSS Trl?°!‘ ,s destroyed. I do not think it feasible to do 

£*Jbh,o0jrf^«-mcnff ' lln°t 0nlX-a ques,ion of 'he risk to the battle 
fleet, but of lasting effects being sufficient to make it justifiable I feel 

“ HT a,r attacku,S s,olut,on- • • • I consider therefore that it is essen 
ia! that long-range bombers should be flown out immediately to Ecvnt 

There could, alas, be no question of building up in Egypt within a 

Sect on T Trp8eu°"ber f°rCeC3Pable of h*ving anyTppreciable 
effect on Tripoli. Bombardment from the sea, besides being far more 

effectwe and economical in effort, was the only practical measure 

within our power, and I felt that the Fleet might p'eLtps mak” 
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contribution to the defence of Egypt in this way, notwithstanding the 

heavy strain it was then bearing in the Greek campaign. 

• « • * • 
The need to strike at Tripoli led to vehement discussion between the 

Admiralty and Admiral Cunningham, in which the First Sea Lord, 

strong in the consciousness of the American aid accorded by the Presi¬ 

dent, confronted the Commander-in-Chief in the Mediterranean with 

a hard alternative to risking his fleet by a bombardment in a most 

dangerous area. The incident is unusual in our naval records. 

Admiralty to Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean 15 Apr. 41 

It is evident that drastic measures are necessary to stabilise the position 
in the Middle East. After thorough investigation it is considered that air 
action alone against Tripoli will not sufficiently interrupt the flow of 
reinforcements which are entering Libya chiefly through that port. 

It is essential therefore to do something at Tripoli which may inter¬ 
rupt their communications drastically and for a considerable time. We 
are of opinion that heavy and consistent mining of the harbour and 
approaches would have a considerable effect, but we cannot wait until 
this is proved. It is essential therefore to take other measures at the 

earliest moment. 
There are two alternatives: 

(а) bombardment of the harbour, 
(б) attempting to block it. 

Their Lordships are in agreement with you that the result of bombard¬ 
ment is uncertain and could not be expected drastic* llyto^ 
of reinforcement even temporarily. It has been decided therefore that an 
attempt must be made to carry out a combined blocking and bombard¬ 
ment, the latter being carried out by the blocking ships at point-blank 

of .hip. «hi.h J b, o«d a w 
been decided thlt Barham and a “C" Class cruiser should be used for the 

PUTPh°eSuse of Barham for this purpose will no doubt fill you with the 

most disappointing. . , t , 

This order was intended to convince the gallant Cunn.ngha^ 

sSrsre a 
vehemently protested against the suggestion that he should sacnfice 

first-class battleship like the Barham. 

Commander-in-Chief Med,^""‘"'.^t^iwcfmust have been given Jo 

assured* ** * * 
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cacious. I do not consider either condition would be fulfilled. As regards 
success, it seems to me doubtful if there is one chance in ten of getting 
this large ship into the right position. 

Even if we are successful we shall have lost a first-class fighting unit 
whose passing is liable to give an inestimable fillip to Italian naval 
morale, and by this very effort shall give the enemy the measure of how 
desperate we consider Cyrenaican situation to be. 

If operation fails or is only partially successful these aspects will be 
intensified. We shall furthermore have to replace the ship by taking 
another unit away from the Battle of the Atlantic. 

In return for all this at best we shall make the actual harbour unusable, 
but unloading will still be possible, and alternative French harbours are 
available. 

Nor in these considerations have I taken into account the certain loss 
of nearly a thousand officers and men from the two ships, who will have 
to be sent recklessly into the operation, unaware of what they are in for, 
and whom I sec no prospect of being able to bring away.* 

Rather than send in Barham without support and with such slender 
chances of success I would prefer to attack with the whole battle fleet and 
to accept the risks. 

For the above reasons I have seen fit to query their Lordships' de¬ 
cision, and most earnestly request that reconsideration be given in light 
of these remarks. 

It was not without relief that we received the news that the Fleet 

would bombard 1 ripoli, and the Admiralty hastened to concur and 

share from a distance the burden of responsibility. At daylight on 

April 21 Cunningham appeared off Tripoli with the battleships War- 

spite, Barham, and Valiant, the cruiser Gloucester, and destroyers, and 

bombarded the town for forty minutes. To the astonishment of all, 

complete surprise was achieved; the coastal batteries did not reply for 

twenty minutes, nor was there any opposition from the air. Much 

damage was done to shipping in the harbour, as well as to quays and to 

port installations. Large fires were started in a fuel depot and the 

buildings surrounding it. The British fleet withdrew without loss. 
Not a ship was even hit. 

‘‘Tripoli,” reported Admiral Cunningham, “was bombarded for 42 

minutes at 5 a.m. to-day, Monday, at a range of between 14,000 and 

11,000 yards. To my astonishment, surprise was achieved, probably 

owing to the preoccupation of the German Air Force in the other 

zones-My remarks on the policy of this bombardment will follow 
in due course.” 

pUrSUed this si8nal with another, in 
which he expressed his feelings strongly. 

C.-in-C. Mediterranean to Admiralty . 

dealt?* efficien8tlyUr PreSCnt COmmi,mcn,s rathcr '"ore than wTcan 

fircship rcquires- 
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I wish to make it quite clear that I remain strongly opposed to this 

policy of bombardment of Tripoli by Mediterranean Fleet. We have got 
away with it once, but only because the German Air Force were engaged 
elsewhere. Thus we achieved surprise. It has taken the whole Mediter¬ 
ranean Fleet five days to accomplish what a heavy flight squadron work¬ 
ing from Egypt could probably carry out in a few hours. The fleet has 

also run considerable and in my opinion unjustifiable risks in this opera¬ 
tion, which has been at the expense of all other commitments, and at a 
time when these commitments were most pressing. . . . 

I cannot see how Nelson and Rodney can be spared [from the Atlantic) 
to join Mediterranean Fleet. 

To me it appears that the Air Ministry are trying to lay their responsi¬ 

bilities on Navy’s shoulders and are not helping us out here on naval side 

of the war as they should. 

In my opinion this story reflects credit upon both the high Admirals 

concerned, and illustrates for the benefit of future naval readers the 

extraordinary pressures under which we were all acting in this crisis. 

It may well be that the Admiralty, with my cordial agreement, forced 

their Commandcr-in-Chief to run an unnecessary risk; and the fact 

that no loss was sustained is no absolute proof that they were right on 

the merits. On the other hand, we at home alone could measure the 

proportion of world events, and final responsibility lay with us. While 

remaining wholly convinced of the vigour and correctness of the First 

Sea Lord’s action, I thought it necessary to offer the Commander-m- 

Chief the fullest explanation, and a wider view of the war scene than 

was possible from Alexandria. 

Prime Minister to Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean 24 Apr. 41 

There can be no departure from the principle that it is the .prime 

responsibility of the Mediterranean Fleet to sever all communication 

SgSra s &« & 

because no judgment can be ^med without .1 sheIls into 

Staff tells me that the same we,?ht°f^ : 
Tripoli in 42 minutes, viz., 530 tons, might have Dee y 

(a) by one Wellington squadron from Malta m to} «eck . 

(b) by°one Stirling squadron from Egypt in about 30 weeks. 

S. The main disposition of 
With the Defence Committee, over which 1 preside. 
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Ministry, who execute our decisions. Ever since November I have tried 
by every method and every route to pump aircraft into the Middle East. 
Great risks have been run and sacrifices made, especially when two- 
thirds of one whole fighter squadron were drowned in trying to fly to 
Malta, and when Furious was taken off her Atlantic duties to make three 
voyages to Takoradi. I always try hard here to sustain you in every way 
and acclaim your repeated successes, and I earnestly hope you will also 
believe that we at the centre try to make sound and bold decisions amid 
our many difficulties. . . . 

7. You wonder how I could have suggested that Nelson and Rodney 
should be spared from the Atlantic to join the Mediterranean Fleet. I 
thought they were specially suitable because of their deck armour and 
the apprehensions entertained of the dive-bomber attacks. Whether they 
could be spared or not depends upon the situation in the Atlantic. 
About this, in view of your high position, I will now inform you. I have 
been for a long time in constant intimate communication with President 
Roosevelt. He has now begun to take over a great part of the patrolling 
west of the 26th meridian West. The whole American Atlantic Fleet, 
with numerous flying-boats, entered into action in the first phase of this 
plan at midnight of April 24. United States warships will cruise along 
our convoy routes, shadow—or, as they call it, “trail”—all raiders or 
U-boats observed, and broadcast their positions in plain language to the 
world at four-hourly intervals, or oftener if needed. It is desired that this 
shall not be announced suddenly, but become apparent as it develops. 
The matter is therefore confided to you in the highest secrecy. The ease¬ 
ment and advantage of it to the Admiralty is enormous, and of course it 
may easily produce even more decisive events. Therefore you do not 
need at this moment to be unduly concerned about the Atlantic, and can 
devote your resources, which we arc increasing in so many ways, to the 
cutting off of enemy communication with Africa, whether by Tripoli or 
Cyrcnaica. On this depends the Battle of Egypt. 

8. I have taken the pains to give you this full account out of my ad¬ 
miration for the successes you have achieved, your many cares, my sym¬ 
pathy for you in the many risks your fleet has to run, and because of the 
commanding importance of the duty you have to discharge. 

• • • • • 
My supreme object continued to be a victory in the Western Desert 

to destroy Rommel's army before he became too strong and before the 

dreaded new armoured division reached him in full strength This 

would at any rate save our position in Egypt from the wreck. I must 

therefore recount an episode for which 1 took a more direct measure of 

responsibility than usual. The disaster which Wavell had sustained on 

his Desert Flank had stripped him almost entirely of his armour. On 

bunday April 20, I was spending the week-end at Ditchley and work- 

mg in bed when I received a telegram from General Wavell to the 

' wh'ch dlsclosed his plight in all its gravity. "Though the 
situation in Cyrenaica has improved,” he said g 

=5S?5SEKMSSS 
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probably at least a hundred and fifty tanks, of which about half are 
medium, in the fighting line in Cyrenaica. Most of these are now in the 
Bardia-Sollum area, and the enemy may be preparing further forward 
movements, if he can arrange supply. I have one weak unit in Tobruk of 
mixed cruiser, Infantry, and light tanks, and in the Matruh area one 
squadron of cruisers. . . . The best I can hope for by the end of the 
month is one cruiser regiment less one squadron, and one Infantry tank 
regiment less one squadron, to assist defence of Matruh. During May I 
may get another thirty to forty cruisers out of the workshops to make 
another weak unit, and some Infantry tanks which will probably be re¬ 
quired for the close defence of Alexandria against possible raids. I 
cannot count on getting any tanks back from Greece, and no more are in 
sight for some time. 

He added the following: 

Stop press. I have just received disquieting intelligence. I was ex¬ 
pecting another German colonial division, which disembarked at Tripoli 
early this month, to appear in the fighting line about the end of the 
month. Certain units have already been identified. I have just been in¬ 
formed that latest evidence indicates this is not a colonial but an ar¬ 
moured division. If so, the situation is indeed serious, since an armoured 
division contains over 400 tanks,* of which 138 are medium If the 
enemy can arrange supply it will take a lot of stopping. I will cable 
again when I have digested this unwelcome news. 

In a separate telegram of the same date General Wavell described 
his tank position in detail. “It will be seen,*' he said, 

that there are only two regiments of cruiser tanks in si8ht f°[ ^cypt by 
the end of May, and no reserves to replace casualties, whereas there are 
now in Egypt, trained, an excellent personnel for six tank regiments. I con¬ 
fer the provision of cruiser tanks vital, in add,t,on to Infantry tanks, 
which lack speed and radius of action for desert operat.ons. C.I.G.S.. 

please give your personal assistance. 

On reading these alarming messages I resolved not to be governed 
any longer by the Admiralty reluctance, but to send a convoy throug 
the Mediterranean direct to Alexandria carrying all ‘fe unks^wh ch 
General Wavell needed. We had a convoy con,am,ng 
reinforcements starting immediately round the Cape. Gibra|tar 
the fast tank-carrying ships in this convoy should turn off atGibraltar 

and take the short cut, thus savmg nearly forty days. d 
who was staying near by, -eoveratno^-; 
following personal minute to h.m ^ the Chief c car that i attachcd 
to go to London with it at once and make it cica 
supreme importance to this step being taken. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay.for Chiefs ^^'thc 
See General Waved's latest ‘Cegrams The Utc^ ^ confusion of 

Middle East, the loss of the Suez Canal, tnc 

•This proved an excessive estimate. 
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the enormous forces we have built up in Egypt, the closing of all pros¬ 
pects of American co-operation through the Red Sea—all may turn on a 
few hundred armoured vehicles. They must if possible be carried there 
at all costs. 

2. I will preside at noon to-morrow (Monday), the 21st, at a meeting 
of C.O.S. and Service Ministers, and any necessary action or collection 
of information must proceed forthwith. 

3. The only way in which this great purpose can be achieved is by 
sending the fast mechanical transport ships of the fast section of [Con¬ 
voy] W.S.7 through the Mediterranean. General Wavcll’s telegram shows 
that machines, not men, are needed. The risk of losing the vehicles, or 
part of them, must be accepted. Even if half got through the situation 
would be restored. The five M.T.* ships carry 250 tanks, all but four¬ 
teen of which are "1” tanks. Every endeavour should be made to in¬ 
crease the numbers of cruiser tanks in this consignment. I am told 
twenty more can be loaded at a delay of perhaps twenty-four hours—i.e., 
M.T. convoy would sail on the morning of April 23. 

4. The personnel will go by the Cape, subject to any modifications 
which the C.I.G.S. may desire. 

5. I have asked the Ministry of Shipping to try to find two other M.T. 
ships of equal speed, without regard to other interests, by the date men¬ 
tioned. If these are found, an additional 100 cruiser tanks should be 
taken from the best armoured divisions at home, assuming that they arc 
fitted for tropical warfare, apart altogether from the special "desert- 
worthy fittings. 

6. The Admiralty and Air Ministry will consider and prepare this day 
a plan for carrying this vital convoy through the Mediterranean. Of 
course we must accept the risk, and no guarantee can be expected. Malta 
however should have been reinforced by then. The Mountbattcn de¬ 
stroyers and other naval reinforcements should have reached there (or 
else be with the convoy). The enemy’s dive-bombers have many other 
objectives, and they will not know what the convoy contains. 

rS Vua,‘- EverY day’s delay must be avoided. Let me have a 
time-table of what is possible, observing that at 16 knots the distance is 
only about eight days—say ten—from the date of sailing, viz., April 23. 
,l’hMav'OUed General Wavell effective support during the firet week 
in May. Secrecy is of the highest importance, and no one outside the 
highest circles need know of the intention to turn off at Gibraltar 
Everyone on board the convoys must think they are going round the 

The Chiefs of Staff were assembled by the time Ismay reached 

London, and they discussed my minute until late into the night. Their 

hrst reactions to the proposals were unfavourable. The chances of 

we^no?rJ A Sh'PVhr0ugh the Central Mediterranean unscathed 
were not rated very high, since on the day before entering the Narrows 
and on the morning after passing Malta they would be subjected to 

dive-bombing attack out of range of our own shore-based fighters 

The view was also expressed that we were dangerously weak in tfnks ai 
home, and that if we now suffered heavy losses in tanks abroad there 

•Motor Transport. 
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would be demands for their replacement, and consequently a further 

diversion of tanks from the Home Forces. 

However, when the Defence Committee met the next day, Admiral 

Pound, to my great satisfaction, stood by me and agreed to pass the 

convoy through the Mediterranean. The Chief of the Air Staff, Air 

Marshal Portal, said he would try to arrange for a Beaufighter squadron 

to give additional protection from Malta. I then asked the Committee 

to consider sending a hundred additional cruiser tanks with the convoy. 

I was willing to accept two days’ delay in sailing. General Dill opposed 

the dispatch of these additional tanks in view of the shortage for Home 

Defence. Considering what he had agreed to ten months before, when 

we sent half our few tanks round the Cape to the Middle East in July 

1940, I could not feel that this reason was at this time valid. As the 

reader is aware, I did not regard invasion as a serious danger in April 

1941, since proper preparations had been made against it. We now 

know that this view was correct. It was settled that this operation, 

which I called “Tiger”, should proceed, and that a sixth ship should be 

added to the convoy to include sixty-seven Mark VI (cruiser) tanks. 

This ship could not however be loaded in time to sail with the convoy, 

though every effort was made. 

• • • • • 
I made haste to tell Wavell the good news. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 22 Apr/ 41 

j is r.atiM’s: s? Eii 

to some adjustments. rpm,r ruqnncis (a) full details of the 
3. You will receive through1 th* .regulaffit in with what 

tanks which are being sent: and offittinRS you have to 

make for desert service. YeTolJhon^an be^ld^ofto'jo'lTanTthc 

f^rriems 7th Armoured was so unexpected to us. 

will resume under Creagh its you should furnish us 
4. On the receipt of the debited a, ,he very earliest 

with your plan for bring^ these veh^des. haMrds of thc passage, 
moment. If this consignment geK'hrog ' b<_ Qn (he other leg. 
which of course cannot be guaranteed, the b t of ,he month of 
and no German should remain in Cyrenaica oy me 

June. • f~r hrinfrin^ these vehicles into action 

- <*-•as sccrecy ,s 
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most important, and very few here have been told. Thus when you get 
them the chance of surprise may be offered. All good wishes. 

• • • • « 
While all this was on the move Tobruk lay heavily upon our minds. 

General Wavell reported on the 24th that the air fighter situation was 

serious. All Hurricanes in Greece had been lost, and as a result of 

recent enemy air attacks on Tobruk a large proportion of the Hurri¬ 

canes there had been destroyed or damaged. Air Marshal Longmore 

considered that any further attempt to maintain a fighter squadron 

inside Tobruk would only result in heavy loss to no purpose. Thus the 

enemy would have complete air superiority over Tobruk until a fresh 

fighter force could be built up. However, the garrison had beaten off 

an attack that morning, causing the enemy heavy casualties and 
taking 150 prisoners. 

There was much anxiety at this time, and some pessimism. I could 
not refrain Irom a severe comment. 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 22 Apr. 41 

We must not forget that the besieged are four or five times as strong as 
the besiegers. 1 here is no objection to their making themselves com¬ 
fortable, but they must be very careful not to let themselves be ringed in 
by a smaller force, and consequently lose their offensive power upon the 
enemy s communications. Twenty-five thousand men with 100 guns and 
ample supplies are expected to be able to hold a highly fortified zone 
against 4^00 men at the end of 700 miles of communications, even 
though those men be Germans: in this case some of them arc not. The 

1 UScd arC lhosc which havc btcn furnished to me by 
the enemy WC mUSt n°l pUl °Ur standards too low in relation to 

• • • • • 
Soon General Wavell sent us more disquieting information about 

Rommel s approaching reinforcements. The disembarkation of the 

15th German Armoured Division, less its losses in crossing the Medi¬ 

terranean would probably be completed by April 21. Several units 

had already been identified opposite Tobruk or in the Capuzzo area. 

Prisoners of war stated that the division was still short of supply 

transport From our observation of shipping arriving in Tripoli it 

“tr nvcn'y‘0ne shlPmcn|s. averaging 5,000 or 6,000 tons, 
were still required to complete the division. The question of its 

maintenance eastward depended on the use of Benghazi and other 

small ports in Cyrcnaica. There were signs that Benghazi was beine 

regularly used. At least fifteen days would be required for the gathcr- 

tth I iph^M5; j ^aSSUmp,IOn ,he 15*1* Armoured Division, the 
5th Light Motorised Division, and the Ariete and Trento Am • • 
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only from July onwards—an acceleration of a fortnight upon the 

previous estimate. 
Wavell added that he must confess that German performance so 

often exceeded calculations that he was not confident that they would 

not improve on his estimate of their abilities. They had, for instance, 
begun an advance the previous evening from the Solium area which 
would not be justified by what was believed to be their supply situation. 

It seemed very unsatisfactory to us at home that Benghazi, which we 

had failed to make a useful base, was already playing so important a 

part now that it had passed into German hands. 

• * • • * 
During the next fortnight my keen attention and anxieties were 

riveted upon the fortunes of ‘‘Tiger’*. I did not underrate the risks 
which the First Sea Lord had been willing to accept, and I knew that 

there were many misgivings in the Admiralty. The convoy, consisting 
of five 15-knot ships, escorted by Admiral Somerville’s Force H (Re- 
nown, Malaya, Ark Royal, and Sheffield), passed Gibraltar on May 6. 
With it also were the reinforcements for the Mediterranean Fleet, 
comprising the Queen Elizabeth and the cruisers Naiad and Fiji. Air 
attacks on May 8 were beaten off without damage, seven enemy aircraft 

being destroyed. During that night however two ships of the convoy 
struck mines when approaching the Narrows. One, the Empire Song 

caught fire and sank after an explosion; the other, the New Zealand 

Star, was able to continue with the convoy. On reaching the entrance 
to the Skerki Channel Admiral Somerville parted company and re¬ 
turned to Gibraltar. He detached six of his destroyers, with the cruiser 
Gloucester, to reinforce the convoy escort. In the afternoon of the 9 
Admiral Cunningham, having seized the opportunity to pass a convoy 

into Malta, met the “Tiger” convoy with the flee, fifty mile, south of 

Malta All his forces then shaped their course for Alexandria, which 
Say reached without further loss or damage. The opportunuy ^ 
E taken during these operations to carry out two mght bombard¬ 
ments of Benghazi with light naval forces on May 7 and o. 

I was deSted ,0 learn that this vital convoy, on wh.ch my hope 

this hung m the balance my oug;mDended It seemed to me 

thaTifthe ^tman^cwld'sei^e^nd usMhe a^fiel^ on thcjsland^, ^hey 

would have the power of remforemg almost."“‘J- (heir doing 

SI oSff consider mrning one ship of 
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“Tiger” to unload a few “I” tanks in Crete on their way through. My 

expert colleagues, while agreeing that tanks would be of special value 

for the purpose I had in mind, deemed it inadvisable to endanger the 

rest of the ship’s valuable cargo by such a diversion. Accordingly I 

suggested to them on May 9 that if it were “thought too dangerous to 

take the Clan Lamont into Suda, she should take twelve tanks, or some 

other ship should take them, immediately after she has discharged her 

cargo at Alexandria”. Orders were sent accordingly. Wavell replied on 

May 10 that he “had already arranged to send six Infantry tanks and 

fifteen light tanks to Crete”, and that they “should arrive within next 

few days if all goes well”. 

• * • • • 
Naturally I was eager to repeat the brilliant success of “Tiger”. I 

had not perhaps realised what a strain it had been on all concerned, 

although clearly I had borne the main responsibility. I considered my 

judgment about the dangers of the Mediterranean passage was at last 

vindicated. My naval friends, on the other hand, declared wc had 

enjoyed a stroke of good luck and weather which might never recur. 

The Admiralty certainly did not wish to be led into a succession of 

these hazardous operations, and I encountered resistance which I 

found serious. I should not have been deterred from seeking and ob¬ 

taining a Cabinet decision upon the issue but for the fact that General 

Wavell himself did not press the point, and indeed took the other side. 

This cut the ground from under my feet. Accordingly fifty cruiser and 

fifty Infantry tanks went round the Cape in a later convoy, which did 
not anchor off Suez till July 15. 

Many things had happened by then. However, not all were bad. 



Chapter XIV 

THE REVOLT IN IRAQ 

The Anglo-Iraqi Treaty of 1930—"The Golden Square"—Reinforcements from 
India—The Attack upon Habbaniya—Spirited Assistance from the Flying 
School—Wavell's Reluctance—His Many Cares—Firm Attitude at Home— 

Better News from Habbaniya—Collapse and Flight of the Iraqi Army—My 
Telegram to Wavell of May 9—His Reply—Arrival of the “Habforce"—Hitler's 
Belated Directive, May 23—The Advance on Baghdad—Flight of Rashid Ali— 

Iraq Effectively Occupied—The Regent Returns to Baghdad—Serious Dangers 
Narrowly Averted at Small Cost—Divergence between London and Cairo. 

THE Anglo-Iraqi Treaty of 1930 provided that in time of peace 
we should, among other things, maintain air bases near Basra and 

at Habbaniya, and have the right of transit for military forces and 
supplies at all times. The treaty also provided that in war we should 
have all possible facilities, including the use of railways, rivers, ports, 
and airfields, for the passage of our armed forces. When war came 
Iraq broke off diplomatic relations with Germany, but did not declare 
war; and when Italy came into the war the Iraq Government did not 
even sever relations. Thus the Italian Legation in Baghdad became the 
chief centre for Axis propaganda and for fomenting anti-British feel¬ 
ing. In this they were aided by the Mufti of Jerusalem, who had fled 
from Palestine shortly before the outbreak of war and later received 

asylum in Baghdad. ... 
With the collapse of France and the arrival of the Axis Armistice 

Commission in Syria British prestige sank very low, and the situation 
gave us much anxiety. But with our preoccupations elsewhere military 
action was out of the question, and we had to carry on as best we could. 
In March 1941 there was a turn for the worse. Rashid Ali, who was 
working with the Germans, became Prime Minister, and began a 
conspiracy with three prominent Iraqi officers, ^ho were styled ™ 
Golden Square”. At the end of March the pro-British Regent, Lmir 

Abdul-Ilah, fled from Baghdad. 
It was now more than ever important to make sure of Basra the 

main port of Iraq on the Persian Gulf, and I mmuted to the Secretary 

of State for India: 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for India J a^thtr 
Some time ago you suggested that you rmght be .We to • ^a?ion in 

S^^smake*sure'of Basra*" as^the Americans 
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are increasingly keen on a great air assembling base being formed there 
to which they could deliver direct. This plan seems of high importance 
in view of the undoubted Eastern trend of the war. 

I am telling the Chiefs of Staff that you will look into these possi¬ 
bilities. General Auchinleck also had ideas that an additional force 
could be spared. 

Mr. Amery telegraphed in this sense to the Viceroy on the same day, 

and Lord Linlithgow and the Commandcr-in-Chief, General Auchin¬ 

leck, promptly offered to divert to Basra an infantry brigade and a 

regiment of field artillery, most of which was already on board ship for 

Malaya. Other troops were to follow as quickly as possible. The 

brigade group disembarked without opposition at Basra on April 18, 

under cover of an airborne British battalion which had alighted at 

Shaiba the day before. The Government of India was requested to 

follow them up as quickly as possible with two more brigades also 
assigned to Malaya. 

Prime Minister to General Is may, for C.O.S. Committee, 20 Apr. 41 
and all concerned 

Troops should be sent to Basra as fast as possible. At least the three 
brigades originally promised should be hurried there. 

And also: 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 2Q Apr. 41 

It should be made clear to Sir Kinahan Cornwallis • that our chief 
interest in sending troops to Iraq is the covering and establishment of a 
great assembly base at Basra, and that what happens up-country, except 
at Habbaniya, is at the present time on an altogether lower priority. Our 
rights under the treaty were invoked to cover this disembarkation and to 
avoid bloodshed but force would have been used to the utmost limit to 
secure the disembarkation, if necessary. Our position at Basra therefore 
docs not rest solely on the treaty, but also on a new event arising out of 

ReKW«ar^ N° un«crtLakin8J can be given that troops will be sent to 
Baghdad or moved through to Palestine, and the right to require such 

h^Cn >km|fS shou,dnot bc ^cognised in respect of a Government which 
rilhl u?urped Powcr by a coup d'etat, or in a country where our 

treaty rights have so long been frustrated in the spirit. Sir Kinahan 
Cornwallis should not however entangle himself by explanations. 

When accordingly Rashid Ali was informed by our Ambassador that 

more transports would reach Basra on the 30th, he said that he could 

not give permission for any fresh landings until the troops already at 

Basra had passed through the port. General Auchinleck was told that 

the landings should go forward none the less, and Rashid Ali, who had 

been counting on the assistance of German aircraft, and even of 
German airborne troops, was forced into action. 

His first hostile move was towards Habbaniya, our Air Force training 

•The British Ambassador in Baghdad 
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base in the Iraqi desert. On April 29, 230 British women and children 

had been flown to Habbaniya from Baghdad. The total number in the 
cantonment was just over 2,200 fighting men, with no fewer than 
9,000 civilians. The Flying School thus became a point of grave im¬ 
portance. Air Vice-Marshal Smart, who commanded there, took bold 

and timely precautions to meet the mounting crisis. The Flying School 
had previously held only obsolescent or training types, but a few 
Gladiator fighters had arrived from Egypt, and eighty-two aircraft of 
all sorts were improvised into four squadrons. A British battalion, 

flown from India, had arrived on the 29th. The ground defence of the 
seven-mile perimeter, with its solitary wire fence, was indeed scanty. 
On the 30th Iraqi troops from Baghdad appeared barely a mile away 
on the plateau overlooking both the airfield and the camp. They were 
soon reinforced from Baghdad, until they numbered about 9,000 men, 

with fifty guns. The next two days were spent in fruitless parleys, and 

at dawn on May 2 fighting began. 

• • • • • 
From the outset of this new danger General Wavell showed himself 

most reluctant to assume more burdens. He said he would make 
preparations and do what he could to create the impression of a large 
force being prepared for action from Palestine, which might have some 
effect on the Iraqi Government. The force he could make available 
would in his opinion be both inadequate and too late. It would be at 
least a week before it could start. Its departure would leave Palestine 
most dangerously weak, and incitement to rebellion there was already 

taking place. “I have consistently warned you,” he said, * that no 
assistance could be given to Iraq from Palestine in present circum¬ 
stances, and have always advised that a commitment in Iraq should be 
avoided. ... My forces are stretched to the limit everywhere, and 1 

simply cannot afford to risk part of them on what cannot produce any 

In Syria resources were equally strained. The Co^ndc s. . 
Chief Middle East had said that the maximum force that could be 

spared for Syria until the Australians were re-equippcd was one 
mechanised cavalry brigade, one regiment of^artillery°nc inf y 

battalion, subject to no Iraq commitment. Th.s force could 
nectcd to deal with the number of troops which the Germans wo 

bitterly resented. 
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On May 4 we sent General VVavell our decisions about Iraq: 

A commitment in Iraq was inevitable. We had to establish a base at 
Basra, and control that port to safeguard Persian oil in case of need. 

The line of communication to Turkey through Iraq has also assumed 
greater importance owing to German air superiority in the /Egean Sea. 
. . . Had we sent no forces to Basra the present situation at Habbaniya 
might still have arisen under Axis direction, and we should also have had 
to face an opposed landing at Basra later on instead of being able to 
secure a bridgehead there without opposition. . . . There can be no ques¬ 
tion of accepting the Turkish offer of mediation. We can make no con¬ 
cessions. The security of Egypt remains paramount. But it is essential to 
do all in our power to save Habbaniya and to control the pipe-line to the 
Mediterranean. 

General Auchinleck continued to offer reinforcements up to live- 

infantry brigades and ancillary troops by June 10 if shipping could be 

provided. We were gratified by his forward mood. General Wavcll 

only obeyed under protest. "Your message,” he said on the 5th, "takes 

little account of realities. You must face facts.” He doubted whether 

the forces he himself was gathering were strong enough to relieve 

Habbaniya, or whether Habbaniya could hold out till they might arrive 

on the 12th. "I feel it my duty to warn you in the gravest possible 

terms,” he said, "that I consider the prolongation of fighting in Iraq 

will seriously endanger the defence of Palestine and Egypt. The po¬ 

litical repercussions will be incalculable, and may result in what I have 

spent nearly two years trying to avoid, namely, serious internal trouble 

m our bases. I therefore urge again most strongly that a settlement 
should be negotiated as early as possible.” 

I was not content with this. 

Pnme Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee 6 May 41 

The telegrams from Generals Wavcll and Auchinleck should be con¬ 
sidered forthwith, and a report made to me at the House of Commons 
before luncheon to-day. 

The following points require attention : 

(1) 

(2) 

\\hy should the force mentioned, which seems considerable, be 
deemed insufficient to deal with the Iraq Army? What do you say 

In*1- FanCJ havJng- kcp! lhc Cava,rV Division in Palestine 
organised?16 h°Ut havmg thc rudiments of a mobile column 

Why should the troops at Habbaniya give in before May i2> 
I heir losses have been nominal as so far reported. Their infantry 
made a successful sortie last night, and we are told that the bom¬ 
bardment stops whenever our aircraft appear. Great efforts should 

™tHHVthC ^,r lorce to a,d and encourage Habbaniya. Surely 

from Sri"nfan'ry Ca" be flo'vn ,here as reinforcements 
Egyp T.he mos.t strenuous orders should be given to the 

officer commanding to hold out. b '-”10 mt 
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How can a settlement be negotiated, as General Wavell suggests? 
Suppose the Iraqis, under German instigation, insist upon our evacuat¬ 
ing Basra, or moving in small detachments at their mercy across the 
country to Palestine. The opinion of the Senior Naval Officer at Basra is 
that a collapse or surrender there would be disastrous. This is also the 
opinion of the Government of India. I am deeply disturbed at General 
Wavell's attitude. He seems to have been taken as much by surprise on 
his eastern as he was on his western flank, and in spite of the enormous 
number of men at his disposal, and the great convoys reaching him, he 
seems to be hard up for battalions and companies. He gives me the 
impression of being tired out. 

The proposals of C.-in-C. India for reinforcing Basra seem to deserve 
most favourable consideration. 

» * • • • 
Supported by the Chiefs of Staff, I brought all this to an issue before 

the Defence Committee when it met at noon. There was a resolute 

temper. The following orders were sent at their direction: 

Chiefs of Staff to General Wavell and others concerned 6 May 41 

Your telegram of yesterday has been considered by Defence Com¬ 
mittee. Settlement by negotiation cannot be entertained except on the 
basis of a climb down by Iraqis, with safeguard against future Axis de¬ 
signs on Iraq. Realities of the situation are that Rashid Ali has all along 
been hand-in-glovc with Axis Powers, and was merely waiting until they 
could support him before exposing his hand. Our arrival at Basra forced 
him to go off at half-cock before the Axis was ready. Thus there is an 
excellent chance of restoring the situation by bold action, if it is not 

delayed. ^ . , , 
Chiefs of Staff have therefore advised Defence Committee that they 

are prepared to accept responsibility for dispatch of the force specified in 
your telegram at the earliest possible moment. Defence Committee 
direct that Air Vice-Marshal Smart should be informed that he will be 
given assistance, and that in the meanwhile it is his duty to defend Hah- 
baniya to the last. Subject to the security of Egypt being maintained, 
maximum air support possible should be given to operations in Iraq. 

* • • • • 
Meanwhile at Habbaniya the squadrons of the Flying School, to¬ 

gether with Wellington bombers from Shaiba, at the head of the I cr- 

sian Gulf, attacked the Iraqi troops on the plateau. They replied by 

shelling the cantonment, their aircraft joining in with bombs anc 

machine-guns. Over forty of our men were killed or wounded tl'at 
day, and twenty-two aircraft destroyed or disabled. Despite the diffi¬ 

culty of taking off under close artillery fire, our airmen continued he 

attacks. No enemy infantry assault developed, and gradually their 

batteries were mastered. It was found that the enemy g~• wou d 

not stand to their pieces under air attack or even if our^aircraft were to 

be seen overhead. Full advantage was taken of ,he^"™Sn“S'r air 
it was possible from the second day to turn a proportion of our 
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effort to dealing with the Iraqi Air Force and their bases. On the 

nights of May 3 and 4 offensive land patrols from Habbaniya moved 

out to raid the enemy lines, and by the 5th, after four days of attack 

from the Royal Air Force, the enemy had had enough. That night they 

withdrew from the plateau. They were followed up, and a very success¬ 

ful action yielded 400 prisoners, a dozen guns, sixty machine-guns, and 

ten armoured cars. A reinforcing column from Falluja was caught on 

the road and destroyed by forty of our aircraft dispatched from Hab¬ 

baniya for the purpose. By May 7 therefore the siege of Habbaniya 

was over. The defenders had been reinforced by fighter aircraft from 

Egypt; British women and children had all been evacuated by air to 

Basra; the Iraqi Air Force of about sixty planes had been virtually 

destroyed. This good news only reached us late and bit by bit. 

Prime Minister to Air Vice-Marshal Smart 7 May 4 1 

Your vigorous and splendid action has largely restored the situation. 
We are all watching the grand fight you are making. All possible aid will 
be sent. Keep it up. 

Prime Minister to General IVavell 7 May 41 

It would seem that the Habbaniya show has greatly improved, and 
audacious action now against the Iraqis may crush the revolt before the 
Germans arrive. They can of course fly there direct in heavy bombers, 
but these would only have what they stand up in and could not operate 
ong. We must forestall the moral effect of their arrival bv a stunning 

Mow. I presume that if Rutba and Habbaniya are clear [bur] column 
will take possession of Baghdad or otherwise exploit success to the full. 
Other telegrams are being sent to you about rousing the tribes and about 
Government policy. 

General Wavell replied to the Chiefs of Staff direct. 

. 8 May 41 
I think you should appreciate the limits of military action in Iraq 

during next few months without a favourable political situation. Forces 
irom India can secure Basra, but cannot, in my opinion, advance north¬ 
wards unless the co-operation of the local population and tribes is fully 
secured. I*orce from Palestine can relieve Habbaniya and hold ap¬ 
proaches from Baghdad to prevent further advance on Habbaniya, but it 

iKofftb? enTinI Baghdad aga*nst opposition or maintaining 
itself there. In order therefore to avoid a heavy military commitment 

by anT^labir^ans reC°mmend ,hat a P°litical be sough, 

Although I realised his cares and his devotion, I continued to Dress 
General Wavell hard. r 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 9 May f 

aJh",Defe,??e 9°Tnrn,tt?e have considered your telegram of Mav^ 
about Iraq. Our information is that Rashid Ali and his partisans arc* in 
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desperate straits. However this may be, you are to fight hard against 
them. The mobile column being prepared in Palestine should advance as 
you propose, or earlier if possible, and actively engage the enemy, 
whether at Rutba or Habbaniya. Having joined the Habbaniya forces, 
you should exploit the situation to the utmost, not hesitating to try to 
break into Baghdad even with quite small forces and running the same 
kind of risks as the Germans are accustomed to run and profit by. 

2. There can be no question of negotiation with Rashid Ali unless 
he immediately accepts the terms in C.O.S. telegram. Such negotiation 
would only lead to delay, during which the German Air Force will arrive. 
We do not think that any ground forces you may be able to divert to 
Iraq will affect your immediate problem in the Western Desert. The 
Air Force must do its best to cover both situations. Only in the event of 
your being actually engaged or about to engage in an offensive in the 
Western Desert should Tedder deny the necessary air support to the 
Iraq operations. 

I tried to reassure General Wavell that we had no extensive opera¬ 

tion in view and were only seeking to cope with the immediate 

need. 

You do not need to bother too much about the long future in Iraq. 
Your immediate task is to get a friendly Government set up in Baghdad, 
and to beat down Rashid Ali’s forces with the utmost vigour. We do not 
wish to be involved at present in any large-scale advance up the river 
from Basra, nor have we prescribed the occupation of Kirkuk or Mosul. 
We do not seek any change in the independent status of Iraq, and lull in 
structions have been given in accordance with your own ideas; upon this 
point. But what matters is action: namely, the swift advance of the 
mobile column to establish effective contact between Baghdad and 1 ales 
tine Every day counts, for the Germans may not be long. We hoped 

that the column would be ready to move on ,he ou^wh eh they 
Habbaniya on the 12th, assuming Habbaniya could hold outwhich they 
have done, and a good deal more. We trust hese dates havc been kept, 
and that you will do your utmost to accelerate movement. 

Wavell responded gallantly to the many cumulative callsmade upon 

him. "Without waiting for -Tiger-,” he reported on the .3th 1 
ordered all available tanks to join Gott's force and the enemy 

the Solium area. ... If things go well m the Western Desert I will tty 

to move additional troops to Palestine for action towards Iraq.^ 

will try to liquidate this tiresome i discussed the 
my best to strengthen Crete against impendingattack. 

question of Syria with Catroux this afternoon. 

• 

By this time "Tiger” had begun to arrive *t£X«rn 

Desert",'and^n SyTa.^nel ^attended these interrelated 

ventures. 
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Prime Minister to General Auchinleck I4 May 41 
I am very glad you are going to meet Wavell at Basra. He will tell you 

about ' Tiger” and “Scorcher” [defence of Crete]. A victory in Libya 
would alter all values in Iraq, both in German and Iraqi minds. 

2. We are most grateful to you for the energetic efforts you have made 
about Basra. The stronger the forces India can assemble there the better. 
But we have not yet felt able to commit ourselves to any advance (except 
with small parties when the going is good) northward towards Baghdad, 
and still less to occupation in force of Kirkuk and/or Mosul. This can¬ 
not be contemplated until we see what happens about “Tiger” and 
“Scorcher”. We are therefore confined at the moment to trying to get a 
friendly Government installed in Baghdad and building up the largest 
possible bridgehead at Basra. Even less can we attempt to dominate 
Syria at the present time, though the Free French may be allowed to do 
their best there. The defeat of the Germans in Libya is the commanding 
event, and larger and longer views cannot be taken till that is achieved. 
Everything will be much easier then. 

It will be well to complete the Iraq story before the impact of more 
sanguinary events, though not graver dangers, fell upon us in Crete. 

The advance-guard of the relieving “Habforce”, a motorised 

brigade group from Palestine, arrived at Habbaniya on May 18 to re¬ 
sume the attack on the enemy, now holding the bridge across the 
Euphrates at Falluja. By this time the Iraqis were not the only enemy. 
The first German aircraft were established on Mosul airfield on 
May 13, and thenceforward our Air Force had as a principal task to 
attack them and prevent their being supplied by railway from Syria. 
The attack on Falluja by the advance-guard of “Habforce” and the 
land elements of the Habbaniya garrison took place on May 19. Inun¬ 
dations hampered direct approach from the west, and small columns 
were therefore dispatched over a flying bridge upstream from the town 

to cut off the retreat of the defenders; another party made an air land¬ 
ing to block the road to Baghdad. It had been expected that this 
action, together with air bombardment, would make the enemy, about 
a brigade strong, surrender or disperse. But in the end ground attack 
was needed. A small force on the west bank whose task had been to 
prevent by rifle-fire the demolition of the vital bridge was ordered to 
rush it; they did so successfully and without casualties. The enemy 
gave way; 300 prisoners were taken. A counter-attack three days later 

was beaten off. , « . , 
Some days were spent in making preparation for the final advance o 

Baghdad, during which our air action against the German Air torcc on 

the8 northern airfields of Iraq finally crushed their *ffort' >at" * 
Italian fighter squadron appeared, hut accomplished 

German officer charged with co-ordinating the ,ac*,.0n °Di^Le 
squadrons with the Iraqi forces, a son of Field-Marshal Blombe g, 
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landed at Baghdad with a bullet in his head, thanks to misjudged firing 
by his allies. His successor, General Felmy, though more fortunate in 

his landing, could do nothing. His vigorous instructions from Hitler 
were dated May 23, by which time all chance of useful Axis interven¬ 
tion had passed. 

Hitler’s Directive No. 30. Middle East 

Field Headquarters: May 23, 1941 

The Arab Freedom Movement is, in the Middle East, our natural ally 
against England. In this connection, the raising of rebellion in Iraq is of 
special importance. Such rebellion wi|l extend across the Iraq frontiers 
to strengthen the forces which are hostile to England in the Middle East, 
interrupt the British lines of communication, and tie down both English 
troops and English shipping space at the expense of other theatres of war. 
For these reasons I have decided to push the development of operations 
in the Middle East through the medium of going to the support of Iraq. 
Whether and in what way it may later be possible to wreck finally the 
English position between the Mediterranean and the Persian Gulf, in 
conjunction with an offensive against the Suez Canal, is still in the lap of 
the gods. . . . 

The advance upon Baghdad began on the night of May 27, and made 
slow progress, being hindered by extensive inundations and blown-up 
bridges over the many irrigation waterways. However, our forward 

troops reached the outskirts of Baghdad on May 30. Although they 
were weak in numbers and there was an Iraqi division in the city, their 

presence was too much for Rashid Ali and his companions, who that 
day fled to Persia, accompanied by other trouble-makers, the German 
and Italian Ministers and the ex-Mufti of Jerusalem. The next day, 
May 31, an armistice was signed, the Regent of Iraq was reinstate , 
and a new Government took office. We soon occupied with land and 

air forces all the important points in the country. . 
Thus the German plan for raising rebellion in Iraq ar^ master g 

cheaply this wide area was frustrated on a small margin The '*n“ 
of an Indian brigade at Basra on April .8 was timely. U forced Rash 
Ali into premature action. Even so there was a race with our meagre 
forces against time. The spirited defence of Habban.ya by the Flying 

5=. s cr sr- fe 
SffijSrAffs.v.’a pH-**. - - 
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others, is governed by facts and circumstances; otherwise strategy 
would be too easy. It would become a drill-book and not an art; it 
would depend upon rules and not on an instructed and fortunate 
judgment of the proportions of an ever-changing scene. Hitler cer¬ 
tainly cast away the opportunity of taking a great prize for little cost in 
the Middle East. We in Britain, although pressed to the extreme, 
managed with scanty forces to save ourselves from far-reaching or 

lasting injury. 
It must be remembered that the revolt in Iraq was but one small 

sector of the immense emergency in the Middle East which lapped 
General Wavell on all sides simultaneously. This comprised the im¬ 
pending German onslaught upon Crete, our plans to attack Rommel in 
the Western Desert, the campaigns in Abyssinia and Eritrea, and the 
bitter need to forestall the Germans in Syria. In the same way the 
whole Mediterranean scene, as viewed from London, was but a secon¬ 
dary part of our world problem, in which the Invasion menace, the 
U-boat war, and the attitude of Japan were dominant features. Only 
the strength and cohesion of the War Cabinet, the relations of mutual 
respect and harmony of outlook between political and military chiefs, 
and the smooth working of our war machine enabled us to surmount, 
though sorely mauled, these trials and perils. 

The reader will be conscious of the tension which grew between the 
British War Cabinet and Chiefs of Staff and their over-strained but 
gallantly struggling Commandcr-in-Chief in Cairo. The authorities at 
home, over whom I presided, directly overruled from Whitehall the 
judgment of the man on the spot. They took the issue out of his hands 
and assumed the responsibility themselves for ordering the relief of 
Habbaniya and for rejecting all ideas of negotiation with Rashid Ali or 
accepting Turkish mediation, which at one time was mentioned. The 
result was crowned with swift and complete success. Although no one 

was more pleased and relieved than Wavell himself, the episode could 
not pass without leaving impressions in his mind and in ours. At the 
same time General Auchinleck’s forthcoming attitude in sending, at our 
desire, and with the Viceroy’s cordial assent, the Indian division to 
Basra so promptly, and the readiness with which Indian reinforce¬ 
ments were supplied, gave us the feeling of a fresh mind and a hitherto 

untaxed personal energy. The consequences of these impressions will 
be seen as the story unfolds. 



Chapter XV 

CRETE: THE ADVENT 

The Situation in Crete—Weak and Inadequate Defences—The Over-loaded 
Administration in Cairo—Agreement at Home and on the Spot about Defending 

Crete—Our Precise Intelligence—Wavell's Visit, April 30—Bernard Freyberg 

in Command—My Telegram to Admiral Cunningham of May 1—Efforts to 
Reinforce Our Air—Wavell and Freyberg under No Illusions—Freyberg's 

Telegrams to Wavell and to the New Zealand Government—Wavell's Telegram 

of May 2—Anxiety in New Zealand—My Message to Mr. Fraser, May 3— 
Freyberg Undaunted—German Blockade of Crete from the Air—Our Pitiful Air 
Resources—The German Plan of Attack—“Colorado" and "Scorcher"—A 

Breathless Pause—Wavell's Humour—I Keep Smuts Informed—On the Verge. 

THE strategic importance of Crete in all our Mediterranean 

affairs has already been explained by argument and events. 

British warships based on Suda Bay or able to refuel there could give 

an all-important protection to Malta. If our base in Crete was well de¬ 

fended against air attack the whole process of superior sea-power 

would come into play and ward off any seaborne expedition. But 

only a hundred miles away lay the Italian fortress of Rhodes, with its 

ample airfields and well-established installations. The capture and 

occupation of Rhodes had been our aim since the beginning of the 

year, and the Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisation, a splendid 

body of men, most carefully trained and fitted together, 5,300 strong, 

had been sent from England either for Rhodes or Suda Bay as circum¬ 

stances might require. Besides this the Commando force, over two 

thousand strong, under Colonel Laycock, had also come round the 

Cape, and with the British 6th Division, which was being formed in 

Egypt, would have made an assaulting force capable of taking Rhodes. 

The pressure of events had forced us to postpone this enterprise, am 

meanwhile Crete was vulnerable in a high degree should German air¬ 

craft be sent to Rhodes. The Mobile Naval Base Defence Organua- 

tion was kept in hand at Alexandria for emergencies instead of helping 

either to take and hold Rhodes or to work up and man the defences of 

S”£cSy i„ Crete everything h.d proceeded in » “““g 
reader has seen my repeated injunctions to have Suda Bay 

had even used the expression a second Scapa • T , 

in our possession for nearly six months, but it would ha^r. 
possible to equip the harbour with a more powerful outfit ofant^ a 

craft guns at the expense of other still more urgen 
216 
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Middle East Command able to find the labour, locally or otherwise, to 

develop the airfields. There could be no question of sending a large 

garrison to Crete or of basing strong air forces upon its airfields while 

Greece was still in Allied hands. But all should have been in readiness 

to receive reinforcements should they become available and should the 

need arise. There had been however neither plan nor drive. Six suc¬ 

cessive commanders were appointed in as many months. The Middle 

East Command should have made a more careful study of the con¬ 

ditions under which Crete might have to be defended from air or sea 

attack. The need of providing if not a harbour at least landing facilities 

on the southern side of the island at Sphakia or Timbaki and the 

making of a road therefrom to Suda Bay and the airfields by which 

Western Crete could have been reinforced from Egypt was not fore¬ 

seen. The responsibility for the defective study of the problem and for 

the feeble execution of the directions given must be shared between 

Cairo and Whitehall. 

It was only after the disasters had occurred in Cyrenaica, in Crete, 

and in the Desert that I realised how overloaded and under-sustained 

General Wavell’s organisation was. Wavell tried his best; but the 

handling machine at his disposal was too weak to enable him to cope 

with the vast mass of business which four or five simultaneous cam¬ 
paigns imposed upon him. 

• • • • • 
With the German conquest of Greece Crete became the last foot¬ 

hold for the Greek King and Government, and an important repository 

for evacuated troops of all kinds. We could be sure that German eyes 

were glaring upon it. To us it seemed a vital outpost both of Egypt 

and Malta. Even in this welter of failure and wreckage in which we 

were now plunged there were no disagreements between the author¬ 

ities, cither at home or on the spot, about holding Crete. “I am 

assuming,” telegraphed Wavell (April 16), “that Crete will be held.” 

And the next day, “We are making preparations for evacuation [of 
Greece] and for holding Crete.” 

* • • • * 
We had known for a long time the efforts Goering had made to 

create and develop a powerful airborne force, capable of a large-scale 

descent from the air. This had appealed to the ardent and devoted 

Nazi youth of Germany. The German Parachute Division was a corps 

d*elite which had played its part in our thoughts about home defence 

against invasion. All such plans however require at least the tem¬ 

porary command of the daylight air. This the Germans had failed to 
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gain in Britain. Crete was a different tale. Ample and, as it seemed, 

long-lasting air superiority both in the Balkans and in the JEgean Sea 

was now the enemy’s master weapon. 

At no moment in the war was our Intelligence so truly and precisely 

informed. In the exultant confusion of their seizure of Athens the 

German staffs preserved less than their usual secrecy, and our agents in 

Greece were active and daring. In the last week of April we obtained 

from trustworthy sources good information about the next German 

stroke. The movements and excitement of the German nth Air 

Corps, and also the frantic collection of small craft in Greek harbours, 

could not be concealed from attentive eyes and ears. All pointed to an 

impending attack on Crete, both by air and sea. In no operation did I 

take more personal pains to study and weigh the evidence or to make 

sure that the magnitude of the impending onslaught was impressed 

upon the Commanders-in-Chief and imparted to the general on the 

actual scene. 

Our Joint Intelligence Committee in London made an appreciation 

on April 28 of the scale and character of the hostile design against 

Crete in which they expressed their belief that simultaneous airborne 

and seaborne attack was imminent. They thought that the enemy 

could gather in the Balkans for all purposes 315 long-range bombers, 

60 twin-engine fighters, 240 dive-bombers, and 270 single-engine 

fighters; that he might drop three to four thousand parachutists or air¬ 

borne troops in the first sortie, and that he might make two or three 

sorties per day from Greece and three or four from Rhodes, all with 

fighter escort. There would be heavy bombing attacks prior to the 

arrival of the air- and seaborne troops, and no lack of troops or 

shipping for the seaborne attack. 

This was immediately telegraphed to the Cairo headquarters, and 

I emphasised it the same day by a personal message to General 

Wavell. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 28 Apr‘ 41 

It seems clear from our information that a heavy airborne *“®ck by 
German troops and bombers will soon be made on Crete. Let me kno 
what forces you have in the island and what your P|ans a/f‘ °V^‘ *° ^ 
a fine opportunity for killing the parachute troops. The island must dc 

stubbornly defended. 

Although General Wavell did not at first wholly accept our view that 

Crete was the target, and thought that the Germans^mig 

liberately letting rumours circulate to cover their real p a , 

once with his customary energy and mobility and flew 

His answers show the situation. 
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General Wavell to Prime Minister and C.O.S. 29 Apr. 41 

Crete was warned of possibility of airborne attack on April 18. Be¬ 
sides original permanent garrison of three infantry battalions, two heavy 
A.A. batteries, three light A.A. batteries, and coast defence artillery, 
Crete now contains at least 30,000 personnel evacuated from Greece. 
These are being organised for the defence of the vital places on the 
island; Suda Bay, Canea, Retimo, and Heraklion. Morale reported 
good. Arms mainly rifles, with low proportion light machine-guns. In 
addition certain units of Greek recruits have been organised for defence 
of aerodromes and [guarding] prisoners of war. 

2. The Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisation is due to reach the 
island during first fortnight in May. 

3. Propose visiting Crete to-morrow, and will report on return. 
4. It is just possible that plan for attack on Crete may be cover for 

attack on Syria or Cyprus, and that real plan will only be disclosed even 
to [their] own troops at last moment. This would be consistent with 
German practice. 

I had suggested to the C.I.G.S. that General Frcybcrg should be 

placed in command of Crete, and he proposed this to Wavell, who had 

immediately agreed. Bernard Frcybcrg and I had been friends for 

many years. When as a young volunteer from New Zealand in the 

hirst World War he had made his way through many difficulties to 

England he had an introduction to me, and met me one day in the 

Admiralty in September 1914 and asked for a commission. I was at that 

time forming the Royal Naval Division, and I soon made the neces¬ 

sary recommendations. In a few days he became a sub-lieutenant in 

the “I lood” Battalion. Here is no place to describe the long succession 

of glorious deeds of valour by which he rose in four years of front-line 

war to the command of a brigade, and in the crisis of the German 

summer offensive of 1918 was placed in command of all the troops, 

amounting almost to a corps, which held the gap in front of Bailleul! 

The Victoria Cross and the D.S.O. with two bars marked his unsur¬ 
passed service. 

Freyberg, like his only equal, Carton de Wiart, deserved the title with 

which I acclaimed them of “Salamander”. Both thrived in the fire 

and were literally shot to pieces without being affected physically or in 

spirit. One day in the 1920’s when I was staying at a country house 

with Bernard Freyberg I asked him to show me his wounds. He 

stripped himself, and I counted twenty-seven separate scars and 

gashes. To these he was to add in the Second World War another 

three. But of course, as he explained, “You nearly always get two 

wounds for every bullet or splinter, because mostly they have to go out 

as well as go in.” At the outset of the new war no man was more fitted 

to command the New Zealand Division, for which he was eagerly 

chosen. In September .940 I had toyed with the idea of giving him a 

far greater scope. Now at length this decisive personal command had 
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come to him. Freyberg is so made that he will fight for King and 

country with an unconquerable heart anywhere he is ordered, and with 

whatever forces he is given by superior authorities, and he imparts his 

own invincible firmness of mind to all around him. 

At home we did our utmost to help our hard-pressed commanders 

and troops. 

Prime Minister to Admiral Cunningham i May 41 

We are making extreme exertions to reinforce you from the air. It has 
been decided to repeat as soon as possible and on a much larger scale the 
recent operations [for air reinforcement]. Ark Royal, Argus, Furious, and 
Victorious, will all be used to carry up to 140 additional Hurricanes, as 
well as 18 Fulmars, with pilots. We hope that 64 Hurricanes and 9 Ful¬ 
mars will arrive in Middle East by May 25. Meanwhile 25 fighter pilots 
leave May 23 for Takoradi to hasten ferrying of Hurricanes and Toma¬ 
hawks. Capacity of route to Egypt via Takoradi freed by above use of 
carriers will be employed to increase the flow of Tomahawks and Hurri¬ 
canes. Greatest possible shipment of Blenheims will be made at the 
same time. I may have more to signal about bomber reinforcements later. 

2. I also congratulate you upon the brilliant and highly successful 
manner in which the Navy have once again succoured the Army and 
brought off four-fifths of the entire force. 

3. It is now necessary to fight hard for Crete, which seems soon to be 
attacked heavily, and [also] for Malta as a base for flotilla action against 
the enemy’s communications with Libya. Constantly improving attitude 
of United States and their naval co-operation justifies risks involved. 
Your plans for “Tiger” arc excellent and give good chances. 

4. But above all we look to you to cut off seaborne supplies from the 
Cyrenaican ports and to beat them up to the utmost. It causes grief here 
whenever we learn of the arrival of precious aviation spirit in one ship 
after another. This great battle for Egypt is what the Duke of Welling¬ 
ton called “a close-run thing”, but if we can reinforce you and Wavell as 
proposed by Operations “Tiger” and “Jaguar” [Air reinforccrncntsj, and 
you can cut off the tap of inflow, our immense annies in the Middle Bast 
will soon resume their ascendancy. All good wishes. 

• • • • • 
Freyberg and Wavell were under no illusions. 

General Freyberg to General Wavell 1 May 
Forces at my disposal are totally inadequate to meet attack envisage . 

Unless fiehter aircraft are greatly increased and naval forces ma 
available to deal with seaborne attack I cannot hope to devoid*"^ 
forces alone, which as result of campaign m Greece arc n°w devoid 

any artillery, have insufficient tools for digging, very.''"leporce here can 
inadequate war reserves of equipment and a^mun‘''0,nA|f p^ce cannot 
and will fight, but without full support from Navy an^ ^ir I , -j. 
hope to repel invasion. If for other reawns these cannot be ma 
able at once, urge that question of holding Crete 1New Zealand 
I feel that under terms of my charter it is my duty to >nfo J nQW 

Government of situation in which greater part of my 

placed. 
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He also informed his own Government: 
i May 41 

Feel it is my duty to report military situation in Crete. Decision taken 
in London that Crete must be held at all costs. Have received appre¬ 
ciation scale of attack from War Office. In my opinion Crete can only be 
held with full support from Navy and Air Force. There is no evidence of 
naval forces capable of guaranteeing us against seaborne invasion, and air 
forces in island consist of six Hurricanes and seventeen obsolete aircraft. 
Troops can and will fight, but as a result of campaign in Greece are de¬ 
void of any artillery and have insufficient tools for digging, little trans¬ 
port, and inadequate war reserves of equipment and ammunition. 
Would strongly represent to your Government grave situation in which 
bulk of New Zealand Division is placed, and recommend you bring 
pressure to bear on highest plane in London either to supply us with 
sufficient means to defend island or to review decision Crete must be 
held. I have of course made my official representation on this matter to 
C.-in-C. Middle East. 

General XVavell to C.I.G.S. 2 May 41 

Defence of Crete will present difficult problem for all three services, 
mainly on account of enemy air superiority. Ports and aerodromes being 
in north of island involves greater exposure of aircraft and shipping. 
Only good road in island (and that none too good) runs east and west 
along north coast, and also exposed. 

2. There arc no good roads north and south or harbours on south 
coast, though with time it may be possible to develop them. There is a 
great shortage of transport in island. 

3. Food for civil population will have to be imported in considerable 
quantities. If towns heavily bombed and we are unable provide fighter 
protection we may be faced with political problem. 

4. To garrison island effectively at least three brigade groups required 
and considerable number of A.A. units. Present garrison three British 
Regular battalions, six N.Z. battalions, one Australian battalion, and two 
composite battalions of details evacuated from Greece. Those from 
Greece are weak in numbers and equipment. There is no artillery, 
bcale ot A.A. defence inadequate, but is being reinforced. 

5. As regards Air Force, there are at present no modern aircraft in 
island. 

6‘ troops at Present are mostly untrained and unarmed. 
7- Difficulties are being dealt with, and will be overcome if we get 

time, but air defence will always be difficult problem. 

The Government of New Zealand were not unnaturally anxious 

about their division. I explained the position to them and to Mr 

Fraser, their Prime Minister, who had just arrived in Cairo on his 
journey to England. 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of New Zealand 3 May 

.1 1 £Tm v*ry S,a<} l.he exigencies of evacuation should have carried 
the New ZeaJand Division, after its brilliant fighting in Greece in such 

°rdHr t0 Cre!e- Naturally, every effort will be made to^’re-equip 
them, and in particular artillery, in which General Wavell is alreadv 
strong, is being sent. The successful defence of Crete is one of the most 
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important factors in the defence of Egypt. I am very glad that General 
Wavell has accepted my suggestion to put Freyberg in command of the 
whole island. You may be sure we shall sustain him in every way 
possible. 

2. Our information points to an airborne attack being delivered in the 
near future, with possibly an attempt at seaborne attack. The Navy will 
certainly do their utmost to prevent the latter, and it is unlikely to suc¬ 
ceed on any large scale. So far as airborne attack is concerned, this 
ought to suit the New Zealanders down to the ground, for they will be 
able to come to close quarters, man to man, with the enemy, who will not 
have the advantage of tanks and artillery, on which he so largely relies. 
Should the enemy get a landing in Crete that will be the beginning, and 
not the end, of embarrassments for him. The island is mountainous and 
wooded, giving peculiar scope to the qualities of your troops. We can 
reinforce it far more easily than the enemy, and there are over 30,000 
men there already. 

3. It may he however that the enemy is only feinting at Crete, and will 
be going farther east. We have to consider all contingencies in the em¬ 
ployment of our scanty and overpressed Air Force. Why is it scanty and 
overpressed? Not because we do not possess ever-growing resources and 
reserves here. Not because we have not done everything in human 
power to reinforce the Middle East with air. It is simply because of the 
physical difficulties of getting aircraft and their servicing personnel to the 
spot by the various routes and methods open to us. You may be sure we 
shall try our best to reinforce our air-power, and we are at this moment 
making very far-reaching but hazardous efforts. The disposition be¬ 
tween competing needs of such air forces as arc in the East must be left 
to the Commanders-in-Chief. I am not without hope that things will be 
better in the Middle East in a month or so. . . 

4. Everyone here admires the dignity and stoicism of New Zealand in 
enduring the agonising suspense of the evacuation. Its successful con¬ 
clusion, after inflicting so much loss upon the enemy and paying our 
debt of honour to Greece, is an inexpressible relief to the Empire. 

Freyberg was undaunted. He did not readily believe the scale of air 

attack would be so gigantic. His fear was of powerful organised in¬ 

vasion from the sea. This we hoped the Navy would prevent in spite 

of our air weakness. 

General Freyberg to Prime Minister, England .5 M** 

Cannot understand nervousness: am not tn fthc, !^S' ^adequately 

played by them in Greek rearguard action. 
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I immediately did my best to remedy the sense of injustice from 
which the New Zealanders were suffering. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 7 May 41 

Please pass following to General Freybcrg, unless you disagree: 
“Everyone in Britain has watched with gratitude and admiration the 

grand fighting deeds of the New Zealand Division upon the evcr-famous 
battlefields of Greece. It is only gradually that we have learned and arc- 
learning the full tale, and the more the accounts come in the more we 
realise the vital part you played in a task of honour and a deed of fame. 
Throughout the whole Empire and the English-speaking world the name 
of New Zealand is saluted. Our thoughts are with you now. God bless 
you all.” 

• • • • * 
The geography of Crete indeed made its defence problem difficult. 

There was but a single road running along the north coast, upon which 
were strung all the vulnerable points of the island. Each of these had 
to be self-supporting. There could be no central reserve free to move 
to a threatened point once this road was cut and firmly held by the 
enemy. Only tracks unfit for motor transport ran from the south coast 
to the north from Sphakia and Timbaki. As the impending danger 
began to dominate directing minds strong efforts were made to carry 
reinforcements and supplies of weapons, especially artillery, to the 
island, but it was then too late. During the second week in May the 
German Air Force from its bases in Greece and in the /Egean estab¬ 
lished a virtual daylight blockade of Crete, and took their toll of all 
traffic, especially on the northern side, where alone the harbours lay. 
Out of 27,000 tons of vital munitions sent in the first three weeks of 
May to Crete under 3,000 could be landed, and the rest had to turn 
back with the loss of over 3,000 tons. Our strength in A.A. weapons 
was sixteen heavy A.A. guns (3.7-inch mobile), thirty-six light A.A. 
guns (Bofors), and twenty-four A.A. searchlights. There were only 
nine part-worn Infantry tanks, distributed at the airfields, and sixteen 
light tanks. On May 9 a part of the Mobile Naval Base Defence 
Organisation arrived, including one heavy and one light A.A. battery 
which were deployed for the better protection of Suda Bay. Altogether 
about 2,000 men of this organisation landed in Crete, but over 3,000 
were held back in Egypt, though they might have got there. Six 
thousand Italian prisoners of war were an additional burden to the 
defence. 

Our defending forces were distributed principally to protect the 
landing grounds. At Heraklion were two British and three Greek 
battalions; about Retimo the 19th Australian Brigade and six Greek 
battalions; in the neighbourhood of Suda two Australian and two 
Greek battalions; at Maleme a New Zealand brigade near the airfield 
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and a second brigade in support farther east. Some parties of riflemen 

were added to these garrisons, consisting of temporary units of men 

evacuated from Greece. The Greek battalions were weak in numbers, 

armed with a mixed assortment of rifles and little ammunition. The 

total of Imperial troops that took part in the defence amounted to 

about 28,600. 

But of course it was only our weakness in the air that rendered the 

German attack possible. The R.A.F. strength early in May was twelve 

Blenheims, six Hurricanes, twelve Gladiators, and six Fulmars and 

Brewsters of the Fleet Air Arm, of which only one-half were service¬ 

able. These were distributed between the Retimo landing-strip, the 

Malcmc airfield, for fighters only, and the Heraklion airfield, which 

accepted all types. This was but a trifle compared with the over¬ 

whelming air forces about to be hurled upon the island. Our inferiority 

in the air was fully realised by all concerned, and on May 19, the day 

before the attack, all remaining aircraft were evacuated to Egypt. It 

was known to the War Cabinet, the Chiefs of Staff, and the Com- 

mandcrs-in-Chief in the Middle East that the only choice lay between 

fighting under this fearful disadvantage or hurrying out of the island, 

as might have been possible in the early days of May. But there was no 

difference of opinion between any of us about facing the attack; and 

when we sec in the light and knowledge of the after-time how nearly, 

in spite of all our shortcomings, wc won, and how far-reaching were the 

advantages even of our failure, we must be well content with the risks 

we ran and the price we paid. 

We may now set out the German plan of attack, which we have 

learnt since the war. It was confided to the nth Air Corps, com¬ 

prising the 7th Air Division and the 5th Mountain Division, with the 

6th Mountain Division held in support. Nearly sixteen thousand men, 

mostly paratroops, were to be landed from the air, and seven thousand 

by sea. Additional air support was to be given by the 8th Air 

Corps. The number of aircraft made available was: bombers, 280, 

dive-bombers, 150; fighters (M.E..09 and M.E.i,0). 180; recon¬ 

naissance, 40; gliders, too; Jura’s (transport aircraft), 530. total, 

* 'The seaborne troops, and a quantity of supplies, were to be earned 

in two organised convoys of Greek caiques^- They had nop “ 

except from the German Air Force. We shall see presently what was 

^Theafr attack was planned on three areas: in the east Heraklion; 

•Caique : a type of schooner, now usually motor-driven. 
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in the centre Retimo, Suda, Canea; and of course, most important, 

Maleme, in the west. The immediate preparation for the attack was, in 

general, an hour’s concentrated bombing of the ground and anti¬ 

aircraft defences with bombs of up to 1,000 lb. weight. This was to be 

followed by the arrival of the leading troops in gliders and/or by para¬ 

chute descents. These again were to be followed by reinforcements in 

transport aircraft. It was vital to the whole conception that Maleme 

airfield should be secured. Mere landings of parachute troops in the 

countryside several miles away would not have enabled the troop¬ 

carrying aeroplanes to land the 6th Mountain Division by forties and 

fifties and then return for further instalments. The Germans would 

have to have effective and undisturbed possession of the airfield, not 

only for landing but for taking off again. Only by repeated journeys 

could they bring the numbers which were the foundation of their 

whole enterprise. 
• • • • • 

We adopted the code name “Colorado” for Crete, and “Scorcher” 

for the German onslaught as we imagined it. 

The breathless days slipped by. They were only rendered endur¬ 

able by other cares. The hour drew near. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 12 May 41 

Will you consider whether at least another dozen “I” tanks with 
skilled personnel should not go to help [against] "Scorcher”. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell x4 May 4I 

All my information points to "Scorcher” any day after 17th. Every¬ 
thing seems to be moving in concert for that, and with great elaboration 
Hope you have got enough in "Colorado”, and that those there have the 
needful in cannon, machine-guns, and armoured fighting vehicles. It 
may vyell be that in so large and complicated a plan zero date will 
be delayed. I herefore reinforcements sent now might well arrive 
in time, and certainly for the second round, should cnemv gain a 
footing. I should particularly welcome chance for our high-class troops 
to come to close grips with those people under conditions where enemy 
has not got his usual mechanical advantages, and where we can surely 

uaS,Cr he Can- \ suppose Admiral is with you in 

nn jhf ° thLS’ and that an,d Tcdder havc concerted the best 
possible air plan, having regard to other tasks. All good wishes. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell ,5 M 

uoin™crnt’?lL7T? with the weight of the attack impending 

merits havebeen ^ ** “• a" P°Ssib,e 1 

waveIPs good-humour did not desert him in these moments. 

General Wavell to Prime Minister l Ma 

Have done best to equip “Colorado” against beetle pest Recent rein’ 
forcements mdude sue “I” tanks, sixteen fight tanks, efghteen A A ^n" 
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seventeen field guns, one battalion. Am preparing small force, one or 
two battalions, with some tanks, to land south side "Colorado” as re¬ 
serve. Propose also holding Polish Brigade as possible reinforcement. 
But problem landing reinforcements is difficult. 

2. Cunningham, Tedder, and I discussed "Colorado” May 12, fol¬ 
lowed by inter-Service staff meeting. We have concerted plans as far as 
possible. 

3. "Colorado” is not easy commitment, and German blitzes usually 
take some stopping. But we have stout-hearted troops, keen and ready 
for fight, under resolute commander, and I hope enemy will find their 
"Scorcher” red-hot proposition. 

General Wavell to Prime Minister 16 May 41 

Have just received following from Freyberg: 
"Have completed plan for defence of Crete and have just returned 

from final tour of defences. I feel greatly encouraged by my visit. 
Everywhere all ranks arc fit and morale is high. All defences have 
been extended, and positions wired as much as possible. We have 
forty-five field guns placed, with adequate ammunition dumped. 
Two Infantry tanks are at each aerodrome. Carriers and transport 
still being unloaded and delivered. 2nd Leicesters have arrived, and 
will make I leraklion stronger. I do not wish to be over-confident, hut I 
feel that at least we will give excellent account of ourselves. With help 
of Royal Navy I trust Crete will be held.” 

Prime Minister to Commander-in-Chief Mediterranean 18 May 41 

Our success in "Scorcher” would of course affect whole world 
situation. May you have God’s blessing in this memorable and fateful 
operation, which will react in every theatre of the war. 

Prime Minister to General Freyberg ,s Ma>’ j*1 

We are glad to hear of the strong dispositions which you have made, 
and that reinforcements have reached you. All our thoughts are %>1h 
vou in these fateful davs. We are sure that you and your brave mtn will 
perform adeed of lasting fame. The Royal Navy will do its utmost. 
Victory where you are would powerfully affect world situation. 

I exposed my general view at this time fully to Smuts, who was in 

constant contact. 

Prime Minister to General Smuts 1 * ?' * 

I am, as usual in close sympathy =jnd «hi 
outlook I recently; had measures| taken ™"£rcscucccssful in heavy 
was weakest, and I have hopes that we shall De afcw WCcks. We 

offensive fighting in the on Crete almost immediately, 
also expect a strong attack by the enemy on Cret rab|c dctjsions 
and have made all possible preparations for it. It ta shou!d 
are obtained at these two points our problems m £>na powerfully 
be simplified. We are also re.nforc.ng Nl.ddh^ East m P^ ^ 
from the air by every conceivable method I tave^g ^ summcr and 

shall win the campaign Tfev^nd the Suez Canal. President 

SotlvehUpu^ngUmted States supplies towards Suez to the utmost. 
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The South African Army will be very welcome on the Mediterranean 

shore. 
2. The western end of the Mediterranean is more doubtful, but Spain 

has hitherto stood up well to German pressure. We shall let Darlan 
know at the proper time that if Vichy aircraft bomb Gibraltar we shall 
not bomb France, but the Vichy skunks wherever they may hide out. 
We have not overlooked the possibility of Gibraltar harbour becoming 
unusable, and have made the best preparations open to us. Perhaps the 
United States may be willing to come more closely into the West 
African business, especially at Dakar. 

3. Finally, the Hattie of the Atlantic is going fairly well. Instead of 
Hitler reaching a climax of blockade in May as he expected, we have just 
finished the best six weeks of convoys for many months. We shall cer¬ 
tainly get increasing American help in the Atlantic, and personally I feel 
confident our position will be strengthened in all essentials before the 
year is out. The Americans are making very great provision to replace 
shipping losses in 1942, and I feel they are being drawn nearer and 
nearer to their great decision. It is better however not to count too 
much on this. 

4. It looks as if Hitler is massing against Russia. A ceaseless move¬ 
ment of troops, armoured forces, and aircraft northwards from the 
Balkans and eastward from France and Germany is in progress. I 
should myself suppose his best chance was to attack the Ukraine and 
Caucasus, thus making sure of corn and oil. Nobody can stop him doing 
this, but we hope to blast the Fatherland behind him pretty thoroughly 
as the year marches on. Iam sure that with God's help we shall beat the 
life out of the Nazi regime. 

5. The King tells me he is going to send you a special message for your 
birthday on May 24, so I will send my heartfelt good wishes now 

Thus we reached the verge. 
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CRETE: THE BATTLE 

The German Air Corps—The Attack Begins, May 20—Retimo and Heraklion 
Held—But Maleme Lost, May 23—The Navy Joins In—Destruction of German 
Convoys—Costly Days for the Navy, but Admiral Cunningham Throws Every¬ 
thing into the Scale—Loss of the “Gloucester” and the "Fiji”—"Kelly" and 
“Kashmir" Sunk—A Grave Telegram from Admiral Cunningham—And a 
Serious Report from General Freyberg—All Hope of Success Gone—We Decide 
to Evacuate, May 26—A Bitter and Dismal Task—Tragedy of the Heraklion 
Rescue—Admiral Cunningham's Decision to Continue the Evacuation—German 
Severities on the Island Population—The Price Paid—A Pyrrhic Victory. 

IN many of its aspects at the time it was fought the Battle of Crete 

was unique. Nothing like it had ever been seen before. It was the 

first large-scale airborne attack in the annals of war. The German Air 

Corps represented the flame of the Hitler Youth Movement and was an 

ardent embodiment of the Teutonic spirit of revenge for the defeat of 

1918. The flower of German manhood was expressed in these valiant, 

highly trained, and completely devoted Nazi parachute troops. To lay 

down their lives on the altar of German glory and world-power was 

their passionate resolve. They were destined to encounter proud 

soldiers many of whom had come all the way from the other side of the 

world to fight as volunteers for the Motherland and what they deemed 

the cause of right and freedom. Here was the collision of which this 

chapter tells the tale. . 
The Germans used the whole strength they could command. 1 

was to be Goering’s prodigious air achievement. It might have been 

launched upon England in 1940 if British air-power been broken. 

But this expectation had not been fulfilled. It might h^e fal , 

Malta. But this stroke was spared us. The German Air C rp 

waited for more than seven months to strike their bl°"' an|i P^ ' d 

mettle. Now at length Goering could g.ve them *e total 

signal. When the battle joined we did not know what ^ 

resources of Germany in parachute troops. The nth A P 

have been only one of half a dozen such units. It was * 

months afterwards that we were sure it was the on y • “ how 

fact the spear-point of the German lance. And this is the ry 

it triumphed and was broken. 

The battle bega'n on the 
reckless, ruthless attack launched by the Germans. 

220 
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main aim was the Maleme airfield. For an hour the surrounding posi¬ 

tions were subjected to the heaviest bombing and machine-gunning 

hitherto experienced from the air. The bulk of our A.A. artillery was 

put out of action practically at once. Before the bombardment was 

over gliders began to land west of the airfield. At 8 a.m. parachutists 

were dropped in large numbers from heights varying from 300 to 

600 feet, in the area between Maleme and Canca. One German regi¬ 

ment of four battalions in the morning, and a second in the afternoon, 

were thrown in by a continuous stream of aircraft, utterly regardless of 

losses to men and machines. They were resolutely encountered on and 

near the airfield by a battalion of the 5th New Zealand Brigade, with 

the rest of the brigade in support to the eastward. Wherever our troops 

were noticed they were subjected to tremendous bombardment, 

bombs of 500 and even 1,000 lb. being used in profusion. Counter¬ 

attacks were impossible in daylight. A counter-attack with only two 

“I tanks proved a failure. Gliders or troop-carriers landed or crashed 

on the beaches and in the scrub or on the fireswept airfield. In all, 

around and between Maleme and Canca over 5,000 Germans reached 

the ground on the first day. They suffered very heavy losses from the 

fire and fierce hand-to-hand fighting of the New Zealanders. In our 

defended area practically all who alighted were accounted for, most 

being killed. At the end of the day we were still in possession of the 

airfield, but that evening the few who were left of the battalion fell 

back on its supports. Two companies sent up to reinforce were too 

late to make a counter-attack for the airfield, which was still however 
under our artillery fire. 

Retimo and Heraklion were both treated to a heavy air bombard¬ 

ment on that morning, followed by parachute drops in the afternoon of 

two and four battalions respectively. Heavy fighting followed, but at 

nightfall we remained in firm possession of both airfields. At Retimo 

and Heraklion there were also descents on a smaller scale, with hard 

fighting and heavy German casualties. The result of this first day's 

fighting was therefore fairly satisfactory, except at Maleme; but in 

every sector bands of well-armed men were now at large. The strength 

of the attacks far exceeded the expectations of the British command 

and the tury of our resistance astonished the enemy. 
This was the report we got: 

General Freyberg to General Wavell 10 p m 20 M 

heavy 
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are most difficult. Scale of air attacks upon Canea has been severe. 
Everybody here realises vital issue and we will fight it out. 

The onslaught continued on the second day, when troop-carrying 

aircraft again appeared. Although Maleme airfield remained under 

our close artillery and mortar fire, troop-carriers continued to land 

upon it and in the rough ground to the west. The German High 

Command seemed indifferent to losses, and at least a hundred planes 

were wrecked by crash-landing in this area. Nevertheless the build-up 

continued. A counter-attack made that night reached the edge of the 

airfield, but with daylight the German Air Force reappeared and the 

gains could not be held. 
On the third day Maleme became an effective operational airfield for 

the enemy. Troop-carriers continued to arrive at a rate of more than 

twenty an hour. Even more decisive was the fact that they could also 

return for reinforcements. Altogether it was estimated that in these 

and the ensuing days more than six hundred troop-carriers landed or 

crashed more or less successfully on the airfield. Under the increasing 

pressure of these growing forces the plan for a major counter-attack 

had finally to be abandoned, and the 5th New Zealand Brigade 

gradually gave way until they were nearly ten miles from Maleme. At 

Canea and Suda there was no change, and at Retimo the situation was 

well in hand. At Heraklion the enemy were landing east of the airfield, 

and an effective hostile lodgment there began and grew. After'the 

opening attacks on May 20 the German High Command switched o 

Retimo and Heraklion and concentrated mainly on the buda Bay area. 

Air reconnaissance having reported the presence of ca'^« n ,h* 
/Egean, Admiral Cunningham had on the 20th d.spatchcd a hght force 

to the north-west of Crete. It cons.sted of the cru-sers ^W and 

Perth, and the destroyers Kandahar , Nubian, Kingston, and Juno, under 

the command of Rear-Admiral King. . . r • 
A powerful force under Rear-Admiral Rawlings, cons.stmg of the 

heavy loss of life. The cru.sers Ajax and Onon were also ua g 

continued in action. northward the whole skyline 
That night our weary troops saw to the 1nort wQrk The first 

alive with flashes and kneweTp“rate mission. In the 

afternoon grourp^ofTmall craft'w^^reported6approaching Crete, and 
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Admiral Cunningham ordered his light forces into the /Egean to pre¬ 

vent landings during the darkness. At 11.30 p.m., eighteen miles 

north of Canea, Rear-Admiral Glennie, with the cruisers Dido, Orion, 

and Ajax and four destroyers, caught the German troop-convoy, com¬ 

posed chiefly of caiques escorted by torpedo-boats. For two and a half 

hours the British ships hunted their prey, sinking not less than a dozen 

caiques and three steamers, all crowded with German troops. It was 

estimated that about four thousand men were drowned that night. 

* * » • • 
Meanwhile Rear-Admiral King, with the cruisers Naiad, Perth, Cal¬ 

cutta, and Carlisle and three destroyers, spent the night of the 21st 

patrolling off Heraklion, and at daylight on the 22nd began to sweep 

northwards. A single caique loaded with troops was destroyed, and by 

ten o'clock the squadron was approaching the island of Melos. A few 

minutes later an enemy destroyer with five small craft was sighted to 

the northward, and was at once engaged. Another destroyer was then 

seen laying a smoke-screen, and behind the smoke were a large number 

of caiques. We had in fact intercepted another important convoy 

crammed with soldiers. Our air reconnaissance had reported this fact 

to Admiral Cunningham, but it took more than an hour for this news 

to be confirmed to Admiral King. His ships had been under incessant 

air attack since daylight, and although they had hitherto suffered no 

damage all were running short of A.A. ammunition. Their combined 

speed was also reduced, as the Carlisle could steam no more than 21 

knots. The Rear-Admiral, not fully realising the prize which was al¬ 

most within his grasp, felt that to go farther north would jeopardise his 

whole force, and ordered a withdrawal to the west. As soon as this 

signal was read by the Commander-in-Chief he sent the following 

• KceP in,visual signalling touch. Must not let Army down 
m Crete. It is essential no seaborne enemy force land in Crete. 

It was now too late to destroy the convoy, which had turned back 

and scattered in all directions among the numerous islands. Thus at 

least five thousand German soldiers escaped the fate of their comrades. 

I he audacity of the German authorities in ordering these practically 

defenceless convoys of troops across waters of which they did not pos¬ 

sess the naval command as well as that of the air is a sample of what 

m.ght have happened on a gigantic scale in the North Sea and the 

fm SePtCmber I94°* It shows the German lack of 
comprehension of sea-power against invading forces, and also the price 

£oranTcy “ Human life “ ,he Penal‘y for ‘his kind of 
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The Rear-Admiral’s retirement did not save his squadron from the 

air attack. He probably suffered as much loss in his withdrawal as he 

would have done in destroying the convoy. For the next three and a 

half hours his ships were bombed continuously. His flagship, the 

Naiad, and the Carlisle, whose commander, Captain T. C. Hampton, 

was killed, were both damaged. At 1.10 p.m. they were met by the 

battleships Warspite and Valiant, with the cruisers Gloucester and Fiji 

and seven destroyers, under Rear-Admiral Rawlings, who were hasten¬ 

ing through the Cythera Strait from the westward to support them. 

Almost at the moment when the Warspite arrived she was hit by a 

bomb which wrecked her starboard 4-inch and 6-inch batteries and 

reduced her speed, and as the enemy had now escaped the combined 

British squadrons drew off to the south-westward. Inflexibly resolved, 

whatever the cost, to destroy all seaborne invaders, Admiral Cunning¬ 

ham had indeed thrown everything into the scale. It is clear that 

throughout these operations he did not hesitate for this purpose to 

hazard not only his most precious ships, but the whole naval com¬ 

mand of the Eastern Mediterranean. His conduct on this issue was 

highly approved by the Admiralty. In this grim battle the German 

command was not alone in playing the highest stakes. The events of 

these forty-eight hours of sea-fighting convinced the enemy, and no 

further attempts at seaborne landings were made until the fate of 

Crete had been decided. 

May 22 and 23 were costly days for the Navy. The destroyer Grey¬ 

hound in Admiral Rawlings’ squadron was bombed and sunk. Admiral 

King, senior officer of the now combined forces ordered two other 

destroyers to rescue survivors and the cruisers Gloucester and Fy. 

protect them against air attack, which was incessant and >ncteasing. 
This delayed the whole fleet and grwtlyprobnged the aK attack upon 

them. At 2.57 p.m. on the 22nd Admiral King, informed that their 

A.A. ammunition was running short, told the two ■° ^'eported 

at discretion. At 3.30 p.m. the Gloucester and** P 

approaching the fleet from astern at high speed1 under J 
attack Twenty minutes later the Gloucester, hit by several bombs, w 

brought to a full stop, badly on fire, and 

shambles. The Fiji had no choice but to leave he <difectly 

contact with the Fleet and being short of fuel, she#ftcr 

towards Alexandria with her two d“tr°y"Sns^f bombers and having 

surviving nearly twenty attacks by victim to an Me. 109 
fired all her heavy A.A. ammunition, she fell > — heavy ex. 
which approached unseen through the clouds. There w 
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plosion. The ship took a list, but still made 17 knots, until another 

attack came and three more bombs struck home. At 8.15 p.m. she 

capsized and sank, but 523 out of her company of 780 were picked up 

from the water by her two destroyers, which returned after dark. 

Meanwhile the Fleet, twenty miles to the westward, had been sub¬ 

jected to recurrent air attacks, during which the Valiant was hit, but 

not seriously damaged. At 4 p.m. Captain Lord Louis Mountbattcn, 

in the Kelly, with four other destroyers of the latest type, with which 

flotilla we had just reinforced the Central Mediterranean, arrived 

from Malta and joined the Fleet. After dark his destroyers were sent 

back to search for survivors from the Gloucester and Fiji. Hut this 

work of mercy was brushed aside by the Commander-in-Chicf in 

favour of patrolling the north coast of Crete during the dark hours. 

Here again was a right decision, however painful. All the night of the 

22nd Mountbatten’s destroyers patrolled off Canea, while Captain 

Mack in the Jervis and three others scoured the approaches to Ilcrak- 

lion. One caique crowded with troops fell to the Kelly, another was set 

on fire, and at dawn the destroyers withdrew to the southward. 

During the night Admiral Cunningham learned the general 

situation and of the loss of the Gloucester and Fiji. Owing to a clerical 

error in the signal distribution office at Alexandria it appeared to him 

as if not only the cruisers, but the battleships also, had expended nearly 

all their A.A. ammunition. At 4 a.m. therefore he ordered all forces to 

retire to the eastward. In fact the battleships had ample ammunition 

and Cunningham has stated since that had he known this he would not 

have withdrawn them. Their presence the following morning might 

posstbly have prevented another disaster which must now be recorded 

At dawn on the 23rd the Kelly and Kashmir were retiring at full 

speed round the west of Crete. After surviving two heavy air attacks 

they were overtaken at 7.55 a.m. by a formation of twenty-four dive- 

bombers. Both ships were quickly sunk, with a loss of 210 lives 

Fortunately the destroyer Kipling was near by, and, despite continuous 

bombing, rescued from the sea 279 officers and men, including Lord 

Louis Mountbatten while she herself remained unscathed Next 

morning, while still fifty miles away from Alexandria, and crowded 

Sy me" $he "" COmP'etely °Ut was 

an 'he,figh,ing of 22 and 23 the Navy had lost two cruisers 
and three destroyers sunk, one battleship, the Warspite, put out of 
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action for a long time, and the Valiant and many other units consider¬ 

ably damaged. Nevertheless the sea-guard of Crete had been main¬ 

tained. The Navy had not failed. Not a single German landed in 

Crete from the sea until the battle for the island was ended. 

The Commander-in-Chief did not know as yet how well he had suc¬ 

ceeded. “The operations of the last four days,” he signalled on the 

23rd, 

have been nothing short of a trial of strength between the Mediter¬ 
ranean Fleet and the German Air Force. ... I am afraid that in the 
coastal area we have to admit defeat and accept the fact that losses are too 
great to justify us in trying to prevent seaborne attacks on Crete. This is 
a melancholy conclusion, but it must be faced. As I have always feared, 
enemy command of air, unchallenged by our own Air Force, and in these 
restricted waters, with Mediterranean weather, is too great odds for us to 
take on except by seizing opportunities of surprise and using utmost 

It is perhaps fortunate that H.M.S. Formidable [aircraft-carrier] was 
immobilised, as I doubt if she would now be afloat. 

To this the Admiralty replied at once that if it were only a duel 

between the Mediterranean Fleet and the German Air Force 

it would probably be necessary to accept the restrictions on the move¬ 
ments of the Fleet which you suggest. T here is howeverinaddition th 
h utle of Crete If the Fleet can prevent seaborne reinforcements ana 
supplies reachtng the enemy until /he Army has had time to de.^succc s- 

Stfirs a? sa? 
fui,y appre- 

ciatc the heavy strain under which your fleet is working. 

As the agony in Crete approached its climax I telegraphed to 

President Roosevelt: ^ May 4, 

iMeh“ 
And to Wavell: 2J May 4, 

Crete battle must be won. 'IhT^bnd^thus keeping 
fighting must be maintained indefinite y 1 This wfll at least give 
enemy main striking foroe tie do dominate situation Western 

K.rv«,TE;."f 
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losses in highest class troops must be very severe. He cannot keep it up 
for ever. Following for General Freyberg from me: “The whole world is 
watching your splendid battle, on which great events turn.” 

The Chiefs of Staff were in full accord, and telegraphed to the 

Commanders-in-Chief: 

24 May 41 

Our difficulties in Crete are great, but from all the information we 
have so are those of enemy. If we stick it out enemy’s effort may peter 
out. It seems to us imperative that reinforcements in greatest strength 
possible should be sent as soon as possible to island to ensure the de¬ 
struction of the enemy already landed before they can be seriously rein¬ 
forced. The vital importance of this battle is well known to you, and 
great risks must be accepted to ensure our success. 

Admiral Cunningham replied to the Admiralty message of the 23rd: 

C.-in-C. Mediterranean to Admiralty 26 May 41 

Their Lordships may rest assured that determining factor in operating 
in /Egean is not fear of sustaining losses, but need to avoid loss which, 
without commensurate advantage to ourselves, will cripple Fleet out 
here. So far as I am aware, enemy has not yet succeeded in getting any 
considerable reinforcements to Crete by sea, if indeed he has sent any 
at all, though I agree this may soon be appreciable. 

2; Surely wc have already sufficient experience of what losses are 
likely to be. In three days two cruisers and four destroyers were sunk, 
one battleship is out of action for several months, and two other cruisers 
and four destroyers sustained considerable damage. We cannot afford 
another such experience and retain sea control in Eastern Mediterranean. 

3. In point of fact, supply by sea has not yet come much into picture, 
as, despite loss and turning back of his convoys, enemy is so prolific in 
air that for the moment he is able to reinforce and keep his forces sup¬ 
plied by air at will. I his process is quite unchecked by air action on our 
part, and sight of constant unhindered procession of Ju.s2’s flying into 
Crete is among factors likely to affect morale of our forces. 

4. I feel that their Lordships should know that effect of recent opera¬ 
tions on personnel is cumulative. Our light craft, officers, men, and 
machinery alike arc nearing exhaustion. Since "Lustre” [Grccccl 
started, at end of February, they have been kept running almost to limit 
of endurance, and now when work is redoubled, they are faced with an 

^Adc Kih,ch*.1 am as\ured- lhat in Norway was 
child s-play. It is inadvisable to drive men beyond a certain point. 

a * bCCn a^C t0 d° ralhcr morc than was foreshadowed. Each 
mght destroyers and cruisers sweep north coast of Crete, we have bom¬ 
barded Maleme, and this morning attacked Scarpanto. Melos is X 
receiving attention from a submarine-I hTve not however yet 

requestdodeinf0rCCmCntS °f rcconna,ssance aircraft which I so earnestly 

6. S'nce writing above I learn H.M.S. Formidable and H M S Nubian 
have been ht, by bombs and are returning ,o harbour. 1 have no details 

J'f,hcavier 'na's 'ay before this resolute Commander-in-Chief to 
which he proved himself more than equal. 
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But now late on the 26th grave news reached Wavell from Freyberg. 

“I regret to have to report,” said Freyberg, 

that in my opinion the limit of endurance has been reached by the troops 
under my command here at Suda Bay. No matter what decision is taken 
by the Commanders-in-Chief from a military point of view, our position 
here is hopeless. A small ill-equipped and immobile force such as ours 
cannot stand up against the concentrated bombing that we have been 
faced with during the last seven days. 1 feel I should tell you that from 
an administrative point of view the difficulties of extricating this force in 
full are insuperable. Provided a decision is reached at once, a certain 
proportion of the force might be embarked. Once this section has been 
reduced the reduction of Retimo and Heraklion by the same methods 
will only be a matter of time. The troops we have, with the exception ot 
the Welsh Regiment and the Commandos, are past any offensive action. 
If you decide, in view of the whole Middle East position, that hours will 
help we will carry on. I would have to consider how this would be best 
achieved. Suda Bay may be under fire within twenty-four hours. 
Further casualties have been heavy, and we have lost the majority of our 

immobile guns. 

To Freyberg I telegraphed: 

27 May 4' 

Your glorious defence commands admiration in every land. We know 
enemy is hard pressed. All aid in our power is being sent. 

i • • • • 

Prime Minister to Commanders-in-Chief Middle East 27 May 41 

Victory in Crete essential at this turning-point in the war. Keep 

hurling in all aid you can. 

But that night we learned that all hope of success was gone. 

viva! IfCforcerTnJsJ.tdaearea istowithdraw to beachesm south oj » « ^ 

h*j%£Z o&d.irVFo8rcbeyatgHerak.ion also apparently almost sur- 

TFear we mu*.recognise that 
troops must be withdrawn ha. been on unprecedented 
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On the fourth day of the land battle General Freyberg had formed a 

new line in the Maleme-Canea sector. Thanks to the free use of the 

airfield, the Germans’ strength grew continually. May 26 was the de¬ 

cisive day. Our troops forced back in the neighbourhood of Canca had 

been under ever-growing pressure for six days. Finally they could 

stand it no more. The front was broken on the landward side and the 

enemy reached Suda Bay. Communication with Freyberg’s head¬ 

quarters failed, and retirement southward across the island to Sphakia 

began on his delegated authority. Late that night the decision to 

evacuate Crete was taken. There was much confusion on the track 

across the mountains. Fortunately two Commandos, about 750 men, 

under Colonel Laycock, had been landed at Suda by the minelayer 

Abdiel on the night of the 26th. These comparatively fresh forces, with 

the remains of the 5th New Zealand Brigade and the 7th and 8th 

Australian battalions, fought a strong rearguard action, which enabled 

almost the whole of our forces in the Suda-Canea-Malemc area that 

still survived to make their way to the southern shore. 

At Retimo the position was firmly held, although the troops were 

completely surrounded on the landward side and food and ammuni¬ 

tion ran low. They received some rations by motor-craft, but no 

orders to break for the south coast could reach them. Steadily the 

enemy closed in, until on the 30th, with their food exhausted, the sur¬ 

vivors surrendered, having killed at least 300 Germans. About 140 
individuals contrived their escape. 

At Heraklion the German strength east of the airfield grew daily. 

The garrison had been reinforced by part of the Argyll and Sutherland 

Highlanders, who had landed at Timbaki and fought their way through 

to join them. The Navy now came to the rescue, just in time. 

We had to face once again the bitter and dismal task of an evacua- 

tion, and the certainty of heavy losses. The harassed, overstrained 

Fleet had to undertake the embarking of about twenty-two thousand 

men, mostly from the open beach at Sphakia, across three hundred and 

fifty miles of sea dominated by hostile air forces. The Royal Air Force 

had done their best from Egypt with the few aircraft which had the 

necessary range. The principal target was the enemy-held Maleme 

dwuhl,ChLreCeiVed 3 nUmber 0f bombing stacks both by day and 
night. While these operations threw a heavy strain on the crews their 

MarZlT^HH3 ^ ^ ^ *ny aPPreciable effect’. Air 
I ddCr pr1omised t0, Prov,dc some fighter cover for the ships 

smll|hfiS,V C W3nned US> rU,d be me3gre and sPasmodic. SphakiaP a 
small fishing village on the south coast, lies at the foot of a steep cliff 
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500 feet high traversed only by a precipitous goat track. It was neces¬ 

sary for the troops to hide near the edge until called forward for em¬ 

barkation. Four destroyers, under Captain Arliss, arrived on the night 

of the 28th and embarked 700 men, besides bringing food for the very 

large numbers now gathering. Fighter protection was available for the 

return voyage, which was made with only minor damage to one de¬ 

stroyer. At least fifteen thousand men lay concealed in the broken 

ground near Sphakia, and Freyberg’s rearguard was in constant action. 

A tragedy awaited the simultaneous expedition by Admiral Rawlings, 

which, with the cruisers Orion, Ajax, and Dido and six destroyers, went 

to rescue the Heraklion garrison. His force was under severe air attack 

from Scarpanto from 5 p.m. till dark. The Ajax and the destroyer Im¬ 

perial were near-missed, and the former had to return. Arriving at 

Heraklion before midnight, the destroyers ferried the troops to the 

cruisers waiting outside. By 3.20 a.m. the work was complete. Four 

thousand men had been embarked and the return voyage began. Half 

an hour later the steering gear of the damaged Imperial suddenly 

failed, and collision with the cruisers was narrowly averted. It was im¬ 

perative that the whole force should be as far as possible to the south by 

daylight. Admiral Rawlings nevertheless decided to order the de¬ 

stroyer Hotspur to return, take off all the Imperial's troops and crew, 

and sink her. He himself reduced speed to 15 knots, and the Hotspur, 

carrying 900 soldiers, rejoined him just before daylight. He was now 

an hour and a half late on his time-table, and it was not until sunr.se 

that he turned south to pass through the Kaso Strait. Fighter protec¬ 

tion had been arranged, but partly through the change in times the air¬ 

craft did not find the ships. The dreaded bombing began at 6 a.m., and 

continued until 3 p.m., when the squadron was within a hundred mile 

°‘ T^HerZard was the first casualty. At 6.25 a.m. she was hit^ a 

bomb and could no longer keep up with the convoy Th« A<im.ra 

rightly decided that he must leave the stricken ship to her fate. 

was last seen approaching the coast of Crete^ =;^J0" y follow, 
board survived, though as prisoners of war. Worse vv 

During the next four hours the cruisers D,do ™ d f 
stroycr Decoy were all hit. The speed of the squadron el to ^. 

but all kept their southerly course in company In , Iootroopson 

ditions were appalling Besides h" killed and 

board. On her crowded mess-decks about f o m^ ' e Hcr com- 
280 wounded by a bomb which penetrated he br dge. 

mander, Captain G R. B Back, ^Fulmars of ’theFleeter Arm 
damaged and set on fire. At noon fighters of 
appeared, and thereafter afforded a measure of relief. S 
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the Royal Air Force, despite all efforts, could not find the tortured 

squadron, though they fought several engagements and destroyed at 

least two aircraft. When the squadron reached Alexandria at 8 p.m. on 

the 29th it was found that one-fifth of the garrison rescued from 

Heraklion had been killed, wounded, or captured. 

We have seen how hard the Commandcrs-in-Chicf in Cairo were 

pressed from home both by the political and military authorities, and 

much of this pressure was passed on to our forces in contact with the 

enemy, who responded nobly. Rut after the experiences of the 29th 

General Wavell and his colleagues had to decide how far the effort to 

bring our troops off from Crete should be pursued. The Army was in 

mortal peril, the Air could do little, and again the task fell upon the 

wearied and bomb-torn Navy. To Admiral Cunningham it was against 

all tradition to abandon the Army in such a crisis. Me declared, “It 

takes the Navy three years to build a new ship. It will take three hun¬ 

dred years to build a new tradition. The evacuation [i.e.t rescue] will 

continue.” Rut it was only after much heart-searching and after con¬ 

sultation both with the Admiralty and General Wavell that the de¬ 

cision was taken to persevere. Ry the morning of the 29th nearly 5,000 

men had been brought off, but very large numbers were holding out 

and sheltering on all the approaches to Sphakia, and were bombed when¬ 

ever they showed themselves by day. The decision to risk unlimited 

naval losses was justified, not only in its impulse but by the results. 

On the evening of the 28th Admiral King had sailed, with the 

Phoebe, Perth, Calcutta, Coventry, the assault-ship Glengy/e, and three 

destroyers, for Sphakia. On the night of the 29th about 6,000 men 

were embarked there without interference, the Glengyle's landing-craft 

greatly helping the work. Ry 3.20 a.m. the whole body was on its way 

back, and, though attacked three times during the 30th, reached 

Alexandria safely. Only the cruiser Perth was damaged, by a hit in a 

boiler-room. This good luck was due to the R.A.F. fighters, who, few 

though they were, broke up more than one attack before they struck 

home. It was thought that the night of the 29th~3oth would be the last 

for trying, but during the 29th it was felt that the situation was less 

desperate than it had seemed. Accordingly, on the morning of the 30th 

Captain Arliss once more sailed for Sphakia, with four destroyers 

Two of these had to return, but he. continued with the Napier and 

Ntzam (a destroyer given to us by the Prince and people of Hyderabad) 

and successfully embarked over fifteen hundred troops. Roth ships 

were damaged by near-misses on the return voyage, but reached 

Alexandria safely. The King of Greece, after many perils, had been 
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brought off with the British Minister a few days earlier. That night 

also General Freyberg was evacuated by air on instructions from the 

Commanders-in-Chicf. 

On May 30 a final effort was ordered to bring out the remaining 

troops. It was thought that the numbers at Sphakia did not now ex¬ 

ceed 3,000 men, but later information showed that there were more 

than double that number. Admiral King sailed again on the morning 

of the 31st, with the Phoebe, Abdiel, and three destroyers. They could 

not hope to carry all, but Admiral Cunningham ordered the ships to be 

filled to the utmost. At the same time the Admiralty were told that 

this would be the last night of evacuation. The embarkation went well, 

and the ships sailed again at 3 a.m. on June 1, carrying nearly 4,000 

troops safely to Alexandria. The cruiser Calcutta, sent out to help 

them in, was bombed and sunk within a hundred miles of Alexandria. 

Upwards of 5,000 British and Imperial troops were left somewhere 

in Crete, and were authorised by General Wavell to capitulate. Many 

individuals however dispersed in the mountainous island, which is 160 

miles long. They and the Greek soldiers were succoured by the vil¬ 

lagers and countryfolk, who were mercilessly punished whenever de¬ 

tected. Barbarous reprisals were made upon innocent or valiant 

peasants, who were shot by twenties and thirties. It was for this reason 

that I proposed to the Supreme War Council three years later, in 1944, 

that local crimes should be locally judged, and the accused persons sent 

back for trial on the spot. This principle was accepted, and some of the 

outstanding debts were paid. 

• • ~ w 

Sixteen thousand five hundred men were brought safely back to 
Egypt. These were almost entirely British and Imperial troops. Nearly 

a thousand more were helped to escape later by various Commando 

enterprises. Our losses were about thirteen thousand killed, wounded 

andTken prisoners. To these must be added nearly two thousand 

naval casualties. Since the war more than four thousan^ £er™ 
graves have been counted in the area of Maleme and Suda Bay 

another thousand at Retimo and Herakl.on Besides ,hese * 

they paid for their victory canndt be measured by the slaughte 
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for strategic positions. We did not know how many parachute di¬ 

visions the Germans had. Indeed, as the result of what happened in 

Crete, we made preparations, as will presently be described, for Home 

Defence against four or five of these audacious airborne divisions; and 

later still we and the Americans reproduced them ourselves on an even 

larger scale. But in fact the 7th Airborne Division was the only one 

which Goering had. This division was destroyed in the Battle of 

Crete. Upwards of five thousand of his bravest men were killed, and 

the whole structure of this organisation was irretrievably broken. It 

never appeared again in any effective form. The New Zealanders and 

other British, Imperial, and Greek troops who fought in the confused, 

disheartening, and vain struggle for Crete may feel that they played a 

definite part in an event which brought us far-reaching relief at a 

hingeing moment. 

The German losses of their highest-class fighting men removed a 

formidable air and parachute weapon from all further part in immediate 

events in the Middle East. Goering gained only a Pyrrhic victory in 

Crete; for the forces he expended there might easily have given him 

Cyprus, Iraq, Syria, and even perhaps Persia. These troops were the 

very kind needed to overrun large wavering regions where no serious 

resistance would have been encountered. He was foolish to cast away 

such almost measureless opportunities and irreplaceable forces in a 

mortal struggle, often hand to hand, with the warriors of the British 

Empire. 
We now have in our possession the “battle report” of the nth Air 

Corps, of which the 7th Airborne Division was a part. When we recall 

the severe criticism and self-criticism to which our arrangements were 

subjected, it is interesting to read the other side. “British land forces in 

Crete,” said the Germans, “were about three times the strength which 

had been assumed. The area of operations on the island had been 

prepared for defence with the greatest care and by every possible 

means. ... All works were camouflaged with great skill. . . . The 

failure, owing to lack of information, to appreciate correctly the enemy 

situation endangered the attack of the nth Air Corps and resulted in 

exceptionally high and bloody losses. . . 
In the German report of their examination of our prisoners ot wa 

the following note occurs, which, in my gratitude to those unknou 

friends, I venture to quote: 

s&sa 
there remains, generally, absolute confidence in Churchill. 
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The naval position in the Mediterranean was, on paper at least, 

gravely affected by our losses in the battle and evacuation of Crete. 

The Battle of Matapan on March 28 had for the time being driven the 

Italian Fleet into its harbours. But now new, heavy losses, had fallen 

upon our Fleet. On the morrow of Crete Admiral Cunningham had 

ready for service only two battleships, three cruisers, and seventeen 

destroyers. Nine other cruisers and destroyers were under repair in 

Egypt, but the battleships Warspite and Barham and his only aircraft- 

carrier, the Formidable, besides several other vessels, would have to 

leave Alexandria for repair elsewhere. Three cruisers and six de¬ 

stroyers had been lost. Reinforcements must be sent without delay to 

restore the balance. But, as will presently be recorded, still further 

misfortunes were in store. The period which we now had to face 

offered to the Italians their best chance of challenging our dubious 

control of the Eastern Mediterranean, with all that this involved. We 

could not tell they would not seize it. 



Chapter XVII 

THE FATE OF THE “BISMARCK” 

Danger in the Atlantic—The" Bismarck" and "Prinz Eugen" at Sea, May 21— 

The Denmark Strait—Suspense at Chequers—The Destruction of the “Hood", 
May 24—The “Bismarck" Turns South—The “Prinz Eugen" Escapes— 
Torpedo Hit on “Bismarck" at Midnight—Contact Lost on May 25—But Regained 
on the 26th—Shortage of Fuel—The "Sheffield" and the "Ark Royal"—The 
“Bismarck" Out of Control—Captain Vians Destroyers—"Rodney" Strikes, 
May 27—My Report to the House—Credit for All—My Telegram to the Presi¬ 
dent. 

AFTER the Greek collapse, while all was uncertain in the Western 

-Desert, and the desperate battle in Crete was turning heavily 

against us, a naval episode of the highest consequence supervened in 

the Atlantic. 
Besides the constant struggle with the U-boats, surface raiders had 

already cost us over three-quarters of a million tons of shipping. The 

two enemy battle-cruisers Scharnhorst and Gneisenau and the cruiser 

llipper remained poised at Brest under the protection of their powerful 

A.A. batteries, and no one could tell when they would again molest our 

trade routes. By the middle of May there were signs that the new 

battleship Bismarck, possibly accompanied by the new 8-inch-gun 

cruiser Prinz Eugen, would soon be thrown into the fight. A combina¬ 

tion of all these fast, powerful vessels in the great spaces of the Atlantic 

Ocean would subject our naval strength to a trial of the first magni¬ 

tude. The Bismarck, mounting eight 15-inch guns and built regard¬ 

less of Treaty limitations, was the most heavily armoured ship 

afloat. Her displacement exceeded that of our newest ba‘tlc^'Ps 

bv nearly 10,000 tons, and she was at least their equal in speed. 

■You arl the pride of the Navy,” said Hitler when he visited her in 

MTo meet this impending menace the Conuttander-m-Chief Ad 

miral Tovey, had at Scapa our new batdesh.ps /fm^G oj K 

Prince of Wales, and the battle-cruiser Hood. At G.bralur lay 

miral Somerville with the Renown and Ark Royal. TheRepuUe ^ t 

new carrier Victorious were at th» morawt The ]^y and 
of more than 20,000 men for the Middle** The Rodney a^ 

Ramillies, which the Bismarck could p y Atlantic, and the 

either of them singly, were on convoy^esco t eleven convoys, 
Revenge was at Halifax ready to sail. In all at tins u 
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including a precious troop convoy, with its risk of fearful loss of life, 

were at sea or about to sail. Cruiser patrols covered the exits from the 

North Sea and vigilant air reconnaissance watched the Norwegian 

coast. The naval situation was both obscure and tense, and the Ad¬ 

miralty, with whom I was in constant touch, became conscious of 

something coming, and also, acutely, of our full-spread target of 

merchant shipping. 
In the early hours of May 21 we learned that two large warships 

had been seen leaving the Kattegat with a strong escort, and later the 

same day both the Bismarck and the Prim Eugen were identified in 

Bergen Fiord. Clearly some important operation impended, and in¬ 

stantly our whole Atlantic control apparatus flashed into intense ac¬ 

tivity. The Admiralty pursued the sound and orthodox principle of 

concentrating upon the raiders and running risks with the convoys, 

including even the troop convoy. The Hood, with the Prince of Wales 

and six destroyers, left Scapa soon after midnight on the 22nd to cover 

the cruisers Norfolk and Suffolk, already on patrol in the dreary, ice¬ 

bound stretch of water between Greenland and Iceland known as the 

Denmark Strait. The cruisers Manchester and Birmingham were 

ordered to guard the channel between Iceland and the Faroes. The 

Repulse and Victorious were placed at the disposal of the Commander- 

in-Chief, and the troop convoy was allowed to sail naked, except for 

destroyer escorts, from the Clyde. 

Thursday, May 22, was a day of uncertainty and suspense. In the 

North Sea all was unbroken cloud and rain. In spite of these con¬ 

ditions a naval aircraft from Hatston (Orkney) penetrated into Bergen 

Fiord and forced home a determined reconnaissance in the teeth of 

heavy fire. The two enemy warships were no longer there! When at 

8 p.m. this news reached Admiral Tovcy he at once set forth in the 

King George V, with the Victorious, four cruisers, and seven destroyers, 

to take up a central position to the westward so as to support his 

cruiser patrols whichever side of Iceland the enemy might choose. 

The Repulse joined him at sea the following morning. The Admiralty 

judged it probable that the enemy would pass through the Denmark 

Strait. That evening, within a few minutes of receiving the report, I 
telegraphed to the President: 

Yesterday, 21st, Bismarck, Prim Eugen, and eight merchant ships 
located in Bergen. Low clouds prevented air attack. To-night (we findl 
they have sailed. We have reason to believe that a formidable Atlantic 
raid is intended. Should we fail to catch them going out, your Navy 
should surely be able to mark them down for us. King George V, Prince 
of Wales, Hood, Repulse, and aircraft-carrier Victorious, with ancillary 
vessels, will be on their track. Give us the news and we will finish the 
job. 
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The Bismarck and the Prinz Eugen had in fact left Bergen nearly 

twenty-four hours before, and were now to the north-east of Iceland, 

heading for the Denmark Strait. Here the pack-ice had narrowed the 

strait to only eighty miles, mostly shrouded in dense mist. Towards 

evening on the 23rd first the Suffolk and then the Norfolk sighted two 

ships approaching from the north, skirting the edge of the ice in a 

patch of clear weather. The Norfolk's sighting report was received first 

in the Admiralty, and was at once broadcast in secret code to all con¬ 

cerned. The hunt was on; the quarry was in view; and all our forces 

moved accordingly. The Commander-in-Chief turned to the west¬ 

ward and increased his speed. The Hood and the Prince of Wales 

shaped their course to intercept the enemy at daylight the next morn¬ 

ing west of Iceland. The Admiralty called Admiral Somerville, with 

Force H (Renown, Ark Royal, and the cruiser Sheffield), northward at 

high speed to protect the troop convoy, now more than half-way down 

the Irish coast, or join in the battle. Admiral Somerville’s ships, al¬ 

ready under steam, left Gibraltar at 2 a.m. on the 24th. They carried 

with them, as it turned out, the Bismarck's fate. 

I went to Chequers on Friday afternoon (23rd). Avercll Harriman 

and Generals Ismay and Pownall were to be with me till Monday. 

With the battle of Crete at its height it was likely to be an anxious 

week-end. I had of course a most complete service of secretaries in the 

house, and also direct telephone connections with the Duty Captain1 at 

the Admiralty and other key departments The Admiralty «pcctedth 

Bismarck and the Prinz Eugen to come through the Denmark Strait in 

the early dawn, and that the Prince of Wales and the Hood, with two or 

three cruisers, would bring them to battle. All outn?h'Ps^r™'a® 

Wo^.tTlargTandX ouffastest capital ship, 

bitter grief, but knowing of all the unless she 

the Bismarck I felt sure we shou gstraight to Harriman's room at 
turned north and went home. I w g ^ „The J{ood has 

the end of the corridor, and accor g ^ .. j then returned 

blown up, but we have got the B j went t0 sleep again. At 

to my room, and was so well “red secretary, Martin, came into 

about half-past eight my principal p d i00k on his ascetic, 
the room in his dressing-gown with a stra 
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clear-cut face. “Have we got her?" I asked. “No, and the Prince of 

Wales has broken off the action.” This was a sharp disappointment. 

Had then the Bismarck turned north and gone home? Here was my 

great fear. We now know what happened. 

• • * • * 

All that night (23rd-24th), amidst driving rain and snow, the Norfolk 

and Suffolk with great skill shadowed the enemy, despite the weather 

and his efforts to shake them off, and all through the night their signals 

showed the exact positions of friend and foe. As the Arctic twilight 

grew into day the Bismarck could be seen.twelvc miles to the south on a 

southerly course. Soon there was smoke on the Norfolk's port bow. 

The Hood and Prince of Wales were in sight, and mortal conflict was at 

hand. In the Hood as day was dawning the enemy was discerned seven¬ 

teen miles to the north-west. The British ships turned to engage, and 

the Hood opened fire at 5.52 a.m. at a range of about 25,000 yards. The 

Bismarck replied, and almost at once the Hood suffered a hit which 

started a fire in the 4-inch battery. The fire spread with alarming 

speed, until it engulfed the whole midship part. All the ships were 

now in full action, and the Bismarck too was hit. Suddenly came 

disaster. At 6 o’clock, after the Bismarck had fired her fifth salvo, the 

Hood was rent in twain by a mighty explosion. A few minutes later she 

had vanished beneath the waves amidst a vast pall of smoke. All but 

three of her valiant company, more than fifteen hundred men, in¬ 

cluding Vice-Admiral Lancelot Holland and Captain Ralph Kerr, 

perished. 

The Prince of Wales quickly altered her course to avoid the wreckage 

of the Hood and continued the now unequal fight. Very soon the Bis¬ 

marck's fire began to tell upon her. Within a few minutes she received 

four hits from 15-inch shells, one of which wrecked the bridge, killing 

or wounding nearly all upon it. At the same time the ship was holed 

underwater aft. Captain Leach, one of the few survivors from the 

bridge, decided to break off the action for the moment, and turned 

away under a smoke-screen. He had however inflicted damage on the 

Bismarck which reduced her speed. She had in fact been struck 

underwater by two heavy shells, one of which pierced an oil tank, 

resulting in serious and continuing loss of oil, which later had im¬ 

portant consequences. The German commander persisted on his 

course to the south-west, leaving behind a marked oil trace. 

The command now passed to Rear-Admiral Wake-Walker on his 

bridge in the cruiser Norfolk. It was for him to decide whether to 

renew the fight at once or hold on to the enemy till the Commander-in- 

Chief should arrive with the King George V and the aircraft-carrier 
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Victorious. A dominant factor was the state of the Prince of Wales. This 
ship had only recently been commissioned, and scarcely a week had 
passed since Captain Leach had been able to report her “fit for battle”. 
She had been severely mauled, and two of her ten 14-inch guns were 
unserviceable. It was highly doubtful whether in this condition she 
was a match for the Bismarck. Admiral Wake-Walker therefore de¬ 
cided not to renew the action, but to hold the enemy under observa¬ 
tion. In this he was indisputably right. 

• • • • • 
The Bismarck would indeed have been wise to rest content with 

what amounted by itself to a resounding triumph. She had destroyed 
in a few minutes one of the finest ships in the Royal Navy, and could 
go home to Germany with a major success. Her prestige and potential 
striking power would rise immensely, in circumstances difficult for 

us to measure or explain. 
Moreover, as we now know, she had been seriously injured by the 

Prince of Wales, and oil was leaking from her heavily. How then 
could she hope to discharge her mission of commerce destruction in 
the Atlantic? She had the choice of returning home victorious, with all 
the options of further enterprises open, or of going on to almost certain 
destruction. Only the extreme exaltation of her Admiral or the im¬ 
perious orders by which he was bound can explain the desperate de¬ 
cision which he took. When I saw my American friend at about ten 
o’clock I had already learned that the Bismarck was steaming south¬ 
ward, and I was therefore able to speak with renewed confidence about 

the final result. , # r „ 
I had to read for very long hours each day to keep abreast ot the 

ceaseless flow of military, Foreign Office, and Secret Service tele¬ 
grams, which streamed in by private telephone and d.spatch-r.de ^ 
This was a great comfort, because as long as one is doing g 
the mind is saturated and cannot worry. Nevertheless only 
riveted my background thoughts: this tremendous *«•*«». 45££ 
tons, perhaps almost invulnerable to gunfire, nishi g ■ ( h( q{ 
towards our convoys, with the Eugems her sc°ut ,he hunt. 
these convoys. Their battleships had left them du nQW 
There was the troop convoy, with all its preaousm .(>tfu„ 

well to the south of Ireland, with Admiral S°Jner^' estioned8the Duty 
speed, and presently to be between it and peril. were reassuring. 
Captain about times and distances. His rep ^ ^ Bismarck 
Although the convoy only made about 12 . water between 
could, so far as we knew, do 25, there was * 0 . Bismarck we 
them. Besides, as long as we could hold last 
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could dog her to her doom. But what if we lost touch in the night? 
Which way would she go? She had a wide choice, and we were 
vulnerable almost everywhere. 

The House of Commons too might be in no good temper when we 
met on Tuesday. They had been blown out of their Chamber on 

May 10, and were now crammed into the Church House, not far 
away. This was indeed a port in a storm, but there were no con¬ 
veniences. Writing-rooms, smoking-rooms, dining-rooms, all the 
customary facilities, were improvised and primitive. The air-raid 
alarms were frequent and means for Members getting about scarce. 

How would they like to be told on Tuesday when they met that the 
Hood was unavenged, that several of our convoys had been cut up or 
even massacred, and that the Bismarck had got home to Germany or to 
a French-occupied port, that Crete was lost, and evacuation without 

heavy casualties doubtful ? I had great confidence in their pluck and 
fidelity if once they could be convinced that their business was not 
being muddled. But could they be ? My American guest thought I was 

gay, but it costs nothing to grin. 

All through the 24th the British cruisers and the Prince of Wales con¬ 
tinued to dog the Bismarck and her consort. Admiral Tovey, in the 
King George V, was still a long way off, but signalled that he hoped to 
engage by 9 a.m. on the 25th. The Admiralty summoned all forces. 
The Rodney, five hundred miles away to the south-east, was ordered to 

steer a closing course. The Ramillies was ordered to quit her home¬ 
ward-bound convoy and place herself to the westward of the enemy, 
and the Revenge, from Halifax, was also directed to the scene, bruisers 
were posted to guard against a break-back by the enemy to t e nor 
and east, while all the time Admiral Somerville’s force was press.ng 
northward from Gibraltar. Subject to all the uncerta.nt.es of the sea, 

"tE evening a'bou^^cfthe Bismarck suddenly turned to engage her 
pursuers, and*,here was a brief encounter We n^know that th.s 

movement was made to cover the escape of the t sea 
then made off at high speed to the south, and a ter 

reached Brest unchallenged ten days later. f ducjng ,he 
the Victorious ahead to make an air attack j" the h^e ofof 

enemy’s speed. The Victorious was new y covered by 

her air crews had little fighting “Peg^d’fish torpedo-aircraft on a 
four cruisers, she released her rune wj(h and low cioud. 

.20-mile flight against a strong h*L f and guided by the Nor- 
Led by Lieutenant-Commander Esmonae an g 
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folk's wireless, the aircraft two hours later * found the Bismarck, and 

attacked with great gallantry against intense fire. They scored a tor¬ 

pedo hit under the bridge. On board the Victorious the question of the 

recovery of the air squadron was causing acute anxiety. By now it was 

pitch-dark, with a high wind and blinding showers of rain, and the 

pilots had had little practice in deck-landing even in daylight. Further¬ 

more, the homing beacon, by which alone they could be safely guided 

to the ship, had failed. Despite any prowling U-boats, searchlights 

and signal lamps were used to help the pilots in their approach. It is 

pleasant to record that their splendid efforts were rewarded. All suc¬ 

ceeded in landing safely in the darkness amidst general rejoicing and 

relief. 
Once more everything seemed to be set for a morning climax, and 

once more the Admiralty hopes were dashed. Soon after 3 a.m. on the 

25th the Suffolk suddenly and unexpectedly lost contact with the Bis¬ 

marck. She had been shadowing by Radar with skill from a position on 

the enemy’s port quarter. All ships were now zigzagging as they moved 

south into waters infested by U-boats, and it was this which brought 

about the misfortune. At the end of each outward leg of her zigzag 

course the Suffolk lost Radar contact, but regained it on the inward leg. 

Perhaps she was over-confident after such prolonged and successful 

shadowing. But now when she turned once more to the westward the 

enemy was no longer on the presumed course. Had he turned west or 

doubled back to the north and east ? This caused the utmost anxiety 

and rendered all concentration futile. After making a cast to the west¬ 

ward at daylight the King George V turned eastwards in the belief that 

the Bismarck was making towards the North Sea, and the whole 

British pursuit now trended in this direction. At the Admiralty there 

was a growing opinion that the Bismarck was steering for Brest, but it 

was not until six o’clock that this hardened. The Admiralty forthwith 

deflected all our forces towards the more southerly route. But mean¬ 

while the confusion and delay arising from the loss of contact had 

enabled the Bismarck to slip through the cordon and gain a com¬ 

manding lead in her race for safety. By 11 p.m. she was already well to 

the eastward of the British flagship. She was short of oil through the 

leakage. The Rodney, with her 16-inch guns, still lay between her and 

home, but she too was moving to the north-eastward and crossed 

ahead of the Bismarck during the afternoon. The day which had begun 

so full of promise ended in disappointment and frustration. Happily, 

•The British ships were keeping double British Summer Time (two hours 
in advance of Greenwich). Furthermore, they were by now a long way to the 
west of the meridian of Greenwich, and therefore their clock time was about 
four hours ahead of the sun. Thus the attack took place about 8 p.m bv 
sun time. K y 
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from the south, breasting the heavy Atlantic seas, the Renown, the Ark 

Royal, and the cruiser Sheffield were steadily approaching on an 

intercepting course. 

By the morning of May 26 the problem of fuel for all our widely 

scattered ships, which had now been steaming hard for four days, 

began to clamour for attention. Already several of the pursuers had 

had to reduce speed. It was clear that in these wide expanses all our 

efforts might soon be in vain. However, at 10.30 a.m., just as hopes 

were beginning to fade, the Bismarck was found again. The Ad¬ 

miralty and Coastal Command were searching with Catalina aircraft 

working from Lough Erne in Ireland. One of these now located the 

fugitive steering towards Brest, and still about seven hundred miles 

from home. The Bismarck damaged the aircraft and contact was lost. 

But within an hour two Swordfish from the Ark Royal spotted her 

once more. She was still well to the westward of the Renown, and not 

yet within the German air cover radiating powerfully from Brest. The 

Renown however could not face her single-handed. It was necessary to 

await the arrival of the King George V and Rodney, both still far behind 

the chase. But now Captain Vian, of Altmark fame, still in the Cossack, 

with four other destroyers which had been escorting the troop convoy 

and had been ordered to leave it, received a signal from a Catalina air¬ 

craft which gave him the Bismarck's position. Without waiting for 

further orders he at once turned towards the enemy. 

Further confusion was in store in this clutching and grabbing scene. 

Admiral Somerville, hastening northwards, sent on the Sheffield to 

close and shadow the enemy. The Ark Royal was not informed of this 

movement, and when she launched her air striking force their Radarled 

them to the Sheffield, which they attacked but did not hlt- The 

Sheffield, understanding the mistake, dodged successfully and did not 

fire * The aeroplanes, penitent, returned to the Ark Royal and the 

Sheffield gained contact with the Bismarck and henceforth held her tor 

sure. Fifteen Swordfish again left the Ark Royal a little after 7 p.m. 

The enemy was now less than forty miles away, and this time there was 

no mistake. Directed on their prey by the forgiving Sheffield toy 

pressed home their attack with determination. By 9.30 their wor 

done. Two torpedoes had certainly hit, and possibly * third * 

shadowing aircraft reported that the Bismarck had been seen to make 

two complete circles, and it seemed she was out of control. Captain 

Vian’s destroyers were now approaching, and tluoug! * 

they surrounded the stricken ship, attacking with torp 

the chance came. 

One 
aircraft signalled to the Sheffield, “Sorry for the kipper! 
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On this Monday night I went to the Admiralty and watched the 

scene on the charts in the War Room, where the news streamed in 

every few minutes. “What are you doing here?” I said to the Con¬ 

troller, Admiral Fraser. “I am waiting to see what I have got to re¬ 

pair,” he said. Four hours passed quickly away, and when I left I 

could see that Admiral Pound and his select company of experts were 

sure the Bismarck was doomed. 

The German commander, Admiral Lutjcns, had no illusions. 

Shortly before midnight he reported, “Ship unmanceuvrablc. We shall 

fight to the last shell. Long live the Fuehrer!” The Bismarck was still 

four hundred miles from Brest, and no longer even able to steer 

thither. Strong German bomber forces were now sent to the rescue, 

and U-boats hastened to the scene, one of which, having already ex¬ 

pended her torpedoes, reported that the Ark Royal had passed her within 

easy striking distance. Meanwhile the King George V and the Rodney 

were drawing near. Fuel was a grave anxiety, and Admiral Tovcy 

had decided that unless the Bismarck's speed could be greatly reduced 

he would have to abandon the chase at midnight. I suggested to the 

First Sea Lord, and he signalled accordingly, that he should be towed 

home if necessary, but by then it was known that the Bismarck was 

actually steaming in the wrong direction. Her main armament was 

uninjured, and Admiral Tovey had decided to bring her to battle in 
the morning. 

A north-westerly gale was blowing when daylight came on the 27th. 

The Rodney opened fire at 8.47 a.m., followed a minute later by the 

King George V. The British ships quickly began to hit, and after a 

pause the Bismarck too opened fire. For a short time her shooting was 

good, although the crew, after four gruelling days, were utterly ex¬ 

hausted and falling asleep at their posts. With her third salvo she 

straddled the Rodney, but thereafter the weight of the British attack 

was overwhelming, and within half an hour most of her guns were 

silent. A fire was blazing amidships, and she had a heavy list to port. 

The Rodney now turned across her bow, pouring in a heavy fire from a 

range of no more than 4,000 yards. By 10.15 all the Bismarck's guns 

were silent and her mast was shot away. The ship lay wallowing in the 

heavy seas, a flaming and smoking ruin; yet even then she did not sink. 

• • • • • 
At 11 o’clock I had to report to the House of Commons, meeting in 

the Church House, both about the battle in Crete and the drama of the 

Bismarck. “This morning,” I said, "shortly after daylight the Bis¬ 

marck virtually at a standstill, far from help, was attacked by the 

British pursuing battleships. I do not know what were the results of 
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the bombardment. It appears, however, that the Bismarck was not 

sunk by gunfire, and she will now be dispatched by torpedo. It is 

thought that this is now proceeding, and it is also thought that there 

cannot be any lengthy delay in disposing of this vessel. Great as is our 

loss in the Hood, the Bismarck must be regarded as the most powerful, 

as she is the newest, battleship in the world.” I had just sat down when 

a slip of paper was passed to me which led me to rise again. I asked the 

indulgence of the House and said, “I have just received news that the 

Bismarck is sunk.” They seemed content. 

It was the cruiser Dorsetshire that delivered the final blow with tor¬ 

pedoes, and at 10.40 the great ship turned over and foundered. With 

her perished nearly 2,000 Germans and their Fleet Commander, Ad¬ 

miral Lutjens. One hundred and ten survivors, exhausted but sullen, 

were rescued by us. The work of mercy was interrupted by the 

appearance of a U-boat and the British ships were compelled to 
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withdraw. Five other Germans were picked up by a U-boat and a ship 

engaged in weather reporting, but the Spanish cruiser Cananas, which 

arrived on the scene later, found only floating bodies. 

• • • • • 
This episode brings into relief many important points relating to sea 

warfare, and illustrates both the enormous structural strength of the 

German ship and the immense difficulties and dangers with which her 

sortie had confronted our very numerous forces. Had she escaped the 

moral effects of her continuing existence as much as the material 

damage she might have inflicted on our shipping would have been 

calamitous. Many misgivings would have arisen regarding our 

capacity to control the oceans, and these would have been trumpeted 

round the world to our great detriment and discomfort. All branches 

rightly claimed their share in the successful outcome. The pursuit 

began with the cruisers, which led to the first disastrous action. Then 

when the enemy was lost it was aircraft that found him and guided the 

cruisers back to the chase. Therefore it was a cruiser which directed 

the seaborne aircraft who struck the decisive blows, and finally it was 

the destroyers who harassed and held him through a long night and led 

the battleships to the last scene of destruction. While credit is due to 

all, we must not forget that the long-drawn battle turned on the first 

injury inflicted on the Bismarck by the guns of the Prince of Wales. 

Thus the battleship and the gun were dominant both at the beginning 
and at the end. 

The traffic in the Atlantic continued unmolested. 

To the President I telegraphed on the 28th: 

I will send you later the inside story of the fighting with the Bismarck. 
She was a terrific ship, and a masterpiece of naval construction. Her 

removal cases our battleship situation, as we should have had to keep 
King George V, Prince of Wales, and the two Nelsons practically tied to 
Sea pa Flow to guard against a sortie of Bismarck and Tirpitz, as they 
could choose their moment and we should have to allow for one of our 
ships refitting. Now it is a different story. The effect upon the Japanese 
will be highly beneficial. I expect they are doing all their sums again. 



Chapter XVIII 

SYRIA 

Danger in Syria—German Agents and Aircraft Arrive—Reactions on Egypt and 

Turkey—Admiral Darlan Negotiates with the Germans—Our Strained Resources 

—My Minute to the Chiefs of Staff of May 8—Telegram to Wavell of May 9— 
Wavell and the Free French—Misunderstanding between General Wavell and the 

Chiefs of Staff—Wavell's Preparations and Doubts—Operation "Exporter"— 

The Defence Committee Approve Wavell's Plan—My Telegram to General de 

Gaulle of June 6—Telegram to the President of June 7—The Advance Begins— 
Reinforcements Needed and Forthcoming—Capture of Damascus—General 

Dentz Requests Armistice, July 12—Important Results of the Syrian Campaign. 

SYRIA was one of the many overseas territories of the French 

Empire which on the collapse of France considered themselves 

bound by the surrender of the French Government, and the Vichy 

authorities did their utmost to prevent anybody in the French Army of 

the Levant from crossing into Palestine to join us. The Polish Brigade 

marched over, but very few Frenchmen. In August 1940 the Italian 

Armistice Commission appeared, and German agents, who had been 

interned on the outbreak of war, were released and became active. By 

the end of the year many more Germans had arrived, and, with ample 

funds, proceeded to arouse anti-British and anti-Zionist feeling among 

the Arab peoples of the Levant. By the end of March 1941 Syria 

forced itself on our attention. The Luftwaffe were already attacking 

the Suez Canal from bases in the Dodecanese, and they could ob¬ 

viously, if they chose, operate against Syria, especially with airborne 

troops' With the Germans in control of Syria, Egypt, the v.tal Cana 

Zone, and the oil refineries at Abadan would come under the dm* 

threat of continuous air attack. Our land communications between 

Palestine and Iraq would be in danger. There mig P nj 
repercussions in Egypt, and our diplomatic position n Turkc) and 

throughout the Middle East would be gravdy weakened 
On May a Rashid Ali appealed to,h'Fuehrer for armed support 

against us in Iraq, and the following a^t e «’ h Government for 
was instructed to obtain permission from the r 

the transit of planes and war material with the 
forces. Admiral Darlan negotiateda preliminary g matCrial 

Germans on May 5 and 6. by which ^JX^LnArmistice Corn- 
assembled in Syria under the con r German Air Force 
mission was to be transported to Iraq and the Oerm 
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granted landing facilities in Syria. General Dentz, the Vichy High 

Commissioner and Commander-in-Chicf, received instructions to this 

effect, and between May 9 and the end of the month about a hundred 

German and twenty Italian aircraft landed on Syrian airfields. 

At this time, as we have seen, the Middle East Command was 

strained to the limit. The defence of Egypt was dominant; Greece had 

been evacuated; Crete had to be defended; Malta pleaded for reinforce¬ 

ment; the conquest of Abyssinia was not yet complete; troops had to 

be provided for Iraq. All that was available for the defence of Palestine 

from the north was the 1st Cavalry Division, of excellent quality, but 

stripped for other needs of its artillery and ancillary services. General 

de Gaulle pressed for prompt military action by the Free French 

forces, if necessary unsupported by British troops. But, with the ex¬ 

perience of Dakar behind us, it was felt, both by General VVavell on 

the spot and by all of us in London, that it was inadvisable to use the 

Free French alone, even to resist a German advance through Syria. It 

might however be inevitable. 

Nevertheless, we could not let Syria go without doing our utmost 

with anything that could be scraped up. Reluctant as we were to add 

to VVavcll’s burdens, it was necessary to press him to do what he could 

to help the Free French. On April 28 he replied that all he could 

manage was a single brigade group. On this telegram I minuted: “It 

seems most necessary that General Wavcll should prepare the brigade 

group and mobile group [he mentions] as far as he can, and have it in 

readiness on the Palestine border.” Accordingly the Chiefs of Staff 

sent instructions to VVavell that no definite offer of help should be 

made to General Dentz, but that if he resisted a German landing, by 

sea or air, all available British help would be given to him at once. 

General VVavell was also told that immediate air action should be taken 
against any German descent. 

The outlook was threatening, and on May 8 I minuted to the Chiefs 
of Staff: 

General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee 

I must have the advice of the Staffs upon the Syrian business available 
for Cabinet this morning. A supreme effort must be made to prevent the 
Germans getting a footing in Syria with small forces and then using 
Syria as a jumping-off ground for the air domination of Iraq and Persia5 

*:*"°fl.XGene^1 WT" vexcd at ,his disturbance on Hs 

happens at Vichy! °U8 *° P " CVery Way wi,hout Ending "hat 

d I shall be most grateful if the Staff will see what is the most that can be 

On May 9, with the approval of the Defence 
graphed to General VVavell: 

Committee, I tele- 
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You will no doubt realise the grievous danger of Syria being captured 
by a few thousand Germans transported by air. Our information leads us 
to believe that Admiral Darlan has probably made some bargain to help 
the Germans to get in there. In face of your evident feeling of lack of 
resources we can see no other course open than to furnish General 
Catroux with the necessary transport and let him and his Free French do 
their best at the moment they deem suitable, the R.A.F. acting against 
German landings. Any improvement you can make on this would be 
welcome. 

On May 14 the Royal Air Force was authorised to act against Ger¬ 

man aircraft in Syria and on French airfields. On the 17th General 

Wavell telegraphed that in view of the dispatch of troops from Pales¬ 

tine to Iraq the Syrian affair would involve either using Free French 

alone or bringing troops from Egypt. He felt strongly that the Free 

French would be ineffective and likely to aggravate the situation; and 

he concluded by saying that he hoped he would not be burdened with a 

Syrian commitment unless it was absolutely essential. The Chiefs of 

Staff replied that there was no option but to improvise the largest 

force that he could provide without prejudice to the security of the 

Western Desert, and that he should prepare himself to move into 

Syria at the earliest possible date. The composition of that force 

would be left to him. 
On May 21—at the moment of the German attack on Crete— 

Wavell ordered the 7th Australian Division, less the brigade at 

Tobruk, to be ready to move to Palestine, and instructed General 

Maitland Wilson, who early in the month on his return from Greece 

had assumed command of Palestine and Transjordan, to prepare a 

plan for an advance into Syria. 

At this time a misunderstanding arose between us at home and 

General Wavell, through his deriving the impression from a telegram 

of the Chiefs of Staff that we were relying on the advice of the *rce 

French leaders rather than upon his own. He therefore telcgrap cc 

the C.I.G.S. that if this was so he would prefer to he= rehev-ed1 of h.s 

command. I hastened to reassure him on the pointb"'=** * 

time I felt it necessary to make it clear that we were det 

the Syrian adventure and to assume the full burden of responsiD.my 

for what was, after all. hardly a military propos.t.on, 

^ » tir n 21 May 4* 
Prime Minister to General Vi avell . • the 

Nothing in Syria must detract at this moment from wmnmg 

B There British troops with the Free 
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French who are to enter Syria: but, as you have clearly shown, you have- 
not the means to mount a regular military operation, and, as you were 
instructed yesterday, all that can be done at present is to give the best 
possible chance to the kind of armed political inroad described in Chiefs 
of Staff message of 20th. 

You are wrong in supposing that policy described in this message arose 
out of any representations made by the Free French leaders. It arises 
entirely from the view taken here by those who have the supreme direc¬ 
tion of war and policy in all theatres. Our view is that if the Germans can 
pick up Syria and Iraq with petty air forces, tourists, and local revolts 
we must not shrink from running equal small-scale military risks and 
facing the possible aggravation of political dangers from failure. For this 
decision we of course take full responsibility, and should you find your¬ 
self unwilling to give effect to it arrangements will be made to meet any 
wish you may express to be relieved of your command. 

Wavcll showed by his reply that he fully understood. lie explained 

that the proved inaccuracy of Free French information about the posi¬ 

tion in Syria made him unwilling to commit himself to military action 

at a time when Crete, Iraq, and the Western Desert required all 

available resources. 

General Wav ell to Prime Minister 22 May 41 

This Syrian business is disquieting, since German Air Force estab¬ 
lished in Syria are closer to the Canal and Suez than they would be at 
Mcrsa Matruh. The [Vichyl French seem now' wholly committed to the 
Germans. I am moving reinforcements to Palestine, after full discussion 
with Cunningham, Tedder, and Blarney, because we feel we must be 
prepared for action against Syria, and weak action is useless. The whole 
position in Middle East is at present governed mainly bv air-power and 
air bases. Enemy air bases in Greece make our hold of Crete precarious 
and enemy air bases in Cyrcnaica, Crete, Cyprus, and Syria would make 
our hold on Egypt difficult. The object of the Army must be to force the 
enemy in Cyrenaica as far west as possible, to try to keep him from 
establishing himself in Syria, and to hang on to Crete and Cyprus. It 
will not be so easy with our resources and those of the Air Force. I 
know you realise all this and are making every effort to provide require- 
ments and we are doing our best to secure Middle East. We have some 
difficult months ahead, but will not lose heart. 

I replied on the following day: 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 23 May 4I 

™\n,?ihank\for y<T !clc8r?m-,Those are very hard times, and we 
must all do our best to help each other. . 

pSyfJf- is, y™r viewus that w-eigh with us, and not those of Free 
I rench. \ ou had better have de Gaulle close to you. Ix;t me know if I 

h‘T‘ Ue cam'otJ,ave Cr^e battle spoiled for the sake of 

moment ° C mCth°ds may be thc on,y <>"<* °P™ at the 

Regent there. h°Pe Habfoi<X wi" soon Baghdad, establishing 
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As the hopes of holding Crete diminished the possible German 

threat to Syria commanded increasing attention. On May 25 General 

Wavell telegraphed his outline plan for “Exporter”, the code name 

now allotted to the Syrian operation. General Wilson was preparing 

to advance northwards with a force consisting of the 7th Australian 

Division, the Free French troops, part of the 1st Cavalry Division, 

now motorised, and certain other units. Wavell estimated that the 

earliest date by which he could move would be the first week of June. 

Although the danger of the establishment of German air bases in the 

Levant was most serious in its possible consequences, particularly if it 

synchronised with German land operations through Turkey—a possi¬ 

bility which could not be ignored—priority must be given to the 

attempt to obtain a successful military decision in the Western Desert 

(Operation “Battleaxe”). 

On the night of May 27 the Defence Committee of the Cabinet was 

summoned to consider the general situation throughout the Middle 

East, and I embodied their conclusions in a telegram to General 

Wavell. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 28 May 41 

. . . Our immediate action in the Middle East is dictated by the fol¬ 

lowing facts: 

(1) Possession of Crete will enable enemy to establish direct line of 
communication to Cyrenaica via west coast of Greece and Crete. 
Unless we can establish air forces in Cyrenaica we can neither 
interrupt this line nor can we easily maintain Malta and continue 
interruption of Tripoli line of communication. 

(2) Attack through Turkey and/or through Syria cannot develop in 
real strength for a good many weeks. 

Our first object must be to gain a decisive military success m the 
Western Desert and to destroy the enemy armed forces in a battle foug 

with our whole available strength. hpfore the 
Meanwhile it is important to establish ourselves m Synt before « 

Germans have recovered from the immense drain on theiraip 
which the vigorous resistance of Freyberg s army has produced. - 
cordinglyt the general plan outlined in your telegram of May 25 » 

approved. 

Preparations for the occupation of Syria therefore went forward 

amid anxieties about the fall of Crete and pnor concentrate on the 

Western Desert. 
On June 3 I telegraphed to General Wavell. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 
3 June 41 

rime Minister 10 verier_ IIC:na for 
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demonstrate as much air-power as possible at the very outset, and even 
the older machines may play their part, as they did so well in Iraq. 

2. There is a storm of criticism about Crete, and I am being pressed 
for explanations on many points. Do not worry about this at all now. 
Simply keep your eye on Syria, and above all “Battleaxc”. These alone 
can supply the answers to criticisms, just or unjust. The air superiority 
available for “Battleaxe” far exceeds anything you are likely to have for 
many months. As Napoleon said, “La bataille repondra.” All good 
wishes. 

Wavell replied on the 5th informing us of the forces he would use. 

Fighting would be avoided as far as possible, progress being at first by 

propaganda, leaflets, and display of force. If resistance was encoun¬ 

tered the utmost force would be used. He said he had always estimated 

the strength required for the occupation of Syria as two divisions and 

one armoured division, or at least [some] armoured brigades. He must 

THE SYRIAN CAMPAIGN 
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therefore regard success as at least problematical, and dependent on 

the attitude of the French garrison and local population. 

• t • • • 

Remembering the baffling and confused nature of the problems 

which confronted de Gaulle, I now sent on the eve of our joint ex¬ 

pedition into Syria the following telegram of goodwill: 

Prime Minister to General de Gaulle 6 June 41 

I wish to send you my best wishes for success of our joint enterprise in 
the Levant. I hope you are satisfied that everything possible is being 
done to provide support to the arms of Free France. You will, I am sure, 
agree that this action, and indeed our whole future policy in the Middle 
East, must be conceived in terms of mutual trust and collaboration. Our 
policies towards the Arabs must run on parallel lines. You know that we 
have sought no special advantages in the French Empire, and have no 
intention of exploiting the tragic position of France for our own gain. 

I welcome therefore your decision to promise independence to Syria 
and the Lebanon, and, as you know, 1 think it essential that we should 
lend to this promise the full weight of our guarantee. I agree that wc 
must not in any settlement of the Syrian question endanger the stability 
of the Middle East. But subject to this we must both do everything pos¬ 
sible to meet Arab aspirations and susceptibilities. You will, I am sure, 

bear in mind the importance of this. _ _ • 
All our thoughts are with you and the soldiers of rree 1* ranee. At tnis 

hour, when Vichy touches fresh depths of ignominy, the loyalty and 
courage of the Free French save the glory of France. r 

I must ask you in this grave hour not to insist on declaring Latroux 

High Commissioner for Syria. 

As usual, I kept the President fully informed. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 7 June 4* 

We enter Syria in some force to-morrow morning in order ‘o Prevent 

PTrc7nnot tell how Vichy will reaet to what may happen^ do not 

myself think they will do ^Freetown. I should be most 

wth‘"“ 
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Brigade, recently returned from Eritrea, and the Free French force 

under General Le Gcntilhommc, comprising six battalions, one bat¬ 

tery, and a company of tanks. Air support was limited at first to about 

seventy aircraft in all. The Crete battle had priority with both sides. 

Two cruisers and ten destroyers, besides smaller craft, were spared for 

the Syrian effort. The Vichy forces, under General Dcntz, comprised 

eighteen battalions, with 120 guns and ninety tanks, 35,000 men in all, 

an air force amounting to ninety aircraft, and a naval force of two 

destroyers and three submarines based on Beirut. 

The task assigned to the Allied army was to capture Damascus, 

Rayak, and Beirut as a preliminary to the occupation of the whole 

country. The advance began on June 8, and at first met little opposi¬ 

tion. No one could tell how much Vichy would fight. Although our 

attack could hardly achieve a surprise, it was thought by some that the 

enemy would offer only a token resistance. But when the enemy 

realised how weak we were they took heart and reacted vigorously, if 

only for the honour of their arms. The Free French were held ten 

miles short of Damascus, and a counter-movement round their eastern 

Hank threatened their line of communications. 'Flic Australians, on the 

coast road, made slow progress over difficult ground. A British 

battalion was overwhelmed at Kuncitra by a counter-attack of two 

battalions with tanks. At sea contact was made with the Vichy de¬ 

stroyers, but they tied with superior speed. On the 9th a brief encoun¬ 

ter took place at sea, in which the destroyer Janus was severely hit. On 

the 15th, while bombarding Sidon, two British destroyers were 

damaged by air attack, but a Vichy destroyer approaching the coast 

from the west was sunk by the Fleet Air Arm. 

As a result of the first week’s fighting it was clear to Wavcll that 

reinforcements were necessary. He was able to collect transport for 

one brigade of the 6th British Division, which was now partly formed, 

followed at the end of June by a second brigade. He also arranged for 

a brigade group of the 1st Cavalry Division, “Habforce”, which had 

taken part in the capture of Baghdad, to advance on Palmyra through 

the deserts from the south; and two brigades of the 10th Indian 

Division in Iraq were ordered to move up the Euphrates on Aleppo. 

This enlargement of the campaign began to take effect from June 20! 

Damascus was captured by the Australians on the 21st, after three days 

of severe fighting. Their advance was aided by a daring raid by 

Number 11 Commando, which was landed from the sea behind the 

enemy lines. In this devoted stroke the Commando lost its leader 

Colonel Pedder, and all its other officers were either killed or wounded’ 

together with nearly 120 other ranks, or a quarter of its total strength’ 

The operations of the first week of July brought the Vichy collapse 
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into sight. General Dentz realised that his limit was reached. He still 

had about 24,000 men, but he could not hope to offer continued resist¬ 

ance. Barely one-fifth of his air force remained. At 8.30 a.m. on 

July 12 Vichy envoys arrived to sue for an armistice. This was 

granted, a convention was signed, and Syria passed into Allied occu¬ 

pation. Our casualties in killed and wounded were over 4,600; those of 

the enemy about 6,500. One distasteful incident remained. British 

prisoners taken during the fighting had been hurriedly shipped off to 

Vichy France, whence they would certainly have passed into German 

keeping. When this was discovered and no redress was offered, 

General Dentz and other highly placed officers were taken into custody 

as hostages. This had the desired effect, and our men were returned. 

* • • • • 

The successful campaign in Syria greatly improved our strategical 

position in the Middle East. It closed the door to any further attempt 

at enemy penetration eastwards from the Mediterranean, moved our 

defence of the Suez Canal northwards by 250 miles, and relieved 

Turkey of anxiety for her southern frontier. She could now be assured 

of aid from a friendly Power if she were attacked. Although, for the 

sake of the narrative, it has been necessary to divide the four sets of 

operations in Iraq, Crete, Syria, and the Western Desert from one 

another, it must not be forgotten that they were all running together, 

and reacted upon each other to produce a sensation of crisis and com¬ 

plexity combined. Nevertheless it may be claimed that the final result 

constituted in effect, though not in appearance, an undoubted and im¬ 

portant victory for the British and Imperial armies in the Middle East, 

the credit of which may be shared between our authorities in London 

and Cairo. 
The battle in Crete, which cost us so dear, ruined the striking power 

of the German airborne corps. The Iraq revolt was finally crushed, 

and with pitifully small and improvised forces we regained mastery of 

the wide regions involved. The occupation and conquest of Syria, 

which was undertaken to meet a desperate need, ended, as it proved for 

ever, the German advance towards the Persian Gulf and India. If, 

under all the temptations of prudence, the War Cabinet and Chie s o 

Staff had not made every post a winning-post, and imposed their wi 

on all commanders, we should have been left only with the losses sus¬ 

tained in Crete, without gathering the rewards which Allowed from 

the hard and glorious fighting there. If General Wavell, though ex- 

hausted, had broken under the intense strain to wh*ch he was sub- 

jected by events and by our orders, the whole future o e 

Turkey might have been fatefully altered. There is a ways mu 
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said for not attempting more than you can do and for making a cer¬ 

tainty of what you try. But this principle, like others in life and war, 

has its exceptions. 
One more operation, the battle in the Western Desert, which ranked 

first with me and the Chiefs of Staff, has still to be described. And 

this, though denied success, brought Rommel to a standstill for nearly 

five months. 



Chapter XIX 

GENERAL WAYELL’S FINAL EFFORT: “BATTLEAXE” 

The Need to Defeat Rommel—Wavell's Determination—The Attack on Solium 
and Capuzzo, May 15-16—A Limited Success—“Tiger Cubs'" Teething 
Troubles—Arrival of the 15 th Panzer Division—Half ay a Lost, May 26—Pre¬ 
parations for “Battleaxe"—Enemy Strength Under-estimated—Our Attack 
Starts, June 15—All Goes Wrong, June 17—Rommel Does Not Pursue—The 
Willing Horse—My Telegrams of June 21—General Auchinleck Relieves 
General Waved—Need for Devolution at Cairo—An I ntendant-General—A 
Telegram—Captain Oliver Lyttelton—His Appointment as Minister of State 
in the Middle East—My Telegram to President Roosevelt of July 4. 

ALL our hearts at home had throughout been set on beating 

.Rommel in the Western Desert. There was no difference of any 

kind between us, soldiers or civilians, in the supreme consequence we 

assigned to this. The tragedy of the evacuation of Greece, the distrac¬ 

tions in Iraq and Syria, the dire struggle in Crete, all paled before the 

gleam of hope which we attached, and rightly, to victory in the Wes¬ 

tern Desert. One did not have to argue this matter in London. 

Wavell of course had all the other troubles leaping upon him from 

day to day. He was however firmly with us in thought that the crush¬ 

ing of Rommel’s venturous offensive and the consequent relief of 

Tobruk would make amends for all. Moreover, he realised what risks 

we had run to give him back the armour which he had lost when the 

Desert Flank crumpled. He had loyalty to “Tiger”. He knew what 

this effort of sending nearly three hundred tanks to him through the 

Mediterranean had meant. His spirit was buoyant, and he did not 

overlook the broad principle that in war as in life everything is relative. 

Our united strategic conception may be claimed to be correct. At t is 

time we had a spy in close touch with Rommel’s headquarters, who 

gave us accurate information of the fearful difficulties of Rommel s 

assertive but precarious position. We knew how :narrow was the 

margin on which he hoped to maintain himself, and also the strong and 

strict injunctions of the German High Command that he was not 

cast away his victories by asking too much of fortune. 

Prime Minister to General Waved 
7 May 4* 

Abilities ir/ic ---- . . 
You and your generals alone can judge 

whether at Solium or Tobruk. But if g • . transfer from Malta of 
moment to do and dare. I am Those 
Hurricanes to your command once the i ig 
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Hun people are far less dangerous once they lose the initiative. All our 
thoughts are with you. 

Wavell, who had all our information, tried on his own initiative, 

even in the imminent advent of Crete, to claw down Rommel before 

the dreaded 15th Panzer Division arrived in full strength over the long 

road from Tripoli, and before Benghazi was effectively opened as a 

short cut for enemy supply. He therefore wished to strike at Rom¬ 

mel’s force even before the tanks delivered by “Tiger”—“Tiger 

Cubs”, as Wavell and I called them in our correspondence—could be 

brought into action. The armoured force in the Western Desert at the 

beginning of May consisted of only two squadrons of cruisers and two 

squadrons of Infantry tanks, stationed south-east of Matruh. Wavell 

hoped to build this up into an adequate striking force by early June. 

He thought he saw an opportunity for a blow before the Tiger Cubs 

could be ready. He hoped to catch the enemy unawares before they 

could be reinforced by the 15th Panzer Division. 

General Wavell to Prime Minister 9 May 41 

I have ordered all available tanks to be placed at disposal of Gott’s 
force for offensive action in Solium area. This is now in active prepara¬ 
tion and should take place soon. I shall only cancel it if complete disaster 
overtakes "Tiger”. . . . 

General Wat ell to Prime Minister 13 May 41 

Without waiting for "Tiger” I ordered available tanks to join Gott’s 
force to attack enemy Solium area. Action should take place in next day 
or two, and I think Gott should be able to deal with forward enemy 
troops. If successful, will consider immediate combined action by 
Gott’s force and Tobruk garrison to drive enemy west of Tobruk. It 
may be necessary to wait for some of "Tiger” to do this, but am anxious 
to act as quickly as possible before enemy can be reinforced. 

I had full and active agreement from the Chiefs of Staff. What a 
relief it was to have no differences at home! 

Chief of the Air Staff to Air Marshal Tedder 14 May 41 

After Chiefs of Staff had to-day expressed general agreement with 
your appreciation the Prime Minister discussed it fullv with me. He was 
much pleased with the general layout, and felt glad'that you had the 
handling of the important and complicated air operations impending. 

2. I-ollowing general observations on time-table and relative em¬ 
phasis may assist without fettering your freedom of action. 

3- Victory in Libya comes first in time and importance. Results 
would dominate Iraq situation in German and Iraqi minds. 

4. Our object in Iraq is to get back a friendly Government in Bagh¬ 
dad, and you should do all you can to help in this, but nothing must 
prejudice victory in Western Desert. b 

5. From here it seems probable that "Scorcher" [the attack on Cretel 
will happen after smaller operations in Libya, and before larger which 
depend on "T.ger Cubs”. You should allow for, but nof rely on 
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“Colorado” [Crete] being attacked later than expected owing to com¬ 
plexity of operations. 

6. One clear-cut result is worth a dozen wise precautions. Longer 
views about Iraq, Syria, and preparations in Palestine can be taken later. 
Prime importance of Desert operations would justify accepting necessary 
risk elsewhere. 

* * • * * 
A force under General Gott, consisting of the 7th Armoured Brigade, 

mustering about 55 tanks, and the 22nd Guards Brigade, now ad¬ 

vanced north-westwards along the top of the escarpment, and on 

May 15 captured Solium and Capuzzo, the Armoured Brigade, on the 

left, moving on to Sidi Azeiz. The enemy were quick to counter¬ 

attack, and retook Capuzzo the same afternoon, inflicting heavy casual¬ 

ties on the Durham Light Infantry, who had taken it. This enforced 

the withdrawal of the 7th Armoured Brigade from Sidi Azeiz. The 

enemy, employing about 70 tanks, showed greater strength than had 

been expected. Although we still held Solium that night, it was de¬ 

cided to withdraw the whole force next day, the 16th, leaving garrisons 

on the pass over the escarpment at Halfaya and at Sidi Suleiman. 

Wavell’s report of this action was not sanguine. He said that after a 

preliminary advance which cleared the enemy from the Sollum-Bardia 

area an enemy counter-attack with tanks had forced our troops back to 

Halfaya. We were able to maintain forward posts in Solium, and a 

sortie by the Tobruk garrison achieved a local success. We had in¬ 

flicted significant casualties. At home we were pleased. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell x7 May 41 

Results of action seem to us satisfactory. Without using Tiger Cubs, 
you have taken the offensive, have advanced thirty miles, have captured 
Halfaya and Solium, have taken 500 German prisoners, and inflicted 
heavy losses in men and tanks upon the enemy. For this twenty 1 
tanks and 1,000 or 1,500 casualties do not seem to be at all too heavy a 

C02l News from Tobruk is also good, especially as enemy’s loss is 
greater than ours. Enemy is certainly anxious about Tobruk, and reports 
with apparent satisfaction when it is quiet. It seems of the utmost 
importance to keep on fighting at Tobruk. . 

3. Enemy is bringing up reinforcements and >s seeking to rc-estabhsh 
the situation. We should surely welcome this, as he may not be in a con 
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standing importance for the world situation as those of the Western 

D4SC What 'arePyour dates for bringing Tiger Cubs into action? 

. n f ■ . 18 May 41 
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You will have heard of Aosta’s surrender, which practically completes 
East African campaign. 

* * • • • 
On May 20 Wavell reported that a tank battalion of the 15th Panzer 

Division was believed to have arrived in the forward area. Thus the 

opportunity of defeating Rommel before he could be reinforced had 

passed. Despite preparations made in advance, the delays in unload¬ 

ing, refitting, and making desert-worthy the Tiger Cubs proved severe. 
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The mechanical condition of many of the “I” tanks was found on 

arrival to be indifferent. 

General Wavell to Prime Minister 25 May 41 

Many thanks for your message. We realise that our burdens and 
responsibilities here, though heavy, are nothing to those you shoulder so 
gallantly. . . . 

Weaning of Tiger Cubs proceeding satisfactorily, but even tigers have 
teething troubles. 

"I remember,” says my wife, ‘‘terrible anxiety and even anger at 

Chequers on several Sundays because the newly arrived tanks could 

only come into action so slowly.” 

• • • • • 
But trouble soon descended. During the ensuing week considerable 

movement of enemy armoured vehicles was observed. From docu¬ 

ments captured later it was learnt that Rommel was expecting a serious 

attack to relieve Tobruk, and was determined to recapture and hold 

Halfaya in order to make such an attempt more difficult. He deployed 

the greater part of the newly arrived 15th Panzer Division, which, ex¬ 

cept for a small reconnaissance force thrown out to the south, he con¬ 

centrated on the frontier between Capuzzo and Sidi Omar. Halfaya 

was held by a battalion group composed of the 3rd Battalion Cold¬ 

stream Guards, a regiment of field artillery, and two squadrons of 

tanks. The remainder of our frontier troops, except for observation 

patrols to the south, had been withdrawn considerable distances to the 

rear. The enemy advanced on Halfaya on May 26, and that evening 

captured a feature north of the pass which gave good observation over 

the whole position held by the Coldstream. A counter-attack to regain 

the feature was unsuccessful, and next morning after heavy shelling a 

concerted attack by at least two battalions and sixty tanks placed 

small force in great jeopardy. Reserves were too distant to be able to 

intervene, and it remained only to extricate the force without more ada 

This was accomplished, but losses were severe; only two 

remained effective, and the Coldstream Guards lost 8^officers^and 6 

men. The enemy had gained his object.ve and proceeded to mstaU 

himself firmly at Halfaya. As he had hoped, h.s occupat.on o h s 

position was to prove a considerable hindrance to us three weeks • 

Preparations for "Battleaxe” continued actively; but there was a 

darker side. 
28 May 4* 

General Wavell to C.I.G.&- H<*cidine factor, is 

befn'g pauf.nm4=e-bS,Sui difficulties are delaying recons,itu- 
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tion 7th Armoured Division. Earliest date for beginning of forward 
move from Matruh will be June 7, and may be later. 

2. I think it right to inform you that the measure of success which will 
attend this operation is in my opinion doubtful. I hope that it will suc¬ 
ceed in driving enemy west of Tobruk and re-establishing land com¬ 
munications with Tobruk. If possible we will exploit success further. 
But recent operations have disclosed some disquieting features. Our 
armoured cars are too lightly armoured to resist the fire of enemy fighter 
aircraft, and, having no gun, are powerless against the German eight- 
wheeled armoured cars, which have guns and are faster. This makes 
reconnaissance difficult. Our Infantry tanks are really too slow for a 
battle in desert, and have been suffering considerable casualties from the 
fire of the powerful enemy anti-tank guns. Our cruisers have little 
advantage in power or speed over German medium tanks. Technical 
breakdowns arc still too numerous. We shall not be able to accept 
battle with perfect confidence in spite of numerical inferiority, as we 
could against Italians. Above factors may limit our success. They also 
make it imperative that adequate flow of armoured reinforcements and 
reserves should be maintained. 

On May 31 General Wavell reported the technical difficulties which 

he was having with the re-formation of the 7th Armoured Division. 

The earliest date at which he would be able to launch “Battlcaxc” was 

June 15. While he realised the dangers of postponement, with the risk 

of enemy air reinforcements and a heavy attack on Tobruk, he felt that 

as the forthcoming battle would be primarily a tank engagement he 

must give the Armoured Division every chance, and the extra days 

gained by waiting should “double the possibilities of success”. 

I now awaited in keen hope and fear our attack in the Desert, from 

which results might be gained which might change in our favour the 

whole course of the campaign. The extra fortnight that had passed 

before the Tiger Cubs could be assimilated by the 7th Armoured 

Division made me fear that the 15th Panzers would all have reached 
Rommel. 

According to our Intelligence there were now known to be in or 

approaching Eastern Cyrenaica the German 5th (Light) Panzer and the 

15th Panzer Divisions, with the Italian Ariete Armoured Division, the 

Trento Motorised Division, and the Brescia Infantry Division. 

Another Italian infantry division was in reserve at Derna. In dis¬ 

quieting contrast with our own performances earlier in the year, the 

Germans had brought Benghazi rapidly into use, and the bulk of their 

forces was probably already being maintained to a large extent through 
that port. 

In his dispatch Wavell states that the bulk of the enemy lay before 

Tobruk with about 130 medium and 70 light tanks. In the forward 

area it was estimated that there were only 100 medium tanks, with the 

equivalent of seven German and nine Italian battalions. Two-thirds of 
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the enemy’s tank strength was therefore believed to be seventy miles 
back from the frontier. If Tobruk by a sortie could hold for a while 
the enemy around it, we should have at the outset a superiority in 
armour on the frontier of 180 to 100 tanks. Wavell comments that 
these estimates were wrong. So far as can now be established, Italian 
tanks were not used at all in the frontier battle. The Germans had 
succeeded in concentrating forward a large part of their own armour 
without our becoming aware of it. Actually they brought rather more 
than 200 tanks into action against our 180. 

“Battleaxe” started early on June 15. General Creagh commanded 
our armour, and General Messervy the 4th Indian Division and the 
22nd Guards Brigade. The whole force, comprising about twenty- 
five thousand men, was under General Beresford-Peirse. At first 
things went reasonably well. Although the enemy defence about Hal- 
faya held out against the combined attack from north and south, the 
Guards Brigade took Capuzzo in the afternoon with several hundred 
prisoners. A part of this brigade also moved on against the western 
defences of Solium, but there they were stopped. The 7th Armoured 
Brigade, moving in protection of the outer flank, reached a position 
west of Capuzzo without encountering enemy tanks. On June 16 no 
progress was made. Halfaya and Solium held firm against us, and in 
the afternoon strong forces of enemy tanks appeared, moving with 
the clear intention of outflanking our attack from the west. 1 he 7th 
Armoured Division, both the brigade and the support group, moved 
to deal with this threat. They engaged the enemy near Sidi Omar, but 
were outnumbered and forced to withdraw. The flank of the main 
attack, which it was their task to protect, was thereby imperilled. 

Next day, June 17, everything went wrong. In the morning t e 
Guards Brigade were still in Capuzzo and facing Solium. Capuzz 
was taken from them by a considerable force, with tanks reported o 
be .00 strong. The 7th Armoured Brigade, with only_about^ twenty 
cruiser tanks now in action, had spent the night near S.d Suleiman. 
The enemy force which had forced them back ovcrmght from b d 
Omar made towards Halfaya and threatened to cut off the 
Brigade To deal with this threat Creagh proposed an attack with th 
7thS Armoured Brigade from the south, while: the gh 
Brigade, to be relieved of its task of co-operating w.th theOua^^ 
Brigade, attacked from the north. Butassoonas 4 8n from the 

Iv,' Off yet another K. 
west threatened the Guards flank. Messervy informed 
attack off, but the enemy pressure continued, and Messervy 
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Creagh that he could not part with the brigade lest his infantry be 

cut off. 
At this decisive moment General Wavcll flew to General Bcrcsford- 

Peirse’s battle headquarters. He still hoped to turn the scale by 

Crcagh’s armoured attack. He got into his aeroplane and flew to the 

7th Armoured Division. He had no sooner reached it than he learned 

that General Messervy had independently decided that with the double 

threat against his flank and rear, which he now estimated as at least 

two hundred tanks, he must immediately retreat to avoid being sur¬ 

rounded. He had given orders accordingly. Wavcll, out on the Desert 

Flank with Creagh, was confronted with this fact and concurred in the 

decision. Our stroke had failed. The withdrawal of the whole force 

was carried out in good order, protected by our fighter aircraft. The 

enemy did not press the pursuit, partly no doubt because his armour 

was heavily attacked by R.A.F. bombers. There was probably how¬ 

ever another reason. As we now know, Rommel’s orders were to act 

purely on the defensive and to build up resources for operations in the 

autumn. To have embroiled himself in a strong pursuit across the 

frontier, and suffered losses thereby, would have been in direct con¬ 

travention of orders. 

The policy of close protection of our troops by fighter aircraft, 

though effective, led to dispersion and a relatively high rate of air 

casualties. When, on the second day, the enemy air effort intensified 

it was decided to modify the policy and, while continuing a degree of 

protection, to operate offensively in large units and farther afield. 

When the withdrawal began, on the 17th, our fighters not only fended 

off three out of four considerable air attacks on our troops, but also 

co-operated with the bombers, often at low level, against enemy 

columns. These attacks undoubtedly impeded the enemy’s move¬ 

ment and inflicted considerable casualties. Our airmen rendered good 

service to the withdrawing troops, but they were hampered by the 

difficulty of distinguishing between our own and enemy forces. 

Our casualties in the three days’ battle were just over 1,000, of 

which 150 were killed and 250 missing. 29 cruisers and 58 “I” tanks 

were lost, the cruisers mainly from enemy action. A considerable por¬ 

tion of the losses in “I” tanks were due to mechanical breakdowns, 

there being no transporters to bring them back. The best part of 100 

enemy tanks were claimed as accounted for; 570 prisoners were taken 
and many enemy corpses buried. 

* • • * • 
Although this action may seem small compared with the scale of 

the Mediterranean war in all its various campaigns, its failure was to 
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me a most bitter blow. Success in the Desert would have meant the 

destruction of Rommel’s audacious force. Tobruk would have been 

relieved, and the enemy’s retreat might well have carried him back 

beyond Benghazi as fast as he had come. It was for this supreme 

object, as I judged it, that all the perils of “Tiger” had been dared. 

No news had reached me of the events of the 17th, and, knowing that 

the result must soon come in, I went down to Chartwell, which was all 

shut up, wishing to be alone. Here I got the reports of what had hap¬ 

pened. I wandered about the valley disconsolately for some hours. 

The reader who has followed the exchange of telegrams between 

General Wavell and me and with the Chiefs of Staff will be prepared 

in his mind for the decision which I took in the last ten days of June 

1941. At home we had the feeling that Wavell was a tired man. It 

might well be said that we had ridden the willing horse to a standstill. 

The extraordinary convergence of five or six different theatres, with 

their ups and downs, especially downs, upon a single Commander-in- 

Chief constituted a strain to which few soldiers have been subjected. I 

was discontented with Wavell’s provision for the defence of Crete, and 

especially that a few more tanks had not been sent. The Chiefs of 

Staff had overruled him in favour of the small but most fortunate 

plunge into Iraq which had resulted in the relief of Habbaniya and 

complete local success. One of their telegrams had provoked from him 

an offer of resignation which was not pressed, but which I did not 

refuse. Finally, there was “Battleaxe”, which Wavell had undertaken 

in loyalty to the risks I had successfully run in sending out the Tiger 

Cubs. I was dissatisfied with the arrangements made by the Middle 

East Headquarters Staff for the reception of the Tiger Cubs, carried 

to his aid through the deadly Mediterranean at so much hazard and 

with so much luck. I admired the spirit with which h* had fought this 

small battle, which might have been so important, and his extreme 

disregard of all personal risks in flying to and fro on the wide, confused 

field of fighting. But, as has been described, the operation seemed 1 - 

concerted, especially from the failure to make a sortie from the Tobruk 

sally-port as an indispensable preliminary and concomitant 

Above all this there hung the fact of the beating in of the Desert 

Flank by Rommel, which had undermined and overthrown a 

Greek projects on which we had embarked, with all their sullen 

dangers and glittering prizes in what was for us *** *U£reevery day, 

of the Balkan war. General Ismay. who was ao doM^ ™ 
has recorded the following: “All of us at the centre, JdTeen 
particular friends and advisers, got the .mpress.on that he had 
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tremendously affected by the breach of his Desert Flank. His Intelli¬ 

gence had been at fault, and the sudden pounce came as a complete 

surprise. I seem to remember Eden saying that Wavell had ‘aged ten 

years in the night’.” I am reminded of having commented: ‘‘Rommel 

has torn the new-won laurels from Wavell’s brow and thrown them in 

the sand.” This was not a true thought, but only a passing pang. 

Judgment upon all this can only be made in relation to the authentic 

documents written at the time which this volume contains, and no 

doubt also upon much other valuable evidence which time will dis¬ 

close. The fact remains that after “Battleaxe” I came to the conclusion 

that there should be a change. 

General Auchinleck was now Commandcr-in-Chief in India. I had 

not altogether liked his attitude in the Norwegian campaign at Narvik. 

He had seemed to be inclined to play too much for safety and cer¬ 

tainty, neither of which exists in war, and to be content to subordinate 

everything to the satisfaction of what he estimated as minimum re¬ 

quirements. However, I had been much impressed with his personal 

qualities, his presence, and high character. When after Narvik he had 

taken over the Southern Command I received from many quarters, 

official and private, testimony to the vigour and structure which he had 

given to that important region. His appointment as Commandcr-in- 

Chief in India had been generally acclaimed. We have seen how forth¬ 

coming he had been about sending the Indian forces to Basra, and the 

ardour with which he had addressed himself to the suppression of 

the revolt in Iraq. I had the conviction that in Auchinleck I should 

bring a new, fresh figure to bear the multiple strains of the Middle 

East, and that Wavell, on the other hand, would find in the great 

Indian command time to regain his strength before the new but im¬ 

pending challenges and opportunities arrived. I found that these 

views of mine encountered no resistance in our Ministerial and military 

circles in London. The reader must not forget that I never wielded 

autocratic powers, and always had to move with and focus political and 

professional opinion. Accordingly I sent the following telegrams: 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 21 June 41 

I have come to the conclusion that the public interest will best be 
served by the appointment of General Auchinleck to relieve you in the 
command of the armies of the Middle East. I have greatly admired your 
command and conduct of these armies both in success and adversity, and 
the victories which are associated with vour name will be famous in the 
story of the British Army, and are an important contribution to our final 
success in this obstinate war. I feel however that after the long strain vou 
have borne a new eye and a new hand are required in this most seriously 
menaced theatre. I am sure that you are incomparably the best man and 
most distinguished officer to fill the vacancy of Commander-in-Chief in 
India. I have consulted the Viceroy upon the subject, and he assures me 
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that your assumption of this great office and task will be warmly wel¬ 
comed in India, and adds that he himself will be proud to work with one 
who bears, in his own words, “so shining a record”. I propose therefore 
to submit your name to His Majesty accordingly. 

2. General Auchinleck is being ordered to proceed at once to Cairo, 
where you will make him acquainted with the whole situation and con¬ 
cert with him the future measures which you and he will take in common 
to meet the German drive to the East now clearly impending. I trust he 
may arrive by air within the next four or five days at latest. After you 
have settled everything up with him you should proceed at your earliest 
convenience to India. No announcement will be made, and the matter 
must be kept strictly secret until you are both at your posts. 

Prime Minister to Viceroy of India 21 June 41 

Will you kindly convey the following to General Auchinleck. I have 
already telegraphed to General Wavell. 

“After very careful consideration of all the circumstances I have de¬ 
cided to submit your name to the King for the command of His Majesty's 
armies in the Middle East. You should proceed forthwith to Cairo and 
relieve General Wavell. General Wavell will succeed you as Com- 
mander-in-Chief in India. You should confer with him upon the whole 
situation, and should also concert with him the measures you will take in 
common to arrest the eastward movement of the German armies which 
is clearly impending. Pray let me know when you will arrive. 'I he 
change is to be kept absolutely secret until you are installed in your 
new post.” 

Wavell received the decision with poise and dignity. He was at that 

time about to undertake a flight to Abyssinia which proved extremely 

dangerous. His biographer records that on reading my message he 

said, “The Prime Minister is quite right. There ought to be a new eye 

and a new hand in this theatre.” In regard to the new command, he 

placed himself entirely at the disposal of His Majesty’s Government. 

I had for several months past been extremely distressed by the 

apparent inadequacy of the Cairo staff, and I increasingly realised the 

undue burdens of so many different kinds cast upon our struggling 

Commander-in-Chief. He had himself, together with the other 

Commanders-in-Chief, as early as April 18 asked for some relief and 

assistance. His view was endorsed by his two professional c:o leagues 

•‘We consider it necessary for some authority to be establ.shed he e to 

deal, inside the broad lines of policy laid down by His Maj y 

Government, with the political aspects of issues affecting more than 

one department or territory. This will of course entail his be.ng 

directly responsible to the War Cabinet and not to any_one depart 

ment.” The Commanders-in-Chief had felt the convenience of having 

high political authority close at hand during Mr. Eden s us.t. T y 

were conscious of a vacuum after his departure. 
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I had already by June 4 appointed General Haining to the unusual 

office which I created of “Intendant-Gcneral”. This officer had depu¬ 

tised for the C.I.G.S. during his absence abroad, and was consequently 

familiar with War Cabinet procedure and the wider aspects of the war. 

I hoped he would be able to relieve Wavell of all the business of supply 

and technical administration. I meant him to overhaul the whole rear¬ 

ward administrative machine, paying particular attention to the great 

tank and aircraft repairing establishments, as well as to the ever¬ 

growing railway, road, and port development which was now in pro¬ 

gress. Thus the commanders would be freed from a mass of detail, 

and need think only of the lighting. 

My son Randolph, who had gone out with the Commandos, now to 

some extent dispersed, was at this time serving in the Desert. I le was a 

Member of Parliament and had considerable contacts. I did not hear 

much or often from him, but on June 7 I had received through the 

Foreign Office the following telegram which he had sent from Cairo 

with the knowledge and encouragement of our Ambassador, Sir Miles 

Lampson: 

Personal and Secret. From Randolph Churchill to Prime Minister 

Do not see how we can start winning war out here until we have a 
competent civilian on the spot to provide day-to-day political and 
strategic direction. Why not send a member of the War Cabinet here to 
preside over whole war effort ? Apart from small personal staff, he would 
need two outstanding men to co-ordinate supply and direct censorship, 
intelligence, and propaganda. Most thoughtful people here realise need 
for radical reform along these lines. No mere shunting of personnel will 
suffice, and the present time seems particularly ripe and favourable for a 
change of system. Please forgive me troubling you, but consider present 
situation deplorable and urgent action vital to any prospects of success. 

It is the fact that this clinched matters in my mind. “I have been 

thinking,” I replied to him a fortnight later, “a good deal for some 

time on the lines of your helpful and well-conceived telegram.” And 
thereupon I took action. 

I had brought Captain Oliver Lyttelton into the Government as 

President of the Board of Trade in October 1940. I had known him 

from his childhood. His father, Alfred Lyttelton, had been Mr. Bal¬ 

four’s Secretary of State for the Colonies in 1904, and had before the 

Home Rule split been a youthful private secretary to Mr. Gladstone. 

He was for many years a distinguished member of the House of 

Commons. His son was thus brought up in a political atmosphere. 

He served in the Grenadiers through the hardest fighting of the First 

World War, being wounded and decorated several times. I remember 

going to see him in hospital in 1918 after he had had the good luck to 

be wounded by a poison-gas shell, which burst at his feet and burned 
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him all over, instead of being killed, as he would have been, by a more 

orthodox and humane high-explosive projectile. After leaving the 

Army he had entered business and became the managing director of a 

large metal firm. Knowing his remarkable personal qualities, I did not 

hesitate to bring him into Parliament and high office. As President of 

the Board of Trade his administration had won respect from all parties 

in our National Government. I had not liked his proposals of 1941 for 

clothing coupons, but I found these were received with favour by the 

Cabinet and the House of Commons, and there is no doubt they were 

necessary at the time. My unusual choice had been vindicated by the 

results, although he had still much to learn as a newcomer in the House 

of Commons. He was an all-round man of action, and I now felt that 

he was in every way fitted for this new and novel post of a War 

Cabinet Minister resident in the Middle East. This would take another 

large slice of business off the shoulders of the military chiefs. I found 

this idea most readily acceptable to my colleagues of all parties. 

Accordingly: 

Prime Minister to General IVavell 29 June 41 

The King has been pleased to appoint Captain Oliver Lyttelton, for¬ 
merly President of the Board of Trade, to be Minister of State in the 
War Cabinet, vice Lord Beavcrbrook, who becomes Minister of Supply. 
Captain Lyttelton leaves by air on the 30th, and should reach Cairo 
July 3, with a small nucleus secretariat. He will represent the War 
Cabinet in the Middle East, and his prime duty will be to relieve the 
High Command of all extraneous burdens, and to settle promptly on the 
spot in accordance with the policy of H.M.G. many questions affecting 
several departments or authorities which hitherto have required reference 
home. This is largely in accordance with your telegram of April 18, but 
goes a good deal further. The instructions I am giving to Captain 

Lyttelton follow in my next. c; .... 
Please inform General Auchinleck when he arrivesran^! fn,rT "! ^ 

Lampson. Complete secrecy should be observed about Captain Lyttel 

ton’s journey and mission till he has arrived. 

All these new arrangements, with their consequential admimsterial 

reactions, fitted in with, and were appropriate to the change in t e 

command in the Middle East. I cannot better sum them up than by the 

telegram which I sent to President Roosevelt, who was now g.v.ng us 

most important material aid in this theatre. 

Prime Minister to President Roosevelt . * ^ * 

Following are considerations which weighed^{t{^Vglorio« «cord. 
change in command m the Middle East-Vlaveinhasj th# 

Italian 

sfmuhanemjsly^in^e'thc’beginning of ?he struggle. I must regard him as 
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our most distinguished General. Nevertheless, though this should not 
be stated publicly, we felt that, after the long strain he had borne, he was 
tired, and a fresh eye and an unstrained hand were needed in this most 
seriously menaced theatre. Incomparably the best and most distin¬ 
guished officer to take his place was General Auchinleck, the Com- 
mander-in-Chicf in India. We feel sure that Auchinleck will infuse a 
new energy and precision into the defence of the Nile Valley, while 
Waved will make an admirable Commander-in-Chief in India who will 
aid him in the whole of the great sphere which India is now assuming, 
as our flank moves eastward. As Commander-in-Chief India Waved will 
have operations in Iraq under his control. 

Waved has accepted this decision gracefully, saying that he thinks us 
wise to make the change and get new ideas and action on the many prob¬ 
lems in the Middle East. The Viceroy has assured me that his shining 
achievements will secure him a very warm welcome in India from the 
Army and public opinion. 

The present lull in the German offensive in the Middle Fast has pro¬ 
vided a convenient opportunity for change-over. It coincides also with 
the appointment of Oliver Lyttelton as Minister of State to represent the 
War Cabinet in that theatre and relieve the Commanders-in-Chief of 
many non-operational functions which have hitherto greatly increased 
their burdens, such as relations with the Free French, relations with the 
Emperor of Abyssinia, the administration of occupied enemy territory, 
propaganda, and economic warfare. The Minister of State will also exer¬ 
cise general supervision over the activities of the Intendant-Gcneral 
(another innovation), including ad matters locally connected with sup¬ 
plies from the United States. 

The Intendant-General (General Haining) will relieve the Army 
Commander-in-Chief of detailed control of rearward administrative 
services and supply arrangements. 

All these changes will, I hope, result in a greatly increased vigour and 
drive in our effort in the Middle East, and ensure that the fullest use is 
made of the formidable resources steadily accumulating there from the 
United Kingdom, the overseas Empire, and the United States. Harri- 
man will doubtless be reporting upon them. He is being asked to await 
Lyttelton’s arrival in Cairo (now expected on July 5), so as to pool ad 
information and settle arrangements for the reception of American 
supplies. 



Chapter XX 

THE SOVIET NEMESIS 

Soviet Miscalculations—The German Deployment in the East—A Prospect Too 
Good to be True—Views of the Joint Intelligence Committee—Warning of the 
Chiefs of Staff, May 31—A Lightning-flash—My Personal Warning to Stalin, 
April 3—A Vexatious Delay—Hitler Twice Postpones “Barbarossa"—The Three 
Army Groups—Attempts to Restrain Hitler and Ribbentrop—My Telegram to 
General Smuts of May 16—Stalin's Illusions—The Tass Broadcast of June 13 
—A Fateful Telegram from Ribbentrop, June 21— War Declared, June 22— 
Schulenburg—Hitler's Policy of Ruthlessness—A Week-end at Chequers—The 
President's Assurance—The German Attack—My Broadcast of June 22. 

NEMESIS personifies “the Goddess of Retribution, who brings 

down ail immoderate good fortune, checks the presumption that 

attends it,... and is the punisher of extraordinary crimes”.* We must 

now lay bare the error and vanity of cold-blooded calculation of the 

Soviet Government and enormous Communist machine, and their 

amazing ignorance about where they stood themselves. They had 

shown a total indifference to the fate of the Western Powers, although 

this meant the destruction of that “Second Front” for which they were 

soon to clamour. They seemed to have no inkling that Hitler had for 

more than six months resolved to destroy them. If their Intelligence 

Service informed them of the vast German deployment towards the 

East, which was now increasing every day, they omitted many needful 

steps to meet it. Thus they had allowed the whole of the Balkans to be 

overrun by Germany. They hated and despised the democracies of the 

West; but the four countries Turkey, Roumania, Bulgaria, and Jugo¬ 

slavia, which were of vital interest to them and their own safety, could 

all have been combined by the Soviet Government in Januarywith 

active British aid to form a Balkan front against Hitler. They let the 

all break into confusion, and all but Turkey were mopped iUP °"« °y 

one. War is mainly a catalogue of blunders but it ^y be doubted 

whether any mistake in history has equalled that of which> St*hn 

the Communist chiefs were guilty when they cast ^vay all po s bdit.es 

in the Balkans and supinely awaited, or were mcapabk of realising,^ 

fearful onslaught which impended upon Russia. We ha * d 

rated them as selfish calculators. In this period they w: P 
simpletons as well. The force, the mass, the br^ and endurance d 

Mother Russia had still to be thrown into the scales. But 

•Quoted in the Oxford English Dictionary. 
2S6 
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strategy, policy, foresight, competence are arbiters Stalin and his com¬ 

missars showed themselves at this moment the most completely 

outwitted bunglers of the Second World War. 

• • * * • 
Hitler’s “Barbarossa” directive of December 18, 1940, had laid 

down the general grouping and primary tasks of the forces to be con¬ 

centrated against Russia. At that date the total German strength on 

the Eastern front was 34 divisions. To multiply that figure more than 

thrice was an immense process both of planning and preparation, and it 

fully occupied the early months of 1941. In January and February the 

Balkan adventure into which the Fuehrer allowed himself to be drawn 

caused a drain-away from the East to the South of five divisions, of 

which three were armoured. In May the German deployment in the 

East grew to 87 divisions, and there were no less than 25 of their 

divisions absorbed in the Balkans. Considering the magnitude and 

hazard of the invasion of Russia, it was improvident to disturb the 

concentration to the East by so serious a diversion. We shall now sec 

how a delay of five weeks was imposed upon the supreme operation as 

the result of our resistance in the Balkans, and especially of the Yugo¬ 

slav revolution. No one can measure exactly what consequences this 

had before winter set in upon the fortunes of the German-Russian 

campaign. It is reasonable to believe that Moscow was saved thereby. 

During May and the beginning of June many of the best trained Ger¬ 

man divisions and all the armour were moved from the Balkans to 

the Eastern Front, and at the moment of their assault the Germans 

attacked with 120 divisions, seventeen of which were armoured and 

twelve motorised. Six Roumanian divisions were also included in their 

Southern Army Group. In general reserve a further 26 divisions were 

assembled or assembling; so that by early July the German High Com¬ 

mand could count on at least 150 divisions, supported by the main 

striking power of their Air Force, about 2,700 aircraft. 

* • • • • 
Up till the end of March I was not convinced that Hitler was re¬ 

solved upon mortal war with Russia, nor how near it was. Our Intelli¬ 

gence reports revealed in much detail the extensive German troop 

movements towards and into the Balkan States which had marked the 

first three months of 1941. Our agents could move with a good deal of 

freedom in these quasi-neutral countries, and were able to keep us 

accurately posted about the heavy German forces gathering by rail and 

road to the south-east. But none of these necessarily involved the in¬ 

vasion of Russia, and all were readily explainable by German interests 
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and policy in Roumania and Bulgaria, by her designs on Greece and 

arrangements with Yugoslavia and Hungary. Our information about 

the immense movement taking place through Germany towards the 

main Russian front, stretching from Roumania to the Baltic, was far 

more difficult to acquire. That Germany should at this stage, and 

before clearing the Balkan scene, open another major war with Russia 

seemed to me too good to be true. 

We did not know the tenor of the conversations of November 1940 

between Molotov, Hitler, and Ribbentrop at Berlin, nor of the ne¬ 

gotiations and proposed pacts which had followed them. There was no 

sign of lessening German strength opposite us across the Channel. 

The German air raids on Britain continued with intensity. The manner 

in which the German troop concentrations in Roumania and Bulgaria 

had been glozed over and apparently accepted by the Soviet Govern¬ 

ment, the evidence we had of large and invaluable supplies being sent 

to Germany from Russia, the obvious community of interest between 

the two countries in overrunning and dividing the British Empire in 

the East, all made it seem more likely that Hitler and Stalin would 

make a bargain at our expense rather than a war upon each other. This 

bargain we now know was within wide limits Stalin’s aim. 

These impressions were shared by our Joint Intelligence Committee. 

On April 7 they stated that there were a number of reports circulating 

in Europe of a German plan to attack Russia. Although Germany, they 

said, had considerable forces available in the East, and expected to 

fight Russia some time or other, it was unlikely that she would choose 

to make another major war front yet. Her main object in 1941 would, 

according to them, remain the defeat of the United Kingdom. As 

late as May 23 this committee from the three services reported that 

rumours of impending attack on Russia had died down, and that there 

were reports that a new agreement between the two countries was im¬ 

pending. This they considered likely, since German economy would 

require strengthening to meet the needs of a long war. The necessary 

assistance could be obtained by Germany from Russia either by force 

or agreement. They thought the latter would be the German choice, 

although a threat of force would help to bring it about. This threat was 

now building up. There was plenty of evidence of the construction ot 

roads and railway sidings in German Poland, of the preparation ot 

aerodromes and of large-scale troop concentrations, including troops 

and air units from the Balkans. 
Our Chiefs of Staff were ahead of their advism; and more defir««. 

“We have firm indications.” they warned the M.ddle East Command 

on May 31, “that the Germans are now concentrating large army and 

air forces against Russia. Under this threat they w.ll probably demand 
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concessions most injurious to us. If the Russians refuse the Germans 

will march.” 

It was not till June 5 that the Joint Intelligence Committee reported 

that the scale of German military preparations in Eastern Europe 

seemed to indicate that an issue more vital than an economic agree¬ 

ment was at stake. It was possible that Germany desired to remove 

from her Eastern frontier the potential threat of increasingly powerful 

Soviet forces. They considered it as yet impossible to say whether war 

or agreement would result. On June 10 they stated, "the latter half of 

June will see either war or agreement”. And finally on June 12 they 

reported, "Fresh evidence is now at hand that Hitler has made up his 

mind to have done with Soviet obstruction and to attack.” 

• • • • • 

I had not been content with this form of collective wisdom, and pre¬ 

ferred to see the originals myself. I had arranged therefore, as far back 

as the summer of 1940, for Major Desmond Morton to make a daily 

selection of tit-bits, which I always read, thus forming my own 

opinion, sometimes at much earlier dates.* 

It was thus with relief and excitement that towards the end of 

March 1941 I read an Intelligence report from one of our most trusted 

sources of the movement and counter-movement of German armour 

on the railway from Bucharest to Cracow. This showed that as soon as 

the Yugoslav ministers made their submission in Vienna, three out of 

the five Panzer divisions which had moved through Roumania south¬ 

ward towards Greece and Yugoslavia had been sent northward to 

Cracow, and secondly that the whole of this transportation had been 

reversed after the Belgrade revolution and the three Panzer divisions 

sent back to Roumania. I his shuffling and reversal of about sixty 

trains could not be concealed from our agents on the spot. 

To me it illuminated the whole Eastern scene like a lightning-flash. 

The sudden movement to Cracow of so much armour needed in the 

Balkan sphere could only mean Hitler’s intention to invade Russia in 

May. This seemed to me henceforward certainly his major purpose. 

The fact that the Belgrade revolution had required their return to 

Roumania involved perhaps a delay from May to June. I sent the 
momentous news at once to Mr. Eden in Athens. 

*Prime Minister to General Isrnav . 

I do not wish such reports as are received to be sifted and digested bv the 
various Intelligence authorities For the present Major Morton will insnect 
them for me and submit what he considers of major importance He is to he 
shown everything, and submit authentic documents ,S me in their ori'.dnal 
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Prime Minister to Mr. Eden, Athens 30 Mar. 41 

My reading of the Intelligence is that the bad man concentrated very 
large armoured forces, etc., to overawe Yugoslavia and Greece, and 
hoped to get former or both without fighting. The moment he was sure 
Yugoslavia was in the Axis he moved three of the five Panzers towards 
the Bear, believing that what was left would be enough to finish the 
Greek affair. However, the Belgrade revolution upset this picture and 
caused the northward move to be arrested in transit. This can only 
mean, in my opinion, the intention to attack Yugoslavia at earliest, or 
alternatively [to] act against the Turk. It looks as if heavy forces will be 
used in Balkan peninsula and that Bear will be kept waiting a bit. 
Furthermore, these orders and counter-orders in their relation to the 
Belgrade coup seem to reveal magnitude of design both towards south¬ 
east and east. This is the clearest indication we have had so far. Let me 
know in guarded terms whether you and Dill agree with my impressions. 

I also cast about for some means of warning Stalin, and, by arousing 

him to his danger, establishing contacts with him like those I had 

made with President Roosevelt. I made the message short and cryptic, 

hoping that this very fact, and that it was the first message I had sent 

him since my formal telegram of June 25, 1940, commending Sir 

Stafford Cripps as Ambassador, would arrest his attention and make 

him ponder. 

Prime Minister to Sir Stafford Cripps 3 APr- 4* 
Following from me to M. Stalin, provided it can be personally delivered 

^ *I°havc sure information from a trusted agent that when the Germans 
thought they had got Yugoslavia in the net-that is to m 
—they began to move three out of the five Panzer divisions from Rou 
mania to Southern Poland. The moment they heard of the> Serbun 
revolution this movement was countermanded. fjYour Lxcellency wn 
readily appreciate the significance of these facts. 

The Foreign Secretary, who had by this time returned from Cairo, 

added some comments: 

ratf.watts—SLa-Ess: 

C?.1,Y °g<Xi "hi h,lp kS&iSuK 3 

Balkans as still further h ™ opportunity is not now taken 
which there are so many signs. If howe opp > might revive in 
to put every possible spoke in the German wneei u<u s 

a few months’ time. 
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3. You would not of course imply that we ourselves required any 
assistance from Soviet Government or that they would be acting in any 
interests but their own. What we want them to realise however is that 
Hitler intends to attack them sooner or later if he can: that the fact that 
he is in conflict with us is not in itself sufficient to prevent him doing so if 
he is not involved in some special embarrassment, such as now confronts 
him in Balkans, and that it is consequently in Soviet interests to take 
every possible step to ensure that he does not settle his Balkan problem in 
the way he wants. 

The British Ambassador did not reply till April 12, when he said 

that just before my telegram had been received he had himself ad¬ 

dressed to Vyshinsky a long personal letter reviewing the succession of 

failures of the Soviet Government to counteract German encroach¬ 

ments in the Balkans, and urging in the strongest terms that the 

U.S.S.R. in her own interest must now decide on an immediate 

vigorous policy of co-operation with countries still opposing the Axis 

in that area if she was not to miss the last chance of defending her own 

frontiers in alliance with others. 

Were I now [he said] to convey through Molotov the Prime Minister’s 
message, which expresses the same thesis in very much shorter and less 
emphatic form, I fear that the only effect would be probably to weaken 
impression already made by my letter to Vyshinsky. Soviet Government 
would not, I feel sure, understand why so short and fragmentary a com¬ 
mentary, on facts of which they are certainly well aware, without any 
definite request for explanation of Soviet Government’s attitude or sug¬ 
gestion for action by them, should be conveyed in so formal a manner. 

I have felt bound to put these considerations before you, as I greatly 

ff?r deb very of 1 rime Minister’s message would be not merely in¬ 
effectual but a serious tactical mistake. If however you are unable to 

intVA-iewwi^^Molotov0 C°UrSC cndcavour «° a"«"8c urgently for an 

On this the Foreign Secretary minuted to me: 

In this new situation I think there may be some force in Sir Stafford 
Cripps s arguments against the delivery of your message. If you agree I 

tbaV T \7°PKSC 1° tC h,m.lhJt he need now deliver the message but 
latterfth^^t«Sr^ frc*po.nds favourably to his letter he should give’ the 
to relearanh f COnla,ned ,n y°ur message. Meanwhile I should ask him 
to telegraph to us as soon as possible a summary of the letter which h? 
has sen, ,0 Vyshmsky and ,o send us the ,ex, by the next opportun' .y 

1 was vexed at this and at the delay which had occurred. This was 

the only message before the attack tha, I sen, Stalin direct l“ 

brevity, the exceptional character of the communication, the fact that 

came from the head of the Government and was to be delivered pet 

sonally to the head of the Russian Government by the Ambassador 

attention.,ntended “ ^ and arrest sS 
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Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 16 Apr. 41 

I set special importance on the delivery of this personal message from 
me to Stalin. I cannot understand why it should be resisted. The 
Ambassador is not alive to the military significance of the facts. Pray 
oblige me. 

And again: 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 18 Apr. 41 

Has Sir Stafford Cripps yet delivered my personal message of warning 
about the German danger to Stalin? I am very much surprised that so 
much delay should have occurred, considering the importance I attach 
to this extremely pregnant piece of information. 

The Foreign Secretary therefore telegraphed on the 18th to the 

Ambassador instructing him to deliver my message. As no answer 

was received from Sir Stafford I asked what had happened. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 3° Apr. 4» 

When did Sir Stafford Cripps deliver my message to Mr. Stalin? Will 
you very kindly ask him to report. 

Foreign Secretary to Prime Minister 3° Apr. 41 

Sir Stafford Cripps sent the message to M. Vyshinsky on April 19. and 
M. Vyshinsky informed him in writing on April 23 that it had been con- 

VCICvery much regret that, owing to an error, the telegrams reporting this 
were not sent to you at the time. I attach copies. 

These were the enclosures: 

Sir Stafford Cripps, Moscow, to Foreign Secretary 19 Apr. 4* 
I have to-day sent text of message to Vyshinsky, asking him tc► convey 

it to Stalin It was not clear from your telegram whether comment ry 

mentary, which could only have been repetition. 

Sir Stafford Cripps, Moscow, to Foreign Secretary ^had'been 
Vyshinsky informed me in writing to-day that message had been 

conveyed to Stalin. 

I cannot form any final judgment upon ^Xldtave 

much of his Air Force destroyed on the ground. 
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We know now that Hitler’s directive of December 18 had pre¬ 

scribed May 15 as the date for invading Russia, and that in his fury at 

the revolution in Belgrade this date had on March 27 been postponed 

for a month, and later till June 22. Until the middle of March the 

troop movements in the north on the main Russian front were not of a 

character to require special German measures of concealment. On 

March 13 however orders were issued by Berlin to terminate the work 

of the Russian commissions working in German territory and to send 

them home. The presence of Russians in this part of Germany could 

only be permitted up to March 25. In the northern sector strong Ger¬ 

man formations were already being assembled. From March 20 on¬ 

wards an even heavier massing would take place.* 

On April 22 the Soviet complained to the German Foreign Office 

about continuing and increasing violations of the U.S.S.R. boundary 

by German planes. From March 27 to April 18 eighty such cases had 

occurred. "It is very likely,” added the Russian note, "that serious 

incidents are to be expected if German planes continue to fly across the 
Soviet border.” 

The German reply was a series of counter-complaints against 
Soviet planes. 

• • • • • 
During this time the 120 German divisions of the highest quality 

were assembling in their three Army Groups along the Russian front. 

The Southern Group, under Rundstedt, was, for the reasons ex¬ 

plained, far from well found in armour. Its Panzer divisions had only 

recently returned from Greece and Yugoslavia. Despite the postpone¬ 

ment of the date till June 22 they badly needed rest and overhaul after 
their mechanical wear and tear in the Balkans. 

On April 13 Schulcnburg came from Moscow to Berlin. Hitler re¬ 

ceived him on April 28, and treated his Ambassador to a tirade on the 

Russian gesture towards Yugoslavia. Schulcnburg, according to his 

minute of this conversation, strove to excuse the Soviet behaviour. 

He related that "Russia was alarmed by the rumours predicting a Ger¬ 

man attack. He could not believe that Russia would ever attack 

Germany. Hitler said that he had been forewarned by events in 

Serbia What had happened there was to him an example of the 

political unreliability of states.” But Schulenburg adhered to the 

theme which had governed all his reports from Moscow. "I am con¬ 

vinced that Stalin is prepared to make even further concessions to us. 

It has already been indicated to our economic negotiators that (if we 

apphed m due time) Russ.a could supply us with up to S million tons of 
grain a year. | 

•Nazi-Soviet Relations, 1939-1941, P- 279- fIbid., p. 332 
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Schulenburg returned to Moscow on April 30, profoundly dis¬ 

illusioned by his interview with Hitler. He had a clear impression that 

Hitler was bent on war. It seems that he had even tried to warn the 

Russian Ambassador in Berlin, Dekanosov, in this sense. And he 

fought persistently in the last hours for his policy of Russo-German 

understanding. 

Weizsacker, the official head of the German Foreign Office, was a 

highly competent civil servant of the type to be found in the Govern¬ 

ment departments of many countries. He was not a politician with 

executive power, and would not, according to British custom, be held 

accountable for State policy. He is now undergoing seven years’ penal 

servitude by decree of the courts set up by the conquerors. Although 

he is therefore classified as a war criminal, he certainly wrote good 

advice to his superiors, which we may be glad they did not take. He 

commented as follows upon this interview: 

Weizsacker to Ribbentrop Berlin: April 28, 1941 

I can summarise in one sentence my views on a German-Russian 

conflict. If every Russian city reduced to ashes were as valuable to us as 
a sunken British warship, I should advocate the German-Russian war lor 
this summer; but I believe that we should be victors over Russia only in 

a military sense, and should, on the other hand, lose in an economic sense. 
It might perhaps be considered an alluring prospect to give the Com¬ 

munist system its death-blow, and it might also be said that it was in¬ 
herent in the logic of things to muster the Eurasian continent against 
Anglo-Saxondom and its following. But the sole decisive factor 

whether this project will hasten the fall of England. 
We must distinguish between two possibilities: 

(a) England is close to collapse. If we accept this assurnp'ion we 
shall encourage England by taking on a new opponcnt Russia 
is no potential ally of the English. England can expect nothing 
good from Russia. Hope in Russia is not postponing England 

collapse. With Russia we do not destroy any L.ngl.sh hope^ 
(b) If we do not believe in the imminent co lapse of England, then 

the thought might suggest itself that by .th® „f 
feed ourselves from Soviet territory. I take it as a matter o 
course that we shall advance victoriously to Moscow and beyo d 
Sat. I doubt very much howeverwhetherwe hal^beabl^o 

should there fore probably have to reckon with a^tmu.,»n of 

The 

window to the Pacific Ocean would remain shut. 

A German attack on RussiaSere asGemrnmfertainSabom the 

succetf'ofIom°fight>eigainst England. We should thereby no, only be 
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admitting that the war was going to last a long time yet, but we might 
actually prolong it in this way, instead of shortening it. 

On May 7 Schulenburg hopefully reported that Stalin had taken 

over the chairmanship of the Council of People’s Commissars in place 

of Molotov, and had thereby become head of the Government of the 

Soviet Union. 

The reason for this may be sought in the recent mistakes in foreign 
policy which led to a cooling off of the cordiality of German-Soviet 
relations, for the creation and preservation of which Stalin had con¬ 
sciously striven. 

In his new capacity Stalin assumes responsibility for all acts of the 
Government, in both the domestic and foreign fields. ... I am con¬ 
vinced that Stalin will use his new position in order to take part person¬ 
ally in the maintenance and development of good relations between the 
Soviets and Germany. 

The German Naval Attach^, reporting from Moscow, expressed the 

same point in these words: “Stalin is the pivot of German-Soviet col¬ 

laboration.” Examples of Russian appeasement of Germany in¬ 

creased. On May 3 Russia had officially recognised the pro-German 

Government of Rashid Ali in Iraq. On May 7 the diplomatic repre¬ 

sentatives of Belgium and Norway were expelled from Russia. Even 

the Yugoslav Minister was flung out. At the beginning of June the 

Greek Legation was banished from Moscow. As General Thomas, the 

head of the economic section of the German War Ministry, later wrote 

in his paper on the war economy of the Reich: “The Russians exe¬ 

cuted their deliveries up to the eve of the attack, and in the last days 

the transport of rubber from the Far East was expedited by express 
trams. * 

Wc had of course full information about the Moscow moods, but the 

German purpose seemed plain and comprehensible. On May 16 I had 

cabled to General Smuts: "It looks as if Hitler is massing against 

Russia. A ceaseless movement of troops, armoured forces, and aircraft 

northwards from the Balkans and eastwards from France and Ger¬ 

many .s in progress.” Stalin must have tried very hard to preserve his 

illusions about Hitler s policy. After another month of intense Ger- 

&h“'enb"'5 “id » 

foreign Press. These a"lege: * Germany ln ‘he English and 
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1. That Germany supposedly has made various territorial and 
economic demands on the U.S.S.R., and negotiations are impending 
between Germany and the U.S.S.R. for a new and closer agreement. 

2. That the Soviet Union is supposed to have declined these demands, 
and that as a result Germany has begun to concentrate her troops on the 
frontier of the Soviet Union in order to attack the Soviet Union. 

3. That on its side the Soviet Union is supposed to have begun inten¬ 
sive preparations for war with Germany and to have concentrated its 
troops on the German border. 

“Despite the obvious absurdity of these rumours, responsible circles 
in Moscow have thought it necessary to state that they are a clumsy 
propaganda manceuvre of the forces arrayed against the Soviet Union 
and Germany, which are interested in a spread and intensification of the 

war.” 

Hitler had every right to be content with the success of his measures 

of deception and concealment, and with his victim’s state of mind. 

Molotov’s final fatuity is worth recording. 

Schulenburg to the German Foreign Office 

Moscow: June 22, 194*. >• *7 

Molotov summoned me to his office this evening at 9.30 p^m. After he 
had mentioned the alleged repeated border violations by German air¬ 
craft, with the remark that Dekanosov had been instructed to call on the 
Reich Foreign Minister in this matter, Molotov stated as follows: 

There were a number of indications that the German Government 
was dissatisfied with the Soviet Government. Rumours were even 
current that a war was impending between Germany and the soviet 
Union They found sustenance in the fact that there was no reacj‘orJ 
whatsoever on the part of Germany to the Tass report of June 13 that 
it was not even published in Germany. The Soviet Government was 
unable to understand the reasons for Germany s ^c— 

£ srsr^ «* 

Berlin. # # • • • 

But the hour had now struck. 

01 / Berlin21, i941 

■" »'*« Up^tmrori.! »ii'l » 

to be destroyed. The rad‘^ YJtoVat once that you have an urgent com- 2. Please inform Herr Molotov at once tna y ^ ^ ^ Qn hirn 

-—- 
undermine Germany and Europe, 
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(2) has adopted a more and more anti-German foreign policy; 
(3) has concentrated all its forces in readiness at the German 

border. 

"Thereby the Soviet Government has broken its treaties with Ger¬ 
many and is about to attack Germany from the rear, in its struggle for 
life. The Fuehrer has therefore ordered the German armed forces to 
oppose this threat with all the means at their disposal.” 

Please do not enter into any discussion of this communication. It is 
incumbent upon the Government of Soviet Russia to safeguard the 
security of the Embassy personnel. 

At 4 a.m.on June 22 Ribbcntrop delivered a formal declaration of war 

to the Russian Ambassador in Berlin. At daybreak Schulenburg pre¬ 

sented himself to Molotov in the Kremlin. The latter listened in 

silence to the statement read by the German Ambassador, and then 

commented, "It is war. Your aircraft have just bombarded some ten 

open villages. Do you believe that we deserved that?*'* 

In the face of the Tass broadcast it had been vain for us to add to 

the various warnings which Eden had given to the Soviet Ambassador 

in London, or for me to make a renewed personal effort to arouse 

Stalin to his peril. Even more precise information had been con¬ 

stantly sent to the Soviet Government by the United States. Nothing 

that any of us could do pierced the purblind prejudice and fixed ideas 

which Stalin had raised between himself and the terrible truth. Al¬ 

though on German estimates 186 Russian divisions were massed be¬ 

hind the Soviet boundaries, of which 119 faced the German front, the 

Russian armies to a large extent were taken by surprise. The Germans 

found no signs of offensive preparations in the forward zone, and the 

Russian covering troops were swiftly overpowered. Something like the 

disaster which had befallen the Polish Air Force on September 1, 

1939, was now to be repeated on a far larger scale on the Russian air¬ 

fields, and many hundreds of Russian planes were caught at daybreak 

and destroyed before they could get into the air. Thus the ravings of 

hatred against Britain and the United States which the Soviet propa¬ 

ganda machine cast upon the midnight air were overwhelmed at dawn 

by the German cannonade. The wicked are not always clever, nor arc 
dictators always right. 

It IS impossible to complete this account without referring to a ter¬ 

rible decision of policy adopted by Hitler towards his new foes, and 

*7h's was the lasl act ,of Count Schulenburg*s diplomatic career Late in 

GermanySer^L'Golemn^m^ s**™, ” c' 

Sp INSETS r°atVp,VnS^ ^ 
j'sur-and imprisoned -the cartes ,°of 
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enforced under all the pressure of the mortal struggle in vast barren or 

ruined lands and winter horrors. Verbal orders were given by him at a 

conference on June 14, 1941, which to a large extent governed the 

conduct of the German Army towards the Russian troops and people, 

and led to many ruthless and barbarous deeds. According to the 

Nuremberg documents, General Haider testified: 

Prior to the attack on Russia the Fuehrer called a conference of all the 
commanders and persons connected with the Supreme Command on the 
question of the forthcoming attack on Russia. I cannot recall the exact 
date of this conference. ... At this conference the Fuehrer stated that the 
methods used in the war against the Russians would have to be different 
from those used against the West. ... He said that the struggle between 
Russia and Germany was a Russian struggle. He stated that since the 
Russians were not signatories of the Hague Convention the treatment of 
their prisoners of war did not have to follow the Articles of the Con¬ 
vention. ... He [also] said that the so-called Commissars should not be 
considered prisoners of war.* 

And according to Keitel: 
Hitler’s main theme was that this was the decisive battle between the 

two ideologies, and that this fact made it impossible to use in this war 
[with Russia] methods, as we soldiers knew them, which were con¬ 
sidered to be the only correct ones under international law.t 

On the evening of Friday, June 20,1 drove down to Chequers alone. 

I knew that the German onslaught upon Russia was a matter of days, 

or it might be hours. I had arranged to deliver a broadcast on Saturday 

night dealing with this event. It would of course have to be in guarded 

terms. Moreover, at this time the Soviet Government, at once haughty 

and purblind, regarded every warning we gave as a mere attempt ot 

beaten men to drag others into ruin. As the result of my reflections '[j 

the car I put off the broadcast till Sunday night, when I thought all 

would be clear. Thus Saturday passed with its usual toil. 

Five days earlier, on the 15th, I had cabled to the President as 

follows: 

From every source at my disposal, including some 1onh 

are°the mam Ge^ 'complTted" m 
the final arrivals of air and a^0Kured/?r^reSn^ee b^?gof the Skaggerak 

help we can spare to ‘heI^“s!'“^-^"t any class political reactions here, 

anc/tnist;6a^cTermam-Russian"onflic^wilfnot cau’se you any embarrass- 

mZuremberg Vacua's, Part IV. pp. 3.0 ff. t**. »• * '6' 
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The American Ambassador, who was my guest at the week-end, 

brought me the President’s answer to my message. He promised that if 

the Germans struck at Russia he would immediately support publicly 

“any announcement that the Prime Minister might make welcoming 

Russia as an ally”. Mr. Winant delivered this important reassurance 

verbally. 
• • • • • 

When I awoke on the morning of Sunday, the 22nd, the news was 

brought to me of Hitler’s invasion of Russia. This changed conviction 

into certainty. I had not the slightest doubt where our duty and our 

policy lay. Nor indeed what to say. There only remained the task of 

composing it. I asked that notice should immediately be given that I 

would broadcast at 9 o’clock that night. Presently General Dill, who 

had hastened down from London, came into my bedroom with detailed 

news. The Germans had invaded Russia on an enormous front, had 

surprised a large portion of the Soviet Air Force grounded on the air¬ 

fields, and seemed to be driving forward with great rapidity and 

violence. The Chief of the Imperial General StafT added, “I suppose 

they will be rounded up in hordes.” 

I spent the day composing my statement. There was not time to 

consult the War Cabinet, nor was it necessary. I knew that we all felt 

the same on this issue. Mr. Eden, Lord Bcaverbrook, and Sir Stafford 

Cripps—he had left Moscow on the 10th—were also with me during 
the day. 

• • • • • 
The following account of this Sunday at Chequers by my Private 

Secretary, Mr. Colville, who was on duty this week-end, may be of 
interest: 

. ,°n S?^Jday,\rJune 2I’1 werY down to Chequers just before dinner. 
Mr. and Mrs. Winant, Mr. and Mrs. Eden, and Edward Bridges were 
staying. During dinner Mr. Churchill said that a German attack on 
Russia was now certain and he thought that Hitler was counting on 

i?cStAn8u^,ta ISt ai?d R,ghl ^V,ng syropathies in this country and the 
R .ld;,tIer7as,ho'vever wrong and we should go all out to help 
Kussia. W inant said the same would be true of the U.S.A * 

(-uAfteu-i{liuner' whc!? 1 '?as ''alkin8 on ,he croquet lawn with Mr 
Churchill, he reverted to this theme, and I asked whether for him the 

bowing down in the House of 

the destruction of Hitler,"'and my life' is' much ^imphficd^rcby'“'if 

I was awoken at 4 a.m. the following morning bv a telonh™,. 
from the F.O. to the effect that Germany had attacked Russia. The P M 
had always said that he was never to be woken up for anything but In- 
vasion [of England]. I therefore postponed telling him till 8 a.m. His 
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only comment was, “Tell the B.B.C. I will broadcast at 9 to-night.’* He 
began to prepare the speech at 11 a.m., and except for luncheon, at 
which Sir Stafford Cripps, Lord Cranbome, and Lord Beaverbrook 
were present, he devoted the whole day to it. . . . The speech was only 
ready at twenty minutes to nine. 

* • * • • 
In this broadcast I said: 

“The Nazi regime is indistinguishable from the worst features of 

Communism. It is devoid of all theme and principle except appetite 

and racial domination. It excels all forms of human wickedness in the 

efficiency of its cruelty and ferocious aggression. No one has been a 

more consistent opponent of Communism than I have for the last 

twenty-five years. I will unsay no word that I have spoken about it. 

But all this fades away before the spectacle which is now unfolding. 

The past, with its crimes, its follies, and its tragedies, flashes away. I 

see the Russian soldiers standing on the threshold of their native land, 

guarding the fields which their fathers have tilled from time imme¬ 

morial. I sec them guarding their homes where mothers and wives 

pray_ah, yes, for there arc times when all pray—for the safety of their 

loved ones, the return of the bread-winner, of their champion, of their 

protector. I see the ten thousand villages of Russia where the means of 

existence is wrung so hardly from the soil, but where there are stil 

primordial human joys, where maidens laugh and children play. I sec 

advancing upon all this in hideous onslaught the Nazi war machine, 

with its clanking, heel-clicking, dandified Prussian officers, its crafty 

expert agents fresh from the cowing and tying down of a dozen coun¬ 

tries. I see also the dull, drilled, docile, brutish masses of the Hun 

soldiery plodding on like a swarm of crawling locusts. I see the Ger¬ 

man bombers and fighters in the sky, still smarting from many a 

British whipping, delighted to find what they believe is an easier and 

Sa“Beffind all this glare, behind all this storm, I see that small group of 

villainous men who plan, organise, and launch this cataract of horrors 

UP“inhave tendeclare the decision of His Majesty’s Government and I 

feel sure it is a decision in which the great Unions wil 
concur—for we must speak out now at once, without a day s delay, 

have to make the declaration, but can you doubt what ou H X wd 

be? We have but one aim and one single, i«rcvo«bl > P“*°se, 
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with God’s help, we have rid the earth of his shadow and liberated its 

peoples from his yoke. Any man or state who fights on against Nazi¬ 

dom will have our aid. Any man or state who marches with Hitler 

is our foe. . . . That is our policy and that is our declaration. It follows 

therefore that we shall give whatever help we can to Russia and the 

Russian people. We shall appeal to all our friends and allies in every 

part of the world to take the same course and pursue it, as we shall 

faithfully and steadfastly to the end. . . . 

“This is no class war, but a war in which the whole British Empire 

and Commonwealth of Nations is engaged, without distinction of race, 

creed, or party. It is not for me to speak of the action of the United 

States, but this I will say: if Hitler imagines that his attack on Soviet 

Russia will cause the slightest divergence of aims or slackening of 

effort in the great democracies who arc resolved upon his doom, he is 

woefully mistaken. On the contrary, we shall be fortified and encour¬ 

aged in our efforts to rescue mankind from his tyranny. Wc shall be 

strengthened and not weakened in determination and in resources. 

“This is no time to moralise on the follies of countries and Govern¬ 

ments which have allowed themselves to be struck down one by one, 

when by united action they could have saved themselves and saved the 

world from this catastrophe. But when I spoke a few minutes ago of 

Hitler’s blood-lust and the hateful appetites which have impelled or 

lured him on his Russian adventure I said there was one deeper motive 

behind his outrage. He wishes to destroy the Russian power because 

he hopes that if he succeeds in this he will be able to bring back the 

main strength of his Army and Air Force from the East and hurl it 

upon this Island, which he knows he must conquer or suffer the 

penalty of his crimes. His invasion of Russia is no more than a prelude 

to an attempted invasion of the British Isles. He hopes, no doubt, that 

all this may be accomplished before the winter comes, and that he can 

overwhelm Great Britain before the Fleet and air-power of the United 

States may intervene. He hopes that he may once again repeat, upon 

a greater scale than ever before, that process of destroying his enemies 

one by one by which he has so long thrived and prospered, and that 

then the scene will be clear for the final act, without which all his con¬ 

quests would be in vain—namely, the subjugation of the Western 
Hemisphere to his will and to his system. 

“The Russian danger is therefore our danger, and the danger of the 

United States, just as the cause of any Russian fighting for his hearth 

and home is the cause of free men and free peoples in every quarter of 

the globe. Let us learn the lessons already taught by such cruel ex¬ 

perience. Let us redouble our exertions, and strike with united 
strength while life and power remain.’* 
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Chapter XXI 

OUR SOVIET ALLY 

Hitler's Plan for the Invasion of Russia—Soviet Demands on Britain—“Second 
Front Now"—Russian Ignorance of Amphibious War—/ Address Stalin—A 
Military Mission Goes to Moscow—Naval Contacts—A War Alliance Proposed 
—Stalin Presses for the Second Front—Our Reasoned Reply—Our Efforts to 
Supply the Russian Army—Ten Thousand Tons of Rubber—Fruitless Attempts 
to Establish Friendly Relations with Stalin—The German Attack Develops— 

Russia's Attitude to Poland—Our View—Russia a Burden upon Us at First. 

HITLER’S invasion of Russia altered the values and relationships 

of the war. The Soviet prejudices had blinded them to many of 

the steps which comprehension and prudence wrould have dictated for 

their own safety. On the other hand, by indifference to the fate of 

others they had gained time, and when their hour of trial struck on 

June 22, 1941, they were far stronger than Hitler imagined. Perhaps 

not only he but his generals had been misled by their poor performance 

against the Finns. Nevertheless it was the Russians who were taken 

by surprise, and tremendous initial disasters fell upon them. It will 

not be possible in this account to do more than place before the reader 

the salient features of the new colossal struggle of armies and popula¬ 
tions which now' began. 

The German line of battle was drawn up along the whole frontier 

from the Baltic to the Black Sea. The Northern Army Group, under 

von Leeb, with twenty-nine divisions, including three armoured and 

three motorised, was to advance from East Prussia upon Leningrad. 

The Central Army Group, under von Bock, consisting of fifty di¬ 

visions, including nine armoured and six motorised, was to move from 

Northern Poland on Smolensk. The Southern Army Group of 

von Rundstedt, with forty-one divisions, including five armoured and 

three motorised, was to drive from Southern Poland to the lower 

Dnieper. A further twenty-six divisions were held, or would shortly be 

available, as the General Reserve. Over two thousand seven hundred 

aircraft supported the attack. In the north twelve Finnish divisions 

were to advance on Leningrad to support the main attack. In the south 

eleven divisions of the Roumanian Army were to stand on the defen¬ 

sive along the river Pruth, and six to join in the advance of Army Group 

South. In all one hundred and sixty-four divisions rolled eastward. 

The invaders, according to the best accounts available, were con¬ 

fronted by a hundred and nineteen Russian divisions and at least five 
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thousand aircraft. Sixty-seven more divisions were available in Fin¬ 

land, the Caucasus, and in Central Russia. Although nearly equal in 

numbers to the German armies, the Russians were at once swept back 

by deep-plunging armoured thrusts, and their Air Force suffered 

severe losses. Other countries had been surprised and overrun. Only 

vast Russia had the supreme advantage of Depth; and this was once 

again to prove her salvation. In the first month the Germans bit and 

tore their way three hundred miles into Russia. Smolensk was taken 

after stern fighting in which the Russians had counter-attacked heavily. 

But Leningrad was not attained, and Kiev was still in Russian hands. 

• • • • • 
Up to the moment when the Soviet Government was set upon by 

Hitler they seemed to care for no one but themselves. Afterwards this 

mood naturally became more marked. Hitherto they had watched with 

stony composure the destruction of the front in France in 1940, and 

our vain efforts in 1941 to create a front in the Balkans. They had 

given important economic aid to Nazi Germany and had helped them 

in many minor ways. Now, having been deceived and taken by sur¬ 

prise, they were themselves under the flaming German sword. Their 

first impulse and lasting policy was to demand all possible succour 

from Great Britain and her Empire, the possible partition of which 

between Stalin and Hitler had for the last eight months beguiled 

Soviet minds from the progress of German concentration in the East. 

They did not hesitate to appeal in urgent and strident terms to 

harassed and struggling Britain to send them the munitions of which 

her armies were so short. They urged the United States to divert to 

them the largest quantities of the supplies on which we were counting, 

and, above all, even in the summer of 1941 they clamoured for British 

landings in Europe, regardless of risk and cost, to establish a second 

front. The British Communists, who had hitherto done their worst, 

which was not much, in our factories, and had denounced “the 

capitalist and imperialist war”, turned about again overnight and 

began to scrawl the slogan “Second Front Now” upon the walls and 

hoardings. 
We did not allow these somewhat sorry and ignominious facts to 

disturb our thought, and fixed our gaze upon the heroic sacrifices of 

the Russian people under the calamities which their Government had 

brought upon them, and their passionate defence of their native soil. 

This, while the struggle lasted, made amends for all. 

# • • • • 
The Russians never understood in the smallest degree the nature of 

the amphibious operation necessary to disembark and maintain a great 
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army upon a well-defended hostile coast. Even the Americans were at 

this time largely unaware of the difficulties. Not only sea but air 

superiority at the invasion point was indispensable. Moreover, there 

was a third vital factor. A vast armada of specially constructed landing- 

craft, above all tank landing-craft in numerous varieties, was the 

foundation of any successful heavily opposed landing. For the 

creation of this armada, as has been and will be seen, I had long done 

my best. It could not be ready even on a minor scale before the 

summer of 1943, and its power, as is now widely recognised, could not 

be developed on a sufficient scale till 1944. At the period we have now 

reached, in the autumn of 1941, we had no mastery of the enemy air 

over Europe, except in the Pas dc Calais, where the strongest German 

fortifications existed. The landing-craft were only a-building. We had 

not even got an army in Britain as large, as well trained, as well 

equipped as the one we should have to meet on French soil. Yet 

Niagaras of folly and misstatement still pour out on this question of the 

Second Front. There was certainly no hope of convincing the Soviet 

Government at this or any other time. Stalin even suggested to me on 

one occasion later on that if the British were afraid he would be willing 

to send round three or four Russian Army Corps to do the job. It was 

not in my power, through lack of shipping and other physical facts, to 
take him at his word. 

There was no response from the Soviet Government to my broad¬ 

cast to Russia and the world on the day of the German attack, except 

that parts of it were printed in Pravda and other Russian Government 

organs, and that we were asked to receive a Russian Military Mission. 

The silence on the top level was oppressive, and I thought it my duty 

to break the ice. I quite understood that they might feel shy, con¬ 

sidering all that had passed since the outbreak of the war between the 

Soviets and the Western Allies, and remembering what had happened 

twenty years before between me and the Bolshevik Revolutionary 

Government. I therefore addressed myself to Stalin, and expressed 

our intention to bring all aid in our power to the Russian people. 

Prime Minister to Monsieur Stalin 7 jujy 4I 

We are all very glad here that the Russian armies are making such 
strong and spirited resistance to the utterly unprovoked and merciless 
invasion of the Nazis. There is general admiration of the bravery and 
tenacity* of the soldiers and people. We shall do everything to help you 
that time, geography and our growing resources allow. The longer the 
war lasts the more help we can give. We are making very heavy attacks 

tVA a"V,ght W,tH °uUF Air F°r<ie UP°" al! G e rm an-occupied 
territory and all Germany within our reach. About 400 daylight sorties 
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were made overseas yesterday. On Saturday night over 200 heavy 
bombers attacked German towns, some carrying three tons apiece, and 
last night nearly 250 heavy bombers were operating. This will go on. 
Thus we hope to force Hitler to bring back some of his air-power to the 
West and gradually take some of the strain off you. Besides this the 
Admiralty have at my desire prepared a serious operation to come off in 
the near future in the Arctic, after which I hope contact will be estab¬ 
lished between the British and Russian Navies. Meanwhile by sweeps 
along the Norwegian coast we have intercepted various supply ships 
which were moving north against you. 

We welcome arrival of Russian Military Mission in order to concert 
future plans. 

We have only got to go on fighting to beat the life out of these villains. 

The first step was clearly to make such contact as was permitted by 

the Soviet authorities with the Russian Military Command. Accord¬ 

ingly, after obtaining the necessary consent from our new allies, a 

powerful Military Mission was at once dispatched to Moscow. It was 

also urgent to create relations between the two Navies. On July 10 I 

sent the following minute to the Admiralty: 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 10 July 41 

It seems absolutely necessary to send a small mixed sauadron of 
British ships to the Arctic to form contact and operate with the Russian 
naval forces. This should be done in advance of the particular operation 
we have in hand. The effect upon the Russian Navy and upon the 
general resistance of the Russian Army of the arrival of what would be 
called a British fleet in the Arctic might be of enormous value and spare a 

lot of English blood. . r ., . 
The advantage we should reap if the Russians could keep the held ana 

go on with the war, at any rate until the winter closes in, is measureless. 
A premature peace by Russia would be a terrible disappointment to 
great masses of people in our country. As long as they go on it does not 
matter so much where the front lies. These people have shown them¬ 
selves worth backing, and we must make sacrifices and take risks, even at 
inconvenience, which I realise, to maintain their morale. ... me 
squadron would no doubt go to Archangel. 

Pray let me know about this at your earliest. 

* • « • • 
We also hoped at this early stage to establish the general basis of a 

war alliance between the two countries. 

Prime Minister to Sir Stafford Cripps 

Please immediately convey following message from Prime 

M. Stalin: 
“Ambassador Cripps having reported his talk with you 

stated the terms of a proposed Anglo-Russian agreed 

under two heads, namely, 
(1) mutual help without any precision as to quantity 

(2) neither country to conclude a separate peace, 

10 July 41 
Minister to 

and having 
declaration 

or quality, 
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I have immediately convened the War Cabinet, including Mr. Fraser, 
Prime Minister of the Dominion of New Zealand, who is with us now. 
It will be necessary for us to consult with the Dominions of Canada, 
Australia, and South Africa, but in the meanwhile I should like to 
assure you that we are wholly in favour of the agreed declaration you 
propose. We think it should be signed as soon as we have heard from 
the Dominions, and published to the world immediately thereafter.” 

2. For your own information, what we have in mind is a declaration 
in the following terms: 

“H.M. Government in the United Kingdom and the Government of 
the U.S.S.R. have agreed and declare as follows: 

(1) The two Governments mutually undertake to render each other 
assistance of all kinds in the present war against Germany. 

(2) They further undertake that during this war they will neither 
negotiate nor conclude an armistice or treaty of peace except 
by mutual agreement.” 

3. As Dominions Governments have to be consulted, you should not 
yet communicate actual text to Stalin. Hut it w ill help to show you what 
we mean and to give him any explanations he may require. 

Official communications passed between the two Foreign Offices, but 

it was not until July 19 that I received the first direct communication 

from M. Stalin. On that day M. Maisky, the Soviet Ambassador in 

London, called on me to deliver the following message: 

M. Stalin to the Prime Minister 18 July 41 

Let me express my gratitude for the two personal messages which you 
have addressed to me. 

Your messages were the starting-point of developments which sub¬ 
sequently resulted in agreement between our two Governments. Now-, 
as you said with full justification, the Soviet Union and Great Britain 
have become fighting allies in the struggle against Hitlerite Germany. I 
have no doubt that in spite of the difficulties our two States will be 
strong enough to crush our common enemy. 

Perhaps it is not out of place to mention that the position of the Soviet 
forces at the front remains tense. The consequences of the unexpected 
breach of the Non-Aggression Pact by Hitler, as well as of the sudden 
attack against the Soviet Union—both facts bringing advantages to the 
German troops—still remain to be felt by the Soviet armies. 

It is easy to imagine that the position of the German forces would 
have been many times more favourable had the Soviet troops had to face 
the attack of the German forces not in the regions of Kishinev, Lwow 
Brest Kaunas and viborg, but in the region of Odessa, Kamenets 
Podolski, Minsk, and the environs of Leningrad. 

It seems to me therefore that the military situation of the Soviet 
Union, as well as of Great Britain, would be considerably improved if 
there could be established a front against Hitler in the West—Northern 
France—and in the North—the Arctic. 

A front in Northern France could not only divert Hitler’s forces from 
the East^ but at the same time would make it impossible for Hitler to 
invade Great Britain. The establishment of the front just mentioned 
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would be popular with the British Army, as well as with the whole 
population of Southern England. 

I fully realise the difficulties involved in the establishment of such a 
front. I believe however that in spite of the difficulties it should be 
formed, not only in the interests of our common cause, but also in the 
interests of Great Britain herself. This is the most propitious moment 
for the establishment of such a front, because now Hitler’s forces are 
diverted to the East and he has not yet had the chance to consolidate the 
position occupied by him in the East. 

It is still easier to establish a front in the North. Here, on the part of 
Great Britain, would be necessary only naval and air operations, without 
the landing of troops or artillery. The Soviet military, naval, and air 
forces would take part in such an operation. We would welcome it if 
Great Britain could transfer to this theatre of war something like one 
light division or more of the Norwegian volunteers, who could be used 
in Northern Norway to organise rebellion against the Germans. 

Thus the Russian pressure for the establishment of a Second Front 

was initiated at the very beginning of our correspondence, and this 

theme was to recur throughout our subsequent relations with monoto¬ 

nous disregard, except in the Far North, for physical facts. This, my 

first telegram from Stalin, contained the only sign of compunction I 

ever perceived in the Soviet attitude. In this he volunteered a defence 

of the Soviet change of side and of his agreement with Hitler before the 

outbreak of the war, and dwelt, as I have already done in my first 

volume, on the Russians’ strategic need to hold a German deployment 

as far as possible to the west in Poland in order to gain time for the 

fullest development of Russian far-drawn military strength. I have 

never underrated this argument, and could well afford to reply in 

comprehending terms upon it. 

Prime Minister to Monsieur Stalin 20 Ju,y 41 

I am very glad to get your message, and to learn from many sources of 
the valiant fight and the many vigorous counter-attacks ^h whichthe 
Russian armies are defending their native soil. I fully realise the military 
advantage you have gained by forcing the enemy to deploy and engage 
on a forward westerly front, thus exhausting some of the force oi his 

‘"a!3 Anything sensible and effective that we can do to help will be done; 

BrtSjaTfflcr;arrays i-ja- 
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even then the whole area is illuminated by searchlights. To attempt a 
landing in force would be to encounter a bloody repulse, and petty raids 
would only lead to fiascos doing far more harm than good to both of us. 
It would all be over without their having to move or before they could 
move a single unit from your front. 

3. You must remember that we have been fighting alone for more than 
a year, and that, though our resources are growing, and will grow fast 
from now on, we are at the utmost strain both at home and in the Middle 
East by land and air, and also that the Battle of the Atlantic, on which 
our life depends, and the movement of all our convoys in the teeth of the 
U-boat and Focke-VVulf blockade, strains our naval resources, great 
though they be, to the utmost limit. 

4. It is therefore to the North we must look for any speedy help we can 
give. The Naval Staff have been preparing for three weeks past an 
operation by seaborne aircraft upon German shipping in the north of 
Norway and Finland, hoping thereby to destroy enemy power of trans¬ 
porting troops by sea to attack your Arctic flank. We have asked your 
Staffs to keep a certain area clear of Russian vessels between July 28 and 
August 2, when we shall hope to strike. Secondly, we are sending forth¬ 
with some cruisers and destroyers to Spitzbergcn, whence they will be 
able to raid enemy shipping in concert with your naval forces. Thirdly, 
we arc sending a flotilla of submarines to intercept German traffic on the 
Arctic coast, although owing to perpetual daylight this service is par¬ 
ticularly dangerous. Fourthly, we arc sending a minelayer with various 
supplies to Archangel. 

This is the most we can do at the moment. I wish it were more. Pray 
let the most extreme secrecy be kept until the moment when we tell you 
publicity will not be harmful. 

5. There is no Norwegian Light Division in existence, and it would be 
impossible to land troops, either British or Russian, on German-occupied 
territory in perpetual daylight without having first obtained reasonable 
fighter air cover. We had bitter experiences at Namsos last year, and in 
Crete this year, of trying such enterprises. 

6. We are also studying as a further development the basing of some 
British fighter air squadrons on Murmansk. This would require first of 
all a consignment of anti-aircraft guns, then the arrival of the aircraft, 
some of which could be flown off carriers and others crated. When these 
were established our Spitzbergcn squadron could come to Murmansk 
and act with your naval forces. We have reason to believe that the 
Germans have sent a strong group of dive-bombers, which they are 
keeping for our benefit should we arrive, and it is therefore necessary to 
proceed step by step. All this however will take weeks. 

7. Do not hesitate to suggest anything else that occurs to you, and we 
will also be searching earnestly for other ways of striking at the common 
foe. 

• • • • • 
From the first moment I did my utmost to help with munitions and 

supplies, both by consenting to severe diversions from the United 

States and by direct British sacrifices. Early in September the equiva¬ 

lent of two Hurricane squadrons were dispatched in H.M.S. Argus 

to Murmansk, to assist in the defence of the naval base and to co¬ 

operate with Russian forces in that area. By September 11 die 
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squadrons were in action, and they fought valiantly for three months. 

I was well aware that in the early days of our alliance there was little we 

could do, and I tried to fill the void by civilities. 

Prime Minister to Monsieur Stalin 25 July 41 

I am glad to inform you that the War Cabinet have decided, in spite of 
the fact that this will seriously deplete our fighter aircraft resources, to 
send to Russia as soon as possible two hundred Tomahawk fighter aero¬ 
planes. One hundred and forty of these will be sent from here to Arch¬ 
angel, and sixty from our supplies in the United States of America. De¬ 
tails as to spare parts and American personnel to erect the machines have 
still to be arranged with the American Government. 

2. Up to two or three million pairs of ankle boots should shortly be 
available in this country for shipment. We are also arranging to provide 
during the present year large quantities of rubber, tin, wool and woollen 
cloth, jute, lead, and shellac. All your other requirements from raw 
materials are receiving careful consideration. Where supplies are im¬ 
possible or limited from here we are discussing with the United States of 
America. 

Details will of course be communicated to the usual official channels. 
3. We are watching with admiration and emotion Russia’s magni¬ 

ficent fight, and all our information shows the heavy losses and concern 
of the enemy. Our air attack on Germany will continue with increasing 
strength. 

Rubber was scarce and precious, and the Russian demand for it was 

on the largest scale. I even broke into our modest reserves. 

Prime Minister to Monsieur Stalin 28 July 41 
Rubber. We will deliver the goods from here or United States by the 

best and quickest route. Please say exactly what kind of rubber, and 
which way you wish it to come. Preliminary orders are already given. ... 

3. The grand resistance of the Russian Army in defence of their soil 
unites us all. A terrible winter of bombing lies before Gennany. No one 
has yet had what they are going to get. The naval operations mentioned 
in my last telegram to you are in progress. Thank you very much tor 
your comprehension in the midst of your great fight of our difficulties in 
doing more. We will do our utmost. 

Prime Minister to Monsieur Stalin 31 Jul>’ 41 
Following my personal intervention, arrangements arc now complete 

for the dispatch of 10,000 tons of rubber from this country to one ot your 

n°Inhvi€nwPofr,the urgency of your requirements, we are t®king ,he ^ 
of depleting to this extent our metropolitan stocks, which are none too 
large and will take time to replace. British ships carrying th's rubber 
and certain other supplies, will be loaded within a week, °r a< rnos' ten 
days, and will sail to one of your northern ports as soon' thS 
can arrange convoy. This new amount of .0,000 tons is additional 
10,000 tons of rubber already allotted from Malaya. 

# • • • * 

I tried my best to build up by frequent personal telegrams the same 

kind of happy relations which I had developed with the President. In 
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this long Moscow series I received many rebuffs and only rarely a kind 

word. In many cases the telegrams were left unanswered altogether or 

for many days. 

The Soviet Government had the impression that they were con¬ 

ferring a great favour on us by fighting in their own country for their 

own lives. The more they fought the heavier our debt became. This 

was not a balanced view. Two or three times in this long corre¬ 

spondence I had to protest in blunt language, but especially against the 

ill-usage of our sailors, who carried at so much peril the supplies to 

Murmansk and Archangel. Almost invariably however I bore hector¬ 

ing and reproaches “with a patient shrug; for sufferance is the badge” 

of all who have to deal with the Kremlin. Moreover, I made constant 

allowances for the pressures under which Stalin and his dauntless 

Russian nation lay. 

• • • • • 
The German armies in Russia had driven deep into the country, but 

at the end of July there arose a fundamental clash of opinion between 

Hitler and Brauchitsch, Commander-in-Chicf. Brauchitsch held that 

Timoshenko’s Army Group, which lay in front of Moscow, constituted 

the main Russian strength and must first be defeated. This was 

orthodox doctrine. Thereafter, Brauchitsch contended, Moscow, the 

main military, political, and industrial nerve centre of all Russia, 

should be taken. Hitler forcefully disagreed. He wished to gain terri¬ 

tory and destroy Russian armies on the broadest front. In the north he 

demanded the capture of Leningrad, and in the south of the industrial 

Donetz Basin, the Crimea, and the entry to Russian’s Caucasian oil 

supplies. Meanwhile Moscow could wait. 

After vehement discussion Hitler overruled his Army chiefs. The 

Northern Army Group, reinforced from the centre, was ordered to 

press operations against Leningrad. The Central Army Group was 

relegated to the defensive. They were directed to send a Panzer group 

southwards to take in flank the Russians who were being pursued 

across the Dnieper by Rundstedt. In this action the Germans pros¬ 

pered. By early September a vast pocket of Russian forces was forming 

in the triangle Konotop-Kremenchug-Kicv, and over half a million 

men were killed or captured in the desperate fighting which lasted all 

that month. In the north no such success could be claimed. Leningrad 

was encircled but not taken. Hitler’s decision had not been right. He 

now turned his mind and will-power back to the centre. The be¬ 

siegers of Leningrad were ordered to detach mobile forces and part of 

their supporting air force to reinforce a renewed drive on Moscow. 

I he Panzer group which had been sent south to von Rundstedt came 
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back again to join in the assault. At the end of September the stage was 

reset for the formerly discarded central thrust, while the southern 

armies drove on eastward to the lower Don, whence the Caucasus 
would lie open to them. 

The attitude of Russia to Poland lay at the root of our early relations 
with the Soviets. 

The German attack on Russia did not come as a surprise to Polish 

circles abroad. Since March 1941 reports from the Polish under¬ 

ground upon German troop concentrations on the western frontiers of 

Russia had been reaching their Government in London. In the event 

of war a fundamental change in the relations between Soviet Russia 

and the Polish Government in exile would be inevitable. The first 

problem would be how far the provisions of the Nazi-Soviet Pact of 

August 1939 relating to Poland could be reversed without endangering 

the unity of a combined Anglo-Russian war alliance. When the news of 

the German attack on Russia broke upon the world the re-establish¬ 

ment of Polish-Russian relations, which had been broken off in 1939, 

became important. The conversations between the two Governments 

began in London under British auspices on July 5. Poland was repre¬ 

sented by the Prime Minister of her exiled Government, General 

Sikorski, and Russia by the Soviet Ambassador, M. Maisky. The Poles 

had two aims—the recognition by the Soviet Government that the 

partition of Poland agreed to by Germany and Russia in 1939 was now 

null and void, and the liberation by Russia of all Polish prisoners of 

war and civilians deported to the Soviet Union after the Russian 

occupation of the eastern areas of Poland. 

Throughout the month of July these negotiations continued in a 

frigid atmosphere. The Russians were obstinate in their refusal to 

make any precise commitment in conformity with Polish wishes. 

Russia regarded the question of her western frontiers as not open to 

discussion. Could she be trusted to behave fairly in this matter in the 

possibly distant future, when hostilities would come to an end in 

Europe? The British Government were in a dilemma from the begin¬ 

ning. We had gone to war with Germany as the direct result of our 

guarantee to Poland. We had a strong obligation to support the 

interest of our first ally. At this stage in the struggle we could not 

admit the legality of the Russian occupation of Polish territory in 1939. 

In this summer of 1941, less than two weeks after the appearance of 

Russia on our side in the struggle against Germany, we could not force 

our new and sorely threatened ally to abandon, even on PaPer; 
on her frontiers which she had regarded for generations as vital to her 
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security. There was no way out. The issue of the territorial future of 

Poland must be postponed until easier times. We had the invidious 

responsibility of recommending General Sikorski to rely on Soviet 

good faith in the future settlement of Russian-Polish relations, and not 

to insist at this moment on any written guarantees for the future. I 

sincerely hoped for my part that with the deepening experience of 

comradeship in arms against Hitler the major Allies would be able to 

resolve the territorial problems in amicable discussion at the conference 

table. In the clash of battle at this vital point in the war all must be 

subordinated to strengthening the common military effort. And in this 

struggle a resurgent Polish army based on the many thousands of Poles 

now held in Russia would play a noble part. On this point the 

Russians were prepared to agree in a guarded fashion. 

On July 30, after many bitter discussions, agreement was reached 

between the Polish and Russian Governments. Diplomatic relations 

were restored, and a Polish army was to be formed on Russian soil and 

subordinated to the supreme command of the Soviet Government. 

There was no mention of frontiers, except a general statement that the 

Soviet-German treaties of 1939 about territorial changes in Poland 

“have lost their validity”. In an official Note of July 30 to the Polish 

Government the Foreign Secretary stated our view: 

On the occasion of the signature of the Soviet-Polish Agreement of 
to-day I desire to take this opportunity of informing you that in con¬ 
formity with the provisions of the agreement for mutual assistance be¬ 
tween the United Kingdom and Poland of the 25th August, 1939. H,s 
Majesty’s Government in the United Kingdom have entered into no 
undertaking towards the Union of Socialist Soviet Republics which 
affects the relations between that country and Poland. I also desire to 
assure you that His Majesty’s Government do not recognise any tern- 
torial changes which have been effected in Poland since August 1939- 

Mr. Eden quoted this Note in the House of Commons on the same 

day, and added: 

It is Stated in paragraph i of the Soviet-Polish Agreement that the 
Soviet Government recognise the Soviet-German treaties of '939 
ceming territorial changes in Poland as having lost their validity- The 
attitude of His Majesty's Government in these matters was stated in 

official Note. , * 
And in reply to a question Mr. Eden concluded: "The exchange of 

Note/ which I have^ust read to the House does not involve any 

guarantee of frontiers by His Majesty’s Government. 
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There the matter rested, and during the autumn the Poles were 

occupied in the grim task of collecting those of their nationals who had 

survived captivity in the prison camps of the Soviet Union. 

* • • • • 
The entry of Russia into the war was welcome but not immediately 

helpful to us. The German armies were so strong that it seemed that 

for many months they could maintain the invasion threat against 

England while at the same time plunging into Russia. Almost all 

responsible military opinion held that the Russian armies would soon 

be defeated and largely destroyed. The fact that the Soviet Air Force 

was allowed by its Government to be surprised on its landing grounds 

and that the Russian military preparations were far from being com¬ 

plete gave them a bad start. Frightful injuries were sustained by the 

Russian armies. In spite of heroic resistance, competent despotic war 

direction, total disregard of human life, and the opening of a ruthless 

guerrilla warfare in the rear of the German advance, a general retire¬ 

ment took place on the whole twelvc-hundred-mile Russian front 

south of Leningrad for about four or five hundred miles. The strength 

of the Soviet Government, the fortitude of the Russian people, their 

immeasurable reserves of man-power, the vast size of their country, the 

rigours of the Russian winter, were the factors which ultimately 

ruined Hitler’s armies. But none of these made themselves apparent in 

1941. President Roosevelt was considered very bold when he pro¬ 

claimed in September 1941 that the Russian front would hold and 

that Moscow would not be taken. The glorious strength and patriotism 
of the Russian people vindicated this opinion. 

Even in August 1942, after my visit to Moscow and the conferences 

there, General Brooke, who had accompanied me, adhered to the 

opinion that the Caucasus Mountains would be traversed and the 

basin of the Caspian dominated by German forces, and we prepared 

accordingly on the largest possible scale for a defensive campaign in 

Syria and Persia. Throughout I took a more sanguine view than my 

military advisers of the Russian powers of resistance. I rested with 

confidence upon Premier Stalin’s assurance, given to me at Moscow, 

that he would hold the line of the Caucasus and that the Germans 

would not reach the Caspian in any strength. But we were vouchsafed 

so little information about Soviet resources and intentions that all 
opinions either way were hardly more than guesses. 

It is true that the Russian entry into the war diverted the German air 

attack from Great Britain and diminished the threat of invasion. It 

gave us important relief in the Mediterranean. On the other hand it 

imposed upon us most heavy sacrifices and drains. At last we were 
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beginning to be well equipped. At last our munitions factories were 

pouring out their supplies of every kind. Our armies in Egypt and 

Libya were in heavy action and clamouring for the latest weapons, 

above all tanks and aeroplanes. The British armies at home were 

eagerly awaiting the long-promised modern equipment which in all its 

ever-widening complications was flowing at last towards them. At this 

moment we were compelled to make very large diversions of our 

weapons and vital supplies of all kinds, including rubber and oil. On 

us fell the burden of organising the convoys of British and still more of 

United States supplies and carrying them to Murmansk and Archangel 

through all the dangers and rigours of this Arctic passage. All the 

American supplies were a deduction from what had in fact been, or 

was to be, successfully ferried across the Atlantic for ourselves. In 

order to make this immense diversion and to forgo the growing flood 

of American aid without crippling our campaign in the Western Desert, 

we had to cramp all preparations which prudence urged for the defence 

of the Malay peninsula and our Eastern Empire and possessions against 

the ever-growing menace of Japan. 

Without in the slightest degree challenging the conclusion which 

history will affirm that the Russian resistance broke the power of the 

German armies and inflicted mortal injury upon the life-energies of 

the German nation, it is right to make it clear that for more than a year 

after Russia was involved in the war she presented herself to our minds 

as a burden and not as a help. None the less we rejoiced to have this 

mighty nation in the battle with us, and we all felt that even if the 

Soviet armies were driven back to the Ural Mountains Russia would 

still exert an immense and, if she persevered in the war, an ultimately 

decisive force. 



Chapter XXII 

AN AFRICAN PAUSE. DEFENCE 

OF TOBRUK 

General Auehinleek Takes Command, July 2—Need for an Offensive in the West¬ 
ern Desert—My Telegram of July 6—Auehinleek's Prohibitive Requirement— 

“British” Divisions—Four and a Half Months' Delay—Unjustified Concern for 
the Northern Flank—The Chiefs of Staff Telegram of July 19—My Telegram of 

the Same Date—Auehinleek's Stiff Reply, July 23—His Visit to London—I Am 
Not Convinced, but Agree—The German View of Rommel's Situation and the 
Prospects in North Africa—Mr. Menzies’ Return Home—Our Divergence on the 

Structure of the War Cabinet—Fall of Mr. Menzies—Mv Telegram to Him— 

Relations with Mr. Fadden's Government—Demand for the Withdrawal of the 
Australian Division from Tobruk—Relief of One Australian Brigade—Australian 

Insistence on Full Relief—My Telegram to General Auehinleek of September 
17—He Threatens Resignation—Further Appeals to Mr. Faddcn—Refusals— 

Defeat of Mr. Fadden’s Government—Mr. Curtin’s Labour Party Assumes 
Power—-New Appeal Concerning Tobruk—Further Refusals—We Comply with 
Australian Demands—Appreciable Losses in the Relief—Work of the Royal 
Navy in the Defence of Tobruk. 

GENERAL AUCHINLECK assumed effective command of the 

Middle East on July 2, and formally on July 5. I started my 

relations with our new Commander-in-Chief in high hopes. 

Prime Minister to General Auehinleek 1 July 41 

You take up your great command at a period of crisis. After all the 
facts have been laid before you it will be for you to decide whether to 
renew the offensive in the Western Desert, and if so when. You should 
have regard especially to the situation at Tobruk, the process of enemy 
reinforcement of Libya, and the temporary German preoccupation in 
their invasion of Russia. You should also consider the vexatious dangers 
of the operations in Syria flagging and the need for a decision on one or 
both of these fronts. You will decide whether and how these operations 
can be fitted in together. The urgency of these issues will naturally 
impress itself upon you. We shall be glad to hear from you at your earliest 
convenience. 

And again on the following day: 

Prime Minister to General Auehinleek 2 jujy 4, 

Once Syria is cleared up we hope you will consider Wilson for the 
Western Desert, but of course the decision rests with you. 

It is much to be regretted that this advice, subsequently repeated 
was not taken. r * 

On July 4 General Auehinleek replied to my first message. He 

319 
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agreed that as soon as Syria had been secured, and with it our position 

in Iraq re-established, the offensive in the Western Desert could be 

contemplated. Adequate armoured forces were however essential to 

success. He reckoned that two and probably three armoured divisions, 

together with a motor division, would be required. The advance, 

which aimed at driving the enemy from North Africa, would for 

administrative reasons have to be conducted by stages. The first 

objective would be the reoccupation, also by stages, of Cyrenaica. The 

General stated in conclusion that a simultaneous action in the Western 

Desert and Syria would “invite failure on both fronts”. 

I thought it wise to set out the position as we saw it fully. 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck 6 July 41 

I agree about finishing off Syria, and here we have always thought that 
holding Syria is the necessary foundation for holding or retaking 
Cyprus. One hopes that Syria may not be long now and that you will 
not be forestalled in Cyprus. The priority of both these operations over 
offensive action in Western Desert after what has happened is fully 

recognised. , ... , . . 
2. Nevertheless Western Desert remains decisive theatre this autumn 

for defence of Nile Valley. Only by reconquering the lost airfields ot 
Eastern Cyrenaica can Fleet and Air Force resume effective action 

against enemy seaborne supplies. _ . . . . . .. ■ 
%. In General Wavell’s message of April 18 he stated that he had six 

regiments of trained armoured personnel awaiting tanks. 1 his was a 
main element in decision to send “Tiger”. Besides this, personnel for 
three additional tank regiments are now approaching round the Cape 
Your need for armoured vehicles is therefore fully realised, in spite of the 
stress which Wavell and you both lay upon further training for these 
already trained armoured units. We make out that you should have by 
end of July 500 cruiser, Infantry, and American cruiser tanks if your 
workshops are properly organised, besides a large number of miscel- 

laneous light tanks and armoured cars. AnmKt 
4. This cannot be improved upon in the months of July and A g . 

except by certain American arrivals and a few replacements from home. 

ssssssiafes 
sSSSSWggr-S ™ght sLn,baUerbtUhis1,ttoyourn2e«rL>en«; without diminishing invasion 

me6nTcabeerof our air reinforcement has been 

probable that during July, Augus J aeain a Russian collapse would 
have deeded air Africa and if 
liberate considerable German air r v pretend, they can obtain air 

"P&S cannot judge from 
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here what the offensive value of Tobruk will be in two months’ time, or 
what may happen meanwhile. It would seem that reduction or complete 
penning in of Tobruk by enemy is indispensable preliminary to [their] 
serious invasion of Egypt. 

8. From all these points of view it is difficult to see how your situation 
is going to be better after the middle of September than it is now, and it 
may well be worsened. I have no doubt you will maturely but swiftly 
consider the whole problem. . . . 

11. About the air. I feel that for all major operational purposes your 
plans must govern the employment of the whole Air Force throughout 
the Middle East, bearing in mind of course that the Air Force has its own 
dominant strategic role to play, and must not be frittered away in pro¬ 
viding small umbrellas for the Army, as it seems to have been in the 
Solium battle. In your telegram you speak of aircraft supporting the 
Army and aircraft supporting the Navy and aircraft employed on inde¬ 
pendent strategic tasks. The question is, what arc the proportions? 
These will have to be arranged from time to time by the Commandcrs- 
in-Chief in consultation. But nothing in these arrangements should mar 
the integrity of the Air Force contribution to any major scheme you have 
in hand. One cannot help feeling that in the Solium fight [“Battlcaxc”] 
our air superiority was wasted and that our force in Tobruk stood idle 
while all available enemy tanks were sent to defeat our Desert offensive. 

To this message the General replied on July 15 that he proposed to 

reinforce Cyprus as soon as possible by one division, that he ap¬ 

preciated the need for regaining Cyrcnaica, but that he could not be 

confident that Tobruk could be held after September. About the six 

regiments of trained armoured personnel, he said that the features and 

armament of the new American tanks introduced modifications in 

tactical handling, and time must be allowed for these lessons to be 

studied. He agreed that by the end of July he would have about five 

hundred cruiser, Infantry, and American tanks. For any operation 

however 50 per cent reserves of tanks were required, thus permitting 

25 Pcr ccn* iu the workshops and 25 per cent for immediate replace¬ 

ment of battle casualties. This was an almost prohibitive condition. 

Generals only enjoy such comforts in Heaven. And those who demand 

them do not always get there. Auchinleck stressed the importance of 

time both for individual and collective training, and the team spirit, 

which was essential for efficiency. He thought that the North (*.*., a 

German attack through Turkey, Syria, and Palestine) might become 
the decisive front rather than the Desert. 

It is clear from the foregoing telegrams that there were serious 

divergences of views and values between us. This caused me sharp 

disappointment. The General’s early decisions were also perplexing 

By long persistence I had at last succeeded in having the 50th British 

Division brought to Egypt. I was sensitive to the hostile propaganda 

which asserted that it was the British policy to fight with any other 

troops but our own and thus avoid the shedding of United Kingdom 
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blood. British casualties in the Middle East, including Greece and 

Crete, had in fact been greater than those of all our other forces put 

together, but the nomenclature which was customary gave a false 

impression of the facts. The Indian divisions, of which one-third of 

the infantry and the whole of the artillery were British, were not de¬ 

scribed as British-Indian divisions. The armoured divisions, which 

had borne the brunt of the fighting, were entirely British, but this did 

not appear in their names. Repeated injunctions to add the word 

“British” did not overcome the practice which had become habitual. 

Many battalions of the 6th British Division had been heavily engaged, 

but it had not been possible in the stress of events to form the division 

as a united entity. This was not a trifle. The fact that “British” 

troops were rarely mentioned in any reports of the fighting gave colour 

to the enemy’s taunts, and provoked unfavourable comment not only 

in the United States but in Australia. I had looked forward to the 

arrival of the 50th Division as an effective means of countering these 

disparaging currents. General Auchinlcck’s decision to pick this as the 

division to send to Cyprus certainly seemed unfortunate, and lent 

substance to the reproaches to which we were unjustly subjected. The 

Chiefs of Staff at home were equally astonished on military grounds 

that so strange a use should be made of this magnificent body of men. 

Indeed, it could not be reconciled with any strategic conception 

comprehensible to our thought. 

A far more serious resolve by General Auchinlcck was to delay all 

action against Rommel in the Western Desert, at first for three and 

eventually for more than four and a half months. The vindication of 

Wavell’s action of June 15, “Battleaxc”, is found in the fact that al¬ 

though we were somewhat worsted and withdrew to our original 

position the Germans were utterly unable to advance for the whole of 

this prolonged period. Their communications, threatened by 1 obruk, 

were insufficient to bring them the necessary reinforcements of armour 

or even of artillery ammunition to enable Rommel to do more than 

hold on by his will-power and prestige. The feeding of his force im¬ 

posed so heavy a strain upon him that its size could only grow 

gradually. In these circumstances he should have been engaged con- 

tinuously by the British Army, which had ample road, rad, and sea 

communications, and was being continually strengthened at a much 

greater rate both in men and material. , t 
Generals arc often prone, if they have the chance to choose a set 

piece battle, when all is ready, at them own sekcted moment ra her 

than to wear down the enemy by continued unspectacular fighting. 

They naturally prefer certainty to hazard. They forget t atn 

stops, but burns on from day to day with ever-changmg results not only 
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in one theatre but in all. At this time the Russian armies were in the 

crisis of their agony. 

A third misconception seemed to me to be a disproportionate con¬ 

cern for our northern flank. This indeed required the utmost vigilance 

and justified many defensive preparations and the construction of 

strong fortified lines in Palestine and Syria. The situation in this 

quarter however soon became vastly better than in June. Syria was 

conquered. The Iraq rebellion had been suppressed. All the key 

points in the desert were held by our troops. Above all, the struggle 

between Germany and Russia gave new confidence to Turkey. While 

this hung in the balance there was no chance of a German demand for 

the passage of her armies through Turkish territory. Persia was soon 

to be brought into the Allied camp by British and Russian action. This 

would carry us beyond the winter. In the meanwhile the general 

situation favoured decisive action in the Western Desert. 

• • ■ • 1 

On July 19 the Chiefs of Staff telegraphed to General Auchinlcck: 

You said that an offensive in the Western Desert could not be 
contemplated until you had at least two and preferably three properly 
trained armoured divisions. Until Germany attacked Russia it was im¬ 
possible for us to contemplate sending any considerable reinforcement 
of cruiser tanks from here, since we had to regard invasion in August or 
September as a distinct probability. We cannot say this probability has 
now disappeared altogether, since Russia might crack quite soon, but vve 
arc prepared to take a chance if by doing so we can regain Cyrcnaica, 
with all the benefits that this implies. ... In your telegram of July 15 you 
expressed a doubt whether you can maintain Tobruk after September. 
We therefore assume that any offensive to regain Cyrenaica cannot be 
postponed beyond that month. In our estimation there is every chance 
of our relative air strengths improving up to September, and possibly 
even continuing to improve after that date, but this of course depends 
upon the outcome of the present Russian campaign. 

Having regard to the above considerations, it looks from here that the 
best, if not the only, chance of retaking Cyrcnaica is to launch an offen¬ 
sive by the end of September at the latest. Would you feel like doing this 
if we were to send you an additional 150 cruiser tanks at once? We 
reckon they could reach Suez by September 13-20. We should also be 
prepared to send you up to 40,000 men in [Convoy] W.S.n, leaving it 
to you to decide what you most need from what we can make available 
If, on the other hand, you do not feel that you can undertake the offen¬ 
sive in the Western Desert by the end of September, we would not 
ieel justified in taking ships from food imports, breaking up the 1st 
Armoured Division, and sending you 150 cruisers before it is practically 
certain that invasion cannot take place this year. 

In full accord I also telegraphed personally: 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck ig jul 

th^l°£gedr0nSldc'ratlonchls h*?n ?iv?? both by the Chiefs of Staff and 
the Defence Committee of the War Cabinet to your telegram of July 15 
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in reply to mine of the 6th. The Chiefs of Staff now send you their 
view, with which we are in full agreement. 

2. It would seem that if you had a substantial further consignment of 
tanks from here and the United States approaching during the middle of 
September, together with other large reinforcements, this might act as a 
reserve on which you could count either to press your offensive if suc¬ 
cessful or to defend Egypt if it failed. 

3. The Defence Committee were concerned to see the 50th Division, 
your one complete, fresh British division, locked up in Cyprus in what 
appeared to be a purely defensive role, and wonder whether other troops 
might not have been found. 

4. They did not see how a German offensive could develop upon 
Syria, Palestine, and Iraq from the north before the end of September 
at the earliest. The Defence Committee felt that Persia was in far 
greater danger of German infiltration and intrigue, and that strong 
action may have to be taken there. This however is in General WavclPs 
sphere, and his evident wish to act is receiving urgent and earnest 

attention here. 
5. If we do not use the lull accorded us by the German entanglement 

in Russia to restore the situation in Cyrenaica the opportunity may 

never recur. A month has passed since the failure at Solium, and pre¬ 
sumably another month may have to pass before a renewed effort is pos¬ 

sible. This interval should certainly give plenty of time for training. It 
would seem justifiable to fight a hard and decisive battle in the Western 
Desert before the situation changes to our detriment, and to run those 
major risks without which victory has rarely been gained. 

We still think that Wilson should have the command of the next 
offensive, if there is to be one, unless of course you propose to take 

personal command yourself. 

On July 23 General Auchinleck answered my message. The de¬ 
cision, he said, to put the 50th Division into Cyprus was taken by him 
after the most careful consideration. “If you wish I can send you 
detailed reasons which actuated me and which appeared to me incon¬ 
testable. I hope you will leave me complete discretion concerning 
dispositions of this kind.” He thought that a German offensive against 
Syria through Anatolia might develop in the first half of September. 

I entirely agree as to the desirability of using present German pre- 
occupatlonin Russia to hit enemy in Libya, bu, I must.repeat< *at » 
launch an offensive with the inadequate means at present at our disposa 

justifiable. 

Finally: 

My immediate intentions are: First, in 
Cyprus and Syria as rapidly as possible ‘o mamtam our P . ^ 

latter. Second, to press on with the sadly needca g haye 
organisation, and re-equipment of divisions and Drigau 
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not only suffered casualties and losses of equipment in Greece, Crete, 
Libya, Eritrea, and Syria, but have had to be [used] in most instances not 
as formations but piecemeal. Third, with the Intcndant-Gcneral, to 
expedite the reorganisation and modernisation of the rearward services of 
supply, movement, and repairs. Fourth, to safeguard the training and 
equipment of our armoured formations, without which no offensive is 
possible. Fifth, to reconnoitre and plan intensively for an offensive in 
Libya as foreshadowed in telegram of July 19 from Commandcrs-in- 
Chief to Chiefs of Staff. As a result of this planning I shall, I am sure, be 
asking you in near future for further means necessary to success. 

• • • • • 
I could not help feeling at this time a stiffness in General Auchin- 

leck’s attitude, which would not be helpful to the interests we all 

served. Books written since the war have shown how subordinate but 

influential portions of the Cairo Operations Staff had deplored the 

decision to send the Army to Greece. They did not know how fully 

and willingly General Wavell had accepted this policy, still less how 

scarchingly the War Cabinet and Chiefs of Staff had put the issue to 

him, almost inviting a negative. Wavell, it was suggested, had been led 

astray by the politicians, and the whole chain of disasters had followed 

on his compliance with their wishes. Now as a reward for his good¬ 

nature he had been removed after all his victories in the moment of 

defeat. I cannot doubt that in these circles of the Staff there was a 

strong feeling that the new Commander should not let himself be 

pressed into hazardous adventures, but should take his time and work 

on certainties. Such a mood might well have been imparted to General 

Auchinlcck. It was already clear that not much progress would be 
made by correspondence. 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck 23 July 41 

All your telegrams to us and ours to you show that wc should have a 
talk. Chiefs of Staff greatly desire this. Unless the immediate military 
situation prevents you leaving, hope you will come at once, bringing with 
you one or two Staff officers. In your absence, which should be kept 
secret, Blarney will act for you. 

Auchinleck was willing to come. His brief visit to London was from 

many points of view helpful. He placed himself in harmonious rela¬ 

tions with members of the War Cabinet, with the Chiefs of Staff, and 

with the War Office. He spent a long week-end with me at Chequers 

As we got to know better this distinguished officer, upon whose quali¬ 

ties our fortunes were now so largely to depend, and as he became 

acquainted with the high circle of the British war machine and saw 

how easily and smoothly it worked, mutual confidence grew On the 

other hand we could not induce him to depart from his resolve to 

have a prolonged delay in order to prepare a set-piece offensive on 
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November 1. This was to be called “Crusader”, and would be the 

largest operation we had yet launched. He certainly shook my military 

advisers with all the detailed argument he produced. I was myself 

unconvinced. But General Auchinleck’s unquestioned abilities, his 

powers of exposition, his high, dignified, and commanding personality, 

gave me the feeling that he might after all be right, and that even if 

wrong he was still the best man. I therefore yielded to the November 

date for the offensive, and turned my energies to making it a success. 

We were all very sorry that we could not persuade him to entrust the 

battle, when it should come, to General Maitland Wilson. He pre¬ 

ferred instead General Alan Cunningham, whose reputation stood high 

on the morrow of the Abyssinian victories. We had to make the best 

of it, and that is never worth doing by halves. Thus we shared his 

responsibility by endorsing his decisions. 

Wc now have a very full knowledge of what the German High 

Command thought of Rommel’s situation. They greatly admired his 

audacity and the incredible successes which had crowned it, but none 

the less they deemed him in great peril. They strictly forbade him to 

run any further risks until he could be strongly reinforced. Perhaps, 

with his prestige, he might bluff it out, in the precarious position in 

which he stood, until they could bring him the utmost aid in their 

power. His line of communications trailed back a thousand miles to 

Tripoli. Benghazi was a valuable short cut for a part at any rate of his 

supplies and fresh troops, but a toll of increasing severity had to be 

paid on the sea transport to both these bases. The British forces, al¬ 

ready largely superior in numbers, were growing daily. The German 

tank superiority existed only in quality and organisation. They were 

weaker in the air. They were very short of artillery ammunition, and 

feared greatly to have to fire it off. Tobruk seemed a deadly threat in 

Rommel’s rear, from which at any moment a sortie might be made, 

cutting his communications. They could not tell what offensive plans 

we had, cither by sallying from Tobruk or by the advance of our mam 

body. However, while we remained motionless they could be thankful 

f0 'o £££-— h.d b-Wd - “ 
which the military principals were Field-Marshal Kcitelan 

Cavallero. Keitel agreed that the offensive against Egypt could no 

begin before the autSmn. It should be carried out. "oo^h 
troops but with a small number of well-equipped special troops in 

rSh ol the attacking forces should be four Panzer divisions two of 

them8German, and three motorised divisions. There could not be y 
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superfluous consumers of food in North Africa, but only as many fighting 

men as could be supplied. General Cavallero said that the Italian 

divisions serving under the Afrika Korps were worn out; they had lost 

40-60 per cent of their personnel and material. The vehicle situation 

was very bad, and the Pavia division had only twenty-seven lorries. 

Keitel considered an even more pressing need to be the provision of 

flak and coastal artillery to afford better protection against enemy 

attacks on ports of supply and supply dumps. After this it was im¬ 

portant that artillery reinforcements for the Afrika Korps should be 

brought over, for one of the first conditions for subsequent operations 

would be the capture of Tobruk. At present German and Italian 

troops could not reach it without heavy artillery. Apart from supplying 

the fighting troops, it was absolutely necessary to make large-scale 

provision of supplies and to prepare transport columns before the start 

of the offensive. Supplies required for the German Afrika Korps alone 

amounted to 40,000-50,000 tons per month; in addition there were 

supplies for the Italians. The Italians would get all the vehicles not 

required by the Afrika Korps. German air transport had very little 

space available. The Italians alone must protect sea and coastal trans¬ 

ports, because the German air forces were being withdrawn from 

Sicily. Stronger Luftwaffe units were being posted to North Africa to 

protect the coast and coastal transport. 

General Cavallero thanked the German chief for his statement. 

Both he and the Ducc shared his opinions. Italy’s most important task 

was to hold her present positions. Defence forces in North Africa 

were too small. The troops taking part in the siege of Tobruk must be 

relieved for a rest period. The situation at Solium was one of constant 

danger. 

In August the Luftwaffe Operations Staff reported: 

The strain on the supply position of our forces in North Africa is well 
known. ... So far full use has not been made of the harbour capacity at 
Benghazi. Since the recapture of Dema nothing has been done in the 
harbour area to repair the damage caused by the British_Bardia har¬ 
bour must be repaired as well. We therefore urgently request that the 
Italians be informed that they should begin the necessary work im¬ 
mediately. It is absolutely necessary to make use of Benghazi, Dcrna 
and Bardia for supplies; this will take some weight from the port of 
Tripoli and will reduce the dangerous coastal traffic from Tripoli to 
Benghazi. It is still more vital if we look at the very serious transport 
situation in Africa, which makes ever more difficult the use of the land 
route from Tripoli to Benghazi. 

Reinforcement of the Luftwaffe in the Mediterranean area is impossible 
until after the cessation of operations in the East. 

At the end of August, at a conference held at Hitler’s Headquarters 

on the Russian front between Keitel and General Cavallero, Keitel said 
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the position in North Africa could not be regarded as fixed until 

Tobruk had fallen. If all went well with regard to transport to Africa 

the German forces selected for the attack would be ready in the middle 

of September. General Cavallero replied that the Duce had ordered a 

speed-up in the preparations for the attack on Tobruk. It was certain 

that the Italians would not be ready for an offensive by the middle of 

September; they would probably not be ready until the end of the 

month. 

They were not in fact ready at the end of September; nor were 

either Germans or Italians ready in October; nor in November. They 

could no doubt have offered a stiff resistance if attacked. 

Agreement was reached between the German and Italian staffs on 

August 29 that 

In the near future there are no prospects of an offensive being staged 
from Libya against the Suez Canal. Even if Tobruk should be taken in 
the autumn, the balance of power would not allow of this. This applies 
equally to an attack with a limited goal, as every advance towards the cast 
worsens our strained supply position and improves that of the British. 

On September 9, 1941, the German Liaison Staff thus reviewed the 

situation: 

Despite constant German and Italian air raids, there is no general 
change in the situation at Tobruk. So far we have not yet succeeded in 
putting an effective stop to the fortress’s nightly provision by destroyers 
and small steamships. . . . According to statements made by Air Head- 
quarters Africa, the anti-aircraft defences over' Tobruk have 80 
strong that they are not far behind those of Malta.. .. The many’ th . 
strong and weak, made by the British garrison appe:ar to Ibe maden 
order to discover the weak spots in the front of encirclement. This is to 
prepare for a break-out, which is to be expected at the same time as the 
coming offensive on the southern front. . . . 

* * • • • 
I have set out the military discussion about the delay in the offensive 

and I must record my conviction that Genera, ifedunkek s four and 

half months’ delay in engaging the enemy in the Desert was 

m¥£chapter must also include the account of differencesJ'th the 

Australian Government, whose brave troops played a vital part 

whole defence of Egypt. 

• • • • • 

Mr. Menzies, .be Ans.r.li.n Prime 

prolonged visit .. England had shared 

iSSSSS^d no, been sa«ed ei.be. 
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with the organisation of the Cabinet or with my exercise of such wide 

powers in the conduct of the war. He raised both points with me on 

several occasions, and I gave my reasons for not agreeing with him. 

He desired the formation of an Imperial War Cabinet containing repre¬ 

sentatives of each of the four self-governing Dominions. On his home¬ 

ward journey through Canada Mr. Mcnzies formally submitted his 

proposals in writing to Mr. Mackenzie King, General Smuts, and Mr. 

Fraser. None of them was however in favour of the change, and Mr. 

Mackenzie King in particular deployed formidable constitutional 

arguments against Canada’s being committed by her representative to 

the decisions of a council in London. 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Australia 19 Aug. 41 

I need not say that should you be able to pay us another visit as Prime 
Minister your presence at our councils for as long as you are able to stay 
would be most welcome. We shall welcome all Dominion Prime Minis¬ 
ters who will in this way share our responsibilities. It would not be pos¬ 
sible for a Dominion Minister other than the Prime Minister to sit in the 
War Cabinet, as representation of all four Dominions would then be in¬ 
volved, resulting in too large a permanent addition to our members; this 
in turn would entail far-reaching structural changes which are not in con¬ 
templation. My inquiries suggest that there would be no chance of the 
other Dominions agreeing to a Minister from a single Dominion repre¬ 
senting them in the War Cabinet. I hope you will bear these points in 
mind when making your plans. Kindest regards. 

Soon however important changes took place in the Australian 

Government. As was natural, there were on the morrow of so many 

misfortunes differences of opinion in the Commonwealth Cabinet 

about the conduct of the war. The Labour Party in Australia opposed 

a vote approving Mr. Mcnzies’ visit to London. In view of these 

political manifestations both within and outside the Government, he 

placed his resignation in the hands of his colleagues and offered to 

serve in an Australian National Cabinet. On August 25 the Australian 

Labour Party rejected this proposal and demanded the resignation of 

the Government. On the 28th Mr. Mcnzies resigned, and was suc¬ 

ceeded by his deputy, Mr. Fadden. The Australian Government 

weakened by the loss of its ablest figure, had a majority of only one' 

and were confronted in this grievous period by a party Opposition 

thirsting for local power. In spite of the differences which I have men¬ 

tioned, it was with great regret that I learned of Mr. Menzies’ fall 

Although my disagreements with him were serious, our relations had 

been most friendly I thought it was a great pity that all the knowledge 

he had acquired of our affairs and of the war while sitting for two 

T,lrSuV luu ' Clbinfh3n,d ,he many contacts we hac> a» of us 
established with him, should be lost. I sent him the following telegram: 
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Prime Minister to Mr. Menzies 28 Aug. 41 

While 1 scrupulously abstain from all interference in Australian poli¬ 
tics, I cannot resist telling you with what sorrow I have learned of your 
resignation. You have been at the helm during these two terrible years 
of storm, and you were with us here during its most anxious time for 
Australia. We are all very grateful to you for the courage you showed and 
the help you gave. I am the gainer by our personal friendship. 1 went 
through a similar experience when I was removed from the Admiralty at 
a moment when I could have given the Anzacs a fair chance of victory at 
the Dardanelles. It is always a comfort in such circumstances to feel sure 
one has done one’s duty and one’s best. My wife and family send their 
regards. • * • • * 

I hastened to put myself in close personal relations with Mr. Fadden 

and to submit to him our arguments about the structure of the War 

Cabinet, and also about the Japanese danger. 

Prime Minister to Prune Minister of Australia 29 Aug. 41 

Now that you have taken up your great office, I send you my most 
cordial good wishes for success, and assure you that I and my colleagues 
will do everything in our power to work with you in the same spirit of 
comradeship and goodwill as we worked with Mr. Menzies, who, we arc 
so glad to see, is serving under you as Minister for the Co-ordination of 
Defence. 

I then set forth as my colleagues saw it a full exposition of the Im¬ 

perial and constitutional aspects of the issues which Mr. Menzies had 

raised. This will be found among the Appendices.* 

Our relations with Mr. Fadden’s Government, and afterwards with 

Mr. Curtin’s Labour Administration, were not as easy as they had been 

with their predecessors, and one sharp divergence harmful to our war 

effort occurred. The new Government, under hard pressure from its 

opponents, was much concerned about the position of the Australian 

division in Tobruk. They desired to collect their troops in the Middle 

East into one force in order to give them an opportunity for refresh¬ 

ment, restoration of discipline and re-equipment, and to satisfy public 

opinion in Australia. They were also anxious about the decline in 

health-resistance” of their troops in the fortress, and the danger or a 

catastrophe resulting from further decline and inability to withstand a 

determined attack. They therefore demanded their immediate.re 
by other forces. Auchinleck protested strongly against this change 

pointing out the difficulties of the relief and the derangement of his 

plan for the new offensive. I tried to reassure the General. 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck , * 

J bSore th^na squarely^'we dcfnot^wan^eitheO'ouTsupply of TobruK 

•Appendix H, p. 659. 
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or your other combinations to be hampered. If meeting their demand 
would do this, let me have the facts to put to them. Australia would not 
tolerate anything shabby. Of course if it does not make any serious 
difference we ought to meet their wishes. 

I thought it right to furnish the fullest explanations to our sister 

Government. These also will be found in the Appendices.* 

* » • • • 
Upon my representations General Auchinlcck had managed to re¬ 

lieve one of the Australian infantry brigade groups in Tobruk and 

replace it by the Polish Brigade. Considerable naval risks were in¬ 

volved, as nearly all the ships were attacked by aircraft. The Com- 

mandcr-in-Chief gave at length his reasons for not completing this 

operation, declaring that it might entail “a further retardation of the 

offensive in the Western Desert”. "I propose therefore,” he said, 

‘‘definitely to abandon the idea of a further large-scale relief of Aus¬ 

tralian personnel in Tobruk, and to reinforce the garrison at once with 

an T tank battalion.” I sent this telegram to Mr. Faddcn, with the 
following appeal: 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Australia 11 Sept. 41 

I send you in its entirety General Auchinlcck’s private telegram to me 
about relieving the Australian troops in Tobruk. I do so in complete 
confidence in your discretion. General Auchinleck’s telegram is the result 
of prolonged consultation with the Naval and Air Commanders in the 
Middle East. 

2. You will see from his telegram that if you insist upon the relief of 
the Australians in Tobruk it is physically impossible for it to be com¬ 

pleted t,mc for you to makc lhc stalcment you desire to the Common¬ 
wealth Parliament by the middle of this month. In fact only half could 
be removed during the moonless period of September, and the other 
half would have to be removed during the latter half of October, which is 
the very time when all preparations for the offensive will be intense, and 
when the preparatory work of the Air Force will demand their complete 
concentration on the enemy’s rear areas, dumps, and airfields. In no 
case Imorcover] could you make any statement to the Commonwealth 
I arllament, because any suggestion in public that the reliefs were to take 
place might lead to heavy air attacks on Tobruk harbour and along the 
coast at the time when your troops would be withdrawing. If however 
you insist that the Australian troops must be withdrawn, orders will be 
issued accordingly irrespective of the cost entailed and the injury to 
future prospects I trust that you will weigh very carefully the immense 
responsibility which you would assume before history by depriving 
Australia of the gloiy of ho ding Tobruk till victory was won, which 
otherwise, by God s help, will be theirs for ever. 

m^in,airdng^l^luuf secrecy TboutSfuture 

S^deCr in C^e7mTevfa.rto,eus0f ^ ^ ^ COmpe,lcd thc 

•Appendix H, pp. 659-662. 
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This proved vain, and I had no choice but to reply: 

Prime Minister to Mr. Fadden 15 Sept. 41 

Orders will at once be given in accordance with your decision. The 
maintenance of secrecy for the present is of the highest consequence to all. 

To Auchinleck I telegraphed: 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck 17 Sept. 41 

I am grieved at Australian attitude, but I have long feared the dan¬ 
gerous reactions on Australian and world opinion of our seeming to fight 
all our battles in the Middle East only with Dominions troops. For this 
reason, apart from desire to reinforce you, I have constantly pressed 
sending out some British infantry divisions. Your decision to put 50th 
British Division in Cyprus was, as you know, painful to us. I know that 
when you put it there you thought Cyprus was a place of special danger, 
but the situation has been changed by Russian war, and I am sure you 
will continue to review employment of this British division in what looks 
like a safe defensive role. ... 

I trust the Australian withdrawal will not further delay [yourj otten- 
sive. The situation has already worsened. The enemy are far better 
supplied with petrol. Afrika Panzer Korps is now called Africa Panzer 
Gruppc. By waiting until you have an extra brigade you may well find 
you have to face an extra division. Your movements of transport and 
formation of dumps must be noted by the enemy. The whole future of 
the campaign of 1942 in the Middle East and our relations with 1 urkey 

and Russia are involved. 

General Auchinleck for his part was so deeply affronted by the 

Fadden Government’s persistence in their demand that he wished to 

tender his resignation, on the ground that he did not command the 

confidence of the Australian Government. This would at this moment 

have been harmful from every point of view. 
I enlisted the good offices of Mr. Oliver Lyttelton, Minister of btate, 

now installed in Cairo. 

Prime Minister to Minister of State 18 

prejudice defe^C d'ztAustra 1 iTn^Govemment’s decision, being sure 

ordSnatedto appe'arance ofun^y. Trouble has largely arisen through our 
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not having any British infantry divisions in the various actions, thus lead¬ 
ing the world and Australia to suppose that we are fighting our battles 
with Dominions troops only. 

4. I am telegraphing to Auchinleck to assure him of Chiefs of Staff’s 
full agreement with his military views. 

Thus the personal difficulty was smoothed over for the moment, 

but the actual operation of removing the last of the Australians in 

October still hung over us. 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck 29 Sept. 41 

All now depends upon the battle. It may well be that you will be 
granted by the enemy the time you have asked. But every day’s delay is 
dearly purchased in the wider sphere. The prize is Turkey, whose action 
may well be determined by victory in Cyrenaica. 

I hope to persuade the Australian Government not to hamper you by 
pulling out their last two brigades from Tobruk in the October moonless 
period. 

I now reported the whole position to Mr. Faddcn, making another 

strong appeal. The reply was obdurate, but at this moment Mr. 

Fadden’s Government was defeated in a division on the Budget, and an 

Australian Labour Government with a similar majority of one was 

formed under Mr. Curtin. I hastened to put myself in friendly touch 

with the new Prime Minister, who had cabled me. 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Australia 8 Oct. 41 

I thank you for your telegram on assuming the direction of Common¬ 
wealth affairs, and cordially reciprocate the good wishes it contains. You 
may be sure we shall work with you on a basis of most intimate con¬ 
fidence and comradeship. 

But the new Government was equally opposed to our request, and it 

will be well to complete the account of this unhappy episode. On 
October 5 I telegraphed to General Auchinleck: 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck 5 Oct. 41 

I am sorry I could get no helpful response from the late Australian 
Government about avoiding a further ‘•Supercharge” [relief of Aus¬ 
tralians in Tobruk], and I have not yet made any contact with the new 
Government. I trust however there will be no postponement of 
Crusader . 

• • • • # 
After a suitable interval I addressed Mr. Curtin on the question of 

Tobruk. 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Australia ,4 Qct 4, 

I feel it right to ask you to consider once again the issue raised in 
my telegram to your predecessor. I have heard again from General 
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Auchinleck that he would be very greatly helped and convenienced if the 
remaining Australian [troops] could stay in Tobruk until the result of the 
approaching battle is decided. I will not repeat the arguments which I 
have already used, but I will only add that if you felt able to consent it 
would not expose your troops to any undue or invidious risks, and would 
at the same time be taken very kindly as an act of comradeship in the 
present struggle. 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck 14 Oct. 41 

In view of your statement that it would be a great help to you if the 
relief of the remaining Australians could be postponed until after 
“Crusader”, I sent this morning the attached [above] telegram to the 
Australian Government. It may be that the new Government will be 
willing to give you the casement you desire. I should be glad for the sake 
of Australia and history if they would do this. In a day or two I shall 
hear what they decide and will advise you. 

2. The Russian news is increasingly grave. All now hinges on you. 

Mr. Curtin’s Government adhered to the decision of their pre¬ 

decessors, and I was forced to inform General Auchinleck that the 

relief must proceed. 

Throughout its siege Tobruk was sustained by the Navy, despite a 

constant and increasing scale of air attack. Moreover, no fighter pro¬ 

tection could be given over the harbour, as our airfields were now too 

far east. The route by sea from Egypt soon became impossible for 

ordinary merchant ships, and all had to be carried in destroyers and 

smaller vessels during moonless nights. From July onwards this 

Tobruk Ferry was greatly aided by the addition of the two fast mine¬ 

layers Abdiel and Latona. Apart from maintaining supplies of ammu¬ 

nition and stores, mass movements of troops to and from the be¬ 

leaguered fortress had to be undertaken and new weapons of many 

kinds, including tanks, had to be brought in. In all the Navy delivered 

to the garrison 34,000 men, 72 tanks, 92 guns, and 34,000 tons 01 

stores. In addition they evacuated almost as many troops besides 

wounded and enemy prisoners of war. This severe but -ndispensab e 

work cost the Navy one minelayer, two destroyers, and twenty-* 

other naval vessels sunk, besides eighteen seriously damaged-^N.n 

merchant ships and two hospital ships were also su"k or damag • 

These sacrifices enabled the Tobruk garrison to survive^ constant 

attack for two hundred and forty-two days. During a P of the 
fortress played an active and conspicuous part in the sir gy 

whole campaign, and especially of the forthcoming offensive. 

On the night of October 25 the operation so 

Australian parties was attempted under con Mr Curtin, 

not without appreciable loss. I telegraphed 
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Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Australia 26 Oct. 41 

Our new fast minelayer, Latona, was sunk and the destroyer Hero 
damaged by air attack last night in going to fetch the last 1,200 Aus¬ 
tralians remaining in Tobruk. Providentially, your men were not on 
board. I do not yet know our casualties. Admiral Cunningham reports 
that it will not be possible to move these 1,200 men till the next dark 
period, in November. Everything in human power has been done to 
comply with your wishes. 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Australia 27 Oct. 41 

Fortunately, I I.M.S. Latona was only carrying thirty-eight other ranks 
to Tobruk; remainder, to number of about a thousand men, were in three 
accompanying destroyers. About fifteen low bombing attacks between 
19.00 and 22.30. Casualties: H.M.S. Latona—Naval officers, four miss¬ 
ing, one wounded; ratings, twenty-five missing, seventeen wounded. 
Army officers, six wounded; other ranks, seven missing, one wounded. 
H.M.S. Hero—No casualties. We must be thankful these air attacks did 
not start in the earlier stages of the relief. 

It has given me pain to have to relate this incident. To suppress it 

indefinitely would be impossible. Besides, the Australian people have a 

right to know what happened and why. On the other hand, it must be 

remembered that, apart from the limitations of their rigid party sys¬ 

tem, the Australian Governments had little reason to feel confidence at 

this time in British direction of the war, and that the risks their troops 

had run when the Desert Flank was broken, and also in the Greek 

campaign, weighed heavily upon them. We can never forget the noble 

impulse which had led Australia to send her only three complete 

divisions, the flower of her manhood, to fight in the Middle East, or the 

valiant part they played in all its battles. 
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Dill's Paper of May 6—Strength and Condition of Our Armour at Home— 

Further Grounds for Anxiety—My Reply of May 13—My Views Pnvail— 

Harry Hopkins's Second Visit—American Anxieties about Invasion and Doubts 
about Our Trying to Hold the Middle East—Our Conference of July 24—Views 
of the United States Officers—British Solidarity—Singapore or Cairo?— 

Scheme for Resident Minister of State in Singapore as in Cairo—Mr. Duff 
Cooper's Mission to the Far East—Pressure upon japan—Plan for My Meeting 
with the President in Newfoundland—Hopkins's Mission to Moscow—An Agree¬ 
able Voyage—Arrival of the "Prince of Wales" at the Rendezvous—Meetings 
with the President—Sunday Morning, August 10. 

INVASION of Britain has often been discussed in this and previous 

volumes, but in May 1941 Sir John Dill, Chief of the Imperial 

General Staff, presented it anew with formidable authority. On 

May 6 he submitted to me the following serious paper, copies of which 

he sent to his naval and air colleagues and to General Ismay. Com¬ 

pliance with this would have meant a complete reversion to the de¬ 

fensive. There could be no further reinforcements other than drafts 

for the Middle East or the Far East. There would be nothing in hand 

for taking the initiative. Indeed, as the armour in the Middle East was 

merely to be maintained by supplying normal wastage of fifty tanks a 

month, General Auchinleck, so far from being himself able to attack, 

might well have been overpowered. 

THE RELATION OF THE MIDDLE EAST TO THE 
SECURITY OF THE UNITED KINGDOM 

May 6, I941 

The probability of invasion may seem to have needed for the moment 
but German land and air forces could be concentrated for invas.on 
within six to eight weeks of their release from the Ba k n hea.re; ^ 
American aid grows the enemy must be closely watching fo _a ‘*'°u 
able opportunity to launch the campaign which might win hun the 

, German successes both in the Balkans and Libya, worn™! 
different types of terrain, prove once again the paramountcy of armoured 

fomes^sup^orted by a powerful Air fnee the 
combination has dominated every battlcfieM The: defence djs_ 

“T The Chiefs of Staff, after exhaustive a 
the scale of armoured attack on this country at six armourc 
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total of some 2,400 tanks. In the opinion of the Commandcr-in-Chief 
Home Forces, with which I fully concur, a total of six armoured divisions 
and four Army tank brigades (i.e., some 2,600 tanks) arc required to give 
security in Great Britain against this scale of attack. Of these, two ar¬ 
moured divisions and two Army tank brigades would be disposed in each 
of the Eastern and South-Eastern Commands for counter-attack against 
penetration through East Anglia and the Kent and Sussex coasts respec¬ 
tively. The other two armoured divisions would be in reserve, one being 
earmarked for use in the North. 

He then set forth the state of the armoured formations at home by 

June 1941, showing that our total tank strength for home defence 

would be about 1,250 tanks, including 150 light, and 490 tanks in 

schools, etc., of which about 360 would be fit for action at three weeks’ 

notice. He dwelt upon the need for special training for armoured 

forces, and continued: 

6. The infantry formations guarding our long and vulnerable coast¬ 
line are disposed over wide frontages—a division covering forty-five miles 
can have little depth. Our beach obstacles arc good, but divisions have 
less than half their full scale of anti-tank guns and arc short of anti-tank 
mines. German armoured forces, carried in special craft, will certainly 
be able to land. The R.A.F. will have many tasks to fulfil, and we have 
no air forces designed and trained for close bombing co-operation with 
the Army. The Luftwaffe will risk everything for local air superiority 
over the lanes of advance. Our defence on land therefore will rest 
primarily on our ability to deliver strong and speedy armoured counter¬ 
attacks. Yet, taking into account the training factor, I calculate that the 
armoured forces in this country in June will be the equivalent of three 
fully effective armoured divisions—this against the six armoured di¬ 
visions of the enemy. 

7. It is dangerous to discount the possibility of heavy armoured attack 
on the grounds that Germany has not command of the sea; that our own 
Air Force would destroy the expedition before it sailed and on the 
beaches, or would sweep its supporting Air Force out of the sky; or that 
the technical difficulties of landing on such a scale would be insuperable. 
It would take five to seven days for us to concentrate adequate naval 
forces in home waters. Our bombers cannot deal with more than six 
invasion ports effectively, and then only if the weather is favourable. Air 
attack cannot be relied on to break up a disembarkation, any more than 
it did our embarkation at Dunkirk. Our fighters will not neutralise com¬ 
pletely the enemy’s bombers if he is ready to face the heavy losses which 
he will certainly incur, and no doubt the German plan will include 
measures for smothering our fighters at their bases. As for technical 
difficulties of landing, the Germans have given many proofs of their skill 
and thoroughness in planning and in the preparation of special equip¬ 
ment; and they have had time to perfect their arrangements. Main¬ 
tenance will not tax their resources as much as might be expected • the 
quantities of food and petrol required for armoured formations over a 
short period are comparatively small, and the enemy may find enough in 
the country for his needs. b 

8. We under-estimated the Germans in Norway and in Belgium and 
recent events in Libya and the Balkans have taught us once more their 
capacity for overcoming the most formidable difficulties. 
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9. The loss of Egypt would be a calamity which I do not regard as 
likely, and one which we would not accept without a most desperate 
fight; but it would not end the war. A successful invasion alone spells 
our final defeat. It is the United Kingdom therefore and not Egypt that 
is vital, and the defence of the United Kingdom must take first place. 
Egypt is not even second in order of priority, for it has been an accepted 
principle in our strategy that in the last resort the security of Singapore 
comes before that of Egypt. Yet the defences of Singapore are still 
considerably below standard. 

10. Risks must of course be taken in war, but they must be calculated 
risks. We must not fall into the error of whittling away the security of 
vital points. If need be, we must cut our losses in places that arc not 
vital before it is too late. 

11. I believe that we have gone to the limit, if not beyond it, in respect 
of the security of Great Britain, with which the defence of Ireland and 
the seizure of the Atlantic islands are inextricably bound up. In my view 
it would be unjustifiable, during the next three months, to risk sending 
away from this country more than an adequate maintenance resent for 
the tanks already in or on the way to the Middle East. Even this, at a 
wastage of 10 per cent per month, will involve the monthly dispatch of 
about fifty tanks. 

I was astonished to receive this document, and replied a week later 

somewhat controversially as follows: 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 13 May 41 

There is a great deal in your paper of May 6 with which I agree. 
There are also many statements which leave me unconvinced. 1 
throughly agree with you in para. 8 that our military advisers under¬ 
rated the Germans in Norway, in Belgium, and in Libya. Of these 
Belgium is the most remarkable. Yet I never remember hearing a single 
British soldier point to the weakness of the Sub-Maginot Line or depre¬ 
cate our occupation of Belgium. I only mention this to show that even 
the most expert professional opinion may sometimes err amid the ma y 

Un2ertainTgathe7ayrou would be prepared to face the Ma 
the Nile Valley, together with the surrender or ruin of the Army of halt 
mUlion we have concentrated there, rather than lose ***%£• '**£# 
take that view, nor do I think the alternative is likely to present itsei • 
The defence of Singapore is an operation reclu'*;jng only a very sm 

isissisiiiiii 
all probability come in on our side, and'"hV:“0udb" an operation x. 
cruisers and battle-cruisers on the Eastern trade routes. 

At this time of course the Japanese were not established in Indo- 

China. 

an^a^ 
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difficulties”. As a mere exercise in historical perspective, I should have 
thought the opposite was true. They were allowed to accumulate un¬ 
resisted overwhelming forces to attack Yugoslavia before it was mobi¬ 
lised, and when it had been betrayed by its pre-war Government; 
Greece was exhausted and held by the Italian Army, and we were left 
practically alone, with only one-fifth the armoured vehicles and prac¬ 
tically no Air, to resist their overwhelming onslaught. The fact that with 
all these advantages, so cheaply gained, the Germans were unable to 
impede seriously the masterly extrication and re-embarkation of our 
forces inspires me with confidence and not with apprehension. 

4. The truisms set forth in para. 10 depend entirely upon their 
application to circumstances. But I hope the last sentence is not in¬ 
tended to have any relevance to the present position in Egypt. 

Many Governments I have seen would have wilted before so grave a 

pronouncement by the highest professional authority, but I had no 

difficulty in convincing my political colleagues, and I was of course 

supported by the Chiefs of the Navy and the Air. My views therefore 

prevailed and the flow of reinforcements to the Middle East continued 

unabated. It will be seen that I did not even think it necessary to repeat 

the arguments against the likelihood of a successful invasion of Britain. 

Sir John Dill must have been himself conscious of the consensus of 

opinion against him on this aspect, and having struck his note of 

warning he let the matter drop. 

However, two months later the subject arose from another quarter. 

In the middle of July Mr. Harry Hopkins arrived in England on his 

second mission from the President. The first topic which he opened to 

me was the new situation created by Hitler’s invasion of Russia and its 

reaction upon all the Lend-Lease supplies we were counting on from 

the United States. Secondly, an American general, after being given 

the fullest facilities for inspection, had made a report throwing doubt 

upon our ability to withstand an invasion. This had caused the Presi¬ 

dent anxiety. Thirdly, and in consequence, the President’s misgivings 

already mentioned about the wisdom of our trying to defend Egypt 

and the Middle East had been deepened. Might we not lose all through 

trying to do too much ? Finally, there was the question of arranging a 

meeting between me and Roosevelt somehow, somewhere, soon. 

This time Hopkins was not alone. There were in London a number 

of high United States officers of the Army and Navy, ostensibly con¬ 

cerned with Lend-Lease, and in particular Admiral Ghormlcy, who 

was working daily with the Admiralty on the Atlantic problem and the 

American share in its solution. I held a meeting with Hopkins’s circle 

and the Chiefs of Staff on the night of July 24 at No. 10. Hopkins 

brought with him, besides Admiral Ghormley, Major-General 

Chaney, who was called a “special observer”, and Brigadier-General 

Lee, the American Military Attach*. Averell Harriman, who had just 
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returned from his tour in Egypt, in which by my directions he had 

been shown everything, completed the party. 

Hopkins said that the “men in the United States who held the 

principal places and took decisions on defence matters” were of 

opinion that the Middle East was an indefensible position for the 

British Empire, and that great sacrifices were being made to maintain 

it. In their view the Battle of the Atlantic would be the final decisive 

battle of the war, and everything should be concentrated on it. The 

President, he said, was more inclined to support the struggle in the 

Middle East, because the enemy must be fought wherever he was 

found. General Chaney then placed the four problems of the British 

Empire in the following order: the defence of the United Kingdom and 

the Atlantic sea lanes: the defence of Singapore and the sea lanes to 

Australia and New Zealand; the defence of the ocean routes in general; 

and, fourth, the defence of the Middle East. All were important, but 

he placed them in that order. General Lee agreed with General 

Chaney. Admiral Ghormley was anxious about the supply line to the 

Middle East if American munitions were to go there in great volume. 

Might this not weaken the Atlantic battle? 

I then asked the British Chiefs of Staff to express their views. The 

First Sea Lord explained why he felt even more confident of destroying 

an invading army this year than last. The Chief of the Air Staff 

showed how much stronger was the Royal Air Force compared with 

the German than in the previous September, and spoke of our newly 

increased power to batter the invasion ports. The Chief of the Im¬ 

perial General Staff also spoke in a reassuring sense, and said that the 

Army was immeasurably stronger now than in the previous September. 

I interposed to explain the special measures we had taken for the de¬ 

fence of aerodromes after the lessons of Crete. I invited our visitors to 

visit any airfield in which they were interested. “The enemy may use 

gas, but if so it will be to his own disadvantage, since we have arranged 

for immediate retaliation and would have admirable concentrated tar¬ 

gets in any lodgments he might make on the coast. Gas warfare would 

also be carried home to his own country.” I then asked Dill to speak 

about the Middle East. Without expressing any opinion contrary to 

his paper of May, he gave a powerful exposition of some of the reasons 

which made it necessary for us to stay there. 
My feeling at the end of our discussion was that our American 

friends were convinced by our statements and impressed by the soli¬ 

darity among us. # • 

Nevertheless the confidence which we felt about Home D*fen“^ 

not extend to the Far East should Japan make war upon us. 
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anxieties also disturbed Sir John Dill. I retained the impression that 

Singapore had priority in his mind over Cairo. This was indeed a 

tragic issue, like having to choose whether your son or your daughter 

should be killed. For my part I did not believe that anything that 

might happen in Malaya could amount to a fifth part of the loss of 

Egypt, the Suez Canal, and the Middle East. I would not tolerate the 

idea of abandoning the struggle for Egypt, and was resigned to pay 

whatever forfeits were exacted in Malaya. This view also was shared 

by my colleagues. 

I felt the need for repeating in the Far East the institution of a 

Minister of State, who, in the closest touch with the War Cabinet, 

would relieve the Commandcrs-in-Chicf and local Governors of some 

of their burdens and help them to solve the grave political problems 

which gathered swiftly. In Mr. Dull Cooper, then Minister of In¬ 

formation, I had a friend and colleague who from his central point of 

view knew the whole scene. His firmness of character which had led 

him to resign his office as First Sea Lord of the Admiralty after the 

Munich Agreement in 1938, his personal gifts of speech and writing, 

his military record as an officer in the Grenadier Guards during the 

1914-18 war, combined to give him the highest qualifications. On 

July 21 he was appointed Chancellor of the Duchy of Lancaster, and 

succeeded as Minister of Information by Mr. Brendan Bracken. 

Early in August, accompanied by his wife, Lady Diana, he left for the 

Far East via the United States. It was not till the end of October that 

he submitted his report from Singapore, to which he had returned. 

• • • • • 
For several months the British and American Governments had 

been acting towards Japan in close accord. At the end of July the 

Japanese had completed their military occupation of Indo-China. By 

this naked act of aggression their forces were poised to strike at the 

British in Malaya, at the Americans in the Philippines, and at the 

Dutch in the East Indies. On July 24 the President asked the Japanese 

Government that, as a prelude to a general settlement, Indo-China 

should be neutralised and the Japanese troops withdrawn. To add 

point to these proposals an executive order was issued freezing all 

Japanese assets in the United States. This brought all trade to a stand¬ 

still. The British Government took simultaneous action, and two days 

later the Dutch followed. The adherence of the Dutch meant that 

Japan was deprived at a stroke of her vital oil supplies. 

* • * • • 
One afternoon in late July Harry Hopkins came into the garden of 

Downing Street and we sat together in the sunshine. Presently he said 
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that the President would like very much to have a meeting with me in 

some lonely bay or other. I replied at once that I was sure the Cabinet 

would give me leave. Thus all was soon arranged. Placentia Bay, in 

Newfoundland, was chosen, the date of August 9 was fixed, and our 

latest battleship, the Prince of Wales, was placed under orders accord¬ 

ingly. I had the keenest desire to meet Mr. Roosevelt, with whom I 

had now corresponded with increasing intimacy for nearly two years. 

Moreover, a conference between us would proclaim the ever closer 

association of Britain and the United States, would cause our enemies 

concern, make Japan ponder, and cheer our friends. There was also 

much business to be settled about American intervention in the 

Atlantic, aid to Russia, our own supplies, and above all the increasing 

menace of Japan. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 25 July 41 

Cabinet has approved my leaving. Am arranging, if convenient to 
you, to sail August 4. meeting you some time 8th-9th-xoth. Actual 
secret rendezvous need not be settled till later. Admiralty will propose 
details through usual channels. Am bringing First Sea Lord Admiral 
Pound, C.I.G.S. Dill, and Vice-Chief Air Freeman. Am looking for¬ 
ward enormously to our talks, which may be of service to the future. 

I said to Ismay, “You and Portal must stay behind and mind the 

IPalso took with me Sir Alexander Cadogan, of the Foreign Office, 

Lord Cherwell, Colonels Hollis and Jacob, of the Defence Office, and 

my personal staff. In addition there were a number of high officers of 

the technical and administrative branches and the Plans Division. 

The President said he would bring the chiefs of the United States 

fighting services with him, and Mr. Sumner Welles of the State De¬ 

partment. The utmost secrecy was necessary because of the large 

numbers of U-boats then in the North Atlantic. To ensure secrecy the 

President, who was ostensibly on a holiday cruise, transhipped a sea 

to the cruiser Augusta, and left his yacht behind him as a bi nd 

Meanwhile Harry Hopkins, though far from well. obtained Roosc^lt 

authority to fly to Moscow, a long, tiring, and dangerous journey, by 

No way f Sweden, and Finland, in order to obtain ^-ctly from Sta 

the fullest knowledge of the Sov.et position and needs. He was to join 

,bTSe°/.P^^X.rc.”H.d our whoie company. iocWing 

a toe “phering ..a*, picked me up at the ata.ton near Cheque,.. 
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exacting conferences in Moscow. Indeed, he had arrived at Scapa two 

days before in such a condition that the Admiral had put him to bed at 

once and kept him there. Nevertheless he was as gay as ever, gathered 

strength slowly during the voyage, and told me all about his mission. 

Formal Naval Person to President Roosevelt 4-5 Aug. 41 
Harry returned dead-beat from Russia, but is lively again now. We 

shall get him in fine trim on the voyage. We are just off. It is twenty- 
seven years ago to-day that Huns began their last war. We must make a 
good job of it this time. Twice ought to be enough. Look forward so 
much to our meeting. Kindest regards. 

The spacious quarters over the propellers, which arc most comfort¬ 

able in harbour, become almost uninhabitable through vibration in 

heavy weather at sea, so I moved to the Admiral’s sea-cabin on the 

bridge for working and sleeping. I took a great liking to our captain, 

Leach, a charming and lovable man and all that a British sailor should 

be. Alas! within four months he and many of his comrades and his 

splendid ship were sunk for ever beneath the waves. On the second 

day the seas were so heavy that we had to choose between slowing 

down and dropping our destroyer escort. Admiral Pound, First Sea 

Lord, gave the decision. Thenceforward we went on at high speed 

alone. There were several U-boats reported, which we made zigzags 

and wide diversions to avoid. Absolute wireless silence was sought. 

We could receive messages, but for a while we could not speak except 

at intervals. Thus there was a lull in my daily routine and a strange 

sense of leisure which I had not known since the war began. For the 

first time for many months I could read a book for pleasure. Oliver 

Lyttelton, Minister of State in Cairo, had given me Captain Horn- 

blower, R.Nwhich I found vastly entertaining. When a chance came 

I sent him the message, “I find Hornblower admirable.” This caused 

perturbation in the Middle East Headquarters, where it was imagined 

that “Hornblower” was the code-word for some special operation of 
which they had not been told. 

The sea was rough and the quarterdeck unusable, but I found plenty 

of exercise in making my way three or four times a day through all the 

compartments and up and down all the ladders to the bridge. In the 

evenings we had an excellent cinema, where the latest and best films 

were presented to our party and to those officers who were off duty. 

Cadogan in his diary notes: "Film Lady Hamilton after dinner. Excel¬ 

lent. P.M., seeing it for the fifth time, still deeply moved. At the close 

he addressed the company: ’Gentlemen, I thought this film would 

interest you, showing great events similar to those in which you have 

been taking part.’ ” The voyage was an agreeable interlude. 
• * * * • 

•A novel by C. S. Forester. 
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Resting in my small but comfortable sea-cabin and bed on the 

bridge, I brooded on the future battle in the Desert in the light of all 

the reports which I had studied of the spring fighting, and achieved a 

memorandum for the Chiefs of Staff, with the first sentence of which I 

was much pleased: “Renown awaits the Commander who first in this 

war restores artillery to its prime importance upon the battlefield, 

from which it has been ousted by heavily armoured tanks.” This will 

appear in its proper place in the narrative.* 

Mr. Attlee, who acted in my absence as Deputy Prime Minister, was 

concerned about my safety. He feared that the Tirpitz would be sent 

out to catch the Prince of Wales if the slightest leakage occurred. 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal 6 Aug. 41 
I don’t see much harm in leakage. If asked a direct question [in the 

House] questioner should be asked not to put his question; but if he 
persists the answer should be, “I cannot undertake to deal with rumour.” 
About Tirpitz; I fear there will be no such luck. Have no doubt Roose¬ 
velt will sec us out to sea on the return journey. We have now picked up 
new destroyer escort. 

• • • • • 
Before starting on my voyage I thought it would be best for Lord 

Beaverbrook to deal for us with the whole question of American 

supplies to Russia. I dreaded the loss of what we had expected and so 

dircly needed. I had left behind me the following instructions: 

Prime Minister to Sir Edward Bridges, General Ismay, 3 Aug. 41 
and Private Office 

On or about the 10th an aeroplane, possibly carrying Lord Beaver- 
brook, will come out to us. This must bring, apart from letters and 
urgent papers, an assortment of the most important Foreign Office tele¬ 
grams, perhaps paraphrased. Competent people must be put to make 
the assortments, and they must be put in a weighted case, so that they 
will sink in the sea if anything happens to the aeroplane. 

Pray put this in train. 

While at sea I signalled: 

Prime Minister to Lord Beaverbrook 7 Aug. 4* 
If you feel like coming, which I should greatly welcome, aim at after¬ 

noon eleventh or morning twelfth, but please do not run needless risks. 
It may be advisable for you to stay longer on this [American] side. 

* * • * * 

Wc arrived at our rendezvous in Placentia Bay, Newfoundland, at 

9 a.m. on Saturday, August 9. 

Prime Minister to His Majesty the King the^President 
With humble duty. I have arrived safely, and am visiting the Pres 

this morning. -See p. 392. 
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As soon as the customary naval courtesies had been exchanged I 

went aboard the Augusta and greeted President Roosevelt, who re¬ 

ceived me with all honours. He stood supported by the arm of his son 

Elliott while the National Anthems were played, and then gave me the 

warmest of welcomes. I gave him a letter from the King and presented 

the members of my party. Conversations were then begun between the 

President and myself, Mr. Sumner Welles and Sir Alexander Cadogan, 

and the Staff officers on both sides, which proceeded more or less 

continuously for the remaining days of our visit, sometimes man to 

man and sometimes in larger conferences. 

On Sunday morning, August io, Mr. Roosevelt came aboard 

H.M.S. Prince of Wales and, with his Staff officers and several hundred 

representatives of all ranks of the United States Navy and Marines, 

attended Divine Service on the quarterdeck. This service was felt by 

us all to be a deeply moving expression of the unity of faith of our two 

peoples, and none who took part in it will forget the spectacle presented 

that sunlit morning on the crowded quarterdeck—the symbolism of the 

Union Jack and the Stars and Stripes draped side by side on the pulpit ; 

the American and British chaplains sharing in the reading of the 

prayers; the highest naval, military, and air officers of Britain and the 

United States grouped in one body behind the President and me; the 

close-packed ranks of British and American sailors, completely inter¬ 

mingled, sharing the same books and joining fervently together in the 

prayers and hymns familiar to both. 

I chose the hymns myself—“For Those in Peril on the Sea” and 

“Onward, Christian Soldiers”. We ended with “O God, Our Help in 

Ages Past”, which Macaulay reminds us the Ironsides had chanted as 

they bore John Hampden’s body to the grave. Every word seemed to 

stir the heart. It was a great hour to live. Nearly half those who sang 

were soon to die. 



Chapter XXIV 

THE ATLANTIC CHARTER 

My Original Draft of the Atlantic Charter—The President's Proposed Alterations 

—Our Discussions of the nth—Need to Safeguard Imperial Preference— 

The Atlantic Islands—Our Agreement about Policy Towards Japan—My 

Reports of August 11 to the Foreign Office and the Cabinet—The Cabinet’s 
Prompt Reply—Final Form of the Atlantic Charter—A Joint Anglo-American 

Message to Stalin—My Memorandum about American Supplies—Mr. Purvis 

Killed in a Plane Accident—Report of August 12 to the Cabinet—Congratula¬ 

tions from the King and Cabinet—Report to Australian Prime Minister—Voyage 

to Iceland—I Return to London, August 19. 

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT told me at one of our first conver¬ 

sations that he thought it would be well if we could draw up a 

joint declaration laying down certain broad principles which should 

guide our policies along the same road. Wishing to follow up this most 

helpful suggestion, I gave him the next day, August 10, a tentative out¬ 

line of such a declaration. My text was as follows: 

JOINT ANGLO-AMERICAN DECLARATION OF 
PRINCIPLES 

The President of the United States of America and the Prime Minis¬ 

ter, Mr. Churchill, representing His Majesty's Government in the 

United Kingdom, being met together to resolve and concert the means 

of providing for the safety of their respective countries in face of Nazi 

and German aggression and of the dangers to all peoples arising there¬ 

from, deem it right to make known certain principles which.they both 

accept for guidance in the framing of their policy and on which they 

base their hopes for a better future for the world. 

First, their countries seek no aggrandisement, tonal „o? ahcc0rd 
Second, they desire to see no territorial changes that do not accord 

- fam of 

defend'the'rights^f freedom'of speech'arid thought?without which such 

Ch°«thS w,nSs°tnve ,0 bring about, fair and equitablecUstnbution 

of essential produce, not only within the.r terr.tonal boundanes, 

be™th thejTseek* a'pe'ace 'which will no, only cast, down for eve^the 

Nazi tyranny, but by effective international “^^wTthinThefr own 
States and peoples the means of dweHmg in security th awless 

bounds and of traversing the seas md «n«^wuhoutjear 

assault or the need of maintaining burdensome armamen 

Considering all the tales of my reactionary, Old Worldou ^ 

the pain this is said to have caused the President, g 
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on record that the substance and spirit of what came to be called the 

“Atlantic Charter” was in its first draft a British production cast in my 

own words. 

August 11 promised to be a day of intense business. 

Prime Minister to Admiralty n Aug. 41 

Utmost strength to be put on deciphering telegrams from here during 
next twenty-four hours. 

At our meeting in the morning the President gave me a revised draft, 

which we took as a basis for discussion. The only serious difference 

from what I had written was about the fourth point (access to raw 

materials). The President wished to insert the words “without dis¬ 

crimination and on equal terms”. The President also proposed two 

extra paragraphs: 

Sixth, they desire such a peace to establish for all safety on the high 
seas and oceans. 

Seventh, they believe that all the nations of the world must be guided 
in spirit to the abandonment of the use of force. Because no future peace 
can be maintained if land, sea, or air armaments continue to be em¬ 
ployed by nations which threaten, or may threaten, to use force outside 
of their frontiers, they believe that the disarmament of such nations is 
essential. They will further the adoption of all other practicable meas¬ 
ures which will lighten for peace-loving peoples the crushing burden of 
armaments. 

Before we discussed this document the President explained that his 

idea was that there should be issued simultaneously in Washington and 

London, perhaps on August 14, a short statement to the efTcct that the 

President and the Prime Minister had held conversations at sea, that 

they had been accompanied by membets of their respective staffs, that 

the latter had discussed the working out of aid to the democracies under 

the Lend-Lease Act, and that these naval and military conversations 

had in no way been concerned with future commitments other than as 

authorised by Act of Congress. The statement would proceed to say 

that the Prime Minister and the President had discussed certain prin¬ 

ciples relating to the civilisation of the world and had agreed on a 

statement of them. I deprecated the emphasis which a statement on 

these lines would lay on the absence of commitments. This would be 

seized on by Germany and would be a source of profound discourage¬ 

ment to the neutrals and to the vanquished. We also would not like it. 

I very much hoped therefore that the President could confine the state¬ 

ment to the positive portion which dealt with the question of aid to the 

democracies, more especially as he had guarded himself by the refer¬ 

ence to the Lend-Lease Act. The President accepted this. 

There followed a detailed discussion of the revised text of the 
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China, and others. Japanese reply, which will be cabled you fully as 
soon as more urgent messages have been dealt with, agrees to the prin¬ 
ciple of no encroachment upon Siam and military withdrawal from Indo- 
China, but adds a number of conditions fundamentally unacceptable. 
For instance, the withdrawal to take place after the China incident is 
settled, meaning thereby after Chiang Kai-shek is strangled, and further 
requiring recognition of Japan’s preponderant position in these regions; 
also requiring United States to abstain from all further military prepara¬ 
tions in these regions, and seeking lifting of the economic sanctions. 

2. President’s idea is to negotiate about these unacceptable conditions 
and thus procure a moratorium of, say, thirty days in which we may im¬ 
prove our position in Singapore area and the Japanese will have to stand 
still. But he will make it a condition that the Japanese meanwhile en¬ 
croach no farther and do not use Indo-China as a base for attack on 
China. He will also maintain in full force the economic measures 
directed against Japan. These negotiations show little chance of suc¬ 
ceeding, but President considers that a month gained will be valuable. I 
pointed out of course that the Japanese would double-cross him and 
would try to attack China or cut the Burma communications. However, 
you may take it that they consider it right to begin the negotiations on 
these lines, and in view of what has passed between United States and 
Japan it will be necessary to accept this fact. 

3. In the course of these negotiations President would renew his 
proposals for neutralisation of Siam as well as Indo-China. 

4. At the end of the Note which the President will hand to the 
Japanese Ambassador when he returns from his cruise in about a week’s 
time he will add the following passage, which is taken from my draft: 

“Any further encroachment by Japan in the South-West Pacific 
would produce a situation in which the United States Government 
would be compelled to take counter-measures, even though these 
might lead to war between the United States and Japan.” 

He would also add something to the effect that it was obvious that the 
Soviet being a friendly Power, United States Government would be 
similarly interested in any similar conflict in the North-West 1 acific. 

5. I think this is entirely good, and that we should associate ourselves 
therewith and endeavour to get the Dutch to join in full agreement, 
because either the Japanese will refuse the conditions the PnvJ,dcn' 
scribes-namely, continuance of the economic sanctum; and no1 move¬ 
ment on the Japanese part and no invasion of Sianv-or aj^rnatively y 
will go on with their military action while lying about it d,P lyj 

In this case the conditions indicated by the final passage just q 
[in paragraph 4] would come into play with great force, and the full 
effect of parallel declarations could be realised. The Sov,ctn^Jerhinese 
should also be kept informed. It might be danSerous to, tell «h^Chinese 
what we are doing for them, though they might be assured in g 

terms that we have had their security in m.nd m .11 i^Xse thepro- 
6 On all these grounds I consider that we sh?ul, . ho[jt :t 

posed course of action, and that the Dominions ‘ ^e gripping of 
and made to see that it is a very great advance towards the gripp 
Japanese aggression by united forces. ^ ^ 

To Mr. Attlee I sent a comprehensive summary of all the main 

points under discussion. 
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Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal 11 Aug. 41 

Have reached satisfactory settlement about Naval Plan No. 4 [the 
United States Navy to take over the America-Iceland stretch of the 
Atlantic]. 

Secondly, President is prepared to take very helpful action corre¬ 
sponding with, or consequent upon, Operation "Pilgrim”. 

Thirdly, he intends to negotiate with Japan on the basis of a mora¬ 
torium for, say, a month, during which no further military movements 
are to be made by Japan in Indo-China and no encroachment upon Siam. 
He has agreed to end his communication with a very severe warning, 
which I drafted. . . . 

Fourthly, the President wishes to issue at the moment of general 
release of meeting story, probably 14th or 15th, a Joint Declaration 
signed by him and me, on behalf of His Majesty’s Government, of the 
broad principles which animate the United States and Great Britain at 
this favourable time. I send you herewith his draft of the statement, 
which you will see is not free from the difliculties attaching to all such 
declarations. The fourth condition would evidently have to be amended 
to safeguard our obligations contracted in Ottawa and not prejudice the 
future of Imperial Preference. This might fall into its place after the war 
in a general economic settlement, with decisive lowering of tariffs and 
trade barriers throughout the world. But we cannot settle it now. For 
the sake of speedy agreement I have little doubt he will accept our 
amendments. 

The seventh paragraph is most remarkable for its realism. The Presi¬ 
dent undoubtedly contemplates the disarmament of the guilty nations, 
coupled with the maintenance of strong united British and American 
armaments both by sea and air for a long indefinite period. 

Having regard to our views about the League of Nations or other 
international organisations, I would suggest the following amendment 
after the word "essential”: 

"pending the establishment of a wider and more permanent system 
of general security 

He will not like this very much, but he attaches so much importance to 
the Joint Declaration, which he believes will affect the whole movement 
of United States opinion, that I think he will agree. 

It would be most imprudent on our part to raise unnecessary diffi¬ 
culties. We must regard this as an interim and partial statement of war 
aims designed to assure all countries of our righteous purpose, and not 
the complete structure which we should build after victory. 

You should summon the full War Cabinet, with any others you may 
think necessary, to meet to-night, and please let me have your views 
without the slightest delay. Meanwhile full accounts are being sent you 
immediately on the other points, together with Cadogan’s report of the 
conversation. I fear the President will be very much upset if no Joint 
btatement can be issued, and grave and vital interests might be affected 

I had purposed to leave afternoon 12th, but we have both now post¬ 
poned departure twenty-four hours. F 

I had only finished dictating the telegrams about 2 p.m., and that I 

should have had in my hands within the next twelve hours the War 

Cabinet’s most helpful reply reflects credit on all concerned. I subse¬ 

quently learned that my telegrams had not reached London until after 
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midnight, and that many of the Ministers had already gone to bed. 

Nevertheless a War Cabinet meeting was summoned for 1.45 a.m., and 

there was a full attendance, including Mr. Peter Fraser, Prime Minis¬ 

ter of New Zealand, who was in England at the time. As a result of a 

full discussion they sent me a telegram just after 4 a.m., welcoming the 

proposal and suggesting a further version of Point 4 (non-discrimina¬ 

tion in world trade) and the insertion of a new paragraph dealing with 

social security. Meanwhile I had heard that the President had 

accepted all the amendments I had suggested to him on August 11. 

* * * * * 

On August 12, about noon, I went to sec the President to agree with 

him the final form of the Declaration. I put to the President the 

Cabinet’s revised version of Point 4, but he preferred to adhere to the 

phrasing already agreed, and I did not press him further on this point. 

He readily accepted the insertion of the new paragraph about social 

security desired by the Cabinet. A number of verbal alterations were 

agreed, and the Declaration was then in its final shape. 

JOINT DECLARATION BY THE PRESIDENT AND THE 
PRIME MINISTER 

August 12, 1941 

The President of the United States of America and the Prime Minis¬ 
ter, Mr. Churchill, representing His Majesty’s Government in the 
United Kingdom, being met together, deem it right to make known 
certain common principles in the national policies of their respective 
countries on which they base their hopes for a better future for the 

world. • • • « 
First, their countries seek no aggrandisement, territorial or other. 
Second, they desire to see no territorial changes that do not accord 

with the freely expressed wishes of the peoples concerned. 
Third, they respect the right of all peoples to choose the torm or 

government under which they will live; and they wish to see sover«[P" 
rights and self-government restored to those who have been torciDiy 

deprived of them. . , . . . r «• 
Fourth, they will endeavour, with due respect to their existing obliga- 

tions, to further the enjoyment by all Stttes great or small, v.ctor or 
vanquished, of access, on equal terms to the trade and 
materials of the world which are needed for their economic ProsPcr'^n 

Fifth, they desire to bring about the fullest collaboration between a 
nations in the economic field, with the object of securing for ah improved 
labour standards, economic advancement, and social security. to scc 

Sixth, after the final destruction of the Nazi tyranny they p *° 
established a peace which will afford to dlnttwi^™ans c,f dwelling 

^ fr0m 

fC Seventh,Tuch a peace should enable all men to traverse the high seas 

and oceans without hindrance. 
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Eighth, they believe that all the nations of the world, for realistic as 
well as spiritual reasons, must come to the abandonment of the use of 
force. Since no future peace can be maintained if land, sea, or air arma¬ 
ments continue to be employed by nations which threaten, or may 
threaten, aggression outside of their frontiers, they believe, pending the 
establishment of a wider and more permanent system of general security, 
that the disarmament of such nations is essential. They will likewise aid 
and encourage all other practicable measures which will lighten for 
peace-loving peoples the crushing burden of armaments. 

It was only after this that I received the telegram giving the results of 

a further meeting of the Cabinet on the morning of August 12. This 

telegram made clear the reasons for the misgivings which the Cabinet 

felt on the subject of Point 4. But I felt that the final text with the 

words “with due respect for their existing obligations”, governing as 

they did the whole paragraph, sufficiently safeguarded our position. 

The profound and far-reaching importance of this Joint Declaration 

was apparent. The fact alone of the United States, still technically 

neutral, joining with a belligerent Power in making such a declaration 

was astonishing. The inclusion in it of a reference to “the final destruc¬ 

tion of the Nazi tyranny” (this was based on a phrase appearing in my 

original draft) amounted to a challenge which in ordinary times would 

have implied warlike action. Finally, not the least striking feature was 

the realism of the last paragraph, where there was a plain and bold 

intimation that after the war the United States would join with us in 

policing the world until the establishment of a better order. 

The President and myself also drew up a joint message to Stalin: 

12 Aug. 41 

We have taken the opportunity afforded by the consideration of the 
report of Mr. Harry Hopkins on his return from Moscow to consult to¬ 
gether as to how best our two countries ca^^elpyourcountry in the 
splendid defence that you are making against the Nazi attack.. We 
the moment co-operating to provide you with the ve^ maximum 
supplies that you most urgently need Already many shiploads have 
our shores and more will leave in the immediate future. 

We must now turn our minds to the consideration of a more , 

sacrifices would be wasted. »« nver there may be 
The war goes on upon many fronts, an^.^°.rc .^sources, though 

yet further fighting fronts that w.111^(,^'°^ueft“01n" s "0 where and 
immense, are limited, and it must b further to the greatest extent 

eefforrT to the manufactured war 

supplies and to raw materials. armed services can only be 
many factors wh.ch 
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must be taken into consideration in the decisions that we make. In order 
that all of us may be in a position to arrive at speedy decisions as to the 
apportionment of our joint resources, we suggest that we prepare for a 
meeting to be held at Moscow, to which we would send high representa¬ 
tives who could discuss these matters directly with you. If this con¬ 
ference appeals to you, we want you to know that, pending the decisions 
of that conference, we shall continue to send supplies and materials as 
rapidly as possible. 

We realise fully how vitally important to the defeat of Hitlerism is the 
brave and steadfast resistance of the Soviet Union, and we feel therefore 
that we must not in any circumstances fail to act quickly and im¬ 
mediately in this matter of planning the programme for the future 
allocation of our joint resources. 

• • • • * 
Lord Bcaverbrook had been keen to accept my invitation, which I 

sent while on the outward voyage. At the same time I needed Mr. 

Purvis, who was in any case returning to Washington. I considered 

that the combination of Bcaverbrook and Purvis, who in many ways 

represented Canada, would give us the best chance of coping with the 

painful splitting of supplies between Great Britain and Soviet Russia 

which was desirable and also inevitable. I also hoped that Bcaverbrook 

would be able to spur and enlarge the whole scale of American pro¬ 

duction. In anticipation of their arrival I drafted a memorandum, 

which will be found among the Appendices.* Bcaverbrook and Purvis 

started from Prestwick in different aeroplanes within a few hours of one 

another. It was an even chance who went in either plane. Bcaverbrook 

arrived safely at the Newfoundland airport, and joined me after a long 

train journey early on the 12th. Purvis and all with him were killed by 

one of those sinister strokes of fortune which make a plane fly into a 

hill of no great height within a few minutes of taking off. Purvis was a 

grievous loss, as he held so many British, American, and Canadian 

threads in his hands, and had hitherto been the directing mind in their 

harmonious combination. When Max arrived I told him this shocking 

news. He was silent for a moment, but made no comment. It was 
war-time. 

•••tt 

The following telegram summarises the result of our final con- 
ference: 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Sea/ I2 Aur 4J 

Please thank Cabinet for amazingly swift reply. I put your alterna¬ 
tive Clause 4 to President, but he preferred to stick to the phrasing 
already agreed. I do not myself see any real difference. Phrase about 

respect for existing obligations” safeguards our relations with Do- 
minions. We could not see how competition of cheap labour would come 

•Appendix I, p. 662. 
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in, as all countries preserve the right of retaining or imposing national 
tariffs as they think fit pending better solutions. 

2. The President cordially accepted your new paragraph 5, but you 
will see that the reference to “want” comes in where the President 
originally wished it—at the end of paragraph 6. A few verbal flourishes 
not affecting substance have been added. 

3. We have laid special stress on the warning to Japan which con¬ 
stitutes the teeth of the President’s communication. One would always 
fear State Department trying to tone it down; but President has 
promised definitely to use the hard language. 

4. Arrival of Russia as a welcome guest at hungry table and need of 
large supplementary programmes both for ourselves and the United 
States forces make review and expansion of United States production 
imperative. President proposes shortly to ask Congress for another five 
billion dollars Lend-Lease Bill. President welcomes Beaverbrook’s 
arrival at Washington, and I am convinced this is the needful practical 
step. See also the Roosevelt-Churchill message to dear old Joe. 1 think 
they will send Harriman to represent them, and I should propose that 
Beaverbrook should go for us to Moscow, or wherever Russian Govern¬ 
ment is. We do not wish conference in Russia to start before latter part of 
September, by when it is hoped we shall know where the Russian front 
will lie for the winter. 

5. They arc sending us immediately 150,000 more rifles, and I look 
for improved allocations of heavy bombers and tanks. I hope they will 
take over whole ferry service and deliver both in England and in West 
Africa by American pilots, many of whom may stay for war-training 

purposes with us. , 
6. Your promptness has enabled me to start home to-day, 12th. 

President is sending American destroyers with us, who are not con¬ 
sidered escort but will chip in if any trouble occurs. Franklin Junior is 
serving on one of them, and has been appointed Liaison Officer to me 
during my day in Iceland (C),# where there will be a joint review of 

British and American forces. . . .. . •„ 
7. Lord Beaverbrook is now proceeding with Harriman by air to 

U8,tCIdtnist my colleagues will feel that my mission has been fruitful. I 
am sure I have established warm and deep personal relations with our 

great friend. 

Before sailing homewards I received a message of congratulation 

from the King. During the voyage I replied to this and other telegrams. 

Prime Minister to His Majesty the King 

Most grateful to Your Majesty for good wishes, ^££"7 s^d 
submit full text of all telegrams recording business. I have estabnshe 

with President most cordial personal KtaoM. ° e personal 

And to Mr. Attlee, who telegraphed on behalf of the Cabinet: 

lo^Vnltn^ySnl'ish au" s^as "(cT 

necessary precaution. 
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Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal 13 Aug. 41 

Many thanks for your kind message. I am delighted you will broad¬ 
cast statement and declaration yourself. Please make a definite break 
between the preliminary statement and the actual text by saying, "I will 
now read the actual text of the Joint Declaration.” I do not consider any 
comment will be required from me, as announcement is itself sufficient to 
fill the newspapers. I might broadcast on the Sunday night following my 
return, when reaction in United States to our meeting and Joint 
Declaration will be apparent. 

Any necessary guidance can be given to the Press confidentially, but 
they will surely see that Joint Declaration proposing final destruction of 
Nazi power and disarmament of aggressive nations while Britain and 
United States remain armed is an event of first magnitude. It would be 
well to let this soak in on its own merits on friend and foe. 

2. For your secret information President is remaining at sea until end 
of week in order to cover my return. I told him this was not necessary, 
but he insisted. 

3. We shall be most interested to know how it is all taken. 
4. I read with much pleasure your admirable war statement at end of 

session. 

I sent the following message to Mr. Menzics, Prime Minister of 
Australia: 

15 Aug. 41 

You have no doubt seen the relevant cables about Atlantic meeting. I 
trust you approve of what was accomplished. President promised me to 
give the warning to Japan in the terms agreed. Once we know this has 
been done we should range ourselves beside him and make it clear that if 
Japan becomes involved in war with United States she will also be at war 
with Britain and British Commonwealth. I am arranging this with 
Eden and you will be advised through the regular channels. You should 
note that the President’s warning covers an attack upon Russia, so that 
perhaps Stalin will line up too, and of course the Dutch. If this com¬ 
bined front can be established, including China, I feel confident that 
Japan will he quiet for a while. It is however essential to use the firmest 
language and the strongest combination. 

2- United States Navy is effectively taking over America-Iccland 
stretch ot Atlantic, thus giving us relief equal to over fiftv destroyers and 
corvettes, soon to be available for home waters and South Atlantic. 

The voyage to Iceland was uneventful, although at one point it 

became necessary to alter course owing to the reported presence of 

U-boats near by. Our escort included two United States destroyers in 

one of which was Ensign Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jnr., the President’s 

son. On the 15th we met a combined homeward-bound convoy of 

seventy-three ships, all in good order and perfect station after a for¬ 

tunate passage across the Atlantic. It was a heartening sight and the 

merchant ships too were glad to look at the Prince of Wales.' 

We reached the island on Saturday morning, August 16 and 

anchored at Hvals Fiord, from which we travelled to Reykjavik in a 
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destroyer. On arrival at the port I received a remarkably warm and 

vociferous welcome from a large crowd, whose friendly greetings were 

repeated whenever our presence was recognised during our stay, cul¬ 

minating in scenes of great enthusiasm on our departure in the after¬ 

noon, to the accompaniment of such cheers and hand-clapping as have, 

I was assured, seldom been heard in the streets of Reykjavik. 

After a short visit to the Althingishus, to pay respects to the Regent 

and the members of the Icelandic Cabinet, I proceeded to a joint 

review of the British and American forces. There was a long march 

past in threes, during which the tunc “United States Marines” bit so 

deeply into my memory that I could not get it out of my head. I 

found time to see the new airfields we were making, and also to visit 

the wonderful hot springs and the glass-houses they are made to serve. 

I thought immediately that they should also be used to heat Reykjavik, 

and tried to further this plan even during the war. I am glad that it has 

now been carried out. I took the salute with the President’s son stand¬ 

ing beside me, and the parade provided another remarkable demon¬ 

stration of Anglo-American solidarity. 

On return to Hvals Fiord I visited the Ramillies, and addressed 

representatives of the crews of the British and American ships in the 

anchorage, including the destroyers Hecla and Churchill. 

As darkness fell after this long and very tiring ordeal we sailed for 

Scapa where we arrived without further incident early on the 18th, and 

I reached London on the following day. 
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AID TO RUSSIA 

Russian Valour and the Approaching IVinter—Lord Beaverbrook Champions 

Aid to Russia—Our Sacrifices of Vital Munitions—The Beaverbrook-Harriman 
Mission—My Letter to Stalin of August 29—His Reply—Interview with Ambas¬ 

sador Maisky—An Air of Menace—My Answer to Stalin—/ Communicate My 
Anxieties to Roosevelt—Letter to Sir Stafford Cnpps of September 5—Further 
Message from Stalin—A Fantastic Suggestion—My Response—Lord Heaver- 

brook Sails for Archangel in the "London"—My Letter to Stalin of September 21 
—The Beaverbrook Mission in Moscotv—A Grim Reception—Cordial American 

Contacts—Protocol for Supplies to Russia—Continuous Cycle of Convoys to 
Archangel—Insistent Demands in Moscow for the Second Front—The Crisis of 
the Struggle in Russia—My Telegram to Sir Stafford Cnpps of October 28—A 

Plain Statement—Winter Casts its Shield Before the Russian Armies—Mrs. 
Churchill's "Aid to Russia” Fund. 

TWO months had now passed on the Russian front, and terrific 

blows had been struck by the German armies. But by now there 

was another side to the tale. Despite their fearful losses Russian 

resistance remained tough and unbending. Their soldiers fought to the 

death, and their armies gained in experience and skill. Partisans rose 

up behind the German fronts and harassed the communications in a 

merciless warfare. The captured Russian railway system was proving 

inadequate; the roads were breaking up under the heavy traffic, and 

movement off the roads after rain was often impossible. Transport 

vehicles were showing many signs of wear. Barely three months re¬ 

mained before the dreaded Russian winter. Could Moscow be taken in 

that time ? And if it were, would that be enough ? Here then was the 

fateful question. Though Hitler was still elated by the victory at Kiev, 

the German generals might well feel that their early misgivings were 

justified. There had been four weeks of delay on what had now become 

the decisive front. The task of “annihilating the forces of the enemy in 

White Russia” which had been given to the Central Army Group was 
still not done. 

But as the autumn drew on and the supreme crisis on the Russian 

front impended the Soviet demands upon us became more insistent. 

• • • • • 
Lord Beaverbrook returned from the United States having stimu¬ 

lated the already powerful forces making for a stupendous increase in 

production. He now became the champion in the War Cabinet of Aid 

to Russia. In this he rendered valuable service. When we remember 
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the pressures that lay upon us to prepare the battle in the Libyan 

desert, and the deep anxieties about Japan which brooded over all our 

affairs in Malaya and the Far East, and that everything sent to Russia 

was subtracted from British vital needs, it was necessary that the 

Russian claims should be so vehemently championed at the summit of 

our war thought. I tried to keep the main proportion evenly presented 

in my own mind, and shared my stresses with my colleagues. We en¬ 

dured the unpleasant process of exposing our own vital security and 

projects to failure for the sake of our new ally—surly, snarly, grasping, 

and so lately indifferent to our survival. 

On the way home from Iceland I had felt that when Beaverbrook and 

Averell Harriman got back from Washington and we could survey all 

the prospects of munitions and supplies they should go to Moscow and 

offer all we could spare and dare. Prolonged and painful discussions 

took place upon the details on the lines of our joint offer of August 12. 

The Service departments felt it was like flaying off pieces of their skin. 

However, we gathered together the utmost in our power, and con¬ 

sented to very large American diversions of all we longed for ourselves 

in order to make an effective contribution to the resistance of the 

Soviets. I brought the proposal to send Lord Beaverbrook to Moscow 

before my colleagues on August 28. The Cabinet were very willing 

that he should present the case to Stalin, and the President felt himself 

well represented by Harriman. 

I therefore informed Lord Beaverbrook. 

Prime Minister to Lord Beaverbrook 3° Au&- 41 

I wish you to go to Moscow with Mr. Harriman in order to arrange the 
long-term supply of the Russian armies. This can only be achieved al¬ 
most entirely from American resources, though we have robber .boots 
etc. A large new installation must be made in the United States. Kate or 
supply is of course limited by the ports of entir and bY the dearth o 
shipping. When the metre-gauge railway from Basra to the Caspian has 
been doubled in the spring this will be an important ctannel. « « our 
duty and our interest to give the utmost possible aid to the Russians, 
even at serious sacrifices by ourselves. However, no large flow can begin 
till the middle or end of 1942. and the main planningw.llrelateto,943p 

Your function will be not only to aid :m 
Russia, but to make sure we are not bled white in the Pr®c^ j 
if you find yourself affected by the Russian atmosphere I shall be q 
stiff about it here. I am sure however you are the man for the job, 
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one way or the other makes any difference, as 90 per cent of its work 
must relate to long-term projects. 

As a preliminary to this mission I outlined the position in general 

terms in a letter to M. Stalin. 

29 Aug. 41 

I have been searching for any way to give you help in your splendid 
resistance pending the long-term arrangements which we arc discussing 
with the United States and which will form the subject of the Moscow 
Conference. Maisky has represented that fighter aircraft arc much 
needed in view of heavy losses. We are expediting the 200 Tomahawks 
about which I telegraphed in my last. Our two squadrons should reach 
Murmansk about September 6, comprising 40 Hurricanes. You will. I 
am sure, realise that fighter aircraft are the foundation of our home de¬ 
fence, besides which we are trying to obtain air superiority in Libya, and 
also to provide for Turkey so as to bring her on our side. Nevertheless, I 
could send 200 more Hurricanes, making 445 in all, if your pilots could 
use them effectively. These would be eight- and twelve-gun I Iurricanes, 
which we have found very deadly in action. We could send 100 now 
and two batches of 50 soon afterwards, together with mechanics, in¬ 
structors, spare parts, and equipment, to Archangel. Meanwhile 
arrangements could be made to begin accustoming your pilots and 
mechanics to the new type if you will send them to air squadrons at 
Murmansk. If you feel this would be useful orders will be given here 
accordingly, and a full technical memorandum is being telegraphed 
through our Military Air Mission. 

2. The news that the Persians have decided to cease resistance is most 
welcome. Even more than safeguarding the oilfields, our object in enter¬ 
ing Persia has been to get another through route to you which cannot be 
cut For this purpose we must develop the railway from the Persian 
Gulf to the Caspian and make sure it runs smoothly with reinforced 
railway material from India. The Foreign Secretary has given to 
Maisky for you the kind of terms we should like to make with the 
Persian Government, so as to have a friendly people and not be com¬ 
pelled to waste a number of divisions merely guarding the railway line. 
Food is being sent from India, and if the Persians submit we shall re¬ 
sume payment of the oil royalties now due to the Shah. We are instruct¬ 
ing our advance-guards to push on and join hands w ith your forces at a 
point to be fixed by the military commanders somewhere between 
Hamadan and Kasvm. It w'ould be a good thing to let the world know 
that British and Russian forces had actually joined hands. In our view it 
would be better at this moment for neither of us to enter Teheran in 
force, as all we want is the through route. We are making a large-scale 
base at Basra, and we hope to make this a well-equipped warm-water 
reception port for American supplies, which can thus surely reach the 
Caspian and the Volga region. 

3. I must again express the admiration of the British nation for the 
wonderful fight the Russian armies and Russian people are making 
against the Naa, criminals. General Macfarlane was immensely im¬ 
pressed by all he saw at the front. A very hard time lies before us bTit 
Hnler will not have a pleasant winter under our ever-increasing air 
bombardment. I was gratified by the very firm warning Your Excelfencv 
gave to Japan about supplies via Vladivostok. President Roosevelt 
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seemed disposed, when I met him, to take a strong line against further 
Japanese aggression, whether in the South or in the North-West Pacific, 
and I made haste to declare that we would range ourselves upon his side 
should war come. I am most anxious to do more for Chiang Kai-shek 
than we have hitherto felt strong enough to do. We do not want war 
with Japan, and I am sure the way to stop it is to confront those people, 
who are divided and far from sure of themselves, with the prospect of 
the heaviest combination. 

On the evening of September 4 M. Maisky called to see me to 

deliver M. Stalin’s reply. This was the first personal message since 

July. 

Premier Stalin to Prime Minister 4 Sept. 41 

Personal message of Premier Stalin to Premier Churchill. 
I express thanks for promise to sell* to Soviet Union a further 200 

fighters in addition to the 200 previously promised. I do not doubt that 
the Soviet aviators will succeed in mastering them and putting them into 
use. 

I have however to say that these aeroplanes, which apparently cannot 
be put into use quickly and at once, but at different periods and in 
separate groups, will be incapable of effecting serious changes on the 
Eastern Front. They will be unable to effect serious changes not only 
because of the large scale on which the war is being waged, which neces¬ 
sitates the continuous supply of a large quantity of aeroplanes, but 
chiefly because the situation of the Soviet forces during the last three 
weeks has considerably deteriorated in such important areas as the 
Ukraine and Leningrad. 

As a matter of fact, the relative stabilisation at the front which wc suc¬ 
ceeded in achieving about three weeks ago has broken down during the 
last week, owing to transfer to Eastern front of thirty to thirty-four fresh 
German infantry divisions and of an enormous quantity of tanks and air¬ 
craft, as well as a large increase in activities of the twenty Finnish and 
twenty-six Roumanian divisions. Germans consider danger in the West 
a bluff, and are transferring all their forces to the East with impunity, 
being convinced that no second front exists in the West, and that none will 
exist. Germans consider it quite possible to smash their enemies singly: 

first Russia, then the English. .. . . TT. • „nH ;n 
As a result we have lost more than one-half of the Ukraine, and in 

Krivoi Rog iron ore 

baJn lnd’a number of metallurgical works in.,the Ukraine; - have 
evacuated one aluminium works on Dnieper river and a f^her alu 
minium works at Tikhvin, one motor and two aircraft works in the 
Ukraine mo motor and Uvo aircraft works at Leningrad; and these 
works cannot be put into operation in the new localities in less than from 

SC This°has^weakenedSour power of defence and faced the Soviet Union 
wi£a mo^rmenace. The question arises how to emerge from this 

more than unfavourable s'tua,'°"a of egrcss from this situation-to 

pS*”'v." in ,h, B.lkm. - 

•Author’s italics. 
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France, capable of drawing away from the Eastern Front 30 to 40 
divisions, and at the same time of ensuring to the Soviet Union 30,000 
tons of aluminium by the beginning of October next and a monthly 
minimum of aid amounting to 400 aircraft and 500 tanks (of small or 
medium size). 

Without these two forms of help the Soviet Union will cither sufTer 
defeat or be weakened to such an extent that it will lose for a long period 
any capacity to render assistance to its Allies by its actual operations on 
the fronts of the struggle against Hitlerism. 

I realise that this present message will cause dismay to Your Excel¬ 
lency. Hut what is one to do? Experience has taught me to look facts in 
the face however unpleasant they are, and not to fear to express the truth 
however unwelcome it may be. The Persian affair has in fact turned out 
pretty well. The joint operations of the British and Soviet forces pre¬ 
determined the issue. So it will he in future as long as our forces act 
jointly. But Persia is but an episode. The issue of the war will not of 
course be decided in Persia. 

The Soviet Union, like England, does not desire war with Japan. The 
Soviet Union docs not consider it possible to violate agreements, in¬ 
cluding its treaty of neutrality with Japan. But if Japan violates this 
agreement and attacks the Soviet Union she will meet with a due rebuff 
on the part of the Soviet forces. 

Finally, allow me to express thanks for the admiration you have ex¬ 
pressed at the actions of the Soviet forces, which are waging a bloody war 
with the robber hordes of Hitlerite bandits for our common cause of 
liberation. 

• • • • • 
The Soviet Ambassador, who was accompanied by Mr. Eden, stayed 

and talked with me for an hour and a half. He emphasised in bitter 

terms how for the last eleven weeks Russia had been bearing the brunt 

of the German onslaught virtually alone. The Russian armies were 

now enduring a weight of attack never equalled before. He said that he 

did not wish to use dramatic language, but this might be a turning- 

point in history. If Soviet Russia were defeated how could we win the 

war? M. Maisky emphasised the extreme gravity of the crisis on the 

Russian front in poignant terms which commanded my sympathy. 

But when presently I sensed an underlying air of menace in his appeal 

I was angered. I said to the Ambassador, whom I had known for 

many years, “Remember that only four months ago we in this Island 

did not know whether you were not coming in against us on the Ger¬ 

man side. Indeed, we thought it quite likely that you would. Even 

then we felt sure we should win in the end. We never thought our sur¬ 

vival was dependent on your action cither way. Whatever happens 

and whatever you do, you of all people have no right to make re¬ 

proaches to us.” As I warmed to the topic the Ambassador exclaimed 

“More calm, please, my dear Mr. Churchill,” but thereafter his tone 
perceptibly changed. 

The discussion went over the ground already covered in the inter- 
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change of telegrams. The Ambassador pleaded for an immediate 

landing on the coast of France or the Low Countries. I explained the 

military reasons which rendered this impossible, and that it could be 

no relief to Russia. I said that I had spent five hours that day examin¬ 

ing with our experts the means for greatly increasing the capacity of the 

Trans-Persian railway. I spoke of the Beaverbrook-Harriman Mission 

and of our resolve to give all the supplies we could spare or carry. 

Finally Mr. Eden and I told him that we should be ready for our part 

to make it plain to the Finns that we would declare war upon them if 

they advanced into Russia beyond their 1918 frontiers. M. Maisky 

could not of course abandon his appeal for an immediate second front, 

and it was useless to argue further. 

• • • * • 
I at once consulted the Cabinet upon the issues raised in this con¬ 

versation and in Stalin’s message, and that evening sent a reply. 

Prime Minister to Monsieur Stalin 4 Sept. 41 

I reply at once in the spirit of your message. Although we should 
shrink from no exertion, there is in fact no possibility of any British 
action in the West, except air action, which would draw the German 
forces from the East before the winter sets in. There is no chance what¬ 
ever of a second front being formed in the Balkans without the help of 
Turkey. I will, if your Excellency desires, give all the reasons which 
have led our Chiefs of Staff to these conclusions. They have already 
been discussed with your Ambassador in conference to-day with the 
Foreign Secretary and the Chiefs of Staff. Action, however 'yell-meant, 
leading only to costly fiascos would be no help to anyone but Hitler. 

2. The information at my disposal gives me the ^ !he 
culminating violence of the German invasion is 
winter will give your heroic armies a breathing-space. 1 his however 

PC3!0AboutTupnpHes. We are well aware of >he, tX^nTwm'be 

before the Moscow Conference to tc . together with supplies 
tanks we can jointly prom.se «° sendeach."Tr,^^re now prepared to 
of rubber, aluminium, cloth, etc. Fo 8 . monthly total for which 
send you, from Bgt,sh product£ United States will supply the 
you ask in aircraft and tanks. We hope£ endeavour to start 
other half of your requirements, we snau 
the flow of equipment to you immediately. Persian railway 

4. We have given already the of two trains a day 
with rolling-stock to raise it from its PreseJ* , p trajns a day each way. 
each way up to its full capacity, name ^d meanwhile will be 
This should be reached by the spr:'"f.'s?Dck have to be sent 
steadily improving. Locomotives ar> g converted to oil-burners, 
round the Cape from this country after being developed. The first 
and the water supply along the railway has to be t0 W 
forty-eight locomotives and 4°° steel trucks are 
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5. We are ready to make joint plans with you now. Whether British 
armies will be strong enough to invade the mainland of Europe during 
1942 must depend on unforeseeable events. It may be possible however 
to assist you in the extreme North when there is more darkness. We are 
hoping to raise our armies in the Middle East to a strength of three- 
quarters of a million before the end of the present year, and thereafter to 
a million by the summer of 1942. Once the German-Italian forces in 
Libya have been destroyed all these forces will be available to come into 
line on your southern flank, and it is hoped to encourage Turkey to 
maintain at the least a faithful neutrality. Meanwhile we shall continue 
to batter Germany from the air with increasing severity and to keep the 
seas open and ourselves alive. 

6. In your first paragraph you used the word “sell”. We had not 
viewed the matter in such terms and have never thought of payment. 
Any assistance we can give you would better be upon the same basis of 
comradeship as the American Lend-Lease Bill, of which no formal 
account is kept in money. 

7. We are willing to put any pressure upon Finland in our power, 
including immediate notification that we will declare war upon her 
should she continue beyond the old frontiers. We are asking the United 
States to take all possible steps to influence Finland. 

I thought the whole matter so important that I sent simultaneously 

the following telegram to the President while the impression was fresh 

in my mind: 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 5 Sept. 41 

The Soviet Ambassador brought the subjoined message to me and 
Eden last night, and used language of vague import about the gravity of 
the occasion and the turning-point character which would attach to our 
reply. Although nothing in his language warranted the assumption, we 
could not exclude the impression that they might be thinking of separate 
terms. The Cabinet have thought it right to send the attached reply. 
Hope you will not object to our references to possible American aid. I 
feel that the moment may be decisive. We can but do our best. 

With kindest regards . . . 

The Soviet appeal was very naturally supported by our Ambassador 

in Moscow in the strongest terms. To this also I sent what I deemed a 
reply which would arm him in future arguments. 

Prime Minister to Sir Stafford Cripps 5 Sept. 41 

If it were possible to make any successful diversion upon the French 
or Low Countries shore which would bring back German troops from 
Russia, we should order it even at the heaviest cost. All our generals arc 
convinced that a bloody repulse is all that would be sustained, or if small 
lodgments were effected, that they would have to be withdrawn after a 
few days. The French coast is fortified to the limit, and the Germans still 
have more divisions lit the West than zee have in Great Britain • and for¬ 
midable air support. The shipping available to transport a large army to 
the Continent does not exist, unless the process were spread over many 

•Author’s subsequent italics. 
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months. The diversion of our flotillas to such an operation would entail 
paralysis of the support of the Middle Eastern armies and a breakdown 

of the whole Atlantic traffic. It might mean the loss of the Battle of the 
Atlantic and the starvation and ruin of the British Isles. Nothing that we 
could do or could have done would affect the struggle on the Eastern 
front. From the first day when Russia was attacked I have not ceased to 
press the Chiefs of Staff to examine every form of action. They are 
united in the views here expressed. 

2. When Stalin speaks of a front in the Balkans you should remember 

that even with the shipping then available in the Mediterranean it took us 
seven weeks to place two divisions and one armoured brigade in Greece, 
and that since we were driven out the whole of the Greek and many of the 

island airfields have been occupied by the German and Italian Air Force 
and lie wholly outside the range of our fighter protection. I wonder that 
the losses sustained by our shipping and the Fleet in the evacuations of 
Greece and Crete have been forgotten. The conditions are far more 
adverse now than then, and our naval strength is reduced. 

3. When you speak of "a superhuman effort” you mean, I presume, 

an effort rising superior to space, time, and geography. Unfortunately 
these attributes are denied us. 

4. The situation in the West would be entirely different if the French 
front were in being, for then I have no doubt the invasion of Russia 
would have been impossible because of the enormous counter-attacks 
that could be immediately launched. No one wants to recriminate, but it 
is not our fault that Hitler was enabled to destroy Poland before turning 
his forces against France, or to destroy France before turning them 

against Russia. 
5. The 440 fighter aircraft which we have taken from our seriously 

diminished reserve are no doubt petty compared with the losses sustained 
by the Russian Air Force. They constitute however a painful and dan¬ 

gerous sacrifice on our part. The attacks by the Royal Air Force both by 
day and by night are maintained with our utmost strength, and the even 
character of the fighting above the French coast shows the high degree of 
air-power still possessed by the Germans in the West. 

6. Nothing that we could do or could have done can affect the terrib e 
battle proceeding on the Russian front. Arrangements can still be made 
to provide for the campaign of 1942- The route established through 
Persia will be opened to the full, and whatever can be found and shipped 
from British resources, and from American resources which would 
otherwise have come to Britain, will be sent as fast as possible. I am 
pressing President Roosevelt to send Mr. Harr,man here at thegarlics 
moment in order that the Russians may know what aid they may expect 
in 1942 to compensate for the losses sustained by their munit'ons mdus 
try and make their plans accordingly. Mcanwhtlc I am ^nd ng a rcply 

to Stalin’s telegram to-day, and this present message is solely for your 
own SancTTs^pathL keenly with your feelings as you wa.ch h 

agony of Russia at close quarters, but neither sympathy nor emotion 

overcome the kind of facts we have to face. 

In response to one of Stalin’s requests I sent on September 9 ‘he 

following telegram to our Ambassador in Moscow: 

Please inform M Stalin from Prime 

for*shipment ’are*complete?'and 2.000 tons monthly thereafter, hirst 
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shipments will be via Vladivostok, unless Persian route would be pre¬ 
ferable to Russian Government. 

On September 15 I received another telegram from Stalin. 

In my last message I stated the viewpoint of the Soviet Government 
that the establishment of a second front is the most fundamental remedy 
for improvement of the situation with regard to our common cause. In 
reply to your message, in which you stress once more the impossibility 
of a second front at the present moment, I can only reiterate that the 
absence of a second front simply favours the designs of our common 
enemy. 

I have no doubt that the British Government desires to see the Soviet 
Union victorious and is looking for ways and means to attain this end. 
If, as they think, the establishment of a second front in the West is at 
present impossible, perhaps another method could be found to render to 
the Soviet Union an active military help? 

It seems to me that Great Britain could without risk land in Archangel 
twenty-five to thirty divisions, or transport them across Iran to the 
southern regions of the U.S.S.R. In this way there could be established 
military collaboration between the Soviet and British troops on the terri¬ 
tory of the U.S.S.R. A similar situation existed during the last war in 
France. The arrangement mentioned would constitute a great help. It 
would be a serious blow against the Hitler aggression. 

It is almost incredible that the head of the Russian Government with 

all the advice of their military experts could have committed himself to 

such absurdities. It seemed hopeless to argue with a man thinking in 

terms of utter unreality. He continued: 

I thank you very much for your promise to render us assistance by the 
monthly deliveries of aluminium, tanks, and aircraft. 

I can only welcome the intention of the British Government to render 
this assistance in aluminium, tanks, and aircraft not on the usual com¬ 
mercial basis [but] of comradeship and collaboration. I hope the British 
Government will have ample opportunity of being convinced that the 
Soviet Government understands how to appreciate the help received 
from its ally. 

One remark in connection with the memorandum delivered on Sep¬ 
tember 12 to M. Molotov by the British Ambassador in Moscow, Sir 
Stafford Cripps. In this memorandum it is said: “If the Soviet Govern¬ 
ment were compelled to destroy its naval vessels at Leningrad in order to 
prevent their falling into the enemy hands, His Majesty’s Government 
would recognise after the war claims of the Soviet Government to a 
certain compensation from His Majesty’s Government for the restora¬ 
tion of the vessels destroyed.” 

The Soviet Government understands and appreciates the readiness of 
the British Government to make partial compensation for the damage 
sustained by the Soviet Union in case the Soviet vessels at Leningrad 
should actually be destroyed. There can be no doubt that such a course 
will be adopted should the necessity arise. However, the responsibility 
for this damage would not be Britain’s, but Germany’s. I think therefore 
that the damage after the war should be made good at the expense of 
Germany. 
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I sent the best answer I could to this message. 

Prime Minister to M. Stalin 17 Sept. 41 

Many thanks for your message. The Harriman Mission has all 
arrived, and is working all day long with Beaverbrook and his colleagues. 
The object is to survey the whole field of resources so as to be able to 
work out with you a definite programme of monthly delivery by every 
possible route, and thus help repair as far as possible losses of your 
munitions industries. President Roosevelt’s idea is that this plan should 
cover up till the end of June, but naturally we shall go on with you till 
victory. I hope the conference may open in Moscow on the 25th of this 
month, but no publicity should be given till all are safely gathered. The 
routes and method of travel will be signalled later. 

2. I attach great importance to opening the through route from 
Persian Gulf to Caspian, not only by railway, but by a great motor road, 
in the making of which we hope to enlist American energies and organ¬ 
isation. Lord Beaverbrook will be able to explain the whole scheme of 
supply and transportation; he is on the closest terms of friendship with 
Harriman. 

3. All possible theatres in which we might effect military co-operation 
with you have been examined by the Staffs. The two flanks, north and 
south, certainly present the most favourable opportunities. If we could 
act successfully in Norway the attitude of Sweden would be powerfully 
affected, but at the moment we have neither the forces nor the shipping 
available for this project. Again, in the south the great prize is Turkey; 
if Turkey can be gained another powerful army will be available. Tur¬ 
key would like to come with us, but is afraid, not without reason. It may 
be that the promise of considerable British forces and supplies of tech¬ 
nical material in which the Turks arc deficient will exercise a decisive 
influence upon them. We will study with you any other form of useful 
aid, the sole object being to bring the maximum force against the common 

*^4™ I entirely agree that the first source from which the Russian Fleet 
should be replenished should be at the expense of Germany. Victory 
will certainly give us control of important German and Italian naval 
vessels, and in our view these would be most suitable for repairing losses 

to the Russian Fleet. 

• • • • • 
On October 25 I replied to the Ambassador about the fantastic 

proposal of twenty-five to thirty British divisions being landed at 

Archangel or Basra. 

Prime Minister to Sir Stafford Cripps (Moscozv) 25 Oct. 41 
You were of course right to say that the idea of sending ‘^nty-tive 

to thirty divisions to fight on the Russian front is a physical «bsurdity. 
It tookeight months to build up ten d,v,s,ons m F-nce cross .he 
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narrowly been maintained. Any troops sent to Murmansk now would be 
frozen in darkness for the winter. 

2. Position on the southern flank is as follows: Russians have five 
divisions in Persia, which we are willing to relieve. Surely these divisions 
should defend their own country before we choke one of the only supply 
lines with the maintenance of our forces to the northward. To put two 
fully armed British divisions from here into the Caucasus or north of the 
Caspian would take at least three months. They would then only be a 
drop in the bucket. 

• • • • • 
Meanwhile the Beavcrbrook-Harriman talks in London were com¬ 

pleted, and on September 22 the Anglo-American Supply Mission set 

off in the cruiser London from Scapa Flow through the Arctic Sea to 

Archangel, and thence by air to Moscow. Much depended upon 

them. I furnished Lord Bcaverbrook with general instructions, which 

were approved by my War Cabinet colleagues on the Defence Com¬ 

mittee. This document, which is of importance, will be found among 

the Appendices. In addition I gave Lord Bcaverbrook the following 

letter to deliver personally to Stalin: 

21 Sept. 41 

My dear Premier Stalin, 
The British and American Missions have now started, and this letter 

will be presented to you by Lord Bcaverbrook. Lord Bcaverbrook has 
the fullest confidence of the Cabinet, and is one of my oldest and most 
intimate friends. He has established the closest relations with Mr. Harri- 
man, who is a remarkable American, wholeheartedly devoted to the vic¬ 
tory of the common cause. They will lay before you all that we have 
been able to arrange in much anxious consultation between Great 
Britain and the United States. 

President Roosevelt has decided that our proposals shall, in the first 
instance, deal with the monthly quotas we shall send to you in the nine- 
months period from October 1941 to June 1942, inclusive. You have the 
right to know exactly what we can deliver month by month, in order that 
you may handle your reserves to the best advantage. 

The American proposals have not yet gone beyond the end of June 
1942, but I have no doubt that considerably larger quotas can be fur¬ 
nished by both countries thereafter, and you may be sure we shall do our 
utmost to repair as far as possible the grievous curtailments which your 
war industries have suffered through the Nazi invasion. I will’ not 
anticipate what Lord Beaverbrook will have to say upon this subject. 

You will realise that the quotas up to the end of June 1942 are supplied 
almost entirely out of British production, or production which the 
United States would have given us under our own purchases or under 
the Lend-Lease Bill. The United States were resolved to give us virtually 
the whole of their exportable surplus, and it is not easy for them within 
that time to open out effectively new sources of supply. I am hopeful that 
a further great impulse will be given to the production of the United 
States, and that by 1943 the mighty industry of America will be in full 
war swing. For our part, we shall not only make substantially increased 
contributions from our own existing forecast production, but also try to 
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obtain from our people an extra further effort to meet our common 
needs. You will understand however that our Army and its supply 
which has been planned is perhaps only one-fifth or one-sixth as large as 
yours or Germany’s. Our first duty and need is to keep open the seas, 
and our second duty is to obtain decisive .superiority in the air. These 
have the first claims upon the man-power of our 44,000,000 in the 
British Islands. We can never hope to have an army or army munition 
industries comparable to those of the great Continental military Powers. 
None the less, we will do our utmost to aid you. 

General Ismay, who is my personal representative on the Chiefs of 
Staff Committee, and is thoroughly acquainted with the whole field of 
our military policy, is authorised to study with your commanders any 
plans for practical co-operation which may suggest themselves. 

If we can clear our western flank in Libya of the enemy we shall have 
considerable forces, both air and army, to co-operate upon the southern 
flank of the Russian front. 

It seems to me that the most speedy and effective help would come if 
Turkey could be induced to resist a German demand for the passage of 
troops, or, better still, if she would enter the war on our side. You will, I 
am sure, attach due weight to this. . 

I have always shared your sympathy for the Chinese people in their 
struggle to defend their native land against Japanese aggression. Natur¬ 
ally we do not want to add Japan to the side of our foes, but the attitude 
of the United States, resulting from my conference with President 
Roosevelt, has already enforced a far more sober view upon the Japanese 
Government. I made haste to declare on behalf of I Iis Majesty s Govern- 
ment that should the United States be involved in war with,Japan Great 
Britain would immediately range herself on her side. I think that all our 
three countries should, as far as possible, continue to give aid to China, 
and that this may go to considerable lengths without provoking 

Japanese declaration of war. . _ . 1 i;«c 
There is no doubt that a long period of struggle and suffering lies 

before our peoples, but I have great hopes that the United States will 
enter the war as a belligerent, and if so 1 cannot doubt that we have but 

,0 famhopefu? that'as the war continues the great masses of thei peoples 
of the British Empire, the Soviet Union, the United States, and Chma, 

which alone comprise two-thirds of the entire Tore ttaroad they 
marching together against their persecutors; and I am sure the road 

traWhhheiertfelt°wisChe?,for the success of the Russian armies and the 

ruin of the Nazi tyrants, ^ ^ 

Yours sincerely, 
Winston S. Churchill 
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precious war materials had been estimated. The Mission was given no 

formal entertainment until almost the last night, when they were in¬ 

vited to dinner at the Kremlin. It must not be thought that such an 

occasion among men preoccupied with the gravest affairs may not be 

helpful to the progress of business. On the contrary, many of the 

private interchanges which occur bring about that atmosphere where 

agreements can be reached. But there was little of this mood now, and 

it might almost have been we who had come to ask for favours. 

One incident preserved by General Ismay in an apocryphal and 

somewhat lively form may be allowed to lighten the narrative. Mis 

orderly, a Royal Marine, was shown the sights of Moscow by one of the 

Intourist guides. “This,” said the Russian, “is the Eden Hotel, for¬ 

merly Ribbentrop Hotel. Here is Churchill Street, formerly Hitler 

Street. Here is the Beaverbrook railway station, formerly Gocring 

railway station. Will you have a cigarette, comrade?” The Marine 

replied, “Thank you, comrade, formerly bastard!” This talc, though 

jocular, illustrates none the less the strange atmosphere of these 

meetings. • • • • • 
In contrast with all this my American contacts were increasingly 

cordial. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 22 Sept. 41 

Your cheering cable (to Mr. Harriman) about tanks arrived when we 
were feeling very blue about all we have to give up to Russia. The pros- Kcct of nearly doubling the previous figures encouraged everyone. The 

Iissions have started in great goodwill and friendship. 
Kindest regards. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Harry Hopkins 25 Sept. 41 

Now that our Missions are on their way to Moscow, it may be 
profitable to survey the field covered by the discussions in London. 

2. The offers which we both are making to Russia arc necessary and 
worth while. There is no disguising the fact however that they make 
grievous inroads into what is required by you for expanding your forces 
and by us for intensifying our war effort. You know where the shoe will 
pinch most in the next nine months. 

We must both bend our efforts to making good the gaps unavoidably 
created. We here are unlikely to be able to expand our programmes 
much above what is already planned. I earnestly hope that you will be 
able to raise the general level of yours by an immediate short-term effort. 

3. You will have heard that good progress was made in the discussions 
on overall requirements for victory. A joint memorandum giving esti¬ 
mated eventual requirements, as far as we can foresee them, was drawn 
up, and is being taken back to Washington by General Embick. Further 
work on this will have to be done in Washington, and an estimate of 
what is required to maintain Russian resistance will have to be added. 
Would it be possible to try to reach in the second half of 1942 the output 
now planned for the first half of 1943 ? If such an attempt were successful 
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it would not only lay the foundations for the victory programme, but 
would help to meet more speedily than otherwise the short-term require¬ 
ments of us both. It would also enable greater, help to be given to the 
Russians in the second half of 1942. 

On October 2 I heard from the President about American plans for 

future tank and aircraft production. From July 1942 to January 1943 

the United States would allocate 1,200 tanks a month to England and 

Russia together, and during the next six months 2,000 a month. The 

American Mission in Moscow had been told to promise the Russians 

400 tanks a month as from July 1, and an increased number after that 

date after discussion with our representatives. 

The United States would be able to fulfil this increased commit¬ 

ment as her tank production was being doubled, to reach a figure of 

over 2,500 tanks a month. 

The President also informed me that he had undertaken to supply 

Russia with 3,600 front-line aircraft between July 1, 1942, and July 1, 

1943, over and above those already agreed upon. 

• • • * • 
In the end a friendly agreement was reached in Moscow. A proto¬ 

col was signed setting out the supplies which Great Britain and the 

United States could make available to Russia within the period 

October 1941 to June 1942. This involved much derangement of our 

military plans, already hampered by the tormenting shortage of 

munitions. All fell upon us, because we not only gave our own pro¬ 

duction but had to forgo most important munitions which the Ameri¬ 

cans would otherwise have sent to us. Neither the Americans nor our¬ 

selves made any promise about the transportation of these supplies 

across the difficult and perilous ocean and Arctic routes. In view o he 

insulting reproaches which Stalin uttered when we suggested that the 

convoys should not sail till the ice had receded it should1 be noted tha 

all we guaranteed was that the supplies would. be made available a 

British and United States centres of product.on . Th^preal"^o 

protocol ended with the words. “Great Bnta.n and the Un ted Sta e 

will give aid to the transportation of.these matenals to the Sovie 

Union, and will help with the delivery”. 
On October 4 Lord Beaverbrook telegraphed to me. 

‘‘rio'noi Wrt ,h„ military hj.,£ »f« *• »»“ 
months. I do think that morale might make .t sate. 

We gave our treasures, and they were accepted by those who were 

fighting for their lives. 
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Prime Minister to Lord Beaverbrook (at Moscow) 3 Oct. 4' 
Heartiest congratulations to you and all. The unity and success pro¬ 

claimed is of immense value. No one could have done it but you. Now 
come home and make the [one group undecipherable] stuff. Impossible 
to restrain the feeling of optimism here. 

Prime Minister to Lord Beaverbrook (at sea) 6 Oct. 41 

We have not lost an hour in making good your undertakings. I have 
sent the following telegram to Stalin: 

Prime Minister to Premier Stalin 6 Oct. 41 

I am glad to learn from Lord Beaverbook of the success of the Tri¬ 
partite Conference at Moscow. Bis dat qui cito dat. We intend to run a 
continuous cycle of convoys, leaving every ten days. Following are on 
the way and arrive Archangel October 12: 

20 heavy tanks. 
193 fighters (pre-October quota). 

Following will sail October 12, arriving October 29: 

140 heavy tanks. 
100 Hurricanes. 
200 Bren carriers. 
200 anti-tank rifles and ammunition. 

50 2-pounder guns and ammunition. 

Following will sail October 22nd: 

200 fighters. 
120 heavy tanks. 

Above shows the total of the October quota of aircraft, and 280 tanks will 
arrive Russia by November 6. The October quota of Bren carriers, anti¬ 
tank rifles, and 2-pounder anti-tank guns will all arrive in October. 
Twenty tanks have been shipped to go via Persia, and fifteen are about to 
be shipped from Canada via Vladivostok. The total tanks shipped will 
therefore be three hundred and fifteen, which is nineteen short of our 
full quota. This number will be made up in November. The above 
programme does not take into account supplies from United States. 

2. In arranging this regular cycle of convoys we arc counting on 
Archangel to handle the main bulk of deliveries. I presume this part of 
the job is in hand. Good wishes. 

Although General Ismay was fully empowered and qualified to dis¬ 

cuss and explain the military situation in all its variants to the Soviet 

leaders, Beaverbrook and Harriman decided not to complicate their 

task by issues on which there could be no agreement. This aspect was 

not therefore dealt with in Moscow. Informally the Russians con¬ 

tinued to demand the immediate establishment of the Second Front, 

and seemed quite impervious to any arguments showing its impossi¬ 

bility. Their agony is their excuse. Our Ambassador had to bear the 
brunt. 

It was already late autumn. On October 2 the Central Army Group 

of von Bock renewed its advance on Moscow, with its two armies 
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moving direct on the capital from the south-west and a Panzer group 

swinging wide on either flank. Orel on October 8 and a week later 

Kalinin on the Moscow-Leningrad road were taken. With his flanks 

thus endangered and under strong pressure from the central German 

advance, Marshal Timoshenko withdrew his forces to a line forty miles 

west of Moscow, where he again stood to fight. The Russian position 

at this moment was grave in the extreme. The Soviet Government, 

the Diplomatic Corps, and all industry that could be removed were 

evacuated from the city over five hundred miles farther east to 

Kuibyshev. On October 19 Stalin proclaimed a state of siege in the 

capital and issued an Order of the Day: “Moscow will be defended to 

the last.” His commands were faithfully obeyed. Although Gu- 

derian’s armoured group from Orel advanced as far as Tula, although 

Moscow was now three parts surrounded and there was some air bom¬ 

bardment, the end of October brought a marked stiffening in Russian 

resistance and a definite check to the German advance. 

I continued to sustain our Ambassador in his many trials and hard¬ 

ships and his lonely, uphill task. 

Prime Minister to Sir Stafford Cripps (Kuibyshev) 28 Oct. 4* 

I fully sympathise with you in your difficult position, and also with 
Russia in her agony. They certainly have no right to reproach us. I hey 
brought their own fate upon themselves when, by their pact withRibben- 
trop, they let Hitler loose on Poland and so started the war. 1 hey cut 
themselves off from an effective second front when they let the French 
Army be destroyed. If prior to June 22 they had consulted with us 
beforehand, many arrangements could have been made to bring earlier 
the great help we are now sending them in munitions. Wei did not how- 

ever know till Hitler attacked them whether they would fight or what 
side they would be on. We were left alone for a whole year while every 
Communist in England under orders from Moscow d.d h'S best to 
hamper our war effort. If we had been mvaded and ^^mye l m july or 
August .941, or starved out this year in the Battle of the Atlantic, 

would have remained utterly indifferent If they had^hJvleft^alH6 
Balkans were attacked much might have been done but they cft l'^ 

hdp to ,, .1* «?.< of detong .« «. 
exposing ourselves to heavy risks when the p 8 . would be 
We will do anything more inourinto the 
silly to send two or three British or symbolic sacri- 
heart of Russia to be surrounded and cut to P'cc™d ha$ n*w millions of 
fice. Russia has never been short of man-po , d That modcm 
trained soldiers for whom modem equipment is requires 
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equipment we are sending, and shall send to the utmost limit of the 
ports and communications. 

3. Meanwhile we shall presently be fighting ourselves as the result ot 
long-prepared plans, which it would be madness to upset. We have 
offered to relieve the five Russian divisions in Northern Persia, which can 
be done with Indian troops fitted to maintain internal order but not 
equipped to face Germans. I am sorry that Molotov rejects the idea of 
our sending modest forces to the Caucasus. We are doing all we can to 
keep Turkey a friendly neutral and prevent her being tempted by 
German promises of territorial gain at Russia’s expense. Naturally we 
do not expect gratitude from men undergoing such frightful bludgeon¬ 
ings and fighting so bravely, but neither need we be disturbed by their 
reproaches. There is of course no need for you to rub all these salt 
truths into the Russian wounds, but I count upon you to do your utmost 
to convince Russians of the loyalty, integrity, and courage of the British 
nation. 

4. I do not think it would be any use for you and Macfarlanc [head of 
our military mission to Russia] to fly home now. I could only repeat 
what I have said here, and I hope I shall never be called upon to argue 
the case in public. I am sure your duty is to remain with these people in 
their ordeal, from which it is by no means certain that they will not 
emerge victorious. Any day now Hitler may call a halt in the East and 
turn his forces against us. 

Here wc may for the present leave the unfolding of the Ilitlcr- 
Stalin drama. Winter now cast its shield before the Russian armies. 

My wife felt very deeply that our inability to give Russia any mili¬ 
tary help disturbed and distressed the nation increasingly as the months 
went by and the German armies surged across the steppes. I told her 
that a Second Front was out of the question and that all that could be 
done for a long time would be the sending of supplies of all kinds on a 
large scale. Mr. Eden and I encouraged her to explore the possibility 
of obtaining funds by voluntary subscription for medical aid. This had 
already been begun by the British Red Cross and St. John’s, and my 
wife was invited by the Joint Organisation to head the appeal for “Aid 
to Russia”. At the end of October, under their auspices, she issued her 
first appeal: 

There is no one in this country whose heart has not been deeply 
stirred by the appalling drama now going on in Russia. We are amazed 
at the power of the Russian defence and at the skill with which it is con¬ 
ducted. We have been moved to profound admiration for the valour, 
the tenacity, and the patriotic self-sacrifice of the Russian people. And 
above all, perhaps, we have been shaken with horror and pity at the vast 
scale of human suffering. ... 

Among the supplies we have already sent to Russia are 53 emergency 
operating outfits, 30 blood-transfusion sets, 70,000 surgical needles of 
various kinds, and x,000,000 tablets of M. and B. 693. This drug is the 
wonderful new antiseptic which has revolutionised the treatment of 
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many diseases caused by germs. In addition to these, we have sent half 
a ton of phenacetin and about seven tons of absorbent cotton-wool. And 
this is of course only a beginning. . . . 

We have declared our aim to be £1,000,000, and we have made a good 
start. Already the fund totals £370,000, and it is only twelve days old. 
Our gracious and beloved King and Queen, in sending a further £3,000 
to the Red Cross last week, expressed a wish that £1,000 of their joint 
gift should be allocated to the Aid to Russia Fund. They have set a 
characteristic example. 

Much depends upon employers, and I would like to say this: when¬ 
ever the employer provides the facilities to get the fund started the 
workers come gladly with their weekly pennies. Thus, from the King and 
Queen to the humblest wage-earner and cottage-dweller, we can all take 
part in this message of goodwill and compassion. Between the cottage 
and the palace, between those who can spare only pennies and a great 
imaginative benefactor like Lord Nuffield—who can send a cheque for 
£50,000—there are millions of people who would like to share in this 
tribute to the Russian people. 

A generous response was at once forthcoming. For the next four 

years she devoted herself to this task with enthusiasm and respon¬ 

sibility. In all nearly eight million pounds were collected by the con¬ 

tributions of rich and poor alike. Many wealthy people made munifi¬ 

cent donations, but the bulk of the money came from the weekly 

subscriptions of the mass of the nation. Thus through the powerful 

organisation of the Red Cross and St. John’s and in spite of heavy 

losses in the Arctic convoys medical and surgical supplies and all kinds 

of comforts and special appliances found their way in unbroken flow 

through the icy and deadly seas to the valiant Russian armies and 

people. 



Chapter XXVI 

PERSIA AND THE MIDDLE EAST 

Summer and Autumn 1941 

Anglo-Soviet Requirements from Persia—Need for Joint Action—General Wavell's 
Strong View—Mr. Eden's Minute of July 22—My Caution and Inquiries— 
Report of the Lord President's Committee—Decision to Act with Russia— 
Opposing Forces-The Fighting Begins—The Shah Submits-Conditions 
Imposed on the Persian Government—Abdication of the Shah and Accession of 
His Young Son—Anglo-Soviet Accords—Development of the Neiy Supply 
Route to Russia—Convoys to Malta—The German View of Mediterranean 
Fighting—Need for Surface Forces at Malta—Birth of ' Force K —Design for 
a Mobile Reserve—I Appeal to the President—His Prompt Response—American 
Transports for Two British Divisions—His Aid in the Atlantic—Growing 
Strength of the Army of the Nile—Anxieties of the Chiefs of Staff—My Note of 
September 18—Priority for the Desert Battle—My Telegram to General Smuts 
of September 20—My Note on Battle Tactics—Restoration of Artillery—Guns 
versus Tanks—"Flak" Protection for Ground Troops—Relations of Army and 

Air Commanders in Battle. 

THE need to pass munitions and supplies of all kinds to the Soviet 

Government and the extreme difficulties of the Arctic route, 

together with future strategic possibilities, made it eminently desirable 

to open the fullest communication with Russia through Persia. The 

Persian oilfields were a prime war factor. An active and numerous 

German mission had installed itself in Teheran, and German prestige 

stood high. The suppression of the revolt in Iraq and the Anglo- 

French occupation of Syria, achieved as they were by narrow margins, 

blotted out Hitler’s Oriental plan. We welcomed the opportunity of 

joining hands with the Russians and proposed to them a joint cam¬ 

paign. I was not without some anxiety about embarking on a Persian 

war, but the arguments for it were compulsive. I was very glad that 

General Wavell should be in India to direct the military movements. 

On July 11, 1941, the Chiefs of Staff were asked by a Cabinet Com¬ 

mittee to consider the desirability of joint military action in conjunc¬ 

tion with the Russians in Persia in the event of the Persian Govern¬ 

ment refusing to expel the German community at present employed 

in that country. On July 18 they recommended that we should adopt a 

firm attitude in dealing with the Persian Government. This view was 

also strongly held by General Wavell, who had telegraphed the War 

Office on the previous day in the following terms: 

The complaisant attitude it is proposed to adopt over Iran appears 
to me incomprehensible. It is essential to the defence of India that 

377 
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Germans should be cleared out of Iran now. Failure to do so will lead 
to a repetition of events which in Iraq were only just countered in time. 
It is essential we should join hands with Russia through Iran, and if the 
present Government is not willing to facilitate this it must be made to 
give way to one which will. To this end the strongest possible pressure 
should be applied forthwith while issue of German-Russian struggle is in 
doubt. . . . 

On the 21st I replied to General Wavell: 

Cabinet will consider Persian situation to-morrow. I am in general 
agreement with your view, and would like to give Persians an ultimatum 
from Britain and Russia to clear out the Germans without delay or take 
the consequences. Question is what forces we have available in case of 
refusal. . 

The Chiefs of Staff advised that action should be confined to the 

south, and that we should need at least one division, supported by a 

small air component, to secure the oilfields. This force would have 

to come from Iraq, where we had already insufficient troops even for 

internal security. They concluded that if a force had to be sent into 

Persia during the next three months it would have to be replaced from 

the Middle East. 
In a minute of July 22 the Foreign Secretary sent me his view of the 

situation; 

I have been giving further consideration this morning to the problem 
of pressure upon Iran. The more I examine the possibilities of doing 
this the clearer it becomes that all depends upon our ab.hty to conceg. 

trate a sufficient force in Iraq to protect the Iranian oilfields. It wouW be 
highly dangerous even to begin economic pressure until we were mili¬ 
tarily in a position to do this, for the Shah ,s fully conscmusofthe value 
of the oilfields to us, and if he sees trouble with us brewing he is likely 

l° Apparently reliable, have reached us of Iranian concentre- 

tions on the Russian frontier, on the Iraqi . ^,thcn Qur 
the oilfields. I hope ^emadeto strength^ ^ 

“T^r.rfu,.h„ ssn'W s 
inforcement of Iraq. Shoul4|f?^1 lvcs. for in such an eventuality 
ready to occupy the Iranian orffieldso attempt’to turn us out would be 
German pressure on the Iranians to attempt to 

irresistible. # # 

I was not satisfied that this Persian ‘’f’'success, 'on July 31 
co-ordinated planning essential to its eve ‘ instructions 

therefore on the eve of my voyage to Placenu B 
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that a special committee should be set up under the Lord President 

for this purpose. 

I cannot feel that this operation, involving war with Persia in the 
event of non-compliance, has been studied with the attention which 
its far-reaching character requires. While agreeing as to its necessity, I 
consider that the whole business requires exploring, concerting, and 
clamping together, as between the Foreign Office and the War Office, 
and between the Middle East Command and the Government of India. 
We must not take such grave steps without having clear-cut plans for 
the various eventualities. For instance, what happens if the Persian 
troops around and about the Ahwaz oilfields seize all Anglo-Persian 
Oil Company employees and hold them as hostages? What attitude is 
expected from the Bakhtiari and the local inhabitants? What happens to 
British residents in Teheran ? Is there any danger of the oil-wells being 
destroyed rather than that they should fall into our possession ? We must 
be very careful not to commit an atrocity by bombing Teheran. Arc our 
available forces strong enough to occupy the Ahwaz oilfields in the face of 
local and official Persian opposition ? How far north do we propose to 
go? What aerodromes are available ? How is the railway to be worked if 
the Persians refuse to help? 

These and many other questions require to be thought out. It would 
be well if the Lord President with the Secretaries of State for Foreign 
Affairs, War, and India reviewed the whole matter and reported to the 
War Cabinet during the early part of next week. Meanwhile all necessary 
action of a preparatory character should proceed. I am in favour of the 
policy, but it is of a very serious character, and should not be undertaken 
until the possible consequences and alternative situations have been 
thoroughly surveyed and careful, detailed plans made and approved. 

I was sure that the similarity of the names, Iran and Iraq, would 

lead to confusion. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary, Sir Edtvard Bridges, 2 Aug. 41 
and General Ismay 

In all correspondence, it would be more convenient to use the word 
"Persia” instead of "Iran”, as otherwise dangerous mistakes may easily 
occur through the similarity of Iran and Iraq. In any cases where con¬ 
venient, the word "Iran” may follow in brackets after Persia. 

Formal correspondence with the Persian Government should of 
course be conducted in the form they like. 

And later: 

Prime Minister to Minister of Information 29 Aug. 41 

Do try to blend in without causing trouble the word Persia instead of 
Iran. 

I am indeed glad to learn that the Persian Government have now 

(1949) adopted officially this change. 

During my absence at sea this committee reported to me by 

telegram the results of their work, which had meanwhile been 

approved by the War Cabinet. It was clear from their message of 
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August 6 that the Persians would not meet our wishes regarding the 
expulsion of German agents and residents from their country, and 
that we should have to resort to force. The next stage was to co¬ 
ordinate our plans, diplomatic and military, with those of the Russians. 
On August 13 Mr. Eden received Mr. Maisky at the Foreign Office, 
and the terms of our respective Notes to Teheran were agreed. This 
diplomatic move was to be our final word. Mr. Maisky told the 
Foreign Secretary that “after the presentation of the memoranda the 
Soviet Government would be ready to take military action, but they 
would not take such action except in conjunction with us.” On 
receiving this news I minuted (August 19), “I think the Russian view 
is reasonable, and we ought to move with them while there is time.” 

We were now committed to action. In the event of stronger Persian 
resistance than had been anticipated we had to consider the possibility 
of further reinforcement of the Middle East area. On August 24, on 
the eve of our planned advance into Persia, I sent the following 
minute to the Chiefs of Staff: 

It is essential that more reinforcements should be set in motion east¬ 
wards at once. Is it true that the 10th Indian Division has not got a 
British battalion to each brigade ? If so, three battalions of British troops 
should be sent to join General Quinan by the fastest possible route. 
As General Auchinleck proposes to remain inactive in the Western 
Desert for many weeks, he should be directed to move larger forces 
eastwards than are at present arranged. At least the equivalent of one 
extra division, including the three British battalions aforesaid, should be 
set in motion now. If all goes well they can easily be countermanded. 
Let me know what forces are likely to be available in Egypt. Where is the 
last brigade of the 50th Division ? Surely Cyprus is in no immediate 
danger. 

In view of the recalcitrance of the Persian Government, General 
Quinan, who was commanding in Iraq, had been ordered on July 22 
to be ready to occupy the oil refinery at Abadan and the oilfields, 
together with those 250 miles farther north near Khanaqin. The joint 
Anglo-Soviet Note of August 17 met with an unsatisfactory reply, ana 
the date for the entry of British and Russian forces into Persia was 
fixed for the 25th. The Imperial forces in the Abadan sector unde 
General Harvey, comprised the 8th Indian Infantry Division, m the 
Khanaqin sector, under General Slim, the 9th Armoured Brigade one 
Indian regiment of tanks, four British battalions, and one regunent of 
British artillery. The supporting air forces consist*d of one Air y 
Co-operation, one fighter, and one bomber squadron. The first obj« 

tive was the capture of the oilfields ; -**“Communications 

and'swure aAro^h roiite'tcith'e'Caspiari^'opP08'1'011 
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front could be expected from two Persian divisions, with sixteen light 

tanks, and in the north from three divisions. 

The capture of the Abadan refinery was made by an infantry 

brigade, which embarked in naval craft at Basra and landed at dawn on 

August 25. The majority of the Persian forces were surprised but 

escaped in lorries. Some street fighting took place and a few Persian 

naval craft were captured. At the same time other troops of the 8th 

Division captured the port of Khurramshahr from the landward side, 

and a force was sent north towards Ahwaz. As our troops were 

approaching Ahwaz news of the Shah’s “Cease fire” order was re¬ 

ceived, and the Persian general ordered his troops back to barracks. In 

the north the oilfields were easily captured, and General Slim’s force 
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pushed thirty miles along the road towards Kermanshah. They were 

now faced however with the formidable Pai-tak Pass, which if held by 

determined troops would have been a definite obstacle. To deal with 

this a column was sent to turn the position from the south. After 

overcoming some opposition these troops reached Shahabad, behind 

the Persian defence, on August 27. This movement, combined with 

some bombing, proved too much for the defenders of the pass, who 

abandoned their positions hastily. The advance on Kermanshah was 

resumed, and on the 28th the enemy were found again to be drawn up 

on a position across the road. But just as the attack was about to be 

launched a Persian officer arrived with a white flag and the campaign 

was over. Our casualties were 22 killed and 42 wounded. 

Thus ended this brief and fruitful exercise of overwhelming force 

against a weak and ancient state. Britain and Russia were fighting for 

their lives. Inter arma silent leges. We may be glad that in our victory 

the independence of Persia has been preserved. 

* • • • • 
Persian resistance had collapsed so swiftly that our contacts with the 

Kremlin became again almost entirely political. Our main object 

in proposing the joint Anglo-Russian campaign in Persia had been to 

open up the communications from the Persian Gulf to the Caspian 

Sea. We hoped also, by this direct co-operation of British and Soviet 

forces, to establish more intimate and friendly relations with our new 

Ally. We were of course both agreed on the expulsion from Persia or 

capture of all Germans and the wiping out of German influence and 

intrigues in Teheran and elsewhere. The deep and delicate questions 

about oil, Communism, and the post-war future of Persia lay in the 

background, but need not, it seemed to me, impede comradeship and 

goodwill. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay,for C.O.S. Committee 27 Aug. 41 

Now that it seems that the Persian opposition is not very serious, I 
wish to know what are the plans for pushing on and joining hands 
with the Russians and making sure we have the railway in working order 

in our hands. We do not simply want to squat on the oilfields, but to get 
through communication with Russia. We have made certain proposes ° 

the Shah, but these may be rejected, or the Russians i?3 R^ifns and 
them. What therefore are the plans to join hands with the 
what are the troop movements foreseen in the next week by our d.tterem 

forces ? 

Prune Minister to General Wavell 30 
I am so glad the Persian adventure has prospered. There « " 

reason why you should not return home as you proposed. I am oe P y 
interested Uyour railway projects, which are being sedulously exam.ned 

^Everyone here is delighted you have had another success. 
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General WavelPs visit to London was however shelved by the need 

for his presence in Teheran. I also hoped that, speaking Russian 

fluently as he did, he might become an important link with the Soviet 

High Command. 

Prime Minister to General Wavell 1 Sept. 41 

I agree with Chiefs of Staff that your presence in Teheran at present 
would be helpful to Bullard [the British Minister] in dealing with 
military requirements and for ensuring that Russian influence is kept 

within reasonable bounds. 

Prime Minister to Sir R. Bullard (Teheran) 3 Sept. 41 

We cannot tell how the war in these regions will develop, but the best 
possible through route from the Persian Gulf to the Caspian will be 
developed at the utmost speed and at all costs in order to supply Russia. 
It is very likely that large British forces will be operating in and from 
Persia in 1942, and certainly a powerful Air Force will be installed. 

We hope it will not be necessary, in the present phase at any rate, 
to have an Anglo-Russian occupation of Teheran, but the Persian 
Government will have to give us loyal and faithful help and show all 
proper alacrity if they wish to avoid it. At the present time we have 
not turned against the Shah, but unless good results arc forthcoming 
his misgovernment of his people will be brought into the account. 
Although we should like to get what we want by agreement with the 
Persian Government and do not wish to drive them into active hostility, 
our requirements must somehow be met, and it ought to be possible for 
you to obtain all the facilities we require, bit by bit, by using the leverage 
of a possible Russian occupation of Teheran. There is no need to fear 
undue Russian encroachments, as their one supreme wish will be to get 
the through route for American supplies. 

Prime Minister to Premier Stalin 16 Sept. 41 

I am most anxious to settle our alliance with Persia and to make an 
intimate efficient working arrangement with your forces in Persia. There 
are in Persia signs of serious disorder among tribesmen and of breakdown 
of Persian authority. Disorder, if it spreads, will mean wasting our 
divisions holding down these people, which again means burdening the 
road and railway communications with movements and supplies of afore¬ 
said divisions, whereas we want to keep the lines clear and improved to 
the utmost in order to get supplies through to you. Our object should 
be to make the Persians keep each other quiet while we get on with the 
war. Your Excellency’s decisive indications in this direction will speed 
forward the already favourable trend of our affairs in this minor theatre. 

Prime Minister to Lord Beaverbrook {on Mission to Russia) 21 Sept. 41 

General Wavell proposes to go to Tiflis via Baghdad on his return to 
India. He speaks Russian, and I contemplate his directing, or possibly, 
if the forces grow large enough, commanding, the right hand we shali 
give to the Russians in and about the Caspian basin in the forthcoming 
campaign. It is therefore important that he should confer with high 
Russian military authorities on the whole position of their southern flank 
and in Persia. 
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You may bring this into your discussions, and see that the most is 
made of it. 

Prime Minister to Premier Stalin 12 Oct. 41 

Our only interests in Persia are, first, as a barrier against German 
penetration eastward, and, secondly, as a through route for supplies 
to the Caspian basin. If you wish to withdraw the five or six Russian 
divisions for use on the battle-front we will take over the whole responsi¬ 
bility of keeping order and maintaining and improving the supply route. 
I pledge the faith of Britain that we will not seek any advantage for our¬ 
selves at the expense of any rightful Russian interest during the war or at 
the end. In any case, the signing of the Tripartite Treaty is urgent to 
avoid internal disorders growing, with consequent danger of choking the 
supply route. General Wavell will be at Tiflis on October 18, and will 
discuss with your generals any questions which you may instruct them to 

settle with him. , . 
Words are useless to express what we feel about your vast heroic 

struggle. We hope presently to testify by action. 

• • • • • 
All arrangements with the Russians were smoothly and swiftly 

agreed. The conditions imposed on the Persian Government were, 

principally, the cessation of all resistance, the ejection of Germans, 

neutrality in the war, and the Allied use of Persian communications for 

the transit of war supplies to Russia. The further occupation of 

Persia was peacefully accomplished. British and Russian forces met in 

amity, and Teheran was jointly occupied on September 17, the Shah 

having abdicated on the previous day in favour of his gifted twenty- 

two-year-old son. On September 20 the new Shah, under Allied 

advice restored the Constitutional Monarchy, and his father shortly 

afterwards went into comfortable exile and died at Johannesburg in 

July 1044. Most of our forces withdrew from the county, leaving 

only detachments to guard the communications and Teheran was 

evacuated by both British and Russian troops on October 18. I here¬ 

after our forces, under General Quinan, were engaged in preparing 

defences against the possible incursion of German armies from Turkey 

or the Caucasus, and in making administrative preparations for the 

large reinforcements which would arrive if that incursion seeme 

‘"The'creation of a major supply route to Russia through the Persian 

supplies. # • 
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We can now return to the dominant theatre of the Mediterranean. 

Both sides used the summer to reinforce the armies in the Libyan 

desert. For us the replenishment of Malta was vital. The loss of 

Crete deprived Admiral Cunningham’s fleet of a fuelling base near 

enough to bring our protecting sea-power into action. '1 he possibilities 

of a seaborne assault on Malta from Italy or Sicily grew, though, as 

we now know, it was not until 1942 that 1 litler and Mussolini approved 

such a plan. Enemy air bases both in Crete and Cyrenaica menaced 

the convoy route from Alexandria to Malta so seriously that wc had to 

depend entirely on the West for the passage of supplies. In this task 

Admiral Somerville, with Force M from Gibraltar, rendered dis¬ 

tinguished service. The route the Admiralty had judged the more 

dangerous became the only one open. Fortunately at this time the 

demands of his Russian invasion compelled Hitler to withdraw his air 

force from Sicily, which gave a respite to Malta and restored to 

us the mastery in the air over the Malta Channel. This not only 

helped the approach of convoys from the West, but enabled us to 

strike harder at the transports and supply ships reinforcing Rommel. 

Two considerable convoys were fought through successfully. The 

passage of each was a heavy naval operation. In July a convoy of six 

supply ships reached Malta, and seven empty vessels were brought 

out. Two nights later the Italians delivered their only heavy attack 

upon Valetta harbour, with about twenty E-boats and eight midget 

submarines. The harbour defences, manned largely by Maltese, 

destroyed almost the whole attacking force in spite of its daring. In 

September another convoy of nine transports came through, with the 

loss of only one, under a very strong escort, comprising the battleships 

Prince of Wales and Rodney, the Ark Royal, five cruisers, and eighteen 

destroyers. Besides these main convoys, a number of other supply 

ships reached the island. In all thirty-two ships out of thirty-four came 

in safely after much peril and gallant conduct. This nourishment 

enabled the fortress not only to live but to strike. During the three 

months ending with September forty-three Axis ships, of 150,000 

tons, besides sixty-four smaller craft, were sunk on the African route 

by British aircraft, submarines, and destroyers, acting from Malta. In 

October over 60 per cent of Rommel’s supplies were sunk in passage. 

This may well have played a decisive part in the Desert struggle of 

194I- 
* » • « * 

In September, as we now know, the German admiral serving with 
the Italian High Command reported: 

Now, as ever, the British Fleet dominates the Mediterranean. 
The Italian Fleet has been unable to prevent operations by the enemy’s 

N 
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naval forces, but, in co-operation with the Italian Air Force, it did 
prevent the Mediterranean route being used for regular British convoy 
traffic. ... 

The most dangerous British weapon is the submarine, especially those 
operating from Malta. In the period covered there were thirty-six 
submarine attacks; of these nineteen were successful. . . . Owing to the 
weakness of the Italian Air Force in Sicily, the threat from Malta to the 
Gcrman-Italian sea route to North Africa has increased in the last few 
weeks. . . . Moreover, almost daily attacks on Tripoli are made from 
Malta. Recently the Italian seaports in Sicily have been visited by 
British aircraft more frequently than before. . . . The formations of the 
Italian Air Force now stationed in Sicily and North Africa are in¬ 
sufficient to stop the British Air Force and naval operations. ... I again 
issue an urgent warning against an under-estimate of the dangers arising 
from the situation at sea in the Mediterranean. 

• • • # • 
My anxieties about the Desert delay and the reinforcements reach¬ 

ing Rommel were not allayed by the success of the measures described, 

and I urged even greater efforts upon the Admiralty. I desired 

specially that a new surface force should be based upon Malta. 

Prime Minister to First Sea Lord. General Istnay to see 22 Aug. 41 

Will you please consider the sending of a flotilla, and, if possible, a 
cruiser or two, to Malta, as soon as possible. 

2. We must look back to see how much our purpose has been de¬ 
flected. There was the plan, considered vital by you, of blocking Tripoli 
harbour, for which Barham was to be sacrificed. There was the alterna¬ 
tive desperate proposal by the C.-in-C. Mediterranean to bombard it, 
which was afterwards effected without the loss of a man or a single ship 
bein" damaged. There was the arrival of Mountbatten's flotilla in 
Malta. All this took place several months ago. It would be well to get 
out the dates. How is it that the urgency of this matter has declined. 
How is it that we are now content to watch what we formerly thought 
unendurable, although it is going forward on a bigger scale against us 

1 The reason why Mountbatten’s flotilla was withdrawn from Malta 
was’less because of the danger there than for the needs of the Cretan 
affair, in which the flotilla was practically destroyed. We have thus lost 
sight of our purpose, on which there was such general agreement, and in 

which the Admiralty was so forward and strong. defences 
4 Meanwhile three things have happened. First the Malta defences 

have been markedly strengthened in the air and A.A guns and he 
German air forces have been drawn away to tmie «tent to Rwj' ■ 

Tte-*•■“»»h“"£3 

-d wt ““,d 
discuss it at the Staff meeting on Monday night. 
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The policy was accepted, though time was needed to bring it into 

force. In October a striking force known as “Force K”, comprising 

the cruisers Aurora and Penelope and the destroyers Lance and Lively, 

was formed at Malta. This presently rendered important and timely 

service. 
* * • * » 

I had at this time wider aims. In war it is always desirable, though 

not always possible, to plan ahead. The lull which followed Auchin- 

leck’s decision to delay his offensive and the successful Persian cam¬ 

paign ollcrcd an opportunity. From every point of view I desired at 

this time to reinforce the East to the utmost shipping limit. I could 

not tell what would happen in the impending Desert battle, nor how 

the Russian front in the Caucasus would hold. There was always, 

besides, the menace of Japan, with all its potential peril to Australia 

and New Zealand. I wished to have two more British divisions moving 

eastward. If these could be rounding the Cape about the end of the 

year we should have something substantial in hand for unknowable 

contingencies. Here would be, in fact, that mobile reserve, that “mass 

of manoeuvre’', which alone could give superior options in the hour of 

need. I had learnt about this in a hard school where lessons are often 

only given once. 

It therefore became my ambition to make assurance doubly sure by 

throwing in another two divisions for the Desert army, as well as to 

have a mobile reserve for other needs or chances in the Middle East. 

For this we had no shipping. All that could be spared from the 

Atlantic struggle was employed in convoys round the Cape or from 

Australia or India. Even Leathers could offer no solution. But I felt 

sure, from the increasing cordiality in my correspondence with the 

President, that he would lend me some fast American transports. 

Nor, as will be seen, was I wrong. This could not of course operate 

for a good many months, but I longed to have something in hand 

moving through the Indian Ocean for one or other of the various dis¬ 

agreeable emergencies which might come upon us. 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. and Minister of Shipping 22 Aug. 4 1 

Let me have a scheme prepared that we could consider Monday night 
for sending two more complete infantry divisions to the Middle East, at 
the earliest moment. Let me know what shipping will be required 
Some of the lorries can surely go direct from the United States from the 
great numbers now being loaded. When these figures have been supplied 
I will ask President Roosevelt for the loan of this shipping for this par¬ 
ticular purpose, and I dare say I can get it. 

As a modification of the above, the divisions could go to Halifax or 
New \ork and re-embark there upon American ships. The Minister of 
Shipping should throw himself into this plan, and let me have a report 
trom all angles. I am convinced that by the end of November we should 
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have two more divisions in that theatre, though whether they would 
operate in Persia, Iraq, or the Middle East Command must depend 
upon circumstances. Let me also have the time-table of the movement 
of the ist Armoured Division to the Middle East. 

The intricate details were thrashed out with Lord Leathers and the 

Chiefs of Staff. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 26 Aug. 41 

Pray make arrangements with Lord Leathers and the War Office 
Movements Branch to further this reinforcement in the light of our 
discussion last night. Ingenuity and contrivance must be used to mini¬ 
mise the demand I must make upon the President. The request will be 
for one round voyage of a certain number of ships from America to this 
country, to the Middle East, and back to the United States. They ought 
to have them at their disposal again in January or in February. If 
Normandie could be taken over transhipment might be possible at 
Trinidad, which would release earlier some of the smaller liners. 
Arrangements for reception in the Middle East, involving transhipment 
to smaller vessels, must also in that case be considered. 

Let me have the best plan possible, and focus the outstanding points 
of difficulty, so that I can myself preside over the final conference. 
Imports may be cut. 

I now appealed to the President. 

Former Naval Person to President * Sept. 41 
The good results which have been so smoothly obtained in Persia 

puts us in touch with the Russians, and we propose to double, or at least 
greatly improve, the railway from the Persian Gulf to the Caspian, thus 
opening a sure route by which long-term supplies can reach the Russian 
reserve positions in the Volga basin. Besides this there is the importance 
of encouraging Turkey to stand as a solid block against a German 
passage to Syria and Palestine. In view of both these important objec¬ 
tives, I wish to reinforce the Middle East armies with two regular British 
divisions, 40,000 men, in addition to the 150,000 drafts and units which 
we arc carrying ourselves between now and Christmas. We canno 
however manage to find the whole of the shipping by ourselves Woutf 
it be possible for you to lend us twelve United States liners and ttwenty 
United States cargo ships manned by American crews 
till February? These svould come carrying cargo to United^Kingdom 
ports under any flag arrangement convenient. If they couldarrive he 
early in October we would send 'hemfonvardas addltl0ns to 

will be difficult 

dispatch of United States forces to Eur pe ^ably foresee in the 
I have never asked for this in any period we can reasonao.) 
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well-guarded troop convoys. I am sure this would be a wise and prac¬ 
tical step to take at the present juncture, and I shall be very grateful if 
you can make it possible. 

This produced a most helpful and generous response. “I am sure,” 

said the President on the 6th, “we can help with your project to 

reinforce the Middle East army. At any rate I can now assure you that 

we can provide transport for twenty thousand men.” He said that 

these ships would be United States naval transports manned by Navy 

crews, and that the American Neutrality Act permitted public ships of 

the Navy to go to any port. The United States Maritime Commission 

would besides this arrange to place ten or twelve additional ships in the 

North Atlantic to run between American ports and Great Britain, so 

that we could release ten or twelve of our British cargo ships for the 

voyage to the Middle East. "I am loaning you,” he said, “our best 

transport ships. Incidentally I am delighted you arc going to reinforce 

the Middle East.” 

Fortner Naval Person to President Roosevelt 7 Sept. 41 

I am indeed grateful for your prompt response to my appeal about 
Middle East shipping, and very glad you like the policy. I am also plan¬ 
ning to send seventeen more squadrons of fighter aircraft to the same 
theatre. 

2. In my telegram about supply help for Russia, I meant to add: 
''If they keep fighting it is worth it; if they don’t we don’t have to send 
it.” We are hitting ourselves very hard in tanks, but this argument 
decided me. 

3. We all await with profound interest your promised statement for 
Monday. I am speaking Tuesday in the House. 

At the same time the President brought into operation the agree¬ 

ments which he had made with me at Placentia to intervene more 
directly in the Atlantic. 

• * • • • 
I now proceeded to use the President’s invaluable gift of transports 

to the best advantage. 

Prime Minister to Colonel Hollis ,/or C.O.S. Committee 17 Sept. 41 

All possible must be done to accelerate the movement and turn-round 
of the fast American transports in order to secure to us the benefits of a 
second trip. The sailing of these transports from America must not be 
delayed for the sake of carrying the Canadian armoured troops To 
carry them is convenient, but not essential. The delay of reloading of 
these ships in U.k. ports from October 23 to November 15 cannot be 
accepted. An evolution should be made of putting No. 1 extra division 
on board in the shortest time. At least a fortnight should be saved on this 
it it can be reconciled with convoy movements. 

2. The Field State of the Army of the Nile is good. This is not sur 
prising considering they are taking nearly five months’ rest from all 
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fighting. The sixty British battalions average 880, and the forty-five 
artillery regiments are only short by 9 per cent. It is inconceivable that 
more than a quarter of this artillery can be heavily engaged in continuous 
bombardment during the next four months. Drafts for the artillery 
cannot therefore have high priority. The six Tank Transporter and 
sixteen Standard M.T. companies deserve a high place. This applies also 
to the naval relief, to the Indian reinforcements and to the artillery, etc., 
for the two new Indian divisions in Iraq. 10,000 to 20,000 drafts for the 
infantry can be worked in as convenient, and there may be some 
specialist items in the R.A.S.C. (Royal Army Service Corps) field which 
are urgently needed. Let us remember, however, that nothing can now 
get there before “Crusader’*. Malaya can wait, and West Africa can be 
fitted in or not as convenient. The problem we have to settle is one of 
priority. 

3. The supreme object to be aimed at is to send British divisions 
Nos. 1 and 2 to the Middle East in accordance with the proposal made 
to President Roosevelt. Spreading the movement over another month 
or two, especially if we get the American second trip, will surely provide 
for all the desiderata. There is no question of saying that anything never 
goes. 

4. I look to the Air Ministry to make the existing squadrons in Middle 
East go forward with their expansion to 62' squadrons. 

5. I should be grateful if these points could be woven into a revised 
programme of reinforcement for the Middle East and I shall be very 
glad to discuss any difficulties outstanding with the C.O.S. Committee 
to-night or to-morrow night. 

* • • • • 
Although the Chiefs of Staff had agreed to the dispatch of the two 

additional divisions to the East, there were misgivings. Various 

dangers were pressed upon me. I still assigned priority to Auchin- 

leck’s offensive. 

Prime Minister to Colonel Hollis, for C.O.S. Committee 18 Sept. 41 

It is our duty to take a view about whether serious fighting will take 
place or not in the interval before all convoys arrive. It should not be 
assumed that the risk of this is evenly spread over the whole period, and 
that at any given moment we must provide the maximum add,t,<?r\®* 
effective fighting strength. It would seem that the only serious fighting 
to be expected is our long-delayed offensive in the Western Desert for 
which nothing more [i.e., not yet dispatched] can now arrive in time 
However, should this offensive succeed, very great strain w.lI be: thro n 
upon the transport (R.A.S.C.) services, including specialisedI units 
either to hold the ground gained or to make an “'"bitious leap fonyard 
to the west. In these circumstances I am disposed to meet, if possibl . 
the R.A.S.C. requirements, which at first I thought excessive , 13.5=° 

delaying'the* inf^baS p£m£t° ll inrt- October 

S3TC receive y.qoo-namcly, three battahons plus^ drrfttjw ( P.^ ^ 

b^ho0nsS:d4e,ooo: S'MfiK .he &» Year, and the 4,000 
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passages saved devoted to reinforcement of the R.A.S.C. for Middle 
East. It should be explained to India at Headquarters that the delay is 
only a short one and that the expansion programme should proceed. 

2. It is difficult to see from what quarter and by what line of advance 
other “serious fighting” will develop in the period covered by our con¬ 
voys to the end of 1941 and their arrival by the end of February 1942. 
In this five-month period it is not likely that Turkey will open the door 
to a German invasion of Syria, and still less likely that, if she refuses, a 
way through Asia Minor can be forced by the enemy. Unless there is a 
complete collapse of Russia, the Germans will be chary of embarking 
on a major war with Turkey, costing perhaps another million men. 
Therefore I cannot see the risk of invasion of Syria, Palestine, etc., from 
the north as likely to be operative before the winter is over—say, March. 
This is also the view which has been taken in various C.O.S. papers. 

3. The only other route by which serious attack can fall upon us is 
through the Caucasus and across the Caspian. This presupposes the 
mastery of the Black Sea, in which the Russians have at present an 
overwhelming naval superiority, involving the capture of Sebastopol 
and also of Novorossisk, the subsequent traversing of the Caucasus from 
Batum to Baku, or alternatively a movement north of the Black Sea and 
through the Caucasus from north to south. This would be a prohibitive 
winter operation. A third possibility would be a German march round 
the Caspian, forcing the line of the Volga and destroying the last reserve 
armies of Russia. This is plainly an operation impossible to complete 
within the next six months, unless we assume the surrender or collapse of 
Russia. Unless this happens, the Caspian, strongly held by Russian 
naval forces, must remain a great shield to the northward. 

4. Therefore, in order to bring about the “serious fighting” suggested, 
Turkey and/or Russia must yield in the period mentioned, or the Ger¬ 
mans must force their way from Anatolia or through the Caucasus or 
round the north of the Caspian. A sensible, practical view of the 
admitted uncertainties of war should exclude all these possibilities 
before the spring of 1942. 

5. I cannot therefore accept the theory of continuous even risk from 
day to day, and I consider that we are justified in relying upon no 
“serious fighting” other than in the Western Desert in this theatre till 
March 1942, unless of course we choose to take the offensive. In these 
circumstances I feel free to give proper weight to the major political- 
strategic issues involved in the broad decision to send two additional 
divisions in the van of the reinforcements. 

6. What are these considerations ? First, the moral need of our having 
a substantial, recognisable British stake and contribution in the Middle 
hast, and freeing ourselves from the imputation, however unjust of 
always using other people’s troops and blood. Secondly, the effect 
produced upon Turkey by our being able to add two divisions to the 
forces already mentioned in the Staff conversations, thus appreciably 
increasing the chances of influencing Turkish action. Thirdlv the basis 
of my appeal to the President, which I do not wish upset. Fourthly the 

possibility that these two divisions may move in by Basra, in order to 
give an effective right hand to the Russian reserve forces to the north of 
the Caspian. 

The various alternatives will remain open to us in the three months 
during which these divisions will be in transit. . . 
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As usual I kept Smuts informed. 

Prime Minister to General Smuts 20 Nov. 41 

Am sending two divisions and about 80,000 other reinforcements to 
Middle East between now and Christmas. To help in this I have had to 
beg loan of American transports from Roosevelt, which has been kindly 
given. If we can clear up Cyrenaica we shall have substantial forces to 
give right hand to Russia in Caspian region and/or influence action 
Turkey. This last regard as our most immediate prize. Hope at least to 
procure Turkish resistance to German demands for passage through 
Anatolia. Meanwhile Reaverbrook and Harriman are leaving for Mos¬ 
cow. We have had to make terrible sacrifices in tanks and aircraft and 
other munitions so sorely needed. If Russians stay in it is worth it. 
If they quit we don’t have to send it. Hope to reach total of twenty-five 
divisions from Caspian to Nile during 1942. I doubt very much whether 
Russians would be wise to press us to cumber the Trans-Persian railway, 
which we are rapidly developing, with movement and supply of the few 
divisions we could actually send into Russia. All these matters will he 
discussed at Moscow and studied by our Staffs. Will keep you informed. 

• • • • • 
All our minds were constantly turned to the Desert. I may recur 

to the note I had written on the voyage to Placentia in the first week 

of August about the impending Desert operations. I showed my draft 

to the Chief of the Imperial General Staff and to General Brooke, 

Commander-in-Chief of our Home Forces. They both expressed 

their full concurrence, subject to a few minor alterations not affecting 

the principles involved. 
I circulated this paper to various high commanders as from 

October 7, 1941. The ruling given in paragraph 4 about the military 

and air commands was made operative by telegrams to General 

Auchinlcck and Air Marshal Tedder, defining their relation and affirm¬ 

ing the supremacy of the military commander over the use to be made 

of the Air Force, both during a battle and in its preparatory phase. 

This rule prevailed henceforward in the British Service, and was later 

independently developed by the United States. 

A Note by the Minister of Defence 

sSfrSSHSSasSiSS 

ap'proachin^uScs^are 'viAin°close Ws shou.a en- 
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gage them at a rapid rate of fire with H.E.* During this phase 
the tracks of the tanks are the most vulnerable target. At close 
quarters solid A.P.t shot should be fired; this should be con¬ 
tinued so long as any of the detachments survive. The last shot 
should be fired at not more than ten yards’ range. It may be 
that some gun crews could affect to be out of action or withhold 
their fire, so as to have the superb opportunity of firing A.P. at 
the closest range. 

(c) It may often happen as a result of the above tactics, especially 
when artillery is working with tanks, that guns may be over¬ 
run and lost. Provided they have been fought to the muzzle, 
this should not at all be considered a disaster, but, on the con¬ 
trary, the highest honour to the battery concerned. The destruc¬ 
tion of tanks more than repays the loss of field guns or mobile 
A.A. guns. The Germans have no use for our captured guns, 
as they have a plethora of their own types, which they prefer. 
Our own supplies arc sufficient to make good the deficiencies. 

The principle must be established by the Royal Artillery that 
it is not good enough for tanks to attack a group of British bat¬ 
teries properly posted, and that these batteries will always await 
their attack in order to destroy a good proportion of tanks. Our 
guns must no more retreat on the approach of tanks than 
Wellington’s squares at Waterloo on the approach of hostile 
cavalry. 

2. The Germans made a practice from the beginning of their invasion 
of France, and have since developed it consistently, of taking what they 
call “flak artillery with their most advanced parties and interspersing 
all their armoured and supply columns with it. We should do the same, 
l'hc principle should be that all formations, whether in column or 

deployed, should be provided with a quota of A.A. guns for their pro¬ 
tection. This principle is applicable to columns of all kinds, which 
should be freely supplied with machine-guns, as well as with Bofors as 
the supply of these weapons becomes more plentiful. 

3. 250 Bofors arc now being sent to General Auchinleck for him to 
use in the best possible way with all his columns, and at all the assembly 
points of his troops or refuelling stations required in the course of 
offensive operations. 

Nevermore must the Army rely solely on aircraft for its protection 
against attack from the air. Above all, the idea of keeping standing 
patrols of aircraft over moving columns should be abandoned It is un¬ 
sound to “distribute’’ aircraft in this way, and no air superiority will 
stand any large application of such a mischievous practice 

4. Upon the Military Commander-in-Chicf in the Middle Fast 
announcing that a battle is in prospect, the Air Officer Commanding-in- 
Chief will give him all possible aid irrespective of other targets, however 
attractive. Victory in the battle makes amends for all, and creates new 
favourable situations of a decisive character. The Army Commander-in- 
Clnef \ull specify to the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief the targets 
and tasks which he requires to be performed, both in the preparatory 
attack on the rearward installations of the enemy and for air action during 

e.ScS °Kthe batt,e- 1 VViU b; foiithe Air Commanding-in- 
Ch.ef to use his maximum force for these objects in the manner most 

•High explosive. t Armour-piercing. 
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effective. This applies not only to any squadrons assigned to Army 
Co-operation permanently, but also to the whole air force available in the 
theatre. 

5. Bombers may, if required, be used as transport or supply machines 
to far-ranging or outlying columns of troops, the sole object being the 
success of the military operation. As the interests of the two Com- 
manders-in-Chicf are identical it is not thought that any difficulty should 
arise. The Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief would naturally lay aside 
all routine programmes and concentrate on bombing the rearward 
services of the enemy in the preparatory period. This he would do not 
only by night, but by day attacks with fighter protection. In this process 
he will bring about a trial of strength with the enemy fighters, and has 
the best chance of obtaining local command of the air. What is true of 
the preparatory period applies with even greater force during the battle. 
All assembly or refuelling points or marching columns of the enemy 
should be attacked by bombers during daylight with strong fighter 
protection, thus bringing about air conflicts not only of the highest 
importance in themselves, but directly contributing to the general result. 

General Montgomery was not one of those to whom the paper was 

sent, and it was not till after I met him in Tripoli in 1943, after the 

victory of the Eighth Army at Alamein eighteen months later, that I 

chanced to show him a copy. “It is as true now,” he wrote, “as when 

it was written.” Renown by then had certainly attended his restora¬ 

tion of artillery to its position upon the battlefield. 
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THE MOUNTING STRENGTH OF BRITAIN 

Autumn 1941 

Review of Our Military Position—My Minute of October 4—Need to Preserve 
the Military Efficiency of the Home Forces—Restrictions upon Air Defence of 
Great Britain—Immense Advance in Our Air Fighter Strength—Limitations 
on Our Bombing Offensive—Army Strength: My Directive of October 9— 

The Problem of Man-power : My Memorandum of November 6—/ Question 
the Invasion Menace—A Plan for the Home Guard—General Embich's Mission 
and Report—My Comments Thereupon—Our Atlantic Life-line—The President's 
"Shoot First” Order, September 11 — Telegram to General Smuts—Greater 
Safety of the Convoys—Sinking of the "Reuben James", October 31—Our Air 
Offensive in the Bay of Biscay—A Submarine Surrenders loan Aeroplane—The 
Sea Routes to Russia—Our First Convoy to Russia, August 12—The Foche- 
Wulf Mastered—We Develop the Escort Carrier—Our Foremost U-Boat Killer 
—U-Boats in the Mediterranean—War on the German Surface Raiders—British 
Power in the Autumn of 1941—Table of Shipping Losses. 

AS the winter approached the strength and organisation of the 

Army in 1942 had to be reviewed in a new light of circumstances. 

VVc could not be sure that Germany had not by now constructed many 

varieties of landing and tank-landing craft for invasion. We ourselves 

were doing this on an ever-increasing scale. Surely her need was even 

greater. We could not be certain in October that, having smitten and 

hurled back the Russian armies in the first phase of his onslaught. 

Hitler might not suddenly halt and take up a winter position as he was 

first advised to do by his host of generals. Having made preparations 

in good time, might he not switch back twenty or thirty divisions 

across his lateral roads for a spring invasion of"Britain? It was not 

even known whether he had not sufficient good troops still remaining 

in the Western theatre. It also seemed possible that the German Air 

Force could very rapidly be made to shift its weight back again from 

the East to the West. At any rate, we must be ready for such a sudden 

change. Sir Alan Brooke, Commander-in-Chicf of the Home Forces 

was responsible for representing this vital need. He was quite right to 

set forth the claims of Home Defence, and this was certainly done by 

him and his powerful staff in a most vigorous fashion. They demanded 

large numbers of men, and confronted us with grisly reductions of 

fighting units if these were not forthcoming. It fell on me as Minister 

of Defence with the Chiefs of Staff to decide the true apportionment 

of our already heavily strained man-power and woman-power. 

395 
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Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War and C.I.G.S. 4 Oct. 41 

I was greatly disturbed by the statement of C.-in-C. Home Forces that 
he would have to reduce his standard divisional formations to 11 fully 
mobile divisions, apart from 3 in Ireland, by the spring. This destruc¬ 
tion of more than half our Army would be intolerable, and the Cabinet 
should certainly have been warned by you before any such situation even 
approached the limits of discussion. 

2. There is no sort of warrant or necessity for such mutilation of the 
Army. Apart from active operations, the impending losses in the winter 
through normal wastage cannot exceed 60,000 men, and an intake of 
more than that number has been arranged. The 26 standard divisions 
and the 9 county divisions and the 7 armoured divisions, including the 
Guards (forming), are not on any account to be reduced. If new units 
are required easement may be found in the 4 or 5 independent brigades 
and the 12 unbrigaded battalions. 

3. Please investigate the Commander-in-Chicf’s statement at once, 
and give me your report upon it. In the meantime the following rule 
must be observed: No existing divisional formation is to be reduced in 
standard or converted to a different form without my express authority, 
obtained in each case beforehand in good time. I must also be informed 
of any new units you wish to create in substitution for existing units, 
and any important changes in the establishments, whether in personnel 
or equipment. Let me have a list of any that arc now in progress or in 

prospect. 

At the same time I did all in my power to uphold the efficiency of 

the Home Forces, and to ward off from them the many specious and 

plausible demands that were made upon them by the civil departments. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 5 Oct. 4« 

I do not approve the idea of using the Army to dig land drains or for 
other work of this character during the winter. It is not the case that the 
Air Force have a similar scheme. Their proposal is to send 8,000 skilled 
technicians of the R.A.F., in uniform, on loan to the factories for about 
six months. Their case is entirely different from that of the Army, and I 

'^'^^litaryTonsidfratfons should rule your thoughts, and you should 
not yield to the weak elements in the country who do not understand 
that Quality, efficiency, smartness of bearing, high discipline, arc the 
vital characteristics of an armed force that may have to mee 

Cermans^n cmergency liUe heavy air raids or the harvest the Army 

with the directions which I g rWflnnmcnt of the individual 
exercises, and manoeuvres, the dc‘a''«d 
qualities of sections, platoons an P ’ s and compctitions of 

and purging of the ank's dThere should be plenty of marching 

w'thnbands°throughU towns 

ancMnen? picTti foTt^rt to the towns for amusement should be 
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elaborated, as a little fun is the counterpart of the hard training which 
must be exacted. We need regular units of the highest type, and not a 
mud-stained militia that is supposed to turn out and take a hand in the 
invasion should it come. I pointed out to the House last week the 
dangers of yielding to soft, easy, and popular expedients, and the dark 
places into which we have been led thereby. 

• • • • • 
The main source from which our man-power for mobile fighting 

troops could be sustained was of course the anti-aircraft batteries and 

other air defence units under General Pile’s command. The fear of 

renewed air attacks on an even larger scale had led to demands for 

actual increases in our Air Defence. I resisted these tendencies, and 

began again to argue the ease against the invasion danger, which never¬ 

theless always lurked in my mind. 

Prime Minister to Colonel Hollis, for C.O.S. Committee 

AIR DEFENCE OF GREAT BRITAIN 

Directive by the Prime Minister 

October 8, 1041 
We cannot state how severe the air raids will be this winter or what 

the danger of invasion will be in the spring. These two vultures will 
hang above us to the end of the war. We must be careful that our 
precautions against them do not unduly weaken our Mobile Field Army 
and other forms of our offensive effort. 

2. It would seem reasonable to fix the total of Air Defence of Great 
Britain (A.D.G.B.) personnel at its present figure of 280.000, plus any 
additional recruitment of women that they can attract. This will give 
them at least 30,000 more than what we got through the air raids with 
last year. The proposed addition of 50,000, [making] a total of 330,000, 
cannot be supplied. Many more high- and low-ceiling guns are coming 
to hand now. Some of these might be mounted in additional batteries, 
but unless A.D.G.B. can contrive by praiseworthy thought and in- 
gcnuity to man them within the limits of the personnel mentioned they 
will have to be kept in care and maintenance. 

3. Having regard to the parity now existing between the British and 
German Air Forces, and the Russian factor, it is unlikely that the 
enemy will make heavy and continuous air attacks on Great'Britain in 
combination with or as a prelude to invasion. He would need to save ud 
for that. ... K 

4. A.D.G.B. must therefore become as flexible as possible and keep 
static defence at a minimum For this purpose as large a proportion as 
possible ot A.D.G.B. should be in a mobile form. General Pile should 
prepare schemes for giving the utmost reinforcement of mobile flak to 
General Brooke s army. Sometimes they must take their guns from the 
site. In other cases a duplicate set of mobile guns mav be made available 
1 bus we can shift the weight from one leg to the other as the need 
requires. . . . 

6. Above all, we cannot go on adding gun to gun and battery to 
battery as the factories turn them out, and so get an ever larger 
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proportion of our limited trained man-power anchored to static and 
passive defence. 

7. General Pile should be assisted in every way to prepare schemes for 
increasing the mobile flak of the Army and reinforcing the coast batteries, 
while at the same time, without any addition (apart from women) to his 
numbers (280,000), maintaining the indispensable minimum which 
served us so well last year. 

8. The Chiefs of Staff Committee is requested to advise, and consider 
what proposals should be made to give effect to the foregoing principles. 

***** 
Our air fighter strength had now made an immense advance, and 

not only gave increased security against invasion but opened other 

prospects to strategic planning. 

Prime Minister to C.A.S. 1 Sept. 41 

I was delighted to see in the last return that we have practically 100 
fighter squadrons (99.}) in the Metropolitan Air Force. The vast changes 
in the war situation arising from the arrival of Russia as a combatant, and 
the improvement of our position in the Middle East, including Persia, 
make me inclined to a large further reinforcement of the Middle East 
to influence Turkey and/or sustain Russia on her southern flank. My 
thought is turning to the dispatch of as many as twenty fighter squadrons 
complete to the Iraq-Persia and Syrian theatre. It may be these squad¬ 
rons would come into action against German bombers and dive-bombers 
while defending territories under our control or that of our Allies, 
and that we should then reproduce the favourable conditions of fighting 
which enabled us to inflict such heavy losses upon the Germans when 
they made their air attack upon us last year in the Battle of Britain. 
This might be a more paying business than the very hard struggles in 
France, which of course we must continue as occasion serves. This force 
would have to go by long sea route round the Cape, and could not come 
into action till the end of the year. It should take with it the effective 
organisation of one or two control centres (like No. 11 Group), so that the 
full power of the fighter defence could be manifested. It would not 
leave the country till the invasion period is over. It is of course additional 

to all you have in hand for the East. . ........ 
I shall be obliged if you will have this situation examined in all its 

hearings, and let me know about numbers of personnel required, what 
demands on shipping and what you think of this; important transference 
of war power. Such forces operating north and south of J 5 

would be a gigantic contribution to Russia s war effort, and 
bomber forces might long dispute the eastward advance of the Germans. 
The Indian Air Force would come into action in the same areas. 

I never ceased to do my utmost to increase and stimulate the produc¬ 

tion of bombers, which lagged far behind even the most moderate 

claims of their partisans. 

Prime Minister to Lord President of the Council Junction 

isx sa - 
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be expected to reach us from American production. The latest forecasts 
show that of the remaining 16,500 only 11,000 will be got from our own 
factories. If we are to win the war we cannot accept this position, and, 
after discussion with the Minister of Aircraft Production and Sir Charles 
Craven, I have given directions for a plan to be prepared for the expan¬ 
sion of our effort to produce a total of 14,500 in the period instead of 
11,000. This can only be done by a great concentration of effort and by 
making inroads on our other requirements. Materials and machine tools 
should not present an insuperable difficulty, and there will be enough 
pilots to fly the aircraft. The crux of the matter will be the provision of 
sufficient skilled labour to set up the machines and to train great numbers 
of fresh men and women. This skilled labour can only be found at the 
expense of other projects. 

I have asked the Minister of Aircraft Production to draw up a plan 
for this new programme and to state the demands he must make for its 
fulfilment. I have also asked him to make suggestions as to how these 
demands could be met. I have asked the Secretary of State for Air to 
adjust his programme for the expansion of the Royal Air Force to fit the 
new production programme. This will give some easement in the pre¬ 
paration of airfields, the manufacture and filling of bombs, etc., since 
the full first-line strength will be achieved rather later than is at present 
planned. 

I wish you to take the plan which the Minister of Aircraft Production 
will produce, to convene such Ministers as may be concerned, and to 
prepare for my consideration proposals for implementing the plan. It 
will be necessary to show what the effect on our other activities will be. 
It may be necessary to slow up the Admiralty programme or to reduce 
the flow of equipment for the Army. Above all, it will certainly be 
necessary drastically to curtail the building of the great number of new 
factories, which are now in the early stages of construction, or which arc 
about to be started, and which absorb so much labour, not only in their 
erection but in the fabrication of the materials they require. You should 
call for a return of all such factories, showing the object for which they 
arc intended, the date when they were started and the state of their 
progress, and the year and month in which they are likely to come into 
operation. Other long-term projects must give way to the overriding 
need for more bomber aircraft. 

I regard this subject as a major factor in the war at the present time, 
and I should like to receive your preliminary proposals in a fortnight. 
Thereafter you must watch over the progress' of the scheme, and I wili 
hold periodic conferences to stimulate action. 

At the same time I was forced to cool down the claims which some 

of our most trusted officers put forward in their natural ardour. 

Coastal Command was particularly hard hit by the cuts which we were 

forced to make in its expected scale of expansion. My task at this time 

was to fight on all the administrative fronts at once, and amid conflict¬ 

ing needs to advise the Cabinet upon the right solution. 

Prime Minister to C.A.S. y Qct „ 

We all hope that the air offensive against Germany will realise the 
expectations of the Air Staff. Everything is being done to create the 
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bombing force desired on the largest possible scale, and there is no inten- 
ll°nof changing this policy. I deprecate however placing unbounded 
confidence in this means of attack, and still more expressing that con¬ 
fidence in terms of arithmetic. It is the most potent method of impairing 
the enemy’s morale we can use at the present time. If the United States 
enters the war it would have to be supplemented in 1943 by simultaneous 
attacks by armoured forces in many of the conquered countries which 
were ripe for revolt. Only in this way could a decision certainly be 
achieved. Even if all the towns of Germany were rendered largely un¬ 
inhabitable it does not follow that the military control would be 
weakened or even that war industry could not be carried on. 

2. The Air Staff would make a mistake to put their claim too high. 
Before the war we were greatly misled by the pictures they painted of the 
destruction that would be wrought by air raids. This is illustrated by the 
fact that 250,000 beds were actually provided for air-raid casualties, 
never more than 6,000 being required. This picture of air destruction 
was so exaggerated that it depressed the statesmen responsible for the 
pre-war policy, and played a definite part in the desertion of Czecho¬ 
slovakia in August 1938. Again, the Air Staff, after the war had begun, 
taught us sedulously to believe that if the enemy acquired the Low 
Countries, to say nothing of France, our position would be impossible 
owing to the air attacks. However, by not paying too much attention to 
such ideas we have found quite a good means of keeping going. 

3. It may well be that German morale will crack, and that our bomb¬ 
ing will play a very important part in bringing the result about. But all 
things are always on the move simultaneously, and it is quite possible 
that the Nazi war-making power in 1943 will be so widely spread 
throughout Europe as to be to a large extent independent of the actual 
buildings in the homeland. . 

4. A different picture would be presented if the enemy s Air frorce 
were so far reduced as to enable heavy accurate daylight bombing of 
factories to take place. This however cannot be done outside the radius 
of fighter protection, according to what I am at present told. One has to 
do the best one can, but he is an unwise man who thinks there is any 
certain method of winning this war, or indeed any other war between 
equals in strength. The only plan is to persevere. 

I shall be delighted to discuss these general topics with you whenever 

you will. # 

I now arrived at general conclusions about the strength and 

character of the Army at which we should aim for 1942, as well as upon 

the man-power measures necessary to sustain it. I obtained the agree¬ 

ment of the authorities concerned to the following programme ana 

consequential measures which were enforced. 

ARMY STRENGTH 

Directive by the Minister of Defence 

October 9. 194* 

We have now ,n ,he United K^do™ Northern. Ire,nodj 

Shafts-«•* - streng,h of 
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about 15,500 men, with 10 corps organisations and corps troops 
(61,000). There are 8 county divisions for work on the beaches, aver¬ 
aging about 10,000, without artillery other than coast artillery and with 
little transport. We have 5 armoured divisions and 4 Army tank 
brigades; the whole comprising 14 armoured brigades (with 5 divisional 
elements), 4 brigade groups with artillery and transport, 7 infantry 
brigades, and 12 un-brigaded battalions; furthermore, 8 aerodrome 
defence battalions and the 100,000 men in the Home Defence and 
Young Soldiers battalions. 

2. It is proposed to transform this organisation into 27 standardised 
divisions (hereinafter to be called Field Divisions), plus the Polish 
Division (which will have an armoured element), total 28; and to 
increase the armoured forces to 7 armoured divisions with 8 Army tank 
brigades, the whole comprising 22 annoured brigades (with 7 divisional 
elements). The 4 brigade groups are to remain. Instead of the 8 county 
divisions and other units mentioned above, there will be 13 brigades, 
plus the equivalent of 2 Ally brigades, and 8 “detached battalions”; the 
foregoing constituting the Home Field Army, which can thus be 
reckoned the equivalent of 45 divisions. In addition, there will still be 
the 8 aerodrome battalions and the Home Defence and Young Soldiers 
battalions. 

3. The object of these changes is to increase the war-power of the 
Army, particularly in armoured troops, and to provide additional field, 
anti-tank, and flak artillery, including that required for 5 additional 
Indian divisions, to be formed during 1042. For this last purpose also it 
will be necessary to provide up to 17 British battalions for the Indian 
Army. 

4. No reduction in the force mentioned in para. 2 is compatible with 
our war needs. To maintain it during the next nine months, i.c., to 
July 1, 1942, and also to maintain the drafts for the Army of the Middle 
East, for India, and for our garrisons in Iceland, Gibraltar, Malta, and 
Hong Kong, etc., with a normal wastage of 50,000 a quarter, there must 
be provided an intake to the Army of 278,000 men. Measures are being 
taken to provide this. The Army also requires at least 142,000 more 
women above the 63,000 already recruited. 

I then set forth in detail our forces at home and abroad. The con¬ 

clusion shows the strength of our military resources and deployment 

before the supreme events which brought the United States into the 

war. The directive continues: 

10. If we estimate our Army in divisions or th 
general layout for 1942 is as follows: 

United Kingdom .... 
Anti-aircraft divisions . 
Army of the Nile .... 
Army of India in Iraq and Persia . 
Army of India at home . 
Fortress garrisons 
Native African divisions 

Grand total . 

ir equivalent, the 

45 
12 
16 

9 
8 
7 
2 

99 

11. It is our duty to develop, equip, and maintain all these units 
during 1942. 
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Besides manning the forces, heavier demands were now put forward 
on behalf of the expanding munitions factories and workshops. If the 
country’s morale was to be sustained the civil population must also be 
well nourished. Mr. Bevin at the Ministry of Labour and National 
Service used all his knowledge and influence as an experienced trade 
union leader to gather the numbers required. It was already obvious 
that man-power was the measure alike of our military and economic 
resources. Mr. Bevin, as the supplier of labour, and Sir John Ander¬ 
son, Lord President of the Council, together devised a system which 
served us in good stead up to the end of the war, and enabled us to 
mobilise for war work at home or in the field a larger proportion of our 
men and women than any other country of the world in this or any 
previous war. At first the task was to transfer people from the less 
essential occupations. As the reservoir of man-power fell all demands 
had to be cut. The Lord President and his Man-power Committee 
adjudicated, not without friction, between competing claims. The 
results were submitted to me and the War Cabinet. 

The first of these man-power surveys came before the War Cabinet 
in November. I put before my colleagues my own reflections on the 
main issues presented to us in the Lord President’s review. Obviously 
we must now cast a heavy burden on women. 

MAN-POWER 

Memorandum by the Prime Minister 

November 6, 194* 

It may be a convenience to my colleagues if I set out the provisional 
views which I have formed on some of the major issues which we have to 

The age of compulsory military service for men should be raised by 

ten years, to include all men under 51. While this might not make very 
many men available for an active fighting role, it would assist the 
Minister of Labour in finding men for non-combatant duties in tne 

CThepossibility that the age should be raised again later on need not be 

excluded; but it would seem that an increase of ten years in the upper 
limit would be sufficient at the moment. f fullv 

2. The case for calling up young men at i82, instead of 19, see™ 
established. Indeed, I would go further and call them up at 18 if this 

would make any substantial contribution. . dislikc 
1 On the whole, I am not yet satisfied, in view of the marked disiiKe 

of theprocessby their Service menfolk, that a case has been establ.shcd 

StTn Shoeuld°tUheaCabinet decide in favour of compelling women to join 

ployed should not'beby ‘indi v Wua° selechon^ rather'than'by -Tailing up by 
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age groups. The latter system would inevitably discourage women from 

joining up until their age group was called. 
5. The campaign for directing women into the munitions industries 

should be pressed forward. The existing powers should be used with 

greater intensity. ... 
6. Employers might well be encouraged, in suitable cases, to make 

further use of the services of married women in industry. This would 
often have to be on a part-time basis, and means must be found to case 
the burden on women who are prepared to perform a dual role. 

• • • • * 
It was inevitable that the whole question of an invasion would have 

to be argued out again, and I addressed myself to this task with in¬ 

creasing conviction that it would not happen. At the same time the 

process was healthy and led to important judicious dispositions of our 

available strength. Enormous requests were now made by the Home 

Command for armour, and talcs of heavy German construction of 

tank-landing craft received some credence. No one can understand 

without reading the papers written at the time how hard was the strain, 

and how easy it was to make decisions which might be tragically 

falsified by events. I was like a keeper in the Zoo distributing half¬ 

rations among magnificent animals. Luckily they knew I was an old 

and friendly keeper. 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 3 Nov. 41 

All experience shows that all Commanders-in-Chicf invariably ask 
for everything they can think of, and always represent their own forces 
at a minimum. ... It is only a few months ago that I saw with pleasure 
that we might have a thousand tanks available to meet an autumn 
invasion. Now we have got two thousand or more, and at least another 
fifteen hundred should be available by the spring, making 3,500. 

General Brooke should organise these in the best possible way, bearing 
in mind that for Home Defence against invasion the utmost possible 
should be put in the front line of formations, and that the reserve need 
not be on the scale required in the Middle East. 

2. While I am calling for the most vigorous measures to resist invasion 
in the spring, I am of course very sceptical of the stories that arc told 
about its scale. The evidence which supports the talc of the 800 flat- 
bottomed vessels, each carrying at 8 knots 10 tanks, rests on the flimsiest 
foundation—viz., an agent saw some of these vessels being made at one 
place, and he thought others were being made at other places to the 
number of 800. If there is any other evidence behind this story, let me 
have it. 

3. With the improvements in photography and the increased power 
in the air very formidable resistance should be made to the assembly of 
large numbers of vessels in the river-mouths of the Low Countries. 
Now that we have the command of the air over the Pas de Calais, it is 
not seen how Dunkirk, Calais, and Boulogne can be used for the purposes 
of invasion. All shipping gathered in these harbours and the smaller 
ones could be bombed by daylight under fighter cover. This was not the 
case last year. 
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4- There can be no question of our going back on our promises to 
Kussia. If of course Archangel freezes up we must do our best by other 
foutes But it is far too soon to raise any such issues now, when the ink 
is hardly dry on our promise, and we have been unable to do anything 
else to help the Russians. ... 3 15 

I thought it necessary to have a scheme which would enable a 

selected proportion of the Home Guard to be used as military forma¬ 

tions in the event of invasion. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 23 Nov. 41 

It is thought that the invasion danger will manifest itself gradually 
by the assembly in the ports and river-mouths of large numbers of ships 
and landing-craft, and also by troop movements on a great scale. At a 
certain stage in these proceedings, which may conceivably take months 

and after all may only be a blind, we should have to proclaim the 
“Alert”. If this moment were rightly chosen it should be about a fort¬ 
night before zero day. It is not intended that the whole of the Home 
Guard should thereupon cease their civilian occupations, but only that a 
special section of them should be called out and embodied, like the 
Militia used to be. 

2. The rest of the Home Guard would not be called out until a few 
days before zero hour, as far as we can tell, or perhaps only when the 
embarkation of the invaders had already begun. They would however 
increase their vigilance between the “Alert” and the alarm. 

3. The special section I have in mind would of course consist, not 
of persons under 18 and over 60 years, but of the great mass of hefty 
manhood now in reserved occupations who are not allowed to join the 
Army but have volunteered for the Home Guard. This class would 
attend additional drills, and would be paid for attendance at these drills. 

They would not come out whole-time till the “Alert”. There is no need 
to make heavy weather of the proposal by forming brigades with the War 
Office standards of equipment. They would be armed with rifles, 
machine-guns, and Bren carriers. They can be organised in battalions. 

They would not alter their characteristic civilian and voluntary status 

until the “Alert”. .. 
Pray let me have definite proposals on the scale of four battalions in 

each corps area. 
* * • * * 

I welcomed the keen interest which the United States military chiefs 

took in the defence of our Island, which they already regarded as the 

bastion of American security. We have seen how they feared lest in 

our efforts to hold the Middle East we should endanger our safety at 

home. In September and October an American officer, General 

Embick, was sent over by General Marshall, and I cordially invited 

him to go round all our home and beach defences and report fully the 

conclusions which he formed, both to me and to his own Government. 

General Embick was a most capable critic, and a good friend to 

Britain. I felt from the first however that he was unduly alarmist. 

Towards the end of November he produced his report, and I print my 

comment upon it as I wrote it at the time. 
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Prime Minister to General Ismay,for C.O.S. Committee 23 Nov. 41 

This report by General Embick on the British defence system proceeds 
on the assumption of the strength of invasion which has been adopted 
here as a basis for our preparations. These were no doubt imparted to 
General Embick, but I must make it clear that though these data may be 
accepted in order to keep our defence up to the mark, they do not rest 
on any solid basis other than that of prudent apprehension. ... 

The great fault of this paper, as of many studies about invasion, is that 
it ignores the time-sequence of events. An invasion on so vast a scale 
could not be prepared without detection. Not only 800 alleged landing- 
craft, but many other vessels and large ships, would have to be assembled 
in the river-mouths and harbours. Aerial photography would reveal this 
process, and the Air Force would subject them to the heaviest bombing 
during what might well be a fortnight or more. From Dunkirk to Dieppe 
our air strength is now sufficient to enable us to make daylight attacks 
under fighter air cover. When the difficulties of embarkation have been 
surmounted it will still be necessary to marshal these ships and bring 
them across the sea. By that time it is reasonable to expect that naval 
resistance will be available in a very high form. General Embick assumes 
that there will be no warning, and that all our small craft will be engaged 
in the Battle of the Atlantic. But this is incorrect, once the scale of the 
invasion is raised above the level of heavy raids. Let me have a time¬ 
table (on one sheet of paper) of what the Navy will do on each day from 
the "Alert” on Day 1 to Day 20, and what forces will be in hand. 

The whole of this preliminary but indispensable phase plays no part in 
General Embick’s thought, yet in it is comprised the main and proved 
defence of the Island from invasion. Wishing to train our Army and 
keep it keen, we have, naturally, stressed what happens after the enemy 
lands, but the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force arc responsible for 
shattering the assembly of the Armada and for striking into it decisively 
in passage. There must be no lifting of this obligation off these two 
Services. 

* t • • • 

We could as the year 1941 drew to its end—and unforeseeable 

climax—also survey the course of the mortal U-boat war with solid 

reassurance. The favourable tendencies which I had unfolded in 

Secret Session in Parliament at the end of June had become more 

plain with every week. Our resources were mounting. By July we had 

been able to institute continuous, if slender, escort for our convoys 

throughout the North Atlantic, and on the route to Freetown. While 

Germany was straining every nerve to multiply her U-boats, active 

co-operation by the United States was becoming a reality. Our new 

weapons, though still in their infancy, and the effective tactical com¬ 

bination of our sea and air forces in the task of killing U-boats, were 

improving. The seagoing Radar equipment on which so much de¬ 

pended had been put into production, not without risk of failure, 

straight from the drawing-board. We still had to rely on evasion at 

sea as our principal means of defence. The day when we could court 

attack was still far ahead. 
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On September 4 the United States destroyer Greer was unsuccess¬ 

fully attacked by a U-boat while proceeding independently to Iceland. 

A week later, on September 11, the President issued his “shoot first” 

order. In a broadcast he said: “From now on, if German or Italian 

vessels of war enter the waters the protection of which is necessary for 

American defence they do so at their own peril. The orders I have 

given as Commander-in-Chief to the United States Army and Navy 

are to carry out that policy at once.” On September 16, for the first 

time, direct protection was given to our Halifax convoys by American 

escorts. This brought instant relief to our hard-pressed flotillas. But 

two months elapsed before the President succeeded in freeing his hands 

from the neutrality laws, by which American ships could not carry 

goods to Britain nor even arm themselves in their own defence. 

I kept General Smuts informed. 

Prime Minister to General Smuts 14 Sept. 41 

I am content with President’s action, which can only be judged in 
relation to actual naval movements concerted at our meeting. His line 
runs from North Pole down 10th meridian to about Faroes, then trends 
away south-west to 26th meridian, which is followed to the equator. He 
will attack any Axis ship found in this vast area. Sixteen U-boats have 
cut up one of our convoys in last few days off the tip of Greenland, 
nearly a thousand miles inside the prohibited zone. When I asked that 
American destroyers should be sent from Iceland to help our escorts, 
they went yesterday at once, and, had the U-boats not vanished mean¬ 
while, Anglo-American forces would have been in action together 
against them. United States assumption of responsibility for all fast 
British convoys other than troop convoys between America and Iceland 
should enable Admiralty to withdraw perhaps forty of the fifty-two 
destroyers and corvettes we now keep based on Halifax and concentrate 
them in home waters. This invaluable reinforcement should make killing 
by hunting groups other than escorts possible for the first time. Hitler 
will have to choose between losing the Battle of the Atlantic or coming 
into frequent collision with United States ships and warships. We know 
that he attaches more importance to starving us out than to invasion. 
American public have accepted the “shoot at sight declaration without 
knowing the vast area to which it is to be applied and in my opinion they 
will support the President in fuller and further appl.cationofthis 
principle, out of which at any moment war may come. All the abo\e 
for your own most secret information. 

Although five times as many U-boats were now operating as in .94° 

our shipping losses were greatly reduced No merchant sh.pmthc 

fast Halifax convoys was sunk between July and November. T 

convoys sailing from Sydney, Cape lire,on Island forwh^Bm 
and Canadian escorts remained solely respons.ble throughout^the 

voyage, were also free from attack in July and August. In September 
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however there was the seven days’ combat from Greenland to Iceland, 

mentioned in my cable to General Smuts, with a pack of over a dozen 

U-boats. Sixteen ships out of sixty-four in the convoy were sunk, and 

two U-boats. On October 31 the immunity of the Halifax convoys 

from attack was at last broken, and the American destroyer Reuben 

James was torpedoed and sunk with severe loss of life. This was the 

first loss suffered by the United States Navy in the still undeclared 

war. In August the limits on the number of ships sailing in any one 

convoy were removed. The fast and slow convoys were often com¬ 

bined for part of their voyage, and on August 9 a combined convoy 

comprising a hundred ships came safely in. For the three months up 

to the end of September the weekly average of imports was nearly a 

million tons, an increase of about 80,000 tons a week. 

Our air patrols watching the German cruisers in Brest noticed that 

the U-boats based on Biscay ports normally made the passage to and 

from these bases on the surface and along fairly well defined routes 

across the Bay of Biscay. Here was an opportunity for our Coastal 

Command, but to make full use of it two needs had to be met. The 

first was the problem of identification. Although our airborne Radar 

was now yielding modest results we had no means of identifying tar¬ 

gets at night until, a little later, the development of an aircraft search¬ 

light solved the problem. The second need was an airborne weapon 

which would sink a U-boat. The bomb and the depth-charge with 

which our aircraft were armed were not sufficiently accurate or deadly 

for the fleeting opportunities of attack which offered. Nevertheless 

during the three months ending with November twenty-eight attacks 

were made. By December the enemy was forced to cross the dangerous 

area of the bay either in darkness or underwater. Thus the time during 

which a U-boat could hunt was reduced by about five days. 

In August a Hudson aircraft of Coastal Command attacked a 

U-boat with depth-charges in the Western Approaches. The U-boat 

was injured and unable to dive, and the crew attempted to man their 

gun ; but the Hudson with her own machine-guns drove them below, 

and for the first time in war a submarine hoisted the white flag and 

surrendered to an aeroplane. A heavy sea was running and no surface 

vessel was near, but the Hudson maintained relentless watch over her 

prize. Aid was summoned, and the next day the U-boat was towed 

by a trawler to Iceland. She was later commissioned into the Royal 

Navy. The incident is unique. 

* * • • t 
A new burden was now laid upon the British Navy. The need to 

aid Russia focused attention upon the sea routes to Archangel and 
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Murmansk. Towards the endof July Vian—now an Admiral—had been 

ordered to reconnoitre Spitzbergen. He landed a force to demolish 

the coal dumps and rescue the few Norwegians who had been pressed 

into German service. Three loaded German colliers were also cap¬ 

tured in this neatly executed operation. About the same time fifty-six 

aircraft from the carriers Furious and Victorious gallantly attacked 

German shipping in the ports of Petsamo and Kirkenes at the top of 

the North Cape. Some damage was done, but sixteen of our planes 

were lost, and the operation was not repeated. 

On August 12 the first “P.Q.” convoy of six ships for Russia sailed 

from Liverpool by Iceland to Archangel. Henceforward convoys to 

North Russia ran regularly once or twice a month. They were 

strongly escorted and not yet interfered with by the enemy. When 

Archangel became icebound Murmansk was used. There was too 

much jubilation and publicity about the successful passage of supplies 

to the Russian Army, and heavy forfeits were to follow in another year. 

* * • • * 
With the Russian entry into the war the German air attacks on 

shipping near our coasts somewhat lessened. The Focke-Wulf ranged 

widely, but our fighter-catapult ships, devised for this very danger, 

were now coming out, and soon gained successes. The converging 

homeward routes from Gibraltar and Sierra Leone became the target 

of German air and U-boat attacks, costing us during August and 

September thirty-one ships and three escort vessels. Among these 

was the famous destroyer Cossack of Altmark and Bismarck fame. The 

first true escort carrier, H.M.S. Audacity, operating six aircraft from a 

flying deck, came into action in September, and immediately proved 

the value of her type. Not only could she destroy or drive off the 

Focke-Wulf, but by air reconnaissance in daylight she could keep the 

U-boats down and give timely warnings about them. The Audacity 

became the model on which in later years large numbers of vessels 

were built in the United States to play a vital part in the U-boat war 

and later in amphibious operations. 
The Audacity herself had a short career. She was sunk by a U-boat 

on December 21 after a most gallant action while escorting a home- 

ward-bound convoy from Gibraltar. Commander F J. Walker who 

commanded the convoy escort, greatly dist.ngu.shed himself on « * 

occasion in a combat lasting several days and nights, dur.ng which fow 

U-boats were destroyed out of about nine. bes.de. >wo o -«u 

One night his ship, the Stork, pursued and rammed a U-boat m the 

darkness The two ships were side by side and so close together 

the 4-inch guns of the Stork could not be sufficiently depressed and 
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guns’ crews were “reduced to fist-shaking and roaring curses”, until 
depth-charges did their work. Commander Walker was promoted and 
became our foremost U-boat killer. Before his untimely death from 
illness in 1944 he and the several groups he commanded had sunk 
twenty U-boats, six of them at one go. 

Further relief was given to us in the Atlantic Ocean by the German 
decision to send U-boats into the Mediterranean. Five of these were 
destroyed in the Straits of Gibraltar, and six others damaged and 
forced to return, but twenty-four successfully made the passage, and, 
as will be seen in a later chapter, became a grievous factor there. 

• • • * * 
War on our ocean commerce was also maintained by the disguised 

German merchant ships. The Australian cruiser Sydney encountered 
“Raider G” off the west coast of Australia. The German, thanks to his 
disguise, succeeded in enticing his adversary to point-blank range 
before opening fire. Both ships were sunk. Twenty-five Germans 
were picked up later, and others eventually landed in Western 
Australia. Of the Sydney's crew of over seven hundred none survived. 
This was a sombre sacrifice in lonely waters. 

A few days later “Raider C”, which had destroyed twenty ships, of 
about 140,000 tons in all, was caught and sunk in the South Atlantic 
by the cruiser Dorsetshire. The losses inflicted by the disguised Ger¬ 
man surface raiders, of whom there were from first to last nine, were as 
follows: 

No. of 
Ships Sunk Gross Tons 

1940 . • • 54 366,644 
1941 . • • • 44 226,527 
1942 . * • • 30 194.625 
>943 • • • 6 49.482 

We had therefore solid reasons even in 1941 for satisfaction at the 
whole trend of the ocean war upon our commerce. In November 1941 
our losses from U-boats fell to the lowest figure since May 1940. In 
spite of all Hitler’s boasts and the multiplication of his U-boat and air 
strength and our ever-increasing convoys at sea, British and Allied 
shipping losses in 1941 were hardly greater than in 1940. Of course 
there were more targets on both sides, but the number of U-boats 
sunk by us (including Italian) rose from forty-two in 1940 to fifty- 
three in 1941. The table at the end of the chapter deserves careful 
study. 

* * • * # 

Thus on the eve of a supreme change in the war we had made 
formidable increases in our military power and were still steadily 
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advancing both in actual strength and in the mastery of our many 

problems. We felt ourselves strong to defend our Island, and able to 

send troops abroad to the utmost limit of our shipping. We wondered 

about the future, but, after all we had surmounted, could not fear it. 

Invasion had no terrors, and at the same time our life-lines across the 

ocean grew safer, broader, more numerous and more fruitful. Our 

control of the approaches to the Island grew better every month. The 

threatened stranglehold of the German Air and U-boats had been 

broken, and the enemy was driven far from our shores. Food, 

munitions, and supplies arrived in an ever-expanding stream. The 

output of our own factories increased every month. The Mediter¬ 

ranean, the Desert, and the Middle East were still in peril, but in the 

closing days of November on land and sea and in the air we felt 

thankful with the way the war had so far gone. 

Total Losses, in Gross Tons, of British, Allied, and Neutral 

Merchant Ships and Fishing Vessels by Enemy Action 

(Numbers of ships in brackets) 

Corrected to May i, 1949 

Surface Other and 
Period U-boat Mine Craft Aircraft Unknown Total 

Causes 



Chapter XXV111 

CLOSER CONTACTS WITH RUSSIA 

Autumn and Winter 1941 

Anglo-Soviet Relations—Difficulties of Military Concert—Our Efforts to Help 
in the Caucasus—Question of Our Declaring War on Finland Roumania, and 

Hungary—My Telegram to Stalin of November 4—Ilis Reply, November 8 
—Mr. Eden's Conversation with the Soviet Ambassador, November 20—I 
Offer to Send Mr. Eden to Moscow—Stalin Accepts—I am Reluctant to Face the 

Breach with Finland, Roumania, and Hungary—My Appeal to Field Marshal 
Mannerheim—Mr. Eden's Mission to Moscow—My Directive of December 5— 

The First Failure of a German Blitzkreig. 

TWO themes now dominated our relations with the Soviet Union. 

The first was the vague and unsatisfactory state of our consulta¬ 

tions on military matters, and the second the Russian request that we 

should sever relations with the Axis satellites, Finland, Hungary, and 

Roumania. As we have seen, little progress had been made in the 

former direction during the recent meetings in Moscow. About the 

first, on November 1 I sent the following minute to the Foreign 

Secretary: 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 1 Nov. 41 

I was not aware that wc had ever taken the line that there should be 
no consultation on military matters. On the contrary, did we not tell 
them definitely wc would consult on military matters? Certainly I wrote 
a paper for Lord Beaverbrook’s guidance* which dealt entirely with the 
military situation apart from that of supply. General Ismay was sent to 
Russia for the purpose of embarking on the military discussion. It could 
have made no difference in fact, as there is no practical step of any 
serious importance which can at present be taken. He might have 
explained by facts and figures how very foolish and physically impossible 
was the suggestion that we should send “twenty-five or thirty divisions” 
to the Russian front. He could have explained how even moving two or 
three divisions in at either end of the Russian front would choke the 
communications needed for Russian supplies. On the other hand, I do 
not see why these conversations did not take place at some time or other 
in the conference. Undoubtedly Lord Beavcrbrook and Stalin touched 
upon the military issue. 

General Wavell has already been to Tiflis without finding anyone in 
authority to speak to him. He speaks Russian well, and it might well 
be that he should undertake a journey to Moscow. It is only by the 
southern flank that we could enter for many months to come. 

•See Appendix J, p. 663. 
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Anyhow, let us get the facts straightened out. 
PS.—You should sec Wavell’s telegram just received, showing how 

even two divisions at or north of Tabriz will completely choke the 
Trans-Persian railway. 

I felt that if only a machinery of military consultation could be 

established the problem of joint operations could be discussed in a 

reasonable manner which would not lead to misunderstanding. The 

unsatisfactory nature of the existing position is clear from my following 

minute. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay,for C.O.S. Committee 5 Nov, 41 

We do not know when the Germans will arrive in the Caucasus, nor 
how long it will be before they come up against the mountain barrier. 
We do not know what the Russians will do, how many troops they will 
use, or how long they will resist. It is quite certain that if the Germans 
press hard neither the 50th nor the 18th British Division could be on the 
spot in time. We are held in a grip by the delay in Crusader .and it is 
not possible to sec beyond that at the present moment. I cannot tcei any 
confidence that the Germans will be prevented from occupying the Baku 
oilfields, or that the Russians will effectively destroy these I he 
Russians tell us nothing, and view with great suspicion any inquiries wc 

*" a^Theonly'tSngwe have it in our power to do is to base four or five 
heavy bombing squadrons in Northern Persia to aid the Ruunntp‘n 
defence of the Caucasus, if that be possible, and if the worst happens 

U..p-ibh.. P»y J.g” 

SSSSr—“ 

on rSsL to renew hostilities on the Kml™if™t™lh, 

5Z. been ZgEZZT-* - - - ~ 

•See p. 363- 
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sequences of the situation. Their attitude was that they needed the 

disputed province of Eastern Karelia for their own security against 

Russia, and the history of the previous two years lent strength to their 

view. But now that Russia was engaged in a life-and-death struggle 

with Germany it was clearly impossible for the Allies to allow the 

Finns, acting as a German satellite Power, to cut Russia’s main 

northern lines of communication with the West. 

The position of Roumania was similar to that of Finland. The 

Russians had occupied the Roumanian province of Bessarabia, and 

thereby gained control of the mouth of the Danube, in June 1940. 

Now, under the leadership of Marshal Antoncscu, and in alliance with 

Germany, the Roumanian armies had not only rcoccupied Bessarabia, 

but had bitten deep into the Black Sea provinces of Russia, as the 

Finns were doing in Eastern Karelia. The Hungarians also, in a key 

position astride the communications of Central and South-Eastern 

Europe, were of direct assistance to the German war effort. 

But I was by no means certain that a declaration of war was the 

correct method of dealing with the situation. There was still a 

possibility that, under pressure from the United States and ourselves, 

Finland would agree to fair and reasonable peace terms. In the case of 

Roumania at least there was every reason to believe that the dictatorial 

regime of Antoncscu would not last indefinitely. I decided therefore to 

address myself again to Marshal Stalin on both the question of military 

planning and co-operation and that of avoiding a declaration of war 

against these Axis satellite Powers. 

Prime Minister to Premier Stalin 4 Nov. 41 

In order to clear things up and to plan for the future I am ready 
to send General Wavell, Commander-in-Chicf in India, Persia and 
Iraq to meet you in Moscow, Kuibyshev, Tiflis, or wherever you will 
Besides this. General Paget, our new Commander-in-Chief, secretly 
designated for the Par East, will come with General Wavell. General 
I aget has been m the centre of things here, and will have with him the 
latest and best opinions of our High Command. These two officers will 
be able to tell you exactly how we stand, what is possible and what we 

them?'8 "'ISC‘ ThCy C3n rCaCh y°U ab°Ut “ fortniKht- Do you want 

2 We told you in my message of September 6 that we were willing 
to declare war on Finland. Will you however consider whether it is 
really good business that Great Britain should declare war on Finland 
Hungary, and Roumania at this moment ? It is onlv a formality, because 
our extreme blockade is already m force against them. Mv judgment is 
against it, because, first, Finland has many friends in the United States 
and it ,s prudent to take account of this fact. Secondly, Roumania and 
Hungary: these countries are full of our friends ; they have been over¬ 
powered by Hitler and used as a cafs-paw, but if fortune turns against 
hat ruffian they might easily come back to our side. A British declare 

non of war would only free2e them all and make it look as if H tier were 
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the head of a grand European alliance solid against us. Do not, pray, 
suppose it is any want of zeal or comradeship that makes us doubt the 
advantage of this step. Our Dominions, except Australia, are reluctant. 
Nevertheless, if you think it will be a real help to you and worth while, 
I will put it to the Cabinet again. 

3. I hope our supplies are being cleared from Archangel as fast as they 
come in. A trickle is now beginning through Persia. We shall pump 
both ways to our utmost. Please make sure that our technicians who are 
going with the tanks and aircraft have full opportunity to hand these 
weapons over to your men under the best conditions. At present our 
Mission at Kuibyshev is out of touch with all these affairs. They only 
want to help. These weapons arc sent at our peril, and we are anxious 
they shall have the best chance. An order from you is necessary. 

4. I cannot tell you about our immediate military plans, any more than 
you can tell me about yours, but rest assured we are not going to be idle. 

5. With the object of keeping Japan quiet we are sending our latest 
battleship, Prince of Wales, which can catch and kill any Japanese ship, 
into the Indian Ocean, and are building up a powerful battle squadron 
there. I am urging President Roosevelt to increase his pressure on the 
Japanese and keep them frightened so that the Vladivostok route will not 

be blocked. . , 
6. 1 will not waste words in compliments, because you know already 

from Bcaverbrook and Harriman what we feel about your splendid hght. 
Have confidence in our untiring support. . . 

7. I should be glad to hear from you direct that you have received this 

telegram. 

On November 11 M. Maisky brought to me Stalin's chilling and 

evasive reply to this message. 

M. Stalin to the Prime Minister 8 Nov* 41 

Your message received on November 7. . , , • _ 
I fully agree with you that clarity should be establishedI in ,hc 

between the U.S.S.R. and Great Britain. Such a clarity does not exist at 
present. The lack of clarity is the consequence of two circumstances. 

There is no definite understanding between our two .C0“"*rlH 
on war aims and on plans for the post-war organisation of («) 

(b) 

on 
peace. 

There is no 
Britain on 

between the U.S.S.R. and Great o agreement between me 
mutual military assistance against Hitler in Europe. 

mmmmi 
a'g^e'mei^'o^^he^two fundamental^questiems^ referred^ to^abov^e^^ 

naturally would be happy to mu uiiv* --—- 1 f the 

questions. If however the mission Secondan- matters 

m upon thc Gcncr 
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such a case it would also be very difficult for me to find the time for the 
conversations. 

2. It seems to me that an intolerable situation has been created in the 
question of the declaration of war by Great Britain on Finland, Hungary, 
and Roumania. The Soviet Government raised this question with the 
British Government through the secret diplomatic channels. Quite 
unexpectedly for the U.S.S.R., the whole problem, beginning with the 
request of the Soviet Government to the British Government and ending 
with the consideration of this question by the U.S.A. Government, 
received wide publicity. The whole problem is now being discussed at 
random in the Press—friendly as well as enemy. And after all that the 
British Government informs 11s of its negative attitude to our proposal. 
Why is all this being done? To demonstrate the lack of unity between 
the U.S.S.R. and Great Britain? 

3. You can rest assured that we arc taking all the necessary measures 
for speedy transportation to the right place of all the arms coming 
from Great Britain to Archangel. The same will be done with regard to 
the route through Persia. In this connection may I call your attention to 
the fact (although this is a minor matter) that tanks, planes, and artillery 
are arriving inefficiently packed, that sometimes parts of the same 
vehicle are loaded in different ships, [and) that planes, because of the 
imperfect packing, reach us broken ? 

Even Stalin seems after a while to have felt that he had gone too 

far in the tone of this communication, which I had not attempted to 

answer. The silence was expressive. On November 20 the Soviet 

Ambassador in London called on Mr. Eden at the Foreign Office. 

1 he following is Mr. Eden’s record of the conversation as sent in a 

telegram to Sir Stafford Cripps, now at Kuibyshev: 

The Soviet Ambassador asked to sec me this afternoon, when he 
said that he had received instructions from M. Stalin, who had asked 
him to convey to me that in sending his recent message to the Prime 
Minister he had only practical and businesslike questions in view. It 
had certainly not been M. Stalin’s intention to cause any offence to any 
members of the Government, and least of all to the Prime Minister 

M. Stalin was very busy indeed with affairs at the front, and had had 
virtually no chance to think of anything else but affairs at the front 
He had raised important practical issues about mutual militarv assistance 
in hurope against Hitler and the post-war organisation of peace. These 
questions were very important, and it was very undesirable to complicate 
them by any personal misunderstanding or feelings. M. Stalin had also 
overcome certain personal feelings in pursuing the line he had taken 
because the Finnish business had greatly hurt him and the whole of the 
Soviet Union. My Fatherland,” said M. Stalin, "finds itself in a 
humiliating Position. Our request was made secretly. Then the whole 
thing was published, and also the fact that His Majesty's Government 
did not consider it possible to accept the Soviet request. This has nm 
my country ,n a humiliated position, and has had a depressing effect on 
the minds of my people.” M. Stalin had felt himself hurt bv this buHn 
spite of this, he still pursued only one end: to reach an agreemen on 
mutual military assistance against Hitler in Europe and the pos?-war 
organisation of peace. F post-war 
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Stalin’s answer had made it clear that purely military talks would 

have little concrete result in the present state of mind of the Russian 

leaders. The almost hysterical note of Stalin’s message about Finland 

showed the gap in understanding between our two countries. I pro¬ 

posed therefore to make a further attempt to smooth out relations 

between us by offering to send Mr. Eden himself on a mission to 

Russia. It was in this sense that I telegraphed to M. Stalin on 

November 21: 

Many thanks for your message, just received. At the very beginning 
of the war I began a personal correspondence with President Roosevelt, 
which has led to a very solid understanding being established between us 
and has often helped in getting things done quickly. My only desire is to 
work on equal terms of comradeship and confidence with you. 

2. About Finland. I was quite ready to advise the Cabinet to declare 
war upon Finland when I sent you my telegram of September 4. Later 
information has made me think that it will be more helpful to Russia 
and the common cause if the Finns can be got to stop fighting and stand 
still or go home, than if we put them in the dock with the guilty Axis 
Powers by a formal declaration of war and make them fight it out to the 
end. However, if they do not stop in the next fortnight and you still wish 
us to declare war on them, we will certainly do so. I agree with you that 
it was very wrong that any publication should have been made. We 
certainly were not responsible. . . , . .. 

3. Should our offensive in Libya result, as we hope, in the destruction 
of the German-Italian army there, it will be possible to take a broad 
survey of the war as a whole, with more freedom than has hitherto been 
open to His Majesty’s Government. # , . 

4. For this purpose we shall be willing in the near future to send the 
Foreign Secretary, Mr. Eden, whom you know, via the Mediterranean 

to meet you at Moscow or elsewhere. He would be.^"cuss'oery 
high militarv and other experts, and will be able to discuss every 
question relating to the war, including the sending of troops not only 

into the Caucasus but into the fighting line of .■^‘win^ll'o^ large 

numbers™" be’empfoyed^and’even 'so' you will have to choose between 

tr°°'l notice ?ha t* y ou "w^slT a Iso* to discuss the post-war organisation of 

long it lasts, and when the war is won as I am.sure .«^ /thc 

US for the third time. 1 he fact that kussi to bc> js not any 
Britain and thc United S,a«s am n<m an ^ mutua, s,fc!y and rightful 

inte'resfs ‘VheFoffsefreta^ will be able to discuss the whole of this 

fieJ,d 'it'may'well be that your defence of Moscow 

well' as the splendid resistance to the ‘{£a£"Jal^ctUrc of the Nazi 
front, will inllict mortal injuries upon the .nterna 
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regime. We mast not count upon such good fortune, but simply keep on 
striking at them to the utmost with might and main. 

M. Stalin replied two days later, and in a calmer tone: 

23 Nov. 41 

Many thanks for your message. I sincerely welcome your wish as 
expressed in your message to collaborate with me by way of personal 
correspondence based on friendship and confidence. I hope this will 
contribute much to the success of our common cause. 

2. On the question of Finland, the U.S.S.R. never proposed anything 
else—at least, in the first instance—but the cessation of the military 
operations and the de facto exit of Finland from the war. If however 
Finland refuses to comply even with this in the course of the short 
period you indicated, then I believe the declaration of war by Great 
Britain would be reasonable and necessary. Otherwise an impression 
may be created that there is no unity between us on the question of war 
against Hitler and his most ardent accomplices, and that the accomplices 
of Hitler’s aggression can do their base work with impunity. With 
regard to Hungary and Roumania, we can perhaps wait a little while. 

3. I support by all means your proposal of an early visit to the 
U.S.S.R. by the Foreign Secretary. Mr. Fden. I believe our joint con¬ 
sideration and acceptance of an agreement concerning the common 
military operations of the Soviet and British forces at our front, as well as 
speedy realisation of such an agreement, would have a great positive 
value. It is right that consideration and acceptance of a plan concerning 
the post-war organisation of peace should be founded upon the general 
idea of preventing Germany, and in the first place Prussia, once more 
from violating peace and once more plunging peoples into terrible 
carnage. 

4. I also fully agree with you that the difference of the State organisa¬ 
tion between the U.S.S.R. on the one hand and Great Britain and the 
United States of America on the other hand should not, and could not, 
hinder us in achieving a successful solution of all the fundamental 
questions concerning our mutual security and our legitimate interests. 
If there are still some omissions and doubts on this score I hope they 
will be cleared away in the course of the negotiations with Mr. Fden. 

5- I beg you to accept my congratulations on the successful beginning 
of the British offensive in Libya. 

6. The struggle of the Soviet armies against Hitler’s troops remains 
tense. In spite however of all the difficulties the resistance of our forces 
grows and will grow. Our will to victory over the enemy is unbending. 

* • • • • 
As a result of Stalin’s pressing appeal it was decided to go ahead 

with arrangements to deliver an ultimatum with a time limit to the 

Finns, and also to Roumania and Hungary. I was most reluctant to be 
forced into this position, as the following minutes show. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 2g jsjQy 

You seem to be taking it for granted that war will be declared on 
all three Powers [Finland, Roumania, and Hum-ary] on December , 
I do not wish this decision to be taken till we know what Finland wiU do 
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Moreover, the 3rd is too soon. The 5th is a fortnight after my telegram 
to Stalin. I am only to-night sending my telegram to Mannerheim. We 
must leave reasonable time for a reply. 

My opinion about the unwisdom of this measure remains unaltered, 
and I still have hopes that the Finns will withdraw. I was not aware that 
this step would be taken at this juncture. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 29 Nov. 41 

Finland and Co. I don’t want to be pinched for time if there is a 
chance of Finland pulling out of the big war. See also my telegram 
to Stalin [of November 21], which says, “if they do not stop in the next 
fortnight and you still wish us to declare war on them ...” Procedure there¬ 
fore should be as follows. If we have not heard by the 5th that the Finns 
are not going to pull out, or have heard they are contumacious, we then 
telegraph to Stalin saying that “if he still wishes it" we will declare war 
forthwith. The Roumanian and Hungarian declarations will follow, also 
in accordance with whatever he may desire. 

* • • * • 

Meanwhile I thought it worth while, with the knowledge and 

agreement of the Soviet Government, to make a final and personal 

appeal to the Finnish leader, Field-Marshal Mannerheim. 

Prime Minister to Field-Marshal Mannerheim 29 Nov. 41 

I am deeply grieved at what I see coming, namely, that we shall be 
forced in a few days out of loyalty to our ally Russia to declare war upon 
Finland. If we do this, we shall make war also as opportunity serves. 
Surely your troops have advanced far enough for security during the 
war and could now halt and give leave. It is not necessary to make any 
public declaration, but simply leave off fighting and cease military 
operations, for which the severe winter affords every reason, and make a 
de facto exit from the war. I wish I could convince Your Excellency that 
we are going to beat the Nazis. I feel far more confident than in 1917 
or 1918. It would be most painful to the many friends of your country n 
England if Finland found herself in the dock with1 the BUihy and defeated 
Nazis. My recollections of our pleasant talks and correspondence about 
the last war lead me to send this purely personal and private message for 
your consideration before it is too late. 

On December 2 I received Field-Marshal Mannerheim’s answer. 

Field-Marshal Mannerheim to Prime Minister Churchill 2 Dec. 41 

I had yesterday the honour to receive through the >n'ermcd.ary oHh 

country into a conflict with England and 1 w n be aecp.y ^ 

rssti—- ■ 
have fully appreciated it. 
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This reply made it clear that Finland was not prepared to withdraw 

her troops to her 1939 frontiers, and the British Government therefore 

went ahead with the arrangements to declare war. Similar action 

followed in regard to Roumania and Hungary. 

• • • • • 
It was against such a background that preparations were made 

for Mr. Eden’s mission to Moscow. He was to be accompanied by 

General Nye, Vice-Chief of the Imperial General Staff. A general 

review of the war in both its military and general aspects was to be 

undertaken in these talks in Moscow, and if possible the alliance was 

to be put on a formal and written treaty basis. 

On December 5 I drew up a general directive for the Foreign 

Secretary, reviewing certain aspects of the military situation as seen 

from our side. The battle in the Desert, which will presently be 

described, was already at its height. 

5 Dec. 41 
The prolongation of the battle in Libya, which is drawing in so many 

Axis resources, will probably require the use both of the 50th and 18th 
British Divisions, which we had hoped might be available for the defence 
of the Caucasus or for action on the Russian front. In the near future 
therefore these divisions cannot be considered available. The best form 
which our aid can take (apart from supplies) is the placing of a strong 
component of the Air Force, say ten squadrons, on the southern flank 
of the Russian armies, where, among other things, they can help protect 
the Russian naval bases on the Black Sea. These squadrons will be 
withdrawn from the Libyan battle at the earliest moment when success 
has been gained. The movement of their ground personnel and stores 
will not unduly choke the Trans-Persian communications, as would be 

case if infantry divisions were sent. The High Command in the 
Middle East has been ordered to make plans for this movement, the 
completion of which will of course depend upon the facilities afforded 
for detailed reconnaissance. 

2. The attitude of Turkey becomes increasingly important, both to 
Russia and to Great Britain. The Turkish army of fifty divisions requires 
air support. We have promised a minimum of four and a maximum of 
twelve fighter squadrons to Turkey in the event of Turkey being 
attacked. In this event we might require to withdraw some of the 
squadrons proposed to be sent into action on the Russian southern front 
I he best use of our aircraft on both shores of the Black Sea and the 
types to be employed require to be decided according to circumstances 
by consultation between the British and Russian Governments and Staff. 

• • • t • 
During these interchanges the urgency of the military crisis on the 

Russian front had diminished. Hitler had determined on one more 

great effort, and on November 13 he issued orders for an “autumn 

campaign” to take Moscow before the end of the year. The plan was 

opposed by Bock and Guderian, who suggested that the armies should 
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dig in for the winter. They were overruled. Some small progress 

was made on the flanks during the latter part of November, but the 

main attack in the centre, launched on December 4, broke down 

completely, not only on account of the stubborn resistance of the 

garrison and of the inhabitants, but also because of the extreme cold 

which had now set in. Automatic weapons failed to function; aircraft 

and tank motors could not be started. With inadequate winter clothing 

the German soldiers were half frozen. 

Like the supreme military genius who had trod this road a century 

before him, Hitler now discovered what Russian winter meant. He 

bowed to inexorable facts. Instructions were given for the troops to 

withdraw to a better line in rear, though they were to resist any 

Russian attacks in the meanwhile. These attacks were not lacking. 

For the rest of the year they were continuous, and the German armour 

both north and south of Moscow was forced back until by December 31 

the front was stabilised on a line running north and south sixty miles 

from the city, from which they had already been within twenty miles. 

In the north the Germans had had no better fortune. Leningrad 

indeed had been completely cut off, and was closely invested in the 

south by the Germans and in the north by the Finns. But all assaults 

had been repulsed. There was more to show in the south. Rundstedt 

had once reached Rostov and rounded the corner to the Caucasus. 

Here he had overreached himself and was beaten back forty miles. 

Nevertheless he had advanced five hundred miles. The southern 

industrial area of Russia and the rich wheatlands of the Ukraine were 

behind him. Only in the Crimea were there still Russians to dislodge 

or destroy. 
Thus in the six months’ campaign the Germans had achieved 

formidable results and had inflicted losses on their enemy which no 

other nation could have survived. But the three main objectives which 

they had sought, Moscow, Leningrad, the lower Don, were still firmly 

in Russian hands. The Caucasus, the Volga, and Archangel were still 

far away. The Russian Army, far from being beaten, was fighting 

better than ever, and would certainly grow in strength in the coming 

year. The winter had fallen. The long war was certain. 
All the anti-Nazi nations, gerat and small, rejoiced to see the firs 

failure of a German Blitzkrieg. The threat of invasion to our Island 

was removed so long as the German armies were engaged in a Me-ano- 

death struggle in the East. How long that struggle might last no one 

could tell. Hitler at least was still confident of the futur'\T hJ 
arguments he had had with his generals dunng the amumn and h 

failure to satisfy his far-reaching intentions led to the re"10Va‘°ence. 
Commander-in-Chief, Brauchitsch. Rundstedt went too. Hence 
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forward Hitler took personal command of the armies in the East, 

confident in his generalship, and with high hopes of an early Russian 

collapse in 1942. 

* • • * * 
Our discussions with the Soviets, which seemed in their later stages 

to be progressing favourably, have anticipated the launching by 

General Auchinleck of his offensive in the Desert which has next to be 

described. Both discussions and offensive were alike relegated to a 

different plane by the Japanese attack upon the United States at Pearl 

Harbour on December 7. We shall return to them in due course amid 

a vastly different grouping of world forces. 



Chapter XXIX 

THE PATH AHEAD 

British Plans for the Autumn of 1941—Hope of a Decisive Victory in the Western 

Desert—The Only Possible “Second Front"—Lord Louis Mountbatten succeeds 

Sir Roger Keyes—Auchinleck Demands a Further Delay—Mr. Attlee's Visit 

to Washington—My Letter to the President of October 20—An Exposition of My 

War Thought—Suggestion for American Troops in Northern Ireland—Profound 
Effects of Gaining a Desert Victory—Tank-landing Craft Indispensable for a 

Landing in Europe—My Telegram of October 25 to Minister of State, Middle 

East—Reactions of the Middle East Commanders-in-Chief—We Drop the Sicily 

Project—My Minute of October 28—German Plans if Russia were Defeated— 

The Months of German Weakness in the Mediterranean—The U-Boats Arrive 

upon the Scene—A Message for the Desert Battle. 

POLICY and inclination alike led me into the closest correspon¬ 

dence with the President. Weekly and often almost daily I gave 

him the fullest tale of all I knew about our British thought and inten¬ 

tions and about the general war situation. There is no doubt that these 

interchanges commanded his closest attention and excited his lively 

interest and sympathy. His replies were naturally more reserved, but 

by now I knew very well where he stood and what he wanted. I was 

in charge of a struggling country beset by deadly foes. He was aloft, 

august, at the head of a mighty neutral Power, whom he desired 

above all things to bring into the fight for freedom. But he could 

not as yet see how to do it. Meanwhile Britain had to plan her own 

scheme of war: how to fight Hitler, bringing all our forces to bear on 

the largest scale physically possible; how to help the Russians by 

supplies and by what could be only minor diversions; above all, how 

t0 StilL there was a plan for the rest of 1941 and for 1942 which had 

formed in my mind and obtained a great measure of fundamenta 

acceptance from the Chiefs of Staff. This plan was of course at this 

datcPbased upon the United States still staying out of the war while 

giving us all the aid that Congress would allow. I had become a«a 

through my correspondence with the President that he was par- 

iculafly alert about all naval affairs, and that he regarded French 

Nnrth Africa including Dakar, and the Atlantic islands of Spain and 
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we and the United States, should they become a belligerent, could do 

together. 

My hopes were that we might win a decisive victory in the Western 

Desert and drive Rommel back through Libya and 'Tripolitania. If 

all went well this might bring about the rallying from Vichy of Tunis, 

Algeria, and Morocco, and perhaps even the accession of Vichy itself. 

This purpose was only a hope built on a hope. But we held ready in 

the United Kingdom one armoured and three field divisions, with 

sufficient naval power, while the German Air Force was absorbed in 

Russia, to carry them to any point in the Western Mediterranean. If 

we got Tripoli, and France would not move, our possession of Malta 

would enable us to descend upon Sicily, and thus open up the only 

possible “Second Front” in Europe within our power while we were 

alone in the West. I could not sec anything else, except Norway, 

however good our fortune on the battlefield, which we could accom¬ 

plish by ourselves in 1942. The plan for the invasion of Sicily had 

been carefully worked out by the Chiefs of Staff and the Planning 

Committee. We called it “Whipcord”. 

Once Rommel was beaten and his small, audacious army destroyed 

and 'Tripoli was ours it was not thought impossible for four divisions 

of our best troops, about 80,000 men, to land and conquer Sicily. 

The German Air Force, who had wrought us so much harm from the 

Sicilian airfields, had been called away to Russia, and there were now 

no German troops in the island. When our expedition was at sea and 

had entered the Mediterranean it would of course be spotted. But the 

enemy could not know whether we were going to French North 

Africa Bizerta, Algiers, Oran—or to Sicily or Sardinia. Such are the 

advantageous options open to naval power. What other plan of active 

offensive warfare was open to Britain and the Empire by themselves 

during 1942? How could we engage the Germans on a large scale? 

What schemes would offer to us so many choices, which are so desir¬ 

able amid the uncertainties of war? It might be beyond our single- 

handed strength. It might go wrong. But at any rate it did not 

endanger our life-lines across the Atlantic or our power to defend 
ourselves from invasion at home. 

It is one thing to see the forward path and another to be able to take 

it. But it is better to have an ambitious plan than none at all All 

turned first on the success of General Auchinleck's long-prepared 

offensive in the Western Desert. All had to be reviewed in relation to 

the unknown dangers which would be opened upon us by a German 

penetration to the Caspian, or their possible movement throueh 

Iurkey in the same direction, or into the Middle East—Syria 

Palestine, Persia, and Iraq. But throughout I regarded all these as 
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comparatively unlikely possibilities. In the event this proved the 

correct view. I carried with me in the pursuit of these conjectural 

schemes at every stage the convictions and support of the Chiefs of 

Staff, and of my Ministerial colleagues on the Defence Committee 

and in the War Cabinet. In the end all were fulfilled in the exact order 

designed, but not until 1942 and 1943, and in very different and more 

favourable circumstances than those we could foresee in October 1941. 

* * • * • 

While all these speculations influenced opinion in our secret circles I 

was determined that the preparation of the apparatus and plans for the 

invasion of the Continent should not slacken. Sir Roger Keyes had 

now reached the age of seventy. He had performed invaluable service 

in building up the Commandos and in pressing forward the design and 

construction of invasion craft. His high rank as Admiral of the Fleet 

and strong personality had created a certain amount of friction in the 

Service departments, and I reached the conclusion with much regret 

on personal grounds that the appointment of a new and young figure 

at the head of the overseas organisation would be in the public 

interest. Lord Louis Mountbatten was only a captain in the Royal 

Navy, but his exploits and abilities seemed to me to fit him in a high 

degree for the vacant post. He was at this time on a special mission to 

the United States, where he was received with great consideration. 

He cruised with the Pacific Fleet, and on his return to Washington had 

long discussions with the President, to whom he was authorised to 

disclose what we were doing in preparations for landings on the 

Continent and the plans I harboured. The President showed him the 

greatest confidence and invited him to stay at the White House. 

Before this visit could take place I had to summon him home. 

Prime Minister to Lord Louis Mountbatten 10 
We want you home here at once for something which you will hnd 

of the highest interest. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Harry Hopkins 10 Oct. 41 
We want Mountbatten over here for a very active and urgent job. 

Please explain to the President how disappointed he was not to be ab 
fo fulfil The "nvitation to the White House with wh.ch he had been 
honoured. He will seek an audience before leaving. 

* * * # # 
I had been vexed by a final delay of nearly a fortnight which 

General Auchinleck demanded in order to perfect his arrangements. 
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impossible to explain to Parliament and the nation how it is our Middle 
Hast armies have had to stand for 4.I months without engaging the enemy 
while all the time Russia is being battered to pieces. I have hitherto 
managed to prevent public discussion, but at any time it may break out. 
Moreover, the few precious weeks that remain to us for the exploitation 
of any success are passing. No warning has been given to me of your 
further delay, and no reasons. I must be able to inform War Cabinet 
on Monday number of days further delay you now demand. 

Moreover, the Lord Privy Seal leaves Monday for United States, 
carrying with him a personal letter to the President. In this letter, 
which would be handed to Mr. Roosevelt for his eye alone and to be 
burnt or returned thereafter, I was proposing to state that in the moon¬ 
light of early November you intended to attack. It is necessary for me to 
take the President into our confidence, and thus stimulate his friendly 
action. In view of the plans we are preparing for "Whipcord”,* I am in 
this letter asking him to send three or four United States divisions to 
relieve our troops in Northern Ireland, as a greater safeguard against 
invasion in the spring. I fixed the date of the Lord Privy Seal’s mission 
in relation to the date you had given us. Of course, if it is only a matter 
of two or three days the fact could be endured. It is not however 
possible for me to concert the general movement of the war if important 
changes are made in plans agreed upon without warning or reason. 
Pray therefore telegraph in time. 

The date was finally fixed for November 18, as General Auchinleck 
desired. 

• • • • • 
Feeling the way the President’s mind was probably moving, I deter¬ 

mined, on the eve of Auchinleck’s considerable venture in the Desert, 
to lay my whole thought before him. Mr. Attlee, now generally 
recognised as Deputy Prime Minister, was to visit Washington to 
attend the International Labour Conference, and I sent by his hand to 
the President the letter which follows. It will become evident that this 
fell in very closely with the march of Mr. Roosevelt's own thought 

PRIME MINISTER TO PRESIDENT 

Part I 
20 Oct. 41 

My dear Mr. President, 

Some time this fall General Auchinleck will attack the German and 
Italian armies in Cyrenaica with his utmost available power.t We 
believe his forces will be stronger than the enemy’s in troops, in ar illcrv 
m aircraft, and particularly m tanks. His object will be to destroy the 

asqufcklyT^ible * an"OUrt'd f°rCeS’ a"d '° Cap,ure Be"8hazi 

2. Should this operation prosper the plans which have been preoared 
for a further rapid advance upon Tripoli may be carried out Shmdd 
success uttent! tins further effort important reactions may be expected 
which it is provident to study in advance. * expected 

•The invasion of Sicilv. 

JThc acual date and the code-name ’’Crusader” were given in a separate 
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3. General Weygand may be stirred into joining in the war, or the 
Germans may make demands upon him or Vichy for facilities in French 
North Africa which may force him into the war. 

4. To profit by these contingencies we are holding a force equivalent 
to one armoured and three field divisions ready with shipping from 
about the middle of November. This force could either enter Morocco 
by Casablanca upon French invitation or otherwise help to exploit in the 
Mediterranean a victory in Libya. 

5. In order to cover effectively these preparations we have prepared 
large-scale plans for a descent upon the Norwegian coast, and also for 
a reinforcement of the Russians in Murmansk. There is substance as 

well as shadow in these plans. 
6. It seems therefore probable that we shall have to send away from 

Great Britain four or even five divisions, besides the 18th Division, 
which will arrive at Halifax on November 7 on its journey round the 
Cape to Suez. We must expect that as soon as Hitler stabilises the 
Russian front he will begin to gather perhaps fifty or sixty divisions in 
the West for the invasion of the British Isles. We have had reports, 
which may be exaggerated, of the building of perhaps 800 craft capable 
of carrying eight or ten tanks each across the North Sea and of landing 
anywhere upon the beaches. Of course there will be parachute and air¬ 
borne descents on a yet unmeasured scale. One may well suppose his 

programme to be: 1939. Poland; 1940, France; 1941, Russia; 1942, 
England; 1943-? At any rate, I feel that we must be prepared to 

meet a supreme onslaught from March onwards. 
7 In moving four or five divisions, including one armoured division, 

out of the United Kingdom in these circumstances we are evidently 
taking risks. Should events happily take the course assumed in the easier 
paragraphs of this letter, and should we in fact reduce our forces at 
home to the extent mentioned, it would be a very great reassurance and a 
military advantage of the highest order if you were able to place a 
United States Army Corps and Armoured Division, with all the air 
force possible, in the North of Ireland (of course at the invitation of that 
Government as well as of His Majesty’s Government), thus cnablingus 

to withdraw the three divisions we now have forthe ^' “hcved 
Britain, besides the troops in Iceland, which are now being tehcvccT 

8 We should feel very much freer to act with vigour in the man 
I have outlined if we k£w that such a step or.your par..wasgo*. £ 

Moreover, the arrival of American troop, m l^hem^afnd„wou>d 

XS iSra: fr™. ££ ss ."*><«" *«■“ - 
Taken until we see the result of the approaching battle. 

After some paragraphs dealing ^TrVon- 
the relations of air and naval services to the Army, my 

tinued: 

Part II 

,3. All my information goes 'ai.^S.e^hole'sh’a^e'oFt^Twar* in the 

Mediterranean.6 heartened to fight for her neutrality- 
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profound effect may be produced upon the already demoralised Italy. 
Perhaps, most important of all, Turkey may be consolidated in her 
resistance to Hitler. We do not require Turkey to enter the war aggres¬ 
sively at the present moment, but only to maintain a stolid, unyielding 
front to German threats and blandishments. As long as Turkey is not 
violated or seduced, this great oblong pad of poorly developed territory 
is an impassable protection for the eastern flank of our Nile Army. If 
Turkey were forced to enter the war we should of course have to give 
her a great deal of support which might be better used elsewhere, either 
in French North Africa or in the Caucasus. We are making promises of 
support to Turkey (contingent on the military situation) which amount 
to between four and six divisions and twenty or thirty air squadrons, and 

we are actively preparing with them the necessary airfields in Anatolia. 
But what Turkey requires to keep her sound is a British victory over 
Germans, making all promises real and living. 

14. These dispositions, as I have set them out. do not allow us in the 
next six months to make any serious contribution to the Russian defence 
of the Caucasus and Caspian basin. The best help we can give the 
Russians is to relieve the five Russian divisions now crowded into 
Northern Persia. If these are brought home and used in the battle I 
have pledged the faith of Britain to Stalin that no rightful Russian 
interest shall suffer and that we will take no advantages in Persia at 
their expense. I do not however see how, in the period mentioned, we 
can put more than a symbolic force into the Caucasus and the Russians 
retain a similar representation in Persia. The Russians much disturb 
I crsia by their presence, their theories, and their behaviour, and the 
outbreak of disorders would mean that we should have to spread three 
or four British-Indian divisions to keep open the communications from 
the I ersian Gulf to the Caspian. 1 hese communications, which are a 
vital part of our joint Aid to Russia policy, would thus be largely choked 
by the need of supplying the extra forces. I have been trvimz to eet th«. 
Russians to see this point. 

15. In my telegram of July 25, 1941. which I sent you before our 
Atlantic meeting. I spoke of the long-term project for 1941 of the 
simultaneous landing of say .5.000 tanks from hundreds of specially 
htted ocean-going ships on the beaches of three or four countries rip 
for revolt. I suggested that the necessary alterations could easily be 

“I™ s'age to a proportion of your merchant ships now building 
on so vast a scale. I now send you the drawings prepared by the 
Admiralty which illustrate the kmd of treatment the vessels would 
require. You1 will see that it is estimated only to add about £50 000 to 

heir cost, and I suppose a proportionate delay. It seems to me that no” 
less than 200 ships should be thus fitted. There is sufficient time as we 
cannot think of [executing] such a plan before 1943. But the essential 
counterpart of the tank programme you have now embarked upon is he 
power to transport them across the oceans and land them upon unfornfied 

Home Army to meet invasion.* All the authorities are^gree^upon Z 

•See p. 396. 
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principles set forth, and you are very welcome to show this paper, should 
you think it worth while, to your officers. 

17. I also send, for your own personal information, a note I have 
made on the structure, present and future, of the British and Imperial 
armies which we are endeavouring to organise in 1942.* Of course the 
figure of about a hundred divisions does not, as is fully explained, mean 
a hundred mobile standard field divisions. Some are garrison, some are 
anti-aircraft, and some are equivalents in brigade groups. Broadly 
speaking however it represents a much more considerable deployment 
of military strength than we had planned at the outbreak of the war. 
This has been rendered possible by the fact that we have not been 
engaged to any serious extent since the losses of Dunkirk, and that 
munitions and reserves have accumulated instead of being expended on a 
great scale. 

18. I have not referred to the Japanese menace, which has seemed to 
grow so much sharper in the last few days, nor to the splendid help you 
are giving us in the Atlantic, because we discussed these great matters 
so fully at our meeting, and events are now telling their own tale in 
accordance with our anticipations. I still think however that the 
stronger the action of the United States towards Japan the greater the 
chance of preserving peace. Should however peace be broken and 
the United States become at war with Japan, you may be sure that a 
British declaration of war upon Japan will follow within the hour. 
We hope to be able before Christmas to provide a considerable battle 
squadron for the Indian and Pacific Oceans. 

19. Lastly, Mr. President, let me tell you how I envy the Lord Privy 
Seal in being able to fly over to the United States and have a good 
talk with you. My place is here, and therefore I have taken this oppor¬ 
tunity of writing you so long a letter. Might I ask that all reference to 
the forthcoming operations shall be kept absolutely secret, and for your¬ 
self alone? For this purpose I have separated the first part of the letter 
[containing the actual date of our offensive] from the rest, in the hopes 
that after reading it you will speedily consign it to the flames. 

With kindest regards and every good wish, 
Believe me, Mr. President, 

Your sincere friend, 
Winston S. Churchill 

W W — 

I also exposed these designs fully to the Middle East Commanders- 

in-Chief through the Minister of State, in order that they might realise 

that “Crusader”, the battle they were about to fight, might open to us 

a continuing path, and also to emphasise once again the urgency ot the 

offensive. This paper, addressed to a different ^ar'e^ prC^ S 
another aspect of the same conception as my letter which Mr. Attlee, 

in full accord, was bearing to the President. 

Prime Minister to Minister of State inL^ic'ably 

-an.* 
ftStf «* £?* munlfions capacity, will have been reduced 

•See p. 400. 
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[temporarily] to a second-rate military Power, even if Moscow and 
Leningrad are held. At any time Hitler can leave, say, one-third of his 
armies opposite Russia and still have plenty to threaten Great Britain, 
to put pressure upon Spain, and to send reinforcements to discipline 
Italy, as well as pushing on in the East. 

2. No one must suppose therefore that things will he better for us 
next year or in the spring. On the contrary, for “Whipcord" [Sicily] 
it is probably a case of “Now or never”. In my view, by the end of 
December these prospects will be indefinitely closed. 

3. Hitler’s weakness is in the air. The British Air Force is already 
stronger than his, and, with American aid, increasing more rapidly. 
The Russian Air Force is perhaps two-thirds of the German, well 
organised in depth and quite good. Even when the Italian Air Force 
is counted for what it is worth. Hitler has not enough Air for the simul¬ 
taneous support of the operations open to his armies. However, the 
main part of the British Air Force has to be kept at home against invasion 
and is largely out of action. 

4. It is therefore of importance to us to seek situations which enable 
us to engage the enemy’s Air Force under favourable conditions in 
various theatres at the same time. Such an opportunity is presented in a 
high degree by "Whipcord". 

5. If we can before January secure the combination of airfields— 
Tripoli, Malta. Sicily, and Sardinia—and can establish ourselves upon 
them, a heavy and possibly decisive attack can be made upon Italy, 
the weaker partner in the Axis, by bombers from home based on the 
above system of airfields. The lack of aerodromes in Italy north of 
Sicily should make this possible. All air lighting in this new theatre is a 
direct subtraction from the enemy’s normal air effort against Great 
Britain, against the Nile Valley, and in support of his south-eastward 
advance. 

6 Other advantages would be gained from British air predominance 
in the Central Mediterranean. Subject to what is said in paragraph o 
the sea route from the Mediterranean would be opened to strongly 
escorted convoys, with all the savings in shipping accruing therefrom, as 
well as the stronger support of Eastern operations. 

7. The reaction upon France and French North Africa following 
such achievements, including the arrival of British forces on the 
I umsian border, might bring Wcvgand into action, with all the benefits 
that would come from that. 

8. The foundation of the above is of course a victorious •'Crusader”, 
fou ought to welcome the very powerful diversion of enemy strengths 
particularly a,r strengths which "Whipcord” would bring, provided il 
mns concurrently with "Acrobat" [the British conquest of Tripolitanial 
Nothing gives us greater safety or baffles the enemy more than the 
sudden simultaneous upspringing of a great variety of targets This 
applies particularly in the few weeks which remain while the enemy s 
disentangling his surplus air forces from the Russian theatre and re- 
equipping them for action elsewhere. As I am sure you realise a slow 
advance in Libya by gradual stages after full preparation making 
everything sure as you go while nothing else happens anywhere ensures 

t'rfT of °PPOSit,on. and certainly gives the time for it to be 
brought to bear. Such a course would certainly give ample time for the 
strong German reinforcement of Sicily and for further domination of 
Italy by German troops. I hope you feel, as I do. the fleeting character 
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°f the opportunity presented and how short is the breathing-space 
SwlnOW re*?.ains before Germany, having tidied up her frontagainst 

"a qTe'stTon ending”" ^ “ °ther thCatreS' is> 38 *°u ^ “*• 
9 . What will be the enemy’s reaction to our attempt to gain a zone 

ot air predominance in the Central Mediterranean and thus to open 
the passage? To bring superior air-power to bear will take him time, 
in view of the disposition of the airfields which will remain to him in 
lta!y. 1 here fore he will need to put pressure on Spain to procure the 
closing of the Straits of Gibraltar. We are led to believe that the 
Spaniards will resent and resist any invasion of their country by the 
Germans, who are hated by the morose and hungry Spanish people. 
A British victory in “Crusader” will powerfully affect the mood of the 
Spanish Government. Hitler no doubt can force his way through Spain, 
just as he can dominate Italy. His deterrent is found in the political 
sphere. His aim is to establish a United States of Europe under the 
German hegemony and the New Order. This depends not only upon 
the conquest, but even more upon the collaboration, of the peoples. 
Nothing will more effectively destroy such hopes than the continuance 
of the murders and reprisals, slaughter of hostages, etc., which is now 
going on in so many countries. It will be a very serious step for him to 
take to add Spain and Italy to the already vast subjugated and rebellious 
areas over which his troops are spread. 

10. For all the above reasons the close synchronisation of “Crusader” 
and “Whipcord” and their intimate connection seem highly desirable. 
On the other hand, it must be realised that we shall not be able to 
remain inactive except for the advance in Libya. I am confronted with 
Russian demands for a British force to take its place in the line on the 
Russian left flank at the earliest moment. It will not be possible in the 
rising temper of the British people against what they consider our 
inactivity to resist such demands indefinitely. If therefore it were 
decided to abandon “Whipcord” or alternative action in French North 
Africa at French invitation, as mentioned in Chiefs of Staff paper, it 
would be necessary to make preparations soon for moving a substantial 
force into Russia. 

11. Your further comments should reach us by Monday night, when 
Defence Committee will meet. 

The Commanders-in-Chief at Cairo took a different view. They 

looked to the defence of the Delta and the Canal, of Basra and the 

Caucasus, and the “bastion of the Taurus range” as the first essentials. 

They did not consider Sicily either practicable or necessary. Their 

minds lay right-handed and to the East, and should it be decided to 

move westward and should our efforts prosper they preferred the 

occupation of Bizerta to any attempt on Sicily. I fully understood 

their reasoning, which was strongly supported by General Wav ell 

from India. They expressed their conclusions in a telegram on 

October 27 embodying the arguments I have set forth 

In consequence I abandoned the idea of an attack on Sicily ( W hip- 

cord”). 
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Prime Minister to General Ismay./or C.O.S. Committee 28 Oct. 41 

In view of the Middle Hast latest telegram and of your own decisive 
abandonment of the project “Whipcord”, which you advocated and 
which I espoused, I now consider that plan at an end. 

2. A force equivalent to two divisions and one armoured division 
should however stand ready to exploit “Crusader” and “Acrobat" 
should they be successful. There is no reason, unless hope be a reason, 
to expect that General Weygand will invite us into Bizcrta or Casablanca 
as the result of our impending operations. Should he do so, wc must be 
ready to profit by so great a turn of fortune. The same Commanders 
should study this case forthwith, and it should be concerted with Middle 
East H.Q., and especially with Admiral Cunningham. 

3. The situation might arise either through the effect of a British 
victory, if gained, on French morale, or. which is not to be excluded, 
by a German demand on Pi-tain for the use of this theatre in consequence 
of the loss of Tripoli, actual or probable. 

4. The name of this operation will be “Gymnast”. 
5. It is important to know at once what orders should be issued to 

convert “Whipcord” into “Gymnast”, so as to make the least possible 
inroads upon shipping, and, secondly, what the demands upon shipping 
would be and their full effect. 

61 have received advices from America that our friends there are 
much attracted by the idea of American intervention in Morocco, and 
Colonel Knox talked to Lord Halifax about 150.000 United States 
troops being landed there. We must be ready, if possible, with a 
simultaneous offer, or anyhow a British offer, to General Weygand 
at any moment which seems timely after a success in “Crusader”. This 
might turn the scale in our favour. The offer should therefore be 
couched in most effective terms. I will not myself address the President 
on the subject until after results of “Crusader” are apparent 

7. I have had a letter from him by Lord Louis Mountbatten, in 
which he expresses lively interest in Tangier. This should also be 
examined, but it evidently raises very great complications with the 
Spaniards and the French, and it would be wrong to sacrifice the chance 
of rrench co-operation for the sake of it. 

Apart from dropping the Sicily project, wc all held firmly to our 

estimate of values and chances, and I had no difficulty in procuring a 
united decision. b 

andCJ.Gs" 10 GeneTal Um(>y' f°r COS- 2 Nov. 4, 

While fully understanding General Wavell's point of view, we have 

“G™iys,''CTK IO PJ3y ,hc SerCnCC- “Crusader”, “Acrobat” Gymnast . There can be no going back on this. 

Our plan, if everything prospered, was therefore: the clearance of 

Cyrenaica by the defeat of Rommel's army; the advance to Tripoli- 

and, with the French help and invitation, if forthcoming, the entry into 

French North-Wee, Afrit* The Sicily project depend'7„p„” 

the favourable outcome of the first two, and would be an alternative 

to the third. All this was however so speculative that I did not wish to 

continue the strategic argument with the Middle East Command 
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prime Minister to Minister of State XI Nov 

ah',?r°.'^^n°..anSJCr but Silen“ to y°ur ?nd Auchinleck's telegrams 
about Crusader . No view can be taken of the future until we know 
how this goes. A battle is a veil through which it is not wise to peer. 

* * • # * 

It may be well to see in the afterlight what was passing in the 
enemy’s mind. 

In July 1941 the German Army Planning Staff had made a study of 

future operations, called Plan “Orient”, to overthrow the British 

position in the Middle East. Their major assumption was that the 

Russian war would come to a successful end in the autumn. If so—a 

big “If”—a Panzer Corps from the Caucasus would drive southwards 

through Persia in the winter of 1941-42. From Bulgaria, if Turkey 

were acquiescent, a force of ten divisions, half of them armoured and 

motorised, would traverse Anatolia into Syria and Iraq. If Turkey 

resisted double that strength would be needed, and in consequence the 

plan would have to wait till 1942. The German and Italian forces in 

Africa were given only the third place. Their role during the summer 

and autumn of 1941 was to be purely defensive, except that Tobruk 

was to be taken. By the winter their losses in men and equipment 

would be made up, and then, when the general assault was made on 

Persia and Iraq, and our attention and forces were distracted, the Axis 

army in Libya would advance on Cairo. 

The African adventure had never been favoured by the German 

High Command. German forces had only been sent to stop the Italian 

rout. When this was checked, and we were driven back, the success 

did not lead to any change of heart. The sea voyage across the 

Mediterranean, with its perils from submarines and air attacks from 

Malta, was not to their liking. North Africa would always remain a 

minor theatre, owing to the “greater difficulties in reinforcement 

which would be experienced by the Axis as compared with the 

Allies”. Nor was co-operation with Italians, on land, sea, or air, par¬ 

ticularly attractive to German minds. It was only with grudging 

acquiescence that Rommel’s shortages were made up. If the enemy 

had chosen they could have spared and ferried, at an accepted cost, the 

forces necessary to make our position untenable. It will presently be 

seen how it w-as that Malta, their chief obstacle, was never assaulted. 

No doubt their heavy loss in Crete was a deterrent. 

• * • * * 
A letter sent at the beginning of August 1941 from the German 

War Staff to the generals commanding the West, North, and bou 

Groups outlined the objectives which would be pursued on tne 

morrow of a Russian defeat. 
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(rt) Strengthening of the armed forces in North Africa with a 
view to rendering possible the capture of Tobruk. In order to 
permit the passage of necessary transports attacks by the 
German Air Force on Malta should be resumed. 

Provided that weather conditions cause no delay and the ser¬ 
vice of transports is assured as planned, it can be assumed that 
the campaign against Tobruk will begin in mid-September. 

(6) Plan "Felix” [i.e., the seizure of Gibraltar, with the active 
participation of Spain] must be executed in 1941. 

(r) Should the campaign in the East be over, and Turkey comes 
to our side, an attack on Syria and Palestine in the direction of 
Egypt is contemplated, after a minimum period of 85 days for 
preparation. . . . 

• * • • • 
The autumn and winter months were therefore our opportunity. 

The German Air was gone from Sicily. The Russian front lapped up 

the fuel needed for the Italian Fleet. During August 33 per cent of 

the supplies and reinforcements to Rommel were lost. In October this 

important figure rose to 63 per cent. The Italians were pressed to 

organise an alternative route of supply by air. At the end of September 

Mussolini undertook to carry reinforcements by air to Tripoli at the 

rate of fifteen thousand men a month, but by the end of October only 

nine thousand had arrived. Sea transport to Tripoli was at the same 

time brought to a standstill, anti only a few convoys ran our blockade 

and reached Benghazi. The October losses at last however forced the 

German High Command to send oil to the Italian Navy. A far more 

important step was also taken. Admiral Docnitz reluctantly agreed to 

move twenty-five German U-boats from the Atlantic struggle into the 

Mediterranean. Here was a real stroke, the consequences of which 
were not long to be delayed. 

In the interval our control exercised from Malta was decisive 

and the activities of “Force K”, which the Admiralty, at mv desire’ 

had created there, yielded rich prizes. On the night of November 8* 

act.ng on an aircraft report, they pounced upon the first Italian con¬ 

voys since the resumption of traffic, consisting of ten merchant ships 

escorted by four destroyers with cruiser support. All the merchant 

ships were quickly annihilated. One destroyer was sunk and another 

damaged by our cruisers. The Italian cruisers took no part in the 
affair. I sent this good news to the President. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt g jqov 4I 

The destruction between Italy and Greece of the Axis convoy destined 
for Benghazi is highly important both in itself and in its consequences 
I is also noteworthy that the two Italian heavy cruisers would not face 
our two 6-mch light cru.sers, nor their s,x [actually four] destroyers our 

I have also an increasingly good impression of the Moscow front. 
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Once more the convoys were suspended, and Rommel had good 

reason to complain to the German High Command. 

General Rommel to O.K.W* 9 Nov. 41 

1. The tempo of the transport of troops and supplies to North 
Africa has been reduced still more. To the end of October 1941 of the 
60,000 tons of supplies promised by the Italians only 8,093 tons have 
reached Benghazi. Of those troops originally intended for the attack 
on Tobruk about one-third of the artillery and various important 
communications units will not arrive from Europe even by November 20. 
Furthermore, it is uncertain when the twenty 15.5-cm. guns bought from 
France in Tunis will arrive. . . . Of the requested three Italian divisions 
for an attack in November only one will be available, and that below 
strength. 

• • • • • 
But now our interval of immunity and advantage came to its end. 

The U-boats arrived upon the scene. On November 12, while return¬ 

ing to Gibraltar after flying more aircraft into Malta, the Ark Royal 

was struck by a torpedo from a German U-boat. All attempts to save 

the ship failed, and this famous veteran, which had played such a 

distinguished part in so many of our affairs, sank when only twenty- 

five miles from Gibraltar. This was the beginning of a series of 

grievous losses to our Fleet in the Mediterranean and a weakness 

there which we had never known before. All was however now ready 

for our long-delayed offensive, and it is to the Western Desert that we 

must now turn. 
• • • • • 

On November 15 I sent General Auchinleck a message from the 

King for him to use “if, when, and as” he thought fit. 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck >5 Nov. 41 

I have it in command from the King to express to all ranks of the 
Army and Royal Air Force in the Western Desert, andtothcMcd.ter- 
ranean Fleet, His Majesty’s confidence that they will do their duty 
with exemplary devotion in the supremely important battle whjfh lies 
before them. For the first time British and Empire troops will meet 
theGerrnans with an ample equipment in modem weapons of^ all 
kinds. The battle itself will affect the whole course of the war. N 
is the time to strike the hardest blow yet struck for final victory, homej 

j r 1 „ T’h** Dpsert Armv mav add a page to history which w 
«nk withBlenSm »d with Waterloo. The eyes of all nations are upon 
you. All our hearts are with you. May God uphold the right. 

•Oberkommando dcs Wehrmacht, Supreme Command of the German Army. 



Chapter XXX 

OPERATION “CRUSADER”: ASHORE, ALOFT, AND 

AFLOAT 

Sense of Drama Absent from Modern Battles—The Opposing Armies and Plans 
—The Eighth Army Attack—Surprise Achieved—The First Three Days—The 

Xlllth Corps Pierces the Frontier Line—General Auchinleck's Account of the 
Battle—Rommel’s Daring Stroke—The Suaying Struggle—Auchinlech Flies to 

the Desert Headquarters—His Orders to General Cunningham Save the Battle— 
His Decision to Replace General Cunningham—My Letter to the President of 

November 20—The Vichy Danger—Naval Attacks upon the Enemy Conroys— 
Resolute Advance of the New Zealand Division to Sidi Rezegh—Rommel Retreats, 
Abandoning His Frontier Garrisons—Tobruk Relieved—Losses in the Battle— 
Gloom in Rome—Natal Disasters—"Ark Royal" and "Barham" Sunk— 
"Human Torpedoes" Attack in Alexandria Harbour—"Queen Elizabeth" 

and "Valiant" Heavily Damaged—"Force K" Stricken—Loss of the "Neptune" 
— Virtual Elimination of the British Eastern Mediterranean Fleet—Hitler Brings 
Back Air-power from Russia to Sicily—Our Nadir in the Meditirranean. 

DESCRIPTIONS of modern battles arc apt to lose the sense of 

drama because they arc spread over wide spaces and often take 

weeks to decide, whereas on the famous fields of history the fate of 

nations and empires was decided on a few square miles of ground in a 

few hours. The conflicts of fast-moving armoured and motorised 

forces in the Desert present this contrast with the past in an extreme 

form. 

Tanks had replaced the cavalry of former wars with a vastly more 

powerful and far-ranging weapon, and in many aspects their 

manoeuvres resembled naval warfare, with seas of sand instead of salt 

water. The fighting quality of the armoured column, like that of a 

cruiser squadron, rather than the position where they met the enemy, 

or the part of the horizon on which he appeared, was the decisive 

feature. Tank divisions or brigades, and still more smaller units, could 

form fronts in any direction so swiftly that the perils of being out¬ 

flanked or taken in rear or cut off had a greatly lessened significance. 

On the other hand, all depended from moment to moment upon fuel 

and ammunition, and the supply of both was far more complicated for 

armoured forces than for the self-contained ships and squadrons at sea. 

The principles on which the art of war is founded expressed them¬ 

selves therefore in novel terms, and every encounter taught lessons of 
its own. 

The magnitude of the war effort involved in these Desert struggles 

must not be underrated. Although only about ninety or a hundred 

435 
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thousand fighting troops were engaged in each of the armies, these 
needed masses of men and material two or three times as large to 

sustain them in their trial of strength. The fierce clash of Sidi 
Rezegh, which marked the opening of General Auchinleck’s offensive, 

when viewed as a whole, presents many of the most vivid features of 
war. The personal interventions of the two Commanders-in-Chief 

were as dominant and decisive and the stakes on both sides were as 
high as in the olden times. 

General Auchinleck’s task was first to recapture Cyrenaica, destroy¬ 

ing in the process the enemy’s armour, and, secondly, if all went well, 
to capture Tripolitania. For these purposes General Cunningham, 

who was to command the newly named Eighth Army, was given the 
Xlllth and the XXXth Corps, comprising, with the Tobruk garrison, 

about six divisions, and three brigades in reserve.* The total British 
tank strength was 724, including 367 cruisers with another 200 in 
reserve. The Royal Air Force was to intensify its action for a month 

beforehand, so as to harry the hostile communications and gain mastery 
in the air for the battle. Under Air Vice-Marshal Coningham, the 
Western Desert Air Force consisted of sixteen fighter squadrons, 

twelve medium bomber, five heavy bomber, and three Army Co¬ 

operation squadrons. Out of 1,311 modern combat aircraft on the 
strength 1,072 were serviceable, in addition to ten squadrons operating 

from Malta. 
Seventy miles behind Rommel’s front lay the garrison of Tobruk, 

comprising five brigade groups and an armoured brigade. This fortress 
was his constant preoccupation, and had hitherto prevented by its 

strategic threat any advance upon Egypt. To eliminate Tobruk was the 
settled purpose of the German High Command, and all preparations 

possible had been made to begin the assault upon it on November 23. 
Rommel’s army comprised the formidable Afrika Korps, consisting ot 

the 15th and 21st Panzer Divisions and the 90th Light Division, and 

seven Italian divisions, of which one was armoured. The enemy tank 
strength was estimated at 388, but, as we now know from enemy 

records, was actually 558- of the medium and heavy- tw0'th‘rds Were 

•The following was the composition 

XIII Corps (Godwin-Austen) 
4th Indian Division 
New Zealand Division 
xst Army Tank Brigade 

of the Eighth Army : 

XXX Corps (Norrie) 
7th Armoured Division 

(7th Armoured Brigade, 
22nd Armoured Brigade) 

4th Armoured Brigade Group 
1st South African Division 

brigades) 
22nd Guards Brigade Group 

(two 
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German and carried heavier guns than the 2-pounders of our tanks. 
The enemy were moreover markedly superior in anti-tank weapons. 
The Axis Air Force consisted of 190 German aircraft, of which only 

120 were serviceable at the moment of attack, and over 300 Italian 
aircraft, of which possibly 200 were serviceable. 

* * * * • 
The Eighth Army, under General Cunningham, was to attack with 

its two corps and drive west and north towards Tobruk, whose 

garrison was at the same time to make a heavy and violent sortie 
towards them. For this purpose the XHIth Corps was to engage and 
hold the enemy frontier defences from Halfaya to Sidi Omar, and 

outflank and surround them, thus cutting off all the troops who held 
them, and then march towards Tobruk. Meanwhile the XXXth 

Corps, which contained almost the whole of our armour, was to sweep 
widely on the Desert Flank, seeking to find and fight the mass of 
Rommel’s armour, and at least to occupy them so that the XIIIth 

Corps was shielded. 

In spite of the immense preparations complete tactical surprise was 
achieved. The Axis army was in process of taking up fresh positions 

for the attack on Tobruk due for November 23. Rommel himself was 
actually in Rome when the attack began. In order to strike at the brain 
and nerve-centre of the enemy’s army at the critical moment, fifty men 

of the Scottish Commando, under Colonel Laycock, were carried by 
submarine to a point on the coast two hundred miles behind the 
enemy’s line. The thirty who could be landed in the rough sea were 

formed into two parties, one to cut telephone and telegraph communi¬ 
cations, and the other, under Lieut.-Colonel Keyes, son of Admiral 
Keyes, to attack Rommel’s house. At midnight on the 17th one of the 
Headquarters houses was broken into and a number of Germans were 

shot. In the close fighting of a pitch-dark room Keyes was killed. 
The award of a posthumous Victoria Cross was the tribute to his 

conduct.* 

Early on November 18, in heavy rain, the Eighth Army leapt 
forward, and, according to their plan, the Xlllth Corps curled round 
the enemy positions on the frontier, while the XXXth Corps, meeting 

•The sea was too rough for the re-embarkation of the sun-wow of the two 

adventures. 
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at first with no resistance, pressed upwards from the south to Sidi 

Rezegh. This ridge, about a hundred feet high, is almost a cliff on its 

northern side, dominating the Capuzzo track, Rommel’s main line of 

communications from west to east. Near it lies a very large airfield. 

Southwards, although not a conspicuous feature, it gives a good view 

over the undulating desert. It was judged by both sides to be the key 

to the whole battle area and the essential step to the relief of Tobruk. 

For the first three days all went well. On the 19th what was thought 

to be the bulk of the German armour moved south from the coastal 

zone where they had been lying, and next day met our 4th and 22nd 

Armoured Brigades fifteen miles west of Sidi Omar. The British 7th 

Armoured Division in its search for the enemy became widely dis¬ 

persed. One of its brigades (the 7th) and the Support Group took Sidi 

Rezegh. These and other units were successively attacked by the 

Afrika Korps, whose armour had been kept more concentrated. 

During the whole of the 21st and 22nd a savage struggle raged, mainly 

around and upon the airfield. Into this arena virtually all the armour 

on both sides was drawn, and surged to and fro in violent struggles 

under the fire of rival batteries. The stronger armament of the 

German tanks and the larger numbers they brought to the points of 

collision gave them the advantage. In spite of the heroic and brilliant 

leadership of Brigadier Jock Campbell the Germans prevailed, and we 

suffered more heavily than they in tanks. On the night of the 22nd the 

Germans recaptured Sidi Rezegh. General Norrie, commanding the 

XXXth Corps, having lost two-thirds of his armour, ordered a general 

withdrawal of twenty miles in order to reorganise his command in the 

area north of the El Abd track. This was a heavy setback. 

^ — 

On the night of the 19th Auchinleck telegraphed to me: "It now 

seems certain that the enemy was surprised and unaware of the im¬ 

minence and weight of our blow. Indications, though these have to be 

confirmed, are that he is now trying to withdraw from area of Bard.a- 

Sollum. Until we know the area reached by our armoured troops to¬ 

day it is not possible to read the battle further at the moment. I myselt 

am happy about the situation-” Tedder also reported: The 

present phase in the air battle appears to be going sat.sfactonly. I he 

exceptional storms on the 17/18th upset our plans for neutralising the 

German fighters, but they also helped to limit enemy a.r action during 

the first two days. Another fourteen Ju.87 s were burnt on g 

yesterday. There were fifty-six heavy bomber sorties at n.gh^ Malt 

Lludcd Benghazi among its targets. Ten tons of ammunition 

flown up to the 4th Armoured Brigade.” 
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Meanwhile on November 21, the enemy armour being committed 

to battle, General Cunningham ordered the XHIth Corps to advance. 

The 4th Indian Division had already curled round Sidi Omar. On its 

left the New Zealand Division, under General Freyberg, moved north, 

and reached the outskirts of Bardia, thus severing the communications 

of all the frontier garrisons. They captured the headquarters of the 

Afrika Korps, and on the 23rd nearly regained Sidi Rczcgh, from 

which their comrades of the 7th Armoured Division had just been 

driven. On November 24 Freyberg concentrated the bulk of the New 

Zealanders five miles to the east of the airfield. On this day therefore 

our armoured forces were reorganising after their repulse from Sidi 

Rezegh. The sortie from Tobruk had been launched, and was fighting 

hard against German infantry, but had not broken through. The New 

Zealand Division stood before Sidi Rezegh after a triumphant march. 

The enemy frontier garrisons had been cut off, and their armour, 

having won its battle against the XXXth Corps, lay to the north of HI 

Gubi. Very heavy blows and severe losses had been exchanged, and 

the battle hung in the balance. 

• # • • • 
No better account can be given of this battle than is contained in 

General Auchinlcck's final dispatch, which was published in the 
Gazette in 1948. 

Since the Panzer divisions now seemed to be committed to battle 
and were reported to be losing a considerable number of tanks, General 
Cunningham allowed the signal to be given for the Tobruk sorties to 
begin and for the XI 11th Corps to start operations. On November 21 
however our difficulties began. The enemy, as was to be expected, 
reacted at once to the threat to Sidi Rezegh, and his armoured divisions 
evaded the 4th and 22nd Armoured Brigades. The whole of the enemy 
armour then combined to drive us from this vital area and to prevent 
help reaching the Support Group and the 7th Armoured Brigade, 
which were isolated there. Neither of these formations was designed 
to carry out a prolonged defence, and it is greatly to their credit that they 
managed to do so, unaided, throughout the 21st. The 5th South 
African Infantry Brigade, which was expected to reach the scene before 
the development of the enemy attack, failed to do so. partly owing to the 
opposition of the Anete Armoured Division and partly because of 
inexperience in handling the very large number of vehicles with which 
it took the held. 

Next day all three armoured brigades joined in the defence of the area 
Hut our tanks and anti-tank guns were no match for the German al¬ 
though they were fought w^ith great gallantry, and on the evening of 
November 22 the XXXth Corps was compelled to retire, having lost 
two-th.rds of its tanks and leaving the garrison of Tobruk with a huge 
salient to defend. h 

The enemy rounded off his success in spectacular fashion. In a night 
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attack he surprised and completely disorganised the 4th Armoured 
Brigade, whose hundred tanks represented two-thirds of our remaining 
armoured strength. On the 23rd he practically annihilated the 5th South 
African Infantry Brigade, one of the only two infantry brigades General 
Norrie had under command—there was no transport for any more—and 
then on the 24th with his armoured divisions he made a powerful counter¬ 
stroke to the frontier. Before this it had become quite clear that the first 
reports had grossly exaggerated enemy tank losses and that he had at 
least as many tanks as we had and better, and was in a position to recover 
more from the battlefield, which remained in his hands. 

This shifting of the balance of strength between the opposing armoured 
forces produced a most critical situation. . . . 

There was now a dramatic episode which recalls “Jeb” Stuart’s ride 
round McClellan in 1862 on the York Town peninsula in the American 
Civil War. It was however executed with an armoured force which 

was an army in itself, and whose destruction would have doomed the 
rest of the Axis army. Rommel resolved to seize the tactical initiative 
and to force his way eastward to the frontier with his armour in the 

hope of creating so much chaos and causing so much alarm as to 
prevail upon our command to give up the struggle and withdraw. 

He may well have had in his mind the fortune which had rewarded his 
armoured incursion in the preceding Desert battle of June 15 and led 
to General Messervy’s retreat at the crucial moment. How nearly he 

succeeded this time will be apparent as the story proceeds. 
He collected the greater part of the Afrika Korps, still the most 

formidable body in the field, and thrust down the El Abd road or track 

to Sheferzen, narrowly missing the headquarters of the XXXth Corps 

and two great dumps of supplies, without which we could not have 

continued the fight. On reaching the frontier he split his force into 

columns, some of which turned north and south, and others drove 

on twenty miles into Egyptian territory. He wrought havoc m our 

rearward areas and captured many pnsoners. His columns however 

made no impression on the 4th Indian Divis.on They were pu^ed 

by detachments hastily organised from the 7th Armoured B gad 

the Support Group, and the Guards Brigade. Above all our A 

Force, which had now gained a high degree of mastery in the air above 

the contending armies, harried him all the time and all the way. 
mel’s columns, virtually unsupported by thcr own Air Force suff a„ 

the Danes our troops had known and endured when it was G J 

;hh„PdoSn..ed the'battle On .h, ad.h ^“'7”7d“ 
a nArtKu/anls and sought haven in and near uaraia. 1 
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now be seen, only one man—the opposing Commander-in-Chief— 
stopped him. 

• * • * • 

It may be of interest to cite some extracts from the daily telegrams 

which reached me during this period from Auchinleck and Tedder. 
On the 21st Auchinleck sent favourable news: “With luck the earth is 
stopped and the hounds in full cry.” And later in the day: “Engage¬ 

ments between the 22nd Armoured Brigade and enemy armoured 
forces at El Gubi on November 18 heavier than earlier reports showed, 

and apparently resulted in our losing about forty cruiser tanks, of 
which many have since been repaired, against estimated enemy losses 
of fifty-five. Sidi Rezegh is held by the Support Group of the 7th 

Armoured Division and the 5th South African Infantry Brigade. 
Tobruk garrison made its sally this morning. ... It is very difficult to 

arrive at a firm estimate of the enemy tank losses, as the battle has 
moved and is moving with such great speed. ... A marked feature of 
operations to date has been our complete air supremacy and excellent 

co-operation between ground and air.” On the 22nd he summed up 
his report: “Prospects of achieving our immediate object, namely, the 

destruction of the German armoured forces, seem good.” And later: 
“Spirit and dash shown by commanders and troops have been 
remarkable. In my opinion Cunningham has so far fought this 

extremely complicated battle with great skill and daring. ... I think 
much depends on whether a substantial proportion of tanks of the 
15th German Armoured Division took part with the 21st Armoured 
Division in the armoured battles of the last four days, or whether this 

division is still more or less intact. I hope for the first, but cannot 
yet be certain.” On the 23rd a somewhat darker impression was 

conveyed: “It looks as if the battle is moving to its climax. Some 
at any rate of the German tanks north of El Gubi succeeded in break¬ 
ing out. Our troops at Sidi Rezegh were being strongly pressed 
yesterday from east and west by enemy reported to have a hundred 

tanks in action. ...” . ... 
These fragmentary quotations show the impressions prevailing 

almost from hour to hour at the Supreme Headquarters, and are of 

course a very small part of the reports which they sent. 

The heavy blows we had received and the impression of disorder 

behind our front, caused by Rommel’s raid, led General CunninJhan' 
to represent to the Commander-in-Chief that a continuation of our 

offensive might result in the annihilation of our tank force, an • 
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endanger the safety of Egypt. This would mean acknowledged defeat 

and failure of the whole operation. At this decisive moment General 

Auchinleck intervened personally. At Cunningham’s request he flew 

with Air Marshal Tedder to the Desert I leadquarters on November 23, 

and, with full knowledge of all the dangers, ordered General Cunning¬ 

ham "to continue to press the offensive against the enemy”. By his 

personal action Auchinleck thus saved the battle and proved his out¬ 

standing qualities as a commander in the field. 

To me he telegraphed on the 24th from the Advanced Head¬ 
quarters: 

On arrival I found Cunningham perturbed at the situation, owing to 
the very small number of our tanks reported still in running order. 
Apparently five days’ continuous fighting and manoeuvring resulted 
in considerable disorganisation and losses from enemy action and 
mechanical breakdowns in our armoured division. There arc sure to 
be reasons for this, but they do not matter now. ... In his attack yester¬ 
day evening the enemy used Italian tanks, which I take as evidence that 
he is running short of his own. I am convinced that he is fully stretched 
and desperate, and that we must go on pressing him relentlessly. We 
may immobilise temporarily at least practically all our tanks in the 
process, but that does not matter if we destroy all his. The fact that he 
has abandoned Sidi Omar and Solium garrisons to their fate and that 
vve have already taken o\cr three thousand prisoners, including a 
thousand Germans, ... is significant. I have accordingly ordered 
General Cunningham to attack with all available resources, regain Sidi 
Rezegh, and join hands with Tobruk garrison, which is to co-operate 
by attacking the enemy on its front. Commanders and troops in great 
heart, and New Zealand Division is concentrated in front of Sidi 

w^aj^s'ex pec ted "t ha? 'ankS' Tht' en'my ‘S f’Kh,ln8 desP'ra"ly. but we 

I replied at once: 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck 25 Nov 4, 

h-Yv'T? ?! •2r,h' 1 COrdial,V '"dors' your view and intentions, and 
, Majesty s Government wish to share your responsibility for fighting 

lint 1 ast mch' uhatCVCr may bc ,hc rcsult- II i* all or nothing but I am sure >ou are the stronger and will win. 

Yo1j no ,dolibl had mY message about the rest of the 1st 

w^omerl^HfIOnflard,ng SUCZ to-da>' Ra™ R in if useful at earliisl 

se gr,p upon ,hc enemy by a"um,s wi" 

ttss & rAr.Fmr&g:*and wiU- 
• • • • • 

On Auchinleck’s return to Cairo on the 25th he telegraphed to me: 
1 have deeded to replace General Cunningham temporarily by 

General Ritchie, my present Deputy Chief of Staff. This is not on 
account of any misgiving as to the present situation in my mind 
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but because I have reluctantly concluded that Cunningham, admirable 

as he has been up to date, has now begun to think defensively, mainly 

because of our large tank losses. Before taking this drastic step I gave 

the matter prolonged and anxious consideration and consulted the 

Minister of State on my return this afternoon. I am convinced that I 

am right, though I realise the undesirability of such a step at present 

on general grounds. I will try and minimise publicity as much as 

possible.** 

In his dispatch of 1948, already quoted, General Auchinleck writes: 

“I most reluctantly decided that I must relieve General Cunningham 

of his command, as I had come to the conclusion that he was unduly 

influenced by the threat of an enemy counter-stroke against his 

communications.’* 

The Minister of State, Oliver Lyttelton, explained and strongly 

supported the Commander-in-Chicf’s decision. To him I telegraphed 

at once. 

Prime Minister to Minister of State 25 Nov. 41 

General Auchinlcck’s authority over all commanders is supreme, 
and all his decisions during the battle will be confirmed by us. Your 
action and attitude highly approved. Communicate [this] to General 
Auchinleck. 

Here I shall leave this incident, so painful to the gallant officer con¬ 

cerned, to his brother the Naval Commandcr-in-Chief, and to General 

Auchinleck, who was a personal friend of both. I particularly admired 

General Auchinleck’s conduct in rising superior to all personal 

considerations and to all temptations to compromise or delay action. 

At this point in the battle I must turn aside to record some other 

closely related events. On November 20, while the news was still 

good, I sent an account to the President urging him to do all in his 

power to keep Vichy motionless in these cardinal days. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt “Inmost 

The aooroach and deployment of our forces in Libya has been 
successfuT and .he enemy Tas taken by surprise Only now doe .he 
realise the large scale of our operations against him. Heavy g 

between the armoured forces seems chances 
given to press what is now begun to a decision at all costs. 

do not seem to be unfavourable. replaced by some 
2. It would be disastrous if Weygand wer®*.?. ^ ^?n a position 

pro-Hun officer just at the moment when we are likely b P homc 
to influence events in North Afn« boA torn £ast an 
I hope you will try your utmost to persuade . enciiy figure from 
in his command If this cannot be achieved some friendly ^ n(?t 

sr^Georges^Scolta^f&t I have reason to beheve hi. hear, » 
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sound. I knew him very well. Anyhow, Mr. President, Tunis and all 
French North Africa might open out to us if we gain a good victory 
in Libya, and we must be ready to exploit success. I am afraid, on the 
other hand, lest I Iitler may demand to occupy Bizcrta in view of possible 
danger to Tripoli. It is now or never with the Vichy French, and their 
last chance of redemption. 

• * • * # 
It was vital also at this moment to cut off Rommel’s fuel supply, anti 

I therefore telegraphed both to General Auchinleck and the Naval 

Commander-in-Chief urging that a blow should be struck at the 

enemy communications. 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck 23 Nov. 41 

When one sees the invaluable cargoes of fuel now being directed 
upon Benghazi, and the enemy air concentration at Benina, it would 
seem that quite exceptional risk should be run to sterilise these places, 
even for three or four days. The enemy’s fear of this operation is 
obviously well founded. The only time for such a venture is while 
he is in the throes of the battle. Chance of success will diminish as 
soon as he has been able to reinforce with troops withdrawing or 
escaping from the battle zone. There is a lot to be picked up cheap now, 
both at Benghazi and west of Aghcila, which will rise in price enormously 
once the main battle is over. I am sure you will be considering this. 
Please remember how much they got by brass and bluff at the time of the 
French collapse. What is the mission of the Oasis force ? 

Prime Minister to Admiral Cunningham, Commander-in- 23 Nov. 41 
Chief Mediterranean 

I asked the First Sea Lord to wireless you to-day about the vital 
importance of intercepting surface ships bringing reinforcements, 
supplies, and above all fuel, to Benghazi. Our information here shows 
a number of vessels now approaching or starting. Request has been 
made by enemy for air protection, but this cannot be given owing to 
absorption in battle of his African air force. All this information has 
been repeated to you. I shall be glad to hear through Admiralty what 
action you propose to take. The stopping of these ships may save 
thousands of lives, apart from aiding a victory of cardinal importance. 

The Admiral replied to me personally forthwith: 

\ ours of the 23rd. I am naturally very much alive to vital importance 
of Benghazi supply route, and First Sea Lord will by now have told you 
dispositions which were already in hand to deal with situation Our first 
move was to hold up enemy convoys by means of threats from the forces 
at each end of Mediterranean, and this has had considerable success 
Now that convoys are resuming sailings they will be attacked by surface' 
air and submarine forces Unfortunately the reported absorption of the* 
German Air Force in land battles to which you refer has not been borne 
out in practice, and a very lively interest is being taken by the enemy 
in our movements Conversely, our main weakness in reconnaissance 
forces is adding a heavy hazard to work of our light forces, who have of 
necessity to operate without close support if use is to be made of their 
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He did his utmost, but it was from Malta that the most effective 

blow was struck. On the night of the 24th the cruisers and destroyers 

of Force “K” sallied forth and caught the two oil transports on which 

the enemy counted highly. To Auchinleck I was able to send this good 

news: 

25 Nov. 41 

We sent Aurora and Penelope out from Malta last night, and duly 
sank the two vital oil transports Procida and Maritza. The Admiral is 
after the others. 

While Rommel was engaged with the Afrika Korps on his audacious 

but costly excursion through the communications and rear of the 

British Eighth Army, Freyberg and his New Zealanders, supported by 

the 1st Army Tank Brigade, pressed hard upon Sidi Rezegh. After 

two days of severe fighting they recaptured it. Simultaneously the 

garrison of Tobruk resumed its sortie and captured Ed Duda. On the 

night of the 26th contact was established between the Tobruk garrison 

and the relieving force. Some units of the New Zealand Division and 

the XHIth Corps Headquarters entered beleaguered Tobruk. This 

situation brought Rommel back from Bardia. He fought his way to 

Sidi Rezegh, attacked in flank by the reorganised 7th Armoured 

Division, now mustering 120 tanks. He recaptured Sidi Rezegh. He 

drove back the 6th New Zealand Brigade with crippling loss. They 

and the 4th Brigade, except for two battalions which joined up with the 

Tobruk garrison, were withdrawn south-eastwards to the frontier, 

where the heroic division re-formed after losing more than three 

thousand men. The Tobruk garrison, again isolated, held on by a 

bold decision to all the ground gained. 
General Ritchie now regrouped his army so as to bring the garrison 

of Tobruk under the XHIth Corps and to pass the New Zealand 

Division into reserve. El Adcm, in a valley fifteen miles west of Sidi 

Rezegh, lay also upon the main east-to-west communications of the 

enemy and was now the objective. Both our corps were used. I he 

XHIth advanced from Ed Duda. and the XXX.h cameJ frorr.the 

south During these preparations Rommel made a final thrust to 

rescue his frontier garrisons. It was repulsed. The general retreat of 

the Axis army to the Gazala line then began. 

Our telegrams continued to flow. On the ^th Auchinlcck sa.d. 

“The news to-day is so far scanty, but good. Tobrukhave just 

within sight of the New Zealanders ‘^ ^"'^^ Lhting con- 
heard that the latter recaptured Sidi Rezegh. Her g g 
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tinues. Enemy armoured and motorised forces arc still apparently 

milling around in our rear areas between Bardia, Shefcrzen, and 

Halfaya, but with little result. It is now certain that this armoured 

and motorised thrust was a raid to divert our attention from Tobruk. 

It has failed signally.” 

About General Cunningham’s replacement he added: “I am most 

grateful to you for your support. In this, as in everything else, I cannot 

tell you what it means to us, and it is not to be measured in terms of 

armoured divisions or anything else. Rommel is not done yet, but we 

have regained the initiative, I feel, and I trust we shall keep it.” 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck 26 Nov. 41 

You are no doubt constantly considering the movement forward of 
reserves towards the battle zone. I am well aware that this is con¬ 
ditioned by transport and how important it is for you to do the work 
with the minimum mouths to feed. I should be clad however to know 
what you have in reserve. Suppose you need another division, or two or 
three brigades, where would you get them from? You could, I suppose, 
if necessary, bring a brigade of the 50th Division back from Baghdad. 

Please let me know your resources and ideas. 

Auchinleck replied that, on account of the difficulty of maintaining 

them in the Desert, it was more a question of being able to replace 

tired troops by fresh ones than of adding new formations, though he 

would of course be glad to have more troops forward to ensure 

momentum. He was bringing one infantry brigade group of the 50th 

Division into the G.H.Q. reserve, but did not think it necessary to 

recall the other two brigade groups, which were on their way to Iraq. 

Although I cordially approved what had been done in the High 

Command, I thought it a pity that Auchinleck did not take it over 

himself instead of entrusting it to one of his staff officers, as yet 
unproved in the field. 

Prime Minister to General Auchinleck 27 Nov. 41 

C.I.G.S. and I both wonder whether, as you saved the battle once, 
you should not go up again and win it now. Your presence on the 
spot will be an inspiration to all. However, this of course is entirely for 
you to judge. 

He replied: 

I considered very carefully whether I should not myself take Cun¬ 
ningham s place in command of the Eighth Army. I realise well what 
hangs on this battle, but concluded that I was more useful at G H O 
where I could see the whole battle and retain a proper sense of propor¬ 
tion-I shall go forward to visit [Ritchie] of course, as required. 

Neither I nor the C.I.G.S. was convinced, but we did not press our 
point. 

P 
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Auchinleck’s message of the 30th concluded: “Our supply column 
reached Tobruk morning of 29th. The Commander of XHIth Corps’ 
[General Godwin-Austen] birthday message to you is, ‘Corridor to 
Tobruk clear and secure. Tobruk is as relieved as I am.’ ” 

On December 1 Auchinleck went himself to the Advanced Head¬ 
quarters, and remained for ten days with General Ritchie. He did not 
assume the command himself, but closely supervised his subordinate. 
This did not seem to me the best arrangement for either of them. 
However, the power of the Eighth Army was now predominant, and 
on December 10 the Commander-in-Chief could tell me: “Enemy is 
apparently in full retreat towards the west. El Adem is taken. South 
African and Indian troops joined hands there with British from 
Tobruk, and I think it now permissible to claim that the siege of 
Tobruk has been raised. We are pursuing vigorously in fullest co¬ 
operation with the Royal Air Force.** 

• • • 

We now know from German records that the enemy losses in the 
“Crusader” battle, including the garrisons now cut off at Bardia, 
Solium, and Halfaya and later made prisoners, were about 13,000 
Germans and 20,000 Italians, a total of 33,000, together with 300 tanks. 
The comparable British and Imperial Army losses in the same period 
(November 18 to mid-January) were: 2,908 officers and men killed, 
7,339 wounded, and 7,457 missing; total, 17,704, together with 278 
tanks. Nine-tenths of this loss occurred in the first month of the 
offensive. 

• • • • • 
Here then we reached a moment of relief, and indeed of rejoicing, 

about the Desert war. The German records show the gloom that 
descended on military circles in Rome. 

2 Dec. 41 

The situation in North Africa demands the utmost efforts to supply 
the German forces, to replenish the considerable losses, and to bring 
up first-rate reinforcements. With the present position at sea, air 
transport must be the main carrier across the Mediterranean. 

And again on December 4: 

The Duce speaks of freeing Bizerta as the only means of overcoming 
transport difficulties. The occupation of Malta is not possibJe. He 
does not believe that Libya can be held much longer "''h°ut 
through Tunisia. The situation for the Axis in the Mcditerranianand 
North Africa is critical because the supply routes were not kept open n 
time. Past decisions have been strongly influenced by the campaig 

against Russia. 
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The Fleet was at all times a vital factor in the Desert war. By 

destroying Axis supplies and sustaining the Eighth Army in its ad¬ 

vance, the Royal Navy as well as the Royal Air Force had helped to 

bring Rommel’s armies to the brink of ruin. But now at this crucial 

moment our naval power in the Eastern Mediterranean was virtually 

destroyed by a series of disasters. 

• • • • • 
The impact of the U-boats in the Mediterranean was heavy. The 

Ark Royal was gone. A fortnight later the Parham was struck by three 

torpedoes and capsized in as many minutes with the loss of over 500 

men. More was to follow. On the night of December 18 an Italian 

submarine approached Alexandria and launched three “human tor¬ 

pedoes’’, each controlled by two men. They penetrated the harbour 

while the boom gate was open for the passage of ships. They fixed 

time-bombs, which detonated early on the morning of the 19th under 

the battleships Queen Elizabeth and Valiant. Both ships were heavily 

damaged and became a useless burden for months. Thus in the course 

of a few weeks the whole of our Eastern battle fleet was eliminated as a 

fighting force. I have yet to tell of the loss in another theatre of the 

Prince of H ales and Repulse. We were successful in concealing the 

damage to the battle fleet for some time. In Secret Session a good deal 

later I said to the I louse of Commons: “ In a few weeks we lost, or had 

put out of action for a long time, seven great ships, or more than a 

third of our battleships and battle-cruisers.*’ 

But I'orcc K was also stricken. On the very day of the Alex¬ 

andria disaster news reached Malta of an important enemy convoy 

heading for Tripoli. The cruisers Neptune, Aurora, and Penelope 

w'.th four destroyers, at once went out to catch them. Approaching 

I npoli our ships ran into a new minefield. The Neptune was hard hit 

and both the other cruisers were damaged, but were able to steam 

away. Presently the destroyer Kandahar entered the minefield to 

rescue the crew of the Neptune, but she too struck a mine and became 

helpless. 1 he Neptune, drifting in the minefield, struck two more 

mines and sank. Only one man of her crew of over 700 survived_and 

nC o a^SOnCr °f W3r aftCr four days on a raft’ on which his captain 
R. C. O Connor, and thirteen others perished. The Kandahar re¬ 

mained afloat and eventually drifted clear of the minefield, and the 

next night the destroyer Jaguar found her, and saved most of her 
company. 

'I he German Staff comment on this incident is instructive “The 

sinkmg of ^ Neptune may be of decisive importance for holding 

Tripolitama. W.thout th.s the British force would probably have 
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destroyed the Italian convoy. There is no doubt that the loss of these 

supplies at the peak of the crisis would have had the severest con¬ 
sequences.** 

Thus was extinguished the light of Force "K”. The cruiser Galatea 

had also been sunk by a German U-boat. AH that remained of the 

British Eastern Mediterranean Fleet was a few destroyers and the three 

cruisers of Admiral Vian’s squadron. 

Up to the end of November our combined efforts by land, sea, and 

air had prevailed in the Mediterranean. We had now suffered fearful 

naval losses. And now on December 5 Hitler, realising at last Rom¬ 

mel’s mortal peril, ordered the transfer of a whole Air Corps from 

Russia to Sicily and North Africa. A new air offensive against Malta 

was launched under General Kesselring’s direction. The attacks on 

the island reached a new peak, and Malta could do no more than 

struggle for life. By the end of the year it was the Luftwaffe who held 

the mastery over the sea routes to Tripoli, and thus made possible the 

refit of Rommel’s armies after their defeat. Seldom has the inter¬ 

action of sea, air, and land warfare been so strikingly illustrated as in 

the events of these few months. 

But now all paled under the stroke of world events. 



Chapter XXXI 

JAPAN 

Japan and the Nineteenth Century—A Prodigy of Adaptation—Old Japan 

Veiled—Inscrutable—The Hierarchy of the Japanese Army—And of the Navy— 
German and British Tuition—The Commercial Classes—The Japanese Con¬ 
stitution of 1889—The "New Genro"—The Anti-Comintern Pact, 1936—The 
Hitler-Stalin Non-Aggression Pact of August 1930—Japanese Tensions after 

the Fall of France—Prince Konoye at the Helm—The Tripartite Pact—Winter 
Reflections on British Resistance—The Ferment Grows—The Emperor and the 

Imperial Princes—The Effect of Anglo-American Economic Sanctions of July 
26. 1941—British Constant Anxieties—Our Danger of Having to Fight Japan 

Alone—My Minutes of August 25 and 29—Naval Dispositions—My Report to 
Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa—Prince Konoye Resigns, October 

>94»—General Tojo in Command—Appeal from Chiang Kai-shek—My Telegram 
to President Roosevelt of November 5—And his Reply—My Telegram to General 

Smuts, November 9—Speech at the Guildhall, November 10—My Minute to the 
Foreign Secretary, November 23—The President's Account of his Negotiations— 

The Modus Vivendi and the Ten-Point Note—Mr. Hull's Decision—Limitations 
of British Knowledge—"Magics"—My Telegram of November 30, 1941—The 

Die is Cast, December 1—My Minute of December 2, 1941 — Threat to the Kra 

Isthmus—A Tremendous Episode in American History—United Attitude of the 
American Uadcrs—"The Lord Hath Delivered Them into Our Hands"—Guilt 
of Japan—One Advantage of Madness. 

THE moment had come when in the long, romantic history of 

Japan the most fearful plunge was to be made. Not since 1592, 

when the war lord Hideyoshi resolved to embark on mortal conflict 

with China and used sea-power to invade Korea, had any such fateful 

step been taken. A strong continuity of tradition and custom had 

guided the redoubtable islanders of the Far East across the centuries. 

Valour, discipline, and national spirit, never divorced from the 

mystic, had maintained the stamina of this stern and hardy Asiatic 

race. Europe had first heard of their existence from Marco Polo about 

a.d. 1300. The religion of the Japanese nation was a form of Buddhism. 

The later incursion of the Christian missionaries, the devotion of their 

converts, and their fierce-fought extermination had been an episode 

little noticed in Europe. The merciless slaughter of the Christian 

population, numbering over a quarter of a million, took twenty-four 

years, and was finished around the year 1638. After this deed Japan 

plunged into strict seclusion, and had remained almost unknown for 

many generations when the nineteenth century with its own strident 

challenges broke upon the world. There had been a spell of complete 

isolation. The arts, culture, and faith of the Japanese had supported a 

453 
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rigid structure of society. Science, machinery, and Western philo¬ 
sophies did not exist for them. 

But the steam-engine altered the proportions of the globe, and about 

a hundred years ago ships arrived from across the ocean spaces and 

knocked at the well-barred feudal doors of Japan with weapons and 

ideas. For some time after Commodore Perry’s American squadron 

had paid its unwelcome visit in 1853 a British or American gunboat 

could enforce the will of a British or American Government upon the 

external behaviour of the Japanese State. With the foreign warships 

came the revelation of the wonderful tricks which the White Man had 

found out, and which he was prepared to teach or sell. The gaunt and 

grave civilisation of the thirteenth century was presented with that of 

the nineteenth, grinning, prosperous, and well armed. 

Uncle Sam and Britannia were the godparents of the new Japan. 

In less than two generations, with no background but the remote past, 

the Japanese people advanced from the two-handed sword of the 

Samurai to the ironclad ship, the rifled cannon, the torpedo, and the 

Maxim gun; and a similar revolution took place in industry. The 

transition of Japan under British and American guidance from the 

Middle Ages to modern times was swift and violent. China was sur¬ 

passed and smitten. It was with amazement that the world saw in 1905 

the defeat of Czarist Russia, not only on the sea, but by great armies 

transported to the mainland and winning enormous battles in Man¬ 

churia. Japan now took her place among the Great Powers. 'I he 

Japanese were themselves astonished at the respect with which they 

were viewed. “When we sent you the beautiful products of our ancient 

arts and culture you despised and laughed at us; but since we have got 

a first-class Navy and Army with good weapons we arc regarded as a 

highly civilised nation.” But all they had added was the trappings 

and panoply of applied science. All was on the surface. Behind stood 

Old Japan. I remember how in my youth the British caricaturists 

were wont to depict Japan as a smart, spruce, uniformed messenger- 

boy. Once I saw an American cartoon in quite a different style. An 

aged priestly warrior towered up, august and formidable, with his hand 

upon his dagger. 
I do not pretend to have studied Japan, ancient or modern, except 

as presented to me by the newspapers and a few books and in the 

official documents I saw in the many departments of State in which 1 

have served. I was on her side in the Russo-Japanese War. I wel¬ 

comed the Anglo-Japanese Treaty which had preceded 

Admiralty during the First World War I rejoiced in the Japanese 
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accession to the Allies and at the extirpation of Germany from the Far 

East. It was with sorrow that in 1921 I became a party to the ending 

of the British alliance with Japan, from w'hich we derived both 

strength and advantage. But as we had to choose between Japanese 

and American friendship I had no doubts what our course should be. 

• • • • • 
In war and policy one should always try to put oneself in the posi¬ 

tion of what Bismarck called “the Other Man”. The more fully and 

sympathetically a Minister can do this the better are his chances of 

being right. The more knowledge he possesses of the opposite point 

of view/the less puzzling it is to know what to do. But imagination 

without deep and full knowledge is a snare, and very few among our 

experts could form any true impression of the Japanese mind. It was 

indeed inscrutable. The old and new societies, with the chasm of the 

ages between them, were intermingled and reacted upon each other 

in ways that no foreigner could understand. Indeed, it is doubtful 

whether Japan knew her own mind, or what forces in her nature would 

predominate in the hour of decision. 

I he hierarchy of the Japanese Army formed a series of concentric 

circles united by the Samurai tradition, which inspired all its chiefs 

and their subordinates to die for the military honour of Japan and to 

face each man’s court of ancestors with confidence. But as Japan 

emerged from long seclusion into the vast world which opened about 

her and blithely placed lethal weapons of hitherto unimagined power 

in the hands of her warriors there also formed with cold, slow growth 

the design to master Asia, and perhaps thereafter lead that continent 

to the conquest of the world. There was even talk of “the Hundred 

Years Plan”, though this was but the impelling background to con¬ 
tinually changing conditions and events. 

The strongest check on the power and ambitions of the Army in 

the period after the outbreak of the Second World War, came from 

the Navy. In the nineteenth century the Japanese Army was trained 

by German instructors, and the Navy by British. This left lasting 

differences of mentality, which were emphasised by the conditions of 

Service life. Army officers hardly ever went abroad—except to make 

war—and cultivated a more narrowly arrogant, nationalist spirit than 

naval officers, who frequently visited foreign ports and knew some¬ 

thing of the world outside Japan. Whereas also the Army was 

conscious of its capacity to defeat or hold its own against any military 

forces existing in the Far East, or which could get there the Navy 

was painfully aware of its inferiority in fleet strength to the British 

and American Navies, especially for action outside Japanese home 
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waters. Thus the Navy tended to be more cautious and moderate in 
outlook than the Army. 

The commercial classes had no official recognition or organisation 

like the Army or Navy, nor had they ever a single policy common to 

all the various financial, industrial, and trading interests by which 

they lived. Their influence was exerted partly through the political 

parties in the Diet, and partly through connections with Court circles. 

In general, the commercial interests were opposed to serious warlike 

adventures, but some of them, particularly those with investments in 

China, supported the Army in expansionist policies. The masses of 

the Japanese people tended in a crisis to support the Army rather than 

the liberal bourgeois leadership, because of the Army’s traditional 

prestige and the popular belief that it was the custodian of the national 

interest against the aims of private capitalists. 

By the Japanese Constitution of 1889 the making of treaties, the 

declaration of war, and conclusion of peace lay within the prerogative 

of the Emperor and were not subject to control by the Diet. The 

Emperor also had the supreme command of the armed forces. He was 

however supposed to exercise his authority on the advice of the Army 

and Navy Chiefs of Staff and to conduct foreign policy on the advice 

of the Cabinet. The Cabinet under the Japanese Constitution was not 

responsible to the Diet, though it needed a majority in both Houses to 

legislate. It was for the Emperor to choose and appoint the Prime 

Minister. By custom he did so on the advice of a body of “elder states¬ 

men”, or Genro. Early in the present century there were several 

Genro, but they died without being replaced, until in 1940 only 

Prince Saionji was left. After he died at the end of that year the 

nomination was made by a conference of all ex-Premicrs, known as the 

“New Genro”, of whom in 1941 there were eight. 

The Army and Navy Ministers of the Cabinet had to be respectively 

a general and an admiral on the active list. If a Prime Minister could 

not find a general or an admiral to hold these offices he could not form 

or maintain a Cabinet, and professional spirit was so strong that no 

general or admiral would serve as Army or Navy Minister in a Cabinet 

whose policy was strongly disapproved of by his Service. Thu* the 

Army and Navy Staffs were able to exert a continual and at times 

decisive influence on policy by withdrawing, or threatening to with¬ 

draw, the Service Ministers from a Cabinet. 

• • # # # 
In 1016 Japan had concluded with Germany the Anti-Comintern 

Pact, which was originally negotiated by the Japanese War Ministry. 
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with Ribbentrop representing the Nazi Party, behind the backs of 

both the then Foreign Ministers. This was not yet an alliance, but it 

provided the basis for one. In the spring of 1939 the Army Minister 

in the Cabinet headed by Baron Hiranuma tried to conclude a full 

military alliance with Germany. He failed owing to the opposition of 

the Navy Minister, Admiral Yonai. In August 1939 Japan was not 

only engaged in the war in China which had begun in July 1937, but 

was also involved in localised hostilities with Russia about the boun¬ 

dary between the newly created state of Manchukuo and Outer 

Mongolia. Along and behind this smouldering front large armies lay. 

When, on the eve of the European war, Germany made her Non- 

Aggression Pact with Russia without consulting or informing Japan, 

her Anti-Comintern partner, the Japanese felt with reason that they 

had been ill-used. Their dispute with Russia fell into the background 

and Japanese resentment against Germany was strong. British support 

and sympathy for China had estranged us from our former ally, 

and during the first few months of the European war our relations with 

Japan were already by no means friendly. There was however in 

Japan little or no enthusiasm for Germany. 

The Hiranuma Cabinet “lost face” on account of the German- 

Soviet Pact and had to resign. It was succeeded by a Cabinet under 

General Abe, who, although an Army man (retired), was reckoned a 

moderate, and he in January 1940 was replaced by Admiral Yonai, 

who as Hiranuma’s Navy Minister had opposed the alliance with 

Germany. Under the Abe and Yonai administrations Japan’s policy 

was neutrality in Europe combined with the prosecution of Japan’s 

own war in China. But soon supreme convulsions shook the world. 

With the fall of France and the Low Countries under Hitler’s on¬ 

slaught, and the prospect of the invasion and destruction of Britain 

in the autumn of 1940, long-cherished, glittering schemes sprang from 

dreamland into reality. Was Japan to gain nothing from the collapse 

of France, of Holland, and it might well be of Britain, with all their 

vast possessions in East Asia? Had not her historic moment come? 

Deep passions stirred in Army and Nationalist political circles. It 

was demanded that Japan should at once begin to move south and 

seize French Indo-China, Malaya, and the coveted Dutch East Indies. 

To force this policy the Army Minister, General Hata, withdrew 

from the Cabinet, and thus compelled Admiral Yonai to resign 
his Premiership. 6 

The sober and prudent elements, which Japan has never lacked 

were hard pressed to maintain their control. In Yonai’s place the 

Genro nominated Prince Konoye, an aristocrat in the prime of life 

who had close connections with the Imperial Court, but was also on 
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good terms with the leaders of the Army. Prince Konoye held office 

from July 1940 to October 1941. He was a highly respected and 

extremely subtle politician, whose method was to give the Army 

symbolic satisfactions without ever allowing it to drag the country into 

a major war. During the summer of 1940 Prince Konoye managed to 

restrain the Army from making any attack on British or Dutch 

possessions. On the other hand, he agreed to put pressure on Vichy 

France for air bases in Northern Indo-China, and in September he 

concluded the Tripartite Pact with Germany and Italy. This instru¬ 

ment bound Japan to enter the European war on the Axis side if 

America should enter it on behalf of Britain. 

Meanwhile other great events became apparent. By the end of 

November 1940 the result of the Battle of Britain and Hitler’s recoil 

from his invasion boasts were recognised in Japan as facts of the first 

order. The successful British air attack on the Italian Fleet at 

Taranto, throwing modern first-class battleships out of action for 

many months, profoundly impressed the Japanese Navy with the 

power and possibilities of the new air arm, especially when combined 

with surprise. Japan became convinced that Britain was by no means 

finished. She was undoubtedly going on, and indeed growing 

stronger. There was a widespread feeling that the Tripartite Pact had 

been a mistake. Always there loomed the fear of united action by the 

British Empire and the United States, with its combination of the two 

strongest navies afloat and with resources which, once developed, 

were measureless and incomparable. This danger seemed to draw 

ever nearer. In the spring of 1941 Konoye obtained the agreement of 

his Cabinet to open conversations with the United States for the 

settlement of outstanding issues between the two countries. It is 

worthy of note that on this occasion General Tojo, as Army Minister, 

supported the policy of Konoye against the Foreign Minister, Mat- 

suoka, whose protests that such talks with America would be contrary 

to the German alliance were thus overruled. 

• • • • • 
Nevertheless the ferment in Japanese minds grew constantly more 

intense. Beneath the normal modernised processes of tkir pol l 

life thousands of officers and persons occupying responsible, it minor, 

positions seemed to hear 

Ancestral voices prophesying war. 

Must they not be worthy of their fathers, who had paid with interest 

I 4,»“ 1*7 oJl «» Mongols of ,h, 
whom they had identified with the Russia of the Czars. This p 
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digious feat of the preceding generation incited their sons to the 

utmost daring. And here was the whole world in storm and flux. 

New forces and new Titans had appeared. There was to be a “New 

Order” in Europe. Was this not the time to have a "New Order” in 

Asia? Within all this framework lay plans evolved with minute and 

patient care and brought up to date with every change in the move¬ 

ment of world catastrophe. It was claimed by the Army leaders that 

they should be the authority to select the moment when the signal 

should be given. They could certainly assert that if Japan was to 

strike at all the best opportunity—the fall of France—had already been 

missed by cautious or craven politicians. 

The Emperor and the Imperial Princes, around whom gathered the 

highest aristocracy, were against an aggressive war. They had too 

much to lose in a violent era. Many of them had travelled and met 

their equals in foreign courts. They admired the life of Europe and 

feared its power and that of the United States. They admired the 

secure majesty of the English monarchy. They leaned continuously 

upon their skin-deep parliamcntarianism, and hoped they might 

continue to reign or rule in peace. But who should say what the Army 

would do? No patriarchate, no Emperor, no dynasty could separate 

themselves from it. The Emperor and the Princes were for peace and 

prudence, but had no wish to perish for such a cause. 

• • • • • 
The drastic application of economic sanctions in July 1941 brought 

to a head the internal crisis in Japanese politics. Conservative elements 

were shocked and the moderate leaders scared. The domestic prestige 

of the Japanese Army as a constitutional factor in shaping Japanese 

policy was already involved. Hitherto the Navy had exerted its 

restraining force. But the embargoes which the United States, 

Britain, and Holland had enforced cut off from Japan all supplies of 

oil, on which the Navy, and indeed the whole war-power of Japan, 

depended. The Japanese Navy was at once forced to live on its oii 

reserves, and at the outbreak of the Pacific war had in fact consumed 

four out of eighteen months’ supply. It was evident that this was a 

stranglehold, and that the choice before them was either for Japan to 

reach an agreement with the United States or go to war. The American 

requirements involved Japanese withdrawal not only from their new 

aggression in Indo-China, but from China itself, where they had 

already been fighting at heavy expense for so long. This was a rightful 

but a hard demand. In these circumstances the Navy associated itself 

with the Army in the policy of war if an acceptable diplomatic 

agreement could not be obtained. The fact that the Navy had now 
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developed its air arm to a high pitch of offensive capacity hardened 

them in this course of action. 

The tense debate within the ruling circles in Japan was prolonged 

throughout the summer and autumn. The supreme question of facing 

war with the United States was, we now know, discussed on July 31, 

on the morrow of the embargoes. It was clear to all the Japanese 

leaders that the time for choice was short. Germany might win the 

war in Europe before Japan had realised any of her ambitions. The 

conversations between the Japanese and American Governments 

continued. The Japanese conservative politicians and the Imperial 

Court hoped to obtain terms which would enable them to control their 

war party at home. The State Department at Washington believed, as 

I did, that Japan would probably recoil before the ultimately over¬ 

whelming might of the United States. 

The reader has seen how from the first day of the war our anxieties 

about Japan weighed relentlessly upon us. Her appetites and oppor¬ 

tunity were alike obvious. We wondered why she had not struck at the 

moment of the French collapse. Afterwards we drew breath more 

freely, but all the time we were at our utmost stress and strain to 

defend the British Island from destruction and carry on the war in the 

Western Desert. I confess that in my mind the whole Japanese menace 

lay in a sinister twilight, compared with our other needs. My feeling 

was that if Japan attacked us the United States would come in. If the 

United States did not come in we had no means of defending the 

Dutch East Indies, or indeed our own Empire in the East. If, on the 

other hand, Japanese aggression drew in America I would be content 

to have it. On this I rested. Our priorities during 1941 stood: first, 

the defence of the Island, including the threat of invasion and the 

U-boat war; secondly, the struggle in the Middle East and Mediter¬ 

ranean; thirdly, after June, supplies to Soviet Russia; and, last of all, 

resistance to a Japanese assault. It was however always understood 

that if Japan invaded Australia or New Zealand the Middle East 

should be sacrificed to the defence of our own kith and kin. This 

contingency we all regarded as remote and improbable because of the 

vast abundance of easier and more attractive conquests offered to Japan 

bv Malaya, Siam, and above all the Dutch East Indies. I am sure that 

nothing we could have spared at this time, even at the cost of wrecking 

the Middle Eastern theatre or cutting off supplies the So'W°“ 
have changed the march of fate in Malaya. On the other hand theentry 

of the United States into the war would overwhemallevlsputtg . 

It must not be supposed that these broad decisions were taken 
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unconsciously or without profound and constant heart-searching 

by the War Cabinet and their military advisers. 

• * • • * 
As time passed and I realised the formidable effect of the embargoes 

which the President had declared on July 26, and in which we and the 

Dutch had joined, I became increasingly anxious to confront Japan 

with the greatest possible display of British and American naval forces 

in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. Naval forces were all we could 

spare. Narrowly did we scan our resources. 

On August 25 I sent a minute to the First Sea Lord about the 

formation of an Eastern Fleet and setting out my views regarding its 

composition. I felt strongly that it should be possible in the near 

future to place a deterrent squadron in the Indian Ocean, and that 

this should consist of the smallest number of the best ships. The First 

Sea Lord replied that the Admiralty plan was to build up a force in 

Ceylon by the beginning of 1942, comprising the battleships Nelson 

and Rodney, the battle-cruiser Renown, and the small aircraft-carrier 

Hermes. The Ark Royal would follow later, but not until April. 

Meanwhile the four “R.” class battleships would be sent to the 

Indian Ocean as escorts for troop convoys. In his memorandum the 

First Sea Lord dwelt on the overriding importance of the Atlantic 

theatre, where he considered it essential to retain all three of our latest 

battleships of the King George V class to guard against a possible 
break-out by the Tirpilz. 

I did not like these dispositions. The use of the old “R.” class for 

convoy work was good against 8-inch-gun cruisers, but if the enemy 

were prepared to detach a fast modern battleship for raiding purposes 

they and their convoys would become an easy prey. In their present 

state these old ships would be floating coffins. It would therefore be 

necessary to have one or two fast capital ships to deter the Japanese 
from detaching individual heavy raiders. 

I ended my correspondence with the Admiralty as follows: 

... I must add that I cannot feel that Japan will face the combination 
now forming against her of the United States, Great Britain, and Russia 

m C,h,na- uh is Very ,ikeIy she wil1 negotiate with the United States for at least three months without making any 
further aggressive move or joining the Axis actively. Nothing would 
increase her hesitation more than the appearance of the force I men¬ 
tioned, and above all a K.G. V. This might indeed be a decisive deterrent • 

• • • • # 

•For those who wish to study this matter in more detail, the correspondence 

AnnendfvSK f"'"" me F,rs,'Sea Lord at ,h‘s time is printed in 
Appendix K. For reasons which could not at this time be foreseen the 
Pnnce of Wales and not the Nelson or Rodney was sent. n’ tne 
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It was decided to send as the first instalment of our Far Eastern 

Fleet both the Prince of Wales and the Repulse, with four destroyers, 

and as an essential element the modern armoured aircraft -carrier 

Indomitable. Unhappily the Indomitable was temporarily disabled by 

an accident. It was decided in spite of this to let the two fast capital 

ships go forward, in the hope of steadying the Japanese political situa¬ 

tion, and also to be in relation to the United States Pacific Fleet. Our 

general naval policy was to build up under the remote cover of the 

main American Fleet in the Pacific a British Eastern Fleet based on 

Singapore, which by the spring of 1942 would comprise seven capital 

ships of varying quality, one first-class aircraft-carrier, ten cruisers, 

and twenty-four destroyers. Admiral Sir Tom Phillips, till now our 

trusted Vice-Chief of the Naval Staff, was selected for command, and 

hoisted his flag at Greenock on October 24. 

At the end of October I telegraphed to the Prime Ministers of 

Australia, New Zealand, and South Africa, and gave them details 

of our proposed naval dispositions in the Far East. 

I am still inclined to think that Japan will not run into war with 
A.B.C.D. [American-British-Chinesc-Dutch] Powers unless or until 
Russia is decisively broken. Perhaps even then they will wait for the 
promised invasion of the British Isles in the spring. Russian resistance 
is still strong, especially in front of Moscow, and winter is now near. 

2. Admiralty dispositions had been to build up towards the end of 
the year Rodney, Nelson, and four “R.s”, based mainly on Singapore. 
This however was spoiled by recent injury to Nelson, which will take 
three or four months to repair. 

3. In the interval, in order further to deter Japan, we are sending 
forthwith our newest battleship, Prince of Wales, to join Repulse in 
Indian Ocean. This is done in spite of protests from the Commandcr- 
in-Chief Home Fleet, and is a serious risk for us to run. Prince of Wales 

will be noticed at Capetown quite soon. In addition the four K. 
battleships are being moved as they become ready to Eastern waters. 
Later on Repulse will be relieved by Renown, which has greater radius. 

4 In my view, Prince of Wales will be the best possible deterrent, 
and every effort will be made to spare her permanently. I must how- 
ever make it clear that movements of Prince of Wales must be revl^ , 
when she is at Capetown, because of danger of Tirp.tz brcak.ng out and 
other operational possibilities before Duke of York is ready in December. 

# • • • • 
In October Prince Konoye laid down his burden. He had asked for 

a personal meeting with Roosevelt at Honolulu, to which he hoped to 

bring his military and naval chiefs, and thus bind them to wha: m.gl 

be settled. But his proposal had been declined by the President, a 

Army opinion became increasingly critical of this wise statesman. 
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place was taken by General Tojo, who became Prime Minister, War 

Minister, and Home Minister at the same time. General Tojo, who 

after the war was hanged by the conquerors, according to modern 

practice, said at his trial that he himself took over the Home Ministry 

because “he faced a fearful trend foreboding internal confusion if 

peace was decided upon instead of war”. At the Emperor’s behest he 

renewed diplomatic negotiations with the United States, but under a 

secret understanding with members of his Government that Japan 

would go to war if the Cabinet representations were rejected. When 

in November 1941 Tojo and the Chiefs of the General Staff informed 

the Emperor that war might be necessary the sovereign expressed the 

hope that still further efforts might be made to avert this calamity, but 

told Tojo that “if the state of affairs is as you have described it there 

will be no alternative but to proceed with the preparations for 

operations”. 
• • • • • 

At the beginning of November I received an agitated warning of 

further Japanese action in China from General Chiang Kai-shek. He 

thought that the Japanese were determined upon an attack from Indo¬ 

china to take Kunming and cut the Burma Road. He appealed for 

British aid by air from Malaya. He concluded: 

You might feel at a first glance that this would involve you in a 
war with Japan while you arc fighting with such courage in Europe 
and the Middle East. I see things otherwise. I do not believe that 
J‘]P2J.fcc,s that sbe has the strength to attack so long as the resistance 
of China persists, but once she is rid of this she will attack you as and 
when it suits her. . . . China has reached the most critical phase of 
her war of resistance. Her ability to defend the land approaches to 
Singapore and Burma now depends primarily on British and American 
willingness to co-operate in the defence of Yunnan. If the Japanese 
can break our front here we shall be cut off from you, and the whole 
structure of your own air and naval co-ordination with America and 
the Netherlands East Indies will be gravely threatened in new ways 
and from a new direction. I should like to express with all the strength 
at my command the conviction that wisdom and foresight demand 
that China be given the help that I have indicated. Nothing else can 
ensure alike the defeat of Japan and success of countries now resisting 
aggression. I eagerly await your reply. 

I could do little more than pass this to the President. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 5 jsjov> 4, 

I have received Chiang Kai-shek’s appeal addressed to us both for air 
assistance. You know how we are placed for air strength at Singapore 
None the less, I should be prepared to send pilots and even some planes 
if they could arrive in time. Fh 

1?" ™hat we need now is a deterrent of the most general and formid¬ 
able character. The Japanese have as yet taken no final decision, and the 
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Emperor appears to be exercising restraint. When we talked about this 
at Placentia you spoke of gaining time, and this policy has been brilliantly 
successful so far. But our joint embargo is steadily forcing the Japanese 
to decisions for peace or war. 

3. It now looks as if they would go into Yunnan, cutting the Burma 
Road, with disastrous consequences for Chiang Kai-shek. The collapse 
of his resistance would not only be a world tragedy in itself, but it 
would leave the Japanese with large forces to attack north or south. 

4. The Chinese have appealed to us, as I believe they have to you, 
to warn the Japanese against an attack in Yunnan. I hope you might 
think fit to remind them that such an attack, aimed at China from a 
region in which we have never recognised that the Japanese have any 
right to maintain forces, would be in open disregard of the clearly 
indicated attitude of the United States Government. We should of 
course be ready to make a similar communication. 

5. No independent action by ourselves will deter Japan, because we 
are so much tied up elsewhere. But of course we will stand with you 
and do our utmost to back you in whatever course you choose. I think 
myself that Japan is more likely to drift into war than to plunge in. 
Please let me know what you think. 

The President replied on November 9 that while it would be a 

serious error to under-estimate the gravity of the threat, he doubted 

whether preparations for a Japanese land campaign against Kunming 

would warrant an immediate Japanese advance in the immediate 

future. He would do what he could by Lend-Lease aid to China and 

the building up of the American Volunteer Air Force there. He felt 

that in Japan’s mood any “new formalised verbal warning or re¬ 

monstrance” might have at least an even chance of producing the 

opposite effect. “The whole problem will have our continuing and 

earnest attention, study, and effort.” 
I did my best to comfort the Generalissimo by repeating the sub¬ 

stance of this guarded answer. 
There was no course for us but to continue with our naval plans in 

the Far East and to leave the United States to try by diplomatic means 

to keep Japan as long as possible quiet in the Pacific. 

I wrote to General Smuts, who had raised larger issues. 

9 Nov. 41 

T do not think it would be any use for me to make a personal appeal 
to Roosevelt a" this juncture to enter the war. At the Atlantic meeting 

T° told° Wsci rcle that I would rather have an American declaration o 
1 and no suDDlies for six months than double the supplies and 

Xe action as Chief Execut.ve._but onlyC^ongr^n 

rMwe^et^Lk CongreTs to declare war they .night argue about i, for 
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three months.” The Draft Bill without which the American Army 
would have gone to pieces passed by only one vote. He has now carried 
through the Senate by a small majority the virtual repeal of the Neutrality 
Act. This must mean, if endorsed by the other House, constant fighting 
in the Atlantic between German and American ships. Public opinion 
in the United States has advanced lately, but with Congress it is all a 
matter of counting heads. Naturally, if I saw any way of helping to lift 
this situation on to a higher plane I would do so. In the meanwhile 
we must have patience and trust to the tide which is flowing our way and 
to events. 

• • • • • 
On November 10 at the annual Guildhall banquet, which the Prime 

Minister by custom attends, I said: 

I must admit that, having voted for the Japanese alliance nearly 
forty years ago, in 1902, and having always done my very best to promote 
good relations with the Island Empire of Japan, and always having been 
a sentimental well-wisher to the Japanese and an admirer of their many 
gifts and qualities, I should view with keen sorrow the opening of a 
conflict between Japan and the English-speaking world. 

The United States' time-honoured interests in the Far East arc well 
known. They arc doing their utmost to find ways of preserving peace 
in the Pacific. We do not know whether their efforts will be successful, 
but should they fail and the United States become involved in war 
with Japan it is my duty to say that the British declaration will follow 
within the hour. 

Viewing the vast, sombre scene as dispassionately as possible, it 
would seem a very hazardous adventure for the Japanese people to 
plunge quite needlessly into a world struggle in which they may well 
hnd themselves opposed in the Pacific by States whose populations 
comprise nearly three-quarters of the human race. If steel is the basic 
joundation ot modern war, it would be rather dangerous for a Power 
like Japan, whose steel production is only about seven million tons a 
year, to provoke quite gratuitously a struggle with the United States, 
whose steel production is now about ninety millions; and this would 
take no account of the powerful contribution which the British Empire 
can make. I hope therefore that the peace of the Pacific will be preserved 
in accordance with the known wishes of Japan’s wisest statesmen. But 
every preparation to defend British interests in the Far East, and to 
detend the common cause now at stake, has been and is being made. 

• • • • • 
On November 20 Japan forwarded to Washington her “final word” 

Although it was clear from these proposals that Japan was in effect 

attempting merely to obtain the fruits of victory without war the 

United States Government felt obliged to make one last diplomatic 

offer. We were informed of the Japanese Note and were asked for our 

views. On November 23 I wrote in a minute to the Foreign Secretary: 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 23 Noy 

Our major interest is: no further encroachments and no war, as we 
have already enough of this latter. The United States will not throw 
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over the Chinese cause, and we may safely follow them in this part of the 
subject. We could not of course agree to an arrangement whereby 
Japan was free to attack Russia in Siberia. I doubt myself whether this is 
likely at the present time. I remember that President Roosevelt at the 
Atlantic Conference himself wrote in, “There must be no further 
encroachment in the North/’ I should think this could be agreed [with 
the Americans]. The formal denunciation of the Axis Pact by Japan is 
not, in my opinion, necessary. Their stopping out of the war is in itself 
a great disappointment and injury to the Germans. We ought not to 
agree to any veto on American or British help to China. But we shall 
not be asked to by the United States. 

Subject to the above, it would be worth while to ease up upon Japan 
economically sufficiently for them to live from hand to mouth—even 
if we only got another three months. These however are only first 
impressions. 

I must say I should feel pleased if I read that an American-Japancse 
agreement had been made by which we were to be no worse off' three 
months hence in the Far East than we are now. 

• • • • • 
On November 25 the President cabled to me an account of the 

negotiations. The Japanese Government had proposed to evacuate 

Southern Indo-China, pending a general settlement with China, or a 

general restoration of peace in the Pacific, when Japan would be pre¬ 

pared to withdraw altogether from Indo-China. In return the United 

States was to supply Japan with petroleum, to refrain from interfering 

with Japan’s efforts to restore peace in China, to help Japan to obtain 

the products of the Netherlands East Indies, and to place commercial 

relations between Japan and the United States on a normal basis. Both 

sides were to agree to make no "armed advancement” in North-East 

Asia and the Southern Pacific. 
The American Government, in its turn, was proposing to make a 

counter-offer, accepting in general the terms of the Japanese Note, 

while outlining specific conditions to be attached to the Japanese 

withdrawal from Southern Indo-China and making no mention of the 

position in China. The United States was prepared to accept a limited 

economic arrangement modifying the original freezing order, tor 

instance, petroleum could be shipped on a monthly basis for civilian 

needs only. This American proposal would be valid for three months 

on the understanding that during this period a general settlement 

covering the whole Pacific area would be discussed. 
When I read the draft reply, which was, and is still, called < 

"modus vivendi", I thought it inadequate. This ‘mPr”!‘0?, ^hiang 
by the Dutch and Australian Governments, and above all by Chu g 

Kai-shek, who sent a frantic protest to Washington. I wai ho«e e 

rWnlv sensitive of the limits which we must observe in comment g 

™ Puy„5SL. rh » » “““ 1*>'w,,h 
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them alone. I understood the dangers attending the thought “The 

British are trying to drag us into war”. I therefore placed the issue 

where it belonged, namely, in the President’s hands, and, mentioning 

only the Chinese aspect, sent him the following cable: 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 26 Nov. 41 

Your message about Japan received to-night. Also full accounts 
from Lord Halifax of discussions and your counter-project to Japan. 
. . . Of course it is for you to handle this business, and we certainly do 
not want an additional war. There is only one point that disquiets 
us. What about Chiang Kai-shek? Is he not having a very thin diet? 
Our anxiety is about China. If they collapse our joint dangers would 
enormously increase. We are sure that the regard of the United States 
for the Chinese cause will govern your action. We feel that the Japanese 
are most unsure of themselves. 

This message of course arrived in Washington at dawn of the same 

day it was dated. Mr. Hull says in his memoirs: 

During the night a cable came in for the President from Mr. Churchill 
commenting on our modus vivendi. Obviously influenced by Chiang 
Kai-shek’s cable to him, the Prime Minister wondered whether the 
Generalissimo was not getting “rather meagre rations” under the modus 
vivendi. China, he said, was the cause of his being anxious, and the 
Chinese collapse would hugely augment our common danger. After 
talking this over again with the Far Eastern experts of the State Depart¬ 
ment I came to the conclusion that we should cancel out the modus 
vivendi. Instead we should present to the Japanese solely the ten-point 
proposal for a general settlement, to which originally the modus vivendi 
would have been in the nature of an introduction. Although the modus 
vivendi proposals contained only a little “chicken feed” in the shape of 
cotton, oil, and a few other commodities in very limited quantities as 
compared with the unlimited quantities the Japanese demanded, it was 
manifest that there would be widespread opposition from American 
public opinion to supplying Japan even limited quantities of oil. The 
Chinese were vio ently opposed, the other interested Governments either 
unfavourab e or lukewann. . The slight prospect of Japan’s agreeing 
to the modus vivendi therefore did not warrant assuming the risks 
involved in proceeding with it, especially the risk of collapse of Chinese 
morale and resistance, and even of disintegration. 

We had not heard up to this moment of the “Ten-Point Note” 

which not only met our wishes and those of the associated Govern¬ 

ments, but indeed went beyond anything for which we had ventured 

to ask. On this same 26th Mr. Hull received the Japanese envoys at 

the State Department. He did not even mention to them the modus 

vivendi about which the President had telegraphed to me on the 2?rd 

On the contrary, he handed them the “Ten-Point Note”. Two points 
of this were as follows: * 
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The Government of Japan will withdraw all military, naval, air, and 
police forces from China and Indo-China. 

The Government of the United States and the Government of Japan 
will not support—militarily, politically, economically—any Government 
or regime in China other than the National Government of the Republic 
of China, with capital temporarily at Chungking. 

The envoys were “dumbfounded”, and retired in the greatest 

distress. This may well have been sincere. They had been chosen 

largely on account of their reputation as peace-seeking and moderate 

men who would lull the United States into a sense of security till all 

was decided and all was ready. They knew little of the whole mind of 

their Government. They did not dream that Mr. Hull was far better 

informed on this than they were. From the end of 1940 the Americans 

had pierced the vital Japanese ciphers, and were decoding large 

numbers of their military and diplomatic telegrams. In the secret 

American circles these were referred to as “Magics”. The “Magics” 

were repeated to us, but there was an inevitable delay—sometimes of 

two or three days—before we got them. We did not know therefore at 

any given moment all that the President or Mr. Hull knew. I make no 

complaint of this. 
That same afternoon the President sent the following message to the 

High Commissioner of the Philippines: 

Preparations are becoming apparent ... for an early aggressive move¬ 
ment of some character, although as yet there are no clear indications 
as to its strength or whether it will be directed against the Burma Road, 
Thailand, Malay peninsula, Netherlands East Indies, or the Philippines. 
Advance against Thailand seems the most probable. I consider it 
possible that this next Japanese aggression might cause an outbreak ot 
hostilities between the U.S. and Japan. . . . 

When on November 29 our Ambassador, Lord Halifax, visited the 

State Department Mr. Hull said to him that the danger from Japan 

“hune just over our heads”. “The diplomatic part in our relations 

with Japan is now virtually over. The matter will now go to the 

officials of the Army and Navy, with whom I have talked. . . . Japan 

may move suddenly and with every possible element of 

My theory is that the Japanese recognise that their course of unhm tea 

conquest, now renewed all along the line, probably ,s ^ despera, 

eamble and requires the utmost boldness and risk. He added 

"When Churchill received Chiang’s loud protest about th* m b, 

vivendi it would have been better if he had sent Chiang a 

to brace up and fight with the same zeal as the Japanese and Am*sri 

were displaying. Instead he passed the protest on to us without J 

tion on his part. . . . 
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I did not know that the die had already been cast by Japan or how 

far the President’s resolves had gone. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 30 Nov. 41 

It seems to me that one important method remains unused in averting 
war between Japan and our two countries, namely, a plain declaration, 
secret or public as may be thought best, that any further act of aggression 
by Japan will lead immediately to the gravest consequences. I realise 
your constitutional difficulties, but it would be tragic if Japan drifted 
into war by encroachment without having before her fairly and squarely 
the dire character of a further aggressive step. I beg you to consider 
whether, at the moment which you judge right, which may be very near, 
you should not say that "any further Japanese aggression would compel 
you to place the gravest issues before Congress", or words to that effect. 
We would of course make a similar declaration or share in a joint declara¬ 
tion, and in any case arrangements are being made to synchronise our 
action with yours. Forgive me, my dear friend, for presuming to press 
such a course upon you, but I am convinced that it might make all the 
difference and prevent a melancholy extension of the war. 

Both he and Tojo were already far ahead of this. So were events. 

• • • • • 
On the 30th, shortly after noon (American time), Mr. Hull visited 

the President, who had on his desk my cable of the same date, sent 

overnight.* They did not think my proposal of a joint warning to 

Japan would be any good. Nor can we be surprised at this when they 

had already before them an intercept from Tokyo to Berlin, also dated 

November 30, telling the Japanese Ambassador in Berlin to address 

Hitler and Ribbentrop as follows: 

Say very secretly to them that there is extreme danger that war may 
suddenly break out between the Anglo-Saxon nations and Japan through 
some clash of arms, and add that the time of the breaking out of this war 
may come quicker than anyone dreams. 

I received the decode of the telegrams on December 2. It required 

no special action from Britain. We must just wait. The Japanese 

carrier fleet had in fact sailed on the 25th with the whole naval air 

force which was to attack Pearl Harbour. Of course it was still subject 
to restraining orders from Tokyo. 

At an Imperial Conference at Tokyo on December 1 the decision 

was taken to go to war with the United States. According to Tojo’s 

‘The reader need not be puzzled by the datings of the telegrams, so long as 
they are «n their proper sequence. I worked up t.ll two or three in the morning 
(British time), and any message I sent took two or three hours to code and 
decode. Nevertheless any message which I drafted before I went to bed 
would reach the President almost instantaneously for practical purposes—1 e 
when he woke up, or was, if need be, awakened. F F ' *» 
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testimony at his trial, the Emperor did not utter a word. For the 

following week a deadly hush settled in the Pacific. The possibilities 

of a diplomatic settlement had been exhausted. No act of military 

aggression had yet occurred. My deepest fear was that the Japanese 

would attack us or the Dutch, and that constitutional difficulties would 

prevent the United States from declaring war. After a long Cabinet 

on December 2 I sent a minute to the Foreign Secretary embodying 

our conclusions. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 2 Dec. 41 

Our settled policy is not to take forward action in advance of the 
United States. Except in the case of a Japanese attempt to seize the 
Kra Isthmus there will be time for the United States to be squarely 
confronted with a new act of Japanese aggression. If they move, we will 
move immediately in support. If they do not move, we must consider 
our position afresh. . . . 

A Japanese attack on the Dutch possessions may be made at any 
time. This would be a direct affront to the United States, following 
upon their negotiations with Japan. We should tell the Dutch that 
we should do nothing to prevent the full impact of this Japanese aggres¬ 
sion presenting itself to the United States as a direct issue between them 
and Japan. If the United States declares war on Japan, we follow within 
the hour. If, after a reasonable interval, the United States is found to be 
incapable of taking any decisive action, even with our immediate 
support, we will nevertheless, although alone, make common cause with 

the Dutch. . . ^ 
Any attack on British possessions carries with it war with Oreat 

Britain as a matter of course. 

British Intelligence and air reconnaissance, which were vigilant, 

soon perceived movements and activity showing that “Japan is about 

to attack Siam, and that this attack will include a seaborne expedition 

to seize strategic points in the Kra Isthmus”. We reported this to 

Washington. A series of lengthy telegrams passed between us and our 

Commander-in-Chief in the Far East, and also with the Australian 

and American Governments, about whether we should take forestalling 

action to protect the Kra Isthmus. It was rightly decided both on 

military and political grounds, that we should not comphcate me 

course of events by striking first in a secondary theatre On December 6 

it was known both in London and Washington that a Japanese fleet of 

about thirty-five transports, eight cruisers, and twenty destroyers was 

moving from Indo-China across the Gulf of Siam. Other Japanc* 

fleets were also at sea on other tasks. 

# 
A prodigious Congressional Inquiry published its findings '94^ 

in which every detail was exposed of the events leading up 
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between the United States and Japan and of the failure to send positive 

“Alert” orders through the military departments to their fleets and 

garrisons in exposed situations. Every detail, including the decoding 

of secret Japanese telegrams and their actual texts, has been displayed 

to the world in forty volumes. The strength of the United States was 

sufficient to enable them to sustain this hard ordeal required by the 

spirit of the American Constitution. 

I do not intend in these pages to attempt to pronounce judgment 

upon this tremendous episode in American history. We know that 

all the great Americans round the President and in his confidence felt 

as acutely as I did the awful danger that Japan would attack British or 

Dutch possessions in the Far East and would carefully avoid the 

United States, and that in consequence Congress would not sanction 

an American declaration of war. The American leaders understood 

that this might mean vast Japanese conquests, which, if combined 

with a German victory over Russia and thereafter an invasion of Great 

Britain, would leave America alone to face an overwhelming combina¬ 

tion of triumphant aggressors. Not only would the great moral causes 

which were at stake be cast away, but the very life of the United 

States, and their people, as yet but half awakened to their perils, might 

be broken. The President and his trusted friends had long realised 

the grave risks of United States neutrality in the war against Hitler 

and all that he stood for, and had writhed under the restraints of a 

Congress whose House of Representatives had a few months before 

passed by only a single vote the necessary renewal of compulsory 

military service, without which their Army would have been almost 

disbanded in the midst of the world convulsion. Roosevelt, Hull, 

Stimson, Knox, General Marshall, Admiral Stark, and, as a link 

between them all, Harry Hopkins, had but one mind. Future genera¬ 

tions of Americans and free men in every land will thank God for their 
vision. 

A Japanese attack upon the United States was a vast simplifica¬ 

tion of their problems and their duty. How can we wonder that 

they regarded the actual form of the attack, or even its scale, as 

incomparably less important than the fact that the whole American 

nation would be united for its own safety in a righteous cause as never 

before? To them, as to me, it seemed that for Japan to attack and 

make war upon the United States would be an act of suicide. More¬ 

over, they knew, earlier than we in Britain could know, the full and 

immediate purpose of their enemy. We remember how Cromwell 

exclaimed when he watched the Scottish army descending from the 

heights over Dunbar, “The Lord hath delivered them into our hands ” 

Nor must we allow the account in detail of diplomatic interchanges 
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to portray Japan as an injured innocent seeking only a reasonable 

measure of expansion or booty from the European war, and now 

confronted by the United States with propositions which her people, 

fanatically aroused and fully prepared, could not be expected to 

accept. For long years Japan had been torturing China by her wicked 

invasions and subjugations. Now by her seizure of Indo-China she 

had in fact, as well as formally by the Tripartite Pact, thrown in her 

lot with the Axis Powers. Let her do what she dared and take the 

consequences. 

It had seemed impossible that Japan would court destruction in 

war with Britain and the United States, and probably Russia in the 

end. A declaration of war by Japan could not be reconciled with 

reason. I felt sure she would be ruined for a generation by such a 

plunge, and this proved true. But Governments and peoples do not 

always take rational decisions. Sometimes they take mad decisions, or 

one set of people get control who compel all others to obey and aid 

them in folly. I have not hesitated to record repeatedly my disbelief 

that Japan would go mad. However sincerely we try to put ourselves 

in another person’s position, we cannot allow for processes of the 

human mind and imagination to which reason offers no key. 

Madness is however an affliction which in war carries with it the 

advantage of surprise. 



Chapter XXXII 

PEARL HARBOUR! 

Sunday, December 7, at Chequers—My American Guests—Nine o'Clock News 
on the Wireless—Japan Attacks the United States—I Call the President—My 
Message to Mr. de Valera—I Rejoice—The Certainty of Victory—/ Decide to 
Go to Washington—Letter to the King—The President's Anxiety about the 
Return Voyage—British Declaration of War on Japan—My Letter to the Jap¬ 
anese Ambassador—Parliament Approves the Declaration of War Unanimously— 

Mr. Duff Cooper's Appointment—Magnitude of the American Disaster—The 
Stroke in the Philippines—Hitler’s Astonishment—We Discuss the Employment 
of the "Prince of Wales" and the "Repulse"—Admiral Phillips's Adventurous 
Plan—Air Support Lacking—The Admiral Withdraws—Tries Again—The 
Deadly Japanese Attack—"All Sunk Beneath the Wave"—The Morning Brings 
Fearful News—My Preparations for Departure—My Statement to the House, 
December 12—Mr. Eden Starts on His Mission to Moscow—I Tell Him Some 
News. 

IT was Sunday evening, December 7, 1941. Winant and Avcrcl! 
Harriman were alone with me at the table at Chequers. I turned 

on my small wireless set shortly after the nine o’clock news had 
started. There were a number of items about the fighting on the 
Russian front and on the British front in Libya, at the end of which 
some few sentences were spoken regarding an attack by the Japanese 
on American shipping at Hawaii, and also Japanese attacks on British 
vessels in the Dutch East Indies. There followed a statement that 
after the news Mr. Somebody would make a commentary, and that 
the Brains Trust programme would then begin, or something like 
this. I did not personally sustain any direct impression, but Avcrcll 
said there was something about the Japanese attacking the Americans, 
and, in spite of being tired and resting, we all sat up. By now the 
butler, Sawyers, who had heard what had passed, came into the room, 
saying, “It’s quite true. We heard it ourselves outside. The Japanese 
have attacked the Americans.'* There was a silence. At the Mansion 
House luncheon on November 11 I had said that if Japan attacked the 
United States a British declaration of war would follow “within the 
hour”. I got up from the table and walked through the hall to the 
office, which was always at work. I asked for a call to the President. 
The Ambassador followed me out, and, imagining I was about to 
take some irrevocable step, said, “Don’t you think you’d better get 
confirmation first?” 

In two or three minutes Mr. Roosevelt came through. “Mr 
President, what’s this about Japan?” “It’s quite true,” he replied' 

475 
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“They have attacked us at Pearl Harbour. We are all in the same 

boat now.” I put Winant on to the line and some interchanges 

took place, the Ambassador at first saying, “Good,” “Good”—and 

then, apparently graver, “Ah!” I got on again and said, “This cer¬ 

tainly simplifies things. God be with you,” or words to that effect. 

We then went back into the hall and tried to adjust our thoughts 

to the supreme world event which had occurred, which was of so 

startling a nature as to make even those who were near the centre 

gasp. My two American friends took the shock with admirable 

fortitude. We had no idea that any serious losses had been inflicted on 

the United States Navy. They did not wail or lament that their 

country was at war. They wasted no words in reproach or sorrow. 

In fact, one might almost have thought they had been delivered from 

a long pain. 
• • • • • 

Parliament would not have met till Tuesday, and the Members 

were scattered about the Island, with all the existing difficulties of 

communication. I set the office to work to ring up the Speaker, 

the Whips, and others concerned, to call both Houses together next 

day. I rang the Foreign Office to prepare to implement without a 

moment’s delay a declaration of war upon Japan, about which there 

were some formalities, in time for the meeting of the House, and to 

make sure all members of the War Cabinet were called up and in¬ 

formed, and also the Chiefs of Staff and the Service Ministers, who, I 

rightly assumed, had had the news. 
This done, my thought turned at once to what has always lain near 

my heart. To Mr. de Valera I sent the following message: 

8 Dec. 41 

Now is your chance. Now or never! A nation once again! I will 

meet you wherever you wish. 

I thought also of struggling China, and telegraphed to Chiang 

Kai-shek: 
8 Dec. 4* 

The British Empire and United States have been attacked by Japan. 
Always we have been friends: now we face a common enemy. 

We also sent the following: 

. 

No American will think it wrong of me if I proclaim thatto' have 

the United States at our side was to me the greatest joy. 
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foretell the course of events. I do not pretend to have measured 

accurately the martial might of Japan, but now at this very moment 

I knew the United States was in the war, up to the neck and in to the 

death. So we had won after all! Yes, after Dunkirk; after the fall of 

France ; after the horrible episode of Oran ; after the threat of invasion, 

when, apart from the Air and the Navy, we were an almost unarmed 

people; after the deadly struggle of the U-boat war—the first Battle of 

the Atlantic, gained by a hand’s-breadth; after seventeen months of 

lonely fighting and nineteen months of my responsibility in dire 

stress. We had won the war. England would live; Britain would live; 

the Commonwealth of Nations and the Empire would live. Mow long 

the war would last or in what fashion it would end no man could 

tell, nor did I at this moment care. Once again in our long Island 

history we should emerge, however mauled or mutilated, safe and 

victorious. We should not be wiped out. Our history would not come 

to an end. We might not even have to die as individuals. Hitler’s 

fate was scaled. Mussolini’s fate was sealed. As for the Japanese, 

they would be ground to powder. All the rest was merely the proper 

application of overwhelming force. The British Empire, the Soviet 

Union, and now the United States, bound together with every scrap 

of their life and strength, were, according to my lights, twice or even 

thrice the force of their antagonists. No doubt it would take a long 

time. I expected terrible forfeits in the East; but all this would be 

merely a passing phase. United we could subdue everybody else in 

the world. Many disasters, immeasurable cost and tribulation lay 
ahead, but there was no more doubt about the end. 

Silly people, and there were many, not only in enemy countries, 

might discount the force of the United States. Some said they were 

soft, others that they would never be united. They would fool around 

at a distance. They would never come to grips. They would never 

stand blood-letting. Their democracy and system of recurrent elec¬ 

tions would paralyse their war effort. They would be Just a vague 

blur on the horizon to friend or foe. Now we should see the weakness 

of this numerous but remote, wealthy, and talkative people. But I had 

studied the American Civil War, fought out to the last desperate inch. 

American blood flowed in my veins. I thought of a remark which 

Edward Grey had made to me more than thirty years before—that the 

United States is like “a gigantic boiler. Once the fire is lighted under 

it there is no limit to the power it can generate.” Being saturated and 

satiated with emotion and sensation, I went to bed and slept the sleep 
of the saved and thankful. F 
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As soon as I woke I decided to go over at once to see Roosevelt. 

I put the matter to the Cabinet when we met at noon. On obtaining 

their approval I wrote to the King. 

December 8, 1941 

Sir, 
I have formed the conviction that it is my duty to visit Washington 

without delay, provided such a course is agreeable to President Roose¬ 
velt, as I have little doubt it will be. The whole plan of the Anglo- 
American defence and attack has to be concerted in the light of reality. 
We have also to be careful that our share of munitions and other aid 
which we are receiving from the United States does not suffer more 
than is, I fear, inevitable. The fact that Mr. Eden will be in Moscow 
while I am at Washington will make the settlement of large-scale 
problems between the three great Allies easier. 

These reasons were accepted by my colleagues in the Cabinet 
unanimously to-day, and I therefore ask Your Majesty’s permission 
to leave the country. I should propose to start quite soon, in a warship, 
and to be absent altogether for about three weeks. I shall take with me 
a staff on the same scale as I took to the Atlantic meeting. 

During my absence the Lord Privy Seal will act for me, assisted by 
the Lord President of the Council, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, 
and other members of the War Cabinet. I would propose that during 
this period the three Service Ministers should temporarily sit with the 
War Cabinet. While I am away the Foreign Office will report to the 
Lord President, and the Defence Committee to the Lord 1 rivy Seal. 
I shall of course be constantly in touch by wireless with all that goes 
on, and can give decisions whenever nece^IV. I should propose to 
take with me the First Sea Lord and the Chief of the Air S»ff, M jhe 
concert of all our arrangements with the Americans on a high level is 

alVhope?may receive Your Majesty’s approval of this course. I am, 

of course, keeping my intention secret. 

With my Y^ur Majesty’s most devoted, faithful servant 

and subject, 
Winston S. Churchill 

PS.—I am expecting that Germany and Italy will both declare war 
iTnitAH Crates as thev have bound themselves by treaty to 

To. fl"shaU ctafer^prop'osing my visit to the Pres,dent until this s.tuat.on 

is more clear. 

The King gave his Assent. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 
9 Dec. 41 

ormer Naval rerson iu x , o xjnw that we 

I am ^^^^^n^etftTwould iTn^e w.se for us to have 
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also be a very great pleasure to me to meet you again, and the sooner the 
better. 

2. I could, if desired, start from here in a day or two, and come by 
warship to Baltimore or Annapolis. Voyage would take about eight 
days, and I would arrange to stay a week, so that everything important 
could be settled between us. I would bring Pound, Portal, Dill, and 
Beaverbrook, with necessary staffs. 

3. Please let me know at earliest what you feel about this. 

The President feared that the return journey would be dangerous. 
I reassured him. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 10 Dec. 41 

We do not think there is any serious danger about the return journey. 
Phcrc is however great danger in our not having a full discussion on 
the highest level about the extreme gravity of the naval position, as 
well as upon all the production and allocation issues involved. I am 
quite ready to meet you at Bermuda, or to fly from Bermuda to Washing¬ 
ton. I feel it would be disastrous to wait for another month before we 
settled common action in face of new adverse situation, particularly in 
1 acme. I had hoped to start to-morrow night, but will postpone my 
sailing till I have received rendezvous from you. I never felt so sure 
about the final victory, but only concerted action will achieve it. Kindest 
regards. 

The next day I heard again from the President. He said that he 

was delighted that I was coming to stay at the White House. He felt 

that he could not leave the country himself. Mobilisation was taking 

place, and the naval position in the Pacific was uncertain. He felt 

sure that we could work out all the difficulties connected with produc¬ 

tion and supply. He emphasised again the personal risk of my 

journey, which he thought should be carefully considered. 

• • • • • 
The War Cabinet authorised the immediate declaration of war 

upon Japan, for which all formal arrangements had been made. 

As Lden had already started on his journey to Moscow and I was 

in charge of the Foreign Office I sent the following letter to the 
Japanese Ambassador: 

Sir. Foreign Office, December 8/// 

?L?vTber ll,h HiS Government in the United 

fsassas^j;saa«s^5ass£s Tokyo has been instructed to tnform the Imperial Japanese Government in 
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the name of His Majesty's Government in the United Kingdom that a state 
of tvar exists between our two countries. 

I have the honour to be, with high consideration, 
Sir, 
Your obedient servant, 

Winston S. Churchill 

Some people did not like this ceremonial style. But after all when 

you have to kill a man it costs nothing to be polite. 

Parliament met at 3 p.m., and in spite of the shortness of notice 

the House was full. Under the British Constitution the Crown 

declares war on the advice of Ministers, and Parliament is con¬ 

fronted with the fact. We were therefore able to be better than our 

word to the United States, and actually declared war upon Japan 

before Congress could act. The Royal Netherlands Government had 

also made their declaration. In my speech I said: 

It is of the highest importance that there should be no underrating 
of the gravity of the new dangers we have to meet, either here or in 
the United States. The enemy has attacked with an audacity which 
may spring from recklessness, but which may also spring from a 
conviction of strength. The ordeal to which the English-speaking 

world and our heroic Russian Allies are being v' when 
be hard, especially at the outset, and will probably be Ions, yet 'when 
we look around us over the sombre panorama of the world we Have 
no reason to doubt the justice of our cause or that our strength and 

will-nower will be sufficient to sustain it. 

sHiassi': eras se s 
all the land and sea. 

Both Houses voted unanimously in favour of the decision. 

• • # # # 

I thought it necessary at this juncture that Mr. Duff Cooper 

who had returned to Singapore, should be at once appointed Res.den 

Minister for Far Eastern Affairs. 
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traneous responsibilities with which they have hitherto been burdened; 
and (6) by giving them broad political guidance. 

2. Your functions will also include the settlement of emergency 
matters on the spot, where time does not permit of reference home. 
You will develop a local clearing-house for prompt settlement of 
minor routine matters which would otherwise have to be referred to 
separate departments here. On all matters on which you require 
special guidance you will, provided there is time, refer the matter home. 
You will in any case report constantly to His Majesty’s Government. 

3. When Captain Oliver Lyttelton was appointed Minister of State 
at Cairo it was laid down that this did not affect the existing responsi¬ 
bilities of His Majesty’s Representatives in the Middle East, or their 
official relationships with their respective departments at home. The 
same will apply in the Far East. The successful establishment of this 
machinery depends largely on your handling of it in these early critical 
days. 

4. With your knowledge of the various public departments and of 
Cabinet procedure, it should be possible for you to exercise a powerful, 
immediately concerting influence upon Far Eastern affairs. Telegraph 
to me at once your concrete proposals and the form in which you 
would like your appointment and its scope to be defined and published. 
All good luck and kindest regards. We must fight this thing out 
everywhere to the end. 

Duff Cooper addressed himself to these new duties with vigour and 

clarity of thought, but the arrangements we made at Washington with 

the United States for a Supreme Commander in the Far East to my 

regret made his office redundant, and a little more than a fortnight 

later I instructed him to return home. He was unlucky not to be 
allowed to go down fighting. 

• • • • • 
We were not told for some time any details of what had happened 

at Pearl Harbour, but the story has now been exhaustively recorded. 

Until early in 1941 the Japanese naval plan for war against the 

United States was for their main fleet to give battle in the waters 

near the Philippines when the Americans, as might be expected, 

fought their way across the Pacific to relieve their garrison in this 

outpost. The idea of a surprise attack on Pearl Harbour originated in 

the brain of Admiral Yamamoto, the Japanese Commander-in-Chief. 

Preparation for this treacherous blow before any declaration of war 

went forward with the utmost secrecy, and by November 22 the 

striking force of six carriers, with a supporting force of battleships and 

cruisers, was concentrated in an unfrequented anchorage in the Kurile 

Islands, north of Japan proper. Already the date of the attack had 

been fixed for Sunday, December 7, and on November 26 (East 

longitude date) the force sailed under the command of Admiral 

Nagumo. Keeping far to the northward of Hawaii, amidst the 

fog and gales of these northern latitudes, Nagumo approached his 
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goal undetected. Before sunrise on the fateful day the attack was 

launched from a position about 275 miles to the north of Pearl 

Harbour. Three hundred and sixty aircraft took part, comprising 

bombers of all types, escorted by fighters. At 7.55 a.m. the first bomb 

fell. Ninety-four ships of the United States Navy were present in the 

harbour. Among them the eight battleships of the Pacific Fleet were 

the prime targets. The carriers, with strong cruiser forces, were 

fortunately absent on missions elsewhere. 

The story of this attack has often been vividly related. It is 

sufficient here to state the salient facts and to note the ruthless 

efficiency of the Japanese airmen. By 8.25 a.m. the first waves of 

torpedo and dive-bombers had struck their blow. By 10 a.m. the 

battle was over and the enemy withdrew. Behind them lay a shattered 

fleet hidden in a pall of fire and smoke, and the vengeance of the 

United States. The battleship Arizona had blown up, the Oklahoma 

had capsized, the West Virginia and California had sunk at their 

moorings, and every other battleship, except the Pennsylvania, which 

was in dry dock, had been heavily damaged. Over two thousand 

Americans had lost their lives, and nearly two thousand others were 

wounded. The mastery of the Pacific had passed into Japanese hands, 

and the strategic balance of the world was for the time being funda¬ 

mentally changed. 

Our American Allies had yet another set of misfortunes. 

In the Philippines, where General MacArthur commanded, a 

warning indicating a grave turn in diplomatic relations had been 

received on November 20. Admiral Hart, commanding the modest 

United States Asiatic Fleet, had already been in consultation with the 

adjacent British and Dutch naval authorities, and .n accordance with 

his war plan, had begun to disperse his forces to the southward, where 

he intended to assemble a striking force m Dutch waters .n conjunc 

tion with his prospective allies. He had at h.s d.sposal only one heavy 

and two light cruisers, besides a dozen old destroyers and various 

auxiliary vessels. His strength lay almost ent.rely«*b™^ 
of which he had twenty-eight. At 3 a.m. onDcccm^r 8 Admit 

Ha¥eirSeodura hostilities 

iiiswm 
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Luzon. Disasters mounted swiftly. Most of the American air forces 

were destroyed in battle or on the ground, and by December 20 the 

remnants had been withdrawn to Port Darwin, in Australia. Admiral 

Mart’s ships had begun their southward dispersal some days before, 

and only the submarines remained to dispute the sea with the enemy. 

On December 21 the main Japanese invasion force landed in Lingaycn 

Gulf, threatening Manila itself, and thereafter the march of events was 

not unlike that which was already in progress in Malaya; but the 

defence was more prolonged. 

Thus the long-nurtured plans of Japan exploded in a blaze of 

triumph. But this was not the end. 

• • • • • 
The dispatch of the Japanese Ambassador to Berlin tells of his visit 

to Ribbentrop. 

The day after Pearl Harbour at one o’clock I called on Foreign 
Minister Ribbentrop and told him our wish was to have Germany 
and Italy issue formal declarations of war on America at once. Ribben¬ 
trop replied that Hitler was then in the midst of a conference at General 
Headquarters [in East Prussia), discussing how the formalities of declar- 
mg war could be carried out so as to make a good impression on the 
German people, and that he would transmit your wish to him at once 
and do whatever he was able to have it carried out properly. 

Both Hitler and his staff were astonished. Jodi tells at his trial 

how Hitler "came in the middle of the night to my chart room in 

order to transmit this news to Field-Marshal Keitel and myself. 

He was completely surprised.” On the morning of December 8 

however he gave the German Navy orders to attack American ships 

wherever found. This was three days before the official declaration of 
war by Germany on the United States. 

• • • • • 
I convened a meeting, mostly Admiralty, in the Cabinet War Room 

at ten o’clock on the night of the 9th to review the naval position. 

We were about a dozen. We tried to measure the consequences of this 

fundamental change in our war position against Japan. We had lost 

the command of every ocean except the Atlantic. Australia and New 

Zealand and all the vital islands in their sphere were open to attack 

We had only one key weapon in our hands. The Prince of Wales and 

the Repulse had arrived at Singapore. They had been sent to these 

waters to exercise that kind of vague menace which capital ships of the 

highest qua ity whose whereabouts is unknown can impose upon all 

hostile naval calculations. How should we use them now? Obviously 

they must go to sea and vanish among the innumerable islands. There 
was general agreement on that. 
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I thought myself they should go across the Pacific to join what 

was left of the American Fleet. It would be a proud gesture at this 

moment, and would knit the English-speaking world together. We 

had already cordially agreed to the American Navy Department with¬ 

drawing their capital ships from the Atlantic. Thus in a few months 

there might be a fleet in being on the west coast of America capable of 

fighting a decisive sea battle if need be. The existence of such a fleet 

and of such a fact would be the best possible shield to our brothers in 

Australasia. We were all much attracted by this line of thought. But 

as the hour was late we decided to sleep on it, and settle the next 

morning what to do with the Prince of Wales and the Repulse. 

Within a couple of hours they were at the bottom of the sea. 

* • 

The tragedy of these ships, in which Chance played so fatal a part, 

must now be told. 

The Prince of Wales and Repulse had reached Singapore on 

December 2. On December 5 Admiral Tom Phillips arrived in 

Manila by air to discuss possible joint action with General Mac- 

Arthur and Admiral Hart. Admiral Hart agreed that four American 

destroyers should join Phillips’s flag. Both Admirals felt that neither 

Singapore nor Manila could at the moment be a suitable base for an 

Allied Fleet. Next day news came that a large Japanese seaborne 

expedition had entered the Gulf of Siam. It was clear that decisive 

events were at hand. Phillips got back to Singapore on the morning 

of the 7th. Soon after midnight on the 8th it was reported that a 

landing was actually in progress at Kota Bharu, and later that other 

landings were being made near Singora and also at Patani (see map). 

A major invasion of Malaya had begun.* 

Admiral Phillips judged it his duty to strike at the enemy while 

they were disembarking. At a meeting of his senior officers all 

agreed that it was impossible for the Navy to stand out of the battle 

at this critical stage. He reported his intentions to the Admiralty. 

He requested the Singapore Air Command to move fighters to our 

•The Japanese attacks in Malaya and the Far East occurred within • few 
hours of that on Pearl Harbour. This is not readily apparent owing to itht 
different ttaes kept. . The following table shows the sequence of events, 

related to Greenwich time. 

Local Time 

12.25 a.m., Dec. 8 
8.00 a.m., Dec. 7 

First landing in Malaya . 
Attack on Pearl Harbour. 
First air raid in the Philip¬ 

pines . • • * 
First air raid in Hong Kong 

Greenwich Time 

4.55 p.m., Dec. 7 
6.30 p.m., Dec. 7 

Dawn, Dec. 8 
8.00 a.m., Dec. 8 

9.00 p.m., Dec. 7 
11.30 p.m., Dec. 7 
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northern airfields, and requested the utmost help from our meagre 

Air Force—namely, reconnaissance 100 miles north of his squadron 

on December 9, reconnaissance off Singora from daylight on De¬ 

cember 10, and fighter protection over Singora on the morning of 

December 10. This last all-important aid could not be given, first 

because of the expected attack on Singapore, and secondly because the 

northern airfields were already untenable. The Admiral had sailed at 

5.35 p.m. on the 8th with the Prince of Wales and Repulse and the 

destroyers Plectra, Express, Vampire, and Tenedos when this signal 

reached him. It added the warning that large Japanese bomber forces 

were based in Southern Indo-China. As the frequent rain squalls 

and low cloud were unfavourable for air action, Phillips resolved to 

press on. On the evening of the 9th the weather cleared, and lie soon 

had reason to believe that he was being shadowed by enemy aircraft. 

The hope of surprise was gone, and heavy air attacks must be expected 

the next morning near Singora. At this Admiral Phillips reluctantly 

abandoned his daring enterprise, and after dark turned homewards. 

He had certainly done his best, and all might have yet been well. 

About midnight however by a hard mischance another enemy landing 

was reported at Kuantan, more than 150 miles south of Kota Bharu. 

Admiral Phillips thought it unlikely that his force, last sighted by the 

enemy on a northerly course, would be expected so far south by day¬ 

light on the 10th. After all he might achieve surprise. He accepted 

the risk and turned his ships towards Kuantan. 

Japanese records make no claim to have sighted the British squadron 

from the air on the 9th, but a submarine reported them steering north 

at 2 p.m. The Japanese 22nd Air Flotilla, based near Saigon, was 

loading bombs for an attack on Singapore. They immediately 

exchanged bombs for torpedoes and decided to make a night attack 

on the British ships. They found nothing, and returned to their base 

by midnight. Before dawn on the 10th another Japanese submarine 

reported that the British were steering south, and at 6 a.m. a searching 

force of nine Japanese aircraft set forth, followed an hour later by a 

powerful striking force of eighty-four bombers and torpedo bombers 
organised in waves of about nine aircraft each. 

The report of the landing at Kuantan proved false, but as no 

amending message had been sent from Singapore the Admiral 

remained expectant, until soon after daylight the destroyer Express 

reached the harbour and found no sign of the enemy. Before re¬ 

suming their southerly course the squadron spent some time in 

searching for a tug and other small craft which had been sighted 

earlier. But now the crisis came and fortune was hard. The Japanese 

air fleet had ranged as far south as Singapore without sighting any- 
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thing. It was returning home on a northerly course, which by chance 

led them straight to their quarry. 

At 10.20 a.m. a shadowing aircraft was sighted by the Prince of 

Wales, and soon after u a.m. the first wave of bombers appeared. 

The enemy attacked in successive waves. In the first the Repulse 

received one hit from a bomb which caused a fire, but this was soon 

under control and the ship’s speed was not impaired. In the second 

the Prince of Wales was struck simultaneously by what seemed to be 

two torpedoes close together, which caused very severe damage and 

flooding. Both port propellers were put out of action, and the ship 

was never again under complete control. The Repulse was not hit in 

this attack. A few minutes later another wave closed in on the 

Repulse, and again she escaped damage. The ships by now had be¬ 

come somewhat separated, and Captain Tennant, having made an 

emergency signal to Singapore, “Enemy aircraft bombing”, turned the 

Repulse towards the Admiral. 
At 12.22 p.m. another attack proved fatal to both capital ships. 

After successfully avoiding a number of torpedoes the Repulse was 

struck amidships. Soon afterwards, in yet another attack, a torpedo 

wrecked her steering gear, and then in quick succession three more 

torpedoes found their mark. Captain Tennant realised that his ship 

was doomed. He promptly ordered all hands on deck, and there is no 

doubt that this timely action saved many lives. At 12.33 P m- the 

Repulse turned over and sank. The Prince of Wales had received two 

more torpedo hits at about 12.23 p.m., and another shortly after¬ 

wards. Her speed was reduced to eight knots, and she too was soon in 

a sinking condition. After another bombing attack, which scored one 

more hit, she capsized and sank at 1.20 p.m. The destroyers rescued 

two thousand officers and men out of nearly three thousand. 1 ne 

Commander-in-Chief, Admiral Sir Tom Phillips, and his Flag- 

Captain, John Leach, were drowned. 

In reply to certain questions of the Chiefs of Staff about why 

no fighter aircraft were sent from Singapore to aid squadron, 

was confirmed that Admiral Phillips did not signal h,s change 
t a* he was keeping wireless silence, riis posmu 

p3I\ morning of the 10th was not therefore known in Singapore 
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belief that his intended attack at Kuantan would be outside the 

effective range of enemy shore-based torpedo bombers, which were his 

chief anxiety, and that he would only have to deal with hastily 

organised strikes by ordinary long-range bombers during his retire¬ 

ment. The distance from the Saigon airfields to Kuantan was four 

hundred miles, and at this date no attacks by torpedo bombers had 

been attempted at anything approaching this range. The efficiency 

of the Japanese in air warfare was at this time greatly under-estimated 

both by ourselves and by the Americans. 

• • • • • 
I was opening my boxes on the 10th when the telephone at my 

bedside rang. It was the First Sea Lord. His voice sounded odd. 

He gave a sort of cough and gulp, and at first I could not hear quite 

clearly. "Prime Minister, I have to report to you that the Prince of 

Wales and the Repulse have both been sunk by the Japanese—we 

think by aircraft. Tom Phillips is drowned.” ‘‘Arc you sure it’s 

true?” “There is no doubt at all.” So I put the telephone down. I 

was thankful to be alone. In all the war I never received a more direct 

shock. The reader of these pages will realise how many efforts, hopes, 

and plans foundered with these two ships. As I turned over and 

twisted in bed the full horror of the news sank in upon me. There 

were no British or American capital ships in the Indian Ocean or the 

Pacific except the American survivors of Pearl Harbour, who were 

hastening back to California. Over all this vast expanse of waters 

Japan was supreme, and we everywhere were weak and naked. 

I went down to the House of Commons as soon as they met at 

eleven that morning to tell them myself what had happened. 

I have bad news for the House which I think I should pass on to 
them at the earliest moment. A report has been received from Singa¬ 
pore that H.M.S. Prince of Wales and H.M.S. Repulse have been sunk 

Mi^CarNln8/,U'!°PCrat,0nS the Japanese in their attack on 
Mala>a. No details arc yet available except those contained in the 

byPai"eatta°ckC,a commun,qu<:‘’ which c,aims that both ships were sunk 

I may add that at the next sitting of the House I shall take occasion 
to make a short statement on the general war situation, which has 
from many points of view, both favourable and adverse, undergone 
important changes in the last few days. 

AU plans were now being made in secret for my starting for the 

United States on the 14th. The intervening ninety-six hours were 

crowded. On the nth I had to make a full statement to the House 

upon the new situation. There was much anxiety and not a little 
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discontent with the long-drawn battle in Libya, which evidently 

hung in the balance. I did not at all conceal the prospect that very 

severe punishment awaited us at the hands of Japan. On the other 

hand, the Russian victories had revealed the fatal error of Hitler’s 

Eastern campaign, and winter was still to assert its power. The 

U-boat war was at the moment under control, and our losses greatly 

reduced. Finally, four-fifths of the world were now fighting on our 

side. Ultimate victory was certain. In this sense I spoke. 

I used the coldest form of factual narration, avoiding all promises of 

early success. I ended thus: 

Naturally, I should not be prepared to discuss the resulting situation 
in the Far East and in the Pacific or the measures which must be taken 
to restore it. It may well be that we shall have to suffer considerable 
punishment, but we shall defend ourselves everywhere with the 
utmost vigour in close co-operation with the United States and the 
Netherlands. The naval power of Great Britain and the United States 
was very greatly superior—and is still largely superior—to the com¬ 
bined forces of the three Axis Powers. But no one must underrate the 
gravity of the loss which has been inflicted in Malaya and Hawaii, or 
the power of the new antagonist who has fallen upon us, or the length 
of time it will take to create, marshal, and mount the great force in 
the Far East which will be necessary to achieve absolute victory. 

We have a very hard period to go through, and a new surge of 
impulse will be required, and will be forthcoming, from everybody. 
We must, as I have said, faithfully keep our engagements to Russia 
in supplies, and at the same time we must expect, at any rate for the 
next few months, that the volume of American supplies reaching 
Britain and the degree of help given by the United States Navy will 
be reduced. The gap must be filled, and only our own efforts will nil 
it. I cannot doubt, however, now that the 130,000,000 people in the 
United States have bound themselves to this war, that once they have 
settled down to it and have bent themselves to it—as they will—as 
their main purpose in life, then the flow of munitions and aid of every 
kind will vastly exceed anything that could have been expected on 
the peace-time basis that has ruled up to the present. Not only the 
British Empire now but the United States are tfghtmg for hfc, RuMi. 

is fighting for life, and China is fighting for life. Behind these four 
great combatant communities are ranged all the spirit and hopes° 
all the conquered countries in Europe, prostrate xinder the cruel 
domination of the foe. I said the other day that four-fiftta of the 
human race were on our side, t may well be an under.statement. jus 
these gangs and cliques of wicked men and their military or party 

thousand years. 

The House was very silent, and seemed to hold its judgment m 

suspense. I did not seek or expect more. 
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During the night of December 7-8 Mr. Eden had sailed from 

Scapa Flow on his journey to Moscow while the news of Pearl 

Harbour was actually breaking upon us. There would have been 

time to turn him back, but I considered his mission was all the more 

important in consequence of the new explosion. The relations 

between Russia and Japan and the inevitable reshuffling of all 

American supplies of munitions both to Russia and Britain raised 

large issues, which were also delicate. The Cabinet took this view 

strongly. Eden continued his voyage, and I kept him well informed. 
There was plenty to tell. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden (at sea) 10 Dec. 41 

Since you left much has happened. United States have sustained 
a major disaster at Hawaii, and have now only two battleships effective 
in Pacific against ten Japanese. They arc recalling all their battleships 
from the Atlantic. Secondly, according to American sources, we are 
going to be heavily attacked in Malaya and throughout Far East by 
Japanese forces enjoying command of the sea. Thirdly, it seems to 
me certain that Italy and Germany will declare war on United States. 
Fourthly magnificent Russian successes at Leningrad, on whole Moscow 
front, at Kursk and in South; German armies largely on defensive or in 
retreat, under terrible winter conditions and ever-strengthening Russian 
counter-attacks. Fifthly, Auchinleck reports tide turned in Libya, but 
much heavy fighting lies ahead on this our second front. Sixthly, urgent 
necessity to reinforce Malaya with aircraft from Middle East. 

2. In view of above you should not offer ten squadrons at present 
time Lverythmg is in flux with United States supplies, and I cannot 
tell where we arc till I get there. 

3. Hope you are better. We arc having a jolly [sic] time here. 

And further as I embarked: 

Prime Minister to Mr. Eden (at sea) I2 Dcc 4r 

The loss of the Prince of Wales and Repulse, together with United 

of ptfireSuPcar Harbour, gives Japanese full battle-fleet command 
of Iacific. T hey can attack with any force overseas at any point 

iiacPilm>aHa wS°kVaf lh3t thf, use °f lheir P°wcr can «"ly be partial 
and hmited We think they will go for Philippines, Singapore, and the 
Burma Road. It will be many months before effective superiority can 

,hin^gaTh T8,h completion of British and American new battlc- 
ships. The United States, under shock of Pacific disaster and war 

fnnlol tW™' H kVC, cmbarS°ed everything for the present. I hope to 
loosen this up, but in present circumstances, with a Russian victory and 
our new dangers, we cannot make any promises bevond our agreed 
quota of supplies. You should point out what a grievous drain the 
aeroplanes are to us, with all these demands for fighters in the East 
On the other hand, accession of United States makes amends for al ‘ 
and with time and patience will give certain victory 

Am just off. 7 



Chapter XXXIII 

A VOYAGE AMID WORLD WAR 

Our Voyage in the “Duke of York"—My Party—Our Signals and Contacts 
with Home—Should We Press the Soviets to Declare War on Japan ?—Mr. 
Eden's Conversations with Stalin and Molotov, December 16-18—Stalin's Views 
on the Post-war Settlement—Soviet Claim to the Baltic States—My Protests 
are Supported by the Cabinet—Further Moscow Conversations—Russia and 
Japan—A Friendly Parting—Our Relations with Vichy : Blessing or Cursing— 
The Japanese Attack on Hong Kong—Devoted Resistance of the Garrison- 
Capitulation—Japanese Landings in Malaya—My Telegram to Wavell, Decem¬ 
ber 12—A Grave Strategic Issue—Duff Cooper's Advice and My Convictions 
—Progress of the Desert Offensive—Rommel Retreats to Agheila—The German 
Air Force Returns to the Mediterranean—Anxieties about United States Policy 
—Lord Beaverbrook's Optimism—Unfounded Fears. 

MANY serious reasons required my presence in London at 

this moment when so much was molten. I never had any 

doubt that a complete understanding between Britain and the United 

States outweighed all else, and that I must go to Washington at once 

with the strongest team of expert advisers who could be spared. It 

was thought too risky for us to go by air at this season in an un¬ 

favourable direction. Accordingly we travelled on the 12th to the 

Clyde. The Prince of Wales was no more. The King George V was 

watching the Tirpitz. The new-born Duke of York would carry us, 

and work herself up to full efficiency at the same time. The principals 

of our party were Lord Beaverbrook, a member of the War Cabinet; 

Admiral Pound, First Sea Lord; Air Marshal Portal, Chief of the 

Air Staff; and Field-Marshal Dill, who had now been succeeded by 

General Brooke as Chief of the Imperial General Staff. I was anxious 

that Brooke should remain in London in order to grip the tremendous 

problems that awaited him. In his place I invited Dill who was still 

in the centre of our affairs, trusted and respected by all, to come witn 

me to Washington. Here a new sphere was to open to him. 

With me also came Sir Charles Wilson, who had during i94> 

become my constant medical adviser. This was his fin* voyg 

with me but afterwards he came on all the journeys. To lus unia.I.ng 

care I probably owe my life. Although I could not persuade him to 

take my"dvke when he was ill, nor could he always count on my 

implicit obedience to all his instructions, we became devoted friends. 

Moreover, we both survived. in 
It was hoped to make the passage at an average of 20 knots 

490 
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seven days, having regard to zigzags and detours to avoid the plotted 

U-boats. The Admiralty turned us down the Irish Channel into the 

Bay of Biscay. The weather was disagreeable. There was a heavy 

gale and a rough sea. The sky was covered with patchy clouds. We 

had to cross the out-and-home U-boat stream from the Western 

French ports to their Atlantic hunting grounds. There were so many 

of them about that our captain was ordered by the Admiralty not to 

leave our flotilla behind us; but the flotilla could not make more than 

six knots in the heavy seas, and we paddled along at this pace round 

the South of Ireland for forty-eight hours. We passed within four 

hundred miles of Brest, and I could not help remembering how the 

Prince of Wales and the Repulse had been destroyed by shore-based 

torpedo aircraft attack the week before. The clouds had prevented all 

but an occasional plane of our air escort from joining us, but when I 

went on the bridge I saw a lot of unwelcome blue sky appearing. 

However, nothing happened, so all was well. The great ship with her 

attendant destroyers plodded on. But we became impatient with her 

slow speed. On the second night we approached the U-boat stream. 

Admiral Pound, who took the decision, said that we were more likely 

to ram a U-boat than to be torpedoed by one ourselves. The night 

was pitch-black. So we cast off our destroyers and ran through alone 

at the best speed possible in the continuing rough weather. We were 

battened down and great seas beat upon the decks. Lord Bcavcrbrook 

complained that he might as well have travelled in a submarine. 

Our very large deciphering staff could of course receive by wireless 

a great deal of business. To a limited extent we could reply. When 

fresh escorts joined us from the Azores they could take in by daylight 

Morse signals from us in code, and then, dropping off a hundred miles 

or so, could transmit them without revealing our position. Still, 

there was a sense of radio claustrophobia—and we were in the midst 
of world war. 

All our problems travelled with us, and my thoughts were with 

the Fore.gn Secretary, also at sea and hastening in the opposite 

direction. The most urgent question was our policy about asking 

the Soviet Government to declare war on Japan. I had already sent 
Mr. Eden the following telegram; 

rU lG i7kU 3Skcd foi\vicws of Chiefs of Staff on the question 
Ianin rh,v7^fdq,bff'° adJanIa?e for Russia to declare^ war on 
Japan. Chiefs of .Staff considered views are as follows: 

J,us,sian declaration of war on Japan would be greatly to our 
advantage, provided, but only provided, that the Russkmt are 
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confident that it would not impair their Western front either now or 
next spring. 

They then set forth in considerable detail the pros and cons. On 

the balance they emphasised the prime importance of avoiding a 
Russian breakdown in the West. 

I continued to the Foreign Secretary: 

If your discussions lead you to the opinion that the Russians would 
be prepared to declare war on Japan, it is for consideration whether 
the exercise of any pressure required should be by the Americans rather 
than ourselves. 

As a postscript to him after his arrival in Moscow I added: 

In view of evident strong wish of United States, China, and I expect 
Australia, that Russia should come in against Japan, you should not 
do anything to discourage a favourable movement if Stalin feels strong 
enough to do so. We should not put undue pressure upon him, con¬ 
sidering how little we have been able to contribute. 

And the next day: 

It may well be that recent successes on the Russian front may make 
Stalin more willing to face a war with Japan. The situation is changing 
from day to day in our favour, and you must judge on the spot how far 
and how hard it is wise to press him. 

During our voyage I received from Mr. Eden, soon at Moscow, 

a series of messages setting forth the Soviet ideas on other matters 

with which he had been confronted on arrival. 

The substance of these messages is summarised in his own words 

in the full dispatch, dated January 5, 1942, which he wrote on his 

return: 

. . At my first conversation with M. Stalin and M. Molotov on 
December 16 M. Stalin set out in some detail what he considered 
should be the post-war territorial frontiers in Europe, and in particular 
his ideas regarding the treatment of Germany. He Proposed the 
restoration of Austria as an independent State, the detachment ot the 
Rhineland from Prussia as an independent State or a protectorate, 
and possibly the constitution of an independent State of Havana, m 
also proposed that East Prussia should be transferred to Poland and 
the Sudetenland returned to Czechoslovakia. He suggested that Yugo 
slavia should be restored, and even receive certain additional territories 

gs 
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lands, Norway, and Denmark. As regards the special interests of the 
Soviet Union, M. Stalin desired the restoration of the position in 
*941» prior to the German attack, in respect of the Baltic States, Finland, 
and Bessarabia. The “Curzon Line” should form the basis for the 
future Soviet-Polish frontier, and Roumania should give special 
facilities for bases, etc., to the Soviet Union, receiving compensation 
from territory now occupied by Hungao'. 

In the course of this first conversation M. Stalin generally agreed 
with the principle of restitution in kind by Germany to the occupied 
countries, more particularly in regard to machine tools, etc., and ruled 
out money reparations as undesirable. He showed interest in a post¬ 
war military alliance between the “democratic countries”, and stated 
that the Soviet Union had no objection to certain countries of Europe 
entering into a federal relationship, if they so desired. 

In the second conversation, on December 17, M. Stalin pressed for 
the immediate recognition by His Majesty’s Government of the future 
frontiers of the U.S.S.R., more particularly in regard to the inclusion 
within the U.S.S.R. of the Baltic States and the restoration of the 
1941 Finnish-Soviet frontier. He made the conclusion of anv Anglo- 
Soviet Agreement dependent on agreement on this point. I, for my 
part, explained to M. Stalin that in view of our prior undertakings to the 
United States Government it was quite impossible for His Majesty’s 
Government to commit themselves at this stage to any post-war 
frontiers in Europe, although I undertook to consult His Majesty’s 
Government in the United Kingdom, the United States Government, 
and His Majesty s Governments in the Dominions on my return. This 
question, to which M. Stalin attached fundamental importance, was 
further discussed at the third meeting on December 18. 

In the forefront of the Russian claims was the request that the 

Baltic States, which Russia had subjugated at the beginning of the 

war, should be finally incorporated in the Soviet Union. There 

were many other conditions about Russian imperial expansion 

coupled with fierce appeals for unlimited supplies and impossible 

military action. As soon as I read the telegrams I reacted violently 
against the absorption of the Baltic States. 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal 2Q Dcc f 

Stalin’s demands about Finland, Baltic States, and Roumania arc 
directly contrary to the first, second, and third articles of the Atlantic 
Charter, to which Stalm has subscribed. There can be no question 
whatever of our making such an agreement, secret or public direct 
or implied, without prior agreement with the U.S. The time has 
not vet come to settle frontier questions, which can only be resolved 
at the Peace Conference when we have won the war d 

shoulTnevei^lM^us'^nto’m^kingWKmgful promises^1 Foreiim c;Ub*'s*'cd 
has acqu,„ed himself adnjirabfy, anT st^o. be X^he^d 7f 

^painful|v «3! 
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3. I hope the Cabinet will agree to communicate the above to the 
Foreign Secretary. He will no doubt act with the necessary tact and 
discretion, but he should know decisively where we stand. 

The Cabinet shared my view, and telegraphed accordingly. To 

Mr. Eden I replied as follows: 

Prime Minister (at sea) to Foreign Secretary (at Moscow) 20 Dec. 41 

Naturally you will not be rough with Stalin. We are bound to 
United States not to enter into secret and special pacts. To approach 
President Roosevelt with these proposals would be to court a blank 
refusal, and might cause lasting trouble on both sides. 

2. The strategic security of Russia on her western border will be 
one of the objects of Peace Conference. The position of Leningrad 
has been proved by events to be of particular danger. The first object 
will be the prevention of any new outbreak by Germany. 1 he separation 
of Prussia from South Germany, and actual definition of 1 russia itsclt, 
will be one of the greatest issues to be decided. But all this lies in a 
future which is uncertain and probably remote. We have now to win 
the war by a hard and prolonged struggle. To raise such issues publicly 
now would only be to rally all Geiroans round .“'tier 

3. Even to raise them informally with President Roosevelt at his 
time would, in my opinion, be inexpedient ^1* is the sort ^ line 
I should take, thus avoiding any abrupt or final closmg of interv ews. 

Do not be disappointed if you are not Jfctobfinjl 
declaration on lines set forth in your Cabinet paper. I am sure you 
visit has done utmost good and your attitude will win general approva . 

This voyage seems very long. 

Mr. Eden’s account gives in his own words the ending of his talks 

with Stalin in Moscow. 

mspipi 
would collapse with the djMtnKOon of .Is weakest l^k. ^ cQntjnuc ,hc 

He did not consider tha h jUoy|0 provokc hostilities with Japan. 

» obliged 

theenWcstW He did not >ha| 

hostditlcs*should'^e^pened'li^the1 Japanese, *as he seemed ,0 expect 

might be the case. 

The most acute issue howeverthat ^^"J^/be'the" fleet on 

relations at this moment was *7* • betwcen the United 

Vichy France of the f»ene»dedj^J with dc Caulk-. 

States and Germany ? In Britain ticulariy ,he State Depart- 
Thc United States Government—and particu y 
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ment—were in close and helpful touch with Vichy. Retain, held in 

the German grip, was ailing. Some said he must undergo an operation 

for enlarged prostate gland. Wcygand had been recalled from North 

Africa to Vichy and dismissed from his command. Admiral Darlan 

was, it seemed, on the crest of the wave. Moreover, Auchinleck's 

success in Libya and beyond opened on the highest level all questions 

about French North Africa. Would Hitler, rebuffed in the Desert 

and halted in Russia, insist upon sending German forces, not now 

through Spain, but by sea and air into 'Funis, Algeria, Morocco, and 

Dakar? Would this, or some of it, be his rejoinder to the entry of 

America into the war? 

There were indications that Admiral Darlan might succeed or 

supersede Petain, and the Foreign Office had received surreptitious 

inquiries as to how he would stand with us and our great Ally. These 

baffling possibilities involved our whole naval position—the Toulon 

fleet, the two unfinished battleships at Casablanca and Dakar, the 

blockade, and much else. On our journey in the train from Chequers 

to the Clyde I had sent a minute on the naval aspects to the First Sea 

Lord in his adjoining compartment. 

13 Dec. 41 
I hope we may make together a joint offer of blessing or cursing to 

Vichy, or, failing Vichy, to French North Africa. 
We cannot tell yet how France will have been affected by the 

American entry. I here are also the hopes of favourable reactions from 
a Libyan victory. Above all, the growing disaster of the German 
armies in Russia will influence all minds. It may well be that an 
American offer to land an American Expeditionary Force at Casa¬ 
blanca, added to the aid we can give under “Gymnast”, would decide 
the action of I rcnch North Africa (and incidentally Madagascar). At 
any rate, it is worth trying. I don't want any changes in our disposi¬ 
tions about Gymnast or ' I runcheon” until we know what the 
reply ot Vichy will be. 

It must be borne in mind that the United States would be generally 
in favour of North and West Africa as a major theatre for Anglo- 
American operations. M 

To General Smuts I said: 

T .1 1 • . 20 l)cc- 41 
I thought it my duty to cross the Atlantic again, and hope in a few 

days to confer with President Roosevelt on the whole conduct of the 

1 hrPC °; NTUrSu A°r Procurc from him assistance in a forward 
policy |n French North Africa and in West Africa. This is in acco?d- 

T Amc^a? >deas, but they may well be too much preoccupied 
with the war with Japan. I will keep you informed. P COCCUp,ccl 

Meanwhile the fighting proceeded in all the theatres, old and 

new. I had no illusions about the fate of Hong Kong under the 
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overwhelming impact of Japanese power. But the finer the British 

resistance the better for all. Hong Kong had been attacked by Japan 

at nearly the same moment of time as Pearl Harbour. The garrison, 

under Major-General Maltby, were faced with a task that from the 

outset was beyond their powers. The Japanese employed a force of 

three divisions, against which we could muster six battalions, of 

which two were Canadian. In addition there was a handful of mobile 

artillery, the Volunteer Defence Corps of civilians, two thousand 

strong, and the coast and anti-aircraft guns defending the port. 

Throughout the siege the Japanese enjoyed undisputed mastery of the 

air. An active Fifth Column among the native inhabitants was no 

small help to the enemy. 

Three battalions of the garrison, with sixteen guns, were deployed 

on the mainland in order to delay the assailants until demolitions had 

been carried out in the port of Kowloon. They were soon heavily 

attacked, and on December 11 were ordered to withdraw to the island. 

This was skilfully accomplished during the ensuing two nights under 

conditions of much difficulty. 

Prime Minister to Governor and Defenders of Hong Kong 12 Dec. 41 

We are all watching day by day and hour by hour your stubborn 
defence of the port and fortress of Hong Kong. You guard a link 
between the Far East and Europe long famous in world civilisation. 
We are sure that the defence of Hong Kong against barbarous and un¬ 
provoked attack will add a glorious page to British annals. 

All our hearts are with you in your ordeal. Every day of your 
resistance brings nearer our certain final victory. 

The enemy’s preparations for crossing the mile-wide stretch of 

water between the mainland and the island took some days, during 

which they systematically shelled, bombed, and mortared our por¬ 

tions. On the night of December .8 they made the.r first landmg 

and successive reinforcements pushed actively inland. The defenders 

were forced back step by step by attacks of evergrowing strength 

their own numbers diminished by heavy casualties. They had 

hope of reinforcement or succour, but they fought on. 

Prime Minister to Governor, Hong Kong Hone Kong 
We were greatly concerned to hear of the landing^ c>nnof judge 

Island which have been effected by the J landings possible or 
from here the conditions which .rend"«dt|*^ef* There must 
prevented effective counter-attacks upon the intrude ^ d must 
however be no thought of surrender. Every part °tu'bornness. 

be fought and the enemy resistedB',h * d thc utmost life and 

to ma'fntafn^our^esistance'yo^help'dic Allied cause all over die world, 
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and by a prolonged resistance you and your men can win the lasting 
honour which we are sure will be your due. 

These orders were obeyed in spirit and to the letter. Among 

many acts of devotion one may be recorded here. On December 19 

the Canadian Brigadier Lawson reported that his headquarters were 

overrun; fighting was taking place at point-blank range; he was 

going outside to fight it out. He did so, and he and those with him 

were killed. For a week the garrison held out. Every man who could 

bear arms, including some from the Royal Navy and Royal Air Force, 

took part in a desperate resistance. Their tenacity was matched by 

the fortitude of the British civilian population. On Christmas Day 

the limit of endurance was reached and capitulation became inevitable. 

Under their resolute Governor, Sir Mark Young, the colony had 

fought a good fight. They had won indeed the “lasting honour” which 

is their due. • • • • • 
Another set of disasters loomed upon us in Malaya. The Japanese 

landings on the peninsula on December 8 were accompanied by 

damaging raids on our airfields which seriously crippled our already 

weak air forces and soon made the northerly aerodromes unusable. 

At Kota Bharu, where the beach defences were manned by an infantry 

brigade extended over a front of thirty miles, the Japanese succeeded 

in landing the greater part of a division, though not without heavy 

casualties inflicted both by our troops on shore and from the air. 

After three days of stiff fighting the enemy were firmly established on 

land, the nearby airfields were in their hands, and the brigade, which 

had lost heavily, was ordered to withdraw southwards. 

Farther north on that same December 8 the Japanese had made 

unopposed landings at Patani and Singora. Dutch submarines, 

boldly handled, sank several of their ships. There was no serious 

fighting until December 12, when the enemy with one of their finest 

divisions made a successful attack on the nth Indian Division north 
of Alor Star, inflicting severe losses. 

Before leaving I had telegraphed to General Wavell, Commander- 
in-Chief India: 

v , , _ *2 Dec. 41 
You must now look East. Burma is placed under your command 

You must resist the Japanese advance towards Burma and India and 
try to cut their communications down the Malay peninsula. We are 

?™C£,Ilg *8th fiD'v,s,on* now rounding the Cape, to Bombay 
together with four fighter squadrons of the R.A.F., now en route for 
Caucasus and Caspian theatre. We are also sending you a special 
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hamper of A.A. and A.T. guns, some of which are already en route. 
You should retain 17th Indian Division for defence against the Japanese. 
Mariy these forces as you think best and work them into the Eastern 
fighting front to the highest advantage. 

2. It is proposed at a convenient moment in the near future by 
arrangement between you and Auchinleck to transfer Iraq and Persia 
to the Cairo Command. The Russian victories and Auchinleck’s 
Libyan advance have for the time being relieved danger of German 
irruption into the Syrian-Iraq-Persian theatre. The danger may revive, 
but we have other more urgent dangers to meet. 

3. I hope these new dispositions arising from the vast changes in 
the world situation of the last four days will commend themselves 
to you. I shall endeavour to feed you with armour, aircraft, and 
British personnel to the utmost possible, having regard to the great 
strain we are under. Pray cable me fully your views and needs. 

And also: 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal, and to General Ismay, 13 Dec. 41 
for C.O.S. Committee 

Pray do all in your power to get men and materials moving into 
India, and reinforce with air from the Middle East as soon as the battle 
in Libya is decided in our favour. An effort should be made to send 
armoured vehicles at the earliest moment after a Libyan decision. 

Prime Minister to Governor of Burma 13 Dcc' 41 
Wavell has been placed in charge of military and air defence o 

Burma. We have diverted 18th Division, four fighter squadrons, and 
A A. and A.T. guns, which were rounding the Cape, to Bombay tor 
him to use as he thinks best. The battle n Libya goes well but I 
cannot move any air from there till decision [in the battle] ,s. definitely 
reached. All preparations are being made to transfer four to six bon 
squadrons to your theatre the moment battle is won. 

Every good wish. 

• • • • • 
A grave strategic choice was involved in the tactical defence of the 

Malay peninsula I had clear convictions which I regret tt was not 

in my power to enforce from mid-ocean. 

Prime Minister to General faay./»r C °.S. 1 |tMapo« 
Beware lest [that] troops requ.red for ult.mate <defence b.n^P^ 

SS-SS arftJS&S;.gSg~... *— 
Division from Palestine to Singapore. Report actio 

I was glad to find that our Minister of State, Mr. Duff Cooper, 

had independently reached the same concluston. ^ + | 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, ^ conveyed to you m 
Duff Cooper expresses the same an^ C er's proposal to con- 

my message beginning Beware . v 
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ccntrate on defence of Johore for the purpose of holding Singapore 
conforms exactly to view taken by Dill here. 

2. After naval disasters to British and American sea-power in Pacific 
and Indian Oceans we have no means of preventing continuous landings 
by Japanese in great strength in Siam and the Malay peninsula. It is 
therefore impossible to defend, other than by demolitions and delaying 
action, anything north of the defensive line in Johore, and this line 
itself can only be defended as part of the final defence of Singapore 
Island fortress and the naval base. 

3. The Commandcr-in-Chief should now be told to confine himself 
to defence of Johore and Singapore, and that nothing must compete 
with maximum defence of Singapore. This should not preclude his 
employing delaying tactics and demolitions on the way south and 
making an orderly retreat. 

4. You do not say who is now Commander-in-Chief Far Fast. Mas 
Pownall got there? If not. where is he? He should fly there at earliest 
moment. 

5. It was always intended that all reinforcements diverted from the 
Cape to India should be used by Wavell for the defence of Burma or 
sent forward to Far East Command as situation requires. Your action 
in diverting the anti-aircraft guns and fighter squadrons is fully 
approved. 

6. 18th Division can similarly be used by Wavell cither for his own 
needs or to help Far East Command. But why stop there? If 18th 
Division is sent eastward it would seem wise to get at least one Australian 
division moving into India to replace it. 

7. Please say what you arc doing and how you propose to overcome 
the growing difficulties of sending reinforcements into Singapore. 
Also, what has been done about reducing number of useless mouths in 
Singapore Island? What was the reply about supplies? 

• • • • • 
It is not possible to pursue the story to its conclusion in this 

volume. The tragedy of Singapore must presently unfold itself. 

Suffice it here to say that during the rest of the month the Indian 

Division fought a series of delaying actions against the enemy’s 

mam thrust down the west coast of the peninsula. On December 17 

the enemy invaded Penang, where, despite demolitions, a consider¬ 

able number of small craft were seized intact. These later enabled 

him to mount repeated flank attacks made by small amphibious forces. 

By the end of the month our troops, several times heavily engaged 

were in action near Ipoh, a full hundred and fifty miles from the 

pos.t.on they had first held, and by then the Japanese had landed on 

the peninsula at least three full divisions, including their Imperial 

Guard. In the air too the enemy had greatly increased his superiority. 

I he quality of his aircraft, which he had speedily deployed on 

captured airfields, had exceeded all expectations. We had been 

thrown on to the defensive and our losses were severe. On December 

16 the northern part of Borneo also was invaded, and soon overrun 

but not before we had succeeded in demolishing the immense and 
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valuable oil installations. In all this Dutch submarines took toll of 
the enemy ships. 

While we sailed the seas General Auchinleck’s battle in the Desert 
went well. The Axis army, skilfully evading various encircling 
manoeuvres, made good its retreat to a rearward line running south¬ 
ward from Gazala. On December 13 the attack on this position was 
launched by the Eighth Army. This now comprised the 7th Armoured 
Division, with the 4th Armoured Brigade and Support Group, the 
4th British-Indian Division, the Guards Brigade (motorised), the 
5th New Zealand Brigade, the Polish Brigade Group, and the 32nd 
Army Tank Brigade. All these troops passed under the command of 
the XHIth Corps headquarters. The XXXth Corps had to deal with 
the enemy garrisons cut off and abandoned at Solium, Halfaya, and 
Bardia, which were fighting stubbornly. The enemy fought well at 
Gazala, but their desert flank was turned by our armour, and Rommel 
began his withdrawal through Derna to Agcdabia and Agheila. They 
were followed all the way by all the troops we could keep in motion 
and supplied over these large distances. 

With the first week in December came a marked increase in the 
hostile air-power. The 1st German Air Corps was withdrawn from 
the Russian theatre and arrived in the Mediterranean. The German 
records show that their strength rose from 400 (206 serviceable) on 
November 15 to 637 (339 serviceable) a month later. The bulk went 
to Sicily to protect the sea route to North Africa, but over the Desert 
dive-bombers, escorted by the highly efficient Me. 109 fighters, began 
to appear in increasing numbers. The supremacy which the Royal 
Air Force had gained in the first week of the battle no longer ruled. 
We shall see later how the revival of the enemy air-power in the 
Mediterranean during December and January and the virtual dis- 
appearance for several months of our sea command xvas o d pnve 
Auchinleck of the fruits of the victory for which he had struggled 

hard and waited too long. 

Fvervone in our party worked incessantly while the Duke of York 

President and his political and m.l.tary 0f ,he 
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summaries we had received gave the impression that the whole fury 
of the nation would be turned upon Japan. We feared lest the true 
proportion of the war as a whole might not be understood. We were 
conscious of a serious danger that the United States might pursue the 
war against Japan in the Pacific and leave us to fight Germany and 
Italy in Europe, Africa, and in the Middle East. 

I have described in a previous chapter the enduring, and up to this 
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point growing, strength of Britain. The first Battle of the Atlantic 

against the U-boats had turned markedly in our favour. We did not 

doubt our power to keep open our ocean paths. We felt sure we could 

defeat Hitler if he tried to invade the Island. We were encouraged by 

the strength of the Russian resistance. We were unduly hopeful 

about our Libyan campaign. But all our future plans depended upon 

a vast flow of American supplies of all kinds, such as were now stream¬ 

ing across the Atlantic. Especially we counted on planes and tanks, 

as well as on the stupendous American merchant-ship construction. 

Hitherto, as a non-belligerent, the President had been able and willing 

to divert large supplies of equipment from the American armed forces, 

since these were not engaged. This process was bound to be restricted 

now that the United States was at war with Germany, Italy, and above 

all Japan. Home needs would surely come first? Already, after 

Russia had been attacked, we had rightly sacrificed to aid the Soviet 

armies a large portion of the equipment and supplies now at last 

arriving from our factories. The United States had diverted to Russia 

even larger quantities of supplies than we otherwise would have 

received ourselves. We had fully approved of all this on account of 

the splendid resistance which Russia was offering to the Nazi invader. 

It had been none the less hard to delay the equipment of our own 

forces, and especially to withhold vitally needed weapons from our 

army fiercely engaged in Libya. We must presume that “America 

first” would become the dominant principle with our Ally. We 

feared that there would be a long interval before American forces came 

into action on a great scale, and that during this period of preparation 

we should necessarily be greatly straitened. This would happen at 

a time when we ourselves had to face a new and terrible antagonist in 

Malaya, the Indian Ocean, Burma, and India. Evidently the partition 

of supplies would require profound attention and would be fraught 

with many difficulties and delicate aspects. Already we had been 

notified that all the schedules of deliveries under Lend-Lease ha 

been stopped pending readjustment. Happily the output of the Bnnsh 

munitions and aircraft factories was now acqumng scope andI mo 

mentum, and would soon be very large indeed. But a long art 

"bottlenecks” and possible denials of key items, which would »ffe« 

the whole range of our production, loomed before our 
nf Vnrk drove on through the incessant gales. Beaverbrook was, 

usual in times of trouble, optimistic. He declared tha' the rcsour^ 

of the United States had so far not even been scratched, that they 

immeasurable, and tha, once the whole force of * 

was diverted to the struggle results would be achieved far 

.ything that had been projected or .magined. Moreover, an1 
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the Americans did not yet realise their strength in the production 
field. All the present statistics would be surpassed and swept away 

by the American effort. There would be enough for all. In this his 
judgment was right. 

All these considerations paled before the main strategic issue. 

Should we be able to persuade the President and the American Service 
chiefs that the defeat of Japan would not spell the defeat of Hitler, 
but that the defeat of Hitler made the finishing off of Japan merely a 

matter of time and trouble ? Many long hours did we spend revolving 
this grave issue. The two Chiefs of Staff and General Dill with Hollis 
and his officers prepared several papers dealing with the whole 

subject and emphasising the view that the war was all one. As will be 

seen, these labours and fears both proved needless. 



Chapter XXXIV 

PROPOSED PLAN AND SEQUENCE OF THE WAR 

My Three Papers for the President—Part /, The Atlantic Front—Hitler's 
Failure and Losses in Russia—My Ill-founded Hopes of General Auchinleck's 

Victory in Cyrenaica—Possible German Thrust through the Caucasus—Urgent 

Need to Win French North Africa—British and American Reinforcements for 
North Africa—Request for American Troops in Northern Ireland—Request for 

American Bomber Squadrons to Attack Germany from Great Britain—Possible 

Refusal by Vichy to Co-operate in North Africa—The Consequential Anglo- 
American Campaign of 1942—Our Relations with General de Gaulle—The 

Spanish Problem—The Mam Objectives of 1942—Part II, The Pacific Front— 
Japanese Naval Superiority—Their Resources a Wasting Factor—Our Need 

to Regain Superiority at Sea—British Offer to America of the “Nelson" and the 

Rodney —Ihe Warfare of Aircraft-carriers—Vital Need to Improvise— 
Danger of Creating Too Large an American Army—My Assertion of the Need 

for Large-scale Operations on the Continent—Part III, The Campaign of 1943 

~7l osstble Situation at the Beginning of 1943 —West and North Africa in Anglo- 
American Control—Turkey Effectively in the Allied Front—A Footing Gained 

in Italy and Sicily—Need to Prepare for Landings in Western and Southern 

Lurope—Major Assault m 1943—Largely an Amphibious Operation—Continuous 
Preparation by Bombing of Germany and Italy—Hope of Ending the War in 

*943 or 19+4-—Staff Concurrence with My Views—All the Objectives Ulti¬ 
mately Achieved—A Fortunate Delay in the Final Assault. 

n^HE eight days' voyage, with its enforced reduction of current 
X business, with no Cabinet meetings to attend or people to 

receive, enabled me to pass in review the whole war as I saw and felt 
it in the light of its sudden vast expansion. I recalled Napoleon’s 
remark about the value of being able to focus objects in the mind for a 
long time without being tired—“fixer les objets longtemps sans (tre 

fatiguC’. As usual I tried to do this by setting forth my thought in 
typescript by dictation. In order to prepare myself for meeting the 
President and for the American discussions and to make sure that I 
carried with me the two Chiefs of Staff, Pound and Portal, and General 
Dill, and that the facts could be checked in good time by General 
Hollis and the Secretariat, I produced three papers on the future 
course of the war, as I conceived it should be steered. Each paper 
took four or five hours, spread over two or three days. As I had the 
whole picture in my mind it all came forth easily, but very slowly In 
fact, it could have been written out two or three times in longhand 
in the same period. As each document was completed after being 
checked I sent it to my professional colleagues as an expression of my 
personal convictions. They were at the same time preparing papers 
of their own for the combined Staff conferences. I was glad to find 

5°5 
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that although my theme was more general and theirs more technical 

there was our usual harmony on principles and values. No differences 
were expressed which led to argument, and very few of the facts 
required correction. Thus, though nobody was committed in a 

precise or rigid fashion, we all arrived with a body of doctrine of a 
constructive character on which we were broadly united. 

The first paper assembled the reasons why our main objective for 

the campaign of 1942 in the European theatre should be the occupation 
of the whole coastline of Africa and of the Levant from Dakar to the 

Turkish frontier by British and American forces. The second dealt 
with the measures which should be taken to regain the command of 
the Pacific, and specified May 1942 as the month when this could be 

achieved. It dwelt particularly upon the need to multiply aircraft- 
carriers by improvising them in large numbers. The third declared as 

the ultimate objective the liberation of Europe by the landing of large 
Anglo-American armies wherever was thought best in the German- 

conquered territory, and fixed the year 1943 as the date for this 

supreme stroke. 
I gave these three papers to the President before Christmas. 

I explained that while they were my own personal views, they did 
not supersede any formal communications between the Staffs. I 
couched them in the form of memoranda for the British Chiefs of 

Staff Committee. Moreover, I told him they were not written 

expressly for his eye, but that I thought it important that he should 
know what was in my mind and what I wanted to have done and, 
so far as Great Britain was concerned, would try to bring to action. 
He read them immediately after receiving them, and the next day 

asked whether he might keep copies of them. To this I gladly assented. 
Although I had not had any formal reply to my letter of October 20 

on these subjects * which Mr. Attlee had presented, and did not indeed 

expect one, I felt that the President was thinking very much along the 
same lines as I was about action in French North-West Africa. In 
October I could only tell him what our British ideas and plans were 
while we remained alone. We were now Allies and must act jn 

common and on a greater scale. I felt confidence that he and l wou d 
find a large measure of agreement and that the ground had been well 

prepared. I was therefore in a hopeful mood. 

Part I 

THE ATLANTIC FRONT l6 Dec. 4< 

w. 
•Sec p. 425* 
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Army and Nazi regime will be. This regime has hitherto lived upon 
easily and cheaply won success. Instead of what was imagined to be 
a swift and easy victory, it has now to face the shock of a winter of 

slaughter and expenditure of fuel and equipment on the largest scale. 
Neither Great Britain nor the United States have any part to play 

in this event, except to make sure that we send, without fail and punctu¬ 
ally, the supplies we have promised. In this way alone shall we hold our 

influence over Stalin and be able to weave the mighty Russian effort into 
the general texture of the war. 

*2. In a lesser degree the impending victory of General Auchinleck 
in Cyrcnaica is an injury to the German power. We may expect the 
total destruction of the enemy force in Libya to be apparent before 
the end of the year. This not only inflicts a heavy blow upon the 
Germans and Italians, but it frees our forces in the Nile Valley from 
the major threat of invasion from the west under which they have 
long dwelt. Naturally, General Auchinleck will press on as fast as 
possible with the operation called "Acrobat”, which should give him 
possession of Tripoli, and so bring his armoured vanguard to the French 
frontier of Tunis. He may be able to supply a forecast before we 
separate at Washington. 

3. T he German losses and defeat in Russia and their extirpation 
from Libya may of course impel them to a supreme effort in the 
spring to break the ring that is closing on them by a south-eastward 
thrust cither through the Caucasus or to Anatolia, or both. However, 
we should not assume that necessarily they will have the war energy for 
this task. The Russian armies, recuperated by the winter, will lie heavy 
upon them from Leningrad to the Crimea. They may easily be forced 
to evacuate the Crimea. There is no reason at this time to suppose that 
the Russian Navy will not command the Black Sea. Nor should it be 
assumed that the present life-strength of Germany is such as to make an 
attack upon Turkey and a march through Anatolia a business to be 
undertaken m present circumstances by the Nazi regime. The Turks 
have 50 divisions; their fighting quality and the physical obstacles of 
their country arc well known. Although Turkey has played for safety 
throughout, the Russian command of the Black Sea and the British 
successes in the Levant and along the North African shore, together 
with the proved weakness of the Italian Fleet, would justify every 
eflort on our part to bring Turkey into line, and arc certainly sufficient 
to encourage her to resist a German inroad. While it would be imprudent 

to regard the danger of a German south-west thrust against the Persian- 

heretofore*1*1 T°nt °S rcmoved' lt certainly notv seems much less likely than 

4. We ought therefore to try hard to win over French North Africa, and 

now is the moment to use every inducement and form of pressure at our 

Nnr°tSh A^°rn ml G°Vernment °f Vichy and the French authorities in 
North Africa. 1 he German setback in Russia, the British successes in 
Libya, the moral and military collapse of Italy, above all the declarations 
of war exchanged between Germany and the United States, must 
strongly affect the mind of I-ranee and the French Empire. Now is the 
time to offer to Vichy and to French North Africa a blessing or a 
cursing. A blessing will consist in a promise by the United States and 
Great Bntian to re-establish I rance as a Great Power with her territories 

A parae«?ph was to be falsified by General Auchinleck’s later defeats 
At this time we had good grounds for hope 
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iindimin^hcd. It should carry with it an offer of active aid by British 
and United States expeditionary forces, both from the Atlantic seaboard 
of Morocco and at convenient landing-points in Algeria and Tunis, as 
well as from General Auchinleck’s forces advancing from the east. 
Ample supplies for the French and the loyal Moors should be made 
available. Vichy should be asked to send their fleet from Toulon to 

Oran and Bizerta and to bring France into the war again as a principal. 
This would mean that the Germans would take over the whole of 

France and rule it as occupied territory. It does not seem that the 
conditions in the occupied and the hitherto unoccupied zones are 
widely different. Whatever happens, European France will inevitably 
be subjected to a complete blockade. There is of course always the 

chance that the Germans, tied up in Russia, may not care to take over 
unoccupied France, even though French North Africa is at war with 
them. 

5. If we can obtain even the connivance of Vichy to French North 
Africa coming over to our side we must be ready to send considerable 
forces as soon as possible. Apart from anything which General Auchinleck 

bring in from the east, should he be successful in Tripolitania, we hold can bring in from the east, should he be successful in Tripolitania, we hold 

ready in Britain (Operation “Gymnast”) about 55,000 men, comprising two 
divisions and an armoured unit, together with the shipping. These forces 
could enter French North Africa by invitation on the twenty-third day after 
the order to embark them was given. Leading elements and air forces 
from Malta could reach Bizerta at very short notice. It is desired that 

the United States should at the same time promise to bring in, via Casa¬ 
blanca and other African Atlantic ports, not less than 150,000 men during 

the next six months. It is essential that some American elements, say 
25,000 men, should go at the earliest moment after French agreement, 

either Vichy or North African, had been obtained. 

6. It is also asked that the United States will send the equivalent of 
three divisions and one armoured division into Northern Ireland. 
These divisions could, if necessary, complete their training in Northern 

Ireland. The presence of American forces there would become known 
to the enemy, and they could be led to magnify their actual numbers. 
The presence of United States troops in the British Isles would be a 

powerful additional deterrent against an attempt at invasion by Ger¬ 
many . It would enable us to nourish the campaign in French Norm 
Africa by two more divisions and one complete armoured division. 
If forces of this order could be added to the French Army alrcad) n 
North Africa, with proper air support, the Germans would have 
make a very difficult and costly campaign across uncommanded waters 

,0 subdue North Africa. The North-West Afr.can theatre l one m 
favourable for Anglo-American operations, our approaches being direct 

and convenient across the Atlantic, while the enemy s passage o 
Mediterranean would be severely obstructed, as is happening in 

bomber squadrons to come into '^/^f'^.^h'^ of our hopes. 
Germany. Our own bomber progra^e has aUcn shor^o ^ ^ 

It is formidable and is •"«**“%*** great hopes of affecting 

SSTStSt important effects upon 
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the will to fight of the German people, with consequential internal 

reactions upon the German Government. The arrival in the United 
Kingdom of, say, twenty American bomber squadrons would emphasise 

and accelerate this process, and would be the most direct and effective 
reply to the declaration of war by Germany upon the United States. 
Arrangements will be made in Great Britain to increase this process and 
develop the Anglo-American bombing of Germany without any top 
limit from now on till the end of the war. 

8. We must however reckon with a refusal by Vichy to act as we 
desire, and on the contrary they may rouse French North Africa to 
active resistance. They may help German troops to enter North 
Africa; the Germans may force their way or be granted passage through 
Spain; the French fleet at Toulon may pass under German control, and 
France and the French Empire may be made by Vichy to collaborate 
actively with Germany against us, although it is not likely that this 
would go through effectively. The overwhelming majority of the 
French are ranged with Great Britain, and now still more with the 
United States. It is by no means certain that Admiral Darlan can 
deliver the Toulon fleet over intact to Germany. It is most improbable 
that french soldiers and sailors would fight effectively against the 
United States and Great Britain. Nevertheless, we must not exclude 
the possibility of a half-hearted association of the defeatist elements 
in I-ranee and North Africa with Germany. In this case our task in 
North Africa will become much harder. 

A campaign must be fought in 1942 to gain possession of, or conquer, the 
zv/iolc of the Aorth African shore, including the Atlantic ports of Morocco 
Dakar and other French West African ports must be captured before the end 
of the year. Ji hereas hole ever entry into French North Africa is urgent to 
prevent german penetration a period of eight or nine months' preparation 
may jyeU be afforded for the mastering of Dakar and the West African 

establishments. Plans should be set on foot forthwith. If sufficient time and 
preparation are allozeed and the proper apparatus provided, these latter 
operations present no insuperable difficulty. 

9. Our relations with General de Gaulle and the Free French move¬ 
ment will require to be reviewed. Hitherto the United States have 
entered into no undertakings similar to those comprised in my corre- 
spondence with him. Through no particular fault of his own his move- 

Ihe I WS dreq,te,d neW an,aK°nisrns ir, French minds. Any action which 

v,U cdrtS,reS ,may rOW iec' a,ble to ,ake in rt£ard to him should 
Franc!. sola« , ' ? "u' of ,r5'de.finm8 our obligations to him and 
1 rance so as to make these obligations more closelv dependent upon 

iefv«enTfUV C?0rt by h'm and ,he 17cnch na,ion to rehabilitate them- 
f were to act as we desire about French North Africa, 

the United States and Great Britain must labour to bring about a 
reconciha,ion between the Free French (de Gaull.sts) and those other 

f ™hrn™Kh° 7' .hal',C V*ken Up arm5 once more against Germany. 
If, on the other hand, Vichy persists in collaboration with Germanv 

!hcdn'!LhHV^'°irRhJ °Ur W3y ,n,° Frcnch No«h and West Africa7 
then the de Gaulhsts movement must be aided and used to the full ’ 

,,'°c;Ae cannot tell what will happen in Spain. It seems probable that 

‘attJhr'Zdl, ™ T- S'VJ x\e G,CTmans a passage through Spain to 

the A “"A u Nor,h Afr,c°- There may infiltration but 
the formal demand for the passage of an army would be resisted If 
so, the winter would be the worst time for the Germans to attemit 
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to force their way through Spain. Moreover, Hitler, with nearly all 
Europe to hold down by armed force in the face of defeat and semi- 
starvation, may well be chary of taking over unoccupied France and 
involving himself in bitter guerrilla warfare with the morose, fierce, 
hungry people of the Iberian peninsula. Everything possible must 
be done by Britain and the United States to strengthen their will to 

resist. The present policy of limited supplies should be pursued. 
The value of Gibraltar harbour and base to us is so great that no 

attempts should be made upon the Atlantic islands until either the 
peninsula is invaded or the Spaniards give passage to the Germans. 

ii. To sum up, the war in the West in 1942 comprises, as its main 
offensive effort, the occupation and control by Great Britain and the United 
States of the whole of the North and West African possessions of France, 
and the further control by Britain of the whole North African shore from 
Tunis to Egypt, thus giving, if the naval situation allows, free passage 
through the Mediterranean to the Levant and the Suez Canal. These great 

objectives can only be achieved if British and American naval and an 
superiority in the Atlantic is maintained, if supply lines continue uninter¬ 

rupted, and if the British Isles are effectively safeguarded against invasion. 

• • • • • 
My second paper on the Pacific war was only completed after we 

had landed. 

Part II 

THE PACIFIC FRONT 
20 Dec. 41 

The Japanese have naval superiority, which enables them to trans¬ 
port troops to almost any desired. point, P<jssess therrise ves «otit, 

and establish it for an air-naval fuelling base 1 he A,,'cs 
for some time the power to fight a general fleet engagement I heir 

power of convoying troops depends upon the size of the seas wh 
reduces the chance of interception. Even w.thout superior sea-power 

in onc 

be forced to make ever ^ communications will 
his shipping resources will ^ strained, and naval and air 

provide vulnerable targets upon _especially submarines— 
forces, United States, British and ^^^P^p^tancc that the 
should concentrate their effort. Itjtottheum ^ shoM be com- 

“d 

UP3hTheeS°resrources of Japan are a wasting factor. 
long been overstrained by its wasteful war in China. 
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their maximum strength on the day of the Pearl Harbour attack. If 
it is true, as Stalin asserts, that they have, in addition to their own Air 
Force, 1,500 German aeroplanes (and he would have opportunities of 
knowing how they got there), they have now no means of replacing 
wastage other than by their small home production of 300/500 per 
month. Our policy should be to make them maintain the largest possible 
number of troops in their conquests overseas, and to keep them as busy 

as possible, so as to enforce well-filled lines of communication and a 
high rate of aircraft consumption. If we idle and leave them at ease 
they will be able to extend their conquests cheaply and easily, work with 
a minimum of overseas forces, make the largest gains and the smallest 
commitments, and thus inflict upon us an enormous amount of damage. 
It is therefore right and necessary to fight them at every point where 
we have a fair chance, so as to keep them burning and extended. 

4. But we must steadily aim at regaining superiority at sea at the 
earliest moment. This can be gained in two ways: first, by the strength¬ 
ening of our capital ships. The two new Japanese battleships built 
free from Treaty limitations must be considered a formidable factor, 
influencing the whole Pacific theatre. It is understood that two new 
American battleships will be fit for action by May. Of course, all 
undertakings in war must be subject to the action of the enemy, acci¬ 
dents, and misfortune, but if our battleship strength should not be 
further reduced, nor any new unforeseen stress arise, we should hope 
to place the Nelson and the Rodney at the side of these two new American 
battleships, making four 16-inch-gun modern vessels of major strength. 
Behind such a squadron the older reconstructed battleships of the 
United States should be available in numbers sufficient to enable a 
fleet action, under favourable circumstances, to be contemplated at 
any time after the month of May. 'The recovery of our naval superiority 
in the Pacific, even if not brought to a trial of strength, would reassure 
the whole western seaboard of the American continent, and thus prevent 
a needless dissipation on a gigantic defensive effort of forces which have 
offensive parts to play. We must therefore set before ourselves, as a main 
strategic object, the forming of a definitely superior battle fleet in the 
Pacific, and zve must aim at May as the date when this will be achieved. 

1 5' °j ,y l,hcn* but in thc interval, the warfare of aircraft-carriers 
should be developed to the greatest possible extent. We arc ourselves 

forming a squadron of three aircraft-carriers, suitably attended to act 
in thc waters between South Africa, India, and Australia. The United 
States have already seven regular carriers, compared with Japan’s ten 
but those of the United States are larger. To this force of regular warship 
aircraft-carriers zve must add a very large development of improvised 
carriers, both large and small. In this way alone can we increase our sea- 
pozver rapidly. Even if the carriers can only fly a dozen machines, they 
may play their part in combination with other carriers. We ought to 
develop a floating air establishment sufficient to enable us to acquire and 
maintain for considerable periods local air superiority over shore-based 
aircraft and sufficient to cover the landing of troops in order to attack the 
enemy s new conquests. Unless or until this local air superiority is definitely 
acquired even a somezvhat superior fleet on our side zoould fight at a serious 

l We cannot get more battleships than those now in sight for 
the year 1942, but we can and must get more aircraft-carriers. It takes 
five years to build a battleship but it is possible to improvise a carrier in 
six months. Here then is a field for invention and ingenuity similar to that 
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which called forth the extraordinary fleets and flotillas which fought on the 
Mississippi in the Civil War. It must be accepted that the priority given 

to seaborne aircraft of a suitable type will involve a retardation in the 
full-scale bombing offensive against Germany which we have con¬ 
templated as a major method of waging war. This however is a matter 
of time and of degree. We cannot in 1942 hope to reach the levels of 
bomb discharge in Germany which we had prescribed for that year, 
but we shall surpass them in 1943. Our joint programme may be late, 
but it will all come along. And meanwhile the German cities and other 

targets will not disappear. While every effort must be made to speed up 
the rate of bomb discharge upon Germany until the great scales pre¬ 
scribed for 1943 and 1944 are reached, nevertheless we may be forced 
by other needs to face a retardation in our schedules. The more 

important will it be therefore that in this interval a force, be it only 
symbolic, of United States bombing squadrons should operate from the 
British Isles against the German cities and seaports. 

The paragraphs which follow, dealing with the acquisition of air 

bases, with Russian intervention, with convoy protection in the Pacific, 

and with the use to be made of Singapore, need not be reprinted here. 

Finally: 

12. Wc need not fear that this war in the Pacific will, after the first 
shock is over, absorb an unduly large proportion of United States 
forces. The numbers of troops that we should wish them to use in 
Europe in 1942 will not be so large as to be prevented by their Pacific 
operations, limited as these must be. What tvill harm us is for a vast 
United States Army of ten millions to be created which for at least two years 

while it was training would absorb all the available supplies and stand idle 
defending the American continent. The best way of preventing the 
creation of such a situation and obtaining the proper use of the large 
forces and ample supplies of munitions which will presently be forth¬ 
coming is to enable the Americans to regain their naval power in the 
Pacific and not to discourage them from the precise secondary overseas 

operations which they may perhaps contemplate. 

So many tales have been published of my rooted aversion from 

large-scale operations on the Continent that it is important that 

the truth should be emphasised. I always considered that a decisive 

assault upon the German-occupied countries on the largest possible 

scale was the only way in which the war could be wonandtha,,he 

summer of 1043 should be chosen as the target date. It will be seen 

that the scale of the operation contemplated by me Jbjhcr 
the end of 1941 set at forty armoured divisions and a mill 

troops as essential for the opening phase When I notice the nu^ 

of books which have been written on a false assumP,l°"of y the 

on this issue, I feel bound to direct the attention ofthe “ 

authentic and responsible documents written at the time, 

other instances will be given as the account proceeds. 
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Part III 

THE CAMPAIGN OF 1943 

18 Dec. 41 

If the operations outlined in Parts I and II should prosper during 
1942 the situation at the beginning of 1943 might be as follows: 

(а) United States and Great Britain would have recovered effective 
naval superiority in the Pacific, and all Japanese overseas com¬ 
mitments would be endangered both from the assailing of 
their communications and from British and American expedi¬ 
tions sent to recover places lost. 

(б) The British Isles would remain intact and more strongly pre¬ 
pared against invasion than ever before. 

(c) The whole West and North African shores from Dakar to the 
Suez Canal and the Levant to the Turkish frontier would be 
in Anglo-American hands. 

Turkey, though not necessarily at war, would be definitely incor¬ 
porated in the Amcrican-British-Russian front. The Russian position 
would be strongly established, and the supplies of British and American 
material as promised would have in part compensated for the loss of 
Russian munitions-making capacity. It might be that a footing would 
already have been established in Sicily and Italy, with reactions inside 
Italy which might be highly favourable. 

2. But all this would fall short of bringing the war to an end. The 
war cannot be ended by driving Japan back to her own bounds and 
defeating her overseas forces. The war can only be ended through 
the defeat in Europe of the German armies, or through internal con¬ 
vulsions in Germany produced by the unfavourable course of the war, 
economic privations, and the Allied bombing offensive. As the strength 
of the United States, Great Britain, and Russia develops and begins to 
be realised by the Germans an internal collapse is always possible, but 
we must not count upon this. Our plans must proceed upon the 
assumption that the resistance of the German Army and Air Force will 
continue at its present level and that their U-boat warfare will be 
conducted by increasingly numerous flotillas. 

3. We have therefore to prepare for the liberation of the captive 
countries of Western and Southern Europe by the landing at suitable 
points, successively or simultaneously, of British and American armies 
strong enough to enable the conquered populations to revolt. By 
themselves they will never be able to revolt, owing to the ruthless 
counter-measures that will be employed, but if adequate and suitably 
equipped forces were landed in several of the following countries 
namely, Norway, Denmark, Holland, Belgium, the French Channel 
coasts and the hrench Atlantic coasts, as well as in Italy and possibly 
the Balkans, the German garrisons would prove insufficient to cope 
both with the strength of the liberating forces and the fury of the 
revolting peoples. It is impossible for the Germans, while we retain 
the sea-power necessary to choose the place or places of attack, to 
have sufficient troops in each of these countries for effective resistance. 
In particular, they cannot move their armour about laterally from 
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north to south or west to east; either they must divide it between the 
various conquered countries—in which case it will become hopelessly 
dispersed—or they must hold it back in a central position in Germany, 
in which case it will not arrive until large and important lodgments 

have been made by us from overseas. 
4. We must face here the usual clash between short-term and long¬ 

term projects. War is a constant struggle and must be waged from 
day to day. It is only with some difficulty and within limits that 
provision can be made for the future. Experience shows that forecasts 
are usually falsified and preparations always in arrear. Nevertheless, 
there must be a design and theme for bringing the war to a victorious 
end in a reasonable period. All the more is this necessary when under 

modem conditions no large-scale offensive operation can be launched 
without the preparation of elaborate technical apparatus. 

5. We should therefore face now the problems not only of driving 
Japan back to her homelands and regaining undisputed mastery in the 
Pacific, but also of liberating conquered Europe by the landing during 
the summer of 1943 of United States and British armies on their shores. 
Plans should be prepared for the landing in all of the countries men¬ 

tioned above. The actual choice of which three or four to pick should 
be deferred as long as possible, so as to profit by the turn of events and 

make sure of secrecy. 
6. In principle, the landings should be made by armoured and 

mechanised forces capable of disembarking not at ports but on beaches, 
either by landing-craft or from ocean-going ships specially adapted. 
The potential front of attack is thus made so wide that the German 
forces holding down these different countries cannot be strong enough 
at all points. An amphibious outfit must be prepared to enable these 
large-scale disembarkations to be made swiftly and surely. The van¬ 

guards of the various British and American expeditions should 
marshalled by the spring of 1943 Iceland, the British Isles,> and,1if 
possible, in French Morocco and Egypt. 1 he main body would come 

direct across the ocean. . . 
7 It need not be assumed that great numbers of men arc required. 

If the incursion of the armoured formations is successful 

supply the c'o^us'^f'thc liberadng'offe^sfve^Fo'rt^armoi^ed'^Wmons. 

t<>C produce* nearly 'hat 
preat Britain wou d try. « mi„ion men of a|, arms 

SS f£ EStT® 
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on a large part of the Russian front and may he considered to be 
three-fifths the first-line strength of Germany, and that the United 
States resources and future development are additional, there is no 
reason why a decisive mastery of the air should not he established even 
before the summer of 1943, and meanwhile heavy and continuous 
punishment [be] inflicted upon Germany. Having regard to the fact 
that the bombing offensive is necessarily a matter of degree and that 
the targets cannot be moved away, it would be right to assign priority 
to the fighter and torpedo-carrying aircraft required for the numerous 
carriers and improvised carriers which are available or must be brought 
into existence. 

9. If we set these tasks before us now, being careful that they do 
not trench too much upon current necessities, we might hope, even if 
no German collapse occurs beforehand, to win the war at the end of 

1943 or 1944- There might be advantage in declaring now our inten¬ 
tion of sending armies of liberation into Europe in 1943. This would 
give hope to the subjugated peoples and prevent any truck between 
them and the Gentian invaders. The setting and keeping in move¬ 
ment along our courses of the minds of so many scores of millions of 
men is in itself a potent atmospheric influence. 

I read this paper during our voyage to the Chiefs of Staff on the 

day it was written. The following is from the note of our conference: 

The Prime Minister said he wished the Chiefs of Staff to examine 
the whole of this note, which he intended to use as the basis of his 
conversations with the President. He thought it important to put 
before the people of both the British Empire and the United States 
the mass invasion of the continent of Europe as the goal for 1943 In 
general the three phases of the war could be described as 

(i) Closing the ring. 

(ii) Liberating the populations. 
(111) Final assault on the German citadel. 

I found my professional colleagues in full agreement with these 

views, and generally with those set forth in the other papers, which 

indeed summed up the results of our joint study and discussion of the 
war problem as it had now shaped itself. 

Reviewing these three documents, with which, in the afterlight 

and taken as a whole, I am content, it will be seen that they bear a 

very dose correspondence to what was actually done by Britain and 

the United States during the campaigns of 1942 and 1943. I eventu- 

a' y obt«?ed jhe PrCS'de.?*S agreemcnt t0 the expedition to North- 
West Africa (Operation "Torch”), which constituted our first Ereat 

£'"* a™Ph,bl°us °'rensive. It was my earnest desire that the crossing 
of the Channel and the liberation of France (the operation then called 
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“Round-up”, which was subsequently changed to “Overlord”) 

should take place in the summer of 1943. 
While however it is vital to plan the future, and sometimes possible 

to forecast it in certain respects, no one can help the time-table of 
such mighty events being deranged by the actions and counter-strokes 
of the enemy. All the objectives in these memoranda were achieved 

by the British and United States forces in the order here set forth. 
My hopes that General Auchinleck would clear Libya in February 

1942 were disappointed. He underwent a series of grievous reverses 
which will presently be described. Hitler, perhaps encouraged by this 

success, determined upon a large-scale effort to fight for Tunis, and 
presently moved above two hundred thousand fresh troops thither 
through Italy and across the Mediterranean. The British and 
American Armies therefore became involved in a larger and longer 

campaign in North Africa than I had contemplated. A delay of four 

months was for this reason enforced upon the time-table. The Anglo- 
American Allies did not obtain control of “the whole of the North 
and West African possessions of France, and the further control by 

Britain of the whole North African shore from Tunis to Egypt”, 
by the end of 1942 (Part I, para. 11). We obtained these results only 
in May 1943. The supreme plan of crossing the Channel to liberate 

France, for which I had earnestly hoped and worked, could not 
therefore be undertaken that summer, and was perforce postponed for 

one whole year, till the summer of 1944. 
Subsequent reflection and the full knowledge we now possess 

have convinced me that we were fortunate in our disappointment. 

The year’s delay in the expedition saved us from what would at that 
date have been at the best an enterprise of extreme hazard, with the 

probability of a world-shaking disaster. If Hitler had been wise e 

would have cut his losses in North Africa and would have ™ct u ‘ " 
France with double the strength he had in 1944. before the newly 
raised American armies and staffs had reached the.r full profe" 

maturity and excellence, and long before the enormous armadas, of 

landing-craft and the floating harbours (Mu‘^™Jonhf40mh.' 
specially constructed. I am sure now that even .f Operation 

had ended as I hoped in .94*. or even .f .t had never been tr,ed> wmmrn 
°UoL°eV i,' team. 
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1944 the need of forcing the campaign in the Mediterranean was 
clear. Only by landing in Sicily and Italy could we engage the enemy 

on a large scale and tear down the weaker at least of the Axis partners. 
It was for the express purpose of securing this decision that I obtained 
the President’s consent for General Marshall to come with me from 

Washington to Algiers in May 1943. All this will be recounted in 
detail as the actual events occur. 



Chapter XXXV 

WASHINGTON AND OTTAWA 

Arrival at the White House—A Hearty Welcome—A Whirl of Business—Anglo- 
American Intervention in French North Africa—My Report to the War Cabinet 
of Our First Discussion—Design of the Grand Alliance—Mr. Hull and the 
Free French—Mr. Knox and Wake Island—Australian Anxieties—My Report 
to Mr. Curtin of December 25—Christmas at the White House—I Address 
Congress—An Impressive Experience on Boxing Day—The South-West Pacific 
Command—General Wavell Appointed—An Unpromising Task—I Prolong My 
Stay—Journey to Ottawa—Address to the Canadian Parliament, December 
30—Sir Harry Lauder—A Forecast of the War Future—New Year’s Eve in the 
Train. 

IT had been intended that we should steam up the Potomac and 
motor to the White House, but we were all impatient after nearly 

ten days at sea to end our journey. We therefore arranged to fly from 
Hampton Roads, and landed after dark on December 22 at the 
Washington airport. There was the President waiting in his car. I 

clasped his strong hand with comfort and pleasure. We soon reached 
the White House, which was to be in every sense our home for the 

next three weeks. Here we were welcomed by Mrs. Roosevelt, who 
thought of everything that could make our stay agreeable. 

I must confess that my mind was so occupied with the whirl of 
events and the personal tasks I had to perform that my memory till 

refreshed had preserved but a vague impression of these days. The 
outstanding feature was of course my contacts with the President. 
We saw each other for several hours every day, and lunched always 
together, with Harry Hopkins as a third. We talked of nothing but 

business, and reached a great measure of agreement on many points, 
both large and small. Dinner was a more social occasion, but equally 

intimate and friendly. The President punctiliously made the pre¬ 
liminary cocktails himself, and I wheeled him m h.s cha.r from the 
drawing-room to the lift as a mark of respect, and thinking also of b.r 
Walter Raleigh spreading his cloak before Queen Elizabeth. I formed 

. „n_ affection which grew with our years of comradeship, tor 
thisTormidaW^poHtician wh'o had imposed his will for nearly ten 

« thp American scene, and whose heart seemed to respond 
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door to him my travelling map room was soon installed. The President 

was much interested in this institution, which Captain Pirn had per¬ 

fected. He liked to come and study attentively the large maps of all 

the theatres of war which soon covered the walls, and on which the 

movement of fleets and armies was so accurately and swiftly recorded. 

It was not long before he established a map room of his own of the 

highest efficiency. 

The days passed, counted in hours. Quite soon I realised that 

immediately after Christmas I must address the Congress of the 

United States, and a few days later the Canadian Parliament in 

Ottawa. These great occasions imposed heavy demands on my life 

and strength, and were additional to all the daily consultations and 

mass of current business. In fact, I do not know how I got through 

it all. 

•••it 

A record has been preserved of our first discussion on the night 

of the 22nd. I immediately broached with the President and those 

he had invited to join us the scheme of Anglo-American intervention 

in French North Africa. The President had not of course at this time 

read the papers I had written on board ship, which I could not give 

him till the next day. But he had evidently thought much about my 

letter of October 20. I hus we all found ourselves pretty well on the 

same spot. My report home shows that we cut deeply into business 

on the night of our arrival. 

Prime Minister to the War Cabinet and C.O.S. Committee 23 Dec. 41 

• 7,lc ^rcs,dcnt and I discussed the North African situation last 
night (December 22) Mr Hull. Mr. Welles, Mr. Hopkins, Lord 
Bcaverbrook, and Lord Halifax also took part in the discussion. 

2. I here was general agreement that if Hitler was held in Russia 
he must try something else and that the most probable line was Spain 
and I ortugal en route to North Africa. Our success in Libya and* the 
prospect of joining hands with French North African territory was 

^°nn?rVlva?cn £ "tip Hlt,er'vant. if he could. to get hold of Morocco 
as quickly as possible. At the same time, reports did not seem to 

hancTat Hi“er had - 

3. There was general agreement that it was vital to forestall the 

me^1a,hVn,^°r CS* AunCa and ,he Atlantic islands. In addit on 
to a!l the other reasons, the two French battleships, Jean Bartand 
R,chel,eu, were a real prize for whoever got then, Accordingly the 
discussion was not whether, but how. K me 

4. Various suggestions were made: 

(a) The United States Government might speak in verv serious 

for them to '™'h Vi<khy' ,hat this «•« ^1 chance 
, reconsider their positions and come out on the 

side that was pledged to restoration of France. As a symbol 
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of this Petain might be invited to send Weygand to represent 
him at an Allied conference in Washington. 

(6) An approach might be made to Weygand in the light of a 
North African situation fundamentally changed by British 
advance and by United States entering into war and their 
willingness to send a force to North Africa. 

5. It was suggested, on the other hand, that the effect of such pro¬ 
cedure might be to extract smooth promises from Petain and Weygand, 
the Germans meanwhile being advised of our intentions, and that, 
accordingly, if these approaches were to be made, it would be desirable 
to have all plans made for going into North Africa, with or without 
invitation.* I emphasised immense psychological effect likely to be 
produced both in France and among French troops in North Africa by 
association of United States with the undertaking. Mr. Hull suggested 
that it might well be that a leader would emerge in North Africa as 
events developed. 

The President said that he was anxious that American land forces 
should give their support as quickly as possible wherever they could 
be most helpful, and favoured the idea of a plan to move into North 
Africa being prepared for either event, i.e., with or without invitation. 

6. It was agreed to remit the study of the project to Staffs on assump¬ 
tion that it was vital to forestall the Germans in that area and that the 
Libyan campaign had, as it was expected to do, achieved complete 
success. It was recognised that the question of shipping was plainly a 
most important factor. 

7. I gave an account of the progress of fighting in Libya, by which 
the President and other Americans were clearly much impressed and 

cheered. . , . 
8. In the course of conversation the President mentioned that he 

would propose at forthcoming conference that United States should 
relieve our troops in Northern Ireland, and spoke of sending three or 
four divisions there. I warmly welcomed this, and said I hoped that 
one of the divisions would be an armoured division, it was not thought 
that this need conflict with preparations for a United States force tor 

North Africa. # • • • 

The first major design which was presented to me a day or two 

later by the President was the drawing up of a solemn Declaration 

to be signed by all the nations at war with Germany and Italy, or 

with Japan. The President and I, repeating our methods in framing 

the Atlantic Charter, prepared drafts of the Declaration and blended 

them together. In principle, in sentiment, and indeed in language, 

we were in full accord. At home the War Cabinet was at once sur¬ 

prised and thrilled by the scale on which the Grand Adiancc w 

not wish to include India as a separate sovereign Power. Mr. 

•Author’s italics. 
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was opposed to the insertion of the word “authorities” by which I 

meant to cover the Free French, at that time in disgrace with the 
State Department. 

This was the first time I had met Mr. Cordell Hull, with whom 
I had several conversations. He did not seem to me to have full 
access at the moment to the President. I was struck by the fact 
that, amid gigantic events, one small incident seemed to dominate 
his mind. Before I left England General dc Gaulle had informed 
us that he wished to liberate the islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon, 
which were held by the Vichy Governor, Admiral Robert. The 

Free French naval forces were quite capable of doing this, and 
the Foreign Office saw no objection. However, as it appeared later 

on, the American State Department wished the occupation to be 
made by a Canadian expedition. We therefore asked dc Gaulle to 
refrain, and he certainly said he would do so. Nevertheless he 
ordered his Admiral Musclier to take the islands. The Free French 
sailors were received with enthusiasm by the people, and a plebiscite 
showed a 90 per cent majority against Vichy. 

This made no impression on Mr. Hull. He considered that the 
policy of the State Department had been affronted. He issued a 
statement on Christmas Day saying, “Our preliminary report shows 
that the action taken by the so-called• Free French ships at St. 
Pierre and Miquelon was an arbitrary action contrary to the agreement 
of all parties concerned, and certainly without the prior knowledge or 
consent in any sense of the United States Government.” He wanted 
to turn the Free French out of the islands they had liberated from 
\ ichy. But American opinion ran hard the other way. They were 
delighted in this grave hour that the islands had been liberated, and 
that an obnoxious radio station which was spreading Vichy lies and 
poison throughout the world, and might well give secret signals to 
U-boats now hunting United States ships, should be squelched. The 
phrase so-called Free French” was almost universally resented 

Mr. Hull whose sterling qualities I recognised, and for whom 
I entertained the highest respect, in my opinion pushed what was 
little more than a departmental point far beyond its proportions. 
The President in cur daily talks seemed to me to shrug his shoulders 
over the whole affair. After all, quite a lot of other annoyances were 
on us or coming upon us. Strongly urged by our Foreign Office I 
supported General de Gaulle and “so-called” Free France. Chapters 
have been written about this incident in various American and French 
books, but it did not at all affect our main discussions 

•Author’s italics. 
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One afternoon Mr. Knox, Secretary for the Navy, came into my 

room in great distress. He said, “You have had plenty of disasters. 

I would like you to tell me how you feel about the following. We 

ordered our fleet to fight a battle with the Japanese to relieve Wake 

Island, and now within a few hours of steaming the Admiral has 

decided to turn back. What would you do with your Admiral in a 

case like this?” I replied, “It is dangerous to meddle with Admirals 

when they say they can’t do things. They have always got the weather 

or fuel or something to argue about.” Wake Island fell that day, 

having been desperately defended by a handful of United States 

Marines, who inflicted far heavier losses than their own numbers 

upon the Japanese before they were killed or captured. 

• • • • • 
Every allowance must be made for the state of mind into which 

the Australian Government were thrown by the hideous efficiency 

of the Japanese war machine. The command of the Pacific was 

lost; their three best divisions were in Egypt and a fourth at Singapore. 

They realised that Singapore was in deadly peril, and they feared an 

actual invasion of Australia itself. All their great cities, containing 

more than half the whole population of the continent, were on the 

sea-coast. A mass exodus into the interior and the organising of a 

guerrilla without arsenals or supplies stared them in the face. Help 

from the Mother Country was far away, and the power of the United 

States could only slowly be established in Australasian waters. I 

did not myself believe that the Japanese would invade Australia 

across three thousand miles of ocean, when they had so much alluring 

prey in their clutch in the Dutch East Indies and Malaya. The 

Australian Cabinet saw the scene in a different light, and deep fore¬ 

bodings pressed upon them all. Even in these straits they maintained 

their party divisions rigidly. The Labour Government majority 

was only two. They were opposed to compulsory service even for 

Home Defence. Although the Opposition was admitted to the War 

Council no National Government was formed. 

I cabled to Mr. Curtin as follows: 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Australia D'C.;*1 

transport Mount Vernon *no Pjan Divjsion from India to Persia 

cancelled the move ot tne / vTilava A week ago I wirelessed 
and this division ^ ^ Australian 

SSMTlSiafSlS Si— .oV.cc oth.t troops .to. 
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forward or to go direct, if it can be arranged, to Singapore. I have 
impressed upon the military authorities the importance of not using 
up the forces needed for the defence of Singapore and Johorc ap¬ 
proaches in attempting to defend the northern part of the Malay 
peninsula. They will fall back slowly, fighting delaying action and 
destroying communications. 

2. The heavy naval losses which the United States and we have 
both sustained give the Japanese the power of landing large reinforce¬ 
ments, but we do not share the view expressed in your telegram to 
Mr. Casey of December 24 that there is the danger of early reduction 
of Singapore fortress, which we are determined to defend with the 
utmost tenacity. 

3. You have been told of the air support which is already on the 
way. It would not be wise to loose our grip on Rommel and Libya 
by taking away forces from General Auchinleck against his judgment 
just when victory is within our grasp. We have instructed Com- 
mandcrs-in-Chief Middle East to concert a plan for sending fighters 
and tanks to Singapore immediately the situation in Libya permits. 

4. I and the Chiefs of Staff arc in close consultation with the Presi¬ 
dent and his advisers, and we have made encouraging progress. Not 
only arc they impressed with the importance of maintaining Singapore, 
but they are anxious to move a continuous flow of troops and aircraft 
through Australia for the relief of the Philippine Islands, if that be 
possible. Should the Philippine Islands fall the President is agreeable 
to troops and aircraft being diverted to Singapore. He is also quite 

willing to send substantial United States forces to Australia, where 
Americans are anxious to establish important bases for the war against 
Japan General Wavcll has been placed in command of Burma as well 
as India, and instructed to feed reinforcements arriving in India to 
Malayan and Burmese fronts. He, like everyone else, recognises the 
paramount importance of Singapore. General Pownall has now arrived, 
l ie is a highly competent Army officer. 

5. You may count on my doing everything possible to strengthen 
the whole front from Rangoon to Port Darwin. I am finding co-opera- 
tion trom our American allies. I shall wire more definitely in a day or 

Simple festivities marked our Christmas. The traditional Christmas 

tree was set up in the White House garden, and the President and I 

made brief speeches from the balcony to enormous crowds gathered in 

the gloom. I venture to reprint here the words that I used, as they 

seemed to rise so naturally in my mind on this occasion and in these 
surroundings. 

I spend this anniversary and festival far from my country far from 

W^. w'r/K^l '^"y say that I feel far from home 
Whether it be the ties of blood on my mother's side, or the friendship 
I have developed here over many years of active life, or the command- 
ms sentiment of comradeship in the common cause of sreat peoples 
who speak the same language, who kneel at the same altars and to 

laK8C CXtCnv,t' pUrSUe ,h? same ldca|s. I cannot feel myscif a 
stranger here in the centre and at the summit of the Unite ^States 
I feel a sense of unity and fraternal association which, added to the 
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kindliness of your welcome, convinces me that I have a right to sit at 
your fireside and share your Christmas joys. 

This is a strange Christmas Eve. Almost the whole world is locked 
m deadly struggle, and, with the most terrible weapons which science 
can devise, the nations advance upon each other. Ill would it be for 
us this Christmastide if we were not sure that no greed for the land 
or wealth of any other people, no vulgar ambition, no morbid lust for 
material gain at the expense of others, had led us to the field. Here, 
m the midst of war, raging and roaring over all the lands and seas, 
creeping nearer to our hearths and homes, here, amid all the tumult, 
we have to-night the peace of the spirit in each cottage home and in 
every generous heart. Therefore we may cast aside for this night at 
least the cares and dangers which beset us, and make for the children 
an evening of happiness in a world of storm. Here, then, for one night 
only, each home throughout the English-speaking world should be a 
brightly lighted island of happiness and peace. 

Let the children have their night of fun and laughter. Let the gifts 
of Father Christmas delight their play. Let us grown-ups share to the 
full in their unstinted pleasures before we turn again to the stem task 
and the formidable years that lie before us, resolved that, by our 
sacrifice and daring, these same children shall not be robbed of their 
inheritance or denied their right to live in a free and decent world. 

And so, in God’s mercy, a happy Christmas to you all. 

The President and I went to church together on Christmas Day, 

and I found peace in the simple service and enjoyed singing the well- 

known hymns, and one, “O little town of Bethlehem”, I had never 

heard before. Certainly there was much to fortify the faith of all who 

believe in the moral governance of the universe. 

• • • • • 
It was with heart-stirrings that I fulfilled the invitation to address 

the Congress of the United States. The occasion was important for 

what I was sure was the all-conquering alliance of the English-speak¬ 

ing peoples. I had never addressed a foreign Parliament before. 

Yet to me, who could trace unbroken male descent on my mother’s 

side through five generations from a lieutenant who served in George 

Washington’s army, it was possible to feel a blood-right to speak to 

the representatives of the great Republic in our common cause. It 

certainly was odd that it should all work out this way; and once again 

I had the feeling, for mentioning which I may be pardoned, of being 

used, however unworthy, in some appointed plan. 

I spent a good part of Christmas Day preparing my speech The 

President wished me good luck when on December 26 I set out in the 

charee of the leaders of the Senate and House of Representatives from 

£ While House to the Capitol. There seemed ,0 be great cmwj 

alone the broad approaches, but the security precautions, which in 

the United States go far beyond British custom, kept them a long way 1 .„d m«orSrs fflled with ™ed PI.i»-clo,he. pol.ee- 
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men clustered around as escort. On getting out I wished to walk up 
to the cheering masses in a strong mood of brotherhood, but this was 
not allowed. Inside the scene was impressive and formidable, and 
the great semicircular hall, visible to me through a grille of micro¬ 
phones, was thronged. 

I must confess that I felt quite at home, and more sure of myself 
than I had sometimes been in the House of Commons. What I 
said was received with the utmost kindness and attention. I got 
my laughter and applause just when I expected them. The loudest 
response was when, speaking of the Japanese outrage, I asked, “What 
sort of people do they think we are?” The sense of the might and 
will-power of the American nation streamed up to me from the august 
assembly. Who could doubt that all would be well? 

I ended thus: 

Members of the Senate and members of the House of Representa¬ 
tives, I turn for one moment more from the turmoil and convulsions 
ot the present to the broader basis of the future. Here we are together 
facing a group of mighty foes who seek our ruin; here we arc together 
defending all that to free men is dear. Twice in a single generation 
the catastrophe of world war has fallen upon us; twice in our lifetime 
has the long arm of I-ate reached across the ocean to bring the United 
States into the forefront of the battle. If we had kept together after 
the last war, if we had taken common measures for our safety, this 
renewal of the curse need never have fallen upon us. 

J*. n0t ?WC lt to °Ur?clvcs’ to our children, to mankind tor- 
CuTC \hat thcSe c“*trophci shall not engulf us for 

tho O W \!\ 1 u^au bccn pr.ovcd that pestilences may break out in 
WnrM °f U°r d»,-V[l,Ch Car7 lhc,r destructive ravages into the New 
World, from which once they are afoot, the New World cannot bv 

?,or™mCan*S CSCrPu ^1 D,uty ?nd Prudencc alike command, first, that the 
germ-centres of hatred and revenge should be constantly and vigilantly 

or^m«aCl andktrC?iCK ,n 8°od t,me’ and’ secondIy. that an adequate 
cantrnUoA^t ^ £Ct Up t0 m1?kre surc that lhc Pestilence can be 
out thc on.fre carth 'C bcgmn,ngs beforc '* sPreads a"d rages through- 

r?r. si* years ago it would have been easy, without shedding a 
drop blood for the United States and Great Britain to have insisted 
on fulfilment of the disarmament clauses of the treaties which Germany 

fo^ainrinVt6 9™*' Warthat a,so wou,d have been the opportunity 
ffhe Aflnnti? 1^°^ r?w mater*als which we declared in 
the Atlantic Charter should not be denied to anv nation victor or 

strokes5 have been E®?*"1 U g?ne' Prodi8io«'s hammer- srroKcs nave been needed to bring us together again, or if von will 

£ ™'°U5e °'her language, I will say that hemug indeed have a 
blind soul who cannot see that some great purpose and design is homer 

s^n^°UfrhCrC be,?w’ of which we have the honour to be the faithful 
servants. It is not given to us to peer into the mysteries of the future 
Still, I avow my hope and faith, sure and inviolate that in rho Ho!- ♦ 

2unUt^erican peopleswill.fortheir,oWn safety andfor the 
good of all walk together side by side in majesty, injustice, and in peace. 
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Afterwards the leaders came along with me close up to the crowd 

which surrounded the building, so that I could give them an intimate 

greeting; and then the Secret Service men and their cars closed round 

and took me back to the White House, where the President, who had 
listened in, told me I had done quite well. 

* • * * * 
At Washington intense activity reigned. During these days of 

continuous contact and discussion I gathered that the President 

with his staff and his advisers was preparing an important proposal 

for me. In the military as in the commercial or production spheres 

the American mind runs naturally to broad, sweeping, logical con¬ 

clusions on the largest scale. It is on these that they build their 

practical thought and action. They feel that once the foundation has 

been planned on true and comprehensive lines all other stages will 

follow naturally and almost inevitably. The British mind does not 

work quite in this way. We do not think that logic and clear-cut 

principles are necessarily the sole keys to what ought to be done in 

swiftly changing and indefinable situations. In war particularly we 

assign a larger importance to opportunism and improvisation, seeking 

rather to live and conquer in accordance with the unfolding event 

than to aspire to dominate it often by fundamental decisions. There 

is room for much argument about both views. The difference is one 

of emphasis, but it is deep-seated. 

Harry Hopkins said to me, "Don’t be in a hurry to turn down the 

proposal the President is going to make to you before you know who 

is the man we have in mind.” From this I saw that the question of 

forming a supreme Allied command in South-East Asia and drawing 

boundary lines was approaching. 
The next day I was told that the Americans proposed that Wavell 

should be chosen. 1 was complimented by the choice of a British 

commander, but it seemed to me that the theatre in which he would 

act would soon be overrun and the forces which could be placed at his 

disposal would be destroyed by the Japanese onslaught. I found that 

the British Chiefs of Staff, when appraised, had the same reaction. 

I am recorded as saying to them at a meeting on December 20 

that I was not at all convinced that this arrangement was either work¬ 

able or desirable. “The situation out there was that certain partial ar 

strategic points had to be held, and the commander in each locality 

,, ,o wh„ h, .hould do The difficult 

the application of resources arriving in the area. This was a matte 

which could only be settled by the Governments concerned 

theless it was evident that we must meet the American view. 
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Mr. Attlee sent me his own and the Cabinet’s congratulations on 

my speech to Congress, and in reply I opened to him the question 

of the South-West Pacific Command. 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal 28 Dec. 41 

Am so glad you were pleased. Welcome was extraordinary. Work 
here is most strenuous. To-day for five hours President and I received 
representatives of all other Allied or friendly Powers and British 
Dominions, and made heartening statements to them. My talks with 
President increasingly intimate and friendly. Beaverbrook also had 
great success with him on the supply side. 

2. Question of unity of command in South-West Pacific has assumed 
urgent form. Last night President urged upon me appointment of a 
single officer to command Army, Navy, and Air Force of Britain, 
America, and Dutch, and this morning General Marshall visited me at 
my request and pleaded case with great conviction. American Navy 
authorities take opposite view, but it is certain that a new far-reaching 
arrangement will have to be made. The man President has in mind is 
General \Yavell. Marshall has evidently gone far into detailed scheme 
and has draft letter of instructions. So far I have been critical of plan 
and while admiring broadmindedness of offer have expressed anxiety 
about effects on American opinion. Chiefs of Staff have been studying 
matter all day, and to-night I will send you my considered advice after 
receiving their views. 

3. I leave to-morrow afternoon for Ottawa, staying two clear days 
and addressing Canadian Parliament on Tuesday; then back here for 
another three or four days, as there is so much to settle. We are making 

^aLCXCrt,®nS|t0 And.shTp,ng neccssary the various troop move¬ 
ments required. My kindest regards to ail colleagues. It is a great 
comfort to act on such a sure foundation. ® 

Before I could receive any considered advice from home it was 

necessary to meet the urgent wishes of the President and General 

MarshaU. Events were moving too fast for lengthy discussions 

across the Atlantic. I passed the 28th in conference with the President 

and m drafting with my staff the series of telegrams which follow, 
and tell the talc in carefully weighed words. 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seat 2g Dec 

c'.^Ve‘agre.eduWith Presidcnt’ subject to Cabinet approval, that’we 

Marshall: P ^ pmposa,s’ most str°ngly endorsed by General 

{0) ?ahrlLUniS? of command shall be established in South-Western 
I acific. Boundaries are not yet finally settled, but presume 

front Til"0 -dC I^Ialay peninsula, including Burmese 
front to 1 hihppine Islands, and southwards to neecssarv 

Pon D'™"- - -«■ ”“-2 
(b) Gcrn%ral Saveli should be appointed Commander-in- 

c ' cf' °r preferred Supreme Commander, of all United 
States, British, British Empire, and Dutch forces of land sca 

that theatre? ** aSS'gned by Gw*nunents concerned to 
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(c) General Wavell, whose headquarters should in first instance 
be established at Surabaya, would have American officer as 

Deputy Commander-m-Chief. It seems probable General 
Brett would be chosen. 

(d) That American, British, Australian, and Dutch naval forces in 
the theatre should be placed under the command of American 
admiral, in accordance with general principle set forth in 
paragraphs (a) and (b). 

(e) It is intended General Wavell should have a Staff in the South 

Pacific portion, as Foch’s High Control Staff was to the great 
Staffs of British and French Armies in France. He would 
receive his orders from an appropriate Joint Body, who will 
be responsible to me as Minister of Defence and to President 

of the United States, who is also Commander-in-Chief of all 
United States forces. 

(/) Principal commanders comprised in General Wavell’s sphere 
will be Commander-in-Chief Burma, Commander-in-Chicf 
Singapore and Malaya, Commander-in-Chief Netherlands 
East Indies, Commander-in-Chief Philippines, and Com- 
mander-in-Chief of Southern Communications via South 
Pacific and North Australia. 

(g) India, for which an acting Commandcr-in-Chief will have 
to be appointed, and Australia, who will have their own 
Commander-in-Chief, will be outside General Wavcll’s 
sphere, except as above mentioned, and are two great bases 
through which men and material from Great Britain and 
Middle East on the one hand and the United States on the 

other can be moved into the fighting zone. 
(h) United States Navy will remain responsible for the whole 

Pacific Ocean east of Philippine Islands and Australasia, in¬ 

cluding United States approaches to Australasia. 
(i) A letter of instruction is being drafted for Supreme Com¬ 

mander safeguarding the necessary residuary interests of 

various Governments involved and prescribing in major out¬ 
line his tasks. This draft will reach you shortly. 

2. I have not attempted to argue case for and against our accepting 
this broadminded and selfless American proposal, of merits of which 
as a war-winner I have become convinced. Action is urgent, and may 

perhaps have to be taken even before my returning from Canada on 
January i. Australia, New Zealand, and Dutch will of course have 
to be consulted, but this should not be done until I have been instructed 
by hearing views of War Cabinet. Meanwhile staff here w.H be workmg 

upon details on assumption that all consents will be obtained. 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal the 

Things have moved very quickly. The President has obtained the 
1 lllllgo ... • ur__ A \Tmnr rtmonfc tn fhp arraflCC" 

Th^President* will address the Dutch the moment I tell him you 

CrSMS SS&SEZ be reviewed. 
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and in any case must not complicate these larger solutions. Please give 
me your ideas. 

I must rely on you to keep the King informed at every angle and 
obtain his approval. 

The offer which I had to make to General Wavcll was certainly 

one which only the highest sense of duty could induce him to accept. 

It was almost certain that he would have to bear a load of defeat in a 

scene of confusion. 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Sea/ 29 Dec. 41 

Pray send following to General Wavell when Cabinet have approved 
general policy: 

" 1 he President and his military and naval advisers have impressed 
upon me the urgent need for unified command in South-West Pacific, 
and it is unanimously desired, pressed particularly by President and 
Gmtur'tl Mdr.’Unll >(.»• ...1J l- ___ P a r 

. --- — — -© • — I will Ut 

lssued shortly. While I hope these terms will set your mind at ease 
on the various unprecedented points involved, I should of course be 
ready to receive your observations upon them. 

‘‘2. I feel sure you will value the confidence which is shown in you, 
and I request you to take up your task forthwith. Matters arc so urgent 
that details which are being studied by the Chiefs of Staff Committee 
must not delay the public announcement, which must be made, at 
latest, 1 hursday, January 1. 

“3- You are the only man who has the experience of handling so 
many different theatres at once, and you know we shall back you up 

and see you have fair play. Everyone knows how dark and difficult 

been mad^by'his desire?"' W,‘l ann°U"CC 'ha' y°Ur appoin,ment has 

r 4 P£ayict T kn?w your idcas as 10 Staff- which will be essentially 
a front Staff rather than an actual handling body. If you like to take 
Pownall as your Chief of Staff Percival might discharge the duffes of 
Singapore and Malaya Commander.” 

On December 27 I had sent the following telegram to Mr. Attlee: 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal 2? Dec 

1 hank you so much for agreeing to lengthen my stay. 

D.cccmbcr 30. I am addressing the Canadian House of 
Commons. Utterly impossible to lay another egg [/.*., deliver a sneeoh 
in the House of Commons] so early as the New Year. P 

I travelled by the night train of December 28-29 to Ottawa to 

stay with Lord Athlone, the Governor-General. On the 29th I 

attended a meeting of the Canadian War Cabinet. Thereafter Mr. 

Mackenzie King, the Prime Minister, introduced me to the leaders 

of the Conservative Opposition, and left me with them. These gentle¬ 

men were unsurpassed in loyalty and resolution, but at the same time 
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they were rueful not to have the honour of waging the war themselves, 
and at having to listen to so many of the sentiments which they had 

championed all their lives expressed by their Liberal opponents. 

On the 30th I spoke to the Canadian Parliament. The preparation 
of my two transatlantic speeches, transmitted all over the world, amid 
all the flow of executive work, which never stopped, was an extremely 

hard exertion. Delivery is no serious burden to a hard-bitten politician, 

but choosing what to say and what not to say in such an electric atmo¬ 
sphere is anxious and harassing. I did my best. The most successful 

point in the Canadian speech was about the Vichy Government, with 
whom Canada was still in relations. 

It was their duty [in 1940] and it was also their interest to go to 

North Africa, where they would have been at the head of the French 
Empire. In Africa, with our aid, they would have had overwhelming 
sea-power. They would have had the recognition of the United 
States, and the use of all the gold they had lodged beyond the seas. 
If they had done this Italy might have been driven out of the war 

before the end of 1940, and France would have held her place as a 
nation in the councils of the Allies and at the conference table of the 
victors. But their generals misled them. When I warned them that 
Britain would fight on alone whatever they did, their generals told 

their Prime Minister and his divided Cabinet, “In three weeks England 
will have her neck wrung like a chicken.” Some chicken! Some neck. 

This went very well. I quoted, to introduce a retrospect, Sir 

Harry Lauder’s song of the last war which began: 

If we all look back on the history of the past 

We can just tell where we arc. 

The words “that grand old comedian’’ were on my notes. On 
the way down I thought of the word “minstrel’’. What an improve¬ 
ment! I rejoice to know that he was listening and was delighted at 

the reference. I am so glad I found the right word for one who, by 

his inspiring songs and valiant life, rendered measureless service to 

the Scottish race and to the British Empire. 
At the end of the speech I ventured to attempt a forecast of the war 

future. 

W, may 
lies before us. First there is me pe« u whic h will certainly be 

tion, and of final 1sha^still be gathering our strength, 
marked by much and acquiring the necessary over- 
resisting the assaults of the enemy, „;vc our armies the 
whelming air superiority and shipping g b necessary, the seas 

power to traverse, in whatever nu^R^syiabe,"eaC“e ^'from our 
and oceans which, except in Re cast> . programme on which the 

foes. It is only when the vast1. p8r0Pgrcss. and which you are 
United States has already made somuc P ^ shal, be abie to bring 

powerfully aiding, comes into full f*o° 1modern scientific equip- 
the whole force of our manhood and 01 o 
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mcnt to bear upon the enemy. How long this period will last depends 
upon the vehemence of the effort put into production in all our war 
industries and shipyards. 

The second phase which will then open may be called the phase of 
liberation. During this phase we must look to the recovery of the 
territories which have been lost or which may yet be lost, and also 
we must look to the revolt of the conquered peoples from the moment 
that the rescuing and liberating armies and air forces appear in strength 
within their bounds. For this purpose it is imperative that no nation 
or region overrun, that no Government or State which has been con¬ 
quered. should relax its moral and physical efforts and preparation for 
the day of deliverance. The invaders, be they German or Japanese, 
must everywhere be regarded as infected persons to be shunned and 
isolated as far as possible. Where active resistance is impossible passive 
resistance must be maintained. The invaders and tyrants must be made 
to feel that their fleeting triumphs will have a terrible reckoning, and 
that they arc hunted men and that their cause is doomed. Particular 
punishment will be reserved for the Quislings and traitors who make 
themselves the tools of the enemy. They will be handed over to the 
judgment of their fellow-countrymen. 

There is a third phase which must also be contemplated, namely 
the assault upon the citadels and the homelands of the guilty Powers 
both in Europe and in Asia. 

Thus I endeavour in a few words to cast some forward light upon 
the dark, inscrutable mysteries of the future. Put in thus forecasting 
the course along which we should seek to advance we must never 
forget that the power of the enemy, and the action of the enemy, may 
at every stage affect our fortunes. Moreover, you will notice that I 
have not attempted to assign any time-limits to the various phases. 
1 hese time-linuts depend upon our exertions, upon our achievements 
and on the hazardous and uncertain course of the war. 

I was lucky in the timing of these speeches in Washington and 

Ottawa. They came at the moment when we could all rejoice at the 

creation of the Grand Alliance, with its overwhelming potential force 

and before the cataract of ruin fell upon us from the long, mar¬ 

vellously prepared assault of Japan. Even while I spoke in confident 

tones I could feel in anticipation the lashes which were soon to score 

our naked flesh. Fearful forfeits had to be paid not only by Britain 

and Holland but by the United States, in the Pacific and Indian 

Oceans, and in all the Asiatic lands and islands they lap with their 

waves. An indefinite period of military disaster lay certainly before us 

Many dark and weary months of defeat and loss must be endured 

before the light would come again. When I returned in the train to 

Washington on New Year’s Eve I was asked to go into the carriage 

filled with many leading Pressmen of the United States. It was with 

no illusions that I wished them all a glorious New Year. “Here’s to 

1942. Here’s to a year of toil—a year of struggle and peril, and a long 

hoenour?”ard t0"’ardS V‘Ct0ry' May WC 3,1 C°me thr°Ugl> Safe and with 
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Signing of the United Nations Pact—Litvinov's Fears—American Troops for 
Northern Ireland—Report of January 3 to the War Cabinet—The Combined 
Chiefs of Staff Committee—Its Smooth Efficiency—The Russians Not Represented 
on It—Special Position of Sir John Dill—Lord Beaverbrook's "Ferment"—The 
American "History of the War Production Board"—Vast Expansion of American 
Supplies—And of Output of Merchant Shipping—Repose at Palm Beach- 
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Baltic States—My Telegram to Mr. Eden, January 8—Wendell Willkie : an 
Amusing Incident—Back to the White House. 

ON my return to the White House all was ready for the signature 

of the United Nations Pact. Many telegrams had passed 

between Washington, London, and Moscow, but now all was settled. 

The President had exerted his most fervent efforts to persuade 

Litvinov, the Soviet Ambassador, newly restored to favour by the 

turn of events, to accept the phrase “religious freedom”. He was 

invited to luncheon with us in the President’s room on purpose. After 

his hard experiences in his own country he had to be careful. Later 

on the President had a long talk with him alone about his soul and the 

dangers of hell-fire. The accounts which Mr. Roosevelt gave us on 

several occasions of what he said to the Russian were impressive. 

Indeed, on one occasion I promised Mr. Roosevelt to recommend him 

for the’position of Archbishop of Canterbury if he should lose the 

next Presidential election. I did not however make any official 

recommendation to the Cabinet or the Crown upon this point and 

as he won the election in 1944 * did not arise Litvinov reported the 

issue about “religious freedom” in evident fear and trembling; to 

Stalin who accepted it as a matter of course. The War Cabinet also 

S E;”p°i"< !" •*”< •'»“> security", with which,as.he aethero 
the first Unemployment Insurance Act, I cordially concurred. Afte 

a spate of telegrams had flowed about the world for a week agreement 

h, the Presides. 

hwthat of “Associated Powers". ■*”“«** ^7 
I showed my friend the lines from Byron s Ch.lde Harold. 

Here where the sword United Nations drew 

£ass away. 

532 
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The President was wheeled in to me on the morning of January i. 

I got out of my bath, and agreed to the draft. The Declaration could 

not by itself win battles, but it set forth who we were and what we 

were fighting for. Later that day Roosevelt, I, Litvinov, and Soong, 

representing China, signed this majestic document in the President’s 

study. It was left to the State Department to collect the signatures of 

the remaining twenty-two nations. The final text must be recorded 

here. 

A Joint Declaration by the United States of America, the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the Union of Soviet 
Socialist Republics, China, Australia, Belgium, Canada, Costa Rica, 
Cuba, Czechoslovakia, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Greece, 
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, India, Luxemburg, the Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Poland, South Africa, and 
Yugoslavia. 

The Governments signatory hereto, 

Having subscribed to a common programme of purposes and 

principles embodied in the Joint Declaration of the President of the 

United States of America and the Prime Minister of the United 

Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, dated August 14, 
1941, known as the Atlantic Charter, 

Being convinced that complete victory over their enemies is essential 

to defend life, liberty, independence, and religious freedom, and to 

preserve human rights and justice in their own lands as well as in other 

lands, and that they arc now engaged in a common struggle against 

savage and brutal forces seeking to subjugate the world, DECLARE: 

(1) Each Government pledges itself to employ its full resources, 

military or economic, against those members of the Tripartite Pact 

and its adherents with which such Government is at war. 

(2) Each Government pledges itself to co-operate with the Govern¬ 

ments signatory hereto, and not to make a separate armistice or peace 
with the enemies. 

The foregoing declaration may be adhered to by other nations 

which are, or which may be, rendering material assistance and contri¬ 
butions in the struggle for victory over Hitlerism. 

• • • • * 

Among other requests which I had made to the President the 

movement of three or four United States divisions into Northern 

Ireland stood high. I felt that the arrival of sixty or seventy thousand 

American troops in Ulster would be an assertion of the United States’ 

resolve to intervene directly in Europe. These newly raised troops 
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could just as well complete their training in Ulster as at home, and 

would at the same time become a strategic factor. The Germans would 

certainly consider the move as an additional deterrent against the 

invasion of the British Isles. I hoped they would exaggerate the 

numbers landed, and thus continue to pay attention to the West. 

Besides this, every American division which crossed the Atlantic gave 

us freedom to send one of our matured British divisions out of the 

country to the Middle East, or of course—and this was always in my 

mind—to North Africa. Though few, if any, saw it in this light, this 

was in fact the first step towards an Allied descent on Morocco, 

Algeria, or Tunis, on which my heart was set. The President was 

quite conscious of this, and while we did not give precise form to the 

idea I felt that our thoughts flowed in the same direction, although it 

was not yet necessary for either of us to discuss the particular method. 

Mr. Stimson, the War Secretary, and his professional advisers 

also found this move to Ireland in harmony with their inclination 

to invade Europe at the earliest moment. Thus all went forward 

smoothly. We were anxious that the enemy should be aware of 

this strategic movement, and made the fact public, without of course 

specifying numbers. We hoped also that this would detain German 

troops in the West and thus be not unhelpful to the Russian struggle. 

The British public and newspapers could not be made privy to our 

reasons, and many unsound criticisms arose. “Why,” for mstance, 

it was asked, “should American troops be sent to Ulster? Would 

they not be much better employed at Singapore?” When later on 1 

became conscious of this point of view I thought of Pope’s lines: 

Ye gods! annihilate but space and time, 
And make two lovers happy. 

It was of course physically impossible to send an army all that way 

in time to be of any use. 

• • • • • 
I reported all these decisions to the War Cabinet. 

pEesTim in con^t.uhoJal’d.fficXt o^-Ass^.atcd^Wr's"', which 

>s 1A oet the words "or Authorities" inserted in the last 
2. We could not get tne wo itv:n(w a merc automaton, cvi- 

paragraph of the Declara ' wits after what he has gone through- 
dently frightened out of„ exchange of letters making clear that the 

S, - .1* Free French, nr «n, 
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organisations which may arise in Spain, in North Africa, or in Germany 
itself. Settlement was imperative because with nearly thirty Powers 
already informed leakage was certain. President was also very keen 
on January i. 

3. Speed was also essential in settling letter of instructions to 
Wavell. Here again it was necessary to defer to American views, 
observing we are no longer single, but married. I personally am in 
favour of Burma being included in Wavell’s operational sphere; but 
of course the local Commander-in-Chief Burma will be based on 
India and will have a job of his own to do. Me will have to get into 
friendly touch with Chiang Kai-shek, upon whom, it appears, Wavell 
and Brett made a none too good impression. 

4. The heavy American troop and Air Force movements into 
Northern Ireland are to begin at once, and we are now beating about 
for the shipping necessary to mount "Super-Gymnast”, if possible, 
during their currency. 

5. We live here as a big family, in the greatest intimacy and in¬ 
formality, and I have formed the very highest regard and admiration 
for the President. His breadth of view, resolution, and his loyalty to 
the common cause are beyond all praise. There is not the slightest 
sign here of excitement or worry about the opening misfortunes, 
which are taken as a matter of course and to be retrieved by the marshal¬ 
ling of overwhelming forces of every kind. There will of course be a 
row in public presently. 

6. Please thank the War Cabinet for their very kind New Year’s 
message. I am so glad you like what I said in Canada. My reception 
there was moving. 

• • • • • 
% 

It may well be thought by future historians that the most valuable 

and lasting result of our first Washington conference—“Arcadia", as 

it was code-named—was the setting up of the now famous “Combined 

Chiefs of Staff Committee". Its headquarters were in Washington 

but since the British Chiefs of Staff had to live close to their own 

Government they were represented by high officers stationed there 

permanently. These representatives were in daily, indeed hourly, 

touch with London, and were thus able to state and explain the views 

of the British Chiefs of Staff to their U.S. colleagues on any and every 

war problem at any time of the day or night. The frequent con¬ 

ferences that were held in various parts of the world—Casablanca 

Washington, Quebec, Teheran, Cairo, Malta, and the Crimea- 

brought the principals themselves together for sometimes as much as 

a fortnight. Of the two hundred formal meetings held by the Com¬ 

bined Chiefs of Staff Committee during the war no fewer than eighty- 

nine were at these conferences; and it was at these full-dress meetings 

that the majority of the most important decisions were taken. 

The usual procedure was that in the early morning each Chiefs 

of Staff Committee met among themselves. Later in the day the two 

teams met and became one; and often they would have a further 
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combined meeting in the evening. They considered the whole conduct 

of the war, and submitted agreed recommendations to the President 

and me. Our own direct discussions had of course gone on meanwhile 

by talks or telegrams, and we were in intimate contact with our own 

staff. The proposals of the professional advisers were then con¬ 

sidered in plenary meetings, and orders given accordingly to all com¬ 

manders in the field. However sharp the conflict of views at the Com¬ 

bined Chiefs of Staff meeting, however frank and even heated the 

argument, sincere loyalty to the common cause prevailed over national 

or personal interests. Decisions once reached and approved by the 

heads of Governments were pursued by all with perfect loyalty, 

especially by those whose original opinions had been overruled. 

There was never a failure to reach effective agreement for action, or to 

send clear instructions to the commanders in every theatre. Every 

executive officer knew that the orders he received bore with them 

the combined conception and expert authority of both Governments. 

There never was a more serviceable war machinery established among 

allies, and I rejoice that in fact if not in form it continues to this day. 

The Russians were not represented on the Combined Chiefs of 

Staff Committee. They had a far-distant, single, independent front, 

and there was neither need nor means of staff integration. It was 

sufficient that we should know the general sweep and timing of their 

movements and that they should know ours. In these matters we 

kept in as close touch with them as they permitted. I shall in due 

course describe the personal visits which I paid to Moscow. And at 

Teheran, Yalta, and Potsdam the Chiefs of Staff of all three nations 

met round the table. 
The enjoyment of a common language was of course a supreme 

advantage in all British and American discussions. The delays and 

often partial misunderstandings which occur when interpreters 

are used were avoided. There were however differences of expression 

which in the early days led to an amusing incident. The British Staff 

prepared a paper which they wished to raise as a matter of urgency, 

and informed their American colleagues that they wished to tabic 

it” To the American Staff “tabling” a paper meant putting it away 

in a drawer and forgetting it. A long and even acrimonious argument 

ensued before bothparti* realised that they were agreed on the menu 

and wanted the same thing. 

» — 

Setd1Xed SSTpan b all the discussions, not on.y afloat, but 
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even more when we met the American leaders. I at once perceived 

that his prestige and influence with them was upon the highest level. 

No British officer we sent across the Atlantic during the war ever 

acquired American esteem and confidence in an equal degree. His 

personality, discretion, and tact gained him almost at once the con¬ 

fidence of the President. At the same time he established a true 

comradeship and private friendship with General Marshall. 

• • • • • 
Immense expansions were ordered in the production sphere. 

In all these Beaverbrook was a potent impulse. The official American 

history of their industrial mobilisation for war* bears generous 

testimony to this. Donald Nelson, the Executive Director of American 

War Production, had already made gigantic plans. “But,” says the 

American account, “the need for boldness had been dramatically 

impressed upon Nelson by Lord Beaverbrook on December 29. . . .” 

What happened is best portrayed by Mr. Nelson's own words: 

Lord Beaverbrook emphasised the fact that we must set our pro¬ 
duction sights much higher than for the year 1942, in order to cope 
with a resourceful and determined enemy. He pointed out that we 
had as yet no experience in the losses of material incidental to a war 
of the kind we arc now fighting. ... He emphasised over and over 
again the fact that we should set our sights higher in planning for 
production of the necessary war material. For instance, he thinks we 
should plan for the production of 45.000 tanks in 1942 against Mr 
Knudsen s estimate of 30,000. 

The American account continues: 

The ferment Lord Beaverbrook was instilling in the mind of Nelson 
he was also imparting to the President. In a note to the President 
Lord Beaverbrook set the expected 1942 production of the United 
Mates, the United Kingdom, and Canada against British, Russian, and 
American requirements. The comparison exposed tremendous deficits 
in 1942 planned production. For tanks these deficits were 10500- for 
aircraft 26,730; for artillery 22,600; and for rifles 1,600,000. Production 
targets had to be increased, wrote Lord Beaverbrook, and he pinned 
his faith on their realisation in “the immense possibilities of American 
industry . I reduction goals for 1942 should include 45.000 tanks 
17,700 anti-tank guns 24,000 fighter planes, and double the quantity 
of anti-aircraft guns then programmed, including all contemplated 
increases. p 

The outcome was a set of production objectives whose magnitude 
exceeded even those Nelson had proposed. The President was con¬ 
vinced that the concept of our industrial capacity must be completely 
overhauled-He directed the fulfilment of a munitions schedule 
calling for 45,000 combat aircraft, 45,000 tanks, 20,000 anti-aircraft 
guns, 14,900 anti-tank guns, and 500,000 machine-guns in 1942. 

•History of the War Production Board, 1940-1945. 
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I reported all this good news home. 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal 4 Jan. 42 

A series of meetings has been held on supply issues. These were 
presided over by the President himself and the Vice-President. Negotia¬ 
tions were carried forward and discussions of details took place every 
day. Then on Friday there was a meeting presided over by the President 
and myself. There were two meetings on Saturday. Final conclusions 
were: 

It was decided to raise United States output of merchant shipping 
in 1942 to 8,000,000 tons deadweight and in 1943 to 10,000,000 tons 
deadweight. New 1942 programme is increase in production of one- 
third. 

War weapons programmes for 1942 and 1943 were determined as 
follows: 

Weapons 1942 1943 

Operational aircraft . 45.000 100,000 

Tanks ..... 45.000 75.ooo 
Anti-aircraft guns . 20,000 35.ooo 

Anti-tank guns . • 14,900 Not fixed 
Ground and tank machine-guns . . 500,000 Not fixed 

New 1942 programme represents increase on programme for 1942, 
which has been fixed after United States entry into the war as follows: 

Operational aircraft . 
Tanks .... 
Anti-aircraft guns 
Anti-tank guns . 
Ground and tank machine-guns 

3«.25<> 
29.550 

8,900 
11,700 

238,000 

Directives have been issued to all the ^rtments concerned. 
[Presidential] Message to Congress this week will give abridged account 
of programme. Budget will contain necessary financial provisions. 

Max has been magnificent and Hopkins a godsend. Hope you will 
be pleased with immense resultant increase in programme. 

These remarkable figures were achieved or surpassed by the end of 

1943. In shipping, for example, the new tonnage bu.lt in the U.b.A. 

was as follows: 

1942 

1943 

5.339.ooo tons 
12,384,000 tons 

Continued conwntration^sf ^^j^J^^^^prindpal^.dv'isw^ 
constant discussions with t journey to Canada, 

“d rh r ded,- 
2rtr " is 
made this period in Washington n ^ th0Ught I was looking 

but even exhausting. My Amen , Mr. Stettinius very 

tired and ought to have a rest. j„ near Palm Beach 
kindly placed his small villa in a seaside solitude 
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at my disposal, and on January 4 I flew down there. The night 

before I started the air-conditioning of my room in the White House 

failed temporarily, the heat became oppressive, and in trying to open 

the window I strained my heart slightly, causing unpleasant sensations 

which continued for some days. Sir Charles Wilson, my medical 

adviser, however decided that the journey should not be put off. 

General Marshall came with us in the plane all the way, and I had some 

very good talks with him. Five days we passed in the Stettinius villa, 

lying about in the shade or the sun, bathing in the pleasant waves, in 

spite of the appearance on one occasion of quite a large shark. They 

said it was only a “ground shark”; but I was not wholly reassured. It 

is as bad to be eaten by a ground shark as by any other. So I stayed in 

the shallows from then on. 

My movements were kept strictly secret, and a notification was 

given from the White House to the Press that all movements by 

the President or by me were to be regarded as if they were the move¬ 

ments of American battleships. Consequently no word ever appeared. 

On the other hand, numbers of people greeted me in Florida, and 

many Pressmen and photographers, with whom I had pleasant inter¬ 

changes, waited outside the entrance to our retreat; but not a trickle 
ever leaked into print. 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal s Jan 42 

I am going south for a few days, hoping to remain in complete 
privacy and President will go to Hyde Park. Meanwhile the staffs 
arc working hard, and on our return we shall deal with results. There 
are many difficulties to be overcome in making offensive plans, but 
we must persevere. The big movement of United States troops into 
Ireland is all arranged at this end. You must make sure that every¬ 
thing is getting prepared on our side. Please sec that a fine job is done 
over this, and their special food, etc., studied. 

2. I suppose you realise we are trying not only to meet the im¬ 
mediate needs, but to make a plan for the effective application of the 
American armies to the enemy’s fronts wherever possible. Shipping 
is the limiting factor. " ^ 

3. I shall be glad to have everything necessary sent forward, as I 
shall be in constant telegraphic touch. They are trying here to keep 
my whereabouts secret. It would be well to discourage speculation in 
our I ress about my return or movements. 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal ? jan 42 

Am resting in the south on Charles Wilson’s • advice for a few days 

?i Cv To?*.* "uous time. President is stopping all mention in the 
United States I ress. Please make sure no notice is issued in England 
otherwise American Press will be vexed, and I shall be overrun with 
them and tourists. w,m 

* * • • t 
•Sir Charles Wilson, now Lord Moran. 
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While I was reclining in the mellow sunlight of Palm Beach and 

dictating all these telegrams and memoranda the news reached me of 

the Italian “human torpedo” attack in Alexandria harbour which 

had disabled the Queen Elizabeth and Valiant. This has already been 

described in an earlier chapter. This misfortune, following upon all 

our other naval losses at this moment, was most untimely and dis¬ 

turbing. I saw its gravity at once. The Mediterranean battle fleet 

was for the time being non-existent, and our naval power to guard 

Egypt from direct overseas invasion in abeyance. It seemed necessary 

in the emergency to send whatever torpedo planes could be gathered 

from the south coast of England. This had, as will presently be seen, 

an unpleasant sequel. 

Prime Minister to General Jsmay,for C.O.S. Committee, 7 Jan. 42 
and to Secretary of State for Air 

In view of naval position Mediterranean it is evidently urgent and 
important to send strong air reinforcements, especially torpedo planes, 
from Coastal or Bomber Command. Proportionate relaxation of 
bomber offensive against Germany, etc., and shipping must be accepted. 
General Arnold • tells me he is sending as soon as possible two bomber 
groups, !>., eighty bombers, as well as some fighter squadrons for 
Ulster. Pray tell me what you are doing and whether Admiral Cunning¬ 
ham is comforted. 

I was also concerned lest the Italian exploit should be repeated at 

Scapa Flow. 

Prime Minister to First Sea Lord 9 42 
The incident at Alexandria, which was so unpleasant, has raised in 

my mind the question of the security of Scapa F,ovv • 
of attack. Arc we in fact patrolling the entrances with depth-charges 
every twenty minutes? No doubt the strong currents would give far 
greater protection than the calm water of Alexandria. 

How does the matter stand ? 

It was above all things important that the true condition of our 

two great battleships, which rested upon even keels in Alexandria 

harbour, should not become known to the enemy. 

* • # # f 

1 n°dVmeUThe«« Viceroy 

Xt" in a 1.4 volume ft. «. - • 

vain illusion. 
•Head of the U.S. Army Air Force. 
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Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal 7 Jan. 42 

I hope my colleagues will realise the danger of raising constitutional 
issue, still more of making constitutional changes, in India at a moment 
when enemy is upon the frontier. The idea that we should “get more 
out of India” by putting the Congress in charge at this juncture seems 
ill-founded. Yet that is what it would come to if any electoral or 
Parliamentary foundation is chosen. Bringing hostile political elements 
into the defence machine will paralyse action. Merely picking and 
choosing friendly Indians will do no serious harm, but will not in any 
way meet the political demands. The Indian Liberals, though plausible, 
have never been able to deliver the goods. The Indian troops arc 
fighting splendidly, but it must be remembered that their allegiance 
is to the King-Emperor, and that the rule of the Congress and Hindu 
priesthood machine would never be tolerated by a fighting race. 

2. I do not think you will have any trouble with American opinion. 
All Press comments on India I have seen have been singularly restrained, 
especially since they entered the war. Thought here is concentrated 
on winning the war as soon as possible. The first duty of Congress 
nominees who have secured control of provincial government is to 
resume their responsible duties as ministers, and show that they can 
make a success of the enormous jobs confided to them in this time of 
emergency. Pray communicate these views to the Cabinet. I trust we 
shall not depart from the position we have deliberately taken up. 

I was much disturbed by the reports which Mr. Eden had brought 

back with him from Moscow of Soviet territorial ambitions, especially 

in the Baltic States. These were the conquests of Peter the Great, 

and had been for two hundred years under the Czars. Since the 

Russian revolution they had been the outpost of Europe against 

Bolshevism. They were what are now called “social democracies” 

but very lively and truculent. Hitler had cast them away like pawns in 

his deal with the Soviets before the outbreak of war in 1939. There 

had been a severe Russian and Communist purge. All the dominant 

personalities and elements had been liquidated in one way or another. 

I he life of these strong peoples was henceforward underground. 

Presently, as we shall sec. Hitler came back with a Nazi counter- 

purge. Finally, in the general victory the Soviets had control again 

rhus the deadly comb ran back and forth, and back again, through 

Estonia Latvia, and Lithuania. There was no doubt however where 

pcopVe?11 Iay' ThC Ba,tiC StatCS Sh°U,d bC S0VCrcign indcPendent 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary g jan ^ 

^ have never recognised the 194. frontiers of Russia except 

whh hTi y acqu‘red ^yac,s of aggression in shameful collusion 
with Hitler. The transfer of the peoples of the Baltic States to 
Russia against their will would be contrary to all theprindnlesfnl 
which we are fighting this war and would dishonour our cause ThU 
also applies to Bessarabia and to Northern Bukovina, and in a l^ser 
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degree to Finland, which I gather it is not intended wholly to subjugate 
and absorb. 

2. Russia could, upon strategical grounds, make a case for the 
approaches to Leningrad, which the Finns have utilised to attack her. 
There are islands in the Baltic which may be essential to the safety 
of Russia. Strategical security may be invoked at certain points on 
the frontiers of Bukovina or Bessarabia. In these cases the population 
would have to be offered evacuation and compensation if they desired 
it. In all other cases transference of territory must be regulated after 
the war is over by freely and fairly conducted plebiscites, very differ¬ 
ently from what is suggested. In any case there can be no question 
of settling frontiers until the Peace Conference. I know President 
Roosevelt holds this view as strongly as I do, and he has several times 
expressed his pleasure to me at the firm line we took at Moscow. I 
could not be an advocate for a British Cabinet bent on such a course. 

3. I regard our sincerity to be involved in the maintenance of the 
principles of the Atlantic Charter, to which Stalin has subscribed. On 
this also we depend for our association with the United States. . . . 

5. About the effect on Russia of our refusal to prejudice the peace 
negotiations at this stage in the war, or to depart from the principles 
of the Atlantic Charter, it must be observed that they entered the war 
only when attacked by Germany, having previously shown themselves 
utterly indifferent to our fate, and indeed they added to our burdens 
in our worst danger. Their armies have fought very bravely and have 
shown immense unsuspected strength in the defence of their native 
soil. They are fighting for self-preservation and have never had a 
thought for us. We, on the contrary, arc helping them to the utmost 
of our ability because we admire their defence of their own country and 
because they are ranged against Hitler. 

6. No one can foresee how the balance of power will lie or where 
the winning armies will stand at the end of the war. It sccms probablc 
however that the United States and the British Empire, far from being 
exhausted, will be the most powerfully armed and economic bloc the 
world has ever seen, and that the Soviet Union will need our aid for 
reconstruction far more than we shall then need theirs. 

7. You have promised that we will examine these claims of Rms a 
in common with the United States and the Dominions That promtse 

must be left to the decision of the Peace Conference. 

Juridically this is how the matter stands now. 

* * * * * 
w,-i . pi. Reach I was of course in constant touch by telep one 

sk b—- - *■ 
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President. Roosevelt had not seemed at all keen about my meeting 

prominent members of the Opposition, and I had consequently so far 

not done so. Having regard however to Wendell Willkie’s visit to 

England a year before, in January 1941, and to the cordial relations I 

had established with him, I felt that I ought not to leave American 

shores without seeing him. This was also our Ambassador’s advice. 

I therefore put a call through to him on the evening of the 5th. 

After some delay I was told, “Your call is through.*’ I said in effect, 

“I am so glad to speak to you. I hope we may meet. I am travelling 

back by train to-morrow night. Can you not join the train at some 

point and travel with me for a few hours? Where will you be on 

Saturday next?” A voice came back: "Why, just where I am now, at 

my desk.” To this I replied, “I do not understand." “Whom do you 

think you are speaking to?” I replied, "To Mr. Wendell Willkie, 

am I not?” “No,” was the answer, "you arc speaking to the Presi¬ 

dent.” I did not hear this very well, and asked, "Who?" "You are 

speaking to me,” came the answer, "Franklin Roosevelt." I said, 

“I did not mean to trouble you at this moment. I was trying to 

speak to Wendell Willkie, but your telephone exchange seems to have 

made a mistake." “I hope you arc getting on all right down there and 

enjoying yourself,” said the President. Some pleasant conversation 

followed about personal movements and plans, at the end of which I 

asked, “I presume you do not mind my having wished to speak to 

Wendell Willkie?" To this Roosevelt said, "No.” And this was the 
end of our talk. 

It must be remembered that this was in the early days of our 

friendship, and when I got back to Washington I thought it right to 

find out from Harry Hopkins whether any offence had been given. 
I therefore wrote to him: 

I rely on you to let me know if this action of mine in wishing to 
speak to the person named is in any way considered inappropriate, 
because I certainly thought I was acting in accordance with my duty 
to be civil to a public personage of importance, and unless you advise 
me to the contrary I still propose to do so. 

Hopkins said that no harm had been done. 

It was now time to come home. 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal 9 j 

skt s&rrsxi 
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gaper on Anglo-American co-operation, which I shall discuss with the 
taffs and then with the President as soon as I get back. 
4. I am so glad the debate of the 8th passed off peacefully, and that 

the House was willing to postpone the discussion on the main issue. 
Of course the naggings and snarlings have been fully reported over 
here, and one would think that they represented the opinion of the 
House. Several remarks have been reported which are not very helpful 
to American opinion, and I am pointing out to the President that we 
can no more control the expression of freak opinion by individual 
members than he can those of Congress backwoodsmen. Try to let 
me have the gist of what you and Anthony said. 

5. It might be convenient if I made my statement on Tuesday as a 
statement, and the adjournment was moved by somebody else im¬ 
mediately after. This would enable the usual criticisms to be made 
without my having exhausted my right to reply. Perhaps however 
you will not think this necessary. I cannot help feeling we have a 
good tale to tell, even though we cannot tell the best part of it. 

I set out by train to return to Washington on the night of the 

9th, and reached the White House on the nth. Business kept me 

company. 



Chapter XXXVII 

RETURN TO STORM 

Some Further Notes on the War after Anglo-American Discussions—Expansion 
of the United States Army—And of the Air Force—Crowing Output of Munitions 

and Shipping—Importance of Sending an American Army to Northern Ireland— 

Rommel's Stubborn Resistance and Retardation of North African Plans—Need 
to Wear Down the German Air-power by Continuous Engagement—Relief 

Afforded by the Successful Russian Resistance in the South—Potential Dangers 
tn the Caucasus—The War against Japan—Our Need to Regain the Initiative— 

Mobile Striking Force to Attack Japanese Conquests—Final Conference at the 
White House on January 12—Complete Anglo-American Agreement—G<ncral 

Marshall’s Question—We Start for Home—The President's Apprehensions— 

/ he Hoeing Flying-boat—My Wish to Use Her—Expert Advice of Portal and 
Pound—The Decision to Go by Air instead of in the "Duke of York"—I Address 

thc Bermuda Assembly—A Very Long Flight—A Critical Moment at Dawn- 
Safe Arrival at Plymouth. 

TOURING my rest in Florida I prepared a fourth memorandum 

-LAn two parts addressed to the Chiefs of Staff Committee and 

for the Defence Committee of the War Cabinet. This was written 

also for American eyes. It differed from the three previous papers in 

that it was composed after the opening discussions in Washington 

between me and the President and his advisers and between the 

Combined Chiefs of Staff. Subsequently on my return to London I 

circulated all these papers to the War Cabinet for information. A 

very large measure of agreement had already been reached between 

our two countries, and the War Cabinet accorded in effect a very wide 

degree of approval to the direction which had been given to our 
affairs. I present only the more general aspects here.* 

General Ismayjor C.O.S. Committee and Defence ,o Ian as 
Committee J 42 

I have availed myself of a few days’ quiet and seclusion to review 
the sahents of the war as they appear after my discussions here. 

The United States has been attacked and become at war with the 

°TrSl and dfires 'O engage her trained troops as soon 
and as effectively as possible on fighting fronts. Owing to the shipping 
stringency this will not be possible on any very large scale during' 
1942. Meanwhile the United States Army is being raised from a 
strength of a little over thirty divisions and five armoured divisions to 

Ahnifr f/rna abOUt S,Xty divisions a"d ten armoured divisions 
aUI ™ !0Ame£ are V prescm held or about to be called up for 

the Army and Air Force (over a million). Reserves of man-power 

•Paragraphs 9, 10, 14, 15, and 16 are omitted for reasons of space 
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fne,PlMCtiCaUy Un!*mited’ but ic wouId be a misdirection of war effort 
to call larger numbers to the armed forces in the present phase. 

-2\ f.uGSu0t s!cm bke,yrthat more than between a quarter and a 
third ot the above American forces can be transported to actual fighting 
fronts during the year 1942. In 1943 however the great increases in 
shipping tonnage resulting from former and recent shipping pro¬ 
grammes should enable much larger bodies to be moved across the 
oceans, and the summer of 1943 may be marked by large offensive 
operations, which should be carefully studied meanwhile. 

3. The United States Air Force, already powerful and rapidly in¬ 
creasing, can be brought into heavy action during 1942. Already it is 
proposed that strong bomber forces, based on the British Isles, should 
attack Germany and the invasion ports. American fighter squadrons 
can participate in the defence of Great Britain and the domination of 
such parts of the French shore as are within fighter reach. 

4. The declaration by the President to Congress of the enormous 
increases in United States output of munitions and shipping to proceed 
during 1942. and reach full flow in 1943, makes it more than ever neces¬ 
sary for Hitler to bring the war to a decision in 1942, before the power 
of the United States can be fully brought to bear. 

5. Hitler has had the time to prepare, perhaps in very great numbers, 
tank-transporting vehicles capable of landing on any beach. He has 
no doubt developed airborne attack by parachutes, and still more by 
gliders, to an extent which cannot easily be measured. The President, 
expressing views shared by the leading American strategists, has 
declared Great Britain an essential fortress of the United Nations. It 
is indeed the only place where the war can be lost in the critical cam¬ 
paign of 1942 about to open. It would be most imprudent to allow 
the successful defence of the British Isles to be hazarded. . . . 

6. The sending of four United States divisions (one armoured) into 
Northern Ireland is therefore a most necessary war measure, which 
nothing should be allowed to prevent. The replacing of the British 
troops in Iceland (C) liberates an additional British division. It is 
suggested however that the United States authorities should be asked 
to consider the training in Iceland of as many troops as possible to 
work on mountains and under snow conditions, as only the possession 
of such trained mountain and ski troops in considerable numbers can 
enable a liberating operation in Scandinavia to be prepared for the 

future. ... 
7. The stubborn resistance of the enemy in Cyrenaica, the possi¬ 

bilities of General Rommel withdrawing, or of being able to escape 
with a portion of his troops, the reinforcements which have probably 
reached Tripoli, and others which must be expected during the delay, 
and above all the difficulties of supply for our advancing troops—all 
will retard, or may even prevent, the full completion of Acrobat 
[the clearance of Tripoli). We are therefore m. a potion to^tudy 

nr 01 rtmentdw --" * ' . . , , 
8 The German front-line Air Force is already less strong 
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because of the good interior communications possessed by the enemy 
and his power of rapid transference. In addition, there is the Italian 
Air Force to consider. 

11. The object we should set before ourselves is the wearing down 
by continuous engagement of the German air-power. This is being 
done on the Russian front. On the British front it can only be done 
to a limited extent, unless the enemy resumes his bombing or daylight 
offensive. *But in the Mediterranean the enemy shows an inclination 
to develop a front, and we should meet him there with the superior 
strength which the arrival of American air forces can alone give. It 
is of the utmost importance to make the German Air Force fight 
continuously on every possible occasion, and at every point of attack. 
We can afford the drain far better than they can. Indeed, like General 
Grant in his last campaign, we can almost afford to lose two for one, 
having regard to the immense supplies now coming forward in the 
future. Every German aircraft or pilot put out of action in 1942 is worth 
two of them in 1943. It >s only by the strain of constant air-battle 
that we shall be able to force his consumption of air-power to levels 
which are beyond the capacity of his air plants and air schools. In 
this way the initiative may be regained by us, as the enemy will be 
fully occupied, as we have been hitherto, in meeting day-to-day needs 
and keeping his head above water. 

12. We must acclaim the very great deliverance afforded to us by 
the successful Russian resistance along the Don and in the Crimea, 
carrying with it the continued Russian command of the Black Sea. 
Three months ago we were forced to expect a German advance through 
the Caucasus to the Caspian and the Baku oilfields. That danger is 
almost certainly staved off for perhaps four or five months till the winter 
is over, and of course continued successful Russian resistance in the 
south would give complete protection to us. 

13. The danger may however recur in the late spring. The oil 
stringency, which is already serious in Germany and the German- 
conquered countries, makes the seizure of the Baku and Persian oil¬ 
fields objects of vital consequence to Germany, second only to the need 
of successfully invading the British Isles-The enormous power of 
the German Army may be able to reassert itself as soon as weather 
conditions improve. In this case they might well be content to adopt a 
defensive attitude along the northern and central sectors of the Russo- 
German front, and thrust an offensive spearhead south-east through the 
Caucasus to the oilfields which lie beyond. 

The War against Japan 

17. It is generally agreed that the defeat of Germany, entailing a 
collapse will leave Japan exposed to overwhelming force, whereas the 
defeat of Japan \vould not by any means bring the World War to an 
end. Moreover, the vast distances in the Pacific and the advantageous 
forward key points already seized or likely to he seized bv the Japanese 
will make the serious invasion of the homelands of Japan a very len-thv 
business. Not less lengthy will be the piecemeal recovery, by am'ies 
based mainly on Australia and India, of the islands, airfields, and naval 
bases in the South-West Pacific area now confided to General Wavell 
It seems indeed more probable that a decision can be reached sooner 
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against Germany than against Japan. In any case, we cannot expect to 
develop adequate naval, air, and military superiority in the aforesaid 
area for a considerable time, having regard to other calls made upon 
us and the limitation of shipping. 

18. While therefore it is right to assign primacy to the war against 
Germany, it would be wrong to speak of our “standing on the de¬ 
fensive” against Japan; on the contrary, the only way in which we can 
live through the intervening period in the Far East before Germany 
is defeated is by regaining the initiative, albeit on a minor scale. 

19. In a theatre of a thousand islands, many capable of being con¬ 
verted into makeshift air and naval bases, insoluble problems are set 
to purely passive defence. The Japanese having obtained temporary 
command of the sea, and air predominance over considerable areas, it 
is within their power to take almost any point they wish, apart, it is 
hoped, from the fortress of Singapore. They can go round with a 
circus force and clean up any local garrisons we or the Dutch have 
been able so far to hold. They will seek to secure their hold by a well- 
conceived network of air bases, and they no doubt hope to secure, in 
a certain number of months, the possession of the fortress of Singapore. 
Once in possession of this as well as Manila, with their air bases estab¬ 
lished at focal points, they will have built up a system of air and naval 
defence capable of prolonged resistance. . . . The naval superiority of 
the United States, to which Great Britain will contribute to the best 
of her ability, ought to be regained by the summer of 1942- 

20. Thereupon, or at least as soon as possible, raids should be organised 
upon islands or seaports which the Japanese have seized. The President 
has, I understand, ordered the formation of a force on the west coast of 
America akin to the Commandos. Such a force, on account of its 
individual qualities, will be exceptionally valuable by gaining key points 
and lodgments in amphibious operations. It would require to be sup¬ 
ported by a number of small brigade groups, whose mobility and equip¬ 
ment would be exactly fitted to the particular task foreseen, each task 
being a study in itself. It is not necessary, unless required on strategic 
grounds, to stay in the captured or recaptured islands It: will be 
sufficient to destroy or make prisoners of the garrison, demolish an> 
useful installations, and depart. The exact composition of the forces for 
each undertaking and enterprise is a matter for separate study. .^ford¬ 
ing to our experiences, it would seem essential that there should be 
adequate cover by seaborne aircraft and detachments of 'anks,a''d 'a u' 
landing craft. The enemy cannot possibly be prepared, and must be 

^vulnerable at many points. After even a few successful enter¬ 

prises of this character, all of which are extremely valuable experiences 
m thr trooDS and commanders for instructional purposes he will be 

among the enemy s deMcnc 8 atjons for reconquest and the 

buMffig uTof"bases as ste^mg-stones from Australia northward. 

This paper I gave to the President. 
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When I got back to the White House I found that great progress 

had been made by the Combined Chiefs of Staff, and that it was 

mostly in harmony with my views. The President convened a meeting 

on January 12, when there was complete agreement upon the broad 

principles and targets of the war. The differences were confined to 

priorities and emphasis, and all was ruled by that harsh and despotic 

factor shipping. "The President," says the British record, "set great 

store on organising a ‘Super-Gymnast’—i.e.t a combined United 

States-British expedition to North Africa. A tentative time-table 

had been worked out for putting 90,000 United States and 90,000 

British troops, together with a considerable air force, into North 

Africa." It was settled to send two divisions of American troops to 

Northern Ireland, with the objects which have been described. The 

President had told me privately that he would, if necessary as quickly 

as possible, send 50,000 United States troops to Australia and the 

islands covering its approach by the Japanese. Twenty-five thousand 

were to go as soon as possible to occupy New Caledonia, and other 

stepping-stones between America and Australasia. On "Grand 

Strategy" the Staffs agreed that "only the minimum of forces necessary 

for the safeguarding of vital interests in other theatres should be 

diverted from operations against Germany". No one had more to 

do with obtaining this cardinal decision than General Marshall. 

One evening the General came to see me and put a hard question, 

lie had agreed to send nearly thirty thousand American soldiers to 

Northern Ireland. We had of course placed the two "Queens"— 

the only two 8o,ooo-ton ships in the world—at his disposal for this 

purpose. General Marshall asked me how many men we ought to 

put on board, observing that boats, rafts, and other means of flotation 

could only be provided for about 8,000. If this were disregarded they 

could carry 16,000 men. I gave the following answer: "I can only 

tell you what we should do. You must judge for yourself the risks you 

will run. If it were a direct part of an actual operation, we should put 

all on board they could carry. If it were only a question of moving 

troops in a reasonable time, we should not go beyond the limits of 

lifeboats, rafts, etc. It is for you to decide." He received this in 

silence, and our conversation turned to other matters. In their first 

voyages these ships carried only the lesser numbers, but later on they 

were filled to the brim. As it happened, Fortune stood our friend 

The time had now come when I must leave the hospitable and 

exhilarating atmosphere of the White House and of the American 

nation, erect and infuriate against tyrants and aggressors. It was 
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to no sunlit prospect that I must return. Eager though I was to be 
back in London, and sure of ultimate victory, I felt continually the 
approaching impact of a period of immense disasters which must last 
for many months. My hopes of a victory in the Western Desert, in 
which Rommel would be destroyed, had faded. Rommel had escaped. 
The results of Auchinleck’s successes at Sidi Rezegh and at Gazala 
had not been decisive. The prestige which these had given us in the 
making of all our plans for the Anglo-American descent on French 
North Africa was definitely weakened, and this operation was 
obviously set back for months. 

Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal 12 Jan. 42 
As I shall soon be silent for a while, though I trust not for ever, Eray cable to-night any outstanding points which require decision here 

efore I leave. 

On the 14th I took leave of the President. He seemed concerned 
about the dangers of the voyage. Our presence in Washington had 
been for many days public to the world, and the charts showed more 
than twenty U-boats on our homeward courses. We flew in beautiful 
weather from Norfolk to Bermuda, where the Duke of York, with 
escorting destroyers, awaited us inside the coral reefs. I travelled in 
an enormous Boeing flying-boat, which made a most favourable 
impression upon me. During the three hours’ trip I made friends with 
the chief pilot, Captain Kelly Rogers, who seemed a man of high 
quality and experience. I took the controls for a bit, to feel this 
ponderous machine of thirty or more tons in the air. I got more and 
more attached to the flying-boat. Presently I asked the captain, 
“What about flying from Bermuda to England ? Can she carry enough 
petrol?” Under his stolid exterior he became visibly excited. “Of 
course we can do it. The present weather forecast would give a forty- 
miles-an-hour wind behind us. We could do it in twenty hours. 1 

asked how far it was, and he said, “About three thousand five hundred 

miles.” At this I became thoughtful. 
However, when we landed I opened the matter to Portal and Pound 

Formidable events were happening in Malaya; we ought all to De 
back at the earliest moment. The Chief of the Air Staff said at once 
that he thought the risk wholly unjustifiable, and he could not take 
the responsibility for it. The First Sea Lord supported h'® colleague. 
There was the Duke of York, with her destroyers all ready for us. 
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to a properly escorted and fast battleship. It occurred to me that both 

these officers thought my plan was to fly myself and leave them to 

come back in the Duke of York, so I said, “Of course there would be 

room for all of us.” They both visibly changed countenance at this. 

After a considerable pause Portal said that the matter might be looked 

into, and that he would discuss it at length with the captain of the 

flying-boat and go into weather prospects with the meteorological 

authorities. I left it at that. 

Two hours later they both returned, and Portal said that he thought 

it might be done. The aircraft could certainly accomplish the task 

under reasonable conditions; the weather outlook was exceptionally 

favourable on account of the strong following wind. No doubt it 

was very important to get home quickly. Pound said he had formed a 

very high opinion of the aircraft skipper, who certainly had unrivalled 

experience. Of course there was a risk, but on the other hand there 

were the U-boats to consider. So we settled to go unless the weather 

deteriorated. The starting time was 2 p.m. the next day. It was 

thought necessary to reduce our baggage to a few boxes of vital papers. 

Dill was to remain behind in Washington as my personal military 

representative with the President. Our party would consist only of 

myself, the two Chiefs of Staff, and Max Bcavcrbrook, Charles 

Wilson, and Hollis. All the rest would go by the Duke of York. 

That afternoon I addressed the Bermuda Assembly, which is 

the oldest Parliamentary institution in the Western Hemisphere. 

I pleaded with them to give their assent and all their aid to the 

establishment of the United States naval and air bases in the island 

about which they were in some distress. The life of the whole 

Empire was at stake. The smooth working of our alliance with the 

United States made final victory certain, however long the journey 

might be. They did not demur. The Governor, Lord Knollys, gave 

a banquet that night to the island notables and their fleeting guests 

We were all in high spirits. Only Tommy,* my Flag Commander 

as I called him, was in terror that there would be no room for him 

He explained how deeply wounded he was at the idea of going home 

by sea. I reminded him of his devotion to the naval service, and of the 

pleasures to a hardy sailor of a life on the ocean wave. I dwelt upon the 

undeniable hazards from the U-boats. He was quite inconsolable. 

However, he had a plan. He had persuaded one of the stewards of the 

flying-boat to let him take his place; he would do the washing up 

h.mse f. But what, I asked, would the captain say? Tommy thought 

that if at the last moment the captain were confronted with the 

arrangement he would make no objection. He had ascertained that he 

•Commander Thompson, R.N. 
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weighed less than the steward. I shrugged my shoulders, and on 

this we went to bed in the small hours of the morning. 

I woke up unconscionably early with the conviction that I should 

certainly not go to sleep again. I must confess that I felt rather 

frightened. I thought of the ocean spaces, and that we should never 

be within a thousand miles of land until we approached the British 

Isles. I thought perhaps I had done a rash thing, that there were too 

many eggs in one basket. I had always regarded an Atlantic flight 

with awe. But the die was cast. Still, I must admit that if at break¬ 

fast, or even before luncheon, they had come to me to report that the 

weather had changed and we must go by sea I should have easily 

reconciled myself to a voyage in the splendid ship which had come all 

this way to fetch us. 

Divine sunlight lapped the island, and the favourable weather 

prospects were confirmed. At noon we reached the flying-boat by 

launch. We were delayed for an hour on the quay because a picket- 

boat which had gone to the Duke of York for items of baggage had 

taken longer than expected. Tommy stood disconsolate. The 

captain had brushed his project aside in a way that captains have. 

The steward was a trained member of the crew ; he could not take one 

single person more; every tank was filled to the brim with petrol. 

It would be quite a task getting off the water even as it was. So we 

taxied out to the far end of the harbour, leaving Tommy lamenting as 

bitterly as Lord Ullin in the poem,* but for different reasons. Never 

before and never afterwards were we separated in these excursions. 

It was, as the captain had predicted, quite a job to get off the water. 

Indeed, I thought that we should hardly clear the low hills which 

closed the harbour. There was really no danger; we were in sure 

hands. The flying-boat lifted ponderously a quarter of a mile from 

the reef, and we had several hundred feet of height to spare. There 

is no doubt about the comfort of these great flying-boats. I had a good 

broad bed in the bridal suite at the stern with large windows on either 

side. It was quite a long walk, thirty or forty feet, downhill through 

the various compartments to the saloon and dining-room, where 

nothing was lacking in food or drink. The motion was smooth the 

vibration not unpleasant, and we passed an agreeable afternoon and 

had a merry dinner. These boats have two storeys and one walks up 

a regular staircase to the control room. Darkness had fallen and al 

Sf"T?, ua 
•Thomas Campbell’s Lord Ullin: Daughter. 
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expanded and contracted at intervals was used to prevent icing. The 

captain explained to me how it worked, and we saw from time to 

time the ice splintering off as it expanded. I went to bed and slept 

soundly for several hours. 

• • • • • 
^ I woke just before the dawn, and went forward to the controls. 

The daylight grew. Beneath us was an almost unbroken floor of 
clouds. 

After sitting for an hour or so in the co-pilot's seat I sensed a 

feeling of anxiety around me. We were supposed to be approaching 

England from the south-west and we ought already to have passed the 

Scilly Islands, but they had not been seen through any of the gaps in 

the cloud floor. As we had flown for more than ten hours through 

mist and had had only one sight of a star in that time, we might well 

be slightly off our course. Wireless communication was of course 

limited by the normal war-time rules. It was evident from the 

discussions which were going on that we did not know where we were. 

Presently Portal, who had been studying the position, had a word with 

the captain, and then said to me, “We arc going to turn north at 

once." This was done, and after another half-hour in and out of the 

clouds we sighted England, and soon arrived over Plymouth, where, 

avoiding the balloons, which were all shining, we landed comfortably! 

As I left the aircraft the captain remarked, "I never felt so much 

relieved in my life as when I landed you safely in the harbour." I 

did not appreciate the significance of his remark at the moment. 

Later on I learnt that if we had held on our course for another five or 

six minutes before turning northwards we should have been over the 

German batteries in Brest. We had slanted too much to the south¬ 

ward during the night. Moreover, the decisive correction which had 

been made brought us in, not from the south-west, but from just cast 

of south—that is to say, from the enemy's direction rather than from 

that from which we were expected. This had the result, as I was told 

some weeks later, that we were reported as a hostile bomber coming in 

from Brest, and six Hurricanes from Fighter Command were ordered 

out to shoot us down. However, they failed in their mission. 

To President Roosevelt I cabled, "We got here with a good hop 
from Bermuda and a thirty-mile wind.” 
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A.A. guns. 
A.D.G.B. 
A.F.V.s 
A.G.R.M. 
A.R.P. 
A.T. rifles 
A.T.S. 
C.A.S. 
C.I.G.S. 
C.-in-C. 
Controller. 

C. O.S. 
D. N.C. 
F. O. 
G. H.Q. 
G. O.C. 
H. F. 
H.M.G. 
M.A.P. 
M.E.W. 
M.O.I. 
M. of L. 
M. of S. 
P.M. 
U. P. 
V. C.A.S. 
V.C.I.G.S. 
V. C.N.S. 
W. A.A.F. 
W.R.N.S. 

APPENDIX A 

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 

Anti-aircraft guns, or ack-ack guns 
Air Defence of Great Britain 
Armoured fighting vehicles 
Adjutant-General Royal Marines 
Air Raid Precautions 
Anti-tank rifles 

(Women’s) Auxiliary Territorial Service 
Chief of the Air Staff 

Chief of the Imperial General Staff 
Commander-in-Chief 
Third Sea Lord and Chief of Material 
Chiefs of Staff 

Director of Naval Construction 
Foreign Office 
General Headquarters 
General Officer Commanding 
Home Forces 
His Majesty’s Government 
Ministry of Aircraft Production 
Ministry of Economic Warfare 
Ministry of Information 
Ministry of Labour 
Ministry of Supply 
Prime Minister 

Unrotated projectiles—t.e., code name for rockets 
Vice-Chief of the Air Staff 

Vice-Chief of the Imperial General Staff 
Vice-Chief of the Naval Staff 
Women’s Auxiliary Air Force 

Women’s Royal Naval Service ("Wrens”) 

APPENDIX B 

LIST OF CODE NAMES 

German code names are marked with an asterisk 

Acrobat: Advance from Cyrenaica into Tripoli. 
Arcadia: First Washington Conference, December 1041. 
Barbarossa: German plan for invasion of Russia. 

JuEneE,9?, 6 °perations in Sollum. Tobruk, and Capuzzo area. 

Canvas: Attack on Kismayu. 
Colorado: Crete. 

Crusader: Operations in Western Desert, November ,941. 
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Exporter: Operations in Syria. 
•Felix: German plan for seizure of Gibraltar. 
Gymnast: British occupation of French North Africa. 
Influx: Occupation of Sicily. 
Jaguar: Reinforcements to Malta, 1941. 
Lustre: Aid to Greece. 
Magnet: Movement of American troops to Northern Ireland. 
Mandibles: Operations against Dodecanese. 
•Marita: German plan for invasion of Greece. 
Mulberry: Artificial harbour. 
•Orient: German plan to overthrow British positions in the Middle East. 
Overlord: Liberation of France, 1944. 
Pilgrim: Occupation of Canary Islands. 
•Punishment: German bombing of Belgrade. 
Round-up: Liberation of France, 1943 (subsequently changed to 

Overlord). 
Scorcher : Defence of Crete. 
•Sea Lion: German plan for invasion of Britain. 
Supercharge: Relief of Australians in Tobruk. 
Super-Gymnast: Anglo-American occupation of French North Africa. 
Tiger : Passage of part of convoy W.S.8 through the Mediterranean. 
Torch: Anglo-American operations against French North Africa. 
Truncheon: Combined raid on Leghorn. 
Whipcord: Plan for invasion of Sicily. 
Workshop: Capture of Pantelleria. 

APPENDIX C 

PRIME MINISTER’S PERSONAL MINUTES AND 
TELEGRAMS 

1 Jan. 4» 

January-June 1941 

JANUARY 

Prime Minister to Sir Edward Bridges, General Ismay, 

and Mr. Seal . . 
With the beginning of the New Year a new intense ™vc must °cf 

made to secure greater secrecy in all matters rclat.ng to the conduct ot 
5hc war, and the following points should have your attention. 

—.sss Servicematters. Probably a new set of posters ,s rcqu.rcd to attract 

“T'Renewal of the orders which were then issued to all departments. 
3' Severe further restrictions on the drcu'ation of secret pape n 

cially those relating to asked to sXmi, proposals for 
policy, etc. Every d.ePa"^P'^'Vh.s is all the more important on 

of Government departments 

"1 lock. i. .0 b. enforced fo, .11 d— 
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of a secret character. Ministers and their private secretaries should have 
snap-lock boxes on their desks, and should never leave confidential 
documents in trays when they are out of the room. 

5. Boxes should always be snapped to when not immediately in use. 
Access to rooms in which confidential secretaries and Ministers arc 
working should be restricted wherever possible, and ante-rooms pro¬ 
vided into which visitors can be shown. 

6. A small red star label should be devised to be placed on most secret 
papers—i.e., those dealing with operations and the strength of the armed 
forces. It is not necessary for all the private secretaries in the office to 
read these starred documents. They should always be circulated in 
locked boxes, and transferred immediately to other locked boxes for my 
use and for the use of Ministers. 

7. A restriction of telegrams relating to future operations is to be 
made. Sometimes lately I have received an account of future operations 
where the name of the place is mentioned as well as its future code-word. 
This happened in the case of "Influx" yesterday. All such documents 
which contain the name of the place and the code-word should be col¬ 
lected and either destroyed by fire or put in a safe. 

8. Ministers should be requested to restrict as far as possible the circle 
within which it is necessary to discuss secret matters.' It is not necessary 
for Parliamentary Private Secretaries (unless Privy Councillors) to be 
informed more than is necessary for the discharge of their Parliamentary 
and political duties. 

9. We are having trouble through the activities of foreign corre¬ 
spondents of both sexes. The disclosures of Engel published in to-day’s 
papers are a capital example. Proposals should be made for restricting 
the facilities accorded to them in obtaining confidential information. It 
must be remembered that everything said to the American Press is 
instantly communicated to Germany, and that we have no redress. 

10. The wide circulation of Intelligence Reports and the general 
tendency to multiply reports of all kinds must be curtailed. Each depart¬ 
ment connected with the war should be asked to submit a report showing 
what further restrictions and curtailments they propose to introduce in 
the New Year. Some time ago the late Cabinet decided that Ministers 
not in the War Cabinet should submit beforehand speeches on the war, 
or references in speeches to the war, to the Minister of Information! 
This has apparently fallen into disuse. Let me have a report as to what is 
happening. A more convenient method might be that Ministers wishing 
to refer to these subjects should consult General Ismay as representing 
the Minister of Defence beforehand. No officials who have, for instance, 
been on missions abroad should make public statements concerning their 
work without previous Ministerial approval. 

11. I have already dealt with the circulation of secret information to 
friendly Attaches, and we have restricted the character of the informa- 

f'°nj .This Process should continue—the bulk of the documents circu¬ 
lated being made up by interesting padding such as might well appear in 
the newspapers. 

12. The newspapers repeatedly publish—mostly with innocent inten- 
tions—-facts about the war and policy which are detrimental. Where 

these have not been censored beforehand a complaint should be made 
afterwards m every case. The Ministry of Information should report 
what they are doing. F t 

Pray consider all these matters and let me know of any others that 
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occur to you, and advise me on how these points are to be made, and 
through what channels, to the various authorities affected. 

Prime Minister to Colonel Jacob 3 Jan. 41 

I presume that this [German] corps will be most carefully scrubbed 
and re-scrubbed to make sure no Nazi cells develop in it. I am very 
much in favour of recruiting friendly Germans and keeping them under 
strict discipline, instead of remaining useless in concentration camps, but 
we must be doubly careful we do not get any of the wrong breed. 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 3 Jan. 41 

(Copies sent to Minister of Supply and Minister of Shipping.) 
1 was greatly distressed at the loss of the cargo of the City of Bedford. 

It is the heaviest munitions loss we have sustained. Seven and a half 
million cartridges is a grievous blow. It would be better to disperse these 
cargoes among more ships. 

2. I presume you have inquired into the causes of this collision, and of 
the two in-coming, out-going convoys being routed so close together. I 
must again emphasise the gravity of the loss. 

Prime Minister to Sir Edward Bridges 4 Jan* 4* 

Let me have a list of all committees of a Ministerial character forming 
part of the Central Government, with any offshoots there may be. 

2. Ask each department to furnish a list of all the committees of a 
departmental nature which exist at the present time. 

3. This information is the prelude to a New Year’s effort to cut down 

the number of such committees. 

Prime Minister to Sir Edward Bridges 4 J«n* 4* 
The Committee on War Aims has largely completed its work in the 

draft statement which it has drawn up, and which should now be circu¬ 
lated to the Cabinet. In any case, war aims is quite a different matter 
from the reconstruction of this country, which is entrusted to the Minis 
ter without Portfolio. ... We must be very careful not to allow these 
remote post-war problems to absorb energy which is required, maybe for 

several years, for the prosecution of the war. 

PrirnTMinister^to General Ismay. for General Loch 4 Jan- 

In'fhTphoto-electric [P.E.] fuze* the greatest interest attaches to 

that weather. ^ sscd to the full, both in the 
2. Is this hlSh^'' ' Research Traimnc sphere ? Are the officers con- 

manufacture and in the Res dive-bombing was the original 

cerned fully‘“ay Jdl £acKd both by P.E. and A.D.. but the 

emphasis must^nowbe 'placed upon high-altitude work. 

•P.E.: an early type of proximity fuze. 
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3. This also applies to the A.D. fuze firing the aerial mines at the 
highest altitudes of all. It is in this direction that the highest tactical and 
operational results will be achieved.* 

Prime Minister to Home Secretary and Minister of Health 4 Jan. 41 

What happens in the case where a shelter is not safe, but is neverthe¬ 
less occupied, as many arc? The ruling should be, I think, that every 
shelter that is occupied, whether safe or not, must be under the respon¬ 
sibility of the Minister of Health for its internal arrangements, and that 
there should be no distinction between approved and unapproved shel¬ 
ters. The Minister of Health must act wherever the shelter is used. On 
the other hand, as shelter accommodation increases and improves the 
Minister of Home Security would naturally be closing down the most 
unsafe ones. 

Pray let me know that this view is correct. 

Prime Minister to S. of S. for Foreign Affairs and 5 Jan. 41 
Minister for Economic Warfare 

My message to Italy was deliberately designed to separate the Italian Eeople from the Fascist regime and from Mussolini; and now that 
ranee is out of the war I certainly intend to talk rather more about the 

Nazis and rather less about the Germans. Wc must not let our vision be 
darkened by hatred or obscured by sentiment. 

A much more fruitful line is to try to separate the Prussians from the 
South Germans. I do not remember that the word "Prussia" has been 
used much lately. The expressions to which I attach importance and 
intend to give emphasis are "Nazi tyranny" and "Prussian militarism". 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to Minister for Works and Buildings 6 Jan. 41 
(Minister of Health to sec.) 
The great increase in the destruction and damage to house property 

makes it all the more necessary that you should regard emergency first- 
aid work to buildings slightly damaged as the most important task. 
Please let me have a weekly report of what you are doing in this respect. 
I continue to see great numbers of houses where the walls and roofs arc 
all right, but the windows have not been repaired, and which arc conse¬ 
quently uninhabitable. At present I regard this as your No. 1 war task. 
Do not let spacious plans for a new world divert your energies from 
saving what is left of the old. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 11 Jan. 41 

You spoke to me the other day about the length of telegrams. I feel 
that this is an evil which ought to be checked. Ministers and Ambassa¬ 
dors abroad seem to think that the bigger the volume of their reports 
home the better is their task discharged. All kinds of gossip and rumours 
are sent, regardless of credibility. The idea seems to be to keep up a con¬ 
tinued chat which no one ever tries to shorten. I suggest that you should 
issue a general injunction, but that in addition telegrams which are 
unduly verbose or trivial should be criticised as such, and their authors 
told ‘this telegram was needlessly long". It is sheer laziness not com¬ 
pressing thought into a reasonable space. I try to read all these telegrams 
and I think the volume grows from day to day. b * 

Please let me know what can be done. 

•A.D.: a rocket and parachute device for use against aircraft. 
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Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War and 12 Jan. 41 
C.I.G.S. 

The mechanisation of the Cavalry Division in Palestine is a distressing 
story. These troops have been carried out with their horses and main¬ 
tained at great expense in the Middle East since the early months of the 
war. Several months ago it was decided by the War Office that they 
should be mechanised. I gladly approved. Now I learn, as the result of 
one of my own inquiries, that nothing has been done about this, that the 
whole division is to be carted back again home—presumably without 
their horses—and that this is not to begin until June 1. After that there 
will be a further seven or eight months before they will be of any use. 
Thus 8,500 officers and men, including some of our finest Regular and 
Yeomanry regiments, will, except for security work, have been kept out 
of action at immense expense for two years and five months of war. 

2. Let me have a calculation of the cost involved in: 

(a) Sending these troops to the Middle East. 
(b) Maintaining them with rations, pay, and allowances from the 

beginning of the war to the beginning of March 1942. 
(c) Transporting them home again. 

3. There must be many better uses to which these troops could be put 
in the Middle East. Having regard to their high intrinsic quality, they 
should very quickly acquire new additional training. It is not necessary 
that the organisation and establishment should follow exactly the same 
patterns approved for mechanised or armoured formations at home. 1 he 
establishments of the independent motorised brigade groups here might 
be more suitable than those of a division. The Household Cavity in the 
spring of 19*8 or autumn of 1917 were very rapidly converted into a 
machine-gun regiment, and achieved their training in a couple of 
months a8t Elaples. I cannot understand why the Cavalry Division 
$oukl not train in Palestine, where at any rate they count as local 
security troops. One would have thought it was the very country. 

4 Some of the captured Italian tank equipment might be taken ove 

by4thcsc highly competent Regular or quasi-Regular uni,s A',7r" ' ^ 
or in partial substitute, we have a good supply of Brcn-gun carriers, 20 

Prime Minister to Secretary of ^ £aft‘be of the" present 
Must the operational reports the My dl^ ncccssary to describe 

inordinate length andf • * every ^individual raid of a dozen aircraft over 

Senenem/s aiinesPaPn2 enc"pher^nd decipher all this at each end, 

cable it, thus congesting the lines. 
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I suggest that the average weekly wordage of these routine telegrams 
should be calculated for the last two months and Air Marshal Longmorc 
asked to reduce them to, say, one-third their present length. 

The Foreign Office are also asking for condensation of their messages. 

Prime Minister to Home Secretary 12 Jan. 41 

This kind of propaganda* ought not to be allowed, as it is directly 
contrary to the will of Parliament, and hampers the maintenance of 
resistance to the enemy. I do not see why if Mosley is confined sub¬ 
versives and Communists should not be equally confined. The law and 
the regulations ought to be enforced against those who hamper our war 

effort, whether from the extreme Right or the extreme Left. That is the 
position which the Conservative Party adopt, and I think it is a very 
strong one, and one of which the country as a whole would approve. I 
know it is your wish to enforce an even justice, and if you bring the 
matter before the Cabinet I am sure you will receive full support. 
"Sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander”! 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. 13 Jan. 41 
Committee 

I do not think it would be wise to attack these smaller islands of the 
Dodecanese. They are no use in themselves; they are not necessary for 
the attack upon the larger islands now that we hold Crete. Stirring up 
this quarter will put the enemy on their guard, and will bring about the 
disagreement between Greece and Turkey, which has become only too 
apparent as we have explored tentatively this subject. The Defence 
Committee have not approved these operations. 

Prime Minister to Dominions Secretary 17 Jan. 41 

I have read these two documents, which do not seem to me to add very 
much to what we already know or what is obvious in the existing South¬ 
ern Irish situation. The strategic position has been repeatedly examined, 
and the Admiralty have a paper on the urgent need for the Irish bases, as 
well as for airfields on the south and west coasts. I am asking General 
Ismay to see that this information is placed before you. 

I do not consider that it is at present true to say that possession of 
these bases is vital to our survival. The lack of them is a grievous injury 
and impediment to us. More than that it would not at present be true to 
say. I could not, however, give the assurance suggested by Mr. Dillon 
that in no circumstances should we "violate Irish neutrality”. I do not 
personally recognise Irish neutrality as a legal act. Southern Ireland 
having repudiated the Treaty, and we not having recognised Southern 
Ireland as a sovereign State, that country is now in an anomalous posi¬ 
tion. Should the danger to our war effort through the denial of the Irish 
bases threaten to become mortal, which is not the case at present we 
should have to act in accordance with our own self-preservation and that 
of our Cause. Meanwhile the policy which we recently decided on should 
be carried out as you are doing, and the influence of the United States 

must be invoked by every means open to us. It is possible that Mr Hop¬ 
kins with whom I have had long talks, will himself visit Ireland ’ and I 
am of opinion that his visit might be useful. I do not think the time is 
ripe yet for you to visit Ireland unless you receive a direct invitation 
from Mr. de Valera. It would be better to see how the economic and 

•Communist circular addressed to all active working men and women. 
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shipping pressures work. At any time the slow movements of events in 
Ireland may be violently interrupted by a German descent, in which case 
with or without an invitation we should have to go to turn out the in¬ 
vaders. For the present therefore I see no policy other than the one we 
have recently adopted. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 18 Jan. 41 

If you approve I should like Livorno to be called in the English— 
Leghorn; and Istanbul in English—Constantinople. Of course, when 
speaking or writing Turkish we can use the Turkish name; and if at any 
time you are conversing agreeably with Mussolini in Italian Livorno 
would be correct. 

And why is Siam buried under the name of Thailand? 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to General Jsmay, for C.O.S. Committee 19 Jan. 41 
and Home Secretary 

Many and increasing indications point to the early use of gas against 
us. The armed forces have been kept fully abreast of these possibilities, 
and are accustomed to use their masks and eye-shields. It would be well 
however to issue renewed instructions to all commands, and also to con¬ 
sider whether any new filter is required for possible new toxic gases. 

Let me have a report on this (one page). 
2 Hut what is the condition of the gas masks in the hands ot the civil 

population? Have they been overhauled regularly? Very few people 
carry masks nowadays. Is there any active system of gas training. It 
appears that the whole of this has become extremely urgent. Let me 
have an early report of the present position and what is being done to 
bring it up to full efficiency. This report should also cover the decon¬ 

tamination system, and staffs. „«Wc. 
1 Finally, it is important that nothing should appear in the nc'vs 

papers, or be spoken on the B.B.C which suggests 'hat we are mak.nga 

fuss about anti-gas arrangements, because the ^^honhm l am of 
part of his excuse, saying that we arc about to use it on him. I am o 
opinion nevertheless that a nation-wide effort must be made. 

Prime Minister to Commander-in-Chief Home Forces 

How would you propose to deal with a limited number o ar 

mmmm 
"tyK'^ase"^'me ffi what would be your plan. 

Prime Minister to Lord President of the Council weeks ^ve been 

I see that deliveries of coal toJLondon duri _g^ Mjncs Department’s 

running at 250,000 tons P^ ^cek l PP th;re will‘be a shortage unless 
estimates of requii^ents are correct until the end of March. 

410,000 tons a week are demere e with the estimates of the 

I should be glad to k.n<>'VJh^hat steps you propose to take to increase 

^!^^Xnmquned amount. I^nd it hard to understand »h> 
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deliveries by rail during the last three months should have fallen to only 
three-fifths of last year’s figure. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Health 21 Jan. 41 

Is it not possible to reduce more rapidly the number of homeless 
people in the London rest centres? I am hoping that this week will show 
that they have practically all been dispersed. One cannot tell when 
another heavy attack may not be made upon us, and a quiet week should 
be a precious gain. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee 22 Jan. 41 

I should like to feel sure that the Chiefs of Staff have carefully con¬ 
sidered whether this operation against the Lofoten Islands is likely to stir 
up the Norwegian coast and lead to reinforcements of the German forces 
in the peninsula. It seems to me that as the attack is on islands, and 
obviously connected with blockade measures, this danger is obviated. 
There would be no need to go on to the mainland, as I understand the 
operation. 

Pray advise me.* 

Prime Minister to C.A.S., First Sea Lord, and Fifth 23 Jan. 41 
Sea Lord 

(Copy sent to First Lord and Secretary of State for Air.) 
I wish to draw your attention to the prime importance of arranging as 

speedily as possible for a dozen or more Grumman Martletts or con¬ 
verted Brewsters being embarked upon aircraft-carriers operating in the 
Mediterranean. I have pressed for this for some time, and now the 
C.-in-C. Mediterranean, 824, says quite definitely that “Fulmars are 
really not fast enough". It is absolutely necessary to have a compara¬ 
tively small number of really fast fighter aircraft on our carriers. Without 
these the entire movement of our ships is hampered. I am well aware of 
the difficulties of non-folding wings, absence of arresting hooks, etc., but 
I cannot easily believe that they cannot be solved before April. 

I beg that you will give your earnest consideration to ante-dating this. 
Even if only a small number could be supplied you would gain an im¬ 
portant relief and advantage. Surely a few dozen could be converted to 
folding wings by hand-labour as a special job. 

I am not satisfied that the urgency and significance of this compara¬ 
tively small change is realised. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Supply 23 Jan. 41 

Rifles (New). Since August the production of rifles has fallen off* as 
follows: 

August.9,586 
September . . . . .8,320 September 
October . 
November 
December 

7.545 
4.3^3 
4.743 + 

•A highly successful raid was carried out in the Lofoten Islands, in Northern 
Norway, on March 4, 1941, by two Commandos. Important enemy supplies 
and much shipping were destroyed, 200 German prisoners taken, and 314 
Norwegian volunteers brought safely out. 

In a second raid, carried out on December 26, the port was again occupied 
temporarily by our forces. 

t Mainly from existing stocks of component parts. 
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I understand that this fall is due to raids on Small Heath, Birmingham, 
which completely stopped production. Pray inform me what progress 
has been made towards resuming production. 

2. A. A. Mountings, 3.7-inch. Production of 3.7-inch A.A. mountings, 
which control the assembly of equipment, was at the rate of about eighty 
per month in September, October, and November. In December how¬ 
ever it was down to 67 per cent, which I am informed is a repercussion 
of the raids on Birmingham and Coventry. How will the forecasts of 
deliveries be affected? 

Prime Minister to General Ismay,for C.O.S. Committee 26 Jan. 41 

I was much concerned when I visited Dover on Friday to find the slow 
and halting progress in the installation of the latest and best batteries. 

(1) Some guns which are ready-mounted cannot be brought into 
action because ancillary material, such as sights and control instruments, 
has not been delivered. A suggestion of the Controller indicated that 
these guns could be brought into action quickly by the intelligent im¬ 
provisation of simple means of control, workable, although not so tech¬ 
nically satisfying as those to be supplied eventually. 

(2) Some guns cannot be completed for action owing to delay in the 
work involved in anchoring the mountings, reasons given for this being 
lack of shuttering timbers for concreting, inefficient labour, and the 
weather. , . 

As regards (1), the attached Progress Report shows the situation, and 
it is difficult to escape the conclusion that there is a lack of initiative on 
the spot when such a bald statement as "No dates given for delivery is 

accepted. 
As regards (2), the lack of the necessary facilities for progress seems to 

demand some immediate action, while the labour position might he 
referred to the Ministry of Labour. . . 

I was informed that all the causes of delay had been reported through 
the "usual channels”, but as far as those on the spot were aware nothing 
very much seems to have happened. It would seem be»t therefore to 
start from the other end of the "usual channels and sound backwards to 
find where the delay in dealing with the matter has occurred. 

I gathered from Admiral Ramsay that in his opinion the lack of drive 
behind this work was due to the fact that no one senior officer seemed to 
regard the whole matter as his personal interest, although several, some 
what less senior, were active in their own particular spheres. 

The Controller said that he could deal with the two points raise' 

deficiencies in ammunition-^., shortage of 
cartridges—but the report of this too seems to be grounded in miu 

"The completion of these batteries is of the utmost urgency and I 
request the Chiefs of Staff to give all the necessary instructions and 
call for a weekly report to be forwarded to me. 

Prime Minister to Dominions Secretary 

I agree with the general line of your taIk ^ fo^ and/or ffie reasons 
in no circumstances give the guarantee asked for, and for the 

you state. 

tion to enter the war we would ot course 11jVhThem *U 

«- - 
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fied we do not wish them to have further arms, and certainly will not give 
them ourselves. 

The concession about Lough Swilly is important and shows the way 
things arc moving. No attempt should be made to conceal from Mr. de 
Valera the depth and intensity of feeling against the policy of Irish 
neutrality. We have tolerated and acquiesced in it, but juridically we 
have never recognised that Southern Ireland is an independent sovereign 
State, and she herself has repudiated Dominion status. Her inter¬ 
national status is undefined and anomalous. Should the present situation 
last till the end of the war, which is unlikely, a gulf will have opened 
between Northern and Southern Ireland which it will be impossible to 
bridge in this generation. 

FEBRUARY 

Prime Minister to Minister of Economic Warfare 1 Feb. 41 

(Copies to Chancellor of the Exchequer, Minister of Supply.) 
You have no doubt been considering what we can do to prevent Ger¬ 

many obtaining supplies of copper, in view of the fact that although she 
may be able to substitute aluminium she may well become subject to a 
severe stringency in the two metals taken together. 

I understand that considerable excess capacity exists in the South 
American copper-mines. I am told that we have no evidence that copper 
has proceeded from South America to Germany, but that last year South 
America exported about 70,000 tons to Russia and 150,000 tons to 
Japan, whose stocks are estimated at a year's consumption. As soon as 
Germany exhausts her stocks it is obvious that she will make every effort 
to obtain South American copper, and it is vital to take measures in ad¬ 
vance to prevent Japan and Russia building stocks and to prevent 
Germany obtaining access to the surplus capacity which exists in Chile. 

Apparently we are importing about 600,000 tons of copper from 
Canada, Rhodesia, South Africa, and the Belgian Congo. As these 
sources arc under our control we should be able to divert purchases to 
South America without danger that Germany would obtain supplies 
from the sources we gave up. 

I understand that you have been giving consideration to this problem, 
and that the 1 reasury is doubtful if the expenditure of dollars on pre¬ 
emptive purchase is justifiable. Will you let me have a report on vour 
plans ? 

Prime Minister to General Ismayjor C.O.S. Committee 2 Feb. 41 

“Marie" [Jibouti] might be an operation of the greatest value. The 
Senegalese should not be sent into Abyssinia, but should be kept till the 
Foreign Legion battalion arrives. Where would they be kept, and how? 

One must consider that at any moment Wcygand might move our way, 
in which case the I-rce hrcnch troops could go into Jibouti to animate the 
converted garrison, and even begin operations against the Italians 

Another favourable situation might be reached if, as a consequence of 
our advance in Eritrea, the British forces were able to get into touch with 
the French colony at Jibouti. Anyhow, with these favourable possi¬ 
bilities in the wind it would be a great pity not to keep our Free French 
force in hand. As for the political consequences, they can only be judged 
a few days before launching operations. s 
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Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 4 Feb. 41 

Please see The Times of February 4. Is it really true that a seven-mile 
cross-country run is enforced upon all in this division, from generals to 
privates ? Does the Army Council think this a good idea ? It looks to me 
rather excessive. A colonel or a general ought not to exhaust himself in 
trying to compete with young boys running across country seven miles 
at a time. The duty of officers is no doubt to keep themselves fit, but 
still more to think for their men, and to take decisions affecting their 
safety or comfort. Who is the general of this division, and does he run 
the seven miles himself? If so, he may be more useful for football than 
war. Could Napoleon have run seven miles across country at Austerlitz? 
Perhaps it was the other fellow he made run. In my experience, based on 
many years’ observation, officers with high athletic qualifications are not 
usually successful in the higher ranks. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for Secretary of 

State for War and C.I.G.S. 

4 Feb. 41 

(Copy to C.-in-C. Home Forces.) 
The statement that one division could not be transferred from Great 

Britain to Ireland in less than eleven days, no matter how great the emer¬ 
gency nor how careful the previous preparations, is one which deserves 
your earnest attention. When we remember the enormous numbers 
which were moved from Dunkirk to Dover and the Thames last May 
under continued enemy attack it is clear that the movement of personnel 
cannot be the limiting factor. The problem is therefore one of the move¬ 
ment of the artillery and vehicles. This surely deserves special study. 
Let me sec the exact programme which occupies the eleven days, show¬ 
ing the order in which men, guns, and vehicles will embark. T his *ou d 
show perhaps that, say, nine-tenths of the d.v.sion might come into 
action in much less than eleven days. Or, again, a portion of.the mech 
anical transport, stores, and even some of the artillery, including_Bren- 
m,n carriers, might be found from reserves in this country and sent to 
Ireland in advance, where they would be none the less a reserve for us, 
assuming no need in Ireland arose. Surely now that wci have thes «*£ 

JS3£ se saszssi -Si - 
German divisions, twoof which were armouredand one of 

sptSfSiiii 
Sf'the'chief^of'1Staff1Commirtec'that it would take thirty days to land 

one British division unopposed alongside ‘^g^J^Germans under 

ianded'riies^vast numbers of Germans on our beaches so swiftly and 
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enabled whole armoured divisions and motorised troops to come into 
full action in forty-eight hours? 

Evidently it would be wiser to keep open the option of moving this 
division as long as possible, and in order to do this we must have the best 
plan worked out to bring the largest possible portion of the division into 
action in Ireland in the shortest possible time. I am not prepared to 
approve the transfer of the division until this inquiry has been made. 
There must be an effort to reconcile the evident discrepancies as between 
what we assume the enemy can do and what in fact we can do ourselves. 

Prime Minister to Home Secretary 5 Feb. 41 

I think it would be wrong to use soldiers or men of military age for 
smoke-protection purposes. You ought to try to do your best with over¬ 
age volunteers, or women or young persons. Pressure upon effective 
man-power will be very heavy in the near future. I could not support 
your claim to the War Office as at present advised. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 5 Feb. 41 
A number of convoys with most important munitions cargoes arc now 

approaching. I know what your stresses are, and I feel sure you will 
make every effort possible. 

2. We have now the gift announced of 250,000 more rifles and 50 
million rounds—.300. To get this here quickly and safely is a prime 
object. Pray go into the matter with others concerned and let me know 
what is possible. I cannot bear to see more than 50,000 rifles or 10 
million rounds in any one ship. Less if possible. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Agriculture 6 Feb. 41 

1 observe that you fear that anything up to 500.000 tons of Northern 
Ireland potatoes may have to be destroyed as unsaleable, the heavy 
decline in pig population having limited the stock-feeding outlet. 

I notice that you held out hopes to the fifth meeting of the Food Policy 
Committee, but only gave definite proposals in regard to 200,000 tons, 
which only goes half-way to meet the problem. 

It seems a great pity that there should have been this great reduction in 
the number ot pigs owing to the fear of shortage of feeding stuffs, if there 
really is this arge surplus. I trust that some way will be found of 
utilising it. We cannot afford in these days to throw away hundreds of 
thousands of tons of edible material. 

Prime Minister to C.A.S. 6 peb 4I 

Some time ago we asked Greece to prepare airfields for fourteen 
squadrons, and th.s work is still going on. Then, after various inter¬ 
changes, you proposed sending ten squadrons to Turkev, which the 
I urks have not yet accepted, but which they mav accept. The President 
has cut short his journey on my message. Suppose they do accept, and 
after that Greece demands further aid beyond the five squadrons 
allotted, what are you going to do? Iam afraid you have got to look at 
this very seriously. I am in it with you up to the neck. But have we not 
in tact Promised to sell the same pig to two customers ? We might have a 
legal quibble about the word "promise”, but I think we have got to look 
into this matter rather more deeply than that. Let me know what you 
feel about it and what you think can be done 5 

haul°on!n8 WaS Sa'd ab°Ut time °r priorit>- 50 we have ^at to veer and 
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(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to Minister of Shipping 11 Feb. 41 

Is it true that the steamship New Toronto, which arrived at Liverpool, 
was ordered to proceed north-about to London, and is it true that this 
order was only cancelled as a result of the protest of the captain, who 
pointed out the enormous value of the cargo, which contained, inter alia, 
19,677 sub-machine guns and 2,456,000 cartridges ? The arrival of these 
ships with large consignments of invaluable munitions ought to receive 
your personal attention in every case. 

Pray give me a report. I attach my copy of the expected arrivals, on 
which I always follow the movements of these important cargoes. The 
ship referred to is on page 5. 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 12 Feb. 41 

I should be glad to have a report every three days on the state of the 
Furious. Night and day work is required to fit her for her duties, which 
are of the highest urgency. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Office 12 Feb. 41 

We have made Weygand great offers, to which we have had no reply. 
It is clear that he will be actuated only by forces set in motion by pressure 
of Nazis on Vichy. Our attitude at the present time should not be one of 
appeal to him. Until he has answered through some channel or other the 
telegram I sent him he ought not to be given supplies. Not one scrap 0 
nobility or courage has been shown by these people so far, and they had 
better go on short commons till they come to their senses. 

The policy of occasional blockade should be enforced as naval means 

are available. 

^Prime1 Minister ^to General Ismay and Sir E. Bridges 12 Feb. 41 

I see a new marking [on telegrams], “Officers Only”. I do not think 
this is suitable, considering how many people who are 
be privy to the most secret matters. I should like to know the reason 
which have led up to starting this, but at present I am entirely uncon¬ 

vinced that it should continue. 

Prime Minister to Lord President of the Council 12 FJb *' 

There is too much truth in what Dr. Burg.n says [in letter of com- 

SairriSsS 
sSEttirv- -— 
justice he alleges ? Feb. 41 

Prime Minister to Minister of Supply, for Import 
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can be fitted in by displacing others, but the guns and vehicles will 
require extra ships. I am told that eight mechanical transport ships will 
be wanted over and above those required to carry the 450 vehicles which 
the War Office already wish to send in the convoy. 

I understand that loading would have to start about February 21 if 
these ships are to arrive in Egypt at the same time or shortly after the 
convoy. Pray consider how these eight ships could be found, and let me 
have a report of what can be done and at what cost in imports, but take no 
action in the meanwhile. 

Prime Minister to A.C.I.G.S. 15 Feb. 41 

From your account one would think that everything was going on 
splendidly, and that no ground for complaint existed [about the Dover 
defences]. Hut this was certainly not the opinion of the responsible 
officers I met on the spot. I was distressed by the vigour of their com¬ 
plaints, and the evident feeling behind them. Let me have a report each 
week from the Commander of the Corps Coast Artillery, and let it pass 
through your office, with any comments you may wish to make. 

Prime Minister to Sir Eduard Bridges 15 Feb. 41 

(Circulate to War Cabinet and Service Ministers only, by my special 
directions.) 

We went through all this [vulnerability of Whitehall to air attack] last 
September, and came to the conclusion that we could fight it out in 
London. Meanwhile many improvements have been made, although the 
buildings are far from secure. The difficulties of moving are very great 
indeed, but certainly the alternative citadels should be brought to a live 
state of readiness by March 1. I have been concerned that there is no 
kind of protection for G.H.Q. Home Forces except that afforded by the 
fairly strong structure of the building in which they live. 

How many bombs have been thrown within a thousand yards of the 
Central War Room ? I do not myself agree that no serious attempt has 
been made, but we should certainly be prepared for a new assault with 
2,000- and even 5,000-pound bombs. 

More speed and energy should be put into covering G.H.Q. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Economic Warfare 16 Feb. 41 

(Minister of Information to see.) 
I agree about co-ordinated leaflets [for propaganda in France and 

Belgium], but all depends upon an intimate liaison between you and the 
Ministry of Information on the one hand and de Gaulle on the other 
,.c must not tie dc Gaulle up too tightly. We have never received the 

slightest good treatment or even courtesy from Vichy, and the Free 
I* rench movement remains our dominant policy. I am sure if vou con¬ 
sult with de Gaulle or his people all will be satisfactory. I think he is 
much the best Frenchman now in the arena, and I want liim taken care of 
as much as possible. 

(Action this Day) 

y”™* Minister to Secretary of State for War and 17 Feb. 41 

I do not think it is desirable to move this division [to Northern Ire¬ 
land] especially in view of the possibilities of our sending the 50th away 

2. Meanwhile plans should be worked out to procure the necessary 
acceleration should a move become indispensable. These plans should 
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include: (a) A reconsideration of the Admiralty objections to using the 
Mersey as well as the Clyde. Are there no smaller ports from which 
embarkation could be made ? (b) Would it not be possible to arrange the 
move on the basis of a precautionary period of four days in which addi¬ 
tional M.T. ships could be assembled ? (c) The objections about moving 
part of the vehicles deserve further study. For instance, the troops 
might have issued to them an additional quantity of transport while in 
England to break it in, and then either this or the old could be sent to 
Ireland. I cannot believe that there is no floating reserve of transport 
capable of providing for such a small need as this. A little combing out 
and tightening up of the Mechanical Transport depots, Slough, etc., 
would certainly yield what is required. 

3. We must not be content with anything less than a saving of five 
days out of the eleven during which the division will be out of action on 
both sides of the Channel. This period must be shortened to six days, 
but a reasonable precautionary notice might be expected. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 17 Feb. 41 

I deeply regret the whole story of this fine body of men [the Cavalry 
Division in Palestine], and that the War Office can devise nothing better 
than to bring them all home in June to begin a training which will keep 
them so long out of effective action. 

What exactly docs the C.I.G.S. mean by “late autumn”? 
Meanwhile the division will have to render whatever service is neces¬ 

sary in guarding the Suez Canal, maintaining order, etc., or, if necessary, 
escorting prisoners, so as to liberate British battalions for active service. 

The 1 st Cavalry Division was redesignated 10th Armoured Division 
on July 23, 1941, but it did not appear in the field for a long time. Its 
tanks were taken from it during the spring of 1942 to replace the battle 
losses of the 1st and 7th Armoured Divisions. In August 1942 ,ts Head¬ 
quarters and one brigade (8th) went up to the front and took part in the 
battle of Alam Haifa. The other brigade (9th) came up ater and was 
attached to the New Zealand Division, taking part in the Alamein battle 

Prime Minister to General Ismay x7 41 
What are the arrangements in British Columbia for dealing with t c 

Japanese colony there should Japan attack? The matterIS of.course fo 
the Canadian Government, but it would be interesting to know whether 

adequate forces are available in that part °f ,hc ^o^^Tnanese showed 
years ago, when there were anti-Japanese riots the J^"****™^ 
themselves so strong and so well organised as to be able to P 

control. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Office * ' 
I regard these developments [about appointment of Adnunrt Dar 

as successor to MarshalRetain] withh woC/d have been 

The emphasis should be somewhat shifted. 
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Prime Minister to Sir Alexander Cadogan 17 Feb. 41 

Please draw attention again to Mr. Eden’s injunction against the 
length of telegrams sent to the Foreign Office by their representatives 
abroad. 

The zeal and efficiency of a diplomatic representative is measured by 
the quality and not by the quantity of the information he supplies. He 
is expected to do a good deal of filtering for himself, and not simply 
to pour out upon us over these congested wires all the contradictory 
gossip which he hears. So much is sent that no true picture can be 
obtained. One cannot see the wood for the trees. There is no harm in 
sending “background” on by bag. 

Prime Minister to C.O.S. Committee, Secretary of State 17 Feb. 41 
for War, and V.C.I.G.S. 

The term “division” must not become a stumbling-block. A division 
is a tactical unit of all arms for use in its integrity against the enemy. 
Divisions arc joined together to form corps, armies, and groups of armies, 
with appropriate troops for the larger formations. These characteristics 
do not arise where there is no prospect of using a division in its integrity, 
or as a part of a larger formation. Although for administrative purposes a 
divisional command may be bestowed upon a number of troops equal to 
a division, who have special duties assigned to them, this should not 
mislead us. 

2. We speak, for instance, of a “division” in Iceland, but it would be 
absurd to treat this division as similar to those which would operate 
against the Germans. We now know what this division has got to do, and 
how it is distributed. It is divided into the garrisons of several posts at 
landing-places in a considerable country, and no doubt should have a 
number of mobile columns which can rapidly proceed to any threatened 
spot. Its artillery and extra divisional troops and lines of communication 
services should be organised and accounted for on a scale suited to the 
actual task of these troops in Iceland. It should properly be called “the 
Iceland Force”, and would in no way resemble the conventional estab¬ 
lishment of a division. It might want more of one thing and less of 
another. 

3. The African Colonial divisions ought not surelv to be called 
divisions at all. No one contemplates them standing in the line against a 
European army. They comprise a large body of West and East African 
riflemen organised in battalions, and here and there, largely for adminis¬ 
trative purposes in brigades. We can now expect that the Italians will in 
a few months be liquidated in North-East Africa. What enemv then will 
oppose these three African Colonial divisions ? Anvonc who knows these 
vast countries can see that these African “divisions” will be distributed 
m small posts and garrisons, with a number of mobile columns com¬ 
prising armoured cars etc. The idea of their being supplied with 
divisional and corps artillery, together with a share of the lines of com¬ 
munication troops on the British scale, is not sensible. They cannot be 
used so far north as Libya on account of the cold. We cannot contem¬ 
plate holding down Abyssinia once it has been “liberated”. Indeed one 

Nf0rth;East Africa returning very rapidly ,o peace- 
time conditions. Therefore I cannot accept these three African Colonial 
divisions as such. They are, indeed, only miscellaneous units of the 
African Defence Force. 
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Prime Minister to V.C.I.G.S. and Director of 17 Feb. 41 
Military Operations 

General Wavell has thirty-one British Regular battalions, of which, as 
far as I can make out, only about fifteen are incorporated in divisional 
formations. Pray correct me if I am wrong. It is indeed astonishing that 
he should be put to these straits to find a few battalions for Crete and 
Malta. If the West African Brigade were transferred from Kenya to 
Freetown two British battalions now degenerating there could come 
forward to the Nile Army. 

The use of three battalions to escort prisoners to India, the whole 
Yeomanry and Regular Cavalry Division unemployed in Palestine, large 
numbers of Australian troops for which we are told there is no equipment 
on the Regular scale of establishment, the Polish Brigade, the drafts 
awaiting incorporation in units which have not yet suffered any casualties 
—all these are large resources if ingeniously and economically used. 

Are there any British battalions in East Africa? 
Please give me your aid in the study of these aspects. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Transport 18 Feb. 41 

I am shocked to learn that those who had to take the decision to unload 
or divert the New Toronto were ignorant of the cargo which she carried, 
I always keep check myself personally of the approaching ships which are 
carrying large consignments of munitions. Do you not get these lists in 
good time, and do you not yourself personally watch over the fate of these 
vitally important cargoes ? If not, please make arrangements to do so, and 
report to me when these arrangements arc made and what they arc. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Labour and National 20 I cb. 4* 

Service 

(Copy to Minister of Supply.) . . , . ... ^ 
We are very short of ammunition. Production is held up entirely on 

account of filling, which in turn is held up on account of labour. With 
our present factories we could increase the ammunition output two-nnd- 
a-half-fold by mid-May if we could provide the labour to run them. 

The additional labour required is: 
By March 31 By Mid-May 

Skilled males 
Other males 
Females . 

340 
9,100 

22,500 

940 
20,100 

40,900 

Total (say) • • • 32.°°° 62'°°° 
Please inform me what difficulties stand in the way of pmv.d.ng this 

labour and what measures are being taken to overcome them. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Supply » Hnk'thl 

s h ip pin [^figures* more3 cl oset y ‘to™ hose onwhich plans for consumption 

*^UI'understand‘that im'port^of^te^durffigTheJast^scven mcintlisj'avc 
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finished tons. Would not the position be greatly relieved if some of this 
apparent excess of 1.3 million tons could be made available for con¬ 
sumption ? 

I see that imports of iron ore continue ahead of programme, while 
steel and other commodities lag behind. This seems strange in view of 
the shipping situation. 

Prime Minister to Secretary for Petroleum 21 Feb. 41 

The very low imports of oil previously reported for the week ended 
January 11 have remained low, amounting to only half what they were in 
January last year, and covering only half the consumption. 

I trust steps are being taken to draw as much oil as possible from 
America, thus avoiding the long haul from the Persian Gulf round the 
Cape. It should be possible to arrange with the American producers for 
their customers in the East to be supplied from the Persian Gulf, 
Burma, and the Netherlands East Indies in return for a corresponding 
amount of oil being delivered to us, some arrangement being made to 
retain goodwill. 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Canada 21 Feb. 41 

I was delighted to read your speech in the Canadian House of Com¬ 
mons on February 17. You arc quite right to prepare men’s minds for a 
coming shock of extreme severity. It is a comfort to think how much 
better prepared we are than in the autumn. 

Let me also tell you how encouraged everyone here was by the strong 
array of facts which you brought together when broadcasting on 
February 2. Your ships and planes arc doing great work here. The air 
training scheme is one of the major factors, and possibly the decisive 
factor, in the war. Your plans for the Army are of enormous help. I 
lunched with McNaughton last week, and had very good talks with him 
and his principal officers about the Canadian Corps. They lie in the key 
positions of our National Defence. The Secretary of State for War, who 
is with me now, wishes to endorse all this, and sends his kindest regards. 

What a pleasure it is to sec the whole Empire pulling as one man, and 
believe me, my friend, I understand the reasons for your success in 
marshalling the great war effort of Canada. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 22 Feb. 41 

The approved scale of the Army is 55 divisions plus 1 additional South 
African division, and minus, in my opinion. 3 African Colonial divisions; 
total tactical divisional units = 53, of which 11 are to be armoured. I see 
no reason to alter this target at the present time. 

2. During the next six months only 130,000 men are required by the 
Army, and the Minister of Labour is ready to supply 150,000. Would it 
not be prudent to take a decision governing the six months only, and 
review the position in four months’ time, when we shall know more of 
the scale and character of the fighting? 

3. Will you kindly give me your views upon the Minister of Labour's 
paper, and also some notes prepared for me by Professor Lindemann 
which are to be treated as private. I am very much inclined to a greater 
development of armoured divisions than we have now, but it is not 
necessary to take a decision at the present time, as tanks and tank guns 
not personnel, are the bottleneck. f>uns, 

4* y°Aim*y C°Unt °nJm1e to. susta>n the Army in every possible wav 
provided I am convinced that it will comb itself. P * * 
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Prime Minister to Sir A. Cadogan 23 Feb. 41 

All this goes to show that we should continue to give increasing sup¬ 
port to General de Gaulle. I cannot believe that the French nation will 
give their loyalty to anyone who reaches the head of the State because he 
is thought well of by the Germans. We should reason patiently with 
Washington against giving any food to unoccupied France or North 
Africa. For this purpose all the unsatisfactory feeling about the Vichy- 
Weygand scene should be in the hands of our Ambassador in Washing¬ 
ton. I am sure Darlan is an ambitious crook. His exposure and Wcy- 
gand’s weakness will both, as they become apparent, inure to the credit 
of dc Gaulle. 

Prime Minister to V.C.I.G.S. 25 Feb. 41 

Let me know what older guns they have in India now, and how many 
of each nature. I should like the new regiments which are forming out 
there to train on the 25-pounders, but actually to have available for local 
purposes enough of the older unconverted 18-pounders. I presume also 
that the old regiments of artillery in India not to be included in the 
artillery of the four divisions have also got their regular complement of 

Arc there any reserves of guns of the older natures in India? 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 26 Feb. 41 
Let me know the field state and ration strength of the troops in Malaya 

and of the garrison at Singapore, showing what military formations 

there are. 

(Action this Day) 0 ~ . 
Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 28 1-cb. 41 

City of Calcutta, due Loch Ewe March 2, is reported to be going to 
Hull arriving March 9- This ship must on no account be sent to the 
East Coast. It contains 1,700 machine-guns, 44 aeroplane engines, and 
ho fewer than 14,000,000 cartridges. These cartridges are absolutely 
vital to the defence of Great Britain, which has been so largely confided 
by the Navy to the Army and the Air. That it should be proposed to send 
such a ship round to the East Coast with all the additional risk, is 
abominable. I am sending a copy of this minute to the Minister of 

T Another ship now of great importance is the Euriades, due Liverpool 

both these ships. 
MARCH 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War ' Mar' 4‘ 

f 1 am "K ^,v?anS«d'safelyOwi«h^hea^iMdwn0tro'^pOconl^y- 

WlMn'l'raise'd'the^oiMof 8e.tti"S 

and take the American 300 )in excjta g ^ P iblc by giving 
papers that a very much larger ant static troops in Great Britain, 
tPheP newly arrivedi American r fle «°^e ^'c^oops ^ this will 

now IKS? « 7- 

and0theWlikTdI now hope^you will make a tapid evolution of this new 
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windfall, so that the weapons are in the hands of those who need them at 
the earliest moment. 

Perhaps you will let me know what arrangements are being made. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for the Colonies i Mar. 41 

General Wavell, like most British military officers, is strongly pro- 
Arab. At the time of the licences to the shipwrecked illegal immigrants 
being permitted he sent a telegram not less strong than this, predicting 
widespread disaster in the Arab world, together with the loss of the 
Basra-Baghdad-Haifa route. The telegram should be looked up, and 
also my answer, in which I overruled the General and explained to him 
the reasons for the Cabinet decision. All went well, and not a dog barked. 

It follows from the above that I am not in the least convinced by all 
this stuff. The Arabs, under the impression of recent victories, would not 
make any trouble now. However, in view of the “Lustre” [Greek] policy 
I do not wish General Wavell to be woiricd now by lengthy arguments 

about matters of no military consequence to the immediate situation. 
Therefore Doctor Wcizmann should be told that the Jewish Army 
project must be put off for six months, but may be reconsidered again in 
four months. The sole reason given should be lack of equipment. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Home Security, Minister 7 Mar. 41 
of Information, and Secretary of State for Air 

For the last two months there has been a great decline in air raids, and 
I do not see why the carefully considered method by which we got 
through the period July-November inclusive should be now cast aside. 
I am not aware of any "depressing effect” produced upon the public 
morale, and as a matter of fact I thought they were settling down very 
well to the job. I should therefore, as at present advised, strongly depre¬ 
cate change in the practice which has carried us through a very severe 
(and now perhaps discarded) indiscriminate attack upon the civil popula¬ 
tion. Still more should I regret precise signals being given of the hits the 
enemy make on specific military targets. These are however my per¬ 
sonal views, and I am quite agreeable to the whole matter being discussed 
again in Cabinet, should you think this necessary.* 

Prime Minister to General Ismay q Mar. 41 

I am thoroughly mystified about this operation [against Castclorizzol 
and I think it is the duty of the Chiefs of Staff to have it probed properly’ 

How was it that the Navy allowed these large reinforcements to be 
landed, when in an affair of this kind everything depended upon the 
Navy isolating the island ? It is necessary to clear this up, on account of 
impending and more important operations. One does not want to worry 
people who are doing so well for us in many ways and are at full exten¬ 
sion, and yet it is indispensable for our success that muddles of this kind 
should not be repeated.f 

"This is a reply to a minute from the Minister of Home Security the 
Sec-cun- of State for A,r and the Minister of Information about measures to 
check the spread of harmful rumours about air-raid casualties and damaee 

tCastelor.zzo island lies midway between Rhodes and Cyprus, and forms a 
link in the chain reaching out from the Dodecanese towards Syria. A British 
Commando occupied this island on February 25 after slight opposition. The 
naval forces then withdrew to Cyprus without watching events Later heaw 
air a tacks developed and the enemy landed reinforcements, unopposed by oZ 
naval forces. It was necessary to abandon the island FP u oy our 

T 
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Prime Minister to General Jsmay io Mar. 41 

Low-flying attack should only be a real danger on days of low cloud or 
mist, when our fighters cannot find the enemy. The use of aerial mines 
hung from small balloons should be considered for the defence of fac¬ 

tories. Only 20 lb. lift is required, so that quite a small balloon should be 
sufficient. When this proposal was put forward for defending estuaries it 
was decided that a considerably greater altitude was required, so as to 
have a double-purpose defence, which has entailed the production of 
much larger balloons, which in turn require power winches, etc. We 

must be content with defence up to heights of 1,000 or 1,500 feet by 
smaller, simpler balloons without power winches. On windy days they 
could be replaced by kites. 

This method of defence is not desirable for aerodromes, since the 
balloons would all have to be hauled down when our own machines were 
taking off or landing. For the defence of aerodromes therefore rockets 
carrying mines into the air seem particularly suited. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to Minister of Information 10 Mar. 4: 

Obviously there arc two conditions, districts where fighting is going 
on and districts where it is not. The words “stay put” arc wholly in¬ 

applicable to the second class, which is by far the more numerous, 
probably 99-tooths of the country. For these districts the order should 

be “Carry on”. .... . ... 
Neither is the expression “Stay put” really applicable to the districts 

where fighting is going on. First of all, it is American slang; secondly, it 
docs not express the fact. The people have not been “put” anywhere. 
What is the matter with “Stand fast”, or “Stand firm” ? Of the two I 

prefer the latter. This is an English expression, and it says exactly what 

is meant by paragraph 3. , f , . . 
The paragraphs about destroying maps, etc., clearly apply only to the 

fighting areas. In the present context you might have a wholesale 
massacre of maps, motor-cars, and bicycles throughout the country. 

You might begin like this: “If this Island is seriously invaded every¬ 

one in it will immediately receive orders either to ‘Carry on or to Stand 
firm*. In the vast majority of cases the order will be Carry on as is set 
out in the first three paragraphs of the following paper. The order 
‘Stand firm’ applies only to those districts where fifjh mg >s actually 
going on, and is intended to make sure that there w,! be no fugitives 
blocking the roads, and that everyone who has decided to stay in a likely 

area of attack, as, for instance, on the East and South Coasts, will Stand 
firm’ in his dwelling or sheltered the enemy in the neighbourhood have 

been destroyed or driven out.” 

Prime Minister to Minister of Food IO ^ar 

Yours of March 8. Would you kindly let me know what will be the 
objects and duties of the Food Mission you propose to send to the United 

Stites I am at this time actively considering sending Sir Arthur Saltc 
States, l am animate the whole business of merchant ship 

- This is a Drocess which requires continued effort and attention, building. This is a process wnicn ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ foot jn American 

been'done up to the present is less than half of what we 

need. 
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I do not however see food problems in the same plane as this. There is 
plenty of food in the United States, and with our dollar al ocat.ons we 
should be able to select wisely what to use in our tonnage. Why does this 

require a special mission ? .... « • • . .1 
I have been trying as much as possible to keep the missions to the 

United States as few as possible. However, I shall be very glad to hear 

what your reasons are. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War and others io Mar. 41 

It is of the utmost importance that a clear and consistent picture of our 
requirements should be presented to the United States Administration, 
and that their efforts on our behalf should not be hampered by any 

doubts as to our vital needs and their order of priority. 
I had occasion to deal with one aspect of this matter recently, when 1 

directed that all statistical statements relating to our war effort intended 
for the United States Government should be co-ordinated centrally here 
and dispatched through our Ambassador at Washington. 

Another aspect of the same question has now been brought to my 
notice. Mr. Hopkins has reported that the Service attaches at the 
American Embassy in London are in the habit of sending messages, 
based on contacts with subordinate officers in the Service and Supply 
departments in London, which may well differ from the case which is 
being put to the Navy and Army Departments in Washington. He 
quoted a case in which the Navy Department were being pressed to allot 
destroyers to us, and found themselves confronted with an expression of 
opinion of some anonymous officer in one of the Service departments in 
London, conveyed through a Service attache of the United States Em¬ 
bassy in London, to the effect that it was no good hoping to cope with 
submarines by destroyers until we had more long-range fighters. 

I should be glad if you would be good enough to take the necessary 
steps to ensure that officers in your department who arc brought into 
contact with the staff of the American Embassy, and particularly with the 
Serv ice attaches, do not express opinions which arc likely to conflict with 
the views which arc being urged on our behalf in Washington. These 
officers may not perhaps be aware that the views which they happen to 
express casually arc liable to be reported to Washington. It would also 
seem important that officers who are in contact with the United States 
Service attaches should be acquainted in general terms with the nature of 
the requests which are being put from time to time to the United States 
Government in Washington, so that they may be on their guard against 
making remarks which would be inconsistent with those requests. 

Prime Minister to Professor Lindcmann 11 Mar. 41 

I am expecting you to have ready for me to-night the general layout of 
the imports programme under different heads, so that I can see where I 
can scrape off with a pencil another half-million tons for food. 

Pritne Minister to C.A.S. 12 Mar. 41 

I see accounts of Germans increasing their aerodrome accommodation 
in Northern France. I suppose our aerodromes in the south-east of the 
Island which we planned some time ago will now be coming steadily into 
use ? Let me have a note on the augmentation which is in progress or has 
been achieved. 
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(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to C.A.S. 14 Mar. 41 

The egg-layer pulled off another success last night. Only one was up, 
but it got its prey. I cannot understand how there has been this frightful 
delay in devising and making the release gear. More than three months 
seem to have been consumed upon a task so incomparably easier than 
many which are being solved. Failing any mechanical solution, why 
cannot a hole be cut in the floor of the aeroplane and a man lying on his 
stomach push by hand the eggs, which are about the size of a Stilton 
cheese, one after another through the hole ? The spacing would not be 
absolutely regular, but it might be just as lucky. At any rate, I want to 
see this hold-up and hitch for myself. I could come to Northolt Aero¬ 
drome at four o’clock this afternoon, Friday, if you can arrange to have 
the people concerned on the spot. It would be very nice if you would 
come too, and spend the night at Chequers. 

There is a new danger. Now that the Admiralty balloon barrage people 
have exposed the idea of the aerial mine and its wire, parachute, etc., the 
cutter may soon be coming along, and when we are at last ready we may 

be too late. . . . .. . 
Surely now, when they seem to be turning on to the Mersey and the 

Clyde and will have to be working up to those fixed points, now is the 
time of all others for the egg-layers to reap their harvest. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air 14 Mar. 41 
Your programme [of R.A.F. expansion] assumed for these four months 

a loss Tin pilots] of 1,550, whereas actually 1,229 was the figure. You 
have therefore saved 321 pilots, and your original estimate was 26 

ner cent on the safe side. rI his is satisfactory. 
P 2 I always expected and repeatedly told you that there would. be a 
marked fallmg off in war activity during the winter months, rhis has 
always been so. Let me know what are your forecasts for the next four or 

may just as well see what the possibilities are. 

Prine Minister sho(J,d go with W.S.8> and ItaMtaj 

conv^should have jy[sio^.'which'is'to go^n ittfintegHiy. 

STcut'ou.kTwwhi, this will involve, in extra dra.n on stop- 

ping. 

3Ss 4£?d£ssiy: 
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reasons. It would be a mistake for Great Britain to try to force her sys¬ 
tems on other countries, and this would only create prejudice and 
opposition. The main policy of the Foreign Office should, however, be 
to view with a benevolent eye natural movements among the populations 
of different countries towards monarchies. Certainly we should not 
hinder them, if we cannot help. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Food 21 Mar. 41 

I hope the term “Communal Feeding Centres” is not going to be 
adopted. It is an odious expression, suggestive of Communism and the 
workhouse. I suggest you call them “British Restaurants”. Everybody 
associates the word “restaurant” with a good meal, and they may as well 
have the name if they cannot get anything else. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 21 Mar. 41 

When I was at the Admiralty I repeatedly asked that more attention 
should be paid to the development of fuelling at sea. Now we find the 
German battle-cruisers are able to remain out for many weeks at a time 
without going into any base or harbour to replenish. If they can refuel at 
sea it is a scandal that we cannot do so. Again and again our ships have 
to be called off promising hunts in order to go back to fuel, six or seven 
hundred miles away. The argument that the Germans can send their 
tankers where they know they will find them, when we never know what 
is going to happen, being on the defensive and not having the initiative, 
docs not appeal to me. Arrangements should be made to have a few 
tankers in suitable positions off the usual routes, so that if our ships are 
operating as they arc now they could call one of these up and make a 
rendezvous. The neglect of this principle of fuelling at sea is a grievous 
drag on the power of the Fleet. It is the duty of the Admiralty to solve 
the problem. 

2. Even more painful is the fact that we arc not apparently able to fuel 
our destroyers in the comparatively calm waters off the African coast. 
I he spectacle of this big convoy now coming up from Sierra Leone 
having one or two ships sunk every day by a trailing U-boat, and now the 
battleship escort herself also being torpedoed, is most painful. Nothing 
can be more like “asking for it” than to have a battleship escort waddling 
along with a six-and-a-half-knot convoy without any effective anti¬ 
submarine escort (other than the three corvettes). The Sierra Leone 
convoys will have to have destroyers with them. Ships sunk in these 
waters arc just as great a loss to us, and just as much a part of the Battle 
ot the Atlantic, as if they are on the North-Western Approaches. I am 
told that destroyers cannot go the distance. Why can they not be re¬ 
fuelled at sea, as has now been done, under pressure of events, for the 
corvettes ? I am glad to hear about the air reinforcements. But destroyers 
arc needed too. I hey must go all the way and be refuelled by the escort 

3* The whole question of the Cape Verde Islands being used as a 
German U-boat fuelling base must now be reviewed with a view to action 
being taken. I shall be glad to hear from you on all these points. 

Prifne Minister to First Lord of the Admiralty and 2i Mar at 
Secretary of State for Air iar‘ 41 

.uTihieuUSC °f acr°Planes.» not on*y to attack our ships, but also to direct 
the U-boats on to them is largely responsible for our losses in the North^ 
Western Approaches. No effort to destroy the Focke-Wulfs should be 
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spared. If we could employ Radar methods to find their positions and to 
direct long-range fighters or ship-borne aircraft to the attack we ought to 
be able to inflict serious casualties. Might it not be feasible to place a 
Radar station on Rockall? However inconvenient and unpleasant, the 

geographical position appears to be so good that it would be worth 
making a great effort to maintain a station there, at any rate during the 
summer months. The hills south of Lough Erne would also offer a 
valuable site. It might be even better if we could find ways and means of 
establishing stations on Tory Island or on one of the islands off the 

Kerry coast. These islands might be leased privately by some wealthy 
American friends. Please let me have a report from the technical point of 
view on the military results which could be expected if any of these 
things could be done, and upon any other possibilities that have been, or 
might be, examined. 

We should also study methods of disturbing the aircraft’s communica¬ 
tions with U-boats. I understand that the system is that the Focke- 
Wulf signals to Brest, whence directions are sent to the U-boat, the pro¬ 
cess taking about an hour and a half. Is it not practicable either to jam 
these communications or to confuse all concerned by a series of spurious 
messages ? Presumably apparatus of the usual type for interfering with 
the Focke-Wulf’s radio methods of navigation, which must be vital over 

the sea in bad weather, has not been neglected. 
I assume that we D.F. the signals he uses. If he uses A.S.V. it should 

be practicable to locate and home on him with suitable apparatus.* 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 22 Mar. 41 

If the presence of the enemy battle-cruisers in a Biscayan port is con¬ 

firmed every effort by the Navy and the Air Force should be made to 
destroy them there, and for this purpose serious risks and sacrifices must 
be faced. If however unhappily they escape and resume their depreda¬ 
tions, then action on the following lines would seem to be necessary, and 

should be considered even now. t 
In order to regain the initiative in the Atlantic, three hunting groups 

should be formed at earliest, namely, Rcnoivn and Ark Royal, Hood and 
Furious, Repulse and Argus. Each of these groups must have one or two 
tankers, and every device is to be used to enable them to refuel at sea. 
The tankers need not necessarily accompany the groups, but should he 

in positions where the groups could rendezvous with them. 
2. The sea-front from Iceland to Cape Verde will be roughly divided 

into three sectors, in each of which one hunting group will normally be 
working. Although working independently of the convoys, they w l 
give an additional measure of protection to convoys passing in their 

neighbourhood. These dispositions should be completed by the end 

April, and will come into operation in instalments at earliest.- 
P3. A plan will be made to replace Furious at earliest, ^ converting 

or more ships as aircraft transports. At the same time the Air Ministry 

will arrange for increased crating to I akoradi. 
' Considering how far we have carried the dispersal of the Hecton 

esc4ortCduty, no objection could be taken to using kelson in placeof H * 
5 A flotilla must be found for the Freetown convoys. This can 

•D.F.: direction-finding equipment, used to determine the direction of the 

source of a wireless signal. 
A.S.V. : airborne Radar. 
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achieved out of the remaining twenty-five American destroyers which 
will have to work up in this Southern area. Arrangements must be made 
to fuel the destroyers from the escort cruiser or battleships. 

6. The evidences of German infiltration into the Cape Verde Islands, 
and the probability that they are being used to refuel U-boats, make it 
necessary to carry out Operation “Brisk” at the earliest date. Once we 
have got possession we must make a good refuelling base there, and 
expel the enemy’s U-boat tenders from these islands. I will discuss 
separately the political pros and cons of this. 

As many flying-boats as can be spared, up to six, should be employed 
in the Freetown area, and will also work from the islands when captured. 

7. Pray let me have your thought on the above, together with all 
possible means of carrying it out. 

Prime Minister to Professor Lindcmann 22 Mar. 41 

On the assumption that an [import] programme of 35 million tons is 
maintained, you should consider transferring in the least harmful manner 
2 million tons from Ministry of Supply to Ministry of Food. If the 35 
million tons is not realised this transference must be reduced pro rata, 
but in any case the existing minimum requirements of food should be 
met. Make a sketch plan for me to discuss with Sir Andrew Duncan 
to-morrow night. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to General Isrnay 23 Mar. 41 

War Office and Middle East should be called upon for an exact account 
of all refrigerated meat ships they have requisitioned, and where and how 
theseareat present employed. I have been told that some are used in the 
Middle East as depots for stores. Let me have a full list, distinguishing 
between vessels which have been heavily converted to troop-carriers and 
those which could easily return to their normal duties. 

Prime Minister to General Isrnay, for C.O.S. 23 Mar 41 
Committee and Admiralty J ' * 

Is it true that the War Office demand provision for eight gallons of 
water a day per man on a troopship, and that this has become a factor 
greatly reducing the numbers which can be taken? Has there been any 
impartial investigation of the War Office standards? I was much sur- 
pnsed to learn that only about 3,500 men were taken in the Queen Eliza- 
belli and the Queen Mary each. This is hardly more than the numbers 
they carry when engaged in luxury passenger service. If I remember 
rightly, over 8,000 men were sent in the Aquitania or Mauretania to the 

2. Could any saving in shipping be effected by transhipping personnel 
from the transports into the giant liners at Capetown? Now that the 
Red Sea will soon be clear of enemy submarines and aircraft it would 
seem attract.ve to organise a fast service from Capetown. The matter 
should at any rate be examined. lir 

Prime Minister to General Isrnay 23 Mar i 

is,mcrc talJ?- )Vhat ^ use, for instance, of sayingVat 
no demand has been made for cranes at the smaller ports when these 
smaller ports have not been used and so do not feel the pinch ? Sure y we 
ought to have facilities prepared both for unloading into lighted and 
coasters and for removing traffic from the small ports by improved land 
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communications by road or rail. Let me have a list of the ports which 
could so be used, and let me have proposals for a minute, which I will 
thereafter draft, to procure effective action as a vital insurance. We have 
far too much at stake in the Clyde and Mersey. 

For the purposes of this use any help you may require. 

Prime Minister to the Maharaja Jam Sahib of 24 Mar. 41 
Naivanagar 

My colleagues and I are moved by the terms of the resolution passed 
by the Chamber of Princes of March 17, and I am specially touched 

by the generous reference to myself. His Majesty’s Government in the 
United Kingdom gratefully recognise the valiant contribution which 
Indian troops have made to the Imperial victories in North Africa, and 
they well know that this contribution will increase still further in size and 

in scope as the months roll on. On behalf of my colleagues I ask your 
Highness to express to the Chamber of Princes our appreciation of the 
resolute spirit with which the Princes and the peoples of India have 

shown themselves to be inspired. 

Prime Minister to Dominions Secretary 25 Mar. 41 

What is the point of worrying the Dominions with all this questionable 
stuff [about the likelihood of invasion] ? Have they asked for such an 

appreciation? Surely the other side should be stated too, namely: 
1. That even if they make their original landings the communications 

to these lodgments will be interrupted by the Fleet inside a week. 
2 That we have every reason to believe that we can maintain the 

superiority in the British daylight air, and that our Bomber Force will 

therefore “Namsos” all the landings by day as well as by night. 
3. That, apart from the beaches, we have the equivalent of nearly 

thirty divisions with 1,000 tanks at April 1, held in reserve to be hurled at 

the different invasion points. . . 
4 That we have 1,600,000 men in the Home Guard, of whom a 

million possess rifles or machine-guns to deal with sporadic descents ot 

PaFrankly however I do not see the object of spouting all this stuff out— 

some of it injurious if it leaked—unless it is thought the Dominions 

require to be frightened into doing their duty. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Office Mar-4« 
Monsieur Stoyadinovic should be treated with formal courtesy^but 

kept under constant surveillance. The Governor should be informed 

aSb i-sMsss a 
appropriate to the scale of a colonel. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.0.5. 3° Mar. 41 

co,nT°ne m°,oriscd’ 

atl^M^firlkantry ^in'the* teeth'of^eavy^o^positf^m OIThey ^foughr'th^r 
way^shore^ a*nd we're alfassumed to be in action at the end of forty-eigh, 

h02UrSi presume the details of this remarkable feat have been worked out 
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by the staff concerned. Let me see them. For instance, how many ships 
and transports carried these five divisions ? How many armoured vehicles 
did they comprise? How many motor lorries, how many guns, how 
much ammunition, how many men, how many tons of stores, how far did 
they advance in the first forty-eight hours, how many men and vehicles 
were assumed to have landed in the first twelve hours, what percentage of 
loss were they debited with ? What happened to the transports and store- 
ships while the first forty-eight hours of fighting was going on? Had 
they completed emptying their cargoes, or were they still lying inshore off 
the beaches? What naval escort did they have? Was the landing at this 
point protected by superior enemy daylight fighter formations? How 
many fighter aeroplanes did the enemy have to employ, if so, to cover the 
landing-places ? 

All this data would be most valuable for our future offensive opera¬ 
tions. I should be very glad if the same officers would work out a scheme 
for our landing an exactly similar force on the French coast at the same 
extreme range of our fighter protection, and assuming that the Germans 
have naval superiority in the Channel. Such an enterprise as this accom¬ 
plished in forty-eight hours would make history, and if the staffs will 
commit themselves definitely to the adventure and can show how it is 
worked out in detail I should very much like to bring it before the 
Defence Committee for action at the earliest moment. 

APRIL 

Prime Minister to Sir Andreiv Duncan and 1 Apr. 41 
Imports Executive 

At the last meeting of the "Rattle of the Atlantic” Committee the 
impression was conveyed that the great improvement in the turn-round 
of tankers was mainly due to improved methods of pumping. This is not 
so. 1 he time has been reduced from 11.3 days to 3.3 days. The main 

proportion of this time saved was due to good and improved organisa¬ 
tion. 1 his is shown in the subjoined table. Improved discharge accounts 
for less than a third of the total saving. Two-thirds of it is in more able 
organisation. 

You and your committee should look into this and see how far the 
Ministry of Shipping can adopt the methods of the Petroleum Depart¬ 
ment. 1 

Prime Minister to Home Secretary 2 Apr. 4, 

I see a note in the Daily Telegraph that you are shortly going to make a 
statement to I arliament on the future of horse-racing. Will you kindly 
let me know beforehand what you think of saying ? If anything were done 
\\ hich threatened to terminate horse-racing in time of war 01 ruin the 
bloodstock it would be necessary that the whole matter should be 
thrashed out in Cabinet first. 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 4 Apr 41 

Fuelling at sea. Considering that the Malaya was escorting an 8-knot 
convoy, or perhaps even a 6-knot convoy, I do not see whv the danger of 
her oiling a destroyer at 12 knots should be stressed. It is'quite true that 
during the period of oilmg the destroyer the battleship could not 
manoeuvre to avo.d a torpedo. On the other hand, the advances of 

having destroyers along with the convoy far more than repay th°s 
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temporary disability. If four destroyers were taken along with the convoys 
one would be oiling while the other three would be protecting. Anyhow, 
nothing could be worse than to have a battleship tethered to a 6- or 8- 

knot convoy without any anti-U-boat craft to protect her. This is what 
was done on the convoy in question. 

Prime Minister to C.A.S. 5 Apr. 41 

Two things [about the Air Force in the Middle East] are to me in¬ 
credible: 

1. That with a total personnel strength of 26,600 and a pilot strength 

of 1,175 and 1,044 aircraft on charge we can only fight 292 aircraft 
against the enemy. 

2. That with this immense personnel and mass of obsolete machines 
the C.-in-C. Air cannot find the necessary servicing staff for the new 

aeroplanes as they arrive, but that large numbers have to be sent round 
the Cape, with resultant destructive delays. 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 5 Apr. 41 

If seven cutters are available at New York within a week, why not 
make an evolution of getting them manned and into action from Iceland 

a fortnight later? Anyhow, let me be assured that all this is in train 
for manning and bringing into action these vessels at the earliest moment. 

Prime Minister to Sir Edward Bridges 8 Apr. 41 

It is very important not to have a serious break in the work at Easter. 

The normal Monday meeting should be at 5 p.m. Ministers are respon¬ 
sible for being available on the telephone at the shortest notice. It is 
much better for Ministers to take their holidays in rotation. 

Let me have a list of who will go and who will stay. I am told that 

Easter is a very good time for invasion. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 8 APr- 4« 

We must have the fullest information about Tobruk. Let a large-sea e 

plan be prepared, and as soon ps possible a model, comprising not only 
Tobruk but the El Adem area. Let me have, meanwhile, the best photo¬ 

graphs available, both from the air and from the ground. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Supply 8 APT- *1 

I observe with some concern from the census of machine tools; that 

there was a reduction in the average hours worked by production machin- 
1 civfv civ to fiftv-eieht hours per week between June and 

!'*arts* 

and the First Lord. 
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(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for India 10 Apr. 41 

Thank you very much for prompt and efficient action which you took 
yesterday. I shall he greatly interested to sec the plan you will make in 
the next few days for making Basra a great American assembly point. 
Naturally you will plan your scheme in stages so that we can have the use 
of it as it develops progressively. A widespread defence scheme against 
air attack must also be prepared. The necessary Radar stations to enable 
our fighters to get into the air in good time must be provided. Ask the 
military for plenty of photographs of the place, and send them forward 
with your report. Try to keep the report very short. 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 15 Apr. 41 

By this return, which I study every week, you will sec that you have 
1,169 heavy tanks in this country in the hands of troops. The monthly 
production of over 200 is going to increase in the near future. If the 
training of the men has not kept pace with the already much-retarded 
deliveries of the tanks, that is the responsibility of the War Office. I 
do not wonder that difficulties arc encountered in training when 238 
cruiser tanks are given to one armoured division and only thirty-eight to 
another. Perhaps if the nth Armoured Division had a few more "1'’ 
tanks it would come along quicker. 

Personally, I am not convinced that it is right to make each division 
entirely homogeneous. A judicious mixture of weapons, albeit of varied 
speeds, should be possible in the division. Moreover, some of these 
armoured vehicles ought to carry field artillery, and even one or two large 
guns or mortars. Let me have a report on what the Germans do. 

Prime Minister to First Lord ,5 Apr. 41 

1 .have heard that the use of long Act.xon nets or similar device for 
towmg behind escort vessels on cither side of convoys is being investi¬ 
gated by the Admiralty. I should be glad to have a report on progress 
IllctClC* 

If something of this sort could be developed it might go a long way to 
solving our problems.* b b y 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air ,5 Apr 41 

I remain far from satisfied with the state of our preparations ’for 

ofCtheVenemm,Ca "’arfarC* shou,d this bc forced upon us by the actions 

n,i!iaV'bAf0re m,C,?,r?0rt on ,l?is ma,,er by ,he Inter-Scrvice Com- 
mittee on Chemical \\ arfare, together with a commentary thereon by the 

points 7m°cr|;U-PP y' Fr°m nV° documents ,hc following special 

(0 °l *as.shell.is a,il> serious- Although the pro- 
Fehr^ 6“nC,h and 5-5-inch gas shell was due to start in 
February, none has yet been produced. I understand that the 

empty^sheU 8aS-fi"ed ShC" * ^ 

(2) The production of 30-lb. L.C. bomb, Mark I, will not keep pace 

mcrchant^shTps! Tt S* 

2?TxP.39.n8 frCCd0m °f movcmem- See Vol. 1, Appx. II, unde"' date 
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with the production of the 5-inch U.P. weapon, the new mobile 
projector for use with the Army. Indeed, supplies will be 
insufficient even for training purposes. 

(3) The production of phosgene gas is inadequate. The output 

from the plant is now about 65 per cent of capacity, having pre¬ 
viously been only 50 per cent over a period of some months. 

I propose to examine the whole position at an early meeting of the 
Defence Committee (Supply). 

In order that this examination may be as complete as possible, I shall 

be glad to receive from the Minister of Aircraft Production and the 
Minister of Supply, for circulation in advance of the meeting, brief com¬ 
prehensive statements of the position so far as each is concerned, showing 
in respect of each of the main gas weapons and components (including 
gases): 

(1) Total requirements notified to them, with dates. 
(2) Stocks of components in the custody of each on April 1. 
(3) Supplies delivered by April 1 to R.A.F. or Army authorities. 
(4) Estimated output during each of the next six months. 

I shall be glad if these statements can be submitted within a week. 

They should be addressed to Sir Edward Bridges. 
I am addressing similar minutes to the Secretary of State for War, the 

Minister of Supply, and the Minister of Aircraft Production. 

Prime Minister to Colonel Jacob 16 Apr. 41 

Let me have on one sheet of paper lists showing at present time and 
in September last the strength of British Home Forces in (a) rifles and 
S.A.A., (b) artillery—including all types of field and medium guns under 

one head, and also coast-defence batteries, and also A.A., both heavy 
and light, (c) Number of MI” tanks and cruiser tanks in the hands of 
the troops. \d) Ration and rifle strength of the fighting formations, 
(e) Number of divisions and brigade groups: (i) on the beaches, (ii) 
behind the beaches in Army or G.H.Q. Reserve or otherwise. (/) 

Strength of fighter aircraft available for action at the two dates, (g) 
Strength and weight of discharge of bomber aircraft at the two dates. 
(h) Strength of the flotillas in home waters at the two dates. Very general 

and round figures will do. Don’t go too much into details. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to C.A.S. l7 APr* 41 

It must be recognised that the inability of Bomber Command to hit 
the enemy cruisers in Brest constitutes a very definite failure of this arm. 
No serious low-level daylight attack has been attempted. The policy ot 

the Air Ministry in neglecting the dive-bomber type of aircraft is shown 
bv all experience to have been a very grievous error, and one for which 
we are paying dearly both in lack of offensive power and by the fear of 

injury which is so prevalent afloat. . 
J2 The German battle-cruisers are two of the most important vessels 

in the war, as we have nothing that can both catch and kill them. I have 
never asked that you should try to fight weather at fhe same t.me as he 
enemy but good weather may increasingly be expected. I do not thin 
thfs target ought to be abandoned. On the contrary efforts ought to be 
mTde to overcome the causes of fa,lure. Let the follow,ng be exam.ned 

WiTaIchee Sin her unworked-up condition and 1c, her mount 
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twenty Hurricane fighters on her upper deck. Would this degree of 
fighter protection suffice to enable a dawn attack to he made by daylight 
by, say, a dozen bombers with the best-aiming bomb-sight we have been 
able to develop ? Let this be studied forthwith and a report made to me. 

3. Naturally, I sympathise with the desire to attack Germany, to use 
the heaviest bombs and to give Berlin a severe dose, and I agree that the 
bulk of Bomber Command should be used against German targets; but 
photographs should be taken every day of the battle-cruisers and frequent 
attacks made upon them, by smaller numbers when weather is suitable or 
by larger forces when any movement is observable, during dark hours, 
apart altogether from the special daylight operations suggested above.* 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 18 Apr. 41 

After the capture of Benghazi on February 6 the 7th Armoured 
Division, which had done so much good hard service, was ordered back 
to Cairo to refit. This involved a journey of over 400 miles, and must 
have completed the wearing out of the tracks of many of the tanks. It was 
an act of improvidence to send the whole division all this way back, in 
view of the fact that German elements were already reported in Tripoli. 
The whole of the tanks in this division could not have been all simul¬ 
taneously in a condition of needing prolonged heavy repairs. Workshops 
should have been improvised at the front for lighter repairs, and ser¬ 
vicing personnel sent forward. Thus, besides the 3rd Armoured Brigade, 
there would have been a considerable proportion of the Armoured 
Brigade in the 7th Division. General Waved and his officers seem how¬ 
ever to have thought that no trouble could arise before the end of May. 
I his was a very serious miscalculation, from which vexatious conse¬ 
quences have flowed. 

2. After their journey back at least 114 cruisers and 48 Infantry tanks, 
total ro2, entered the workshops in Egypt, and arc still there, and are not 
expected to come out faster than 40 by May 15 and 41 by May 30. It 
seems incredible that machines that could have made their'journey back 
under their own power should all have taken this enormous time, and 
that only the handful of tanks in Tobruk have emerged from the work- 
shops Let me have a return showing exactly on what dates the cruiser 
and Infantry tanks entered the Egyptian workshops, and on which dates 
any came out and the rest are expected to come out. There seems to be 
a degree ot slackness and mismanagement about this repair work which 
is serious. 

i t 3'V YQ?l.eXautIJ',are luC ?trJ,«Kr5, M*3. said to *>c arriving from the 
United States by the end of April ? We have not heard about these so far. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 20 Apr. 41 

In Libya some German tanks are now in our possession. Even if these 
were damaged, we should take all possible steps to get them examined by 

-The Gneiscnau had in fact been torpedoed in Brest harbour on April 6 bv an 

VroZaLr! .Com.mand- In this gallant attack the aircraft and allthe 
crew were lost. The pilot was awarded a posthumous V.C. A few days later 
Bomber Command aircraft scored four hits on the same ship with bombs 
These successes were not known to us at the time. F oomos. 

In July the Scharnhorst moved from Brest to La Pallice. in the Bav of Rk™, 

=*■ *=*■ a: ssrasSrS 
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a skilful designer of British tanks or some other suitable engineering 
expert. B 

If circumstances permit, a German tank, or suitable parts of one, 
could be sent home in due course. Meanwhile, if there is no adequate 
expert already in the Middle East, one should be sent out immediately to 
conduct an examination on the spot. 

I am sending a similar minute to the Minister of Supply. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 21 Apr. 41 

I wish to have a conference on tank questions and future develop¬ 
ments, to which the commanders of the tank divisions should be invited, 
as well as representatives of the Ministry of Supply. This conference 
should be fixed for Monday week—i.e., May 5. 

The officers of the tank forces should be encouraged to prepare papers 
of suggestions, and are to be free to express their views. An agenda 
should be prepared in the same way as is done for the conferences of 
Commanders-in-Chief. 

Pray put this all in train, and let me have a minute in a suitable form to 
send to the War Office. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 22 Apr. 41 

I have examined the tank situation with General Crawford. After the 
67 cruiser tanks and their spares have gone, deliveries in the next three 
months should be over 288. Deliveries of “I” tanks may reach 500, and 
we shall almost certainly have in May and June a good delivery of the 
A.22*s. It appears that the spare parts of the Mark I Vs and the Mark Vis 
arc largely identical, except for the steering gear and one or two minor 
points. The engines are identical, and there is a good supply of spares 
already in the Middle East on which the Mark VI can draw. Therefore 
we only have to send the parts which arc not identical. 

Your trouble in the next three months is going to be finding properly 
trained units for the tanks which will reach you. 

2. I should be very glad if you would yourself look into the question of 
not wearing out too rapidly in training the 1,100 tanks now in the hands 
of troops. We do not want to be told all of a sudden that the tanks of a 
whole division on which we are counting have to go in for a long rent, 
like those of the 7th Armoured Division, just at the moment we need 
them most. It seems to me that training should be divided into two 
parts: (a) training in the use of the tank, for which, even in divisions not 
yet fully supplied, model tanks must be provided; and (6) tactical train¬ 
ing. In this field everything possible should be done to spare the move¬ 
ment of masses of tanks. A great number of exercises can surely be 
carried out with Bren-gun carriers driven at the corresponding speed ot 
the tanks, and only now and again should the tanks themse ves be ma^ 
to wear out their tracks. The principle of the cover hack being ridd.n 
till you get to the meet should commend itself to cavalry officers. 

Pray give me a report on this. 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 23 '^pr' 
I fancy your trouble in the near future is going to be a plethora ot 

tanks fat homel You speak of the speed and range of these vehicles. In 

practice things do not work out like that. It is only very rarely that a large 
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standing about and only a few can get on. Thus there is far more to be 
said for a mixed grill, and I cannot think of anything more foolish than 
stripping five divisions of cruiser tanks in order to have one all of a kind. 
This is one of the matters which must be discussed at the Tank Parlia¬ 
ment about which I am sending you a note. A meeting must be held in 
the near future. In England there are very short distances and enclosed 
country, and the differences between cruiser and “I” tanks will tend to 
diminish almost to vanishing point. Uniform organisations ought not to 
be higher than a brigade. The tanks ought to be more evenly distributed 
between the units in this lull. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 23 Apr. 41 

All the lessons of this war emphasise the necessity for good anti-tank 
weapons and plenty of them. The number of anti-tank guns that can be 
produced is necessarily limited ; all the more need therefore to press 
forward with whatever substitutes can do the trick. 

I thought that the bombard was distinctly hopeful, and I was told that 
you had decided to order 2.000 of these, with 300,000 anti-tank projec¬ 
tiles and 600,000 anti-personnel projectiles. When can we expect these 
weapons to be m the hands of the troops? And at what rate? Pray let me 
have a programme. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 23 Apr. 41 

There are persistent rumours that the Germans arc constructing tanks 
with very thick armour—figures of four to six inches arc mentioned. 
. , armour would be impervious to any existing anti-tank gun, or 
indeed any mobile gun; the tracks and other vulnerable parts are very 
small targets. J 

h-VC.thTn ",’at Pla?tic PxP'°si1VC applied to armour plate, as, for 
instance, in the bombard developed by Colonel Blacker and Colonel 
JcHer.s, has very great cutting power, and this may be a solution to the 

any CV^nt' we ru,s' not be cauRht napping. I feel sure that 
Kn Si11" 3 \° o' 'h,rcat of !hc vcry ‘hick-skinned tank, and nave an antidote in mind. Pray let me have a report. 

Prime Minister to General Wavcll 24 Apr 

w;^°UJd n0t sm°kct<;rccns usc^ from different directions, according to 
u.nd g!ve considerable immunity to ships in Tobruk harbour? I lave 
you the necessary materials and appliances? 

cantured T,S!adJ° h™C dctajls abodt the Germa" tanks recently 
captured by the Tobruk garrison. In particular, arc they tronicalised^ 
desert-worthy, and fitted for use in the very hot weather? * 

m%£7£As“"'°ry ” s'°u/°r W°' °"d *1 A-'- 4' 

I propose to hold periodical meetings to consider tank and anti-tank 
questions the first of which will be at to Downing Street on Mondav 

xcrnJ^ ,,IKa-m- ThCSC m~t,ngs would *>c attended by yourselves’ 
accompanied by appropriate officers. From the War Office I wra,l„r„ 

Brown, and General Crawford to be present * dmiraI 

2. I am particularly anxious that all officers attending the meeting 
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should be encouraged to send in their suggestions as to the points which 
should be discussed, and to express their individual views with complete 
freedom. I contemplate, in fact, a “Tank Parliament”. 

3. An agenda will be prepared for each meeting by my Defence 
Office, and it will include any points which you wish to place upon it, and 
any suggestions or questions which the Tank Commanders wish to put 
forward. I myself should like to discuss the organisation of armoured 
divisions, and the present state of their mechanical efficiency, as well as 
the larger questions which govern 1943. 

Prime Minister to Viscount Halifax 28 Apr. 41 

Do not discourage the President from posing his questions direct to 
me or allowing any of the Naval Staff to do so. My personal relations 
with him are of importance, and it would be a pity if they were super¬ 
seded by ordinary staff routine. 

Prime Minister to General Jsmay 28 Apr. 41 

Let me have this day the minute* which I wrote in the summer of last 
year directing that 5,000 parachute troops were to be prepared, together 
with all the minutes of the departments concerned which led to my 
afterwards agreeing to reduce this number to 500. I shall expect to 
receive the office files before midnight. 

2. Let me have all the present proposals for increasing the parachute 
and glider force, together with a time-table of expected results. 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 28 Apr. 41 

The Director of Military Operations yesterday spoke of plans which 
had been prepared in certain eventualities for the evacuation of Egypt. 

Let me see these plans, and any material bearing upon them. 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 28 Apr. 41 

The C.-in-C. Mediterranean has been fully occupied in the successful 
conduct of the evacuation, but now he must resume his efforts to 
blockade Cyrcnaican ports and to catch these ships or as many of them as 
possible. It ought to be far easier to blockade Cyrcnaican ports than 
Tripoli. Both must be attempted, but failure to achieve the second 
would be specially lamentable. 

Prime Minister to General Istnay, for C.O.S. 29 Apr. 4» 

Committee 
Is it not rather strange that, when we announced that the port of Ben¬ 

ghazi while in our occupation was of no use, and, secondly, that on our 
evacuation we had completely blocked it, the enemy are using it freely. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 29 Apr. 4-* 
I noticed that several of the parachutists who landed on Saturday had 

their knuckles terribly cut. Has the question of protecting their hands 
and [also giving them] knee-caps been considered. 

•General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee chlukfour- 
Of course, if the Glider scheme is better than parachutes we should pu 

done about the Gliders. 
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MAY 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 4 May 41 

Let me have a report on the efficiency of the gunners and personnel 
managing the 15-inch batteries and searchlights at Singapore. Are thev 
fitted with Radar? 7 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air 4 May 41 

T his [draft telegram to President Roosevelt about expansion of 
bomber production in U.S.A.] should surely be put forward through the 
regular channels. I do not like to send telegrams to the President about 
the general programme, which ought to be thrashed out by the very 
elaborate machinery provided for the purpose. 

Prime Minister to Chancellor of the Exchequer 4 May 41 

Is it true that the widow of a Service man killed by enemy action on 
leave gets only half the pension she would if her husband were killed on 
duty r 

Prime Minister to Chancellor oj the Exchequer ,o May 41 

1 D° r,U,'hink this difs,inc':on *s justifiable ? Is there much money in it ? 
I was told of a case of a sailor who was drunk on duty and drowned in 

-rr^t h‘S Wid,?Wl C.C"ing ful1 P^ion; while another sailor on 
well-earned leave, killed by enemy action, was far worse treated in 
respect of his wife. I doubt very much whether treating leave earned by 
service as equivalent to service for these purposes would cost you much, 
and it would remove what seems to be a well-founded grievance. 

Prime Minister to Chancellor of the Exchequer l6 May 4, 

I draw a clear distinction between deaths arising from the fire of the 
enemy and ordinary accidents. This is the line of demarcation which we 
have successfully maintained in the Bill dealing with compensation for 
war injuries. The air attack on this country is novel Sporadic and 

“'*? quitc safelV b.c kept in a compartment by itself. Therefore I 
rleJnt« ,llc ,aJ>'umo'',s ab°ut the concessions spreading to ordinary acci- 
; Smand ,from *he armed forces to persons in employ on a part-fime 

system, such as air-raid wardens and the like. I consider that( 

Iarri?.h7m .rSOnS >OU1d b* discipline on permanem engagement hfve' a right to be considered when on leave as eninvincr • •. 

in regard to pensions for their widows, etc., as when they are with thdr 
n a ,s « tonjer which can be effectively maintained 

of the normafsy^tcrrTof'thc^foTOl^id it breeds contem^o'f'the'gcwem* 

enemy’s ^17^1 * 

amendedCask?hIvrhetr;iugges^ed.,he if ,he rC8u,ati°"s were 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 6 

Inquiries should be made whether the tmnne u 3y *X 

g& .sssas tSa 
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Prime Minister to First Sea Lord 6 May 41 

How was it [the Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisation] took twelve 
weeks on passage, and why was the equipment packed without any rela¬ 
tion to its employment? One would have thought a mobile naval base 
plant would above all other things have been stowed so that it could have 
been taken out and employed. 

It seems to me an inquiry should be held into this lapse of Staff work. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 7 May 41 

Will you consider whether it would not be a good thing to publish my 
letter to Matsuoka. I think it is important that the people of Japan 
generally and a circle wider than the Matsuoka military circle should be 
apprised of the direction in which they are moving. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 8 May 41 

Now that we have taken Bardia, Tobruk, Massawa, Assab, Kismayu, 
and other Italian African ports, pray let me have a report of the exact 
armament of coastal and aerial defence found there, and compare this 
with our Intelligence estimates beforehand. A fortnight may be allowed 
for the preparation of this paper. I want, in the first instance, the facts, 
and the Intelligence must not realise that a comparison will be made with 

their figures. 

Prime Minister to General Smuts 8 May 4t 

I wonder if you would care for me to suggest to the King your appoint¬ 
ment as an Honorary Field-Marshal of the British Armv. It seems tome 
that the great part you arc playing in our military affairs and the im¬ 
portance of the South African Army would make this appropriate in 
every way, and I need not say how pleasing it would be to your old friend 
and comrade to pay you this compliment. 

Prime Minister to the Belgian Prime Minister 10 May 4' 

On the anniversary of the day when, in violation of their most solcmn 
undertakings, the German Government, without cause or Provoc?,'°"; 
launched their armed forces against the territory of Be'siU", 1; ° 
acknowledge in the name of His Majesty s Government the^gian 

tr is “r*-p» a«s 

(Action this Day) io May 4' 

^The^roMhe Ba„.e of Egypt now depends more upon the au 

remforcements than upon the tanks. 
route, including repeated Ja»^r , g thc conKCstion relieved. I 
Takoradi bottleneck must be opened up d dispatch of Wellingtons, 

have asked on other PaPcrs f"r a “^he A regular flying-boat scr- 

52 who are accumu,at,ng 
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Egypt surplus to machines. Advantage should be taken of the presence 
of Air Chief Marshal Longmorc in England to make a comprehensive 
plan of reinforcements. Speed is essential, as from every side one gets 
information of the efforts the enemy are making. 

Prime Minister to Mr. Mackenzie King 11 May 41 

I am delighted to hear that Mr. Menzics’ visit was so successful. He 
was with us here through times of peculiar stress, and we found him a 
staunch comrade. A meeting of the Imperial Conference about July or 
August for a month or six weeks would be most desirable if it could be 
arranged. I hope we shall give a good account of ourselves in the Middle 
East. It will not be for want of trying. Every good wish. It is splendid 
the way you have carried Canada forward in such perfect unity. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 10 May 41 

I expect you are now acquainted with the splendid offer which General 
Arnold made to us of one-third of the rapidly expanding capacity for 
pilot training in the United States to be filled with pupils from here. We 
have made active preparations, and the first 550 of our young men arc- 
now ready to leave, as training was to have begun early next month. A 
second batch of 550 will follow on their heels. I now understand there 
arc legal difficulties. I hope. Mr. President, that these are not serious, as 
it would be very disappointing to us and would offset our arrangements 
if there were now- to be delay. General Arnold’s offer was an unexpected 
and very welcome addition to our training facilities. Such ready-made 
capacity of aircraft, airfields, and instructors all in balance we could not 
obtain to the same extent and in the same time by any other means. It 
will greatly accelerate our effort in the air. 

Prime Minister to General Arnold f, May 41 

I am much obliged for the information reported by your observer in 
Egypt. The Air Ministry tell me that we have recently sent out to 
I akoradi the best officers we can find, but thev are necessarily less 
familiar with American than with British types of aircraft and engines and 
welcome your offer of American experts. Details of numbers and grades 
desired will be sent to you by the Air Ministry as soon as possible. 

2. In the climate of tropical West Africa no man can work as hard or as 
long as at home. We should like to work three shifts, and are planning to 
use ships for additional living quarters. 

3. We are sending to Africa one of our most energetic and competent 
senior technical officers, who will be responsible to Commander-in- 
Ch.ef for repair and maintenance in Egypt and for general control of 
1 akoradi reinforcement route, sole responsibility for which lies with Air 
Ministry. Some decentralisation of local control is necessary on a route 
which begins in British or American factories and ends in Egypt. 

t-c jiC,Smt °f t?chn,cal inexperience of certain drafts to Takoradi is 
justified, but there is now great dilution throughout R.A.F. We arc now 

r"Hd^71Sk0dKmCn- We 8r,a,cfull>' acccP» >’our offer of loan of experts 
and M AP. 1S being pressed to provide tools and equipment. P 

y£, "ar,?,r sxr*of B p c- “*■ ■ ™ ■—»« 
Skilled mUCah 0bli£,ed f?r ,hc h/'P alreadV siven and for your offer of 
from xTk ,,ASSimb y ofaircraft 15 not sole bottleneck of deliveries 
from Takoradi. Any acceleration must be matched by corresponding 
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increase in transport aircraft for ferry pilots. Can your promised de¬ 
liveries of American transport aircraft to Africa be accelerated? Thank 
you so much for cabling direct to me. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 14 May 41 

Further to my “Tiger” No. 2, one would hope that it could be fitted in 
during the moonless period after about the middle of June. In order to 
give greater security it might be well to send Victorious right through, 
and thus give the C.-in-C. Mediterranean what he longs for, namely, 
two armoured aircraft-carriers. For this purpose however it is most 
desirable that Victorious, and if possible the other aircraft-carriers who 
would be accompanying her, should have a proportion of the best and 
fastest fighters which can be thrown off a float. What happened to those 
American Martlet aircraft? I have not heard of them for some months, 
yet we were told they were so promising on account of their high speed. 
How is the unloading of “Tiger” going on? 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 16 May 41 

What is the situation at Martinique? Are the 50 million pounds of 
gold still there ? What French forces are there ? What French vessels are 
in harbour? I have it in mind that the United States might take over 
Martinique to safeguard it from being used as a base for U-boats in view 
of Vichy collaboration. 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 16 May 4* 

Your minute of May 15. You tell me that the total number of cruiser 
tanks in a brigade of the 7th Armoured Division is 210 (including 20 
per cent, reserves), and that of the “I” *1 ank Brigade 200 "I tanks say 
400 heavy tanks in the 7th Armoured Division. We must try to compare 
like with like. I am told that the German principle is two light tanks to 
every heavy; thus there would be in a German armoured division about 
i?c heavy tanks. In other words, it would have fewer heavy tanks than 
one of our tank brigades. What is the additional outfit of our armoured 
brigades in light tanks or armoured cars? Surely they have an adequate 
outfit of these ancillarics. It would be enormously helpful and simplil' 
our work if you would kindly let me have in two columns the standard 
outfit of the 7th Armoured Division on the basis you indicatc, and the 
outfit of a German full armoured division, and add a third column for a 

^Have*you^oticecTthe"reports from various sources that the Geirnans 
are using only one brigade in their divisions identified by contact. 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord H M»V 4< 

At the end of February the Admiralty seem to have had forty ships o 
At ,Anc nnfi over employed as armed merchant cruisers, since " ben I 

x° 000 tons ndwtrempi'£'en sunk. We are so short of troop-carriers 
believe a f hesc shi s tf) bc surrcndercd. I suggi* 

n°,7K^H over any you have left in excess of thirty-*.*., about seven- 

part. 
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Prime Minister to First Lord *7 May 41 

This chart of the immense work of the Salvage Department makes me 
anxious that you should convey to those in charge of that branch a very 
high and express measure of commendation. Perhaps you will let me see 

a draft of what you propose. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 26 May 41 

It is interesting to sec how very much exaggerated were the estimates 
formed by our Intelligence Service of the coastal defences of the various 
Italian ports that have now come into our hands. I have long suspected 
that the Italians, and probably the French also, like to have it thought 
that their seaward defences are on a very heavy scale. We were told, for 
instance, that Massawa was defended by four 8-inch, ten large calibre, 
and sixteen 6-inch, total thirty high-powered guns. Not one existed. In 
the light of this exposure the Intelligence Branches of the different 
departments should carefully re-examine their scale of foreign coastal 
fortifications, which otherwise may prove to be a deterrent upon action.* 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. 27 May 41 
Committee 

'I'his is a sad story (about parachute troops and gliders], and I feel 
myself greatly to blame for allowing myself to be overborne by the 
resistances which were offered. One can see how wrongly based these 
resistances were when we read the Air Staff paper in the light of what is 
happening in Crete, and may soon be happening in Cyprus and in Syria. 

2. Sec also my minute on gliders of September 1, 1940.! This is 
exactly what has happened. The gliders have been produced on the 
smallest possible scale, and so we have practically now neither the 
parachutists nor the gliders, except these 500. 

3. Thus we arc always found behindhand by the enemy. We ought 
to have 5,000 parachutists and an Airborne Division on the German 
model, with any improvements which might suggest themselves from 
experience. We ought also to have a number of carrier aircraft (i.e., 
transport aircraft]. These will all be necessary in the Mediterranean 
fighting of 1942, or earlier if possible. We shall have to try to retake 
some of these islands which are being so easily occupied by the enemy. 
We may be forced to fight in the wide countries of the East, in Persia 
or Northern Iraq. A whole year has been lost, and I now invite the 

• 

Port Total Intelligence 
Estimate 

Total reported 
after Capture 

Tobruk 
Benghazi 
Bardia . 
Massawa 
Kismayu 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

• 
• 

• 
• 

• 

26 

37 
7 to 9 

64 
10 to II 

'5 
12 

5 
29 

23 

Grand total • • 144 to 147 84 

fScc footnote at page 592. 
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Chiefs of Staff to make proposals for trying, so far as is possible, to repair 
the misfortune. 

The whole file is to be brought before the Chiefs of Staff this evening. 

Prime Minister to General Isrnay, for C.O.S. 

Committee 
27 May 41 

I am in general agreement with the appreciation of C.I.G.S.; but it is 
clear that priority and emphasis of the operations must be prescribed 
from here. 

I should be glad if the Chiefs of Staff would consider forthwith the 
following proposed directive: 

In view of General Wavell’s latest messages, he should be ordered to 
evacuate Crete forthwith, saving as many men as possible without regard 
to material, and taking whatever measures, whether by reinforcement or 
otherwise, are best. 

2. With the capture of Suda Bay or Kastelli on the south side the 
enemy will be most eager to land a seaborne force. The Navy must not 
open their sea guard yet, and should try, in any case, to take the heaviest 
toll, thus getting some of our own back. 

3. The defence of Egypt from the west and from the north under the 
increased weight of the air attack from Crete presents the standard 
military problem of a central force resisting two attacks from opposite 
quarters. In this case the choice seems clearly dictated by the facts. 

4. The attack through Turkey and/or through Syria cannot develop 
in great strength for a good many weeks, during which events may make 

it impossible. . . ... 
5. In the Western Desert alone the opportunity for a decisive mill ary 

success presents itself. Here the object must not be the pushing back ot 
the enemy to any particular line or region, but the destruction of ms 
armed force, or the bulk of it, in a decisive battle fought with our whole 
strength. It should be possible in the next fortnight to inflict a crushing 
defeat upon the Germans in Cyrcnaica. General Wavell has upwards of 
400 heavy tanks, against 130 enemy heavy tanks, plus their 9-tonncrs, as 
well as light armoured forces upon both sides. He has a large plurality or 
other arms, particularly artillery. He has sure communications, ample 
supplies andmuch help from the sea. He should therefore strike w, 
the utmost strength in the Western Desert against «> enemy ^ 
great difficulties for supplies and ammunition. Here is the only clhanc 
of producing a major military success, and nothing should stand in 

Wa6 ’ There is no objection meanwhile to the advance he proposes with 
the forces specified into Syria, and he may get the aerodromes there 
before the Germans have recovered from the immense dram upon** 
air-power which the unexpectedly vigorous resistance of 1 rc>t,erg 

anTY Forces°should not be frittered away on Cyprus at 'his juncture. 

wmmmmsi 
■" 8CrFor the above purposes ‘‘^f^'^^heTo'vement ofMl.roTps 

S3 transport fr^n*Abysstaia rioithwar^must^be pressed to the utmost. 
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observing that the 50th Division from England less one brigade is also 
already approaching, together with other reinforcements. 

9. To sum up, the orders should be: 

(<2) Evacuate Crete. 
(b) Destroy the German force in Cyrenaica, thus disengaging 

Tobruk and securing the airfields to the westward. 
(c) Endeavour to peg out claims in Syria for reinforcement after a 

Cyrenaican victory as in (b). 

All these operations should be capable of completion before the middle 
of June. 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Australia 20 May 41 
(Mr. Mcnzies) 

Sincere congratulations on the powerful, moving addresses you have 
delivered in Canada, the United States, and above all on your return 
home. These have been fully reported in England, and have confirmed 
all the goodwill you gathered from our people. I thank you also for your 
very kindly references to me. Reading the Australian dispatches, I often 
think of Chatham’s famous invocation: "Be one people!" Best of luck. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Agriculture and 
Secretary of State for Scotland 

30 May 41 

I have been considering the minutes you sent me early in April con¬ 
cerning the production of sugar-beet in Scotland. It seems to me agreed 
that it is desirable that in order to save shipping space the production of 
sugar-beet should be maintained. I am also informed that the starch 
equivalent of beet products per acre is two-thirds greater than that of 
potatoes. But I infer from what you say that for financial reasons farmers 
prefer to produce potatoes, of which there is no shortage. 

It seems clear therefore that measures should be taken to ensure that 
sufficient beet is produced if necessary at the expense of potatoes. It 
ought to be possible to settle between the Ministries concerned whether 
the increase is to be made in Scotland or in Northern England, but it 
certainly appears that it would be most convenient to produce the 
additional quantity for the Cupar factory in Scotland. 

If it is too late to obtain this extra output this year steps should be 
taken to make sure that the shortage is not repeated in 1942. Indeed 
since beet is apparently a very valuable crop in present circumstances it 
shou,d be considered whether a much larger acreage should not in future 
be devoted to it. Please report to me further on this at a later date. 

JUNE 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. x Tunf. .. 
Committee 1 Junc 4* 

Although I hold most strongly that we should not fritter away our 
forces in defence of Cyprus [at this moment], I do not wish to exclude 
the possibility of air defence, even before we are masters of the Syrian 
airfields If as a result of a successful outcome of "Tiger-cubs" it should 

t u t0 $ParC °r threc fi*hter squadrons, these should 
be sent, and anyhow meanwhile preparations should be made to receive 
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them at short notice in Cyprus. I do not know what is the position and 
state of the existing aerodromes. 

I should be glad if the whole subject could be reviewed by the Staffs. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to General Ismay, for Chiefs of Staff 
Committee 

i June 41 
V/ » I * • * ► V V 

Adverting to my wish that the West African Brigade should be 
returned from East Africa to Freetown forthwith, and that the captured 
Italian arms should be used to equip the Shadow Brigade now forming 
at Freetown or thereabouts, I have had a talk with General Giffard. He 
says that the West African battalions require an average of eighty British 
officers and non-commissioned officer personnel, and that these will be 
lacking for the Shadow Brigade, and that even if supplied they would be 
better employed on handling any modern equipment we can find. It has 
been suggested to me that the great plethora of Polish officers in Polish 
divisions, amounting to several thousands, might be married up to this 
West African Shadow Brigade. I am sure that General Sikorski could 
easily be persuaded to find two or three hundred, and they would be very 

^ Pray let this be examined and a plan made. General Giffard should be 
consulted, and I should like to have a report before he leaves the country, 
the object being the transfer of the West African Brigade from cast to 
west, and the development of the Shadow Brigade on Italian equipment 

and Polish white infusion.® 

Prime Minister to Minister of Information I June 4> 
It is most dangerous to inform the enemy that Parliament is sitting on 

any particular day while there is time for an attack to be made. >1 
admit the assumption that the enemy knows all that is attributed to him. 

(Action this Day) iljnc ,, 
Prime Minister to C.A.S. r „.u„n:na 

I im elad vou are pressing on with this vital business [of lengthening 

WhI do not regard your last sentence as exhaustive. Machines must be 

riicISIliSsl machines to the distances which ha c . r£ d FranCe is largely 

this i^no^done* you will'be helpless in the West and beaten injhe East. 

Prime Minister to Governor of Malta Thc WarOfficc 

”trap 
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to be taken. You may be sure we regard Malta as one of the master-keys 
of the British Empire. We are sure that you are the man to hold it, and 
we will do everything in human power to give you the means. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to Professor Lindemann 7 June 41 

I have several times asked you to check up on German and British air 
strengths as we left it at the end of Mr. Justice Singleton’s investigations. 
Pray let me have this return by Monday at latest. 

I should imagine that the enemy have lost a great many more aircraft 
than we have, but what is the new rate of construction which he has 
achieved ? How do matters stand ? It is over two months ago since I had 
a thorough check made. 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Australia 9 June 41 

It is not possible to hold Cyprus without having control of the Syrian 
airlields. We therefore thought it better to try to gain these, when we 
should be in a position to support Cyprus more effectively. In the mean¬ 
while there is one Australian divisional mechanised cavalry regiment and 
one British battalion with local troops and six Hurricanes. They are a 
deterrent on anything but a fairly substantial hostile scale of attack. If 
the enemy comes in force before we have got hold of Syria, the 1,500 men 
in Cyprus will have to take to the mountains, which are rugged and high, 
and there maintain a guerrilla as long as possible. If we cannot get con¬ 
trol of Syria or if the Germans defeat the guerrilla in the mountains, we 
shall probably get a good many away. Chiefs of Staff do not think this is 
an unfair task to set troops. There arc many worse in war. No other 
course is open except immediate evacuation, inviting unopposed landing. 
I am anxious to help you in your difficulties, and, if you wish it, I will see 
that Australian troops are withdrawn from Cyprus with or without relief. 

Prime Minister to Colonial Secretary and 
General lsmay 

11 June 41 

Our policy is the strictest possible blockade of Jibouti. The fairest 
terms have been offered to these people. Nothing must be done to miti¬ 
gate the severity of the blockade. It might however be possible to arrange 
that if a return were furnished of the number of new-born babies and 
young children a very limited amount of nourishment might be allowed 
to pass into the town under the most strict restrictions and surveillance. 

On no account must the Governor of Aden take any action which will 
weaken the blockade, and no supplies of any kind are to move into the 
town without my approving the arrangements first. 

Prime Minister to Lord President 14 June 41 

1 ,<iaimilh.art Under thc schcmc for reducing the basic civilian ration of 
petrol by half once every three months thc reduction is to be made for the 
first time this August. 

Could not this be avoided? We have to think of Bank Holiday and of 
the fact that many people may be getting leave this August for thc first 
time smee the war. 1 hey are no doubt counting on having their cars full 

August °f y> 3nd haVmg also at thcir disP°sal ‘he ^11 ration for 

Could you not arrange to begin thc experiment in October? To make 

winter ^ half_ratI0n month could be intercalated during thc 
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(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to Lord Woolton and 14 June 41 
Minister of Agriadture 

I was very glad to hear from you that the twelve hens scheme would be 
abandoned in favour of “No official food for more than twelve hens unless 
you come into the public pool’*. “Public chicken-food for public eggs.” 

2. Have you done justice to rabbit production ? Although rabbits are 
not by themselves nourishing, they are a pretty good mitigation of vege¬ 
tarianism. They eat mainly grass and greenstuffs, so what is the harm in 
encouraging their multiplication in captivity ? 

3. I welcome your increase of the meat ration, but it would be a pity 
to cut this down in the winter, just when fresh vegetables will also drop. 
Can you not get in additional supplies of American corned beef, pork, 
and bacon to bridge the winter gap ? The more bread you force people to 
eat the greater the demands on tonnage will be. Reliance on bread is an 
evil which exaggerates itself. It would seem that you should make further 
efforts to open out your meat supplies. 

4. I view with great concern any massacre of sheep and oxen. The 
reserve on the hoof is our main standby. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air and C.A.S. 15 June 41 

I suggested to you some time ago that Sir Hugh Dowding should be 
asked to write a dispatch about the Battle of Britain, which was fought 
under his command during July, August, and September last. I under¬ 
stood from the C.A.S., and I think also from you, that there was no 

objection to this. . . . 5 
Will you kindly have the necessary official action taken i 

Prime Minister to General Ismay x8 Jun? 41 
Please have a glossary drawn up to-day of the places in Syria and Libya 

which arc most frequently mentioned. Choose in each case the simplest 
spelling and well-known form. This will then be telegraphed to the 
Middle East and circulated with supplements to all concerned. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air and C.A.S. 18 June 4' 

I saw a statement in the papers the other day that the'AirJorccwere 

Whatfis^the meaning^ofthis^ It wa^Tcpre^enteV that this was a par. of 

high standard of nimbleness and effic,®n^* 
Will you kindly let me have a report on this. 

, J S' II 19 June 4* 
Prime Minister to General de Gaulle T valuc voUr views 

Thank you for your message to me o ^ Ju 3- of most recent 
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Prime Minister to General Ismay 20 June 41 

Please focus clearly in writing— 

(а) The arrangements now proposed for more intimate association 
of the Army and the co-operating Air Force squadrons; and 

(б) The responsibility for airfields in the United Kingdom in the 
event of invasion. 

Prime Minister to GeneraI Ismay, for C.O.S. 23 June 41 
Committee 

The success which has attended the admirable offensive of the R.A.F. 
over the Pas de Calais should encourage this to be pressed day after day 
as long as it proves profitable. The number of bombers going by day 
should be increased as much as possible, so as to take full advantage by 
daylight of the various targets presented. For this purpose the Cabinet 
should be asked to agree to the bombing of any important factories which 
arc being used on a large scale for the repair or manufacture of enemy 
aircraft, and any important objectives in the area dominated should be 
subjected to the heaviest daylight bombing and effectively destroyed. 
The French workmen should at the right moment be warned to keep 
away from the factories, though this should not prevent our beginning 
before they have notice. 

2. On the assumption that our domination of the air over this area will 
be successfully established, the Staffs should consider whether a serious 
operation in the form of a large raid should not be launched under full 
air protection. I have in mind something on the scale of 25.000-30,000 
men—perhaps the Commandos plus one of the Canadian divisions. It 
would be necessary to create a force exactly adapted to the tactical plan 
rather than to adhere to the conventional establishments of divisions. As 
long as we can keep air domination over the Channel and the Fas de 
Calais it ought to be possible to achieve a considerable result. 

3. Among the other objectives, the destruction of the guns and bat¬ 
teries. of all shipping (though there is not much there now), of all stores, 
and the killing and capturing of a large number of Germans present 
themselves. The blocking of the harbours of Calais and Boulogne might 
also be attempted. 

4. I should like to have a preliminary discussion this evening at 
9.45 p.m., and if the principle is approved the plans should be perfected 
as soon as possible, in case the air domination should be achieved. Now 
the enemy is busy in Russia is the time to “Make hell while the sun 
shines. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee, 27 June 41 
Controller Admiralty, and others concerned 

British amphibious attacks overseas are begun usually in the dark 
hours, during which it is hoped to get a certain number of Bofors guns 
ashore, but these will be quite inadequate to cover the landing-places 
from the dive-bomber attack, which must be expected almost anywhere 
at dawn or shortly after The guns will have taken up positions in the 
dark and cannot possibly have their predictors and combined control 
effective in so short a time. 

2. To bridge the gap between the first landing and the seizure of air¬ 
fields, with consequent establishment of British fighter squadrons and air 
protection, it is necessary that effective A.A. artillery support, at least in 
low-ceiling fire, should be provided. How is this to be done ? It can only 
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be done by the provision of floating batteries which can take their stations 
in the dark hours of the first attack and be ready to protect the landing- 

places from daylight onwards. 
3. 170 tank landing-craft are now rapidly coming out month by 

month. At least one dozen of these should be fitted as floating batteries. 
They should be armed either with Bofors or with multiple U.P. pro¬ 
jectors with A.D. or P.E. fuze. The large-size tank landing-craft are well 

suited to this. Let a plan be made of the best possible arrangement of 
the guns or projectors, or both mixed. The best forms of fire-control and 
the principle of the four-cornered ship, so as to fire at attacks from 
various quarters simultaneously, should be developed. This is a task for 
gunnery and U.P. experts, who should be given the dimensions of the 

deck space available, and should work out a full scheme in technical 
appliances and personnel required. The Controller should report what 
alterations would be necessary in the ships. One ship should be so fitted 
at once, and a nucleus of officers trained in the fighting of a floating 
battery under these conditions. It would not be necessary to arm more 

than one ship at the present time, and it could be used for training and 
experimental purposes, but the remaining eleven should be got ready, 
with any improvements which may suggest themselves, to receive their 
guns or projectors. All the base fittings should be made and built in so 
that the weapons can be rapidly mounted. Meanwhile the guns and pro¬ 

jectors can continue to play their part in A.D.G.B., the necessary num¬ 
ber being earmarked for speedy transfer should an amphibious operation 

become imminent. . . , , .• 
Pray let me have a report in one week, showing the proposed action 

and the time-table.® 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 27 Junc 41 

Let me have a note of the number of 1?0l^^,ldcre the 
names, who have visited the room at the Ministry of Defence! for the 

purpose of reading the files each week, so that I can sec who take^advan¬ 
tage of it. Let me also see the first specimen file available for their 

scrutiny. 

lA£"Mnis?Jyto Secretary of State for War V June 4- 

name?*o'the s^ks* of Mnks! 'TheLTcou 

bfiSSSrSSSs 

•This minute shows the ififgh'i'and-rcrsft 
a converted tank ,a"d'"g-nC”Jj(i“XsL8airPdefencc to landing-craft dunnean 

ss, "siriSi “ ■”b*“ 
greatly increased. 
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28 June 41 
(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary, First Lord, and 
First Sea Lord 

Who has been responsible for starting this idea among the Americans, 
that we should like their destroyer forces to operate on their own side of 
the Atlantic rather than upon ours? Whoever has put this about has 
done great disservice, and should be immediately removed from all 
American contacts. I am in entire agreement with Mr. Stimson. May I 
ask that this should be accepted at once as a decision of policy, and that it 
should be referred, if necessary, to the Cabinet on Monday? 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air 28 June 41 

I understand that little or no provision is made for the defence of aero¬ 
dromes between the date at which they arc fit for operational use and the 
date at which they are actually taken over, and that this interval is often a 
long one, especially if some minor adjustments have to be made after the 
main work is completed. This appears to be a serious gap in our de¬ 
fences. Pray let me know what the position is. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air and 
Chief of the Air Staff 

29 June 41 

Further to my minute of June 20, about the responsibility of the Air 
Force for the local and static defence of aerodromes. Every man in Air 
Force uniform ought to be armed with something—a rifle, a tommy-gun, 
a pistol, a pike, or a mace; and everyone, without exception, should do at 
cast one hour's drill and practice every day. Every airman should have 
his place in the defence scheme. At least once a week an alarm should be 
given as an exercise (stated clearly beforehand in the signal that it is an 
exercise), and every man should be at his post. 90 per cent should be at 
their fighting stations in five minutes at the most. It must be understood 
by al ranks that they arc expected to fight and die in the defence of their 
airfields. Every building which fits in with the scheme of defence should 
be prepared, so that each has to be conquered one by one by the enemy’s 
parachute or glider troops. Each of these posts should have its leader 
appointed In two or three hours the troops will arrive; meanwhile every 
post should resist and must be maintained—be it only a cottage or a mess 
—so that the enemy has to master each one. This is a slow and expensive 
process for him. v 

2. The enormous mass of non-combatant personnel who look after the 
very heroic pilots, who a one in ordinary circumstances do all the fight¬ 
ing, is an inherent difficulty in the organisation of the Air Force. Here is 
the chance for this great mass to add a fighting quality to the necessary 
services they perfomi. Every airfield should be a stronghold of fighting 
a 1 r-grou n d men, and not the abode of uniformed civilians in the prime of 
life protected by detachments of soldiers. P 

finhi this m?ttcr in dctaiI’,et mc have the exact 
fidd state of Northolt Aerodrome, showing every class of airman the 
work he does, the weapons he has, and his part in the scheme of defence 

aff°rd t0 e i>he bfst part of half a ™"ion uniformed men, with all the prestige of the Royal Air Force attaching to them who 

se™foftKo" qUi,C 3Part fr°m thc indisPensab'e 
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Prime Minister to Secretary of State for 29 June 41 
War and C.I.G.S. 

We have to contemplate the descent from the air of perhaps a quarter 
of a million parachutists, glider-borne or crash-landed aeroplane troops. 

Everyone in uniform, and anyone else who likes, must fall upon these 
wherever they find them and attack them with the utmost alacrity— 

“Let everyone 
Kill a Hun.” 

This spirit must be inculcated ceaselessly into all ranks of H.M. forces— 
in particular military schools, training establishments, depots. All the 
rearward services must develop a quality of stem, individual resistance. 
No building occupied by troops should be surrendered without having 

to be stormed. Every man must have a weapon of some kind, be it only 
a mace or a pike. The spirit of intense individual resistance to this new 
form of sporadic invasion is a fundamental necessity. I have no doubt a 

great deal is being done. 
Please let me know exactly how many uniformed men you have on 

ration strength in this Island, and how they are armed. 
I should like Sir Alan Brooke to see this minute and enclosure, and to 

give me his views about it. Let me also see some patterns of maces and 

pikes. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay.for C.O.S. 3° Junc 4* 

Committee 
Although we take a heavy toll, very large enemy reinforcements arc- 

crossing to Africa continually. The Navy seem unable to do anything. 

The Air Force only stop perhaps a fifth. You are no doubt impressed 

with the full gravity of the situation. 

(Action this Day) T 
Prime Minister to Minister of Supply 3° June 4 

In the Secret Session on Sir Andrew Duncan’s vote quesUons wcrc 

asked by Mr. Shinwcll and others about how we stood in heavy tanks 
We have hitherto regarded A. 22 as the heaviest we should make, though 

a great deal of work has been done, I think by Stern, on a still larKcL.'yP'- 
I Relieve tht.rc is even a pilot model. Of course our P^blem is differ^ 

from the Russian or great Continental Powers because of shipment, 

that soon. 

APPENDIX D 

ESTIMATED BRITISH AND GERMAN AIR 

STRENGTHS, DECEMBER 9. >94°* 

Note bv Pb.me M.n.ster and M.n.ster of Defence _ ^ 

Since the war began fifteen mo* ^pe^dlhe British Air 

Setd8:oooaoVfe alTtypes forCe in 2?theatres Ld for all purposes. In 

•Sec p. 4b. 
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the last eight months of hard fighting the German Air Force has received 
from April to November inclusive 12,000 new machines, and the British 
Air Force 11,000, exclusive of 1,000 from overseas. In these eight battle 
months, when both Air Forces have been at full extension, the intake has 
been about equal, averaging 1,400 to 1,500 machines a month. 

2. During these eight months the front-line strength of the British 
Air Force of about 2,100 machines has scarcely changed. Thus a 
monthly output of 1,400 machines has just sufficed in a period of active 
warfare to keep up a front-line strength of 2,100 machines. 

If we reckon that of the 1,400 machines 500 were trainers, and another 
200 were operational machines devoted to training—a very generous 
allowance in the heat of the battle—this implies that 700 operational 
machines, i.e., one-third of our front-line establishment, was written off 
every month. Actually the number is probably greater than this, at any 
rate in the bomber squadrons, where a number of bombers equal to two- 
fifths of the front-line establishment is lost monthly. 

3. The German losses have certainly not been less pro rota. Their 
battle losses between May and August were estimated by the Air Minis¬ 
try as about 3,000, and from August to the end of October as 2,800 
machines i.e., 5,800 in all. Our battle losses in the equivalent period 
were less than half of this. 

4. Information leads the Air Intelligence Branch at the Air Ministry 
to believe that the German front-line Air Force on May 1 was about 
three times as great as ours—say, 6,000 machines. If this were so, and 
their pro rata losses were not higher than ours, their monthly wastage 
must have been at least 2,000 machines (on the two-fifths figure even 
higher). If our figures for their average output, i.e., 1,500 machines, are 
correct, and if the statement that 1,100 of these were operational is 
accepted, the German Air Force must diminish at the rate of 2,000 
minus 1,100, i.e., at least 900 machines in the first month. As the front 
line decreased, of course the losses and the rate of drop would fall, but 
the strength would be well below 4,000 at the end of four months. 

I he only way of escaping this conclusion is to assume that the Ger¬ 
mans carried an immense reserve of machines stored for such an even¬ 
tuality. I he pre-war output docs not justify such an assumption. In any 
event it would be an uneconomical proceeding, as the machines would 
rapidly become out of date. Any well-arranged Air Force reckons to 
have a reserve at the outbreak of war to tide it over the first two or three 

duction thereafter."3' maChmC '° °P"a,C' and ™» °" P">‘ 

bc made showing exactly what proportion of 
our front-line establishment was written off each month, and what were 

hsttle'ln«rsI,tnS^h dr C pOSS'ule Take a fairly accuralc estimate of our 1? .and 'he German battle losses, and the calculation should be 
made assummg that their other losses arc pro rata the same as ours. It 

S ,bc b°rnc m,nd the Germans must send to the training 
establishments and write off therein an equivalent number of those 

estabhs'hments. *° * 'hiS PUrP°SC’ °TU S aa «ratng 

ducedAeCaCc°hrdmon,th °“r. informa'io". on\y 400 German trainers are pro- 
duced each month. I his number seems most inadequate to replace the 
pilot wastage m such a huge Air Force as the Air Intelligence attributes 

Hell*hC 9CIimans- \c us<: considerably more, without Counting those 
delivered direct to the training schools in Canada. 8 
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We are told that Germany had a huge reserve of pilots trained before 
the war, and that few pilots trained since have been found among the 

prisoners. If this were so, and if the huge reserves of machines also had 
really been in existence, it seems inconceivable that they should not 
have been brought together and the operational strength correspond¬ 
ingly increased for the duration of the great air battles. 

6. Every effort must be made to clear up the present contradiction. 

The M.E.W. estimate for the output is incompatible with a front-line 
strength much higher than 3,000 machines. This figure is consonant 
with the weight of the German effort at Dunkirk and in the Battle of 
Britain (taking account of the favourable geographical factors). The Air 

Intelligence estimate is nearly twice as great. 
At present the only possible explanations seem to be: 

(а) That M.E.W. is wildly wrong, and that the German output is 
nearly twice as great as they believe. Further, that the Germans 
did not make any very great effort in the Battle of Britain or at 

Dunkirk. . 
(б) That, on the contrary, our German Section have been misled, 

possibly intentionally, by the Germans, and are pinning their 

faith to an estimate far in excess of the real figure. 
(c) That the units identified by the German Intelligence Section 

arc not all of them what we should call front-line units, but that 
a considerable proportion of them (at least one-third) are non- 

operational, perhaps corresponding to O.T.U.s. 
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MILITARY DIRECTIVES AND MINUTES 

January-June 1941 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War and 6 Jan. 41 
C.I.G.S. 

W.S.5A has already started and B starts immediately. There is there¬ 
fore no question about them. They contain together 55,000 men, of 
whom 12,000 are for India, etc., and 43,000 for M.E. Of the 43,000 
M.E., about 22,000 are for fighting units and drafts, and 21,000 tech¬ 
nical, L. of C., base, etc., of which about 4,000 are Navy and R.A.F. 
Thus the Army in M.E. receives 22,000 fighting and 17,000 other men. 

2. The present composition of the Army in the Middle East (exclud¬ 
ing Kenya and Aden, nearly 70,000) reveals 150,000 fighting troops. 
Behind this are 40,000 L. of C. and 20,000 base establishments and de¬ 
tails—i.e., 150,000 to 60,000. To this will now be added by W.S.5A and 
B 22,000 fighting and 17,000 L. of C., base, etc., making a total of 
172,000 fighting and 77,000 rearward services. 

3. Convoy W.S.6, now being loaded, contains 8,500 fighting troops, 
plus fighting share of 4.000 drafts—say 2,500—equals total fighting 
troops 11,000; excluding the Mobile Naval Base, 5,300 (of which later), 
and the R.A.F. (including training school to Capetown) and R.N. 7.000, 
2,000 Free French, and about 9,000 base and other details. Upon the 
arrival of this convoy the total figure for the Middle East will stand at 
fighting troops 183,000 and 86,000 rearward units—t.e., 15 to 7- 1 he 
progressive deterioration in the proportion between fighting troops and 

rearward services must be noted. . , , . 
4. But the category “fighting troops” requires further searching 

analysis. We are told, for example, that the 7th Australian Division, 
14,800, is untrained and largely unequipped, and there is the Cavalry 
Division, 8,500, whose mechanisation has not yet made progress, and 
who cannot really be called fighting troops except for loca order. Ihcri 
arc several other units I could specify which are similarly not: fighting 
troops in the effective mobile sense-say 6.000. 29.000 should 
properly be subtracted from the fighting total, reducing it from 
to 154,000, and added to the rearward services and non-effective, wising 
them from 86 000 to 115,000. The condition of the Army of the Middle 
East*(excluding the 70,000 in Kenya and Aden) is therefore represen ed 

homeTr^M E"^^^ increase the fighting troops and to keep a, the 

6lO 
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lowest possible the rearward and non-effective services. In this lies a 
great opportunity for brilliant administrative exertion, which might 
produce results in war economy equal to those gained by a considerable 
victory in the field. 

5. If I could be assured that the plethora of rearward services con¬ 
tained in the aforesaid convoys W.S.5A and B and W.S.6 would animate 
and render effective the 29,000 non-effective fighting men mentioned in 
paragraph 4 above I should be content. For instance, will the 7th 
Australian Division gain the ancillary services necessary to fit it for 
other than local action? Will the 8,500 Cavalry Division become a 
mechanised unit capable of acting in brigades, oi at least regiments, 
against the enemy? Then, although the proportions of non-fighting 
troops now crowding our convoys would still be a very hard measure, at 
any rate the Army in the M.E. would grow markedly in fighting strength, 
and the delay in sending the 50th Division would be tolerable. It may be 
that some consoling information will be forthcoming about this. 

The question of whether it would be better to send the 1st Brigade of 
the 50th Division instead of the Mobile Naval Base in W.S.6 is nicely 
balanced, but preparations may have advanced too far for a convenient 
change of plan. This must be considered to-morrow (7th) by C.O.S. 
Committee, observing that it will be out of action for nearly three- 
months. 

6. It is otherwise necessary to approve the dispatch of W.S.6 (reduced 
to 34,000 or less) as now proposed. I deeply regret the resultant com¬ 

position of the Army in the M.E. When all these convoys have arrived 
its total will amount to 240,000, plus 43,000, plus 20,000—total over 
300,000, to which must be added 70,000 in Aden and Kenya—total 
370,000 men, on pay and ration strength. From this enormous force the 
only recognisable fighting military units arc the following: 

6th Australian Division. 

One New Zealand Division, comprising two brigade groups. 
4th Indian Division. 
5th Indian Division. 

16th Infantry Brigade. 
2nd Armoured Division. 

7th Armoured Division (incomplete). 
6th British Division (incomplete). 

And such fighting units as have been formed from the 70.000 men in 

rHd|Cnr/" T, Soml? African br,Rades' *wo West African 
brigades, and local East African forces. It is hoped that to these will 

{!* £dded ,hc completion of the above incomplete units, (A) a 

se^iceT °Ut °f ‘he UndaSS'ficd and ^ comb‘"8 

the 7th Australian Division, 
and a mechanised cavalry division. 

This will amount to about ten divisions, infantry, armoured and 
cavalry, plus, say, one division from Kenya—total 11 divisions Even 
this would be a very small crop to gather from so vast a field. 

Cozier1" 10 Genera‘ ^ ft" C ° S- a. Jan. 4. 

The following decisions arise from our discussion last night: 
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Three Glen ships, with full complement of landing-craft and with the 
Commandos assigned to those ships on board, less one Commando (which 
General Wavell already has), should sail at earliest round the Cape to 
Suez. 

2. There will remain behind: 

(а) The Commando redundant through one being already in Egypt. 

(б) The Commando troops embarked on Karanja. 
(c) The rest of the Commando force in this country. This should 

be made up immediately to the full strength of 5,000 and be 
fully equipped, and should continue their training at full speed. 
If this is not done we'shall have lost an essential weapon of 
offence needed to man and use the new landing-craft, which 
are coming out steadily now from the builders. It will be 

necessary for D.C.O. to remain at home to reorganise and 

rebuild this force up to its full 5,000. 

Pray let me have a plan to implement paras. 1 and 2 during the day 

(2 3* General Wavell should be told that his plans for advancing to 
Benghazi are approved. Unless this presents altogether unexpected 

difficulties he should at the same time be able to prepare in the Delta a 
force sufficient to take the principal “Mandibles” [Rhodes] when the 
landing-craft and the Commandos arrive. In the meanwhile he is to 
make all preparations in order that the attack may be delivered at the 
earliest moment. He should be asked to report on the above assumption 

when he could do this, and what main units he would use. It is hoped 

that the attack would be delivered not later than March r. 
4. General Wavell should also begin immediately to build up in the 

Delta a strategic reserve to be used in Greece or Turkey as occasion may 
require. Having established himself strongly at Benghazi with a field 

force and an armoured division based on that port, he c°“ld droP'^c 
overland line of communication and thus save both men and transport. 

Benghazi, if captured [by us], should be made a strongly defended 

”°s“'Th" fiSSilon conto >0 Vs jS'sr A O 

Hrr"SP«di.-v'“of 'w-° 
and the Commandos when reo,;^1lscd; S “influx^orP“Yorker,” to aid 
the Western Mediterranean, t Both these plans are to be 
General Wavell as c,rcumstancesmay suggest. Both ^ A 

studied and perfected, York nrt<,mnt made to be ready to act after 

be examined and reported. 
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Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 29 Jan. 41 

I am very much obliged to you for the considerable effort you have 
made to meet my views and reduce Army demands upon the man-power 
of Great Britain. 

2. I still do not understand how a division supposed to be complete 
with 15,000 men of all arms requires 35.000 men, or 20,000 extra. Per¬ 
haps it will be simpler to take a corps of three divisions, which on your 
calculations would require 105,000 men, of which 45.000 only would be 
included in field units. Let me have a table showing how the remaining 
60,000 arc divided between 

(a) corps troops, 
(b) share of Army troops, 
(c) lines of communication troops. 

3. Neither do I understand the scale on which the lines of com¬ 
munication troops is calculated. The troops in Great Britain lie in the 
midst of their base of supplies and of the most highly developed railway 
network in the world. They have roads innumerable and of high quality. 
In the event of invasion the advances they would have to make are in the 
nature of 70-100 miles at the outside, although of course a larger lateral 
movement by rail from south to north, or vice versa, might be required. 
Such conditions are not comparable at all with those prevailing in France, 
where, owing to our choosing to base ourselves on St. Nazaire, etc., we 
had a 500-mile line of communication, mainly by road, to maintain. 
\\ hat are the differences in the scale of L. of C. troops provided for the 
first ten divisions in France this time last year and those you now propose 
for the troops retained in Great Britain for defence ? 

4- Tta problem will not be solved without taking a view forward of 
what is likely to happen in the next twelve months. We shall certainly 
have to keep not less than fifteen British divisions behind the beaches to 
guard against invasion. For the bulk of these a scale much less than the 
French scale (B ET.) should suffice. The forces in the Middle East, now 
that the Mediterranean is closed, can only be built up at a reduced rate. 
But we ought to assume that by July there will be in the Delta or up 
[along) the Nile 4 Australian. 1 New Zealand. 1 + 1 South African,* 6 
out ol 8 Indian, and 3 British divisions, or their equivalents in brigade 
groups. In addition, there will be in Africa the four African Colonial 
divisions. I hese last, surely, are not divisions in the ordinary sense— 
t.e., capable of being used as integral tactical units in the field ? Are they 
not, in fact, the garrisons of East and West Africa and the Soudan re¬ 

quiring only small complements of artillery and technical troops, and with 
lines ot communication provided locally? Let me know what scale of 
corps troops, share of Army troops and L. of C. troops you contemplate 
for these four sedentary or localised so-called "divisions”. Is it not a 
mistake to call them divisions in any sense? 

5- Returning to the Army of the Nile, with its sixteen divisions, it 

ZJ w>CK°bSfi7f f that.once.BenRhazi has been taken and strongly forti¬ 
fied with a field force based upon it the conditions in Egypt should be 
such as to enable internal order to be maintained by Indian divisions 
who will in fact be living verv close to the possible centres of disturbance’ 

Fril nrWp have t0 takc 2* fic,d likc a British division acting fn 
Trance or I-landers, or even a British division at home. What scale of 
L. of C. troops are you providing for these ? Do you think it necessary to 

•Extra to original 57. 
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organise them in corps, and supply them with the European quota of 

medium and heavy artillery, etc.? 

6. We must however contemplate as our main objective in this 

theatre the bringing into heavy action of the largest possible force from 

the Army of the Nile to fight in aid of Greece or Turkey or both. How 

many divisions, or their equivalent, do you contemplate being available 

by July for action in South-East Europe ? I should have thought that the 

4 Australian, i New Zealand, i of the 2 South Africans, the 3 British, and 
3 of the 6 Indian divisions should be available—total 12. These troops 
must be equipped on the highest scale, for it is Germans they will have to 
fight. On the other hand, they will come into action only gradually— 

probably 4 divisions by the end of March, and the rest as shipping and 
equipment becomes available. The problem, therefore, is for a first-class 
scale for 12 divisions against the Germans, a very much reduced second- 
class scale against the disorders in Egypt, or to take charge of conquered 
Italian territory, and a still lower scale for the so-called African Colonial 

Division. I hope that with this picture, which the General Staff should 
consider carefully, your problem may be more precisely defined—viz., 
5 British divisions at home at highest mobility; 10 at secondary, working 
up to 12 in the Middle East in action against the Germans in Greece or 

Turkey on the highest scale; 4 »n Egypt. Soudan, etc., on a moderate 
scale; and 4 African Colonials, according to local conditions—total 35, to 
which must be added 2 Indian divisions, for service in Malaya, total 37, 
leaving from vour total of 58* 21 divisions. Of these 9 arc armoured 
divisions, leaving 12 British infantry divisions to be accounted for. 

7 What is the picture and forecast for these 12 British divisions' Up 

to 6 they have to go at very short notice to French North Africa, or 
alternatively perhaps to work with a friendly Spain. We cannot do both. 
These 6 divisions will come into operation in 2 corps of 3 divisions each, 
but owing to shipping exigencies they can only come gradually mto 
operation. In so far as they come into action at all, it will be aRainst thc 
Germans. Therefore, whatever is thought to be the most appropriate 
scale must be provided. It must however be observed that neither or 

these theatres offers opportunities for the use of heavy or much medium 
artillery, and that in the Spanish alternative the war might well take 

gU8rr\Ve cannot hope to arm the remaining 6 divisions to 

Of Great Britain. Have these atheoretical 
,0. Battle wastage at 8,500 a month ,s not , from in. 

calculation]. r,IKPc of 18 7^o a month, or 243,75° a 
11. The wastage from normal causes 01 10,/^ 

•One South African division extra to original 57- 
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year, appears a high figure, and one wonders whether it may not be 
reduced as better accommodation and more settled conditions are estab¬ 
lished in Great Britain, and as the men themselves become more- 
seasoned. ... I should like to know how many of these men discharged 
from the Army are unfit for any other form of war work. What is the 
number of deaths per month, the total incapacitated, those fit for lighter 
duties, and those fit for munitions work? I should expect that at least 
10,000 a month would be capable of some other form of employment. 
This point is important for the War Office, as in stating the man-power 
demand which is to be made upon the nation the Army should credit 
itself with any men who are yielded up who arc still capable of civilian 
service. This of course does not affect the problem, but only the state¬ 
ment of the problem ; none the less it is important. 

12. I regard A.D.G.B. as a source which may well at some future date 
yield economies because of new methods and our increasing ascendancy 
in the air. It is astonishing how great are the numbers of men required 
per gun. Careful study should make it possible to reduce the numbers in 
many localities, and to accept a slightly lower scale of immediate pre¬ 
paredness. Even a small percentage of saving under these heads would 
enable the additional guns and searchlights now coming into action to 
be manned with a smaller demand upon man-power. 

13. I hope I am not to infer from the expression "beach battalions" 
that any body of young, physically fit, efficiently trained men would be 

relegated to a particular function. It is indispensable that a continuous 
rotation should take place, all brigades taking their place on the beaches 
in turn, or coming into the back areas for sen-ice in the mobile divisions. 

14. Generally speaking, I do not consider that a demand by the Army 
lor 900,000 men, less 60,000, less 150,000 (paragraphs 10 and 11) 

690 000 net up to October 1, 1942. is excessive. The training process 
must be maintained ; wastage must be made good. [When] once the 
Army is heavily engaged it would be more natural to draw large numbers 
trom the public and to comb the munitions and A.R.P. services. It is the 
demand in the next six months, while military operations arc at a mini¬ 
mum, that I am anxious to keep within limits. 

m'5:Jufr3!1 lhc Mr,hcr 'nfor™tion which * ask for in this paper, but 
meanwhile I should greatly regret to see 20 medium regiments or 4S0 

guns retrenched for a mere saving of 18.000 men out of the enormous 

of sivmTs 600'^n S,,Tl arly’ 7 fic!d Aments of .68 guns for the sake 5'6°° n?cn- ^ is essential to strengthen the Army in lighting 
troops, and it is better to take some risks in theoretical calculations of 
wastage, even if these should be falsified at a later date, than to fail at this 
moment to produce the proper quota of artillery. 

ARMY SCALES 

Directive by the Minister of Defence 

FiddhAniTv -,939-,hC Cabinet aPProvcd the form!,,™ of^a 

Held Army. At that time also it was assumed that the bulk of our Army 
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would stand in the line with the French under conditions comparable to 
those ot the last war, whereas the bulk of our Army now has to stay at 
home and defend the Island against invasion. Thirdly, the shipping 

stringency makes it impossible to transport and maintain very large 
forces overseas, especially on the high scales which the War Office regard 
as necessary. 

2. Out of the 55 divisions (now become 57), 36 are British and 21 
overseas troops. Of the 36 British divisions, 1 (so-called) division is in 
Iceland, and 1 (the 6th) is forming in Egypt, together with 2 armoured 
divisions there, total British divisions now overseas = 4. 

3. Twenty-five British infantry divisions and the equivalent of 7 
armoured divisions in process of formation, total 32, are now included in 

tJ)e.*?ome Forces Army. At 19,500 men apiece, these 25 British infantry 
divisions aggregate 487.500 men, and the 7 armoured divisions at 14,000 
apiece aggregate 98,000, total 575.5°o. In addition to the divisional 
organisation, C.-in-C. Home Forces has 10 independent brigades, in¬ 
cluding the Guards brigades, 27 beach brigades, and 14 unbrigaded 
battalions, all British. At an average of 3,500 men apiece, these 42 
brigades or equivalents account for about 150,000 men. Therefore the 

total number of British in tactical formations at home amounts to 

735.5°° men. 
4. There are on our ration strength at home 1,800,000 British soldiers. 

735.5°° are accounted for in the above formations, leaving 1,064,500 to 
be explained as corps, Army, and G.H.Q. troops and A.D.G.B., or as 

training establishments, depots, etc., and as part of the rearward services 
of the forces overseas. 

5. It is upon this pool of 1,064,500 that the Army must live. By wise 
economies, by thrifty and ingenious use of man-power, by altering estab¬ 
lishments to fit resources, it should be possible to make a very great im¬ 
provement in the fighting strength. Apart from this capital fund of man¬ 

power, the Army can count each year upon its i8’s and i9’s. It is only in 
the event of heavy casualties being sustained through many divisions 

being simultaneously and continuously in action—which, except in the 
case of invasion, is extremely unlikely—that any further inroad can be 
allowed upon the man-power resources of Great Britain. In other 
words, the Army can rely on being kept up to something like their present 
figure of about 2 million British, and they will be judged by the effective 

fighting use they make of it. 
6. At the same time, it will be well to plan an eventual increase of 

armoured formations to the equivalent of 14 armoured divisions (or 15 if 

the Australian armoured division materialises), in which would be in¬ 
cluded the Army tank brigades. A reduction of several infantry divisions 

would be required, and the British Army would then be composed of 14 
armoured divisions (or their equivalent) and about 22 infantry divisions. 

The War Office and Ministry of Supply should work out proposals on 

these lines^ ^ African divisions and the West African division should 

not be organised in formations higher than brigades or small mobile 

groups adapted to the duties they have to perform. 
8 It will be impossible for us to maintain from Great Britain any 

large addition to our Army in the Middle East, because we have to ?o 

round the Cape. The main accretion of this Army mu e me 

Australasia and South Africa, with later on munitions from the u™tc° 
States. Three or four more British divisions is the most we can hope 
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send and keep there. One must consider that General Wcygand’s silence 
has released us from any offer of helping him up to six divisions, although 
of course we might act on our own volition. An amphibious striking 
force of eight or ten divisions, mostly armoured, is the utmost that need 
be envisaged in the West. There can be no question of an advance in 
force against the German armies on the mainland of Europe. 

9. The above considerations and the situation as a whole make it im¬ 
possible for the Army, except in resisting invasion, to play a primary role 
in the defeat of the enemy. That task can only be done by the staying 
power of the Navy, and above all by the effect of air predominance. Very 
valuable and important services may be rendered overseas by the Army 
in operations of a secondary order, and it is for these special operations 
that its organisation and character should be adapted. 

10. The reactions of the foregoing directive on man-power accom¬ 
modation, ammunition, stores, etc., should be worked out. 

Prime Minister to General Wav ell 4 June 41 

I have for some time been considering means by which I could lighten 
the burden of administration which falls on your shoulders while you 
have four different campaigns to conduct and so much quasi-political and 
diplomatic business. 

2. During the last nine months we have sent you close on 50 per cent 
of our whole output here, excepting tanks and less India’s sub-share. 
You have at the present moment 530,000 soldiers on your ration strength, 
500 field guns, 350 A.A. guns. 450 heavy tanks, and 350 anti-tank guns. 
In the months of January to May upwards of 7,000 mechanical vehicles 
have reached you. In drafts alone, apart from units, wc have sent since 
the beginning of the year 13.000. The fighting in the South has for two 
months past enabled a northward movement to begin, yet you are evi¬ 
dently hard put to find a brigade, or even a battalion, and in continual 
telegrams you complain of your shortage of transport, which you declare 
limits all your operations. 

3. In order to help you to produce the best results, I wish to relieve 
you as much as possible of administration, and thus leave you free to give 
your fullest thought to policy and operations. Here at home General 
lirooke has a very large Army to handle and train, but he has behind him 
the departments of the War Office and of the Ministry of Supply. Some- 
tlnng like this separation of functions must be established in the Middle 
hast, ahhough in this case your ultimate authority as Commander-in- 
Lhief will reign over the whole theatre. 

4. What has been said above applies also, mutatis mutandis, to the Air 
Force and Fleet Air Arm. 

.j; ,7h£ shiPP'"g stringency has prevented the reinforcement of the 
Middle East to the scale which I had hoped for some months ago, and 
the undoubted threat of invasion in the late summer and autumn had 
made the General Staff and the Home Forces Command most close- 
fisted. Nevertheless it is hoped, depending on the situation, to send you 

that*s June. July. August, and Sep¬ 
tember, an additional infantry division, besides the 50th, as well as a full 
supply of drafts, details, and equipment of all kinds. Thus it should be 

kie. 0rgan,se f?r autumn and winter campaigns, which may 
well be very severe, the following mobile field forces: y 

Four Australian divisions. 
One New Zealand division. 
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Two British-Indian divisions (4th and 5th). 
Two South African divisions. 

The 6th British Infantry Division—to be organised on the spot; 
The 50th British Infantry Division; and 
The new division (total British divisions three). 

You have now ready or in process of construction the 7th and the 
2nd Armoured Divisions, and you have got to make the best you can 
of the trained Cavalry Division, which is being reconstituted as an 

armoured force. Total, fifteen divisions. This represents about 600,000 
men, from which, without prejudice to the mobile divisions, internal 
security forces and rearward services must also be provided. 

6. All future British-Indian divisions will go in at Basra, and I hope 
that Eritrea, Abyssinia, Kenya, and the Somalilands can be left to native 
African forces (less one West African brigade to be returned to West 
Africa) and armed white police. 

7. The development and maintenance of the Army of the Nile, 
operating in Cyrenaica and in Syria, would require organisation and 
workshops on a far larger scale than you have yet enjoyed. Not only 

must the Egyptian workshops be raised in strength and efficiency, but 
further bases, with adequate port facilities, will have to be built up, say at 
Port Sudan and Massawa, using perhaps the town of Asmara, which has 

fine buildings, and also Jibouti, when we get it. At the same time de¬ 
velopments on a great scale will be set on foot by the Government of 
India, with our active aid, it being hoped that at least six or seven 

divisions, with apparatus, may presently operate thence. 
8. I therefore propose to set up under your general authority an 

organisation under an officer of high rank, who will be styled “Intcndant- 
General of the Army of the Middle East”. 'I'his officer will be equipped 
with an ample staff, drawn largely from your existing administrative 

staff and with a powerful and growing civilian element, to discharge for 
you, as mentioned above, many of the services rendered by the War 
Office and Ministry of Supply to General Brooke. His duties will include 
the supervision and control of rearward administrative services, in¬ 

cluding the military man-power not embodied in the tactical units or 

employed in the active military zone.. .... 
9. President Roosevelt is now sending, in addition to the thirty ships 

under the American flag, another forty-four vessels, which carry, amon« 
other things, 200 additional light tanks from the United States Army 

Production, and many other important items, of which I will furnish >ou 
a list. It seems to me probable, and I am trying to arrange, that a great 
part of the supply of your armies will come direct from the United 
States, both by the eastern and western routes. . , 

10. Accordingly, we arc sending out by air General I laming and 

Mr. T. C. L. Westbrook, of the Ministry of Aircraft /^“office 
General Haining will be appointed Intendant-Gcneral. The War Olhcc 
are telegraphing to you separately instructions which are being issued 
him. Under him Mr. Westbrook will take charge of the deydopment of 
ports and transportation facilities and the reception, maintenance, ^d 

reDair of the whole of the armoured vehicles and mechanical transport. 

SyfiWSra Fleet'Vir SSTA a viiw to 

pooling resources. 
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11. General Haining’s duties in the first place will be to examine on 
the spot and to discuss with you the implementing and precise definition 
of the general directive and policy set forth in the preceding paragraphs, 
which must be accepted as a decision of His Majesty’s Government. 
After not more than a fortnight from the date of his arrival the report 
must be telegraphed home. I hope it may be agreed, but any points of 
difference will be settled promptly by me. Moreover, I shall not allow 
the scheme to lose any of its force and scope in the detailed application 
which must now be given to it. 

12. Because of the great mass and importance of the American sup¬ 
plies, and the fact that the war in the Middle East cannot be conducted 
at its needful scale without them, I have asked President Roosevelt to 
allow his envoy here, Mr. Harriman, to proceed forthwith to the Middle 
East with the other members of the mission. Mr. Harriman enjoys my 
complete confidence, and is in the most intimate relations with the Presi¬ 
dent and with Mr. Harry Hopkins. No one can do more for you. Mr. 
Harriman will be accompanied by one or two of his own assistants, who 
have shown great aptitude and ardour over here. It would be disastrous 
if large accumulations of American supplies arrived without efficient 
measures for their reception and without large-scale planning for the 
future. Besides this it will be necessary that considerable numbers of 
American engineers and mechanics should come for the servicing and 
repair of their own types of aircraft, tanks, and M.T. I commend Mr. 
Harriman to your most attentive consideration. He will report both to 
his own Government and to me as Minister of Defence. 

APPENDIX G 

PRIME MINISTER’S PERSONAL MINUTES 
AND TELEGRAMS 

July-Decembcr 1941 

JULY 

Prime Minister to King of Greece 1 July 41 

I have been thinking a great deal about your Majesty in these months 
of stress, danger, and sorrow, and I wish to tell you how much your 
bearing amid these vicissitudes has been admired by your many friends 
in England, as well as by the nation at large. The warmest welcome 
awaits you here, where all are resolved to conquer or to perish. It is my 
confident hope that when the good days come the glory which Greece 
has won will help to heal the memory of her present suffering. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay z jujy 4I 

The Germans are making a good deal of use of flame-throwers. How 
does this matter stand ? 

{Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord z July 4I 

I presume that effective arrangements have been made to prevent 
reinforcement of the Vichy forces in Syria by sea. How does this stand? 
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Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air i July 41 

I note that your actual expenditure of bombs in May, 2,920 tons, was 

less than half the monthly estimated expenditure for the second quarter 
of this year, and that at this rate of expenditure your stock represents 
30 months’ supply. 

The last thing we wish of course is to have any shortage of bombs if 

and when you are ready to drop them in quantity. But in the light of 
these figures you might perhaps wish to review your requirements, which 
seem to be largely attributable to your desire for a six months’ reserve. 

Unless you are really assured that you will be in a position to make full 

use of these great quantities, we should consider whether some filling 
capacity should be transferred to other uses. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Food 2 July 41 

I am glad that the egg scheme attributed to you was not actually the 
scheme you had in mind. It is always difficult to hold the balance be¬ 

tween the need for increasing total food supplies and the need to 
maintain a fair distribution. We should not be too hard on the private 
individual who increases his supplies by his own [productive) efforts. 

It is satisfactory that the meat prospects are improving, and I hope 
that pressure on the United States to increase her pork output will soon 

enable us to raise the ration without risk of having subsequently to 

reduce it. 
We do not wish to create a grievance among farmers by compelling 

them to slaughter beasts which they can fatten without imported feeding 
stuffs; on the other hand of course the country cannot go hungry because 
farmers do not choose to bring their beasts to market. It will no doubt be 

possible to arrange with the Minister of Agriculture, perhaps by a care¬ 
fully worked out price policy, a scheme which will keep the meat supply 

as constant as possible having regard to seasonal factors. 
As to wheat, the point I had in mind was not so much our stock as the 

danger of getting into a vicious circle: people cat more bread owing to a 
shortage of meat, and thereby compel you to import more wheat, thus 

reducing the shipping space available for bringing in other foods. I do 
not believe there is great danger of the harvest being destroyed by he 
enemy this year. We have found it very hard to burn crops, and it you 
will ask the Air Ministry they will explain to you why the dew conditions 

in this country make it even harder here than on the Continent. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War and C.l.G.S. 3 July 4' 

In forming a very large armoured force such as we contemplate, while 
at he same time carrying on the war, a large element of .mprovisat.on s 
necessary, and this applies especially to the more backward formations^ 
It is high y questionable whether the divisional organisation is right for 
lllra.rlH trooDS A system of self-contained brigade groups forming 

part of *^e ^°yaQ^a”^n^°^f>^0*°^J^ac{^)tedetheIOdiv'mona? system'is 

wheTthe 7th Armoured Division, one ^Xigade'^fhavi^m fa* 

armoured units, goes into ?Ct,0i Aments However where divisional 
only two, with certain -he 
formations have grown up and navej Dee , . e With the 

conditions of ™J.ase ^different. They should be brought 

XTcgroup.. -M. 
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available at the moment, and worked up gradually by increasing the 
proportion of the latest armoured vehicles. Care should be taken that in 
every phase of their working up they should have a definite fighting 
value. It may not be possible to give all the armoured brigade groups the 
same equipment at the same time. They must take what is going, and 
make the best of it. For instance, in forming a new or backward 
armoured brigade group in this country it should first of all receive a full 
complement of armoured cars or Bren gun carriers, and should im¬ 
mediately become "brigade conscious”. They should be trained in regi¬ 
mental and brigade exercises just as if they were a fully equipped 
armoured formation. This is specially true in all wireless telegraphy 
services. In an emergency they would act as a motor machine-gun unit. 
As proper tanks become available, these should be infused into the regi¬ 
ments as a growing core, until finally the men are well used to looking 
after motor vehicles and well trained in the manoeuvres of an armoured 
brigade formation. They would then eventually receive their full equip¬ 
ment of whatever tanks are available, these tanks themselves being re¬ 
placed by later models as they come to hand or are transferred to them 
from the more fully equipped formations. Thus at every stage there 
would be weeded out the non-tank-minded personnel, there would be an 
expansion of instruction in tank tactics, and a practical value in the event 
of emergency would be maintained. 

2. Different conditions present themselves in the case of the Cavalry 
Division, which has so long been in Palestine ineffective as a military 
factor. 'Phis Cavalry Division should be reorganised as fast as emergency 
conditions of war permit, in two brigade groups, each of which should 
consist of three tank regiments, twelve motorised field guns, one motor¬ 
ised machine-gun regiment, and ancillary services. The formation of 
these two armoured brigade groups should have a high priority, certainly 
one in advance of any more backward British armoured units. It would 
be a great convenience if these two brigades could in the first instance be 
ripened from mere motor machine-gun units into tank units by receiving 
the flow of light medium tanks from the United States which has now 
begun. President Roosevelt has informed me that he has allocated 
(apart from the sixty already approaching and other orders) 200 light 
cruiser tanks for shipment in American vessels to Suez in the next few 
months. Surely these additional 200 should form the main equipment of 
the two ex-cavalry armoured brigade groups. The balance of the various 
regiments would continue to use pro tem. the armoured cars or Bren gun 
carriers which they had begun to work with. The marrying of these good 
troops to the windfall of 200 American light cruiser tanks would bring 
into being two effective armoured brigade units extremely well adapted 
for Palestinian, Syrian, and Iraqian warfare at a far earlier date than any 
equal fighting value could be [otherwise] achieved. 

Prime Minister to Major Morton ju|y 4, 

Please make sure that a list is kept of young Frenchmen who are sen¬ 

tenced by the V ichy courts to imprisonment for dc Gaullist sympathies 
in France or in Morocco, so that they may be looked after later on. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 6 jujy 4I 

It is nearly six months since you and Mr. Eden went to Cairo, charged 
mter vv.th the task of reporting on the interior economy of the Army 
in the Middle East. Yet to-day the condition is deplorable, and our 
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detailed knowledge most defective. The War Office ought to have a full 
picture of the development of the fighting formations, and I certainly 
cannot discharge my responsibilities without it. 

2. It is not much to ask a division or brigade group to send in a 
monthly return of their major items of equipment. I cannot imagine a 
competent divisional general who would not know where he was in this 
matter from week to week—indeed, almost from day to day. 

3. We should have a monthly return, considering the immense daily 
flow, including Air Force trivialities. 

General Haining’s organisation ought to know the whole position, and 
there ought to be no difficulty in their telling us. 

You arc wrong in supposing that this return is needed for statistical 

purposes only. Without a clear up-to-date picture of the state of Middle 
East formations no view or major decisions can be taken by the Defence 
Committee or the War Cabinet. The alternative is to continue in the 
state of ignorance and confusion which is leading us towards disaster. 

While I should be ready to agree to some small simplification of de¬ 

tails, if you will propose it to me, I must insist upon knowing all the 

essential facts. 

Reference: C.I.G.S. minute of July 5, 1941, referring to the Prime Minister’s 
request for a detailed distribution list of equipment, by formations, in the 

Middle East. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 6 July 41 

Why have we not yet been told that the Blues, Life Guards, and Essex 
Yeomanry took part in the capture of Palmyra? These units have long 
ago been identified by contact, and there cannot be any military reasons 
for not disclosing this interesting piece of information to the British 

• 1 * 

P It is this kind of abuse of censorship, in the name of operational 
secrecy, that rightly irritates the House as well as the Press, and makes 

the more important positions more difficult to hold. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Food 7 July 4' 

I am glad that you arc preparing for the American authorities an 

estimate of our full requirements of pork and dairy products, and that 
you have asked them for a greatly increased programme for eggs. Hie 

total figure of the food imports to be obtained from America will, I trust, 
be much bigger than the one and a third million tons at present, en¬ 
visaged. With due notice I feel sure that the AmeHcans, without 
rationing themselves, could produce much more food for export i**. 
(Pork production in the United States frequently fluctuates by nearly 

ta,,f ,r, our mo,, from ,ho =, 

sources With due warning and a guarantee perhaps the Argc 

-a a tens- sras 

"ass? sssz- - - - - —’^ 
for his information: 
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Following from Prime Minister. Personal and secret. Begins. An 
agent who we think is sure came a fortnight ago to establish a liaison 
between us and Vichy. Our talks with him were on the dead level. He 
now sends us the following, dated July 5: 

“1. The French Government has given the following general in¬ 
structions to General Dentz: 

"When Syria is occupied by the British the French civil servants 
must remain at their posts and carry on with their duties in col¬ 
laboration with the Free French forces. 

"2. I am requested to beg of you most earnestly to take these in¬ 
structions into account. Goodwill on your part on this occasion will 
make the best impression. 

"3. Failure to meet this, the first wish expressed by my Govern¬ 
ment so soon after my return, would have an unfortunate influence on 
my future actions." 

This must be considered in relation to the formal request for armistice 
with which you have already been acquainted. We propose replying to 
the agent for Petain and Huntzigcr to the effect that: 

1. England has no interest in Syria except to win the war. 

2. Arab independence is a first essential and nothing must conflict 
with that. 

3. De Gaulle must naturally in the circumstances represent French 
interests in Syria in the interim. He will thus keep alive the fact that, 
without prejudice to Arab independence. France will have the dominant 
privileged position in Syria among all European nations. 

4. Everything must be done to soften (adoucir) the relations between 
the de Gaulle and French adherents in the meanwhile. We are all com¬ 
mitted to Arab independence, but we think that France could aim at 
having in Syria after the war the same sort of position as we had estab¬ 
lished between the wars in Iraq. 

5. Don’t forget that when we win, as we shall, we shall not tolerate any 
separation of Alsace-Lorraine or of any French colony from France So 
try your best to feel your way through the detestable difficulties by 
which we are both at present afflicted. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay I0 ju|y ^, 

In future the expression "landing" will be applied exclusively to land¬ 
ings from the sea. All arrivals from the air will be described as "de¬ 
scents , and this terminology will rule throughout official correspon- 

Prime Minister to Commander-in-Chicf Home Forces 
and to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee 

10 July 41 

Parachute Exercise 

.M?kthe a,tlCk wil'be,n?adc at da'V". This cannot however 
tHe Parachu,e and 8llder troops will arrive simultaneously 

at dawn. To move as many as r.ooo troop-carrying planes, or their 
equivalent, from French, Belgian, and Dutch bases would occupy several 
hours-at least four or five, ,> almost all the present hours of 1 kne * 
Therefore as the journey is short, they would either be arriving in in- 
stalments during the night (in which case zero hour would probabW be 
i a.m.), or if the first ones arrived at dawn the rest would straggle'out 
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during the remaining hours of daylight. In the latter case they would be 

cut to pieces by our fighters. There can be no question of parachutists 
arriving in instalments by daylight. It is noticeable that the Germans 
have never yet tried these descents by night. There are very great diffi¬ 

culties in finding exact points at which to make low-altitude descents at 
night. 

The Air Staff must be consulted upon all these vital problems. It is no 
good starting staff exercises or studies of this kind, involving so much dis¬ 
location, upon a basis which is unreal and could not possibly occur. It is 3uite easy to say, “12,000 parachutists land at dawn. What would you 

o?” but this statement is meaningless without a detailed analysis of the 
movements which I have indicated. 

2. A smaller scale attack might well be more dangerous. Five hundred 

desperadoes, coming out of the blue without the slightest preliminary 
indication, might descend by day, or at any rate in the half-light of 
dawn, at or near the centre of government. These however would first be 
picked up by the R.D.F., and would run serious risk of interception by 
night and almost certain destruction by day. Nevertheless, surprise has 

such sovereign virtues in war that the proposition should be attentively 
examined. The centres of government and executive control should at 
any rate be made reasonably secure against a sudden rush of this kind if 
upon examination any probability can be attached to it. The first hour is 

the only hour that matters, and the first ten minutes are the minutes that 

matter most. . 
3. I shall be glad if Home Forces will consult with the Air Staff and 

hack me out clear-cut answers to the above queries and suggestions. Two 

or three days should suffice for the study. 

Prime Minister to Commander-in-Chief Home Forces, 10 July 4* 

and to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee 

How do we stand at present on the strategic and tactical camouflaging 
of defences against enemy attacks on airfields? What body is studying 

the lessons of Malemc and the batteries thereabouts ? 

Obviously action proceeds on two lines, viz.: 

(b) The concealment of the real guns and deceitful presentation of 
the dummy guns. There might well be two or three dummy 

guns, or even more, for every real gun. . 
(b) The best of all camouflage is a confusing variety of positions 

made in which no one can tell the real from the sham. 

The tactics of holding fire from particular batteries during the early 

phases of an attack are no doubt also being stud.cd. 
Pray let me have a report by Saturday next. 

^Take^h”*Hansa'rds ofX^o'dl^’ production debate and have all 

,hAUoPap“ rn^Swh.chVc, the centra, d.rect.on of the 

Waft “seems to m^the'mwere a lot of very good po.nts made. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air * * by^ur 

Quipping his whole bomber 
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force with improved radio receivers, and hopes to overwhelm our 
counter-measures next winter by the multiplicity of his beam stations. 

No radio methods can of course prevent his finding and bombing 
targets like Coventry and Birmingham on fine moonlight nights. But 
it is on these that our normal night defence should be most effective. It 
is the dark, cloudy nights that will be our main danger, and we should 
make every preparation to deal with the enemy beams, whose positions 
and wave-lengths we now know. 

I am informed that the equipment needed is not very remote from 
that used in ordinary commercial practice, so that it should be possible 
to obtain it from America even if it cannot be manufactured here. 
Everything should be ready by the autumn. Pray let me know what the 
position is and what measures are in hand to counter enemy develop¬ 
ments. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Food 12 July 41 

I am pleased to learn that the amount of food “requisitioned” in U.S.A. 
is now far above the figure quoted in your May report. I understand that 
the programme of our full requirements is much higher than the amount 

requisitioned” so far. I am sure that, given sufficient warning, America 
can and will produce or in some way provide a very large quantity of the 
foodstuffs we need so badly. If we can import them on the short haul, 
shipping for almost all we require should be available. 

The only point in doubt is whether you have asked for sufficient pork. 
America would find it difficult to provide us with beef or mutton, but 
pork supplies can be rapidly expanded, and if necessary imported in 
non-rcfrigcrated tonnage. 

{Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to Ministry of Aircraft Production, 12 July 41 
r aq F Craven> Secretary of State for Air, 
C.A.S. (General Ismay to implement or report 
progress in one week), and Lord Cher well 

I was deeply concerned at the new programmes of M.A.P., which 
static condition for the next twelve or eighteen months in the 

a,,rCr,afl; d?ubtrncw Production would be bent on in the 
later phase. I asked that these figures should be subjected to the test of 

infnrnvpm<■ n? V°f each ^ of machinc- This certainly shows an 
^nth fmm nnL^TK1 5a° PCr “"l,n the Brilish fic,d bV the twelfth 

J U *hc Amrcnca" fibres improve the calculation both 
a,rcraft and the man-hours standpoint, and one 

e output or Ju,y 1942 wou,d be to thc prcscnt 
2. I cannot feel that this is enough. Our estimate of German monthly 

production by numbers is 2,100. which is the numerical level at which 

-SrdUP 11 Juu I9;{2’and ,ndecd thereafter, apart from new projects 
assume.that tbe Germans also would derive comfort from trans¬ 

lating their numbers of aircraft into the man-hours. They may or thev 
may not be making a similar expansion in size and quality. Broadly from 

PUt befT me; the ,rPPressi°n would be one 6f equality for the 

r^7liVe m0nthS- S° f3r 38 British and Gcmian constmetion is con! 
dV- 1!A4any ,ncrc?se to be supplied by our share of United States 

of MAP's *** 
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3. We cannot be content with the above situation, which excludes all 
possibility of decisive predominance indispensable for victory. I wish 

therefore these programmes to be re-examined, and the following three 
methods of expansion, together with any others suggested, to be ex¬ 
plored by the highest authorities concerned. The three methods are: 

(а) An improvement in the existing figures by speeding up and 
working the machine-tools longer, or by any other measures 
taken in the sphere of M.A.P production. 

(б) By the construction of new factories and assembling plants, or 

by the rcoccupation or full occupation of plants vacated for the 
sake of dispersion. This may well be justified in view of our 
increasing command of the British air by day and the improve¬ 

ment in night-fighting devices. 
(c) By a reclassification of the bomber programme so as to secure 

a larger delivery from well-tried types in that period. 
Fighter aircraft must continually strive for mastery, and 

rapid changes of design may be imperative. But a large pro¬ 
portion of the bomber force will in the next twelve months be 

employed under steady conditions and within ranges which are 
moderate. While all bombers required for long-distance or 
great heights or daylight action must be the subject of intensive 
improvement, a large proportion of the bombing force will be 
carrying their nightly load to, say, the Ruhr or other nearby tar¬ 
gets. It would seem that the Air Staff could divide their activities 

into near and far, and that on this basis some good lines of pro¬ 
duction, which have not yet reached their maximum, could be 
given a longer run at the peak, with very definite addition to 
numbers. This would, for instance, seem to apply to the Black¬ 
pool Wellington, which is a new supply, reaching its peak in 
November, but only running for six months at that level, it it 

were allowed a twelve-month run at the peak it may be that a 

larger delivery would be possible from November on. 

4 The criterion of bomber strength is the weight of bombs deliver¬ 
able per month on the reasonably foreseeable targets in Germany and 
Italy Have the Air Staff plans been applied to the figures of production 

with this end in view? It may be that a heavier load carried by a new 
machine would give better results. But a machine which is good enough 
toourry Wo tons to the Ruhr ought to have a ong run >». continuous 
production before it is discarded. There are no doubt other insI 
have asked the M.A.P. to review their programmes accordingly, having 

rerrThV™rp™—“ sjssaftsrsshh. «„,<* a™ 

having regar.onto the much more 
been found operative oy experi » necessary in proportion to 
lavish pilot establishment no saidm bero^s.^ PJmust be 

measured in“'n S5, to ^ing.programme and^the nectary 

For“ »the endoS ,942- 
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ought not to be impossible if a renewed vast effort is made now. It is the very 
least that can be contemplated, since no other way of winning the war has yet 
been proposed. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air 16 July 41 

Investigations by the Ministry of Home Security into the effect of 
German high-explosive bombs have shown that a far greater amount of 
damage is done by blast, which destroys buildings, etc., than by splinters, 
which find very few useful targets, especially at night, when most people 
arc under cover. 

The higher the proportion of high explosive to bomb-case the greater 
the blast. If the weight of the metal case is increased we get more 
splinters. 

Our general purpose bombs have a charge-weight ratio of about 30-70. 
The Germans work with a larger ratio, about 50-50. These are not only 
more efficient for destroying cities; they are also cheaper. 

In these circumstances the charge-weight ratio of our bombs ought to 
be reconsidered, especially now that the Air Ministry have asked for such 
a large expansion in output. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air 16 July 41 

I should be glad if you could send me a brief report on the blind¬ 
landing position, showing how far the R.A.F. is equipped with this aid. 

Prime Minister to Sir Edward Bridges 17 July 41 

I have a feeling that Parliament docs not at all understand the very 
great advance made in the refinement of priority questions through the 
development of the allocation principle. Let me have a note on this, not 
exceeding one page. In fact, I think we hear very little about priorities 
now Here and there there may be a focal point, but, speaking generally, 
am I not right in supposing that all is running smoothly? See, for in¬ 
stance, how well the giving of First Priority to the production of tanks 
on psychological grounds has been adjusted. Priorities now resolve 
themselves into the opening out of bottlenecks. No one has an absolute 
priority to the exclusion of all others. There have been no recent clashes. 
Comment freely on this by Friday. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay,for departments concerned 17 July 41 

What is the cause of the failure to produce containers in June? A 
fall from 1,500 to 500 tons is shocking, and absolutely contrary to the 

C?!!Jr?S^StrUuCt,?nS °f th? Cabinct ovcr many months' Who is respon¬ 
sible? I he absolute maximum effort must be used, with super-prioritv 
to make, store, and fill into containers the largest possible quantities of 
gas. 

Let me know exactly who is responsible for this failure, 

for^Cabin™discussion UP°" ^ PapCrS muS* bc P"P™< 

Prime Minister to Home Secretary ig ju,y 

I should like to have my opinion put on record that this sentence Tof 
five years penal servitude on Miss Elsie Orrin for saving to tZ soldier 
that Hitler was a good ruler, a better man than Mr. Churchilll is far too 
heavy for expressions of opinion, however pernicious, which are not 
accompanied by conspiracy. Nothing in the internal state of the countr^ 
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justifies such unreasonable and unnatural severity. I consider such 
excessive action defeats its own ends. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to First Sea Lord, and to General Ismay, 20 July 41 

for C.O.S. Committee 

I strongly deprecate bringing this [Glen] ship home. We sent these 
three ships all round the Cape with much heart-burning in the hopes of 
“Mandibles” and for other island attacks. The Commandos have been 
frittered away, and are now disbanded. The late regime in the Middle 
East showed no aptitude for combined operations. There was no 

D.C.O. [Director of Combined Operations], but only a lukewarm and 
uninfluential committee. Nevertheless we cannot exclude the need of 
landing operations in the future. The other two Glen ships are being 
mended, and it would be altogether wrong to take this one away. I hope 

therefore the Chiefs of Staff will consider the matter in all its bearings. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to C.A.S. 21 Ju*y 41 

Under the directions given at the time when the Battle of the Atlantic 
was declared in March, the Coastal Command received a special flow of 

reinforcements. I understand that in pursuance of this all the Hying 
Fortresses, B.24’s, that have come from the United States recently have 

been sent to Coastal Command. In the United States these machines are 
considered the ideal bombers for Berlin, etc. Mr. Hopkins has been 
asking me about their use, and seemed to be recording an American im¬ 
pression that they were lying idle because we had no crews wherew, h to 
man them. I am correcting this impression, but I think on the widest 

grounds it would be a very good thing if these bombers were used against 
Germany in bombing raids. Furthermore, Coastal Command have been 
reinforced by sixty-five Catalinas and many Sundcrlands, and the Battle 
of the Atlantic is very much eased by recent results, as well as by the 
impending developments following upon the United States occupatio 

Iceland, of which the First Sea Lord will tell you. 

C^-m-C.^orrfljefr Command says he is very short and not expanding. 

maltreated and thrown away this invaluable force. ^ 

strength of the Malta garnson. #j Ju,y 4, 

Prime Minister to Colonel Jacob hardened to our rifle pro- 
Let me have a short aceountofwhat hpp what have ^ 

duction. What were the forecasts in September 1939 
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the results? What loss was attributed to the bombing? What arc the 
new forecasts up to the end of the year 1941 ? 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 25 July 41 

I am most grateful for your message about the tank programme. This 
addition to our tank resources in the coming critical months is splendid. 
As to the longer-term policy, all our experience goes to show that more 
heavily armed and armoured vehicles are required for modem battle, and 
we should therefore plan to increase the output of medium tanks at the 
expense of light tanks, but not of course at the expense of your air 
programme. 

2. I am much interested in your suggestion that men for our Tank 
Corps should be trained in the United States. We arc examining it here, 
and will let you know our views as soon as possible. 

3. We have been considering here our war plans, not only for the 
fighting of 1942, but also for 1943. After providing for the security of 
essential bases, it is necessary to plan on the largest scale the forces 
needed for victory. In broad outline we must aim first at intensifying 
the blockade and propaganda. Then we must subject Germany and Italy 
to a ceaseless and ever-growing air bombardment. These measures may 
themselves produce an internal convulsion or collapse. But plans ought 
also to be made for coming to the aid of the conquered populations by 
landing armies of liberation when opportunity is ripe. For this purpose 
it will be necessary not only to have great numbers of tanks, but also of 
vessels capable of carrying them and landing them direct on to beaches, 
it ought not to be difficult for you to make the necessary adaptation in 
some of the vast numbers of merchant vessels you arc building so as to 
ht them for tank-landing fast ships. 

4- If you agree with this broad conception of bringing Germany to her 
knees, we should not lose a moment in: 

(а) Framing an agreed estimate as to our joint requirements of the 
primary weapons of war, e.g.t aircraft, tanks, etc. 

(б) I hereafter considering how these requirements arc to be met bv 
our joint production. 

5. Meanwhile I suggest that our combined staffs in London should 
set to work as soon as possible on (a), and that thereafter our technical 
experts should proceed with (6). 

Pfi"U Minister to General Ismay and Colonel Hollis, 26 lulv 41 
for C.O.S. Committee J 3 * 

Great importance should be attached to furnishing C.-in-C. Home 
Forces "ith a much larger number of mobile anti-aircraft batteries 
particularly of low-ceiling guns, to work with the field divisions and 
accompany the troops and armoured columns. 

The Germans are quite right in always keeping their flak to the fore 

wShom' JSSkJ 0n,rf00pSuShoU d be assemblcd or be on the line of march 
without mobile Bofors batteries, to give them protection. 

,n^°,hinTierStan ,h3t ‘he 2,8 8UnS wiU bc employed in this way? If 

sound-Ifnot'1 shou,d ,ike ,hc Chicfs 
Otherwise I am in full agreement with the redeployment proposed. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Food * 27 I 1 

I understand that you have under consideration a JUy 41 
system, should it become necessary to ration the secondary^oocbtilfe! 
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which would make the coupons available for the purchase of a variety of 
alternative goods and dispense with registration at particular shops. 
Though rigid rationing might be easier to administer, some system 
which left the consumer a reasonable freedom of choice would seem 
much better. Individual tastes have a wonderful way of cancelling out. 
Besides, your power of varying the prices of the different commodities 
both in money and coupons would enable you to exercise great control 
over demand. 

Should you decide that the extension of rationing is inevitable, it 
would seem therefore that the flexible coupon system has much to 
commend it. I look forward to hearing your views about this in due 
course. 

Prime Minister to Lord President of the Council, Minister of 27 July 41 
Labour and National Service, and Secretary of State for War 

Evidence is accumulating that the figure of 2,195,000 men is too small 
for Army needs, and that the number ought to be increased as soon as 
possible; and the Secretary of State for War is now engaged on a detailed 
examination of his additional requirements. 

2. Accordingly, the comprehensive review by the Man-Power Com¬ 
mittee which has already been ordered by the War Cabinet must be 
pressed forward with all speed. As soon as the main facts have been 
assembled, and without waiting for the full report, I should be glad it the 
Lord President of the Council, in consultation with the Ministers con¬ 
cerned, would give consideration, as a matter of urgency, to the addi¬ 
tional requirements of the Army in the light of the general man-power 
position, and report on the measures that will be necessary to meet these 

requirements. 

Prune Minister to Minister of Aircraft Production 3° JU,V 41 

I shall look forward with interest to hearing of the success <>r otherwise 
of the trials of the Whittle engine in the fortnight s time. I hope they 
will be favourable, but I gathered from you that the 
blades were working. We must not allow the designer s desire for fresh 
improvements to calse loss of time. Every nerve should1 be^stra,ned m 
get these aircraft into squadrons next summer, when the enemy ry 

likely start high-altitude bombing. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 31 

etc. 
AUGUST 

book in which every journev is entlerco. condemned by public 

*■ ss* *■ °",y 

p-p-i » «>■,h“ 
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unless they can produce a log-book they will risk having their supple¬ 
mentary ration refused or reduced. Might not this be sufficient? 

Prime Minister to Chairman of the Import Executive 9 Aug. 41 

I understand that the Import Executive will shortly consider the 
arrangements made to provide cargoes for the additional ships to be put 
at our disposal by the U.S.A. in the near future. It is of the first im¬ 
portance that all the shipping space that becomes available to us, whether 
from United States sources or from an improvement in the shipping 
position, is fully utilised to bring in cargoes which will increase our war 
effort and give the people a healthy and varied diet. 

2. Cargoes must be readily available for shipment as opportunity 
offers, and a report should be prepared at once, showing the steps taken 
to this end by increasing our orders and by building up reserve stocks 
close to ports overseas. 

3. I see that it is proposed to import 748.000 tons of softwood and 
422,000 tons of hardwood in the second half of the year. This is far more 
than the figures mentioned at a recent Battle of the Atlantic meeting. Is 
this large import of timber being brought in because no more useful 
cargoes are available? Mas the Minister of Agriculture been given the 
chance of suggesting any alternatives? For example, half a million tons 
ot maize (which should be obtainable in the United States) would be of 
great value in keeping our chicken population going. 

Prime Minister to First Lord of the Admiralty, Secretary of 16 Aug. 41 
State for Air, and Minister of Aircraft Production 4 

1 his is a melancholy story. You will see from reading the minutes 
that we were promised Grummans, with folding wings, at twenty a 
month, beginning in April. We still have none, and are only promised 
the schedule set out in the First Lord’s minute of July 26.* 

onf« i,w/rd/thc SfU£p,y °f from six l? twdvt* Grumman* to Victorious 
Vlrr£r J*0y0 as of hr,st 1 >\po,rtancc- Especially is this the case with any 

^ t P m th° },cditcrranean. The surprise which will be 
effected upon the enemy when these fast fighters rise to engage them may 
give considerable casement, almost at once. y 

Hie cutting down of enemy bomber aircraft attack at sea far exceeds 
in importance and urgency any other duty which can be performed by a 

fifrvm !n thf^Icd,tCrranifani Evcn ,f lhcy can on,v workPwithin forty** 
m2* hi °f 1C PVCI!t !h,p lhcy can do 3,1 that is necessary. The enemy 
must be made to feel that to go near a ship convoyed by an aircraft 

fighters'5 ,0 mCUr hCa''y °SS,;S fr°m airCraft almosl el<ual shore-based 

TK3-jye havc n.°w no aircraft-carriers in the Eastern Mediterranean 

15 n° Pent ,n lcnding folding-wing Grummans there at 

witif Grummans."10"''1" rCP°rt °f ,he equipment °f *he aircraft-carriers 

4. When do we get our next new aircraft-carrier. Indomitable 1 

•About deliveries of Martlet II aircraft. 
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5. Unless there is some reason to the contrary of which I am not 
aware, the following orders should be given now: 

“The September and October batches of twelve Grummans with 
folding wings should be sent to the United Kingdom and not [repeat 
not] to the Middle East.’* 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 16 Aug. 41 

Commandos 

I settled with General Auchinleck that the three Glen ships were all to 
remain in the Middle East and be refitted for amphibious operations as 
soon as possible. 

2. That the Commandos should be reconstituted, as far as possible, by 
volunteers, by restoring to them any of their former members who may 
wish to return from the units in which they have been dispersed, and 
that Brigadier Laycock should have the command and should be 
appointed Director of Combined Operations. 

3. The D.C.O. and the Commandos will be under the direct com¬ 
mand of General Auchinleck. This cancels the former arrangement 
which I proposed of their being under the Naval Commandcr-in-Chief. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to C.I.G.S., and General Ismay, for 

C.O.S. Committee 

19 Aug. 41 

W .vy 1^. w 

The important thing is not so much to reduce our troops in Iceland 
as to make it a training ground for Alpine units. Can you not give some 
mountain guns to the artillery, instead of withdrawing them? Let me 
have a scheme for providing skis, snowshoes, etc., for the largest number 
that can be trained in mountain fighting under glacial conditions. 1 nc 
fact that a few more Americans have come should make the training all 
the easier. I regard the creation of these Alpine units as a vital feature in 
our organisation. I ask that this may be taken up with the utmost vigour. 

Prime Minister to C.A.S. '9 Aug. 4> 
Thank you very much for your full explanation • Even if <he airmen 

had been in error they would not have been to blame, because it is the 
system that is at fault .The lack of effective and intimate contact bemeen 
the air and the ground forces calls for a drastic reform. The needs of he 
Amy should be me. in a helpful spirit by the Air M.inistry. 1t» th 
responsibility of the Air Force to satisfy the Army no* that ** 

(Action this Day) , c ... f 20 Aug. 41 
Prime Minister to Minister of Supply , ared at 

Pray see the attached statement [on gas and gas weapons]I prepare. 
I ray see Pherwell. We must expect gas warfare on a ire 

men dous scale. * Te'impoLd onThe prXtioVoVmu^ 

^'•andalsotheeSanation of this. What do the Air Ministry mean by 

•About the action of the and Armoured Division during the withdraw 

from Cyrenaica, in March and April 1941. 
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stopping the charging of 250-lb. bombs? This seems most improvident, 
and is contrary to a number of Cabinet decisions, which are to the effect 
that the maximum possible gas is to be produced and charged into suit¬ 
able containers, or otherwise stored. 

I invite you to give your personal attention to this new aspect. The 
whole matter is dangerous and urgent in the last degree. 

Prime Minister to Lord President 20 Aug. 41 

l am by no means convinced that there are sufficient reasons for im¬ 
posing this additional obligation [of keeping a log-book by motorists] on 
the public. There is a growing and justifiable impatience of multiplying 
the tilling up of forms and providing a new foundation upon which 
further layers of officials may build their homes. If you feel there is no 
other means of securing your objects it would be better to bring the 
matter before the Cabinet. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for India 20 Aug. 41 

Certainly let an invitation be sent, provided that in general you sec 
U Saw. 

I his refers to a minute from Mr. Amery about conditions in Burma and a 
proposed visit to this country by the Burmese Premier, U Saw. 

Prime Minister to First Sea Lord 25 Aug. 41 

Will you please let me have on one sheet of paper a list of the effective 
Japanese Meet and flotillas, with dates of construction, and the ships 
which arc ready now. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to Minister of Agriculture 26 Aug. 41 

I hear bad tales about the harvest. What is the position to-day? We 
are clear of St. Swithin’s forty days now. If we get fine weather what sort 
ot estimate can you make? Alas, we spoke too soon! 

Prime Minister to Production Executive 26 Aug. 41 

lam concerned at the great amount of man-power and raw materials 
which arc still being directed to constructional work. The works and 
building programme is using 2! million tons of imported materials a year 
(iron, steel, and timber) and three-quarters of a million men. 

Has not the time come to disallow all new projects of factory construc¬ 
tion, save in very exceptional cases? Can we justifv further expenditure 

rel'nurSrlTCK ?,x,s,ln8,R*“* ,s ?"ly half employed ? Could not building 
^ST^ , b b USedJn Pro7dlr>g hostels and amenities for the labour 
needed to man extra shifts in the existing plant? 

The utmost economy should also be sought in Service requirements 

orhIhe nvniinhl'0 ** 00 “ m0re .1j*v,sh scale ,han thc needs of the moment or the available resources justify. 

.J.nH5tJkvwthere is ?2rVe ,machinery for preventing designs being 
accepted \*hich are wasteful of imported material. 8 

I lease inform me what safeguards you have to ensure: 

lb) That Uthe nUtn°/«nH0rJ)Ui,din? under5akinPS are really essential. 
1 “ planS an,d desiSns for such undertakings are of the 

(c) That building labour is used to the best advantage. 
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Prime Minister to C.A.S. 27 Aug. 41 

I have certainly sustained the impression that the Air Ministry in the 
past has been most hard and unhelpful both to the Army and to the Navy 
in meeting their special requirements. The Navy succeeded in breaking 
away before the war, but the Army lies under a sense of having been 
denied its proper air assistance. To some extent this can be excused by 
the plea that the need of increasing the R.A.F. was paramount. Now 
that that need is no longer so overwhelming I trust the Army’s griev¬ 
ances and complaints will be met. 

There is a widespread belief that we have not developed dive-bombers 
because of the fear of the Air Ministry that a weapon of this kind specially 
associated with the Army might lead to a formation of a separate Army 
wing. 

All these things happened before your time, but their consequences are 
with us to-day. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Office 27 Aug. 41 

Give me in a few lines the reasons which led to Siam calling itself 
Thailand. What are the historic merits of these two names? 

Prime Minister to General Ismay,for C.O.S. Committee 27 Aug. 41 

In several quarters there are indications of a German move against 
Murmansk. It appears that, though there were no transports found when 
we made our abortive air attack, considerable numbers are on the move 
now. What arc we going to do about it now ? Is it settled that we can do 
nothing more in the North? When do our rwo squadrons reach Mur¬ 
mansk ? Can nothing naval be done to obstruct the movement of Ger¬ 

man transports? 

Prime Minister to Chancellor of the Exchequer 28 Aug. 4* 

How much gold have we actually got left in this island or under our 
control in South Africa? Don’t be alarmed: I am not going to ask you 

for anything. 

Prime Minister to Sir E. Bridges 28 AuR- 41 
Mr. Harcourt Johnstone will preside over an interdepartmental com¬ 

mittee containing representatives of the offices concerned for the purpose 
Cf dovisrng thnenbest possible plan for relaxation of the black-out rcs.nc 
lions during the present comparative lull in the enemy s air attack. 

(а) on vehicles required for vital war services; and 

(б) for factories and ports. 
The object is to secure the maximum of production for war purposes. 

2. The committee should consider, inter alia. 

ig z sESTdSS »p«~< 

- 
finally, nresent stvle if and when this is 

W tH rendered<nccessa^' by enemy action in any district or through- 

out the country. 
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3. The committee is to report in one week to the Prime Minister. All 
departments are expected to co-operate in the public interest to the ut¬ 
most. The preparation of the best possible plan must be considered a 
technical study, and does not necessarily commit the Ministerial heads of 
the departments concerned to its adoption. This may be remitted to a 
committee of War Cabinet Ministers on grounds of general policy. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 29 Aug. 41 

I must draw your attention to the state of the cruiser tanks fin Britain). 
'I his week, out of 408, there are actually more unfit for service than fit. 
I his figure and the system on which it rests require evidently strong 
handling. The proportion of unfit is getting worse each week. 

Let me know who is responsible, and what you arc going to do about it. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to C.A.S. 29 Aug. 41 

1 he loss of seven Blenheims out of seventeen in the daylight attack on 
merchant shipping and docks at Rotterdam is most severe. Such losses 
might be accepted in attacking Scharnhorst, Gneiscnau, or Tirpits, or a 
south-bound Tripoli convoy, because, apart from the damage done, a 
first-class strategic object is served. But they seem disproportionate to an 
attack on merchant shipping not engaged in vital supply work. The losses 
in our bombers have been very heavy this month, and Bomber Com¬ 
mand is not expanding as was hoped. While I greatly admire the 
bravery of the pilots, I do not want them pressed too hard. Easier targets 
giving a high damage return compared with casualties may more often be 
selected. 

Let me have a return showing all bombers written off in August for 
any cause, including crashes on landing, and also the number of bombers 
received from M.A.P., and the number manufactured and imported. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to C.A.S. 3o Aur 4I 

JK*** be.in.c d°nc a,bout inercasinc the night-fighter defence in the 
Middle hast ? I gather they are by no means up to date with our devices 
yet Alexandria, buez, and the Suez Canal arc places of the highest 
consequence. b 

Pray let me have a short report. General Pile might be helpful in 
drawing up a list of an advanced echelon of night-fighting devices 
organisation, and supplies. All this is very important. Speed is vital. ’ 

Prime Minister to C.A.S. 3Q A 

r ?h,S ett,m.aie °f u’7?0 Ge!™an aircraft knocked out in the Russian 
fighting should now be brought into relation to the results of the second 

theatres11 SUrVCy °f rdat,vc British and German air strength in all 

Let me know the result at your convenience. 

Prime Minister to V.C.A.S. Att„ 
Good. 30 Aug- 41 

“The devotion and gallantry of the attacks on Rotterdam and other 
objec ives are beyond all praise. The charge of the Light Brigade aJ 

BaT^ UVth»\eCip\sed m bVgh7,^S? by these a,most daily deeds offcme ” 1 ell the squadrons and publish if you think well.* 

•This refers to a minute about Blenheim attacks on shipping in Rotterdam. 
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Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee 30 Aug. 41 

Although personally I am quite content with the existing explosives, I 
feel we must not stand in the path of improvement, and I therefore think 
that action should be taken in the sense proposed by Lord Cherwell, and 
that the Cabinet Minister responsible should be Sir John Anderson.® 

I shall be glad to know what the Chiefs of Staff Committee think. 

Prime Minister to First Sea Lord 31 Aug. 41 

If you think fit, and the ships are safely in port, please convey to the 
Admiralty War Staff, Trade Division, C.-in-C. Western Approaches, 
Coastal Command, and others concerned my compliments upon the 
vigilance, ingenuity, and flexible organisation which has in the last week 
enabled so great a number of ships to pass through the exceptionally 
heavy U-boat concentration. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Information 3* Aug. 41 

How is our big broadcasting station, which is to override foreign 
broadcasts, getting on ? There was a long delay in setting about it, but I 
understand the fullest priorities have been given. Please give me a short 

report—half a page. _ . . , 
2. I think it very important that the German films of the invasion of 

Russia should be shown in England, and also that they should be sent to 
the United States. Mr. Winant fully concurs with this last. I sent you a 
message last week that I thought ten minutes of these German atrocities 
would be the best possible prelude to the Atlantic meeting and Iceland 
films. What has been done about this ? 

3. Have the Icelanders got a copy of the film about themselves( 

SEPTEMBER 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. . ® jC|Pt V 
Please let me have a short report on the present position of delayed- 

aCA°tnthe end of the last war the Germans used these on a great scale: for 
rendering impossible the use of railway-lines, and also for booby-trap., 

be varied from a few days to several 

the that uncertainty is never absent and breakdowns on the 

We are making airfields ,n Anatoha^ fo™ard We ought to 
ways and roads are being impr uncusab)e £y thc cnemy for a considerable 
have the means of ^ing the in bcf, way of doing ,his would be to 

m^hVsKe"3 S airfield should have twenty or thirty mines 

•This refers to early plans for atom-bomb researeh. for which we use 

code name ‘‘Tube Alloys . 
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built into it. Should it be necessary to evacuate, the fuzes could be put 
in and the surface smoothed over. The danger period must certainly last 
at least six months, and railroads (at any rate in their forward sections) 
should have at least three or four mines to the mile, and all bridges and 
tunnels should be mined. The uncertainty of when a line or road would 
be out of order is more baffling than even widespread destruction, which 
is over once and for all. 

Pray let me have your thought on this. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Labour 8 Sept. 41 

Is there any truth in the allegations made in the newspapers that many 
of the so-called Jehovah’s Witnesses arc strong young healthy fellows, 
who do not take part in the war effort ? 

Prime Minister to Minister of Supply 10 Sept. 41 

(Copy to the Secretary of State for Air.) 
In your minute of August 29 you tell me that the order for 50,000 

Jefferis bombs (puff-balls) cannot be produced and that you can offer 
10,000 only. 

I take it that this is due to the shortage of the explosive. I am in¬ 
formed that the contents of nine sticky bombs will fill two puff-balls. 
We could thus obtain the remaining 40,000 puff-balls by postponing the 
filling of 180,000 stickies. This, I understand, is only about six weeks’ 
output at the present rate, and I therefore agree that we should postpone 
filling in this way. 

The bombard should continue in production unaffected. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 10 Sept. 41 

Please see attached from Lord Beaverbrook [about the Trans-Persian 
railway]. In view of the danger to Murmansk and the masses of stuff wc 
arc planning to send to Russia and the difficulties of developing the rail¬ 
way through Persia and carrying at the same time, it seems most urgent 
to explore the full possibilities of road transport. I could cable Mr. Hop¬ 
kins asking for the necessary lorries, drivers, and mechanics, if these arc 
necessary, and I have little doubt the United States would ship them to 
Basra pretty quickly. I know nothing about the roads, but the whole 

matter must be examined, together with a plan for improving the roads 
while the vehicles are coming from America. 

Let me have your views on this, if possible by to-morrow, so that I can 
act. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee 12 Sept. 41 

, 1 j7°i?be Possible for.lh? 'vhole British Army (other than those in 
the Middle bast) to remain indefinitely inert and passive as a garrison of 
this Island against invasion. Such a course, apart altogether from mili¬ 
tary considerations, would bring the Army into disrepute. I do not 
need to elaborate this. 

2. An Expeditionary Force equivalent to six divisions should be 
organised for action oversea. 

3- Unless unexpected developments open a new theatre in Spain or 
Morocco or invasion becomes imminent, we should attempt the libera¬ 
tion of Norway at the earliest suitable moment. 

4. A plan should be prepared to act in whatever is thought to be the 

beforPe the “ be br?Ught before the Defenefco^iue before the end of the present month. 
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Prime Minister to Sir Edward Bridges and General Ismay 13 Sept. 41 

It is certain that confusion will arise between Bandar Shahpur and 
Bandar Shah, at either end of the Trans-Persian railway. Therefore for 
all British official purposes the two places should be called Bandar 
Caspian and Bandar Gulf. Pray let directions be given in this sense. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 13 Sept. 41 

It is certainly necessary that this appreciation [on general strategy for 
the Dominions Prime Ministers] should be brought up to date. It does 
not take any account of our occupation of Persia, and of the importance 
of the through route to Russia, with whom we have joined hands. It will 
be much easier at the end of September or in mid-October to take a view 
about Russian prospects. No reference is made to a possible attack or 
pressure upon Turkey, and its consequences. 

What is the hurry about this paper? In its present form it will only 
hustle and worry the Dominions. Take, for instance, the suggestion that 
one of the reasons for holding Egypt is to prevent the Italian fleet from 
charging through the Canal to hunt the British Navy out of the Indian 
Ocean. I should be very sorry to base our case for holding Egypt on such 

an argument. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee 13 Sept. 41 

I have never asked for a second voyage [of American ships for con¬ 
voying Middle East reinforcements], though I hoped it would come. But 
it would be a great help in working off the masses of troops overdue for 
the Middle East. All this is most gratifying. I should be glad presently 
of details to express thanks. Please report on facilities opened up by 

second trip. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Information 13 Sept. 4* 

Surely more stir ought to be made about Hitler shooting the Nor¬ 
wegian trade unionists, and sending others for long periods of penti 
servitude. Ought not the Trades Union Congress to pass resolutions of 
sympathy? Why don’t you get into touch with 
steady outcry? The names of the two victims should be publicised 

martyrs. 

Prime Minister to Sir Andrew Duncan ‘3 ScP''J‘ 
At my request Lord Chcnvell has prepared a short note upon the 

• „„rr forecast You are now considering the programmes at the Im 

US Vnii must always bear in mind that I may have to make a !arge further 

patched. PerhapaTou wHl^mflha^yorn pmhmin^ideas, for which 

the Professor’s paper forms a convenient peg. 

Prime Minister to Lord ChenveU strength of the 

It will be necessary to prevent any *™nwiu have to be adopted to 

Army in 1942, and very spe<*V ti n Gf switching off Army munitions 
secure this. There can *>"* of sue 
for some time to come. 1 nave asKcu 
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divisions, in addition to the two going East, should be prepared. Where 
it will go must depend on events. What is left will be barely sufficient to 
give security at home. 

The provision of the necessary men will cause great difficulties. I 
hope, however, that A.D.G.B., A.R.P., Coastal Defence, and the heavy 
artillery, together with some of the rearward services, may yield two or 
three hundred thousand men. We shall draw sharply upon reserved 
occupations. At the present time there is grave danger of several 
divisions having to be broken up. 

Please take the above for your guidance. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to General Ismay,for C.O.S. Committee 14 Sept. 41 

The Air Force demand shows the unbridled use of ground personnel. 
We are planning to place eighty squadrons in the Middle East by the 
spring of 1942. There are already 45,000 air-groundmen there, and it is 
now proposed to add 40,000 more, making a total of well over 1,000 men 
to every squadron of sixteen aircraft first-line strength. It is evident 
that a searching inquiry must be held into these establishments, which on 
their present scale will ruin our war effort. 

In the meanwhile only 20,000 Air Force personnel can be included in 
the convoys up to the end of December. 

It should be noted that only thirteen air squadrons arc being sent 
from here, not seventeen, as stated in these papers. 

2. The additional divisions should go intact, in accordance with my 
request to the President. He would never have given me the extra 
shipping but for the attraction of placing two strong additional divisions 
in the Middle East. I cannot face him with a demand to use his ships for 
details and drafts. 

3. The above makes a total of 60,000. The troops for India would 
seem to come next, in view of the four extra divisions we are to get as a 
result of them. The A.T. and A.A. artillery would naturally have pre¬ 
cedence over the field and medium, with which the Middle East is al¬ 
ready so heavily supplied. Eighteen thousand additional Army Service 
Corps is a requirement very hard to justify. What particular task is this 
force, almost equivalent to a division in numbers, needed for? 

4. With regard to drafts. The Army of the Nile has not fought lately, 
and although there is the usual wastage for sickness I cannot feel that 
drafts to complete the first reinforcements—i.e., 10 per cent drafts at the 
base over and above full strength with the units, or drafts to cover 
estimated wastage—should take precedence over organised fighting 
troops. They should fit in as convenient. 

5. Meanwhile let me have a table showing the present strength of each 
of the battalions or artillery regiments (British) for which these 31,000 
additional drafts are now said to be required. Infantry drafts should 
receive priority over other branches. 

6. Some time ago I had some figures showing the ratio of fighting 
troops to the rearward services in the Middle East. Could these be 
brought up to date, on the assumption that it was possible to carrv the 
whole 142,000 now asked for? 7 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 20 Sept 
(Copy to Secretary of State for Air.) 
I think that great value might be obtained at the present time by 

dropping leaflets on Italy referring particularly to the fact that hundreds 
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of thousands of Italians have been sent from sunny homes to die in the 
frozen mud of the Ukraine. Pray have this matter considered by the 
Political Warfare Executive. 

I am sending a copy of this minute to the Secretary of State for Air, in 
order that the operational aspect also may be considered. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to Colonel Hollis 21 Sept. 41 

Many bombards are now being delivered. What has been done about 
their tactical employment? An experimental Bombard Battery or Regi¬ 
ment should be set up at once to develop the use of the weapon and to 
further its distribution to troops. Let me have proposals how this can be 
achieved. 

Prime Minister to C.A.S. 21 Sept. 41 

Do our fighter pilots over France carry a sufficient supply of French 
money? I am told they are only given 50 francs. In my view at least 
3,000 francs should be carried as part of a pilot’s equipment, and passed 
from hand to hand. 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 21 Sept. 41 

I am not prepared to let this lapse or be slurred over, or fall into 
oblivion. More than admonitions are required when 600 German 
Legionnaires are allowed to go back to Vichy France for further use by 
Germany against us. It might take 600 British lives to deal with these 
men so casually and incontinently allowed to slip through our fingers. A 
formal letter should be written by the War Office to the Commandcr-in- 
Chief Middle East, asking for the action taken by him, and pointing out 
the gravity of the injury to British interests involved in this supine con¬ 
duct of the Command in Syria. If a sergeant or a corporal makes a slip 
he is punished or reprimanded. The Staff officers around General W11- 
son are to blame for not having raised the point and understood what 
was going on. If General Wilson takes the blame himself it can be writ¬ 
ten off against his good services in other directions, but he ought to be 
left in no doubt of the harm that has been done. I he fullest detailed 
explanation should be provided.* 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. 21 Sept 41 

Thank you. I am glad to see by later telegrams that it is P^P0S^ 
reorganise the forward area, so that any similar movement of the enemy 

can be struck at offensively by the forward troops.T/tKPdfrXnow 
readjustment is to be completed about 23rd instant. If this is right no , 
P!Sfid5™£* see why it was not right earlier. The losses of ten tanks, 
etc., that the enemy suffered at the hands only ofarmouredcars witho 
tanks show that a pretty good "cop” could have been staged. Howeve , 
perhaps we shall get a second chance. P’raps not. Fortune is a jade. 

Prime Minister to Chiefs of Staff u^nassedtn 
I attach a summary of the official correspondence which has passed in 

•The explanation divided the responsibility to an extent which was ddficul. 

to follow by disciplinary action. 
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fied with the present position and our means of retaliating on the 
Germans if necessary. 

There may be a difficulty in maintaining stocks owing to chemical 
deterioration. Normally, if there were a consumption stocks could be 
replaced. Please let me have your views on this aspect of the matter as 
well. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 25 Sept. 41 

We now know that the Grand Mufti is in the Japanese Legation at 
Teheran. It seems of the utmost importance to obtain his surrender, and 
meanwhile I presume all measures are being taken to prevent his getting 
away. Will you please do whatever is possible? 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 25 Sept. 41 

Many plans are being made for the amusement of troops during the 
winter. They are allowed to use Government transport, within limits, to 
get to the nearest sizeable town. Officers are not allowed to have this 
privilege. It might be possible to arrange for officers to have reasonable 
use of available Government transport on paying for the petrol. Many 
of them arc too poor to hire any other form of transport, but this would be 
fair and acceptable. The use might be controlled by the Corps Divisional 
Staff. 

Pray let me have your views on this. 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 25 Sept. 41 

Why not give the Graph U-boat, when she is repaired, to the Yugoslav 
Navy ? They have a submarine crew which has arrived at Alexandria, but 
their vessel was in too bad a condition for the Admiral to allow it to go to 
sea. I rather like the idea of the Yugoslavs working a captured German 
U-boat.• 

Prime Minister to Minister of Works and Buildings 27 Sept. 41 

I doubt very much whether it will ever be possible for me to live at 
Walmer Castle, or indeed whether anybody will be able to live in such 
fine houses after the war. I mentioned this to the King when accepting 
the Lord Wardcnship of the Cinque Ports, which I regard as a compli- 

mCul' •(T,car,y 1 cannot attcmPl to reside there at the present time, as it is 
well within range of the enemy’s batteries on the French coast, and the 
mere report of my residing there would be sufficient to get the whole 
place knocked down. In these circumstances I think it would be per¬ 
fectly proper for the Office of Works to take it over during the war in 
whatever way they think most conducive to the public interest. I should 
hope therefore that as long as I do not use the castle at all or derive any 
benefit from it, it and the gardens could be taken care of by the State. 
After the war the position could be reviewed. 

Perhaps you will let me know what you think can be done. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to Colonel Hollis. for C.O.S. Committee 30 Sept. 41 

When I Visited Indomitable last week I was astonished to learn that the 
handful of Hurricanes to be allotted to this vital war unit were only of the 
lower type. Hurricane Ones. I trust it may be arranged that only the 

'This was the U-boat captured by a Hudson aircraft 
Approaches in August 1941. See p. 407. 

X 

in the Western 
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finest aeroplanes that can do the work go into all aircraft-carriers. All this 

year it has been apparent that the power to launch the highest class 
fighters from aircraft-carriers may reopen to the Fleet great strategic 
doors which have been closed against them. The aircraft-carrier should 
have supreme priority in the quality and character of suitable types.* 

OCTOBER 
(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War and C.I.G.S. 1 Oct. 41 

The danger of our forces being organised on a basis so cumbrous that 
they will be incapable of effective overseas or amphibious action has now 
grown very great. The condition of the armoured divisions has recently 

attracted attention. As new ideas and new requirements come along the 
tendency to growth is continual. In order to preserve the efficiency of the 

Army a continued process of pruning is indispensable. 
2. The dire need of finding men to maintain the fighting units at 

proper strength makes ceaseless economy in the rearward services im¬ 
perative. I am doing my utmost to sustain the strength of the Army 
against the growing volume of criticism about its reputed size and ob¬ 

vious enforced passivity. I feel therefore bound to press for assistance 
from the War Office, and I hope I may count upon you to help me. 

3. For this purpose a committee of officers acquainted with the estab¬ 

lishments should be set up, with orders to make a plan for a 25 per cent 
reduction in the rearward services and non-fighting troops, showing how 
this can be done with the least possible injury. This work should be 
completed by the 15th instant, and the Defence Committee will then be 
able to see what is entailed in the particular cuts proposed. I wish to be 

consulted about the personnel of this committee. If it fails I shall have to 
ask for an outside committee, as I know how hard it is for a department 

to reform itself. 

Prime Minister to Minister of War Transport 3 0ct- 4* 

I should be glad if you would submit a report for consideration at the 

next meeting of the Battle of the Atlantic Committee, showing the pro¬ 
gress which has been made with the provision of alternative port fac.ht,e 

for use if any of the major ports on which we now rely should be put out 

of action. 

(primTMMyto Colonel Hollis, for C.O.S. Committee 4 Oct 4. 

I attach the utmost importance to tanks and aircraft reaching 

angel early in October. It is vital that del.very should l begm <at on«. 
Prfv let proposals and preparations for this be made forthwith, an 
me have a report on Monday evening. A special convoy will probably be 

"Teapot too strongly emphasise the vital importance and extreme 

urgency of this transaction. 

(Action this Day) w 6 Oct. 41 

•Later types of British fighters could not at this time be> spared by th 
for fee uacTthe Navy. (See also minute of Aug. 16. W) 
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matters conducted by regimental officers will weaken or strengthen that 
tempered discipline without which our armies can be no match for the 
highly trained forces of Germany. The qualities required for conducting 
discussions of the nature indicated arc not necessarily those which fit for 
command in the field. Will not such discussions only provide oppor¬ 
tunities for the professional grouser and agitator with a glib tongue? 
They seem to be in a different category from educative lectures by 
trained teachers or experts. 

Pray consider this matter and let me have your personal views. 
Meanwhile please suspend action. 

Former Naval Person to President Roosevelt 8 Oct. 41 

After discussion with Ambassador Winant I send you this note setting 
out the result of our Cabinet discussion on the matter which has been 
causing us some difficulty. 

We have been considering carefully what should be the next step 
regarding the conference upon wheat which is due to resume its de¬ 
liberations next week. I feel a certain amount of concern as to the reper¬ 
cussions on the war situation of the proposed Wheat Agreement in its 
present form. The draft seems to give the impression that it is contem¬ 
plated to force on the wheat-importing countries of Europe, as a con¬ 
dition of immediate post-war relief, a series of obligations, including a 
drastic restriction of their wheat production, which would vitally affect 
their agricultural systems. This is to touch a tender spot in the policy of 
many countries. Any Wheat Agreement capable of this construction 
would, in our view, be dangerous in the extreme. It would supply Nazi 
propaganda with a weapon which it would not be slow to use. It would 
arouse widespread suspicions as to the spirit in which the United States 
and the United Kingdom mean to use their power when the war is over, 
and would confuse and dishearten the elements in Europe now- hoping 
and working for the defeat of Germany. We regard it as essential there¬ 
fore to remove from the draft agreement all provisions implying Anglo- 
American interference in European agricultural policy. 

The relation of Russia to any agreement also raises a difficulty. Russia 
was still a neutral at the time when the arrangements for the Wheat Con¬ 
ference were made But, as things are now, it appears to us virtually out 

TrlhCi.qU^St,0n c,ther 10 delude an agreement which may seriously 
affect her interests without consulting her, or to approach her on such a 

matter at a time when she is engaged in a lifc-and-dcath struggle, and 
when her richest wheatfields are in the battle area. 

We have been considering what instructions we can give to our dele- 
gates who are now on their way to Washington, with a view to meeting 
these difficulties, but we have not been able to find a really satisfactory 
solution consistent with the present framework of the draft agreement 
Considerable revision would certainly be required; and we are alive to 

wK;laS^h,^WC r ?T°US l2 avoid- of Protracted negotiations 
which might lead to a breakdown. For our part, we welcome the pro¬ 
posals for establishing a pool of wheat for post-war relief. There are 
other important features of the agreement which do not prejudice or 
which could easily be given a form which would not prejudice ’the 
interests of unrepresented countries—e.g., the agreement of the four 
exporting countries represented as to the ratios of their respective 
export quotas, and the provisions for an “ever-normar granary 

I he other issues of policy might usefully be explored by the 
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Conference with a view to preparing the ground for later decisions; but 
it seems to me that we should be ill-advised to attempt to reach definite 
conclusions about these now. Apart from the fact that important coun¬ 
tries not represented at the Conference are affected, there seems to be 

advantage in trying to fit these questions into the larger discussions on 
Anglo-American collaboration in regard to post-war economic problems 
generally which, as Lord Halifax will be able to explain more fully, we 
hope to be able to begin at an early date. 

If you agree generally with my view I will instruct our delegation 
accordingly. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War and 8 Oct. 41 

Secretary of State for Air 

(Copy to Secretary of State for Dominion Affairs.) 
I think now the time is ripe to form an Irish Brigade, also an Irish 

Wing or Squadron of the R.A.F. If these were taken in hand they would 

have to be made a great success of. The pilot Finucane might be a great 

figure.* 
Pray let me have proposals. The movement might have important 

political reactions later on. 

{Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War and C.I.G.S. 9 Oct. 41 

Pray let me have your views, and if possible your plans, for the forming 

of an Irish Brigade. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 10 Oct. 4* 

I sec some odd court-martial cases mentioned in the papers rs * 
sergeant who told a Home Guard lieutenant “So what ?” and ‘ Put a sock 

in it” in the presence of troops, but who was merely reprimanded. He 
should surely have been reduced to the ranks. Second, some soldiers 

who were heard calling the sergeants “bastards with three stripes , 
who apparently were honourably acqmtted on the grounds that this1 wa 

a wordof common use in the Army. The major WJfJTf 
had often turned a deaf ear to it when used about himself. , 

In sharp contrast, two Canadians who deserted in Canada, and 
their wayowrlhe re ’after great adventure in order to fight, received sixty 

daAl'l this seems to require very clear guidance from you and the Army 

authorities. 

killed at the age of twenty-one m July .94^when, » „ in France. 

he was leading “^'^^L^affe^uld never get him and it was actually 
It was always said that the LuHwane wou t, whjch hl, h,s Spltfire. 

engine'stopped f"This "is^u!' chaps. ” He crashed from about ten fee, above 

the sea, and his machine sank at once. • cr and it was probably this 

h- • 
good chance of survival. 
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(Action this Day) ... _ 
Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air, Minister 11 Oct. 41 

of Supply, and M.A.P. 

I have re-rcad the report of the Select Committee on the Albcmarlcs, 
and I think it requires a far more definite and categorical reply than those 
which have hitherto been presented to me. I should be glad to know 
what is the evidence which the two Supply Ministers will give, especially 
on the financial side; and from the Secretary of State for Air I desire to 
learn (a) what real use this machine will be when the first 500 are com¬ 
pleted. Can he tell me that it will be a bona fide useful machine in the 
summer of next year? What parts of Germany could it bomb, or is it 
only of use on the French invasion ports? (b) What are the reasons, 
shortly, for refusing to publish the report? What information in par¬ 
ticular is contained in it which would be of value to the enemy? 

As this matter will be debated on Wednesday and I shall have to 
watch over it myself in all probability, I want to be sure of my ground. 
The matter is urgent. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Supply 12 Oct. 41 

During your absence I have considered the questions you raised with 
me about the U.P.* weapon and its subsidiary variants of the proximity 
fuze, viz., P.E. and radio. The great need is the manufacture of A.D. 
ammunition for the fifty batteries which arc already deployed. P.E. and 
radio are in the sphere of research and experiment; but these researches 
should be pressed to the utmost because of the immense strategic 
advantages to the Navy which would flow from their effective solution. 

Up to the present time I take full responsibility for all that has been 
done. You wish as Minister of Supply to have full control of both the 
manufacture and research, and I shall be very glad if you will assume it 
as from the date of this minute. As the three Services arc concerned, you 
will no doubt arrange for the necessary consultations. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for India 15 Oct. 41 

Kindly let me know how many words His Majesty’s representative at 
Kabul has telegraphed since the day when the question of turning the 
Germans out of Afghanistan was first mentioned to him. 

Prime Minister to Sir Eduard Bridges 16 Oct. 41 

An inquiry should be held into the question of who was responsible for 
the various messages sent over the radio to the Germans about the ex¬ 
change of prisoners. These messages contained expressions of thanks, 
and were couched in the form of direct communications with the enemy. 
The inquiry is to be formal, and a report is to be made to me as Minister 
of Defence. 

Pray suggest the composition of the inquiry. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to Lord President of the Council 17 Oct. 41 

The Shelter Programme has had a pretty good run since March, and 
although it may not be completed according to the target plan it must 
be far better than last year. Having regard to the air-raid and air¬ 
raid defence situation, they must expect to have to make a definite 

•Unrotated projectile. Disguised name for rocket. See footnote to 
minute of Dec. 6, 1941. 
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contribution to the man-power stringency, including particularly the 

Army. De-reservation should play over this area. Before I send any 
minute to the Home Secretary and others on the subject, I should like 
you to take this into the scope of your general scheme and report to me. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 17 Oct. 41 

I do not approve of this system of encouraging political discussion in 
the Army among soldiers as such. The material provided for the guid¬ 
ance of the officers in the short notes is hopelessly below the level of that 

available in the daily Press. Discussions in which no controversy is 
desired are a farce. There cannot be controversy without prejudice to 
discipline. The only sound principle is “No politics in the Army”. 

I hope you will wind up this business as quickly and as decently as 

possible and set the persons concerned in it to useful work. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 18 Oct. 41 

During my visit to the Richmond Anti-Aircraft Mixed Battery^ I 

learned, with much surprise, that the present policy of the [Women sj 
Auxiliary Territorial Service is that A.T.S. personnel in mixed batteries 
should not consider themselves part of the battery, and that no battci^ 

esprit de corps'' was to be allowed. This is very wounding to the A. 1 .?>. 
personnel, who have been deprived of badges, lanyards, etc., ot which 
they were proud. Considering that they share the risks and the work ot 
the battery in fact, there can be no justification for denying them mcor- 

P 2. In present circumstances it is possible also that the whole efficiency 
of a battery could be upset by an order from the War Office, A. 1. 
Headquarters, moving one of a predictor team to another unit. 1 he 
A.A. Command has no say in such matters. Obviously th,s.ca^not con 

tinue when we are relying upon these mixed batteries as an integral part 

°f3°UI found'a universal desire among all ranks that the women who 

serve their country by manning Runs should 
“Members of the Royal Regiment of Artillery . 1 here would be no 

objection to the letters “A.T.S ” being retained. 

Prime Minister to Chief Whip .Wlf^nzanise 

siSpggs 

hh^s*hw{jdTo^erodecid 

upon such version of befnR made public at the same time, 
in accord with the public {^ders or Members chosen by the 
The consultations between the ±?™tations which take place when 
House would follow the Imes of the con l House of Lords, or perhaps 
it is necessary to express d'^nmecs witn par]jament Ac, In th,s case 
of the conferences contemplated unde he r Debate in Secret 

however it would be necessary that the version o 
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which was to be published should be debated and approved by the 
House word by word as if it were a Bill, and with full right of amend¬ 

ment. 
3. Thus the House, which is the only authority, would in every stage 

be master of its own proceedings and express its will by majority. I am 
of opinion that they would endorse this procedure. 

Prime Minister to President of the Board of Trade 19 Oct. 41 

I am very much obliged to you for the clear and full account you have 
given me of the forecast for 1942 in accordance with my minute of Sep¬ 
tember 13. You seem to me to be sufficiently insured in wheat and steel, 
and we have also a very good account of oil from the Petroleum Execu¬ 
tive. I approve the principle of a 33,000,000-ton import, which we 
should by all means in our power try to achieve. I should be very glad if 
the meat ration could be improved. I am assuming that the impact of the 
Russian liabilities will be met outside the 33,000,000 limit, which limit 
we should regard as our minimum in all our discussions with the United 
States. 

You should now prepare a statement for the War Cabinet, which, after 
examination by the Lord President’s Committee, can be discussed 
during November. 

Prime Minister to His Majesty's Representative at Kabul 19 Oct. 41 

I have been much pleased with the way in which you have handled the 
question of turning out the Germans and Italians, but I think you ought 
to know that from September 11, when this task was entrusted to you, to 
October 17, you have sent 6,639 cipher groups. The labour and cost of 
this profuse telegraphing and the choking effect of such lengthy messages 
upon the higher administration ought never to be forgotten. Clarity and 
cogency can, I am sure, be reconciled with a greater brevity. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to Minister of Labour 20 Oct. 41 

In my Army Strength paper, which you have seen, the total [intake] 
for the Army was given as 278,000. including 50,000 casualties. This 
covers the nine months from now till the end of June 1942. 1 low do these 
figures square with your 355,000 for the twelve months so ending? 

2. The Royal Air Force demands cannot be accepted as they stand. 
They are queueing up more and more air-groundmen behind the pilot. 
Have you subjected them to any cutting or analysis, or do you have to face 
the figures as they put them ? I should think 50,000 could be got off here. 

3. Pnma facie I am not prepared to recognise the need for any addi¬ 
tions to Civil Defence. How was this figure arrived at ? Has it been sub¬ 
jected to any scrutiny? Far from adding to Civil Defence personnel, 1 
am hoping that 1942 will see them increasingly combed. 

Prime Minister to C.A.S. 24 Qct. 41 

l am not content with the arrangements made for the two squadrons 
m Murmansk I thought they were to take their aircraft and move to the 
south of the front, where they might have come into action with the 
Russian Air Force Instead of this, the personnel only is being sent. 

” X' JxPchcted that fhesc two squadrons will again come into action, 
and \\herc ? The most serious mistake we have made about the Russians 
was in not sending eight Air Force fighter squadrons, which would have 
gained great fame, destroyed many German aircraft, and given immense 
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encouragement all along the front. This is the only criticism, among the 

many that have been made, which I feel strikes home. 

Prime Minister to Director of Military Intelligence 24 Oct. 41 

My general impression is that the scale of the fighting [in Russia] has 
diminished on both sides, and that many fewer divisions are engaged 

each day than a month ago. What do you say to this ? 
What date is the winter expected to set in in earnest in the Moscow 

region ? 
Is there any sign of digging in on any part of the front? 
What, in your opinion, are the chances of Moscow being taken before 

the winter? I should be inclined to put it evens. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 29 Oct. 41 

All this seems to make many difficulties out of fairly simple things. 
Women should be enlisted in the A.T.S. and should always wear that 

badge. This ensures that their special needs in treatment, accommoda¬ 
tion, etc., are kept up to a minimum standard wherever they may be by 
the women influences organising the A.T.S. When however they arc 

posted to a combatant unit and share in practice with the men the un¬ 
avoidable dangers and hardships of that unit they should become in 
every respect members of it. They should wear, in addition to the A. Y.b. 
badge, all regimental insignia appropriate to their rank. Although their 

well-being is still supervised by the A.T.S. authorities, they should be 
considered as detached from the A.T.S. and incorporated in the com¬ 
batant unit. This does not imply any alteration in their legal status, nor 
need it involve any Parliamentary discussion (although I arliamcntary 

authority could easily be obtained were it necessary). 
2 Considering the immense importance of having a large number oi 

women in A. A. batteries and that the efficiency of the batteries depends 
upon carefully organised gun teams, it .s imperative 'hat these women 

should not be moved without reference to the Battery Command. The 

» *-ars vmstt 
smaller number of men. hat j havc bcen misinformed on 

var3ious°pUo^g I should like M!*<£*5 

come. 

(Action this Day) 31 Oct. 4* 

PT1^5ad to see the 

glad that it can be rel.e vedby ekme mo%5, thc th Divls,on to 

.. — - 
-Crusader”. Pray reassure me on this. 
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NOVEMBER 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 5 Nov. 41 

I much regret that the number of U-boat prisoners taken by us should 
have been published. I commented unfavourably upon this publication 
six months ago. The figure is so small that it advertises to the world the 
failure of all our efforts against them. There was absolutely no need to 
make such a disclosure, gratuitously encouraging the enemy and dis¬ 
couraging our friends. 

Were you aware beforehand that this was going to be done? 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air 5 Nov. 41 

Your reply to my minute. 
I do not think you should dismiss a matter like this [whereby mech¬ 

anics and fitters worked for certificates of competence in each different 
make of engine] so lightly. I am told it is the explanation of the far 
higher economy reached by the Germans in maintaining their Air Force. 

I must beg you to have the matter more scarchingly examined. 

Prime Minister to First Lord 7 Nov. 41 

The 20 assault landing-craft, the 20 heavy support craft, and 127 tank 
landing-craft seem to me insufficient. This programme must be carefully 
concerted with the Army. Very large operations may be required in 

*943- •• • 
3. If a small floating dock is constructed in India, how long will it 

take, and what alternative construction will it displace? 
4. In view of the sad tale of the King George V class, it would be 

wrong to proceed with the construction of the Lion, let alone the later 
ones, without the whole design being examined by a conference of sea 
officers who have either commanded or used these ships. I favour the 
principle of three triple 16-inch-gun turrets. What arc your armour 
demands for 1942? If the question of design were satisfactorily settled I 

• These comments refer to the Admiralty programme of new naval construc¬ 

tion for 1942. Many changes were made in it at later dates. The following 
notes indicate the size of our effort: 

(i) Conroy Escort Vessels. Over 100 frigates, ordered about this time and 

built in American yards, were delivered to us by the middle of 1944 
(n) I he aircraft-carrier Eagle is referred to hcre'for the first time. She 

was laid down late in 1942. and was expected to take nearly four years 

... to build. In fact this ship has not yet been completed. 
(m) 6-inch-gun Cruisers. Two of the ships mentioned became H.M. ships 

Ucjence and bu,perb. The 8-inch-gun cruiser was never built. 
(iv) Destroyers. The following were on order or in various stages of 

construction: 

(V) 

Type On Order 
Fleet destroyers 74 
Destroyers classed as 

frigates So 
Canadian 4 
Ex-foreign 2 

Landing-craft. Very large increases 
construction were made in later years. 

Rate of Completion per annum 
8, rising to 15 

30 
All by late 1943 

Early 1942 

in all types of landing-craft 
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would support making a beginning upon the turrets and mountings, 
provided of course that the tank programme is not interfered with. 

5. Let me have the legend of the 100 convoy escort vessels to be built 
in the United States. 

6. Let me have the list of the eleven new or modernised capital ships 
attributed to Germany, Italy, and Japan at the end of 1943, and the list 
of our eleven. It seems probable that the war will be finished before any 
new capital ships can be built—i.e.t 1947. If we win the war we shall 
disarm the enemy. If we lose it he will disarm us. 

7. The new aircraft-carrier must be weighed against other demands 
for armour and shipbuilding labour. How long will she take to make? 

8. I agree to the three 6-inch-gun cruisers and to the triple 8-inch 
turrets of one 8-inch-gun cruiser. 

9. Let me have the brief legend for the “heavy support craft”. 
10. You do not mention destroyers in your programme. I suppose 

this is because all the yards are fully booked up with them. Let me have 
a return showing what you have got building, dividing them into three 
classes and showing the rates at which each class can be built. 

(Action this Day) 
Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee, 9 Nov. 41 
and C.A.S. 

Let us hurry up the arrangements for sending volunteer pilots and 
aeroplanes to join Chennault’s party [International Air Force in China]. 
Let me know' what is proposed. 

(Action this Day) xt 
Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air, and C.A.S. n Nov. 41 

The losses sustained both by the night bombers and day fighters have 
latclv been very heavy. There is no need to press unduly the offensive by 
the fighters over France; about two sweeps a month instead of four 
should be sufficient, combined with a continuance of the attacks on 
shipping. While the degree of attack may be lightened, the impression ot 
its continuance should be sustained. , . , 

2. I have several times in Cabinet deprecated forcing the night 
bombing of Germany without due regard to weather conditions. ! here 
is no particular point at this time in bombing Berlin. The losses sus 
tained last week were most grievous. \Ve cannot afford losses on that 
scale in view of the short fall of the American bomber programme. 
Losses which are acceptable in a battle or for 
objective ought not to be incurred merely as a matter of routine. 1 here 

is no need to fight the weather and the enemy at the same time 
3 It is now the duty of both Fighter and Bomber Command to 

gaieii?me the heavy losses of bombers on .he 

night of the last heavy raid on Berlin. 

(Action this Day) n Nov. 41 
Prime Minister to C.A.b. 

The continued wastage of aircraft m^tefttntn to pt.duetton -Jg 
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aircraft damaged each week, repairs of which cannot be executed by the 
squadrons. 

Prime Minister to C.A.S. 11 Nov. 41 

Is it true that for the first fortnight in October Bomber Command 
were withdrawn from attacks on shipping to take part in Army man¬ 
oeuvres, and that consequently there were no losses to the enemy in that 
period ? 

When was this decision to abandon operations for manoeuvres taken, 
and by whom? 

Prime Minister to Viceroy of India 12 Nov. 41 

I was startled to learn how far you had gone about the release of the 
remaining Satyagrahi prisoners. As you know. I have always felt that a 
man like Nehru should be treated as a political detenu and not as a crimi¬ 
nal, and have welcomed every mitigation of his lot. But my general im¬ 
pression of this wholesale release is one of a surrender at the moment of 
success. Undoubtedly the release of these prisoners as an act of clemency 
will be proclaimed as a victory for Gandhi’s party. Nehru and others 
will commit fresh offences, requiring the whole process of trial and con¬ 
viction to be gone through again. You will get no thanks from any 

quarter. The objections of Hope and Hallctt should not be lightly 
turned aside. 

2. The Cabinet, to whom I mentioned it this evening, felt they must 
have more time to consider the matter after they have received your 
official advice. It will not be possible for us to send an answer before 
Monday at earliest, so I asked the Secretary of State to desire you to 
postpone the motion on the 17th for a few days. We often do this in the 
House of Commons when replies from other Governments have to be 
awaited. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 13 Nov. 41 

Pray see the attached epitome of the Beveridge report on skilled men 
in the Services and the letter of the Minister of Labour. Evidently the 
report is most damaging to the War Office, and before it can be pub¬ 
lished it is imperative that good, clear proposals for mending the evil 
should be formulated by the War Office and published at the same time 
as the report. 

No one would expect the Army, which is expanding twentyfold, to 
have the same efficiency of organisation as the Navv, which is hardly 
doubled. But you ought to be up to the standard of the Air Force, which 
is also growing very rapidly. 

I should advise you to set up a small committee, with perhaps the 
financial Secretary in the chair, to hack out a good scheme. This 
scheme should be ready in a fortnight, and after I have approved it the 
whole publication can be brought before the Cabinet. 

(Action this Day) 

Prime Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 14 Nov. 41 

I am much disquieted by these facts. We are sinking less than two 
U-boats a month. They are increasing by nearly twenty. The failure of 

•Post-war analysis shows that German U-boat losses at this period were as 

s?,hZr ne fP m^Cr' s: ,°c,obcr- November. 5; December 9. British 
submarine losses during the same period were three. 
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our methods, about which so much was proclaimed by the Admiralty 
before the war, is painfully apparent. I presume we have lost a far 
higher proportion of British submarines placed in service since the 
beginning of the war than the enemy. 

Let me have the actual figures. 

2. I regard the whole position as so serious that I wish to have a 
special meeting in the near future to survey the whole problem and 
consider whether anything can be done beyond the present measures. 

Let me know what increases are to be expected month by month in 
our anti-U-boat hunting-craft. Let all the considerations about the 
German difficulty of training crews and other aspects be assembled and 
reviewed. Let me know when you will be ready. 

Prime Minister to Home Secretary 15 Nov. 41 

I shall be glad to know what action you have taken about enabling the 
twelve couples of married internees to be confined together. Now that 
order has been restored in the Isle of Man there should be no particular 

reason against their going there. If not there must surely be some 
prisons in England in which arrangements could be made for reasonable 

association of husband and wife. 
Is it true that when aliens are interned husband and wife are interned 

in one place? If so it seems invidious to discriminate against those of 

British nationality. 
Feeling against i8b is very strong, and I should not be prepared to 

support the regulation indefinitely if it is administered in such a very 
onerous manner. Internment rather than imprisonment is what was 

contemplated. . 
Sir Oswald Mosley’s wife has now been eighteen months in prison 

without the slightest vestige of any charge against her, and separated 

from her husband. _ 
Has the question of releasing a number of these internees on parole 

been considered, or on condition of their finding sureties for good 

be I should be glad if you would make proposals to the Cabinet before the 

debate in the House takes place. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War and C.I.G.S. 17 Nov. 4> 

It seems a pity that the nine beach or county divisions should be rated 
at a low™ level than the field divisions All they lack ere^two Royal 

Engineer companies and one regiment of artillery each. toge , 

*=f:S“,S«?5S.S£ISs 

17 Nov. 41 
the main corpus of the Army. 

Prime Minister to Lord Chenvell, Sir Eduard Bridges, 

“tuZtSorethe end oftke^Ha^ 

Production Budget of 1942 and of the Navy, Army, and Air 

tasks of the Supply Department set forth. 
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At the same time the import programme, already completed on a basis 
of 33 million tons, and the home production should be surveyed. I 
should propose that of the extra 2 million tons import available half a 
million tons should go to food or feeding-stuffs and the other 1 \ million 

tons to munitions in order to make up for their heavy cut this year. Hut 
this does not mean that needless imports, like timber, should be allowed 
undue expansion. The emphasis must be placed on a sharper war effort. 

The third major element is man-power, now under Cabinet discussion 

but far advanced towards settlement. 
It should be possible to state the above in broad outlines in a directive 

to be circulated about December 15. Perhaps you will let me have a 
preliminary study. The directive should not exceed one of my white 
square double sheets, and should follow the model of last year. 

Prime Minister to President of the Board of Education 22 Nov. 41 

Let me have a short note showing the number of boys who leave the 
public elementary schools at 15 years and over, under the war conditions 

of 1941. 
How many of these go into any form of industry and employment? 

How many are there in munitions between the ages of 15 and 18} years? 
How many go into cadet corps of various kinds? How many pursue 
their education in secondary schools or go on to the universities? 

I am anxious that the educational and disciplinary aspects of these 
boys’ lives shall rank as prominently in our minds as the need to find 
considerable numbers for A.R.P., A.A. batteries, etc. 

Prime Minister to First Sea Lord 23 Nov. 41 

What is the present plan about the distribution of the aircraft-carriers ? 
Since these telegrams were received we have lost the Ark Royal, but we 
still have four good new ones. I do not w-ant to waste any one of them by 
sending it all round the Cape, unless such a voyage coincided with an 
inevitable working-up period. At present I am waiting to sec what will 
happen in the Mediterranean. Of course if Admiral Cunningham is 
going to take station in the Central Mediterranean, or if we get Tripoli 
or perhaps French North Africa comes out, it would be worth putting at 
least two aircraft-carriers there. We cannot see ahead clearly enough at 
present. I suppose you will give one of the older ones to the Indian 
Ocean and Pacific. 

Please let me have a short note. 

Prime Minister to Commander, Force K 27 Nov. 41 

Many congratulations on your fine work since you arrived at Malta, 
and will you please tell all ranks and ratings from me that the two ex¬ 
ploits in which they have been engaged, namely, the annihilation of the 
enemy’s convoys on November 8 and of the two oil ships on Monday last, 
have played a very definite part in the great battle now raging in Libya. 
The work of the force has been most fruitful, and all concerned may be 
proud to have been a real help to Britain and our cause. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay, for C.O.S. Committee, 28 Nov. 41 
and C.A.S. 

Everything in human power should be done [to help the guerrilla 
fighters in Yugoslavia]. Please report what is possible. 
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Prime Minister to First Sea Lord 28 Nov. 41 

I cannot help feeling that the estimate of thirty-six U-boats operating 

in the North Atlantic by December 15 is worse than it will be.* I hope 
you will consider the possibility of reinforcing the Mediterranean with at 
least a dozen destroyers. They need not necessarily be there very long, 

as the situation may change with the decision in Libya. Numbers are 
however the essence of successful hunting, and wc ought to get good 
results. 

Pray let me know whether anything more can be done. 

Let me have U-boat sinkings for November. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 29 Nov. 41 

I am dissatisfied with the way in which this project for Polish officers 
in West Africa, in which I took a personal interest, has been followed up. 

It was evidently necessary that a proper outfit allowance should be paid 
to the Polish officers proceeding to these tropical regions. Yet all these 
months have passed haggling about it. First £5 is offered, then finally 

£15. I expect this is typical of the way in which the experiment has been 

handled. # 
On other papers I have directed that 200 more Polish officers are to be 

invited to present themselves for examination. A weekly report is to be 
supplied to me personally of the progress made both in West Africa and 
at home. Please report to me any signs of obstructionism, and pursue the 
matter yourself from the Defence Office. Let me know who is the officer 

responsible in the War Office for dealing with this, and make sure you 

keep him up to the mark by constant inquiries. 

Prime Minister to Foreign Secretary 3° Nov- 41 

I think it most important that the United States should continue their 
relations with Vichy and their supplies to North Africa and any other 
contacts unostentatiously for the present. It would be a great mistake to 

lose any contacts before we know the result of the battle in Libya and its 
reactions. There is always time to break, but it is more difficult to 

renew contacts. 

DECEMBER 

Prime Minister to C.A.S. and Commander-in-Chief 6 Dec. 4' 

Fighter Command . ,, 
The following are the main conclusions which we reached in our tain 

last night: . 

To this end reserves of pilots and machines should be disposed 

the lowest figure recorded for;any monthmeans of which our 
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squadrons, and thus allow roulement to be extended in the event of pro¬ 
tracted fighting. 

3. As an experiment a night-fighter wing is to be issued with day¬ 
fighting machines with a view to introducing a system of dual-purpose 
fighter squadrons, if the experiment proves successful. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Food 6 Dec. 41 

Amid your many successes in your difficult field, the egg distribution 
scheme seems to be an exception. I hear complaints from many quar¬ 
ters, and the scarcity of eggs is palpable. 

I send you a note which the Minister of Agriculture has furnished on 
his side of the problem. 

Will you please give me a very short statement of your plans and 
policy. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Supply 6 Dec. 41 

I hope to be able to go to Shoeburyncss on the afternoon of Thursday, 
December 11, and would be grateful if you would arrange for a demon¬ 
stration of the following types of U.P. weapons:* 

1. Type K. 
2. Apparatus A.D., Type L. 
3. Apparatus A.D., Type J. 
4. Rocket U, 5-inch. 
5. Rocket U, 3-inch. 

Before coming to a decision on the priority proposals set out in your 
minute of December 2 it is desirable, I think, to see these various 
weapons and decide their relative merits. I hope therefore that you will 
be able to accompany me. 

Of course, if cloudy it must be cancelled. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 7 Dec. 41 

What has been done with the Italian rifles which have been captured 
in Abyssinia, Gondar, and elsewhere? Mow many of them were there, 
and how much ammunition? 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 9 Dec. 41 

(Personal.) 

I have considered carefully your minute to me about the A.T.S., and 
I am willing that the principles you propose should have a trial. It is up 
to y°^ ^ make these batteries attractive to the best elements in the 
A.T.S. and those who are now being compelled to join the A.T.S. I fear 
there is a complex against women being connected with lethal work. 
v\ c must get rid of this. Also there is an idea prevalent among the ladies 
managing the A.T.S. that nothing must conflict with loyalty to the 
A. F.S. and that battery esprit de corps is counter to their interest or 
theme. No tolerance can be shown to this. The prime sphere of the 
women commanders is welfare, and this should occupy their main 
endeavours. 

•Type K : anti-aircraft rocket. 

Apparatus A.D., Type L) rocket for defence of aerodromes and similar 
Apparatus A.D., Type J > places against low-flying aircraft. 

Rocket U, 5-inch: original design was for delivering chemical warfare 

charge, but subsequently became area barrage weapon. 
Kockct U, 3-inch: anti-aircraft barrage weapon. 
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The conditions are very bad and rough, and I expect will get worse 

now that large numbers are being brought into the War Office grip by 
compulsion or the shadow of compulsion. A great responsibility rests 
upon you as Secretary of State to see that all these young women are not 
treated roughly. Mrs. Knox and her assistants should be admirable in 
all this, but do not let them get in the way of the happy active life of the 

batteries or deprive women of their incentives to join the batteries and to 

care as much about the batteries as they do about the A.T.S. 
I shall be very glad to have a further report from you on how the 

principles enunciated in your minute are in fact being applied. Every 
kind of minor compliment and ornament should be accorded to those 

who render good service in the batteries. 

Prime Minister to Chairman of the Forestry Commission 9 Dec. 4* 

I see reports in the papers that timber-felling companies are ruthlessly 

denuding for profit many of our woodlands. What arrangements have 
you got to make sure that some of the finest trees are left and due con¬ 
sideration is given to the appearance of the countryside. I know \ve 
have got to cut down very severely, but there is no reason why a certain 

number of trees should not be left. Cii .. 
Let me know in a few lines what you are doing to replant. Surely you 

are replanting two or three trees for every large one you cut down. 

Prime Minister to Minister of Food 9uDc®# t4‘ 
You say that you would have preferred to bring sweets and chocolates 

within the points scheme, and hope to do so subsequently \\oukI it 
not be better to postpone rationing of them until you are able to do • 
If you introduce a sweets ration now all the forces of conservatism and 

arguments' of administrative economy will be arrayed against any subsc- 

qUIC garret i'twasadmnVed m the Lord President's Committee ,ha, a 

small further delay may be tolerate . sccondarv foods which you 

be fncorporated in the points system. 

<PritmenMini^yto Minister of Labour par,hmcnt are /“blew hi 

I see it reported that you say ^Icm^le , fha;,c mac]Ci which was fol- 
called up equally with others. f d j this was that service in the lovved in the last war and mus be followeo ^ Any 

House of Commons ranksp*'has a right to decide at Ins 
Member of Parliament or Peer of ‘ e™ ice or give some other form, 

discretion whether he will fjf at any ,jme they consider the* 
Members of either House are ‘rce > y given, to withdraw 

™ in i. 

Pai’Snot possibly agree to any smirching of this principle. 
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Prime Minister to Lord Privy Seal and Minister of Food 12 Dec. 41 

It would be a mistake, in my opinion, to announce these restrictions of 
rations now. It would savour of panic. Our position has immeasurably 
improved by the full involvement of the United States. The reserves arc 
good. We arc all in it together, and they are eating better meals than we 

are. 
I trust no announcements of this character will be made in the im¬ 

mediate future, and I hope I may be consulted before any final decision 
is taken by the War Cabinet. 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. (Sir Alan Brooke) 18 Dec. 41 

[Your minute about the possibility of forming a Polish Armoured 
Division.] 

I do not consider that the issue of tanks to the Poles should be delayed 
until all the British armoured divisions have not only been completed 
but have a large reserve of tanks standing behind them. I thought it was 
agreed that in the first place the divisions were to be given their initial 
equipment, and the reserve built up afterwards as more tanks come to 
hand. The Poles should be treated on this footing equally with the 
British divisions. I do not sec how the date of April 1, 1943, could pos¬ 
sibly be accepted as a fair treatment of the problem by General Sikorski. 
I hope therefore you will let me have proposals on the basis I have 
indicated. 

2. It should surely be possible to give a good outfit of tanks to the 
Poles and yet enable them to work together as a corps. It is convenient, 
but not indispensable, that every unit in the Army should have exactly 
the same organisation. It is not necessary that the Poles should have the 
identical equipment, i.e., the whole 3.500 vehicles to which the British 
armoured divisions have been expanded. A practical solution would be 
to let them have a couple of hundred more tanks during the next six 
months, and work up to the full usual formation later. It should surely 
be possible to use the Polish force together, and not to separate the tank 
component from the rest. 

I hope you will let me have further proposals. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 21 Dec. 41 

Your minute about the Beveridge report. 

The memorandum to be published by the War Office at the same time 
as the Beveridge report on the use of skilled men in the Services must be 
both more effective and more precise than that at present proposed. 

2. The War Office should also take their stand on the grounds that it 
is their duty to make an efficient fighting machine rather than a well- 
conducted industrial establishment. Nothing must therefore be done 
seriously to break the cohesion of section, platoon, and company, and no 
general disturbance of the Army system in home ports can be tolerated 
in view of the danger of invasion. 

3. It must however be clearly shown how skilled men in units, as they 
at present exist, ar being used, and how still better use will be made of 
them. The memorandum should thus firmly rebut those suggestions in 
the Beveridge report which would affect the cohesion and military 
efficiency of the Army. 

4. This does not mean that the War Office can use the excuse of 
military efficiency to cover over the grave defects brought to light by the 

report. The memorandum should not appear merely to be a white- 
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washing document, but should show that a really serious effort is being 
made to rectify shortcomings. Parliament and the public will only be 

reassured if the War Office can state in concrete, rather than in abstract, 
how amendment is being made. The memorandum should therefore 
deal specifically and in a manner readily understood by the layman with 
the main points in the report. 

5. These are: 

(а) That the reservoir of unused skill in the Army is sufficient to 
cover all future demands for skilled men, except armament 

artificers. 
(б) That economy in skilled men could be secured by review of the 

establishment of many field units. 
(c) That more effective steps could be taken to utilise the skill of 

those men whose units will be required at the front but which at 

present are not engaged. 
(d) That great improvements are possible in the machinery for 

testing, remuster, and transfer of skilled men. 
(e) That a special corps of mechanised engineers should be formed 

to put an end to present duplication. 
(/) That men should be enlisted into the Army as a whole and not 

into specific corps or units. 

6. The War Office reply will have to be carefully drafted if it is to be 
effective. You should set up a small committee, which I suggest might 

consist of the Financial Secretary, Sir James Grigg, and the Adjutant- 
General, to prepare it. I should like the reply to be submitted to me 
about January 10, so that the matter can, if necessary, be brought before 

the Cabinet in good time. 

Prime Minister to Commander-in-Chief Home Forces 22 Dec. 41 

(General Paget) 
This is a most admirable paper [on the training of infantry by General 

Utterson-Kclso], and I agree with every word of it. Iam^adtoh nk 

that in your new great sphere you will have an °PPor'|un,t^ffl0ifn?UtYoS 
into force the many wise and stimulatmg prmc.pes^ cont^n. ^ou 

may count on my assistance in every way. I have already done all in my 
power to prevent sections and platoons from bcinK disturhod needUssly; 

or the infantry used for civil purposes other than in emerRencies or he 
harvest While I greatly admire the conception of a well-armed mtaritO 
battalion workingwith {he e,an andI combinedindividuaism of a- P** °< 
hounds, I am also anxious about the smart side of things. I hope t 

are going to be no fussy changes in the Manual Exercises and that »P'« 

ilSSSSIss 
Prime Minister to Minister of Food 
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that this important animal protein which is so essential in the kitchen 
should not be deficient. 

Prime Minister to C.I.G.S. (Sir Alan Brooke) 22 Dec. 41 

Surely it was a very odd thing to create these outlandish numbered 
regiments of Dragoons, Hussars, and Lancers, none of which has car¬ 
bines, swords, or lances, when there exist already telescoped up the 18th, 
20th, and 19th Hussars, 5th Lancers and 21st Lancers. Surely all these 
should have been revived before creating these new unreal and artificial 
titles. I wish you would explain to me what was moving in the minds of 
the War Office when they did this. 

APPENDIX H 

PRIME MINISTER’S TELEGRAMS TO THE 

GOVERNMENT OF AUSTRALIA 

Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Australia• 29 Aug. 41 

Now that you have taken up your great office, I send you mv most 
cordial good wishes for success, and assure you that I and my colleagues 
will do everything in our power to work with you in the same spirit of 
comradeship and goodwill as we worked with Mr. Menzies, who, we arc 
so glad to see, is serving under you as Minister for the Co-ordination of 
Defence. 

2. We have followed attentively the difficulties which have arisen in 
Australia about your representation over here, and perhaps it will be a 
help if I let you sec our side of the question and how we are situated. 

3. Since the declarations of the Imperial Conference of 1926. em¬ 
bodied in the Statute of Westminster, all Dominion Governments arc 
equal in status to that of the Mother Country, and all have direct access 
to the Crown. The Cabinet of His Majesty’s Government of Great 
Britain and Northern Ire and, of which at present I have the honour to 
be the head, is responsible to our own Parliament, and is appointed by 
the King because they possess a majority in the House of Commons. It 
would not be possible therefore, without organic changes, about which 
all the Dominions would have to be consulted, to make an Australian 
Minister who is responsible to the Commonwealth legislature a member 
of our body. 1 he precedent of General Smuts in the last war does not 
apply, because he was an integral member of the War Cabinet of those 
days, appointed by the King because of his personal aptitudes, and not 
because he represented the South African or Dominions point of view 

4- in practice however whenever a Dominion Prime Minister visits 
:n,s. country—and they cannot visit it too often or too long—he is alwavs 
invited to sit with us and take a full part in our deliberations. This is 
because he is the head of the Government of one of our sister Do- 
min.ons, engaged with us in the common struggle, and has presumably 
the power to speak with the authority of the Dominion concerned, no^ 
onl> °n instructions from home, but upon many issues which mav arise 

up business6 °f d,SCUSS,0n' Th,s ,s a 8rcat advantage to us, and speeds 

5- .The position of a Dominion Minister other than the Prime 
Minister would be very different, as he would not be a principal, but only 

•See p. 330. 
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an envoy. Many Dominions Ministers other than Prime Ministers have 
visited us from Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and South Africa 
during the present war, and I am always ready to confer with them or put 

them in the closest touch with the Ministers of the various departments 
with which they are concerned. In the normal course the Secretary of 
State for the Dominions and the High Commissioner for the Dominion 
concerned look after them, and secure them every facility for doing any 

work they may have to do. This arrangement has given satisfaction, so 
far as I am aware, to all concerned. 

6. I have considered the suggestion that each of the Dominions should 

have a Minister other than the Prime Minister sitting with us in the 
Cabinet of the United Kingdom during this time of war. I have learnt 
from the Prime Ministers of the Dominions of Canada, South Africa, 
and New Zealand that they do not desire such representation and arc 
well content with our present arrangements. Some of the Dominion 

Prime Ministers have indeed taken a very strongly adverse view, holding 
that no one but the Prime Minister can speak for their Governments 

except as specifically instructed, and that they might find their own 
liberty of action prejudiced by any decisions, some of which have to be 
made very quickly in war-time, to which their Minister became a party. 

7. From our domestic point of view, as His Majesty’s servants in the 

United Kingdom, there are many difficulties. We number at present 
eight, and there has been considerable argument that we should not be 
more than five. The addition of four Dominion representatives would 
involve the retirement from the War Cabinet of at least an equal number 
of British Ministers. Dwelling within a Parliamentary and democratic 

system, we rest, like you do, upon a political basis. I should not myself 
feel able, as at present advised, to recommend to His Majesty cither the 
addition of four Dominions Ministers to the Cabinet of the United 
Kingdom, which would make our numbers too large for business, or the 

exclusion of a number of my present colleagues, who are the leading men 

in the political parties to which they belong. 
8 If you desire to send anyone from Australia as a special envoy <> 

discuss any particular aspect of our common war effort.'*hoT, 
course welcome him with the utmost consideration arrd henour hut he 

would not be, and could not be, a responsible partner in the daily woik 

0%.^hTs'relationship with the existing High Commissioner for Aus¬ 

tralia and with the Secretary of State for the Dominions "'<'uld b,c f y 
to decide. It would seem however if such an envoy remained here as a 

regular institution that the existing functions of theCommnis 

would to some extent be duplicated, and theregion *h^"c,a^ch 
State with the High Commissioners generally might be a,,cc'V . . 

that thcThree other Dominions would be opposed M'primc 

.0. We should of course welc°rn5,» ^Xuhies of distance and 
Ministers if that could be arranged, but the' d“‘''sjte rcady con- 

Governments now 

serving His Majesty. 
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Prime Minister to Prime Minister of Australia 7 Sept. 41 

Our position in Syria and Iraq may be threatened by a German 
advance: 

(a) on Syria through Anatolia; 

(b) on Iraq through the Caucasus and Persia (Iran); 
(c) a combination of (<?) and (6). 

Through Anatolia.—If Turkey does not grant passage to German 
forces the large land and air forces necessary for conquering Turkey 
could hardly be withdrawn from Russia, refitted and reconcentrated, in 
less than six to eight weeks. Weather conditions in Anatolia virtually 
preclude operations from December 1 to the end of March. We there¬ 
fore feel that the concentration by the Germans of sufficient forces on 
the Turkish frontier to overcome that country is now improbable until a 
date so late that an attack on Syria through Anatolia is not likely before 
the spring. 

If however, contrary to expectations, Turkey were to give passage to 
German forces, three or four German divisions might arrive on the Syrian 
frontier before the end of the year, and be reinforced at the rate of one 
division a month. 'Phis force might be supplemented if sea routes 
through Turkish territorial waters were available. A great deal therefore 
depends on what help the Turks may expect from us. As to this we have 
instructed our Attaches at Ankara to speak on the following lines: 

(а) If Turkey resists we will come to her aid at once with sub¬ 
stantial forces. Our essential object in the Middle East is the 
destruction of the German Afrika Korps and the reconquest of 
Cyrcnaica, but we expect that at latest by December 1 we could 
send to Turkey four divisions and at least one armoured brigade. 
Air support will be on a considerable scale, and preparations 
should be made to receive a force of eight fighter, one Army 
Co-operation, two heavy, and six medium bomber squadrons. 

(б) We shall provide a strong force of anti-aircraft artillery for the 
defence of our own troops and of those aerodromes allotted to 
us, and in addition we arc sending to the Turks an immediate 
and special consignment of one hundred 3.7-inch anti-aircraft 
guns. These are in addition to the normal allocation of six 
equipments per month. 

Through the Caucasus and Persia.—Even in the event of an early 
Russian collapse a full-scale drive through the Caucasus on Persia and 
Iraq would not be possible this year. The control we have gained in 
Persia adds greatly to the security of our right flank in these regions. 

Turning now to our own action to meet a German advance, whichever 
way it may come, our first requirement is facilities to operate air forces 
both offensively and defensively. Steps are accordingly being taken to 
improve and increase aerodrome facilities throughout this area, and by 
consent of the Turks in Anatolia. These will give flexibility to our air 
forces in the Middle East. 

The second requirement is to improve communications, both rail and 
road, throughout the areas under our control. This is being pushed 
forward with all dispatch. 

In addition, steps are being taken to develop as rapidly as possible our 
maintenance arrangements in the Basra area, including construction of 
additional ports, so that the proposed increased forces in the Persian 
Oulf area can be maintained. 
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Western Desert.—We must clear Eastern Cyrenaica at the earliest 
possible moment, not only for the defence of our base in Egypt, but also 
to retain control of the Eastern Mediterranean. Position is as follows: 

It is estimated that the enemy has at present in Cyrenaica two German 
divisions (one armoured and one light motorised) and six Italian (in¬ 

cluding one motorised and one armoured). We do not think that with 
these forces he could undertake a major offensive against the Delta. He 
is in considerable difficulties with his supply and is short of mechanical 
transport. In addition, we are sinking a good proportion of his reinforce¬ 

ments of men and material from Italy. If however he were able to estab¬ 
lish a firm base on the Halfaya-Capuzzo-Bardia line and to build up the 
necessary mechanical transport and supplies, it is possible that a limited 

offensive might be carried out against Sidi Barrani. 
Our aim is to take the offensive as soon as favourable opportunity 

presents itself, but Commander-in-Chief does not wish to risk another 
setback, such as “Battleaxe”, or to move until he feels he can go right 
forward. He estimates that for this offensive his armoured force must 

not be less than two armoured divisions. These will not be ready for 
action until November 1, but this would not preclude him from attacking 
sooner if a favourable opportunity were presented to him. 'I he import¬ 

ance of holding Tobruk has been clearly demonstrated. 

APPENDIX I 

THE BRITISH PURCHASING COMMISSION 

IN THE UNITED STATES • 

Directive by the Prime Minister of August ii, >94* 

A great mass of orders has already been placed in the United States for 
British war munitions, etc. These have been harmonised both as be¬ 
tween British departments and between British home production and 

British orders placed in America. Mr Purvis has I>cen made finally 
responsible, and any discordances should be reported to him for settle¬ 
ment in the office of the Minister of Defence. However, .t is-now neccs 

sary to make further large provision, particularly in respect ofslupW. 

bomber aircraft, and tanks, both for the British #s an 
United States’ armed forces. Moreover, the arrival of ”Lts 

active partner against Hitler will require not ""'V cer';"" ™vJc<Ser- 
of British orders, original and supplementary, but also a y s 

able expansion of plants and installations for the longer-term po > 
2 SoTr as the British supplementary programme is concerned ^ 

need be no trouble about priorities asbemeenhea^ factor, 
tanks We no longer consider priorities as dominated by tne 

pects, whether through improved J*fon and will let us 
preparation of new ones, of greatly increa g P u twc’cn British and 

Low their views about how it ‘“^'^^our British de- 
United States needs, we will do the share t oe^ nccd for a supplc- 

partments. For instance, we 1Kl iSrel^ft should exclude all simul- 
mental programme of heavy bomb whole programme as 
taneous expansion in tanks, me rauu 

•See p. 355- 
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between heavy bomber aircraft and tanks would be, say, 6 to 4, or 6 J to 3 J, 
both types of production proceeding simultaneously as fast as possible. 
This method of approach is suggested as the most convenient. 

3. We greatly welcome a further assignment of 150,000 rifles. Al¬ 
though ammunition is very short, these are absolutely needed to arm the 
personnel defending the fighter airfields. At least 150,000 of them have 
at present to rely on pikes, maces, and grenades. Even although .300 
ammunition in Great Britain is very short and does not amount to above 
80 rounds per rifle, production is now flowing in the United States for 
our benefit, which will this month be clear of the paying off of the over¬ 
drawn 50 million rounds, and should amount to 20 to 25 million rounds 
per month. Even if only ten rounds could be handed out to the men at 
certain airfields with their rifles, this would be far better than the make¬ 
shifts we now have to employ, and would enable the strictest instruc¬ 
tions to be given to all uniformed personnel to fight to the death, which 
instructions can hardly be given very confidently when no weapon can be 
placed in the hands of soldiers and airmen concerned. 

We hope therefore that the most rapid deliveries possible of 150,000 
rifles will be made, as the invasion season is fully operative after Sep¬ 
tember 15. In the event of our reporting to the President that great and 
active preparations are being made by the enemy in the Dutch, Belgian, 
and French ports for invasion, of which there is no sign at present, we 
would ask as a matter of emergency that a further consignment of .300 
ammunition should be rushed across, this being recovered later from our 
monthly quotas of production. 

4. It would seem indispensable that the re-equipment of the Russian 
armies should be studied at once upon the grand scale. After preliminary 
conferences between the British and United States supply departments, 
it would seem advisable, and indeed inevitable, that a further conference 
should be held in Moscow. Both for this purpose and in any pre¬ 
liminary conference that may be necessary the Prime Minister would 
nominate Lord Beaverbrook, Minister of Supply, who should arrive here 
to-day, as the British representative, with power to act for all British 
departments. 

APPENDIX J 

THE ANGLO-AMERICAN-RUSSIAN CONFERENCE* 

General Directive dy the Prime Minister and Minister 

of Defence 

22 Sept. 41 
The position reached as the result of the Beaverbrook-Harriman con¬ 

versations is set out in Lord Beaverbrook’s report of to-day’s date. We 
must consider ourselves pledged to fulfil our share of the tanks and air¬ 
craft which have been promised to Russia, and Lord Beaverbrook must 
have a considerable measure of discretion as to what quantities of other 
equipment and of material should be offered at the conversations in 
Moscow. 

2. Assurance must be given to Russia of increased quotas from July 1, 
*942, to June 30, 1943. During this period British war production will 
he at its height, and American ditto in its third year of development. It 
would be wiser not to be committed to precise figures based on optimistic 

•See p. 369. 
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forecasts of Anglo-American production. There are dangers also in 
promising the Russians a percentage of British and American output, 

which they may immediately ask should be increased. We should not 
disclose speculative figures of our joint production when none are given 
of theirs by the Russians. They should however be invited to set forth 

their remaining resources in accordance with the various rearward lines 
they may hope to hold. Lord Beaverbrook should be free to encourage 
the prolonged resistance of Russia by taking a justifiably hopeful view 
of these more distant prospects. 

3. Russian attention should be directed to the limitations of shipping, 
and still more of transportation from the various ports of access. The 

rapid destruction of world shipping, the effort required to make it good, 
and the vital needs of this country, now cut to the bone, should be 
stressed. 

4. Encouragement should be offered, with American approval, to the 

keeping open of the Vladivostok route and overawing Japan for that 
purpose. Special emphasis should be laid upon the development on the 
largest scale and with the utmost energy of the route from the Persian 
Gulf to the Caspian, both by rail and road. The practical limitations 

which time enforces both upon working up the traffic on the Trans- 
Persian railway and upon the motor-road construction should be ex¬ 
plained. The conflict between the movement of supplies and of troops 
and their maintenance at any given period along this route must be 
pointed out. The Russians will no doubt give their own estimate of the 

capacity and facilities of Archangel and of its railway connections with 
Central Russia, having regard both to winter ice and probable enemy 

action. 
5. The Conference must proceed upon the basis that the United 

States is not a belligerent. The burden upon British man-power is 

already heavy, and the strain will be intense during 1942 and onwards. 
Apart from the help we get from the Dominions, India, and the Colonies, 
our man-power is fully engaged. Wc have to feed ourselves and keep 
alive by maintaining vast merchant fleets in constant movement, wc 

have to defend the British Isles from invasion, for which the Germans 
can at any time gather a superior army, and also from the most dan¬ 
gerous forms of air attack by the main strength of the enemy Air 1-orcc, 

which can rapidly be transferred from cast to west M,'hpT™dLTda 
venience. We have to maintain our armies in the Middle East and hold a 

hne from the Caspian to the Western Desert. We hope to develop on 
this front during 1942 approximately twenty-five divisions, Bntish 

Indian, and Dominion, comprising, with all the exceptional rearwa 

services needed in these undeveloped regions and strong ProR°™°"^ 
Air Force, about a million men. The strain on shipping suppling the 
forces largely round the Cape, and the time taken in the turn-round 

available ships, should be explained if necessai-y, m detaih 
6 For the defence of the British Isles we have an army of shen y 

over two million men, backed by about one and a Mf m onj 

Guard. We possess only about three and a ^million 
only get 100,000 more or soin ‘he "ext year. UtHiis^ ywenty mobile 

A,r Force £e are creanng 1 
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750,000 are already enrolled. The Navy already absorbs half a million 
sailors and Marines. When to this is added the shipbuilding, aircraft 
production, and munitions industries, and the need of food production 
at home and other domestic civilian industries, all cut to a minimum, it 
will be seen that the man-power and available woman-power of a popu¬ 
lation of 44,000,000 is, or will soon be, encaged to the limit. 

7. Out of the 1,100,000 men behind the Field Army at home, the air 
defence of Great Britain, the Coastal Defence, the garrison of Northern 
Ireland, the draft-producing units and training schools, the defence of 
aerodromes and vulnerable points, leave only a small margin. 

8. It will not be possible to increase the Field Army at home beyond 
the number of divisions—less than forty—already mentioned, and great 
efforts will be needed to maintain the existing strength at home while 
supplying the drafts for the Middle East. India, and other garrisons 
abroad—e.g., Iceland. Gibraltar, Malta. Aden. Singapore, Hong Kong. 

9. We could not allow the force needed in Great Britain to repel in¬ 
vasion to fall below twenty-five infantry and four or five armoured 
divisions. It must be noted that troops can be transferred by the enemy 
across the main lateral railways of Europe incomparably quicker than any 
of our divisions could be recalled from abroad. The number of divisions 
available for offensive oversea action is therefore small. 

10. Apart from the twenty-five British and Imperial divisions pro¬ 
posed to be built up in the Middle East during 1942, an Expeditionary 
Force of six or seven divisions, including two armoured divisions, is the 
maximum that can be conceived. This is being prepared. Even if more 
were available the shipping does not exist to carry larger forces and 
maintain them overseas. All ideas of twenty or thirty divisions being 
launched by Great Britain against the western shores of the Continent or 
sent round by sea for service in Russia have no foundation of reality on 
which to rest. This should be made clear. 

11. We have every intention of intervening on land next spring, if it 
can be done. All the possibilities are being studied, including action on 
the northern and southern flanks of the Russian front. In the north an 
expedition into Norway would raise a serious revolt, and might, if it suc¬ 
ceeded, win the Swedish Government, with its good army, to our cause. 
'I his has been studied in detail. It is not however seen how the Russian 
forces could help; in fact, their intervention would antagonise Sweden 
beyond all hope. The hostility* of Finland is already declared. 

12. At any moment we may be called upon to face the hostility of 
Spain and the penetration of the Germans into Morocco, Algeria, and 
West Africa. Should the French resist in Africa our available force 
might be sent to help them there. In both these cases the sea routes arc 
short and not comparable with the vast distances round the Cape. 

13. In the Middle East, on the southern flank of Russia, we shall de¬ 
ploy the strong forces mentioned above. Once the Western Desert and 
Cyrenaica have been cleared of the German and Italian armies now active 
there our Middle Eastern forces would have a choice of action. If they 
increasingly give their right hand to the Russians, either in the Caucasus 
or east of the Caspian, it must be realised that their supply will choke the 
rail and road connection from the Persian Gulf. On the other hand 
I urkey, if she could be gained, is the great prize. Not only would the 
German road to Syria and Egypt be barred by powerful Turkish armies, 
but the Black Sea naval defence could be maintained with great advan¬ 
tages, thus helping the defence of the Caucasus. The action of Turkey 
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one way or the other may be determined in the near future by the 
promises, should she become involved, of help in troops and modem 

equipment, including especially aerodromes, tanks, anti-tank and anti¬ 
aircraft artillery, etc. It should be made clear to the Russians that much 
of this equipment and the greater part of the troops would of course be 
withdrawn from the contributions available for Russia, which are all we 
can give. In order however to induce Turkey to come in on our side, 

especially in the near future, it would be well worth Great Britain and 
Russia revising their arrangements. 

14. We are much interested in the development of the Polish and 
Czech armies in Russia, the latter being only small, and we should be 

glad to help in their equipment. It should be pointed out that the Poles 
and Czechs have influential communities in the United States. If a pro¬ 
portion of our equipment should be earmarked for the Poles and Czechs 
it would have a good effect. 

15. The Russians will no doubt ask how you propose to win the war, 
to which our answer should be, “By going on fighting till the Nazi sys¬ 
tem breaks up, as the Kaiser’s system broke up last time.” For this pur¬ 
pose we shall fight the enemy wherever we can meet them on favourable 

terms. We shall undermine them by propaganda, depress them with the 
blockade, and, above all, bomb their homelands ceaselessly, ruthlessly, 
and with ever-increasing weight of bombs. We could not tell last time 
how and when we should win the war, but by not giving in and not 
wearying we came through all right. We did not hesitate to face Ger¬ 

many and Italy alone all last year, and the determination of the British 
masses to destroy the Nazi power is inflexible. The phrases "Nazi 
tyranny” and “Prussian militarism” arc used by us as targets rather than 
as any implacable general condemnation of the German peoples. Wc 

agree with the Russian Government in hoping to split the Germans and 

to isolate the criminal Nazi regime. ... 
16. Of course wc cannot predict what action the United States will 

take. The measures already sanctioned by President Roosevelt and his 
Government mav at any time in the near future involve the United States 
in full war, whether declared or undeclared. In that case we might look 

forward to a general offensive upon Germany in 1943- Ycrman 
morale and unity were seriously weakened and their hold upon l»c con¬ 
quered European countries relaxed it might be possible to land large 

numbers of armoured forces simultaneously on thf sh£*s "f,_8*thk a?c 
the conquered countries and raise widespread revolts. Plans for this arc 

now being studied by the British Staffs. 

APPENDIX K 

FLEET DISPOSITIONS IN THE INDIAN OCEAN 

Correspondence between the Prime Minister and the 

First Lord and the First Sea lord 

Primp Minister to First Lord and First Sea Lord 25 ^UP- * 
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many against our fifteen or sixteen battleships and battle-cruisers—to 
see what an effect would be produced upon the Japanese Admiralty by 
the presence of a small but very powerful and fast force in Eastern 
waters. It may be taken as virtually certain that Tirpitz will not sally 
forth from the Baltic while the Russian Fleet is in being, as she is the 
only unit which prevents Russian superiority there. Nevertheless, in 
making dispositions which take some time to alter we must provide for 
two K.G. V.s and one Nelson with the C.-in-C. This allows for accidents, 
refits, and leave. One aircraft-carrier, preferably (one of the] unar¬ 
moured, should also be provided for the broad waters. 

2. The most economical disposition would be to send Duke of York, as 
soon as she is clear of constructional defects, via Trinidad and Simons- 
town to the East. She could be joined by Repulse or Renown and one air¬ 
craft-carrier of high speed. This powerful force might show itself in the 
triangle Aden-Singaporc-Simonstown. It would exert a paralysing 
effect upon Japanese naval action. The Duke of York could work up on 
her long, safe voyage to the East, leaving the C.-in-C. Home Fleet with 
two K.G.V.s, which are thoroughly efficient. It would be, in my 
opinion, a more thrifty and fruitful use of our resources than to send 
Prince of Wales from regions where she might, though it is unlikely, 
meet Tirpitz. 

3. I do not like the idea of sending at this stage the old "R.” class 
battleships to the East. The manning problem is greatly increased by 
maintaining numerically large fleets in remote waters, owing to the 
greater number of men in transit. Besides this, the old ships are easy 
prey to the modem Japanese vessels, and can neither fight nor run. 
They might, however, be useful for convoy should we reach that stage, 
which is not yet by any means certain, or even, in my opinion, probable. 

4. I am however in principle in favour of placing a formidable, fast, 
high-class squadron in the aforesaid triangle by the end of October, and 
telling both the Americans and Australians that we will do so. It seems 
probable that the American negotiations with Japan will linger on for 
some time. The Americans talk now of ninety days, and the Japanese 
may find it convenient to wait and sec how things go in Russia. 

5. It would always be an advantage, if possible, to change the ar¬ 
moured [aircraft-carrier] Victorious for the Ark Royal for service in the 
narrow' waters of the Mediterranean, and I suppose you will wish to 
strengthen Force H with one of the Nelsons as well as either Repulse or 
Renown. 

6. Naturally, C.-in-C. Home Fleet will require a first call upon an 
aircraft-carrier, preferably Ark Royal. Furious will have to do some 
more work on ferrying aircraft to Takoradi. Victorious would be well 
placed in Force H. This would leave Illustrious, Formidable, and In¬ 
domitable, as they come to hand, together with Eagle and Argus, for the 
needs of the Eastern triangle and the Mediterranean. You ought to be 
very well off by the end of the year. 

Pray let me have your thoughts on the above. 

First Sea Lord to Prime Minister 2g Aug. 41 

Please see attached proposed disposition of capital ships and aircraft- 
carriers: 

1. This question had been under review before receipt of your 
minute, and was again reviewed after its receipt. 
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2. The chief difference between your suggestion and the proposed 
disposition is in the allocation of King George V class and Nelson 
class. I fully appreciate the attractiveness of sending one of the 
King George V class to the Indian Ocean when fully worked up, but 

after considering this most carefully I cannot recommend it, for the 
reasons given in this memorandum. 

3. I do not consider that any of the King George V class should be sent 
abroad until fully worked up, for the following reasons: 

(a) A ship cannot work up unless she has all the necessary targets at 
her disposal. 

(b) If a ship does not get an uninterrupted working-up period she 

never really recovers from it. 
(c) With a combination of the intricate machinery and electrical 

installations, and 60 per cent of the crew being men under 
twenty-one who have never been to sea before, it is inevitable 
that mishandling of material should occur at first. It is therefore 
essential that the working up should be carried out in proximity 

to a dockyard or contractor’s yard. 

4. It is unfortunate that we cannot achieve the redistribution of 
capital ships earlier, but the number of ships under repair or re¬ 

fitting prevents this. As long as both Bismarck and Tirpitz were 

afloat we had to postpone refits. 
5. The situation as regards aircraft-carriers is also unsatisfactory, but 

this is due to action damage to Illustrious and Formidable and 

essential refits to Furious and Ark Royal. 

Capital Ship and Aircraft-carrier Dispositions 

Note.—The date in brackets against the name of a ship is the date on 

which she will arrive on her station. 

FINAL DISPOSITIONS TO BE WORKED TO 

Home Fleet 

Force H 

Mediterranean 

Trincomalee 

Indian Ocean Troop 
Convoy Escort 

Capital Ships 

Two King George V 

(Sept. 3) 
Malaya (Sept. 21) 

One King George V 

(early Dec. ?) 
Queen Elizabeth (now) 

Valiant (now) 
Barham (now) 
Warspite (late Jan.) 
Nelson (end Nov.) 

Rodney (end Jan.) 
Renown (mid-Jan.) 

Revenge (mid-Scpt.) 
Royal Sovereign (mid- 

Nov. ?) 
Rami/lies (mid-Dec.) 
Resolution (early Jan.) 

Repulse 

Aircraft-carriers 

Victorious (now) 

Furious (Feb.) 
Indomitable (Nov.) 

Illustrious (Jan.) 
Formidable (Feb.) 

Hermes (now) 

Ark Royal (Apr. 42) 

Indomitable (in emer¬ 

gency) 

Spare Ship 
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REASONS FOR THE PROPOSED “FINAL DISPOSITIONS” 

Home Fleet 
and 

Force H 

Trincomalee 

(1) The Atlantic is the vital area, as it is in that ocean 
and that alone that we can lose the war at sea. 

(2) As long as Tirpitz is in being it is essential to have 
two ships of King George V class available to work 

in company. 
(3) A combination of a King George V and a Nelson 

is not a satisfactory one, owing to their difference 
in speed. 

(4) In order to have two King George V's available at 
all times it is necessary to have three of that class 
in home waters, to allow for one being damaged 
by torpedo, bomb, or mine or refitting. 

(5) It is considered that the third ship can be in 
Force H at Gibraltar and that all three ships need 
not be at Scapa. 

(6) If the Tirpitz did manage to break out she could 
paralyse our North Atlantic trade to such an 
extent that it would be essential to bring her to 
action at the earliest possible moment, and we 
could not afford to have one of the King George V's 
absent from the scene of operations. 

(7) The capital ship in Force H should not only be 
able to resist air attack, but should also be fast. 
This combination is only obtained in the King 
George V class. 

(8) Malaya is allocated to Home Fleet, as it is necessary 
to have one capital ship in the Atlantic in addition 
to King George V class for the following duties: 

(a) Escorting important troop convoys. 
(b) Giving cover to convoys cast of 26° W. in 

emergency. 

(c) To back up Force H for operations in 
Western Mediterranean when necessary. 

(9) Ark Royal is not shown in the dispositions, as 
she has to refit on relief by Indomitable and will 
not be available until April ’42. 

(b) Eagle is not shown in the dispositions, as she is 
being kept available in home waters for "Pil¬ 
grim” [occupation of the Canary Islands). 

(10) It is proposed to send Nelson, Rodney, and Renown 
to TrincomaJcc or Singapore, for the following 
reasons: 

(а) Nelson and Rodney will eventually form part 
of the Eastern Fleet, when it is possible to 
form one, which is dependent on the avail¬ 
ability of cruisers and particularly of 
destroyers. 

(б) Nelson and Rodney will give the best backing 
to the “R.” class when the Eastern Fleet is 
formed, and the combination will form the 
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Indian Ocean 
Troop Convoy 

Escorts 

to 

most homogeneous fleet we can provide as 
regards speed. 

Until we can form a fleet in the Far East 
which is capable of meeting a Japanese force 
of the strength they are likely to send south 
it is necessary to deter Japanese action in the 
Indian Ocean. 

By sending capital ships to escort our con¬ 

voys in the Indian Ocean we hope to deter 
the Japanese from sending any of their 
battleships to this area. 

By sending a battle-cruiser and aircraft- 
carrier to the Indian Ocean we hope to deter 
the Japanese from sending their 8-inch-gun 
cruisers to attack our trade in this area. 

It is not considered that the substitution 
of one of the King George V class for one of 

the above would give sufficient added se¬ 
curity to justify the disadvantages which her 

absence from the home area would involve, 
as her speed is inadequate to run down a 
Japanese 8-inch-gun cruiser. 
Depending on the situation at the time, and 
if war with Japan has not broken out, it may 
be found desirable to send Nelson, Rodney, 
Renown, and the aircraft-carrier to Singa¬ 

pore in the first instance, as they would thus 
form a greater deterrent. If war eventuated 

they would have to retire to Trincomalcc. 
Owing to the necessity to refit Ark Royal it 
will not be possible to send a large carrier to 
join this force until April ’42, unless we take 

Indomitable away from Force H. 

It is proposed to send the four "R.” class to the 
Indian Ocean now, for the following reasons: 

They are no longer required for North At¬ 

lantic convoy escort. 
They will eventually form part ot tne 
Eastern Fleet, and until this time it is desir¬ 

able to keep them in waters where they will 

be free from air and U-boat attack. 
By employing them for escorting troop 

convoys they will relieve the cruiser situa- 

Their presence in the Indian Ocean, 

id) 

to 

(a) 

to 

to 

(d) 
to¬ 

gether with Nelson, Rodney, and rtf*™"’ 
will go some way to meet the wishes o 
Australia and New Zealand for the far Last 

to be reinforced. 

JNTERIM DISPOSITIONS TO STRENGTHEN INDIAN OCEAN 

subsequently arrive at Trincomalee on October 7- 
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Prime Minister to First Sea Lord 29 Aug. 41 

It is surely a faulty disposition to create in the Indian Ocean a fleet 
considerable in numbers, costly in maintenance and man-power, but 
consisting entirely of slow, obsolescent, or unmodemised ships which 
can neither fight a fleet action with the main Japanese force nor act as a 
deterrent upon his modern fast, heavy ships, if used singly or in pairs as 
raiders. Such dispositions might be forced upon us by circumstances, 
but they are inherently unsound in themselves. 

2. The use of the 4 R.s for convoy work is good as against enemy 
8-inch-gun cruisers. Hut if the general arrangements arc such that the 
enemy is not afraid to detach an individual fast, modem battleship for 
raiding purposes all these old ships and the convoys they guard are easy 
prey. The R.s, in their present state, would be floating coffins. In order 
to justify the use of the R.s for convoy work in the Indian and Pacific 
Oceans it would be necessary to have one or two fast heavy units, which 
would prevent the enemy from detaching individual heavy raiders with¬ 
out fear of punishment. We should inculcate the true principles of 
naval strategy, one of which is certainly to cope with a superior force by 
using a small number of the best fast ships. 

3. The potency of the dispositions I ventured to suggest in my 
minute is illustrated by the Admiralty's own extraordinary concern 
about the Tirpitz. Tirpitz is doing to us exactly what a K.G.V. in the 
Indian Ocean would do to the Japanese Navv. It exercises a vague 
general fear and menaces all points at once. It appears, and disappears, 
causing immediate reactions and perturbations on the other side. 

4. The fact that the Admiralty consider that three K.G.V.s must be 
used to contain Tirpitz is a serious reflection upon the design of our 
latest ships, which, through being under-gunned and weakened by 
hangars in the middle of their citadels, arc evidently judged unfit to fight 
their opposite number in a single-ship action. But, after making allow¬ 
ances for this, I cannot feel convinced that the proposal to retain three 
K.G.V.$ in the Atlantic is sound, having regard (a) to the American dis¬ 
positions which may now be counted upon, and (6) to the proved power 
of aircraft-carriers to slow down a ship like Tirpitz if she were loose. 
It also seems unlikely that Tirpitz will be withdrawn from the Baltic 
while the Russian Fleet remains in being; and. further, the fate of Bis¬ 
marck and all her supply ships must surely be present in the German 
mind. How foolish they would he to send her out, when bv staying 
where she is she contains the three strongest and newest battleships we 
have, and rules the Baltic as well! I feel therefore that an excessive 
provision is being made in the Atlantic, and one which is certainly in¬ 
comparably more lavish than anything we have been able to indulge in so 
far m this war. 

5. The best use that could be made of the R.s would be even at this 
late date to have them rearmoured against aircraft attack and used as a 
slow-moving squadron, which could regain for us the power to move 
through the Mediterranean and defend Malta indefinitely. 

6. I must add that I cannot feel that Japan will face the combination 
now forming against her of the Lnitcd States, Great Britain, and Russia 
while already preoccupied in China. It is very likely she will negotiate 
with the United States for at least three months without making anv 
further aggressive move or joining the Axis actively. Nothing would 
increase her hesitation more than the appearance of the force I men¬ 
tioned, and above all a K.G.V. This might indeed be a decisive deterrent. 
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TANKS FOR THE MIDDLE EAST 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War and n July 41 
Minister of Supply 

Out of 1,441 Infantry and cruiser tanks with the troops [at home] 391 
are “unfit for action”. This is far too high, and I am sure it is capable 
of reduction if something like the arrangements for repair introduced into 

the Air Force last year could be provided. 
Will you please consult together and make me a proposal for the more 

prompt handling of these repairs. The number of tanks out of action 
ought never to exceed 10 per cent of those in this country. More 
especially is this the case in view of the period of maximum preparedness 

which is now approaching. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for War 19 Aug. 41 

Your minute of July 15, 1941 [about repair of tanks at home], states a 
number of requirements which, if they could all be met, would make life 
too easy. Everything practicable should be done to meet the various 

desiderata, but the main contribution must be a genuine effort and good 
management. I am shocked to see that a month later we still have 
25 per cent of Infantry tanks out of order, and that out of 400 cruiser 
tanks no fewer than 157 are unfit for action. I have no doubt there can be 
made plenty of explanations for such a failure, but failure it remains 

none the less. . . . . , , 
Pray do not let it be thought that you are satisfied with such a result. 

If you simply take up the attitude of defending it there will be no hope ot 

improvement. 

Prime Minister to Secretary of State for Air 27 Aug. 41 

Your minute of August 6 shows that the most promising^weapon^ 
present in sight of aerial attack on tanks is the Jeffcr.s bomb, and 1 am 

pleased to note that you have ordered 50,000 of these. 
P As I understand these weapons go into the ordinary light bomb on- 

been worked out and pilots have had some 

Spcc^'XthYuirg^lmSeW a la£e supply of.dummy born^ 

BteShiss: f^a.*SS®=r^ 

details. • • • • # 

LiX*. “—h,v' 
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been reasonable for us to have imagined tlicv would do something to 
break up the ordinary “I” tank. This had baffled the Italians at Bardia, 
etc. The Germans had specimens of it in their possession taken at Dun¬ 
kirk, also some cruiser tanks, so it was not difficult for them to prepare 
weapons which would defeat our tanks. 

2.1 now try to look ahead for our side, to have Alpine troops formed 
for Norway, and to have the power to spring a surprise in tanks on the 
enemy in Libya. Instantly everyone tries to make difficulties, so that in 
three or four months, should it be desired to take action, we shall be con¬ 
fronted with the usual helpless negation. We ought to have it in our 
po\ver to place at least 100 A.22’s in a desert-worthy condition in the 
held by January or February at latest. To do this it is necessary to get 
over all the minor modifications for desert warfare. Why should this not 
go forward at the same time as the final improvements are being made in 
the tank itself? I he people in Egypt will never believe the tank is 
desert-worthy unless they have it tried on the spot. The various im¬ 
provements made at home can be flown out or explained by telegram. 
Instead of this, we are to wait till the beginning of 1942, and then send 
two tanks out, which are to be then sniffed at and experimented with, and 
a whole new lot of faults found by the Nile authorities. 

3. What I have asked is this: that two of these tanks shall go out now 
with a certain number of skilled men and spare parts; that these men shall 
be kept in close touch with the improvements made here, and shall at the 

VmC dca W,th lhc "desert-worthy" aspect, imparting to us the 
result of any improvements they make. I would have been willing to have 
allowed the double process to go on at home, but if it is going to take till 

MiddilTr iavh?T»e-and ,hcn hrt,o 'rconc ovcr a11 «h* .Middle Last, I feel that my original thought was right. 
1 ray let me have some help in this matter. 

except*in k mWbLS"* ** fight in ,he s»ri"« of **♦»• 

• • • • » 

I hese two Churchill tanks were shipped to the Middle East at the end 
of September, and arrived on December 12. General Auchinleck had 
piomiscd to give his personal attention to their tests in the desert, and I was 
therefore shocked to receive the following telegram from him on the2 Sdv 

unload6 ££* a 

reporTcdonM'/rch^o. a” inqUiry- He 
amazing degree.-’ The tanks hid i jf mismanagement to an 
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Singleton said that it was difficult to tell who was responsible, as the 

General concerned in the War Office was dead. He continued as fol¬ 
lows : 

“The arrangement which had been made was altered under some¬ 
what strange circumstances which it is not easy to follow. The 

managing director of the firm of manufacturers and the Major- 
General met at a luncheon party at the Savoy on September 15, when 
the former asked if it was not possible for his fitters to be sent to the 

Middle East by air, as they could be usefully employed here and could 
keep in touch with improvements. The General then instructed the 
Ministry of Supply to arrange for the two men to be flown to the 

Middle East rather than that they should waste several weeks on 

board ship.” 

No one from the firm of manufacturers even saw the tanks loaded on 
board. The Ordnance Officer at the port did not go inside either of them 

and knew nothing of their condition. His staff sergeant entered one and 
noticed that it was not properly “greased up”, but reported the fact to 

ntdtyhe time however that the investigation had been finished the war 

had swept on, and on June 1, 1942, 1 minuted to General Ismay: 

“Alas, I am too busy to chase these rabbits as they deserve, and no 

one else will do anything.” 

(Action this Day) Qct 
Prime Minister to General Ismay 21 . * 

Please check and point this up for me in time for to-nigm s meeting: 

1. Clarification is needed about the telegrams from ^nirtrd in 
General Auchinleck says that the 150 tanks which he had expected in 

September only arrived October 4 «° «4- Actually the;’ »rrtved °n 
October 2 or only one day later than he had expected. Twelve dn>s 

the tanks to tell the people' 'h£™wn that an armoured 

a s5 s==- 
3. But if these 15° °H ,yo make them desert-worthy, this would 

there is a three-weeks period to m k * ns ,0 the necessary month or 

carry us to November 7. 'Vhat T; t0 be practised m the hands 
perhaps somewhat shorter P-.od; ^ ttTcon™nders ? The story™ 

have^bewTtolt^S^'O'v^ece^together, does not hold water, even on the 
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revised programme. We have got to find out (1) what has been or is 
being done mechanically and what is the existing state of each of the 
150 tanks; (2) what changes will be made in their treatment as a result of 
the War Office telegram about the axles, and will any shortening up of the 
date be possible; (3) what about the desert training period of the 22nd 
Armoured Brigade? 

Have this all cleaned up and the necessary telegram drafted for my 
consideration to-night. 

Prime Minister to General Ismay 24 Nov. 41 

Let me have your full report about the remainder of the 1st Armoured 
Division. When did they arrive, and what is the condition of their tanks ? 
How far are they desert-worthy? What about their axles? How far are 
they trained? Can anything be done to speed them up or to speed up 
their unloading? 

• • • • • 
I print these details to show how difficult it is to get things done even 

with much power, realised need, and willing helpers. 

APPENDIX M 

NAVAL DIRECTIVES AND MINUTES 

M arch-December 1941 

Naval Building Programmes 

The gun-power of our new battleships had always interested me 
deeply. In \olume I, I have summarised my discussions with the Ad¬ 
miralty in 1937, when the design of the King George V class was under 
review.* These five ships were in my view gravely under-gunned. The 
tour ships of the Lion class which were to follow them were intended to 
mount the 16-inch gun, and the first two had been actually laid down 
before the outbreak of war. but all work on them had been stopped in 
October 1939. I reverted to this subject in my directive of March 27 
1941. where I stated my general views on our future naval building pro¬ 
gramme, m1 the light of the many other pressing commitments which 
clamoured for attention. 

NAVAL PROGRAMME, 1941 

Directive by the Minister of Defence 

m.,. 27 Mar- 4i 
Nava programmes have been continuous throughout the war. all slips 

ArlaS-V,“'\ Ij,s ncverth,clcss convenient at this time of year 
hat the Admiralty should present their present needs of new construe- 

tion in a general list and obtain Cabinet sanction for their policy 

lit. °nrC Can,doubt tha< *e construction of small craft for anti- 
U-boat warfare, for minesweeping, for combating the E-boats, and for 
assault landings should proceed to the full extent of our resources It is 

Y 2 
•See Volume I, Chapter IX. 
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essential however that simplicity of design, speed of construction, and 
the largest possible numbers should govern the whole of this small 

craft programme. The construction of destroyers should in no case 
exceed fifteen months. I understand from the Controller that, apart 

from enemy action or strikes, he can guarantee this in respect of the 
forty now projected. 

3. We cannot at the present time contemplate any construction of 

heavy ships that cannot be completed in 1942. This rules out further 
progress upon the Lion and Temeraire and the laying down of Conqueror 
and Thunderer. It also makes it impossible to begin the four heavy 
cruisers contemplated in the programme of 1940. Work will therefore be 

limited to completing the three remaining battleships of the King 
George V class and to building the three light cruisers of the 1941 pro¬ 

gramme, all of which, it is understood, can be completed before the end 
of 1942. An additional monitor, for which the guns are already available, 

can also be completed before the end of 1942. 
4. The need of concentrating labour on merchant repairs and on 

repairs to the fighting fleet makes it impossible to begin any new aircraft- 

carriers after Victorious, Indomitable, and Indefatigable have been com¬ 
pleted. Such new aircraft-carriers could not in any case be ready until 

The requirements of the Navy in armour-plate can on the above 

basis be adjusted to meet the needs of the Army tank programme, and 

can be limited to 16,500 tons in 1941 and 25,000 tons in 1942. No new 

armour-plate plant need be erected at present. . . . . . 
6 The one exception to the above principles is the Vanguard, which 

can complete in 1943 and is the only capita slop we can by any means 

obtain before .945- As we have the guns and turrets for the I 
is eminently desirable that this vessel shou d be pressed forward pr - 

vided that this can be done within the limits of the armour-plate pro- 

V1S70nNothfng8in theSabove should hinder the work on the 5Jr“'v,?Ks 
designs of any of the postponed vessels, including especially the new 

air8raifnCviewof the need to concentrate on repairs, the output of new 
merchant ships may be reduced from ..250 000 tons, which is he 

mU9S,Th°ek whole‘of ourTeavy ship construction will be reviewed on 

September 1. 1941, in the light of 

(a\ the Battle of the Atlantic, and 
(6) the relation of the United States to the war. 

Prim, MMM 10 First Un-i, Firs, Ssa to*.C 

"”p‘ 

15-inch type; and 
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(b) The marring of the structure by the provision of the aerodrome 
amidships. Merely for the sake of having a couple of low- 

quality aircraft, the whole principle of the citadel so well 
exemplified in the Nelson and the Rodney has been cast aside. 

The space of about forty feet amidships entails a degree of heavy 
armouring in this vital area, which is improvident having regard to the 
needs for carrying a lesser protection as far forward and aft as possible. 
It may well be that 1,000 or 1,500 tons of armour arc misplaced through 
the opening of this hiatus in the citadel of the ship. 

3. I understand, and hope, that the Lion and Temeraire will carry 
nine 16-inch guns in three triple turrets, with six guns firing directly 
ahead, and the rear turret on the most forward bearing possible. These 
three turrets should be grouped together as closely as possible to form 
the central citadel, comprising funnels and director tower, and covering 
with the turret and heaviest armour the magazines and vital machinery 
spaces. If this were done it should be possible to give a 6-inch turtle 
[underwater] deck carried very far forward, if possible to the bow, thus 
protecting the speed of the ship from bow damage. 

4. Although it looked very progressive to be able to fly two aeroplanes 
off a battleship, the price paid in the rest of the design was altogether 
excessive. It might however be possible in a ship with a citadel outlined 
above to arrange to flip off one or two aircraft from the quarterdeck, but 
no serious sacrifice of design must be made for this. A capital ship of the 
consequence of the Lion or Temeraire must depend upon having an 

aircraft-carrier working with her, or at the very least a cruiser capable of 
flying off an aircraft. She should on no account be spoiled for the sake of 
carrying aircraft. 

5. I should very much like to see these two ships pressed forward 
beyond what is at present approved. Before however any final decision is 
taken upon the design there ought to be a conference of a number of sea 
officers, including the late and present Commanders-in-Chief, who have 
served in the King George V or Prince 0/ Wales. The successful design of 
the Arethusa was evolved from a conference of admirals convened, at my 
direction, in the winter of 1911. 

Pray let me have your views. 

The First Sea Lord confirmed that these ships would mount nine 
16-inch guns in three triple turrets and that the Commanders-in-Chief 
had been consulted about the design. He maintained that the aircraft 
hangars in the King George V class did not weaken the citadel. This had 
to include protection for the machinery spaces, which were enormously 
increased in these ships as compared with the Nelsons. 

. phe resumption of work on the Lion and Temeraire was closely con¬ 
sidered, but we decided against it for the following reasons: 

(<*) The building of turrets would interfere with the production of 
A.A. equipment and coast defence gun mountings. 

(6) The requirements for armour would conflict with tank pro¬ 
duction. F 

(c) The demands which these ships would make on our shipyard 
labour force. 

What finally clinched the matter was the fact that there could be no 

tTerefbre cancefled f COmp,etmg these vesse,s durinS the war. They were 
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I was anxious to know how our King George V class compared with 

contemporary American ships. 

Prime Minister to First Sea Lord i Sept. 41 

I cannot help grieving that we have not got the three triple 16-inch 
turrets for the five K.G.V.s. The matter is academic and irretrievable. 

None the less, as my thought has dwelt on these matters for the last 
thirty years, I should like to know what is known at the Admiralty about 
the American ships contemporary with K.G.V. Admiral Stark told me 

that they were three triple turrets of 16-inch. When I asked him 
whether he had not overrun the 35,000-ton limit he said, "No, but they 
had given up the 500 tons they used to keep to veer and haul upon.” 

Please let me have the legend of these American ships as far as you 

have knowledge of them at the Admiralty. 
Let me also know what they do about the hangar, and any advantages 

in strength and structure possessed by K.G.V. to compensate for the loss 

of gun-power. 

The First Sea Lord replied that the equivalent American ship (U.S.S. 
North Carolina) had a heavier main armament, but somewhat lighter 
secondary armament. The British ship had heavier protection and 

slightly higher speed. He preferred the British method of carrying two 
aircraft in hangars amidships as compared with the American practice of 
providing two exposed catapults on the quarterdeck. The discussion 

continued with my minute of September 22 and his reply dated 

October 2. 

Prime Minister to First Sea Lord, Controller, and D.N.C. 22 Sept. 41 

Comparison between U.S.S. "North Carolina” and H.M.S. 
"King George V” 

Naturally, being all for stiff ships. I am very glad ''.ei,l?ave '•3^7? *“* 
more armour, and another 79° tons of weight in the hull. The deeper 
armour belt and hard nose are good. It ‘^^ ^tisfactory to be able to 

combine this with superior speed, as has been done. I am still not con 

“ ”'o“rPS”i. longer, ««• ■1"P" th“ ,b' ‘ 

C*4" ’ffiS ri'-nnch .0 b. for 

” iaslra. - 
■““h i, when com. » comp.ro nm,..Wjchg™ 

guns that sorrow rises in the heart* ™n°JJg T ‘ ,. jnch guns at i,59° 

pounds per round equa S 2f,3°niBcrence 8 400 on the broadside, 
pounds equals 15,900 poimds. Diffcren , ,4 Bismarck chose 

four ,0 the other extreme of 
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three turrets, of which two were four-gun, but a smaller gun. The 
Americans, coming in between the two, may have hit the happy medium, 
and have as well the biggest punch. 

First Sea Lord to Prime Minister 2 Oct. 41 

I attach some further remarks referring paragraph by paragraph to the 
points you have raised. 

U.S.S. “North Carolina” and H.M.S. “Kinc George V” 

The King George V arrangement of space amidships for aircraft has 
been repeated in Lion and Temcraire. This space, 55 ft. long, gives the 
impression of a hiatus, but actually involves no hiatus in the citadel 
below the armoured deck. The space from the fore end of “A” turret to 
the alter end of “Y” turret is completely occupied by magazines, shell- 
rooms, and propelling machinery, which must be protected by heavy 
armour. Were the aircraft removed no armour would become available 
to be fitted elsewhere. 

2. This is confirmed. 

3. In King George V we set out to build a ship of 35,000 tons standard 
displacement, but additions were made during construction and some of 
the estimated weights (principally armament) were not realised. Hence 
the ship came out 1,750 tons heavy. 

The American ship may also have come out heavy. Hut if we were 
prepared to accept the hull scantling reported and the protection of the 
American ship, we estimate we could build her to a standard displace¬ 
ment of 35,200 tons. 

4. I he number of 5-inch guns mounted in the American ship are got 
in at the expense of close-range A.A. weapons. 

5. I agree generally. The King George V was designed for twelve 
14-inch guns, but two guns were given up for increased armour protec¬ 
tion. It is probable that the rate of fire of the 14-inch is slightly greater. 

6. Bismarck s standard displacement is estimated to be 41,150 tons. It 
woidd appear that as soon as the Americans could design a ship they 
really liked with 16-inch guns they went to 45.000 tons in the Iona class. 

APPENDIX N 

MINISTERIAL APPOINTMENTS FOR THE YEAR 1941 

(Members of the War Cabinet are shown in italics) 
Prime Minister and First Lord 

of the Treasury, Minister 

of Defence 

Admiralty, First Lord of the 

Agriculture and Fisheries, 

Minister of 

Air, Secretary of State for 

Aircraft Production, Minister 
of 

Mr. Winston S. Churchill 

Mr. A. V. Alexander 

Mr. R. S. Hudson 

Sir Archibald Sinclair 

(а) Lord Beaverbrook 

(б) Lieut.-Colonel J. T. C. 

Moore-Brabazon 

(appointed May 1) 
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Burma, Secretary of State for 

Colonies, Secretary of State 

for the 

Dominion Affairs, Secretary of 

State for 

Economic Warfare, Minister of 

Education, President of the 

Board of 

Exchequer, Chancellor of the 

Food, Minister of 

Foreign Affairs, Secretary of 

State for 

Health, Minister of 

Home Department, Secretary 

of State for the 

Home Security, Minister of 

India, Secretary of State for 

Information, Minister of 

Labour and National Service, 

Minister of 

Lancaster, Chancellor of the 

Duchy of 

Law Officers: 
Attorney-General 

Lord Advocate 

Solicitor-General 

Solicitor-General for 

Scotland 

Lord Chancellor 

Lord President of the Council 

Lord Privy Seal 

Middle East, Minister of State 

Resident in the 

Minister of State 

Minister without Portfolio 

Paymaster-General 

Pensions, Minister of 

Postmaster-General 

Mr. L. S. Amery 

(a) Lord Lloyd 

(till Feb. 4) 
(b) Lord Moyne 

(appointed Feb. 8) 
Viscount C ran borne 

Mr. Huch Dalton 

(a) Mr. Herwald Ramsbotham 

(b) Mr. R. A. Butler 

(appointed July 20) 
Sir H. Kingsley Wood 
Lord Woolton 

Mr. Anthony Eden 

(а) Mr. Malcolm J. Mac¬ 

Donald 

(б) Mr. A. E. Brown 

(appointed Feb. 8) 

Mr. Herbert S. Morrison 

Mr. L. S. Amery 

(a) Mr. A. Duff Cooper 

(b) Mr. Brendan Bracken 

(appointed July 20) 

Mr. Ernest Bevin 

(а) Lord Han key 

(б) Mr. A. Duff Cooper 

(appointed July 20) 

Sir Donald Somervell 

a) Mr. T. M. Cooper 

b) Mr. J. S. C. Reid 
(appointed June 6) 

Sir William Jowitt 

[a) Mr. J. S. C. Reid 

b) Sir David King Murray 

(appointed June 6) 

Viscount Simon 

Sir John Anderson 

Mr. Clement R. Attlee 
Mr. Oliver Lyttelton 

(appointed July 1) 

Lord Beaverbrook 

(May i-June 29) 
Mr. Arthur Greentvood 

(<7) Viscount Cranborne 

lb) Lord Hankey 
(appointed July 20) 

Sir Walter Womersley 

Mr W. S. Morrison 
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Scotland, Secretary of State 

for 

Shipping, Minister of* 

Supply, Minister of 

Trade, President of the Board 

of 

Transport, Minister of* 

War, Secretary of State for 

War Transport, Minister of* 

Works and Buildings, Minister 

of 

(<*) Mr. A. E. Brown 

(b) Mr. Thomas Johnston 

(appointed February 8) 
Mr. R. H. Cross 

(resigned May i) 
(a) Sir Andrew Duncan 

(b) Lord Bcaverbrooh 
(appointed June 29) 

(а) Mr. Oliver Lyttelton 

(б) Sir Andrew Duncan 

(appointed June 29) 

Lieut.-Colonel J. T. C. Moorg- 

Brabazon 

(resigned May 1) 
Captain H. D. R. Marcesson 

Lord Leathers 

(appointed May 1) 
Lord Reitii 

•The office of Minister of Transport was united with that of the Minister of 
Shipping, and a new office of Minister of War Transport created May 1, 1941. 
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Abdul-Ilha, Emir of Iraq, 204, 214 
Abe, General, 457 
Abyssinia, Haile Selassie returns to. 

20, 32, 77; campaign in, 21-22, 28, 
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defeat in (1896), 75; Italian capture 
of, 76; Patriot movement in. 77, 
83, 84; fate of Italian population in. 
81, 84; mentioned, 618 

"Acrobat”, Operation. 429, 431, 507, 
546. 557 

Actieon nets, 587 
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pair of ships, too; moves Western 
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struction, 649-650 

Adowa, battle of, 75 
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/Egean Sea, operations in, 230-235 
Aerial mines, 580; fast (F.A.M.), for 

Malta, 173; in defence of factories 
and estuaries, 578 

Aerial-mine throwers, 60, 561 
Aerodromes, defence of, 340, 578, 

602, 605, 663; defence battalions 
for, 401; lacking in N. Italy, 429; 
in S.E. England, 579; in Syria, im¬ 
portance of, 598-599; camouflaging 
defences of, 624; delayed-action 
mines on, 636; rockets for defence 
of, 655 Turkish, 661; on battle¬ 
ships, 677, 679 
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African Colonial Divisions, 573, 575, 

614 
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paign, 81. 84, 573; strength of, 401 
Afrika Korps, Italian troops in, 327; 

supplies lor, 327; Panzer, 332, 441; 
in Operation "Crusader”, 436, 
440-442; capture of headquarters 
of. 438 
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Agheila, gateway to Cyrcnaica, 161, 

164; German threat to, 162, 165; 
attack on, 165-166, 176; vulnerable 
road to, 172; German withdrawal 
to. 500 

Agriculture, Ministry of, 110 
Ahwaz oilfields, 379. 381 
"Aid to Russia" Fund, 375-376 
Air attacks, on Atlantic shipping, 98, 

105. 122, 125, 631; on U-boats, 
108, 407; on Army in Battle of 
Crete, 228-230, 236; on Fleet in 
Battle of Crete, 232, 238-239; on 
Germany, 307, 312, 365, 366, 399- 
400, 508, 512, 514. 589. 626, 629. 
666; place of, in battle, 393-394; 
on Great Britain, lessening chance 
of. 397: over-painted picture of de¬ 
struction wrought by, 400; mer¬ 
chant ships lost through,* 410; 
vulnerability of Whitehall to, 571. 
See also Air raids 

Air Coastal Command. 99 
Air Defence of Great Britain 

(A.D.G.B.), 106, 397-398. 615, 
648 

Air Force—see Fleet Air Arm; Royal 
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to Middle East, 197, 398, 540; 
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troop-carrying, in Crete, 229; sea¬ 
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582; rate of production of new, 
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ships, 677, 679. See also Bomber 
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Aircraft Production, Ministry of, on 
German air strength, 45“47J static 
programme of, 625-627 

Aircraft-carriers, improvised, for 
Pacific, 506, 51 x, 5*4; high-speed 
aircraft for, 565, 596; distribution 
of, 653, 668-670; for Indian 
Ocean, 667, 668, 670; construction 
of new, 676 

Airfields—see Aerodromes 
Air-raid shelters, unsafe, 561; pro¬ 

duction of, 645 
Air raids, on British harbours and 

approaches, 48-49, 106; defences 
against, 48, 50"5*; casualties in 
Britain, 52; damage to buildings, 
first-aid repairs, 561; causing 
falling off in munitions production, 
566; and public morale, 577- *ee 
also Air attacks 

Ajax, H.M.S., 188 ; in Battle of Crete, 

230, 238 
Alamein, 394. 572 
Albania, Greek Army in, 24. 26 30. 

38, 66, 90. 179; Italian defeat in. 
27; question of withdrawal ot 
Greek troops from, 74. 9*.96. *79. 
182; possibilities of Yugoslav 
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surrender in, 185; post-war, 492 

Albemarle bombers, 645 

Aleppo, 267 v F- . 
Alexander, Rt. Hon. A. \ •. * *« 

Lord of Admiralty, minutes to, 
in, 308, 560, 569. 570, 575. S8*. 
582 585. 586, 587. 592, 596. 60,. 
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Operation J*'' -£ 
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45*. 540 
Algeria, 423; Anglo-American plan 

for, 508 
Algiers, 517 
Aliakhmon Line, 89-90, 179, 182, 

*83 
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ground for, 632; for landing in 
Norway, 673 

Aluminium, works lost by Russia, 
362; sent to Russia, 364, 366 

Amba Alagi, 83 
American Volunteer Air Force in 

China, 464 
Amcrv, Rt. Hon. L. S., minutes to, 

204, 587, 633, 645; mentioned, 

680 Amphibious force, protection of, by 
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President of Council, minutes to, 
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lor, 663-666 
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Middle East. 639; A. I -S. serving 
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655 n.\ for Turkey, 661 

Anti-Comintern Pact, 456 
Anti-tank protection for guns, 392; 

guns. U.S. production of, 537: 
weapons, need for, 591: tuns *° 
Middle East, 639 

Antonescu, Marshal, 25, 413 
Aosta. Duke of, 81, 84. 275 

Arabs!' German propaganda among. 
260; meeting aspirations of, 200, 
and Jewish Army. 577 J '"de¬ 
pendence for, in Syria, 623 

“Arcadia”, Operation, 535. 557 
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3*3* 3*8, 361, 373. 404. 407. 414. 
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British divisions at, 367, 369; 

Finnish threat to communications 

of, 412 
Arctic Ocean, British fleet in, 308; 

Russia asks for Second Front in, 

309; convoys through, 318, 372- 

373. 376, 407 
Argentia, U.S. base at, 116 

Argus, H.M.S., 220, 582, 667; at 
Murmansk, 311 

Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders, 

in Crete, 237 
Arictc Armoured Division, 277, 441 

Arizona, U.S.S., 482 
Ark Royal, H.M.S., 202, 220, 582, 

667; bombs Leghorn, 63 ; in pursuit 
of Bismarck, 244-245, 254; escorts 

Malta convoy, 385; loss of, 434, 

45 x, 653; for Far East, 461, 668, 
670; Grummans for, 631 

Arliss, Captain, 238, 239 
Armoured divisions, British, 575; in 

North Africa, 21, 64, 70, 167, 168— 

170, 200, 272, 277-278. 320, 611, 
632 n. \ in Greece, 29, 30, 177, 179. 
182; 7th, withdrawn to Egypt, 161, 

166, 589 ; weakness of, in Cyrenaica, 
166, 176-177, 198; technical diffi¬ 

culties in re-forming 7th, 277; 

Auchinlcck’s requirements of, 320, 
321; in home defence, 336,401.590; 
in Persia, 380; in Operation "Cru¬ 

sader”, 436 n., 440-442, 444. 445. 
448, 500; for Second Front, 514; 
Cavalry Division redesignated, 572; 

organisation of, 592, 620. 642: 
tank strength of Brigade of, 596: 
in Middle East, 614, 618; increase 

in, 616; Australian, 616; Polish. 

656; desert training of, 674. See 
also Tanks 

Armour-piercing shot, 392 

Armour-plate, supplies of, 110; Ad¬ 

miralty requirements, 650, 676 
Army—see British, French, German 

Army, etc. 

Army Bureau of Current Affairs, 642 

Army Tank Brigade, 616, 664; in 
Operation "Crusader”, 436, 448, 
500 

Arnold, General H. H. (U.S.A.), 540, 

595 
Artillery, in Army of Nile, 390; 

Churchill’s note on use of, 392-394, 

427; support of, in amphibious 
operations, 603 

Z 

Asmara, 83, 166, 618, 630 

Assab, 594 
Athens, Wavell in, 30, 32, 72; Eden 

in, 69, 72-74; R.A.F. victory near, 

*85 
Athlone, Earl of, 529 

Atlantic Charter, 346-358, 533; ten¬ 
tative outline of, 346; final form of, 

352-354; broadcast on, 357; Stalin’s 

claims contrary to, 493, 542 

Atlantic Conference, 345, 346 ct seq., 
468 

Atlantic Ocean, U-boat warfare in, 

98, 115-118. 311, 405-407; long- 
range aircraft in, 98, 311, 408; sur¬ 

face raiders in, 103-105, 120, 152, 

244, 409; Anglo-U.S. defence of, 

116-121, 339, 405-406; U.S. bases 
to protect, 116; U.S. Security 

Zone of, 118, 197, 357, 386; chase 

of Bismarck in, 244 ct seq.; "de¬ 
cisive battle of war” in, 340; U.S.- 

German clashes likely in, 465; 

American battleships recalled from, 
484, 489; importance of Allied 

supremacy in, 510, 669; Churchill 

flics over, 550-553; action against 
battle-cruisers in, 582; number of 

U-boats in North Atlantic, 654 

Atom-bomb research, 636 w. 
Attlee, Rt. Hon. Clement R., Lord 

Privy Seal. 31, 680; Deputy Prime 

Minister. 344. 425, 478; Churchill 
to, on Atlantic Charter, 351, 355, 

357; broadcast of, 357; mission of, 

to U.S., 425, 428; telegrams, 

minutes, etc., to. 493.498, 527-529. 

. 534. 538, 539. 54». 543. 55°. 657 
Auchinlcck, Field-Marshal Sir 

Claude, offers troops for Iraq, 205, 

207, 215, 281; telegrams, etc., to, 

212, 3x9-321, 323-324. 325. 330, 

332-333. 424. 434. 445. 447. 449; 
Commandcr-m-Chicf, Middle East, 
281, 284, 319; armoured strength 

required by, 320, 321, 336; sends 

British troops to Cyprus, 322, 324; 
delays attack in Desert, 322, 324, 

328, 332, 380. 386, 424, 662; tele¬ 
grams. etc., from. 324.440.444,445, 

448-449. 673; visits London, 325; 

and relief of Australians in Tobruk, 

33*-335; offensive of. 421, 425, 

435 ct seq., 489, 507; King’s mes¬ 
sage to, 434; personal intervention 
m battle, 445, 449; Iraq and Persia 

transferred to command of, 498; 

deprived of fruits of victory, 500, 

5*6, 550; and Operation "Aero- 
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bat”, 507-508; and Commandos, 
632; reports on arrival of tanks, 
673; mentioned, 392, 432 

Audacity, 408 
Augusta, U.S.S., 342, 345 
Aurora, 387, 448, 451 
Australia, Japanese threat to, 148, 

387, 460, 483, 522; unfavourable 
comment in, 322; British differ¬ 
ences with, 328-334; changes in 
Government of, 329, 333; surface 
raider off, 409; and U.S. proposal 
to Japan, 468; reinforcements to 
Philippines through, 523; U.S. 
troops for, 523, 549; a great base 
for war supplies, 528; Churchill’s 
telegrams to Governments of, 659- 
662; seeks representation in War 
Cabinet, 659-660 

Australian troops, in Libyan cam¬ 
paign, 21, 64; in Egypt, 70, 522; in 
Cyrenaica, 71, 162, 166, 168, 17* 5 

in Greece, 70-71, 74. 92. 94. 95. 
167, 179. 182, 184. 188; losses of, 
in Greece, 189; in Crete, 221, 
223, 237; in Syrian campaign, 262, 
264, 267; in Tobruk, evacuation 
of, 330-335; in Middle East, 335, 
574, 610-611, 614. 617; movement 
of, to Singapore, 498, 522-523; in 

Cyprus, 601 
Austria, 492 e 
Auxiliary Services, conscription ot 

women for, 402 c x 
Auxiliary Territorial Service (A. I 

women of, serving with Artillery. 

Azores, in U.S. Security Zone. 118. 
348-349; British plans to occupy, 
119, 120; Salazar plans retreat to, 

348 

Back, Captain G. R. B., 238 

Baghdad, Axis propaganda in, 204, 
advance on. 212-215, 263; troops 

from, for Libya 449 
Baillie-Grohman. Rear-Admiral, i»7 

Baku oilfields. 42; German threat to, 

Balkans! German threat to, *9. 23“3*. 
36, 38-41. 66, 69. 72-73. 86. 287. 
effects of loss of, 92, 286; effect of 
Soviet-German Pact on *33. 

Axis aims in, 139. *53*. h°Pe °f 
common front in. *4*"*44; 
306; Russia seeks influence on, 
1C3; effect of resistance m, on 
Russian campaign, 287, 291; Ger¬ 

man action in, 338; Stalin asks for 
Second Front in, 362, 364, 366 

Baltic States, under Russian rule, 

*53. 54*; Russia claims, 493“494, 
54* 

Banat, promised to Hungary, 137 
Bandar Shahpur and Bandar Shah, 

638 
“Barbarossa”, Operation, 48, 137, 

287, 557. See also Russian cam- 
paign 

Bardia, harbour, 327; enemy cut off 
in. 44*. 448. 449. 500; Rommel at, 
442, 448; Italian defences of, 544, 
597; mentioned, 20, 21, 27, 171 

Barham, H.M.S., 178, 668; for block¬ 
ing Tripoli harbour, 1947*05. 386; 
damaged in defence of Crete, 243; 

loss of, 451 
Basra, British base at, 201,361; troops 

arrive at, 205-208, 212, 214, 381. 
391; Wavcll and Auchinleck at, 
212; railway to Caspian from, 360; 
U.S. assembly point at, 587, 637; 
mentioned, 630, 661 

Battle of the Atlantic Committee, 105- 

*07. *23. 585.642 
“Battlcaxe”, Operation, 264, 270 et 

seq., 321. 557; value of, 322 
Battle-cruisers. German, fuelling at 

sea by, 581; attacks on. 582, 588. 
See also Gnciscnau, Scharnhorst 

Battleships, German, 104; King 

George V class, no, 461. 667-609, 
67S-679; and sinking of Bismarck, 
259. "R.” class. 461.667, 670-671; 

Japanese, 5" I reduced Allied 
strength in. 5* *. 54°’. rrcnch, 5*9. 
fuelling of destroyers from, 5»*- 
585; disposition of, 668-670; con¬ 
struction and design of, 675-679. 

American, 678 
Bavaria, 492 ,. . . „ A 
Beach battalions, 616; divisions, 652 
Beam bombing, radio, 50-52,624 6 5 

Beaufighter aircraft, 124. 200 
Beaverbrook, Lord, Minister of 

Supply. 284, 68.; at first con- 

ference between Om'dnl " 

Roosevelt, 344. 355: s*"‘ '°_ 
cow. 356. 359:360. 368-373. 392, 
4... 663; mission of. in U.S.. 35°• 
minutes, etc., to. 360. 373.3*3. 

606. 632. 637. &45> *55. 672. at 
Washington, 4?9. 49°. 5'9. 5‘7. 
„7- on American supplies. 502. 
transatlantic flight of. 55 ' ^mister 
of State, 680; mentioned, 299. °37. 

679 
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Beda Fomm, 64 

Beirut, 267 
Belfast, air raids on, 49 

Belgium, assists in Abyssinian cam¬ 
paign, 85; Communist propaganda 

in» 153; representative of, expelled 
from Russia, 29s; possible land¬ 
ings on, 513; propaganda leaflets 

to, 571; acknowledgment of help 

of, 594 
Belgrade, revolution in, 135—137. 

140, 290; air bombardment of, 
137. 146, 181; Dill’s mission to, 

144-145; Germans enter, 181 
Belvoir, Vale of, air raid on, 51 

Benghazi, capture of, 21-24, 28, 30- 

31, 43. 64-66, 69. 161. 425, 612- 
613; garrison and air base at, 67; 

destruction of port of, 70, 164; 

German threat to, 162, 164-165; 
air attacks on, 166, 440; evacuation 

of, 166-168; German use of har¬ 

bour of, 201, 271, 277. 326, 592; 
night bombardments of, 202; 
supplies arriving at. 433, 447; 

Italian defences of, 597 n. 
Benina, 447 
Berbcra, 80-81 

Berchtesgadcn, Yugoslav visits to, 

133-134 
Bcresford-Pcirse, General, 171, 278 
Berganzoli, General, 64 

Bergen, Bismarck at, 245 
Berlin, Matsuoka in, 149-156; bomb¬ 

ing of, 589, 628, 650 

Bermuda, U.S. bases in, 118. 551; 
surface raider south of, 121; 
Churchill at, 550-552 

Bessarabia, 413; Russian claims to, 

133. 493. 541 
Beveridge report on skilled men in 

Services, 651, 657 

Bevin, Rt. Hon. Ernest, Minister of 
Labour and National Service, 402, 
680; minutes to, 574, 630, 637, 

647. 656 
Birmingham, 566, 625 

Birmingham, H.M.S., 245 
Biscia, 20 

Bismarck, enters Atlantic, 121, 244- 
246; attacks on and end of, 248- 

259; design of, 678; mentioned, 
104, no 

Bizcrta, 430, 508; possible German 
occupation of, 447, 450 

Black Sea, danger of German mastery 

°F, 39*. 4*2; R.A.F. to help defend, 

419; Russian command of, 507, 
547 

Blacker, Colonel, 591 

Black-out, relaxation of, 634 

Blarney, General Sir Thomas, 263, 

325 
Blast, effects of, 627 

Blenheim bombers for Middle East, 

220; in Crete, 224; over Rotter¬ 
dam, 635 

Blind-landing equipment, 627 

Blues, the, 622 

Bock, General von, 305, 373, 419-420 
Bofors for convoys, 106; in N. Africa, 

393; in amphibious operations, 

603; for Home Forces, 629 

Bombard, anti-tank, 591, 637, 672; 
Battery, 640 

Bomber aircraft, use of, in battle, 394; 

slow expansion of, 398-399, 635; 

Japanese torpedo, 485-487; U.S., 
in British Isles, 509; and battle¬ 
cruisers, 588; production of new, 
625; criterion of strength of, 625; 

losses of, 635, 650; device for fixing 

position of, 654 n.; from U.S., 662 

Bombs, high-explosive, damage done 
hy, 627; Jefferis, 637, 672; sticky, 

637. 672 

Bordeaux. U-boats based on, 119 
Borneo, invasion of, 499 
Boulogne. 403, 603 

Bowhill, Air Chief Marshal Sir F. YV., 
102 

Boyd, Captain. 61 

Bracken. Rt. Hon. Brendan, Minister 
of Information. 341. 680; minutes 

to, 636, 638; mentioned, 33, 53 

Brauchitsch. General von. Hitler 
overrules, in plan of Russian cam¬ 

paign. 313; removed from office, 
420 

Brazil, possible U.S. bases in. 118 

Brenner Pass, conference held at, 326 
Brescia Infantry Division, 277 

Brest, surface raiders at, 103, 124, 

244. 407: Pnn* Eugrn arrives in, 
250; Churchill in flvmg-boat near, 

553; bombing of battle-cruisers in, 
588, 589 n. 

Brett, General, 528, 535 

Brewsters, 224. 565 

Bridges, Sir Edward, minutes to, 123, 

343. 379. 558. 560, 570, 571, 586^ 
624. 627. 634. 638, 645, 652; 

mentioned, 101, 299. 588 
Brisk , Operation, 583 

Bristol, air raids on. 49, 99 

Bristol Channel, obstructions in, 99- 

air attacks on, 106; volume of trade 
in, 126 
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British Army, strength of, 20, 339, 

395, 400-401,428; Scales, 109, 575, 

615-616; in Greek campaign, 188; 

in Crete, 221, 223; in Middle East, 

objects of, 264; in Syria, 267; 50th 

Division sent to Cyprus, 321, 324, 

332, 589, 648; Stalin asks for 

divisions of, 367, 374, 412, 416, 

430; in Persia, 380-384; in N. 

Africa, 390; use for civil purposes, 

396, 658; running in training of, 

568; in Middle East, composition 

of, 610-612; proportion of "fight¬ 

ing troops” and non-effectives in, 

610, 642; demands of, on man¬ 

power, 613-617, 630, 638, 647; 

line of communication troops in, 

613; wastage in, 615; R.A.F. and, 

632, 634; prevention of decrease 

in strength of, 638; amusement of 

officers and troops in, 641; political 

discussions in, 642, 646; Beveridge 

report on skilled men in, 651, 657; 

training of infantry in, 658; 

Dragoons, Hussars, and Lancers 

in, 659. See also Armoured Divi¬ 

sions; Guards Brigade; Home 

Forces 
British Columbia, Japanese colony 

British Empire, U.S. view of problems 

British Purchasing Commission, 662 

British Red Cross and St. Johns 

"Aid to Russia” Fund, 375*376 
British Restaurants, 581 
British Somaliland, recapture of, 81 

Broadcasting station, new, 636 
Brooke, Field-Marshal Sir Alan 

(Viscount Alanbrookc), on threat 

to Caspian, 3*7i demands of, for 

Home Defence, 395. 4<?3;Chief ot 
Imperial General Stan, 490; 

minutes to, 564, 623-624, 657, ©59. 

672; mentioned, 392, 606, 617 

Brown, Admiral, 59* a 
Brown, Rt. Hon. A. E., 599. 680, 681 

Building labour, use of, 633 

Bukovina, 133* 54* , . 
Bulgaria, German advance through, 

24, 27, 30-32, 40-42, 66, 72, 88. 
181; Russian pressure on, 25, 

German influence on, 27, 3&. 43. 

153; regarded by Russia as security 

zone 4*. *53*. j°ms Tripartite 

Pact,’ 134; asked for ™il,tary SUP" 
port against Yugoslavia, 137 i Posl* 

war, 492; mentioned, 286 

Bullard, Sir R., 383 

Burgin, Dr. L., 570 

Burma, Wavell in command in, 497, 

523; in South-Western Pacific 

Command, 527, 535; visit of 

Premier of, 633 

Burma Road, Japanese threat to, 463, 

470, 489 
Burton, Mr., 591 
Butler, Rt. Hon. R. A., President of 

Board of Education, 69, 680; 

minute to, 653 

Cadogan, Rt. Hon. Sir Alexander, 

minutes to, 55, S73v 576; at con¬ 

ference between Churchill and 

Roosevelt, 342, 343, 345; nicn- 

tioned, 69 

Cairo, Eden in, 64, 66, 69-70, 87, 
168; Smuts in, 87; Intendant- 

General, for, 283, 285; German 

planned advance on, 432 

Calais, 403, 603 

Calcutta, H.M.S., 23*, 239-240 

California, U.S.S., 482 
Campbell, Brigadier Jock, 440 

Campbell, Rt. Hon. Sir Ronald, 
Ambassador at Belgrade, 89; 

Churchill’s instructions to, 135, 
181; captured by Italians, 182 n. 

Canada, help of, in defence of 

Atlantic, 116-117. 406; Atlantic 
bases in, 124; aluminium from, 

360; Churchill speaks in Parlia¬ 

ment of, 5*9. 527. 529-53*. 5351 
Japanese in, 572; war effort ot, 

575; Menzics in. 595. 59?’, d<>cs 
not desire representation in War 

Cabinet, 660 
Canadian troops, in Hong Kong, 14°. 

496; mentioned, 575 

Canarias, 259 
Canary Islands, plan for occupying, 

x*9. 348, 558. 669 . 
Canea, air attacks on, 229-230, col¬ 

lapse of front at, 236; mentioned, 

219. 225 
"Canvas”, Operation, 79. 557 
Cape of Good Hope, convoys sent 

round, 3**32. 203, 320, 426. 610, 
route of shipping to and fro™, 121, 

tank personnel sent round, 198. 320 

Cape Verde Islands, British preparc- 

tions to occupy, H9. «*°, 
U.S. and, 349 i U-boat fuelling 

CapetoPrince of Wales at 462; 

transfer of troops at, 5»3, 

training school at, 610 
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Capuzzo, 201, 271, 276, 278, 440 

Cardiff, air raids on, 48 
Carlisle, 231-232 

Casablanca, 426, 431; unfinished 

battleship at, 495; U.S. landing at, 

suggestion of, 495. 5<>8 
Caspian Sea, German threat to, 317, 

391, 547; railway across Persia to, 
360-361, 383; British aircraft for, 

398 
Castelorizzo, 577 

Catalina flying-boats, 99; in search of 
Bismarck, 254; in Coastal Com¬ 

mand, 628 
Catapult ships, 122-123, 408 

Catroux, General,and Syria, 210. 262. 
266 

Caucasus, 227; German advance on, 

314. 391, 412. 420, 547; Russia 
holds line of, 317; British help in 

defence of, 412, 416, 419, 427, 648, 
665; German plans for advance 

through, 432 
Cavallero, General, on situation in 

N. Africa, 326-327 
Cavalry Divisions, in Syrian cam¬ 

paign, 261, 264, 266-267; mechani- 
•sation of. 562, 572, 610, 618, 621; 
U.S. tanks for, 621 

Cavite, 482 

Censorship, abuse of, 622 

Centurion, H.M.S., 173 
Ceylon, Fleet to be based on, 461 

Chakmak, Marshal, 43, 88 

Chaney, Major-General (U.S.A.), 

^ 339-340 
Chatalja lines, 142 

Chemical warfare, Inter-Service Com¬ 

mittee on, 587; rocket for, 655 n. 

Chequers, awaiting news of Bismarck 
at, 246, 248; news of attack on 

Russia reaches, 299; Auchinlcck 
at, 325 

Cherbourg, Radar station near, 52 
Cherwcll, Baron (Prof. Lindcmann), 

minutes to, 579, 583. 601,625. 638. 

652; recommends atom-bomb re¬ 
search, 636; on import forecast, 

638; mentioned, 45, 46, 101, 102. 

342, 575. 632 
Chiang Kai-shek, Generalissimo, ap¬ 

peals for aid. 463; protests at U.S. 

proposals to Japan, 468; Churchill’s 

wire to, 476; mentioned, 350, 362, 

535 
China, Japanese action in, 149, 457, 

463. 474; American mediation in, 

159; “incident”, 349~35<>; and 
Atlantic Charter, 350; British 

689 

sympathy with, 370, 457; U.S. 
demands Japanese withdrawal 

from, 459, 468; British aid sought 

by, 4<>3; American help to, 464, 
468, 469; opposed to U.S. offer to 
Japan, 468; International Air 

Force in, 650 

Churchill, Kirs., and “Aid to Russia” 
Fund, 375-376; mentioned, 35, 49, 

276 

Churchill. Randolph, 283 
Churchill, Rt. Hon. Winston S., 

Eden’s minute to, 27; corre¬ 

spondence with Roosevelt, 33, 35- 

36. 55. 81. 97. >09. no-114. i>7- 
121. 148-149, 171, 174, 190-191, 

234, 245, 259. 266, 284, 298, 343, 

365. 37i. 387-389. 422, 425-428, 

433. 446, 463. 469. 47>. 47«. 59>, 
629, 643; promises aid to Turkey, 

42; in Bristol after air raid, 49; 

discusses Hess episode with Stalin, 
58; takes charge of Foreign Office, 

69; proclaims Battle of Atlantic, 

105-107; gives unified direction in 
Battle of Atlantic, 125; director¬ 

ship of, 126; combines Shipping 

and Transport, 126; speeches of, 

in House, 127. 255, 480, 487- 
488; first speech as Leader of Con¬ 

servatives, 140; his correspondence 
with Matsuoka, 156-157, 159, 594; 

his salute to Rommel, 164; direc¬ 

tive by, on Mediterranean theatre, 
172-174; appeals for U.S. partici¬ 

pation in war, 191; broadcasts of, 

19 >. 300-302, 357; and Operation 
"Tiger”, 199-203; awaits news of 

Bismarck, 245, 248, 250, 255; and 

replacement of Wavell, 280-282, 

284; and Intelligence reports, 287- 
289; warns Stalin, 290-292; re¬ 

ceives news of attack on Russia, 
299; on help for Russia, 301; 

correspondence of, with Stalin, 

290-292. 307. 309-312, 361-365, 

368, 369. 373. 383-384. 4>3-417; 
visits Moscow, 317 ; Menzies ob¬ 

jects to powers of, 328; his first 
meeting with Roosevelt, 339, 341, 

3451 voyage of, in Prince of Wales, 

342-344. 357; and drafting of 

Atlantic Charter, 346-354; ap¬ 
points committee to consider 

Persia, 379; note of, on strategy, 

392-394; memorandum of, on man¬ 
power, 402; Guildhall speech of, 
on Japan, 465, 475; telephones to 

President, 475; visits Roosevelt in 
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Washington, 478, 487, 490, 518 
et seq., 532 et seq.; voyage of, in 
Duke of York, 490-491, 500; 
papers of, on plan and sequence of 
war, 506 et seq., 545-548; plans 
Second Front, 512-515; his affec¬ 
tion for Roosevelt, 518, 535; map 
room of, 519; speaks to Canadian 

Parliament, 519, 527, 529-53*; 
Christmas speech of, at White 
House, 523-524; speaks to Con¬ 
gress, 524, 525; goes to Palm Beach 
for rest, 538; his ‘phone call toWill- 
kie, 542-543; transatlantic flight 
of, 55^553; personal minutes and 
telegrams of, 558-606, 619-659; 
military directives and minutes of, 
610-619; Lord Warden of Cinque 
Ports, 641; naval directives and 
minutes of, 675-679 

Churchill, 358 
Churchill tanks, 673 
Ciano, Count, 76 
City of Bedford, the, 560 
City of Calcutta, the, 576 
Civil Defence Services, 48, 647 
Clan Fraser, the, 180 
Clan Lamont, the, 203 
Clothing coupons, 284 
Clough, Arthur Hugh, quoted, 192 
Clyde, river, 584; air raids on, 49, 

99, 106, 125; volume of trade in, 

126 
Coastal Command. 102, 106; cuts in 

expansion programme of, 399*. 
attacks U-boats. 407; Gneiscnau 
torpedoed by. 589 Flying For¬ 
tresses in, 628 

Code names, operational, 557; care¬ 

less use of, 558'559 
Coldstream Guards, 276 
"Colorado”, Operation, 225-226, 272, 

Colville, Mr. (private secretary to 

Combined Chiefs of Staff Com- 

mittee, 535'53&..549 . , 
Combined Operations Director of, 

in Middle East, 628, 632 
Commandos, and Operafon Work¬ 

shop’', 60-61; and Operation 
■•Mandibles”, 67; m Egypt, 216, 
612; in Crete, 236-237. 24°. ‘n 
Syria, 267; attack Rommel s head¬ 
quarters, 438; raid Lofotens, 565 
n.; occupy Castelorizzo, 577 

sent to Middle East, 612; m Eng¬ 
land, 612; frittered away by 
Middle East Command, 628, re¬ 

constitution of, 632; mentioned, 

^ *73, 424 
Commons, House of, destruction of, 

5*> 250 
Communism, Japanese ideal of moral, 

155; Churchill the opponent of, 300 
Communist Party, Yugoslav, 145; 

British, 306, 374; subversive pro¬ 
paganda of, 563 

Conant, Dr. J. B., 49 
Congo, troops, from, 85 
Congress, against participation in 

war, 464, 473; Churchill speaks to, 

524. 525 . 
Congress Party, Indian, 540 
Congressional Inquiry, on U.S.- 

Japanese war, 472 
Coningham, Air Vice-Marshal Sir 

Arthur, 436 
Conscription, raising age for men, 402; 

for women, 402 
Constantinople, 26, 31, 564 
Convoy(s), sent round Cape, 31-32, 

198, 203, 320, 426, 610; air attacks 
on, 98, 106, 122, 631; attacked by 
surface raiders, 103-104, 120; U- 
boat attacks on, 104, 107, 115-117; 
organisation of escorts for, 106, 
117, 119-120, 122, 123, 406’. 
Canada provides escort for, 117; 
U.S. notified of movements of, 
118, 120; U.S., to Iceland, 124; 
of tank-carrying ships through 
Mediterranean, 198-200; threat¬ 
ened by Bismarck, 245, 248; Arctic, 
318. 372-373. 376; Malta, 385; 
U.S. transports for, 387-39<>. 392. 
638; U.S. escorts for, 406; loss ot 
Italian, 433'. collision in, 500; 
of munitions, reception of, 5°9. 
574. 576; “R." class ships to 
escort, 667, 668-670 

Cooper, Rt. Hon. Alfred Duff, 
Minister of Information; minutes, 
telegrams, etc., to, 123, 480. 57*. 
578. 600; Minister of State in far 
East. 34*. 480, 528; and defence ot 
Singapore, 498 ; mentioned, 680 

Cooper, Rt. Hon. T. M., 680 
Copper supplies and Germany, 5JJ7 
Corinth Canal, Germans cross, 188 
Cornwallis. Sir Kinahan. 205 
Corvettes, Canadian, 117; refuelling 

Coslack,'u.M.S., 254. 408 
Coventry, air raids on, 49. 5&0’ 0 5 

Coventry, H.M.S., 239 , 
Cracow, German troops moved to, 
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Cranbome, Viscount (5th Marquis 
of Salisbury), Dominions Secre¬ 
tary, 300, 644, 680; minutes to, 
5<>3. 566, 584 

Craven, Sir Charles, minute to, 625; 
mentioned, 399 

Crawford, General, 590, 591 
Crcagh, General, in Operation 

"Battleaxe”, 278-279; mentioned, 
64, 167, 200 

Crete, airfields in, 23, 217, 224; 

garrisoning of, 183, 217, 222; im¬ 
portance of holding, 67, 184, 191, 

216, 218, 222, 224, 262; troops 
evacuated to. 188. 218, 222, 224; 

tanks for, 202, 223, 225. 234; 

reinforcements for, 212, 219, 220, 
223, 225. 234; defences of, 216. 221, 

223, 226; vulnerability of, 216, 220. 
223; German preparations for 
attack on, 218, 220; airborne attack 

on, 218-219. 222, 224. 228-230. 

234. 236; seaborne attack on, 218, 

220 222, 224, 230-235; daylight 
blockade of, 223; plan of attack on, 

224; hopeless position of Army in, 
236- 237; evacuation of troops from. 

237- 239. 243, 598; troops left on. 
240; reprisals on peasants of, 240; 

casualties of battle for, 242; Ger¬ 

man report on British defence of. 
242; effect of German capture of, 

264. 385; criticisms about, 265; 
enemy air bases on, 385; maps for 
troops on, 593 

Crimea, German aims in, 313; men¬ 
tioned, 420, 507, 547 

Cripps, Rt. Hon. Sir Stafford, Am¬ 

bassador to Moscow, 153, 158; 
minutes, etc., to, 290, 308. 365- 

366, 368, 374, 415; minutes, etc., 

from, 292; and Churchill’s warn¬ 
ing to Stalin, 291-292; returns to 
England, 295, 299 

Croatia, 181 

Croats, antagonism between Serbs 

and, 132-133; Hitler assumes sup¬ 
port of, 137 

Cross, Rt. Hon. Sir Ronald, Minister 
of Shipping, 681; minutes to, too, 

_ s?° 
Cruiser tanks, in Cyrenaica, 176, 

197-198, 279, 589; in Greece, 177; 

training men for. 587, 590; U.S., 
590; output of, 590; in Britain, 
unfit for service, 635, 672; men¬ 
tioned, 29 n. 

Cruisers, and sinking of Bismarck, 

259; construction of new, 649, 676 

691 

“Crusader”, Operation, 326, 333, 390, 

557. 648; actions to follow up a vic¬ 

torious, 423, 428-432. 506-510; 
course of, 435 et scq., 489, 500; 

losses of men in, 450; French re¬ 

actions to victorious, 495, 654; 
increased German air strength in, 

500; indecisive result of, 546, 550 

Cunningham, General Sir Alan, So¬ 

maliland campaign of, 77-81; 
chosen to command in Western 

Desert, 326; in Operation “Cru- 

sader” 436-438. 44«. 444"44S; 
relieved of command, 445-446 

Cunningham of Hyndhopc, Admiral 

of the Fleet Viscount, on transport 

of troops to Greece, 87; and pre¬ 

vention of enemy reinforcements 
to Africa. 172-173, 447; at Battle 
of Cape Matapan. 178-179; assists 

re-embarkation of troops, 188; 
averse to bombardment of Tripoli 

or blocking harbour, 193-195; 
minutes, etc., from, 194-195, 234- 

235. 447; minutes, etc., to, 194. 
*96' 220, 231. 447; and Operation 

' Figcr”, 202; air reinforcements 
for, 220, 235; and Crete, 226, 230, 

?31-235. 239. 385; and advance 
into Syria, 263; and relief of 

Australians. 335; Commandos 

under. 628. 632; mentioned, 62, 
69. 169, 226, 431, 540. 653 

KMin' Rt* Hon‘ J°hn- Prime 
Minister of Australia, 333; tele¬ 
grams. cables, etc., to, 333, 335, 

“Curzon Line”, 493 
Cutters. U.S., 586 

CrLk0V^„.M- '3,2-'33. 134-135; 
Churchill s appeal to, 134 

Cyprus, importance of holding, 320; 

reinforcement of, with British 

division. 321-322 324. 332. 380; 
and Syrian airfields. 597, 598; de¬ 

fence of, 599, 601; Indian Division 

in, 648; mentioned. 183. 234, 263 
Cyrenaica. campaign in. 21, 24. 64; 

regime in, 67, 72; garrison for, 70; 

Italian acquisition of, 76; British 

weakness in, 161. ,65. 197-198; 
VNavell on enemy threat to, 162- 

163. 165-166, 169; VVavcll and Dill 
visit front in. 165; German strength 

in. 174. 198, 277, 661; object of 
Army in, 263, 661; priority given 

to operation in, 264, 271, 598; air 

superiority in. 264. 321, 323; re- 

occupation of, 320. 323, 436, 661; 
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British need for airfields in, 320; 

enemy air bases in, 385; blockade 

of ports of, 592. See also ’‘Cru¬ 

sader”, Operation; Libya; North 

Africa 

Czech troops, in Russia, 666 
Czechoslovakia, post-war frontiers 

of, 492 

Dakar, unfinished battleship at, 495; 

plan to capture, 509; mentioned. 

191, 422 
D’Albiac, Air Marshal Sir J. H., 181 

Dalton, Rt. Hon. Hugh, Minister for 

Economic Warfare, 680; minutes 

to. 561, 567, 57* 
Damascus, 267 
Dardanelles, Russia seeks bases on. 

DarUn, Admiral, and the Dunkerque, 

111-113; grants Germans con¬ 

cessions in Syria. 260; on crest of 

wave, 495; and Toulon Heel. 509; 

to replace P6tain, 572; mentioned. 

Dawson. Air Marshal W. L., 618 

De Valera, Eamon, 476, 567 

Debra Markos, 83 

Debra Tabor, 84 

Decoy, H.M.S.. 238 

Decoy fires. 48 

Defence, H.M.S., 649 "• 

Degaussing, 99 

Dckanosov, M., 294. 29b 
Delayed-action fuzes, 636 

Denmark, possible landings on. 513 

Denmark Strait. Bismarck in. 245-24^ 

Dentz, General, 261, 267-26S. 623 

Derby, 51 „ „ 
Dema. harbour of. 327 : Germ in 

withdrawal through. 50°mcn‘ 

tioned. 171, *77. 277 

Dessie. 83 . 
Destroyers, operating from -'laita. 

63 ; as escort for convoys. iof>. 5®* • 

sent from U.S.. 119. 605: and sink¬ 

ing of Bismarck, 259; fuelling at 

sea by. s8i. 585: construction of. 

6so, 676'; for Mediterranean. 654 

Diamond. 188 

Dido, H.M.S.. 231. 238 
Dill Field-Marshal Sir John. 

C.I.G.S., 272. 392. 449: on mission 

to Middle East. 64. 66-74. 

defending Desert Flank, 165; re¬ 

turns home, 168; opposes sending 

additional tanks to Cyrenaica, 200; 
brings news of invasion of Russia, 

299; paper of, on dangers of in¬ 

vasion, 336-338; Churchill’s 

answer to, 338-339; on Middle and 
Far East, 341; at first conference of 

Churchill and Roosevelt. 342; 

minutes, etc., to, 387. 403, 562, 

568, 587, 589. 590. 592. 593. 5(A 
604, 610, 620. 621, 632, 637. 640, 

642. 644, 648, 652; accompanies 

Churchill to U.S., 478. 490. 504. 

5<>5. 536-537; remains in Washing¬ 

ton. 551 

Dillon. Mr., 563 
Direction-finding equipment (D.F.) 

of Focke-Wulfs, 582 

Diredawa, 81 
Disarmament and Atlantic Charter. 

347. 35* 
Ditchley. 52. 197 . . , 
Dive-bombers: attacks on ships by. 

60. 199. 233; protection against. 

*73. *97. 560; Japanese. 482; »n 
Desert battle, 500; British neglect 

of. 588. 634 
Divisions. Army. 573’. -*01- 

652; time taken to transport. 5e,s- 
571, 584-585; number ot men 

required in, 613. 616 
Dnieper. German advance on Lower. 

305; Germans cross. 3*3 
Dobbie, General Sir William. («o\cr- 

nor of Malta. 62 ; minute to. *00 

Dodecanese. German air bases in. 94. 

260; attacks on. 563. boo 
Doenitz. Admiral, “wolf-pack tac¬ 

tics of. 10X; and American aid to 

Britain. 122; moves U-boats to 

Mediterranean. 433 , 
Dominions, and agreement w.in 

Russia. 309. and War Cabinet. U>). 
6^9-660; and Atlantic Charter. t4». 

355; and invasion menace. < 4. 

paper on general strategy tor, ) 

Don, river. 314. 420. 547 
Donetz Basin. German aims in. 3*3 

Donovan. Colonel. 36. 07. *33 
Dorsetshire. H.M.S.. 409; torpedoes 

Bismarck. 257 

Douglas. Lewis. 127 w . 
Dover. Churchill visits 35-_ ■ • 

delay in completion of hatter . 

Dota.ne7.' Air Ch.ef 

DX2 of York, Church,ir. 
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voyage in, 490-491, 500; waits at 

Bermuda, 550-552; for Indian 

Ocean, 667; mentioned, 462 
Duncan, Rt. Hon. Sir Andrew, 

Minister of Supply, 606, 681; 

minutes to, 102, 565, 570, 574, 585, 
586, 591, 638, 647; President of 

Board of Trade, 681 
Dunkerque, the, 111-114 

Dunkirk, 403, 405 
Durham Light Infantry, 272 

Dutch East Indies, Japanese threat 

to, 148-151, 34*. 460, 470, 522; 
Japan desires products of, 468; 

Japan attacks British vessels in, 

475; in unified South-Western 
Pacific Command, 527 

Eagle, H.M.S., 649 n., 667, 669 

East African campaign, 76-85, 88, 

275; native troops in, 573”574 

East African Division, 616 
East Coast, munitions ships deflected 

to 570. 574. 576 
East Indies, Japanese occupation of, 

148. See also Dutch East Indies 

Economic Warfare, Ministry of, on 
German air strength, 46, 47, 608 

Ed Duda, 448 

Eden, Rt. Hon. Anthony, Foreign 
Secretary; minutes, telegrams, etc., 

from, 27, 69-74. 88, 89. 168. 290- 

291, 4*5. 492. 494; minutes, tele¬ 
grams. etc., to. 55. 69, 71, 74, 88. 
90-96, 133, 141, 168, 186, 205, 290. 

292, 348, 349. 4**. 4*7, 465. 472. 

489. 49*. 494. 54*. 561, 5<>4. 594. 
605. 622, 639. 641, 654; on mission 
to Middle East, 64, 66-74, 87 et 

scq., 621; Yugoslavia declines visit 

from, 133, 144; returns to Athens, 

*4*. *44.. returns home, 169; 
warns Soviet Ambassador, 297; at 

Chequers, 299; on Soviet-Polish 
Agreement, 316; on help to Russia, 
364; and campaign in Persia, 378. 

380; goes on mission to Moscow, 

416-418, 4*9. 478, 489. 49*. 54*1 
general directive for, 419; mcn- 
tioned, 31, 360, 375, 680 

Egg rationing scheme, 620, 622, 655, 
658 

Egypt, defence of. 20. 23, 43, 64. 69. 

*7*. *9*. 320, 598; army of 
manoeuvre in, 44, 67. 74. 86. 612; 

enemy spies in, 95; effect of Ger¬ 
man victories on, 171, 260; rein¬ 

forcement of, 174, 198; effects of 

693 

loss of, 191, 338; threat to, 197, 
263; reinforcements from, for 

Iraq, 207, 209; aircraft from Crete 

evacuated to, 224; 50th British 
Division in, 321, 616; enemy dis¬ 

cusses attack on, 326, 328, 433; 

relative importance of Singapore 

and, 338, 341; danger to, from loss 
of battle fleet, 540; slow repair of 

tanks in, 589; plans for evacuation 

of, 592; workshops in, 618; a 
reason for holding, 638 

Eighth Army, composition of, 436 n.; 

in Operation “Crusader", 436 et 
seq., 500 

Eire, Britain denied use of ports in, 

99. **5. 5t>3; and U.S. troops in 
N. Ireland, 426; neutrality of, 563, 

566-567; Radar stations needed on, 
582 

Eisenhower, General Dwight D., 61 
El Abd track, 440. 442 

El Adem, 448, 450, 586 
El Gubi, 441,444 

Eleetra, H.M.S., 485 

Elizabeth, Queen, gift of, to Red 
Cross, 376 

Embick, General, 371, 404-405 
Empire Song, the, 202 

Eritrea, campaign in, 20, 29. 68, 70, 

74. 83; mentioned. 75. 618 
Erne, Lough. 254, 582 

Escort Groups, 124; vessels, convoy, 

649 650 

Esmondc, Lieutenant-Commander, 

250 
Essex Yeomanry, 622 

Estonia—see Baltic States 
Euriades, the, 576 

Expeditionary Force, organisation of, 

637. 638. 665 
"Exporter", Operation, 264, 558 
Express, H.M.S., 485 

Factories, curtailment of building 

of. 399. 633; munitions, directing 
women into, 403; munitions, short¬ 

age of labour for, 574; defence of, 

by aerial mines, 578; aircraft, 626; 
construction of new, 633 

Faddcn. Rt. Hon. A. W., telegrams, 
etc., to. 143. 329, 330, 659-662 

Falluja, 209. 212 

Far East. Japanese activity in, 147- 

15*. 161; cramping of British de¬ 
fences in. 318; Minister of State 

for. 34*. 480; British battle 
squadron for, 428, 461-462, 666- 
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670; reinforcements for, 497-498. 
See also Indian Ocean; Malaya; 
Pacific, etc. 

‘‘Felix”, Plan, 433, 558 
Felmy, General, 214 
Ferfer, 80 
Field Divisions, 401, 652; Army, 615, 

664 
Fighter aircraft, increased strength in, 

398; fast, for aircraft-carriers, 565, 
642; lengthening range of, 600; 
night and day squadrons, 650. See 
also Aircraft; Hurricane fighters, 

etc. 
Fiji, H.M.S., 202, 232-233 
Finland, Russo-German differences 

in, 26, 153; British warnings to, 

364-365. 4*3. 4*9*. Britain asked 
to break off relations with, 
412-419; Britain declares war on, 
419; U.S. relations with, 413; 
Soviet post-war plans for, 493, 542 

Finnish troops in Russia, 305, 362, 

Finucanc, Wing-Commander Paddy, 

644 
Fiume, the, 179 
Fleet Air Arm, in Mediterranean, 

172, 267; based on Crete, 189, 224; 
helps in evacuation of Crete, 238 

Flying Fortresses. 628 
Flying-boats, Boeing, Churchill 

crosses Atlantic on, 55^-553; for 
Freetown area, 583 

Focke-Wulf 200, over Atlantic, 9?, 
105; challenged in air, 122, 408; in 
North-Western Approaches, 581- 

582 

Food imports, 109-110, 622, 025, 
653; rationing, 602, 620, 629, 655- 

656 
Food, Ministry of, 109-110 
Food Policy Committee, 569 
Force H, raids Genoa, 63; escorts 

tank-carrying convoy, 202; in pur¬ 
suit of Bismarck, 246; escorts 
Malta convoys, 385; reinforce¬ 
ment for, 667; capital ship for, 698 

Force K, 387; successes of, 433. 44**; 
loss of, 451; Churchill congratu¬ 

lates, 653 _ . 
Forestry Commission, minute to 

chairman of, 656 
Formidable, H.M.S., 60, 667; at Cape 

Matapan, 178; in defence of Crete, 

234. 235. 243; damage to, 668 

Forrestal, Mr., 120 
France, British blockade of occupied, 

23, 508, 570, 572, 576; American 

supplies for, 113-114; Russia de¬ 
mands Second Front in, 307, 309, 
364; fortified coast of, 307, 310, 
365; Allied conditional promise to, 
507; possibility of Germans taking 
over all, 508, 510; possible land¬ 
ings on, 513, 603; liberation of, 
516; propaganda leaflets to, 571; 
aerodromes in Northern, 579; 
bombing of factories in, 603; and 
Syria, 623; escape of German 
Legionnaires to, 640; R.A.F. 
fighters over, 640, 650. See also 
Vichy Government 

Franco, General, refuses passage to 
German troops, 25 

Fraser, Admiral, 255 
Fraser, Rt. Hon. Peter, Prime Minister 

of New Zealand, telegrams, etc., to, 
221, 462; at meeting of War 
Cabinet, 309, 352; and Imperial 
War Cabinet, 329 

Free French, and French Somaliland, 
81, 567; and Syria, 206, 212, 260- 
261, 262, 266, 623; Anglo-U.S. 
relations with, 509; and liberation of 
St. Pierre and Miquelon, 521; men¬ 

tioned. 57*. 572 . , 
Freeman, Air Chief Marshal Sir 

W. R.. 342 
Freetown, troops from Kenya wanted 

for, 78, 574. 600; attacks on con¬ 
voys from, 103, 117. **9; catapult 
ships for convoys from, 124; possi¬ 
bility of French attack on, 266; 
escort for convoys from, 582 

French Fleet, fear of Germans getting 

possession of, xu-114. 5°9 
French Somaliland, 81 # 
French troops, in Syria, 260; in N. 

Africa, 508 
Freybcrg, General Sir Bernard C., in 

command of Crete, 219-220, 222; 
minutes from. 220-221, 222, 220, 
229; Churchill’s messages to, 22b, 
235. 236; hopeless position in 
Crete, 236; evacuated from yrcie, 
240; in Operation "Crusader , 44*. 

448 
Frigates built in U.S., 649 n. 
Fuelling at sea, 581. 585 
Fulmar aircraft, for Middle East, 220, 

565; in Crete, 224; help in evacua¬ 

tion of Crete, 238 
Furious, H.M.S., 570. 582, 668, 

carries aircraft to Takoradi, 23, 
,97. 220. 667; in action at Petsamo, 
408; carries reinforcements to 

Malta, 612 
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Fuzes, delayed-action, 636; proximity, 
560, 645 

Gallabat, 76 

Galatea, 452 

Gallant, H.M.S., 61 

Gas warfare, retaliatory, 340, 640; 
protection against, 564; prepara¬ 

tion for, 587, 627; danger of, 632 
Gaulle, General de, and blockade of 

Jibouti, 81; and invasion of Syria, 

261, 263, 623; telegrams, minutes, 
etc., to, 266, 602; promises inde¬ 

pendence to Syria and Lebanon, 
266; British relations with, 494, 

509. 571, 572. 576; U.S. relations 
with, 509, 521; and occupation of 
St. Pierre and Miquelon, 521 

Gavrilovic, M., 146 

Gazala, retreat of enemy to line of, 
448, 500; mentioned, sso 

"Gee", 654 
Genoa, naval raid on, 63 
Gcnro, 456 

George VI, King, Churchill’s corre¬ 
spondence with 343, 356, 478; 

gift of, to Red Cross, 376; sends 
message to Auchinleck, 434 

Georges, General, 446-447 

German Air Corps, 218. 228-229. 
268; "battle report" of, 242 

German Air Force, in Mediterranean. 

27. 31. 59-6o, 95. 152. 547: in 
Bulgaria, 36. 41; strength of, 4s- 

4«. 15*. 154-155. 429. 600, 606- 
608, 635; concentrates on British 

harbours and approaches, 48; 
Radar of, 52; deployed towards 

Russia, 124; destruction of Bel¬ 
grade by. 138. 146; in North 

Africa, 162, 166. 171, 327, 438. 

452; in Greek campaign, 180. 185; 
in Iraq, 210, 212; in attack on 

Crete, 224. 228-234, 242; allowed 
to land in Syria, 261, 263 ; in Rus¬ 

sian campaign. 287. 546; and in¬ 

vasion of Britain. 336-337; moved 
from Sicily, 385, 423; comes to 

Rommel’s assistance, 452, 500; 
importance of wearing down by 

continuous fighting, 547; losses in, 
607; radio beam receivers of, 624- 

625; production of new aircraft in. 
606-607. 625 

German Army, moves to Balkans, 

25-26; moves into Bulgaria, 89; 
strength of, 151, 365; triumphs of, 

154-155; Tripolitania, 162-164; 

attacks Agheila, 165-167; North 

African successes of, 167-171, 174; 

held up at Tobruk, 172, 174; 
reinforcements to, in N. Africa, 

172, 174. 197. 201, 327; in Greece, 
180; in Yugoslavia, 180-182; speed 

of, in N. Africa, 202; difficulties of, 

in N. Africa, 271, 272, 326-328; 
on Eastern front, 287-288, 293, 

313; Southern Group of, 293, 305, 

313; conduct of, towards Russians, 
298; Northern Group of, 305, 313; 

Central Group of. 305, 313, 359, 

373 ; faces Russian winter, 359, 420, 

489. 5°7. 5471 reinforcement of, 
362, 450 

German atrocities, films of, 636 
German Navy, strength of, 151 ; told 

to attack U.S. ships, 484. Sec also 

Battle-cruisers; U-boats 
German Parachute Division, 217, 

224, 228, 242 

Germans, recruitment of friendly, 
560; hopes of splitting from 
•‘Nazis’’, 666 

Germany, and invasion of Great 

Britain, 19, 25, 36, 395, 403; and 

Spain, 22, 25. 120, 665; plans in¬ 

vasion of Balkans, 23-32, 36, 38- 

42. 72-73. 86, 88. 133; plans in¬ 
vasion of Russia, 48, 52, 86, 124. 

159. 227, 286-289. 293-296; air 

defences of, 52; Hess on terms of, 
to Britain, 55; return of colonies 

to* 55. 571 Britain aims at air 
offensive over, 128; difficulties of, 

128; certain defeat of, 134; seeks 
Japan's entry into war, 147, 150; 

Ribbcntrop on might of, 150-1 In¬ 

differences between Russia andi 

'52-153, 158; Communist propa¬ 
ganda in, 153; Hitler on triumphs 

°*. '54-155: invades Russia. 160, 
293. 297. 3<>5: Iraq breaks off rela¬ 
tions with, 204; Russian supplies 
to, 288, 293, 306; Russian com¬ 

missions sent from, 293; Russian 

appeasements of. 295; declares war 
on Russia, 297; air offensive on, 

307. 3*2, 365. 366, 399-400, 508. 

5*2, 5'4..580, 626, 629, 650, 666; 
aims of, in Persia, 377; impairing 

morale in, 400. 508, 512; Allied 

war aims concerning, 414; plans 

Middle East and N. African 
offensive, 432. 661; and Japan’s 

attack on America, 457, 483; at 

war with U.S A., 478, 483. 489, 

507, Russian ideas as to post-war 
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treatment of, 492, 494; restitution 
in kind by, 493; priority given to 
operations against, 549; keeping 
copper supplies from, 507; day¬ 
light raids on, 600; American 
bombers over, 628; night bombing 
of, 650; British measures for 
defeat of, 666 

Ghormley, Admiral, “exploratory 
conversations” of, in Britain, 116, 
118, 119, 121, 339; on weakness of 
supply-line to Middle East, 340 

Gibraltar, possibility of German 
attack on, 22, 25, 120, 433, 509; 
possibility of Vichy attack on, 227, 
266; U-boats sunk in Straits of, 
409; closure of Straits of, 430; 
value of, to Britain, 5 io; mentioned, 

69 
Gifford, General, 600 
Gladiator fighters, 206, 224 
Glasgow, Churchill visits, 3j 
Glen ships, 43, 96, X73, 612, 628. 

632 
Glennie, Rear-Admiral Sir I. G., 231 
Glengyle, assault ship, 239 
Gliders, troop-landing, in Crete, 225, 

229; British, 592, 597 
Gloucester, H.M.S., 62, 202; at bom¬ 

bardment of Tripoli, 195'. in dc' 
fence of Crete, 232-233 

Gncisenau, the, attacks shipping, 103, 
120; in Brest, 124-125, 244, 588; 
damage to, by torpedo, 589 n. 

Godwin-Austcn, General Sir A. K., 
in Operation “Crusader”, 436 
450; mentioned, 171 

Goering, Hermann, 137; airborne 
force of, 217, 228, 242; lost oppor¬ 

tunity of, 242 
Gojjam, 77. 83. . . . ~_. 
Gold, in Martinique, 590; »n Great 

Britain, 634 
Gondar, 83. 85. 655 
Graziani, Marshal, 7& . . 
Great Britain, danger of invasion or, 

19. 25. 36. 64. 320. 323. 33°“ 
340, 395-398. 4°3> 665; promises 
France assistance in Africa, 23, 
air and submarine menace to, 25, 
48, 98-100, 103. 155; air attacks 
on. 48-52; air defences of, 50-52, 
‘i-n T97-399'» Hitler’s admiration 
for, 53 57 ; Hess on German terms 
to, 55; blockade of, 56. 98 et seq.t 
U.S. supplies for, 64, 108, 226, 285, 
320, 356, 488, 502; fall in sports 
to, too, 102, .05; proteouon of 

ocean routes to, 99. secrct 

Staff discussions with U.S., 116; 
American escort and Air Force bases 
in, 116; hopes for air ascendancy, 
128, 370; warns Hungary she will 
declare war, 140; danger of Japan¬ 
ese attack on, 147-151, 154, 460; 
Ribbentrop on defeat of, 154; 
effect of German invasion of 
Russia on, 294; and help for Russia, 
299-301, 306, 317, 360 et seq., 502, 
663-666; and Poland, 312, 314; 
Russia at first a liability to, 317; 
defences of, 337. 34°, 395. 
freezes Japanese assets, 341, 459; 
Free Trade in, 348; warns Japan, 
356, 370; primary duties of, 370; 
Army strength in, 400-401; plan 
for (1941-2), 422-423; removal of 
divisions from, 426; undertakes to 
declare war on Japan, 428, 465, 
472, 475; influence of resistance of, 
on Japan, 458; declares war on 
Japan, 479; European bases for, 
492; growing strength of, 502; de¬ 
mands on man-power of, 664-665 

Greece, British aid to, 23-24, 29-30. 
39, 44, 66-69, 7°~74. 86 et seq.\ 
airfields in, 23, 180, 569; German 

threat to, 27, 29-32. 39“40, 89793. 
137, 152, 290; unwilling for British 
troops to land in, 30, 66; com¬ 
mander of British troops in, 68, 72; 
forces available for, 7>“73. *791 

determined to fight on, 73, 92-93j 
worsening situation in, 89-92; and 
Yugoslavia, 133; Italian attack on, 
139; German invasion of, 180, 182; 
British evacuation of, 183-188, 366; 
surrender of, 186; assembling of 
invasion force in, 218; German air 
bases in, 263; Ambassador ot, 

banished from Russia, 295; trans' 
port of troops to, 366; post-war, 
492; disagreement between 1 urkey 
and, 563; air squadrons for. 5°9 

Greece, King of (George II), and 
evacuation of Greece, 183 104, 
186; in Crete, 217; escapes from 
Crete, 239; telegram to, 019, 
mentioned, 72, 90, 92 . 

Greek Army, exploits of, .23. x»9. ,n 

Albania, 24. 27,. 3°. 38, *«. 
,89; in Macedonia, 89-9°: s,r«n*£ 
of, 180; disintegration of, i»3. In 

Crete, 184. 219. 221, 223 
Greek expedition, 179 et *^*et*£. 

to, 167; strength of troops, >79. 
evacuation of British troops, 183 

188 
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Greenland, 116; U.S. bases in, 117; 

aerial reconnaissance from, 119; 
U-boat battle off, 406 

Greenwood, Rt. Mon. Arthur, 680 
Greer, U.S.S., 406 

Greyhound, 232 

Grigg, Rt. Hon. Sir James, 658 

Grummans, aircraft, for Mediter¬ 
ranean, 60, 565, 631; with folding 

wings, 631 

Guards Brigade, in North Africa, 272, 
276, 278, 436 w., 442. 500; in 

Home Forces, 616 
Guderian, General, 374, 419-420 

"Gymnast”, Operation, 431, 495, 

S08. 558 

Habbaniya. 204, 205-212, 214 

"Habforce”, 212, 263; in Syria, 267 

Haining, General Sir Robert, 619; 
Intcndant-Gencral, Middle East, 
283, 28c, 618 

Haile Selassie, Emperor, re-enters 

Abyssinia, 20, 32, 77; re-enters 

Addis Ababa, 83 ; Churchill con- 
• gratulatcs, 84 

Haider, General, 298 

Halfaya, 272, 438; Germans in. 276- 

278; enemy garrison cut off in, 

449. 450, 500 
Halifax, Earl of, arrival in U.S.A., 

34—35; in discussions at White 
House, 519; minute to, 592; men¬ 
tioned, 469, 470, 644 

Halifax convoys, attacks on, 104, 115, 
406; U.S. escort for, 406 

Hamilton, Duke of, 53, 54, 56 
Hampton, Captain T. C., 232 

Hankey, Lord, 680 
Harrar, 80, 166 

Harriman, Averell, at Chequers, 246, 
248, 250, 475; in Cairo, 285, 339, 

619; sent to Moscow, 356, 360, 
368-373, 392, 663; and Pearl Har¬ 

bour, 475-476 ; mentioned, 121 
Hart, Admiral, 482, 484 

Harvey, General, 380 
Hata, General, 457 

Haushofer, Albrecht, 54 
Haushofcr, Karl, 54, 56 

Hebrides, new airfields in, 99 
Hecla, H.M.S., 358 

Hcraklion, defence of, 223, 226, 229, 

236-237; rescue of garrison from, 
238; mentioned, 219. 224 

Hercuard. H.M.S., 238 
Hermes, H.M.S., 461, 668 
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Hero, H.M.S., 335 

Hess, Rudolf, 53-58 

Hillgarth, Captain, 22 
Hipper, the, 103, 244 

Hiranuma, Baron, 457 

Hitler, Adolf, seeks passage through 

Spain, 22; letter of, to Mussolini, 

25-27; realises failure of Battle of 
Britain, 47; plans invasion of 

Russia. 48, 153. 227. 286-289, 293; 
and Hess, 54-58; speech of, on 

U-boat menace, 102; fearful of war 
with America, 122, 150, 156; 

Yugoslav leaders visit, 133-134; 

determines to destroy Yugoslavia, 

137-139; receives Matsuoka, 154; 
instructions of, on Iraq, 214; on 

conduct of troops towards Russians, 
298; Britain determined to with¬ 

stand. 301; overrules Army chiefs, 

313,420; takes command of armies, 
421; ultimate aim of. 430; Japan¬ 

ese message to, on war with U.S., 

471; reinforces Rommel, 516; and 

Baltic States, 541; need for speedy 
victory of, 546 

Holland. Communist propaganda in, 

153; freezes Japanese assets, 341, 

459: and Atlantic Charter, 350, 
357; and U.S. proposal to Japan, 

468; Britain promises support to, 
against Japan, 472 ; declares war on 

Japan. 480; possible landings on, 

Holland, Vice-Admiral Lancelot, 247 

Hollis, Colonel Sir Leslie, 342; 

minutes to. 30. 389. 390-391. 397. 

°*9. ..|0, 64,1 accompanies 
Churchill to Washington, 504, 505, 

55* 
Home Defence, 336-337. 340; weak¬ 

ness in tanks, 200, 337; prepared 

for airborne attack, 242; claims of, 
395; battalions, 401 

Home Field Army, 401 

Home Forces, protection of G.H.Q. 
of, 571; strength of, 588, 616; 

anti-aircraft for, 629; plans for 
action of, 637 

Home Guard, 20, 404, 584; court- 
martial case, 644 

Hong Kong, reinforcements for, 147; 

Japan attacks, 479; resistance of, 
496 

Hood, H.M.S., 244, 582; loss of, 246, 

247 

Hopkins, Harry L„ 33-34, 35, 360, 

Si®. 579. 619, 637; cables, etc., to, 

IQ6, 37*. 424. 5431 second mission 
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of, 339, 34i; »n Moscow, 342, 354; 
realises risk of neutrality, 473; 
telegram to, 476; in discussions at 
White House, 519, 526; and visit 
to Eire, 563; on use of Flying 
Fortresses, 628 

Horse-racing, 585 
Horthy, Admiral, 139 
Hotspur, H.M.S., 238 
Hudson, Rt. Hon. Robert, Minister 

of Agriculture and Fisheries, 679; 
minutes to, 569, 599, 602, 633 

Hudson aircraft captures submarine, 
407 

Hull, air raids on, 49 
Hull, Cordell, on crisis with Japan, 

469-471; realises risk of neutrality, 
473; in discussions at White 
House, 519; and Free French, 520- 

52* 
Humber, the, 126 
Hungary, co-operates with Germany, 

25-26, 39, 139-140. 4*3*. Transyl¬ 
vania awarded to, 133, 139; Yugo¬ 
slav pact of amity with, 133, 140; 
gives military support against 
Yugoslavia, 137, 139. 181; British 
declaration of war on, 411, 4*3. 
417-419; Soviet post-war plans 

Hurricane fighters, for Middle East, 
23, 220; for Malta, 62, 612; for 
Abyssinia, 82 ; flying off merchant¬ 
men, 118, 124; in Greece, 201; in 
Tobruk, 201; in Crete, 220, 224; 
for “ Battle-axe”, 270; at Mur¬ 
mansk, 3**. 36i; for Russia, 3615 
in Cyprus, 601; for Indomitable, 

641 
Hvals Fiord, 357 
Hyderabad, destroyer given by, 239 

Iceland, British bases in, 116, 119, 
124; in U.S. Security Zone, 118, 
357, 406; U.S. base in, 124, 628; 
Bismarck near, 246; Churchill m, 
157-358; U.S. troops to replace 
British in, 546; training ground for 
Alpine troops, 632; films of, 63O 

Iceland Force, 573. 6l6.„. . 
Ilic, M., Yugoslav War Minister, 145 
Illustrious, 60 667; bomb 

damage to, 61-62, 668 
Imperial, H.M.S., 238 
Imperial Conference, 595. °59 

Imperial War Cabinet, 329. 060 
Import Executive, 100-102 107; 

minutes to, 101, 103, 5/0, 5*5.03*. 

programmes of, 109-110, 638, 647, 

653 
Imports, fall in, 100, 102; budget for 

(1941), 109-110; of food, 109-110, 
579, 622, 625, 653 

Indefatigable, H.M.S., 676 
India, 69; troops from, for Iraq, 205, 

209, 212, 214; Auchinleck in, 281; 
Wavell appointed C.-in-C., 281- 
282, 284; defence of, 377; reinforce¬ 
ments for, 390, 498, 522, 610, 639; 
and Washington Declaration, 520; 
a great base for war supplies, 528; 
question of new constitution for, 
540; transport of prisoners to, 574; 
old guns in, 576; floating dock for, 
649; release of Satyagrahi prisoners 
in, 651 

Indian Air Force, 398 
Indian Ocean, dangers from Japanese 

Navy in, 148; Prince of Wales in, 
414; battle squadron for, 428, 461- 
462; Japanese mastery of, 487; 
disasters to come in, 531; Fleet 
dispositions in, 666-672 

Indian troops, in East Africa, 21, 77. 
83, 166; in North Africa, 70. »68. 
170, 278, 436 «., 441,442, 45°. 5°°. 
584; in Iraq, 205, 209, 212, 214. 
215, 390, 401; in Syria, 266-267; 
British with, 322, 401; in Persia, 
375. 380. 40*. 427; reinforcements 
to, 390; formation of new, 4°*; 
in Malaya, 497. 498, 5*2; »n 
Middle East, 611, 612-613. »•?; 
to keep order in Egypt, 614; >n 

Cyprus, 648 
Indo-China, Japanese menace to, 

147. *60, 458; occupation ot, 
341. 349-350. 459. 468. 474! 
Japanese air-bases in, 45x; 4*5 

Indomitable, H.M.S., 462, 631. 641. 
667, 670, 676 . . 

Infantry tanks, in training troops, 
C87, 590; "unfit for action , 072. 
weapons to defeat, 6731 mentioned, 

29 277. 589- Sec Tanks 
"Influx”, Operation, 23, 92, 55». 0,2 
Information, Ministry of*.5.?9 
Inonu, President, Churchill s letters, 

telegrams, etc., to, 4,_43. *4* 
Intelligence British, and attack o 

Crete, 218; m North Africa. 270, 
272 277; and invasion of Russia, 
*87-289; and defences of Italian 

Intendant-C7encra|9of Army of Middle 

Infemat^na^Air Force in China, 650 
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Internment of married couples, 652 

Invasion, lessening danger of, 19, 420; 

attack on Russia a prelude to, 301; 

preparations against, 320, 323, 

336-340, 395-398, 403. 426. 546. 
584, 617, 663; massing of shipping 

for, 404; state of “Alert”, 404; 
U.S. opinion on dangers of, 404; 

U.S. troops in Ireland a deterrent 

to, 508, 534; amphibian tanks in, 
564; instructions to population in 

case of, 578; countering airborne 
attack in, 606; troops needed to 
repel, 613 

Invasion, Continental, preparations 
for, 424, 629; Churchill on, 512- 

515. See also Second Front 

Ipoh, 499 
Iran—see Persia 

Iraq, German designs on, 56, 57, 
208, 214, 432; British treaty with. 

204, 206; Axis propaganda in, 204; 

British troops sent to. 204-208, 
263 ; German aid to, 206, 210, 212- 

215, 260; impossibility of negotia¬ 
ting settlement with, 208-210, 215; 

air support for troops in, 208-210; 
British immediate aims in, 210, 

271; victory in, 212-215, 268, 324; 
troops from, for Persia, 378; trans¬ 

ferred to Middle East Command. 
498; German threat to, 661; men¬ 
tioned, 69, 185 

Iraqi Air Force, 209 

Ireland—see Eire; Northern Ireland 
Irish Brigade, 644 

Irish Channel, obstructions in, 99 

Ismay, General Lord, minutes to, 21, 

27, 30, 60, 63, 123, 147, 198. 205, 
207, 261, 289 n., 343, 379, 382. 388, 

405. 412, 431, 498-499. 540. 545. 
558, 560, 563-566, 567, 568, 570, 

572, 576. 577. 580. 583. 586, 590. 
592, 594. 596-598, 599-600. 602- 
604, 606, 611, 619, 623, 624, 627, 

628, 630, 632, 634. 637, 638, 639. 
650, 652, 653, 654. 655, 674; at 

Chequers, 246; on General Wavell, 

280; sent on mission to Russia, 370, 

371. 373. 4i 1; mentioned, 559, 563 
Istanbul, 26. 41, 564 

Italian Air Force, 429; in East Africa, 

80, 82; in Albania, 95; in North 
Africa, 166, 438; in Iraq, 212; 

weakness of, in Sicily, 386 

Italian Armistice Commission, in 
Syria, 260 

Italian Armv, surrenders inCyrenaica, 
64, 161; final defeat in East Africa, 
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82-83; lack of armour in, 152; 
troops in Afrika Korps, 327; in 

Operation “Crusader”, 436 

Italian Empire, destruction of, 20, 28, 

67. 75 « **q- 
Italian Navy, defeated at Cape 

Matapan, 178-179; out of action, 

181; its chance of exploiting British 

weakness, 243; attacks Valetta, 
385; German admiral on, 385; 
short of oil, 433 

Italian Somaliland, 75; campaign in, 

77-8o 
Italo-Yugoslav Pact, 132 

Italy, low morale in, 28, 62; passage 

of German troops through. 38; 

naval raids on mainland of, 62-63; 

asked for military support against 

Yugoslavia, 137-138; relations with 
Iraq, 204; German reinforcements 

to, 429; air attacks on, 429, 514, 
629; shortage of aerodromes in, 

429; at war with U.S.A., 478, 483, 

489; moral and military collapse of, 
507; possible landings on, 513. 517; 

Churchill’s message to, 561; propa¬ 

ganda leaflets on, 639 

Jacob, Maj.-Gcn. Sir E. I. C., 342; 
minutes to, 560, 588. 628 

Jaguar, H.M.S., 451 

“Jaguar”, Operation, 220, 558, 594, 
598 

Janus, H.M.S., 267 

Japan, informed of German move¬ 
ment in Balkans, 40; menacing 

attitude of. 64. 147. 318, 387, 428, 

460-469; German pressure on, to 
enter war. 147, 150, 156; dangers 

from participation of. in war, 148- 

149; China “incident” and, 149, 

349-350. 37o; Churchill’s ques¬ 
tions to, 156-157; negotiates with 

U.S., 150. 159-160, 349. 458, 460, 
4O3, 468, 671; occupies Indo¬ 

china, 341, 457; economic sanc¬ 

tions against. 341. 349, 459-460; 
strong U.S. attitude to, 350, 356, 

3.57. 37°. 4«4. 382, 460, 469; Rus- 

S,a and 361 363. 457. 489, 494; 
attacks Pearl Harbour, 421, 471, 

475. 481; Great Britain undertakes 
to declare war on, 428; rapid 

modernisation of, 453~454; society 
,n- 455-456; moderating influences 

on* 455. 457-458; Constitution of, 
456; secs opportunity for conquest, 

457* 459; contemplates war, 463, 
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470-474; Churchill suggests joint 
warning to, 471; warns Germany 
of war with U.S., 471; Britain de¬ 
clares war on, 479; attacks Malaya, 
479, 484. 489. 497-500; resources 
of, a wasting factor, 510; strategy 
against, 547-548; South American 
copper for, 567 

Japanese Air Force, attacks Pearl 
Harbour, 482; sinks British battle¬ 
ships, 484-486; efficiency of, 487, 
499; German aircraft in, 511 

Japanese Army, power and ambitions 
of, 455-456, 459 

Japanese Emperor, 456, 459, 463. 472 
Japanese Navy, 633; increasing 

activity of, 147; effects of participa¬ 
tion of, in war, 148-149; a moderat¬ 
ing influence, 455-456, 459; lacks 
oil, 459; Air arm of, 460; warlike 
activities of, 472; and Pearl 
Harbour, 481; has command of 
Pacific, 482, 483. 487, 489. 5?o; 
new battleships of, 510; Indian 
Ocean fleet to act as deterrent to, 
667,671 

Japanese-Soviet Neutrality Pact, 158, 
160 

Jean Bart, the, 519 
Jefferis, Colonel, 59* 
Jcffcris bomb, 637, 672 
Jehovah’s Witnesses, 637 
Jclib, 79 
Jervis, H.M.S., 63, 
Jewish Army, 577 _ _ . 
Jibouti, blockade of, 81-82, 601; 

mentioned, 567, 618 
Jijiga, 80 , 
Jodi, General, 137, 484; on attack on 

Yugoslavia, 138-13? 
Johnston, Rt. Hon. Thomas, 681 
Johnstone, Harcourt, 634 

jowiu/ Moil. Sir Wil.iam (Vis- 
count), 680 

Juba, river, 79 
Junkers 88, 106 
Juno, H.M.S., 230 

Kabul, telegrams from, 645. 647 
Kalamata, 188 
Kalinin, 374 
Kandahar, H.M.S., 230, 45 
Karelia, Eastern. 412, 4*3 
Kashmir, H.M.S., 233 
Kassala, 20. 21, 32. 76. 7» 
Keitel, Field-Marshal. 137, 298. 4»4. 

on attack on Yugoslavia, 139; on 

situation in North Africa, 326-327 
Kelly, H.M.S., 233 
Kenya, attack on Abyssinia from, 21, 

22, 28, 31, 77; troops in, 68, 70, 
77-79, 574, 61 x, 618; Smuts visits, 
77 

Keren, check at, 70, 77, 97; victory 
at, 82, 166 

Kermanshah, 382 
Kerr, Captain Ralph, 247 
Kesselring, Field-Marshal, 51, 452 
Keyes, Admiral of the Fleet Sir 

Roger (Baron), and Operation 
“Workshop”, 60-61; prepares in¬ 
vasion of Continent, 424 

Keyes, Lieut.-Colonel, 438 
Keynes, Baron, xox 
Khanaqin, 380 
Khurramshahr, 381 
Kiev, 306, 3x3, 359 
King, Rear-Admiral, 230-232, 239 
King. Rt. Hon. W. L. Mackenzie, 529; 

and Imperial War Cabinet, 329; 
telegrams to, 575- 595 

King George V, H.M.S., 670; trans¬ 
ports Halifax to U.S.A., 34; ,n 
pursuit of Bismarck, 244, 245, 247, 
250, 251, 254. 255; compared with 
U.S.S. Northern Carolina, 678 

King George V class battleships, x io; 
faults in. 649. 676-678; for Indian 
Ocean, 667. 670-671; disposition 
of, 668-670; displacement of, 678 

Kingston, H.M.S., 230 
Kipling, H.M.S., 233 
Kirkcnes, 408 
Kirkuk, 2x0 . 
Kismayu, 69; operation against, 77“ 

80, 88; Italian defences of, 594. 597 
Knezcvic, Major, X35 

F„ 431 • 473 i an<i 
capture of Wake Island, 522 

Knox, Mrs., 656 •:no 
Konoye, Prince, 159. 3491 

influence of, 4S7-458; rcs.gnat.cn 

Korysls,2 M.. Prime Minister of 
Greece, 7*"73. 941 su.c.dc of, .84 

Kota Bharu, 484. 497 
Kotor, 182 and n. 
Kra Isthmus. 472 
Krebs, Colonel, 15° 

4*4 
Kuneitra, 207 
Kursk, 489 
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La Pallice, Scharnhorst in, 589 n. 
Labour, Ministry of, and Production 

Executive, 100; and interchange¬ 
ability of labour, 106 

Lampson, Rt. Hon. Sir Miles (Baron 
Killeam), 283, 284 

Lance, H.M.S., 387 
Landing-craft, needed for Second 

Front, 307, 427, 514, 649 and n.\ 
German, 403-404, 426; British, 
preparation of, 424; flak (L.C.F.), 
604. Sec also Tank landing-craft 

Larissa, 183, 185 
Latona, H.M.S., 334, 335 
Latvia—see Baltic States 
Lauder, Sir Harry, 530 
Laval, Pierre, 25, 572 
Lave rack, General, 169 
Lawson, Brigadier, 497 
Laycock, Brigadier, 216, 237, 438; 

Director of Combined Operations, 
628, 632 

Leach, Captain John, 247, 343, 486 
Leathers, Lord, Minister of War 

Transport, minute to, 642; men¬ 
tioned, 126-127, 387-388, 681 

Lebanon, promise of independence 
to, 266 

Lee, Brigadier-General, 339-340 
Loeb, General von, 305 
Lc Gcntilhommc, General, 81, 267 
Leghorn, 63, 564 
Lemnos, 97 
Lend-Lease Bill, 108, no, 149, 356; 

supplies sent on to Russia, 339, 
356. 369; working out of aid 
under, 347; between Britain and 
Russia, 365; aid to China by, 464; 
temporary hold-up of supplies by, 
502 

Leningrad, German advance on, 305, 
362; withstands siege, 313, 420, 
489; Russian naval vessels at, 
367; Finnish threat to, 412; 
dangerous position of, 494, 542 

Levant, danger from German domin¬ 
ance in, 260-261, 263; need to 
occupy coastline of, 506 

Libya, 76; attacks on enemy rein¬ 
forcements for, 63, 385; garrison 
for, 67; value of victory in, 212; 
enemy reinforcements for, 320. 
386; release of troops from, to aid 
Russia, 365, 370; transference of 
aircraft to Persia from, 412, 419. 
Sec also Cyrenaica; North Africa 

Libyan campaigns, 21-23, 27; sub¬ 
ordinated to aid to Greece, 29; 
to come before Greek evacuation, 
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185. See also “Battle-axe”, Opera¬ 
tion; “Crusader”, Operation 

Life Guards, 622 
Lindemann, Professor—see ChcrwcU, 

Baron 
Linlithgow, Marquis of, Viceroy of 

India, minutes to, 282, 651; 
mentioned, 205 

Lion, H.M.S., 649, 675-676, 677, 

679 
List, General, 181 
Lithuania—see Baltic States 
Little Entente, Yugoslavia turns 

from, 132 
Litvinov, M., and United Nations 

Pact, 532, 534 
Lively, H.M.S., 387 
Liverpool, air raids on, 49, 122; con¬ 

trolling centre of Western Ap¬ 
proaches, 102, 124; volume of 
trade at, 126 

Lloyd, Lord, of Dollobran, 680 
Loch, General, 560 
Lofoten Islands, raids on, 565 
London, air raids on, 49, 51, 52; 

restricted trade in Port of, 99, 126; 
stir among Japanese in, 148; de¬ 
liveries of coal in, 564; homeless 
in rest centres of. 565 

London, H.M.S., 369 
Longfellow, H. W., quoted, 36 
Longmorc, Air Chief Marshal Sir 

A. M., 23, 30, 68, 168, 184; confers 
in Athens, 30; needs reinforce¬ 
ments, 95, 97; on air protection 
for Tobruk, 201; operational re¬ 
ports from, 563 

Lorient, U-boats based on, 119 
"Lustre”, Operation, 143, 235, 558, 

577 
Lutjcns, Admiral, 103-104, 255, 

Liitzoxe, 298 
Luzon, Japanese landing on, 483 
Lyttelton, Rt. Hon. Oliver, 343; 

Minister of State, Middle East, 
283-284, 481, 6S0; telegram to, on 
Australians in Tobruk. 332; paper 
to, on outcome of “Crusader”, 
428-430; telegrams, etc., to, 432; 
on replacement of Cunningham, 
446; President of Board of Trade, 
681 

MacArthur, General, 482. 484 
MacDonald, Rt. Hon. Malcolm J.t 

Minister of Health, 680; minutes 
to, 561, 565 
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Macedonia, Greek forces in, 72, 89- 
90, 180; promised to Bulgaria, 137; 
German invasion of, 181 

Macfarlane, General, 361, 375 
Machck, Dr., 132 
Machine tools, production of, 586 
Mack, Captain, 63, 233 
“Magics”, 470 
“Magnet”, Operation, 546, 558 
Maisky, M., 309, 362, 414; and 

Soviet-Polish Agreement, 314; and 
supplies for Russia, 361, 363; 
demands Second Front, 363-364; 
and action against Persia, 380; on 
breaking relations with Finland, 

412, 415 
Malaya, Japanese threat to, 150. 

340-341,460,470,522; cramping of 
defence of, 318; Japan attacks, 479. 
484, 489. 497-5°°'. aircraft needed 
for, 489; reinforcements for, 522; 
in South-Western Pacific Com¬ 
mand, 527; troops in, 576 

Malaya, H.M.S., fuelling destroyers 
from, 585; duties of, in Atlantic, 
669; mentioned, 63, 104, 202, 668 

Maleme, defence of, 224, 229; taken 
by enemy, 230; the Fleet bombards, 
235 ; R.A.F. attack, 237 

Malta, 69; defence of, 20, 38, 173. 
386; strategic importance of, 59; 
convoys to, 61-62, 385; air raids 
on, 62, 166. 433. 452; reinforce¬ 
ments for, 63, 199..202, 612, 020; 
submarines operating from, 03, 
raids on Tripoli from, 166; naval 
and air forces based on, 173« *74. 
220, 385-386, 436; possible :sea¬ 
borne attack on, 385; f°r°« based 
on. 386. 433. 448, 653; never 
assaulted, 432; minute to Governor 

of, 600 
Maltby, Major-General, 49° 
Man, Isle of, internees on, 652 
Manchester, air raid on, 48 
Manchester, H.M.S., 245 

Manchukuo, 457 . , p.o 
“Mandibles”, Operation, 43. °7. 55°. 

612, 628 
Manila, 483. 484.. 548 r. 
Mannerheim, Field-Marshal. Chur¬ 

chill’s exchange of notes with. 4J» 
Man-power, 651; source of. tor 

mobile troops, 39°'397; Chur¬ 
chill’s memorandum on. 402, 
Army demands on. 6l3“®17. °3°. 
Committee, 630; use in bui ding, 
633; demands on British, ?j>4 

Margesson, Rt. Hon. Dav.d (V.s- 

count), Secretary of State for War, 
minutes to, 396, 404, 562, 568, 

57X-572, 575. 576, 579. 589. 591. 
604, 606, 610, 613, 620, 622, 630, 
635, 641-644, 646, 648, 651, 652, 
655, 657, 672; mentioned, 575, 681 

“Marita”, Operation, 137-138, 558 
Markovic, M., 132-134, 135 
Marshall, General G. C. (U.S.A.), 

539; realises risk of neutrality, 473; 
in Algiers, 517; on commander for 
South-Western Pacific, 527, 529; 
Dill’s friendship for, 537; on trans¬ 
port of troops to Ireland, 549 

Marshall-Cornwall, General, 171 
Martel, General, 591 
Martinique, 596 
Martlet aircraft, 596, 631 
Massawa, 75, 83, 594. 597. 618, 630 
Matapan, Battle of, 178-179. 181 
Matthews, Mr., American Counsellor 

at Vichy, 112 
Matsuoka, Yosukc, visits Moscow, 

149. 15*. *55. 157-i 59; visits 
Berlin. 149. 15 *"* 5^1 v,s,ts Nome, 
157; Churchill’s letter to, 156-157. 
594; his reply, 159-160; fall of, 
160; against talks with U.S., 458 

Mauritius, 584 
Meat ration, 602, 620, 622, 625. 647 
Mcchili, 164. 168, 169. 170. 176 
Mediterranean, effect of french 

participation on, 22-23; German 
air warfare in, 27, 31, 59-62, 95. 
152, 447, 450; fear of German in¬ 
tervention in, 38, 43; attacks on 
British convoys in, 61-62; attacks 
on German communications in, 

63. i7*-*72. 174. 22°. 447. 45°. 
606; moving troops across hastern, 
87; removal of Fleet from Eastern, 
in event of Japanese entry into war, 
148; convoy of tanks sent through, 
199-203; position in, before attack 
on Crete, 226; Eastern, unusable 
for convoys, 385. U-boats in, 
409, 434; plans for British ex¬ 
pedition in/ 423. 426; British air 

supremacy in Central, 429. rJ,°^ 
ing of. to convoys. 429; Britain 
loses naval and air supremacy in. 
452. 5°°. 54°: free P^ge through; 
c 10; torpedo aircraft for, 54°. 
high-speed fighters needed in. 
565; aircraft-carriers and, 653. 6t,7. 

destroyers for. 654 e 
Mediterranean Fleet duty of to stop 

enemy traffic to Afr.ca 172. 

220, 385; reinforcements tor, 173. 
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174. *97. 202; bombardment of 
Tripoli by, 172, 193-196; defeats 

Italian Fleet, off Cape Matapan, 

178-179; and embarkation of 
troops from Greece, 186-188; and 

defence of Crete, 222, 230-235; 

losses of, 233, 235, 243; nearing 
exhaustion, 235; evacuates troops 

from Crete, 237-240; and Tobruk, J34-335; loses fuelling base in 
TCte, 385; dominates Mediter¬ 

ranean, 385; U-boat losses in, 434, 
451; assists in Operation “Cru¬ 

sader”, 447, 451; loss of Eastern, 

452 
Melos, 231, 235 

Mcnzies, Rt. Hon. R. G., and Aus¬ 
tralian troops for Greece, 67, 74, 

95; and organisation of War 

Cabinet, 328; loses office, 329; 

telegrams to, 329. 33°. 357. 599. 
601; in Canada, 595, 599; Minister 
for Co-ordination of Defence, 659; 

mentioned, 49, 144 

Merchant cruisers, armed, 596 

Merchant ships, aircraft launched 
from, 105, 118. 122-123; arming 
of, 106; building of, 106, 676; 

speeding up turn-round of, 106- 

107, 125; sunk by U-boat, 129- 
131J disguised German, 409; losses 

of, 410, 609; conversion of, into 
landing-craft, 427, 629; U.S. 

production of, 538; protection of. 

by nets, 587 n. See also Atlantic 
Ocean; Convoys; Shipping 

Mersa Matruh, 170, 193, 198, 277 
Mersey, 121, 584; air raids on, 48-49, 

99. i°6. 126 
Mcsscrvy, General, 278-279 

Mctaxas, General, 30, 184 

Middle East, strength of British arms 
in, 22, 70; disposition of forces in, 

68, 70-71; effect of Japanese par¬ 

ticipation on, 148; effect of loss 
of, 191; air reinforcements to, 

197. 226, 398, 595, 639; Hitler’s 
lost chance in, 215; Cavalry 

Division in, 264, 266-267, 562; 
air-power governing position in. 

263; change in command in, 
280-282, 284, 319; “Intcndant- 

General” for, 283, 285, 618; 

Cabinet Minister in, 283-284; U.S. 
supplies to, 285, 320,618; “British” 

troops in, 321, 332, 391-392; rein¬ 
forcements for, 322, 340, 365, 387- 

39*..57°. 599. 610, 617, 638-639; 
relation of, to security of U.K., 

336-339; an "indefensible posi¬ 
tion”, 340; troops from, for Persia, 
378, 380; mass of manoeuvre in, 

387, 612; possibilities of action in, 

392, 665; Germany plans action 

in, 432; aircraft from, for Far East, 

489, 498; refrigerated meat ships 
in, 583; composition of Army in, 

610-611, 613; interior economy of 

Army of, 621, 639; Commandos 

wasted in, 628; night-fighter de¬ 
fences in, 635; tanks for, 672-675 

Military Intelligence, Director of, 
minute to, 648 

Minefields, to cover North-Western 

Approaches, 99; losses to Force K 

'"•45* 
Mines, magnetic, 99, 122; shipping 

lost through, 410. See also Aerial 
mines 

Ministers, speeches of, on war, 559 

Miquelon, occupation of, 521 
Mirl kovic. General Bora, 135 

Mobile Naval Base Defence Organisa¬ 
tion, 216; in Crete, 219, 223; 
transport of, 594 

Mogadishu, 80, 88 

Mohatvk, H.M.S., 63 
Molotov, Vyacheslav, 288, 295, 367, 

375. 492; and Matsuoka, 151, 155, 

*57-158; and German threat of 
invasion, 296; receives German 
declaration of war, 297 

Monastir, 181, 182 

Moncmvasia, 188 

Montgomery, Field-Marshal Sir 

Bernard (Viscount), 163; on 

Churchill’s note on strategy, 394 

Moore-Brabazon. Rt. Hon. J. T. C. 

(Baron), Minister of Transport and 
Minister of Aircraft Production, 

399. 679, 681; minutes to, 374. 
625, 630-631, 645 

Morocco. 22. 423, 426; danger of 
German arrival in, 191, 519; 

Anglo-American intervention in[ 

43*. 5°8-5*°- Sec also North 
Africa 

Morrison. Rt. Hon. Herbert S., 

Home Secretary and Minister of 

Home Security, 680; minutes to, 

56*, 563. 564. 569. 577. 585. 627, 
652 

Morrison. Rt. Hon. W. S., 680 

Morshead, General, 165, 171 

Morton, Major Desmond, 289; 
minute to, 621 

Moscow, Matsuoka in, 149, 151, iS7_ 

159; advance on, 313,359, 374> 648; 
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Churchill visits, 317; Hopkins’s 

mission to, 342; British-U.S. mis¬ 

sion to, 355.. 364. 366, 368, 663- 

666; state ot siege in, 374; Wavell to 

go to, 413; Eden in, 416-418, 419, 

478, 489, 491; German failure 

before, 420, 489 

Mosley, Sir Oswald, 563, 652 

Mosul, 210-212 

Mount Vernon, the, 522 

Mountbatten, Admiral Lord Louis 

(Earl), in defence of Crete, 233; at 

Malta, 386; new post for, 424; 

mission of, to U.S., 424, 431 

Moyne, Lord, Secretary of State for 

Colonies, 680; minutes to, 577, 

601 

Msus, 64 

Mufti of Jerusalem, 204, 214, 641 

“Mulberry”, 558 

Munitions, scale of Allied produc¬ 

tion, 537-538; falling off in pro¬ 
duction, due to air raids, 566; re¬ 

ception of ships carrying, 569, 574, 

576; from United States, 662 

Murmansk, R.A.F. squadrons based 

on, 311, 361, 647; carriage of 

supplies to, 313, 318, 408; Finnish 

threat to communications of, 412; 

reinforcement of Russians in, 426; 

German move against, 634, 637 

Murray, Rt. Hon. Sir David King, 

680 
Musclier, Admiral, 521 

Mussolini, Benito, Hitler’s letters, 

telegrams, etc., to, 25-27, 138; 

African adventures of, 76, 84; 

Matsuoka visits, 157; and supplies 

to North Africa, 433 

Mustard gas, 632 

Nagumo, Admiral, 481 

Naiad, H.M.S., 202, 230-231 

Napier, H.M.S., 239 

Nauplion, 188 
Navy—ree Royal Navy; also German, 

Italian, Japanese, United States 

Navy, etc. . 
Nawanagar, Maharaja of, 584 

Nazi-Soviet Pact, and Poland, 314 

Nazi-Soviet Relations, 41, 293 n 

Neame, General, 72. 166-167; 

ture of, 168-169, 177 

Nehru, Pandit, 651 

Nelson, Donald, 537 

Nelson, H.M.S., 172, 190-197. 
677; for Far East, 461, 402, 

668-669 

cap- 

582, 

5"» 

Nelson class battleship, 667 

Neptune, H.M.S., 451 

Neutrality Act, American, 389, 406; 
virtual repeal of, 465 

New Caledonia, 549 

Netv Toronto, the, 570, 574 

New Zealand, Japanese threat to, 148, 

387, 460, 483; anxious about troops 

in Crete, 221; does not desire 

representation on War Cabinet, 660 

Netv Zealand Star, the, 202 

New Zealand troops, in Africa, 21; in 
Greece, 71, 74, 91, 93-96, 179, 180, 

182-183, *84. 188, 222; losses of, 
in Greece, 189; commander of, 220, 

222; in Crete, 220, 223, 229, 230, 

237, 242; feel unappreciated, 223; 

in Operation “Crusader”, 436 n., 

44*. 445. 448, 500; in Middle East, 
611, 613, 617 

Newfoundland, U.S. bases in, 116, 

118, 120; surface raiders off, 120; 
capital ship stationed at, 120; 

Churchill and Roosevelt meet in, 

342, 344 
Night-fighting devices, 635 

Nile, Army of the, 21, 24, 44, 401, 

613; reinforcements for, 31, 79, 

639; achievement of, 64; to be sent 

to Greece, 86, 97; Field State of, 
389; development and maintenance, 

618 

Nizam, H.M.S., 239 
Noble, Admiral Sir Percy, Com- 

mander-in-Chief of Western Ap¬ 

proaches, 102, 124 
Nomura, Admiral, Washington mis¬ 

sion of, 151, 159. 349 
Non-Aggression Pact, Russo-Ger¬ 

man, 457 , , 
Norfolk, H.M.S., in pursuit of 

Bismarck, 245-247. 251 

Normandie, the, 388 
Norrie, General, 436 n., 44°. 442 
North Africa, hopes of French co¬ 

operation in, 22-23, 665; Wcy- 

gand’s policy in. 22-23; Smuts on 
campaign in. 28; attacks on sup¬ 

plies and reinforcements to. 03, 

171-173, 177. 220, 447. 45°-4.5'. 
606, 662; question of removing 

French ships to, 111; Desert Hank 

in. 16 v et seq.; consequences ot 

German successes in, 1931 Prc' 

parations for battle in, 270-275. 
220; supply difficulties in, 271. 2£: 3**3*6-328. 66*;3upp,« 
for and Russian needs. 3,f>- 

German High Command on situa- 
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tion in, 326-328; U.S. interest in 

French, 422, 431,494; British plans 

for French, 423, 426, 431, 446, 

494, 507-510, 513, .614, 653; Ger¬ 
man plans regarding, 432, 495, 
665; change of fortune in, 451- 

452; Allied intervention in French, 

507-510. 516, 519-520. 534. 549; 
possible Franco-German collabora¬ 

tion in, 509; Vichy’s duty in, 530; 

indecisive success in, 550; defence 

of ports of, 594. 597; air reinforce¬ 
ments to, 594 

Northern Australia, supply line in, 

527 
Northern Carolina, U.S.S., compared 

with H.M.S. King George V, 678- 
679 

Northern Ireland, new airfields in, 
99; U.S. troops for, 425-426, 508, 

20, 533. 539. 546, 549; U.S. 
ombers for, 540; transfer of divi¬ 

sion to, 568, 57«“572; unsaleable 

potatoes in, 569 
North-Western Approaches, protec¬ 

tion of, 106, 117, 119; shipping 
losses in, 108, 581; U.S. bases in, 

121; catapult ships for, 124 
Norway, representative of, expelled 

from Russia, 295; sweeps off coast 
of, 308; landing of troops in. 310, 
426,513; Second Front in, 368,665, 

673 ; liberation of, 637; shooting of 

trade unionists in, 638 
Nottingham, air raid on, 51 

Nova Scotia, U.S. bases in, 118, 120; 
capital ship stationed off, 120 

Novorossisk, 391 
Nubian, H.M.S., 230, 235 

Nuffield, Viscount, 376 

Nuremberg Records, 137, 147, 298 
Nye, General, 419 

O’Connor, Captain R. C., 451 
O’Connor, General Sir R. N., 64, 

167 ; capture of, 168-169. 177 

Oil, protection of pipe-line, 207; 
German threat to Russian supply, 
313; Japan deprived of, 341,459, 

468-469; safeguarding of Persian, 
377, 380-382; destruction of wells 

in Borneo, 499-500; German need 

for, 547; British imports of, 547, 
575. See also Petrol 

Oklahoma, U.S.S., 482 

Olympus, Mount, 183, 185 

Oran, 508; Dunkerque in, 111, 112- 

”3 

Orel, 374 
“Orient”, Plan, 432, 558 
Orion, at Cape Matapan, 

178; in Battle of Crete, 230, 238 

Orrin, Elsie, 627 

Ottawa, Churchill in, 519, 527, 529- 

53' 
Ottawa Agreement, and Atlantic 

Charter. 348, 351 
“Overlord”, Operation, 516, 558 

Pacific Ocean, dangers from Japanese 

Navy in, 148; U.S. warns Japan 

against encroachment in, 350; 

British battle squadron for, 428, 
461; Japanese terms for peace in, 

468; Japanese mastery of, 482, 487, 

489. 5to, 548; regaining command 

of, 506, 511, 513. 547; unified 
commands in South-Western, 527- 

530; disasters to come in, 531 
Paget, General Sir Richard, Com- 

mandcr-in-Chief Home Forces, 

413; minute to, 658 
Pai-tak Pass, 382 

Palairet, Sir Michael, 92-93, 184, 240 

Palestine, 69; troops from, for Iraq, 
206-209. 261; defence of. 261, 323 ; 

reinforcements for, 261-262; route 

to, through Turkey, 323, 388, 391, 
433; Cavalry Division in, 261, 562, 

572, 574.621; illegal immigrants to, 

577 
Palm Beach, 538-539 

Palmyra, 267, 622 

Pantcllcria, 38 ; plan to capture, 59-61 
Panzer troops, 163; in North Africa, 

I7i. 271. 275, 276. 326, 332 
Papagos. General. 27, 30. 73, 92; 

plan of, against German threat, 89- 

9*. 96-97: and disposition of 
Greek forces, 179; suggests British 
evacuation, 183 

Parachute troops, German, in N. 

Africa, 162; German, in Crete, 

217-218, 224, 228, 229; British 
neglect of, 592, 597; protection to 

hands of, 592; points concerning 
exercise for, 623 

Parliament, division in Secret Session, 
646; calling up of Members, 656 

Pas de Calais, British air superiority 
over, 403, 603 

Patam, 484. 497 

Paul, Prince, Regent of Yugoslavia, 

132; British appeal to, 89; his fear 

of Germany, 133-*35; abdication 
of, 136 
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Pearl Harbour, Japanese attack on, 

151, 421, 471, 475, 481; U.S. losses 

at, 482, 489 
Pedder, Colonel, 267 

Peloponnese, German troops in, 188 

Penang, invasion of, 499 

Pensions of widows of Service men 

killed on leave, 593 

Penelope, 387, 448, 451 

Pennsylvania, U.S.S., 482 

Percival, General A. E., 529 

Persia, plans for defence of, 317, 384; 

brought into Allied camp, 323, 361, 

363, 383; transport of supplies to 

Russia across, 360-361, 366, 368, 

373. 377. 382-383, 388, 4*4. 4*5. 
427, 637, 664; transport of British 

troops across, 367, 369, 412, 4*6, 

665; Russian troops in, 369, 375, 

384, 427; Germans in, 377. 380, 

382, 384; ultimatum to, 378, 380; 

Anglo-Russian invasion of, 380- 

382; conditions imposed on, 384; 

British air squadrons in North, 

412, 419; Germany plans attack on, 

432, 661; transferred to Middle 

East Command, 498; improving 

communications in, 637, 661 

Persia, Shah of, 38*-382, 384 

Perth, 230-231, 239-240 

P^tain, Marshal, 23, 25. 520; and re¬ 

moval of Dunkerque, 11 l-i 14» pos¬ 

sible German demand to, 43*1 

illness of, 495 , „ , . , 
Peter II. King of Yugoslavia, 136, 

181-182; evacuation of, 182 n. 

Petrol, reduction in basic ration of, 

601; supplementary ration of, and 

log-book, 630, 633 
Petroleum Department, 585. °47. 

minute to, 575 

Petsamo, 408 
“Phantoms, the”, 163 

Philippines, Japanese menace to. >5'. 

.54. 34'. 47°, 489: Japanese attack 
on, 482; reinforcements for. 

through Australia, 5*3 i >n Sou,h- 
Western Pacific Command, 527 

Phillips, Admiral Sir Tom, 402, 4*4~ 

487 
Phoebe, H.M.S., 239-240 
Phosgene gas, inadequate production 

of, 588 o 
Pile, General. 397.. 635. 648 

“Pilgrim”, Operation, 34». 35*. 55°. 

669 

p!raus,athe.nblowing up of munition 

ship in, 180 

Pisa, raid on, 63 

Placentia Bay, 342, 344, 389 

Platt, General, 77, 79, 80-83, *66 
Plymouth, air raids on, 49; con¬ 

trolling centre of Western Ap¬ 

proaches moved from, 102 
Points system, 629-630, 656 

Pola, the, sinking of, 179 

Poland, preparations for Russia’s 

invasion in, 288; Russian negotia¬ 

tions with, 314-317; post-war 

frontiers of, 492 

Polish troops, for Greece, 7*, 96, 179; 
for Crete, 226; leave Syria, 260; in 

Russia, 314-316, 666; in Tobruk, 

331; in Britain, 400; in N. Africa, 

500; in Middle East, 574; officers 

from, for West Africa, 600, 654; 

armoured, 657 

Pope, General, 59* 
Port Darwin, U.S. Air Force at, 483; 

supply base at, 527 

Port Emergency Committees, 48 

Port Sudan, 618, 630 
Portal, Marshal of the Royal Air 

Force Sir Charles (Viscount), 342; 

and Operation “Tiger”, 200; on 

strength of R.A.F., 340; minutes 

to, 398. 399. 562. 565. 569. 579- 
580. 586, 588, 594. 600, 602, 605, 

628, 632, 634. 635. 640, 647. 650- 
651. 654; accompanies Churchill 

to Washington. 478, 49©. 5°4. 5©5: 
and transatlantic flight, 550, 553 

Ports. British, air attacks on, 48-49. 

99, 106; improving service at, 106- 

107, 127; difficulties regarding use 

of, 126; use of small, 583; alter¬ 

native facilities, 642 

Portsmouth, air raids on, 48-49 
Portugal and Azores, 119. 348-3491 

German pressure on, 120; question 

of passage of German troops 

through, 519 

Post-war relief, pool of wheat for, 

Poultry, backyard, 602, 658 
Pound. Admiral of the Fleet Sir 

Dudlev, First Sea Lord, discussions 

of. with Ghormley, * *8; and1 attac 

on Tripoli. 194; agrees to Opera¬ 

tion “Tiger”, 200. 202; and Bis 
n:arek, 255: minutes, etc to. 30*. 

^86, 495- 56o. 565. 569. S/O' 5/5- 

581. 482. 585. 592. 594. 596. 605. 

6.9. 628. 633. 636. 641. 649. 
a-, 6«;4, 666. 671. 676. 6/8. at hr. 
conference between Churchill and 
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Roosevelt, 342, 343; and Far 

Eastern Fleet, 461; at Washington, 

478, 490; announces loss of battle¬ 
ships, 487; on Duke 0f York, 491, 

504, 505; and transatlantic flight, 

550; minute from, on disposition 
of Fleet in Indian Ocean, 667-670; 

on battleship design, 677-679; 

mentioned, 104, 447 
Pownall, Lieut.-General Sir Henry, 

246, 499, 529; in Singapore, 523 

“P.Q.” convoy, 408 

Press, disclosures made by, 559 
Pridham-Wippell, Vice-Admiral, 178, 

187 
Prien, Captain, 108 
Prince of Wales, H.M.S., 677 ; in pur¬ 

suit of Bismarck, 244-248; in 
action, 247; Churchill’s voyage in, 

342-344. 357-358; Roosevelt on. 
345; escorts Malta convoy, 385; 

sent to Far East, 414, 461-462, 483. 
667; loss of, 484-487, 489 

Princes, Chamber of, 584 
Prinz Eugen, the, 244-246, 250 

Priorities, system of, 627 

Prisoners, exchange of, radio mes¬ 
sages concerning, 645 

Production Executive, too; minute 

to, 633 
Proximity fuze, 560, 645 
Prussia, post-war treatment of, 492, 

494 
“Prussian militarism”, 561, 666 

“Puff-balls”, 637 
“Punishment”, Operation, 146, 558 

Purchasing Commission, British, 662 
Purvis, Arthur, 355, 662 

Purvis Programme, 110 

Queen Elizabeth, 202, 668; damage to, 

451, 540; American troops on, 549; 
number of troops on, 583 

Queen Mary, American troops on, 

549; number of troops on, 583 
Quinan, General, 380, 384 

Radar, 50; German, 52; use against 
U-boats, 107, 122, 405; use of, in 

pursuit of Bismarck, 251; airborne 

(A.S.V.), 407, 582; stations in NAV. 

Approaches, 582; stations at Basra, 

587 

Radio beam bombing, 50-52, 624- 

625 

Raeder, Admiral, and American aid 
to Britain, 122 

707 

Railways, delayed-action mines on, 

636. See also Trans-Persian railway 

Ramillies, H.M.S., 103, 358, 668; in 
pursuit of Bismarck, 244, 250 

Ramsay, Admiral Sir B. H., 566 

Ramsbotham, Rt. Hon. Herwald, 680 

Rashid Ali, attacks British, 205, 208, 

210,214; flight of, 214; seeks Ger¬ 
man aid, 260; Russia recognises, 

295; mentioned, 56, 204 

Rawlings, Rear-Admiral, 230, 232, 

238 
Rayak, 207 

Red Sea, end of Italian naval force in, 

83 ; clear of enemy, 583 
Regent, 182 n. 

Reid. Rt. Hon. J. S. C\, 680 

Keith, I,ord, Minister of Works and 
Buildings, 681; minutes to, 561, 

641 

Renotvn, H.M.S., 63. 202, 582; in 

pursuit of Bismarck, 244-245, 254; 
for Far East, 461, 462, 667-670 

Repulse, H.M.S., 582; in pursuit of 

Bismarck, 244; sent to Far East, 
462, 483, 667, 670; loss of, 484- 

487. 489 
Resolution, H.M.S., 668 

Retimo, 219, 224, 236; defence of, 

223. 229. 236-237 
Reuben James, U.S.S., 407 

Rexenge, H.M.S., 668; in pursuit of 

Bismarck, 244, 250 

Reykjavik, U.S. convoys to, 124; 
Churchill in, 357-358 

Rhodes. British plan to capture, 31, 

43. *>6. f»7. 70. 92. 9b, 216; shelving 
of plan, 87. 91, 167. 193, 216; Ger¬ 

man air bases in, 181, 218 
Ribbentrop, Herr von, 137, 288, 457, 

471; on German troop movements 
in Balkans, 39-40; urges Japan to 
attack Singapore, 147, 150; Mat- 

suoka’s discussions with, 151-154, 

156; delivers declaration of war, 

296-297; told of Japanese attack 
on America, 484 

Richelieu, the, 519 

Rifles, production of, 565, 628; con¬ 

voys earn ing, 569. 576; American, 

for Home Defence, 576, 663; 
captured Italian. 655 

Rintelen, General von, 139 

Ritchie, General, in command of 
“Crusader”, 445, 448-450 

Robert. Admiral. 521 

Rockall, Radar station on, 582 

Rockets, in defence of Malta, 173; 

carrying aerial mines, 578; in 
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chemical warfare, 587; researches 
in, 645; various types of, 655 

Rodney, 104, 172, 196-197; 
in pursuit of Bismarck, 244, 251, 
254-255; escorts Malta convoy, 
385; for Far East, 461, 462, 5x1, 

668-669 
Rogers, Commander Kelly, 550-553 
Rome, Matsuoka at, 157 
Rommel, Marshal Erwin, 163-164; 

sent to North Africa, 152, 163; 
attacks Agheila, 166; reinforce¬ 
ments for, 197, 201, 272-276, 386, 

433, 447, 5*6, 546; British need to 
defeat, 270, 423; difficulties of, 
271, 272, 322, 326-328; on de¬ 
fensive, 279, 328; complains of 
lack of supplies, 434; composition 
of army of, 436; attack on head¬ 
quarters of, 438; raid of, 442, 448; 
intercepted oil supplies of, 447; 
retakes Sidi Rezegh, 448; Air 
Forces come to assistance of, 452; 

escape of, 546, 55° 
Roosevelt, Elliott, 345 
Roosevelt, Mrs., 518 
Roosevelt, President Franklin D., 

Churchill’s correspondence with. 

33. 35-36, 55. 8*. 97. 109. no-114. 

117-121, 148-149. 171. 174. 190- 

191. 234. 245. 259. 266, 284, 298. 

343. 365. 371. 387-389. 422. 425- 
428, 433. 446, 463. 469. 471. 478. 
591, 629. 643 ; 2nd Harry Hopkins, 

33“34I concerned for Italians in 
Abyssinia, 81; assents to Lend- 

Lease Bill, 108; gives armed aid to 

Britain, 116, 154; and Atlantic de¬ 
fence, 116-121, 406; on evacuation 

from Greece, 190; on Russian 

strength, 3*7; and defence of 

Middle East, 3391 first meeting 
with Churchill, 339. 34*. 345'. 
and drafting of Atlantic Charter, 
346-356; message of. to Stalin, 
-icA- and supplies for Russia, 368, \IV 371-372; 1‘nds U.S. trans¬ 
ports 387-389. 3?2; "shoot first 
order of. 406; desires to brine U.S. 
to war. 422. 464. 473; 2nd Mount- 
batten, 424; his interest m 
Africa, 43'. 534; declines to meet 
Konoyc, 462; on negotiations with 
Taoan 468; confirms Japanese 
attack 475; Churchill visits, 478- 
:;r4874.4590.5.8et«e,, 532er!e?, 

and Stalin’s proposals for P0^-^ 

settlement, 494. 542; and Chur¬ 
chill’s papers on future course ot 

war, 506; Churchill’s affection for, 
5*8, 535; map room of, 519; 
anxious to get U.S. troops into 
action, 520, 549; and United 
Nations Pact, 520, 532; on need 
for unity of command in South- 
Western Pacific, 527, 529; talks to 
Litvinov, 532; and American war 
production, 537; and Churchill’s 
’phone call to Wendell Willkie, 
543; allocates tanks to Egypt, 618, 
621; mentioned, 356, 357—358 

Rostov, 420 
Rotterdam, air attack on, 635 
Rouinania, 286; co-operates with Ger¬ 

many, 25-26, 137; German troop 
concentration in, 29, 36, 39, 41, 66, 
72, 139; bombing oilfields of, 42; 
Hungary and, 139; Germany 
guarantees, 153; British declaration 

of war on, 41 x, 4«3. 4*5. 417-41.8; 
invasion of Russia by, 413; Soviet 
post-war plans for, 493 

Roumanian troops in Russian cam¬ 

paign, 288, 305. 362 
“Round-up”, Operation, 516, 558 
Royal Air Force, increasing strength, 

19-20, 664; in Greece, 23, 28, 39, 
42, 94, 180, 185, 189; strength of, 
compared with German, 47. 429. 
60x, 606-608, 626, 635; in Middle 

East. 68, X72-X73. 3,**. 39©. 586; 
reinforcements needed for, 95. 
attacks battle-cruisers at Brest, 
124. 588; based on Malta, 173. 
386; in Iraq, 205. 207-210, 212; 
weakness of, in Crete, 222, 224; 
aids evacuation of Crete, 237, 239; 
authorised to act against German 
aircraft on French territory, 262; 
in Operation “Battlcaxe”, 279. 32| 1 

raids Germany, 3©7. 312. 366; in 
Russia, 311. 361. 647. and defence 

of Britain. 337. 4©4r405. 4*9: use 
to be made of, during and before 

battle. 393-394*. technicians lent jo 
factories, 396; increased fighter 

strength. 398; need for more 

bombers for. 398-399 '. lo. hJ*P * 

fend Caucasus, 412. 4«9; «n °PC™‘ 
tion “Crusader”, 436. 44©. 442, 

.Ac 4c 1, coo; at Singapore, 

486; sent to India. 497; t,.^ upf at 
home. 546; training of pilots for 
in U.S.A.. 595'. daylight bombing 
by. 600. 603 ; ground pereonnel oh 
to defend aerodromes. 602. 605. 
in co-operation with Army. 632. 
634; ground personnel of, scale o . 
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639, 647; over France, French 
money for, 640; Irish Wing of, 644 ; 
losses in, 650 

Royal Army Service Corps, 390, 630 
Royal Artillery, 393 
Royal Canadian Navy, 117, 121 
Royal Navy, shipbuilding and repairs 

in, 106, no, 675-679; help given 
to Russia by, 308, 311; and de¬ 
fence of Britain, 405; in Far East, 
414, 428, 461-462; needs to de¬ 
velop fuelling at sea, 581; Air 
Force and, 634; value of rocket to, 

645 
Royal Sovereign, 668 
Rubber, sent from Russia to Germany, 

295; sent to Russia from England, 

3«2. 364 
Rundstedt, Marshal von, in Russian 

campaign, 293, 305, 313, 420; ad¬ 
vance of, 420 

Russia, Soviet, effect of German 
action in Balkans on, 24, 26, 38-41, 
86; pressure of. on Bulgaria, 25; 
relations with Germany, 26, 153, 
>56. 158, 457; effect of British 
action on, 42; German preparations 
to invade, 48, 52. 58, 86. 124, 153. 
159, 227, 286-289, 293-296; Hit¬ 
ler's hatred of, 53; and Turkey, 97, 
153; occupies Bessarabia and 
Bukovina, 133; ties between Eng¬ 
land and, 153; signs Neutrality 
Fact with Japan, 158, 160; German 
invasion of, 160, 293, 297. 305; 
disastrous mistakes of, 286, 297; 
sends supplies to Germany, 288, 
293. 3°6; seeks to appease Germany, 
295; Germany declares war on, 
296-297; conduct of German 
troops in, 298; U.S.-British help 
for, 299-301, 306, 309-312, 3*7. 
339. 343. 354. 359 « scq., 384. 488, 
502, 507, 513; demands "Second 
Front", 307, 309-3*0, 363-366, 
367-370; and agreement with 
Poland, 314-317; Polish prisoners 
in, 314-317; at first a liability 
rather than an asset to Britain, 317; 
and Atlantic Charter, 350, 357; 
and invasion of Persia, 361, 378, 
380; and Japan. 361, 363, 457, 468, 
489. 491, 494; losses in, 362; 
possibility of capitulation of, 363; 
British troops to aid, 367, 374, 
391, 412, 416. 430; reception of 
Anglo-U.S. Mission in, 370; trans¬ 
port of supplies to. 372-374. 388, 
404, 407, 4x2; morale in, 372; 
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unreasonable reproaches of, 374, 
415; medical aid to, 375; consul¬ 
tations with, on military matters, 
411, 413-416; German failure in, 
489. 507. 648; Stalin’s territorial 
ambitions for, 492-493, 541; East¬ 
ern Army of, 494; not represented 
on Combined Chiefs of Staff Com¬ 
mittee, 536; S. American copper 
for, 567; and Wheat Agreement, 
643; munitions of war for, 662- 
663; directive for Anglo-American 
conference with, 663-666; Polish 
and Czech armies in, 666 

Russian Air Force, destroyed on 
ground, 292, 297, 299. 3*7; 
strength of, 429 

Russian Army, taken by surprise, 
297. 3*7; strength of, 305-306, 
419; in Persia. 369. 375. 384. 427; 
re-equipment of, 663 

Russian campaign, German policy for 
conduct in, 298; German initial 
successes, 305. 3*3"3*4. 3*7. 363; 
effect of, on N. Africa, 320, 323; 
Russian resistance in, 359, 361, 
374. 4*7. 420, 547; guerrilla war¬ 
fare in, 359; effect of winter on, 
420. 489, 507, 547; German air¬ 
craft lost in, 636; German films of, 
636 

Russian Military Mission, 307, 308 
Russian Navy, British contact with, 

308; compensation for losses in, 
367-368 

Rutba, 209 

Saigon. 147, 485, 487 

St. John’s, Newfoundland, escort 
base at, 117 

St. Pierre, occupation of, 521 
Saionji, Prince, 456 
Sakhalin, 158 
Salazar, Dr., 348 
Salford, air raids on, 48 
Salonika, German threat to, 24, 27, 

29-30. 4*. *38; difficulty of cover¬ 
ing, 70. 74; defence of, 89 

Salter, Sir Arthur, 578 
Salvage Service, 103, 125, 597 
Sandford, Brigadier, 77 
Sarajevo, 136 
Satyagrahi prisoners, 651 
Scandinavia, preparing troops for 

landing in, 546. Sec also Norway 
Scapa Flow, 35, 342 ; security of, 540 
Scarpanto, attack on, 235, 238 
Schamhorst, the, attacks shipping, 
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103-104, 120; in Brest, 124-125, 
244, 588; damage to, 589 n. 

Scheer, the, attacks shipping, 103 
Schulenburg, Count von, 40, 137, 

151; on Matsuoka’s visit to Mos¬ 
cow, 158; interviews Hitler before 
invasion of Russia, 293; telegrams 
of, on Russian-German relations, 
295-296; delivers declaration of 
war, 297; end of, 297 rt. 

“Scorcher”, Operation, 212, 225- 
226, 271, 558 

Scotland, new airfields in, 99; pro¬ 
duction of sugar-beet in, 599 

Scottish Commando, exploit of, 438 
“Sea Lion”, Operation, 48, 558 
Sebastopol, 391 
“Second Front”, destruction of, 286, 

306, 374; Russian demand for, 

307, 309. 363-366, 368-370, 3731 
impossibility of forming, 307, 310. 
3x1, 494; Northern, 311, 665; in 
Sicily, 423; Churchill's plans for, 

506, 512-515, 665, 666 
Secret Session, division in, 646 
Serbia, German army in, 181 
Serbs, antagonism between Croat 

and, 132—133 
Sforza, Count, 81 
Shadow Brigade, West African, 600 

Shahabad, 382 
Shaiba, 205, 208 
Shefcrzen, 442, 449 
Sheffield, H.M.S., 63, 202; in pursuit 

of Bismarck, 246, 254 . 
Shigcmitsu, Mr., 156; visits Churchill, 

149—150 
Shinwcll, Rt. Hon. Emanuel, 606 
Shipbuilding, U.S. programme, 530, 

Shipping: air attacks on, 98, 105, 122, 
125, 408; reduction of operative 
fertility of, 99; losses of, 100-101, 

104, 108, 117. 125j 12? j3*’ 4I5* 
609, 654 *•; repair of da™agPd' 
,00, 103, 106. 117, 125; salvaging 
of, 103, 125; weekly publication ot 
losses discontinued, 123, 127; Ger¬ 
man estimates of losses. 152; not 
available for Second Front, 366. 
368; from U.S., 387-390, 392. 618, 
631; assembly of, for invasion. 403- 
405' Japanese attack on British, 
475shortage of, for Allied trans- 

port, 520, 527. 540, 546, 548. 5^9. 
596, 616, 617, 665; n^chan.cal 
transport, 57 G ^fngerated meat 
583; demands for, 638; limitations 

of, in help to Russia, 664 

Shipping, Ministry of, 100, 106, 124, 
126 

Shoeburyness, 655 
Siam, 564, 634; armistice between 

Vichy and, 147; Japanese en¬ 
croachments in, 148, 349; Japanese 
threat to, 460, 470, 472, 499 

Sicily, German Air Force in, 23, 38, 
60, 62, 94. 385. 433. 452. 500; 
scheme for occupation of, 23, 92, 
423, 425, 429-430; Italian Air Force 
in, 386; German reinforcement 
of, 429; Allied landings on, 517 

Sidi Azeiz, 272 
Sidi Barrani, 662 
Sidi Omar, 276, 278, 438. 440; 

enemy garrison cut off in, 445 
Sidi Rczegh, battle for, 436, 440, 441, 

444. 440. 550 
Sidi Suleiman, 272, 278 
Sidon, 267 
Sierra Leone convoys, raids on, 104, 

408; need destroyer escort, 581 
Sikorski, General, 96. 600, 657; and 

Soviet-Polish Agreement, 3 * 4~316 
Simon, Viscount, 680; interviews 

Hess, 57-58 
Simovic, General, 133”136, 145. 
Sinclair, Rt. Hon. Sir Archibald, 

Secretary of State for Air, minutes 
to, 45-47. 562. 577. 580. 581. 587. 
593, 602, 605, 620, 624, 625, 031, 

639. 644. 645. 649. 650, 672; men¬ 
tioned. 399. 679 

Singapore, Japanese urged to attack. 
147-148, 150. 154; relative im¬ 
portance of Egypt and, 338, 34*'. 
defence of. 340. 498; Duff Cooper 
at, 341, 480; British Eastern Fleet 
based on, 462; Japan attacks, 479. 
489; British battleships at, 4»3. 
669-670; aircraft based on, 4*4. 
486, 670; reinforcements for, 49#" 

499. 523; P^l of, 522-523. 548j 
garrison of. 576; personnel ot 
batteries, etc., at, 593 

Singleton. Lord Justice, reports on 
dispatch of Churchill tanks, 673; 

mentioned, 46-47. 601, 635 
Singora, 484-485. 497 

Skoplje, 136 
Slamat. the, sinking ot, 18S 
Slim. Field-Marshal Sir William, m 

Persia. 380, 381-382 
Slovenia. 144. 181 
Smart. Air Vice-Marshal, at Hab 

baniya, 206, 208 ; minute to. 209 
Smoke-screens, against air attack. 4». 

568- for Tobruk harbour, 59* 
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Smolensk, German capture of, 306 

Smuts, Field-Marshal Rt. Hon. J. C., 

telegrams from, 28, 77; telegrams, 

etc., to, 31, 69, 71, 87, 226, 295, 

392, 406, 464, 495. 594'. confers 
with Eden, 68, 71, 87, 93; sends 

fresh troops to Kenya, 77-79; 

agrees on aid to Greece, 95; and 
Imperial War Cabinet, 329; as 
Honorary Field-Marshal, 594; in 

War Cabinet, 659 

Smyrna, 41 
Solium, 171, 202, 210, 321; Gott's 

attack on, 271-272; Germans hold, 
278; enemy garrison cut off in, 445, 

450. 500 
Somaliland campaign, 74, 80-82. 

See also British, French, Italian 

Somaliland 

Somervell, Rt. Hon. Sir Donald, 680 
Somerville, Admiral of the Fleet Sir 

James, raids Genoa, 63; escorts 

tank-carrying convoy, 202; in pur¬ 
suit of Bismarck, 244, 246, 248, 

250, 254; escorts Malta convoys, 

385 
Soong, T. V., signs United Nations 

, Pact, 533 . 
Soudan, Italians driven from, 76 

Soudanese troops, in Abyssinia, 77, 

83 
South Africa, docs not desire repre¬ 

sentation on War Cabinet, 660 

South African Air Force, 80, 82 
South African troops, 575, 594; in 

East African campaign, 28, 32. 80- 

81; in Kenya, 68. 70, 77, 79. 611; 
in Egypt, 87, 97, 613; in North 

Africa, 166, 227, 436, 441, 444, 
450, 618 

South America, copper supplies of, 

567 

Southampton, H.M.S., 62 
Soviet-German Pact, effect on Yugo¬ 

slavia, 133; and Poland, 314 

Soviet-Polish Agreement, 314-317 
Spain, question of passage of German 

troops through, 22, 25, 509, 519, 

665; German pressure on. 120. 227, 

429,430,433; influcnceofAmerican 
aid to Britain on, 120; growing 

pessimism in, 191; effect of British 
success in Africa on, 426 

Sphakia, 217, 223; troops evacuated 
from, 237-240 

Spitzbergen, British warships at, 311; 

British raid on, 408 

Stalin, Generalissimo, and Hess 
episode, 58; prepares pact with 
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Yugoslavia, 145-146, 293; Mat- 

suoka visits, 151, 155, 157“15^; 
demonstrates friendship for Ger¬ 
many, 158; blunders of, 286, 297; 

and division of British Empire, 
288, 306; Churchill’s correspon¬ 

dence with. 290-292. 307. 309-312. 

361-365. 368. 369. 373. 383-384. 
41 3-417; chairman of Council of 
People’s Commissars, 295; de¬ 

mands Second Front, 306-307, 

309. 362. 364. 366, 367-368; Hop¬ 
kins’s mission to, 342; Churchill- 
Roosevelt message to, 354; and 

Arctic convoys, 372; on post-war 

organisation of peace, 414, 417, 

492-493; demands British rupture 
with Finland, 413-419; and war 

with Japan, 492 

Stark, Admiral, 473, 678 
Statistical Department, 46, 101 

Steel, import of, 109, 574; production 

in English-speaking nations, 157; 

Japanese deficient in, 465 
Stettinius, Edward R., 538 

Stimson, H. L., 605; realises risk of 

neutrality, 473; and U.S. troops for 

Ireland. 534 
Stork, H.M.S., 408 

Stoyadinovic, M., 132, 584 

Submarines. British, in Arctic, 311; 

midget Italian, raid Valetta, 385; 
British, based on Malta, 386; 

“human torpedoes” from Italian, 

in Alexandria, 451; in U.S. Asiatic 
Fleet, 482; Dutch, in Far East, 497, 

500; value of, in Far East, 510; 
British losses in, 651. See also 

U-boats 

Suda Bay, fuelling base at, 63; war¬ 

ships based on, 87, 216; defences 
of, 216, 219, 223; air attacks on, 

230, 236; hopeless position of 

troops at, 236; enemy reaches, 237 
Suez C anal, mines in, 71, 87, 91, 152; 

U.S. supplies to, 226; air attacks 
on. 260; defence of, 268 

Suffolk, H.M.S., in pursuit of Bis¬ 
marck, 245-247. 251 

Sugar-beet production, 599 

Sunderland flying-boats, in Coastal 
Command. 628 

Superb, H.M.S., 649 n. 

“Supercharge’’, Operation, 333, 558 

“Super-Gymnast", Operation, 535, 

546. 549. 558 
Supply, Ministry of. and Import 

Executive, 100; and import pro¬ 

gramme for 1941, 109-110 
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Surabaya, 528 
Surface raiders, attack shipping, 103, 

120-121, 152, 244; disguised mer¬ 
chant ships as, 409; losses due to, 
409-410 

Swansea, air raids on, 48 
Sweden, 368, 665 
Sweets rationing, 656 
Swilly, Lough, 567 
Swfordfish torpedo aircraft, attack 

Bismarck, 254 
Sydney, Australian cruiser, 409 
Sydney, Cape Breton, convoys, 406 
Syria, possible breach with Vichy 

over, 82; Axis Armistice Commis¬ 
sion in, 204, 260; troops for in¬ 
vasion of, 206, 261-262, 265, 266; 
effects of German control of, 260, 
263; preparations for occupation 
of, 264-265, 619; promise of inde¬ 
pendence to, 266; campaign in, 
266-268, 319 ; defence of, 317. 323" 
324; risk to, from North, 388, 391. 
432, 661; airfields of, importance 
of owning, 598, 599 ; Vichy instruc¬ 
tions to, 623; escape of German 
legionnaires from, 640 

Takoradi, 23. 69. 582i «>»«* to Egypt 
via, 220, 594. 595*. bottleneck at, 

Tangier9German penetration into, 
120; U.S. interest in, 431; time 
needed to land division at, 568 

Tank landing-craft, 580. 649; con¬ 
version of merchant ships into, 427, 
629; converted to carry guns, 604 

Tank Parliament, 590"592 
Tankers, refuelling from, 581 I 

provement in turn-round ot, 5»5 

Tanks, different types, 29 n.; Wave Is 
need for, i97->98; sent through 
Mediterranean. 198-200, 210, 270, 
Home Force shortage of, 200, 403; 
imperfect for Desert fighting. 277. 
losses of. in “Battleaxe , 279. 
Auchinleck’s requirements 3*£ 
12l - use of, in invasion, 33&“337. 

sent to Russia, 364. 372-3731 
American production of, 37*. 537. 
618 621.629. 662 ; artillery versus 

392 battle in Desert. 435; s ,re™£h 
of, in Operation ‘ Crusader 4*- 
438; losses of, m -Crusader , £4*. 
445; amphibian, tactics against, 
564; training of men for, 587. 590, 
621; captured German, 589. 59 . 
conference on question of. 59©, 

German “thick-skinned”, 591; 
number of, to brigade, 596; 
Wavell’s strength in, 598; names 
for, 604; need for heavier, 606; 
number unfit for service, 635, 672; 
repairing of, 672; aerial weapons 
against, 672; making desert-worthy, 
673-674; faulty transport of 
Churchill, 673 

Tedder, Marshal of the Royal Air 
Force (Baron), 168, 210, 392; and 
battle for Crete, 225-226, 237; 
and advance into Syria, 263; 
minutes to, 271; and Operation 
“Crusader”, 440, 445 

Teheran, 361. 379; Germans in. 377; 
Wavell in, 383 ; occupation of, 384; 

Mufti at, 641 
Telegrams, unnecessary length of 

official, 561, 573. 645. 647 
Telcki, Count, 140 
Temeraire, H.M.S., 676-677. <>79 
Tempe gorge, 185 
Tenedos, H.M.S., 485 
Tennant, Captain, 486 
Thailand—see Siam 
Thcrmopyl®, retreat to, 183-185 
Thomas, General, 295 
Thompson, Commander, 551-552 
Thrace, Turkish Army in, 41.44. >42 '. 

Greek troops from, 179 

Tiflis. Wavell in, 383. 4** 
“Tiger”, Operation, 199-203. 210. 

220. 270, 280, 558; No. 2, 59<> 
“Tiger Cubs”, 271. 599; uc>ays ,n 

utilising. 272, 275. 277. 280 
Tikhvin, 362 
Timbaki, 217. 223, 237 
Timber, import of, 631, 653; felling 

Timoshenko, Marshal, Army Group 
of, 313; withdraws towards Mos- 

r.vp*i,3thl 104.461; Prcoc^Pa,'n.n8s 
caused by presence of, 667. 

Tobruk, capture of, 21, 23. 27. 29; 
German threat to, 164. »°9. 32». 
defence of. 169-172. 173. 32"* 
reinforced by sea, 17*. '73. -• 
201. 328; prisoners taken by, 172. 
201; aircraft destroyed in, 201, 
need to relieve, 270. 277. 28 • 
sorties from, 272. 280. 326. 328. 
.,8 441 444. 448; enemy strength 

before! 27V! difficulty of holding. 
721 723; a threat to enemy, 3“' 
026-727* 436; air raids on. 3*«. 

!l!;3re7lie!ing Australians in, 33®- 
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335; reinforcements to, 330; R.N. 

and, 334-335; German plan to 

take, 432, 434, 43<>, 438; contact 
established with, 450; tanks in, 

589; protection to ships at, 591; 

enemy defences of, 594, 597; men¬ 

tioned, 319, 586, 630, 662 
Tojo, General, 458, 471-472; Prime 

Minister, 463 
Tomahawk fighters, 94; for Middle 

East, 220; for Russia, 312, 361 

“Torch”, Operation, 515, 558 
Torpedo aircraft sent to Egypt, 540 

Tory Island, 582 
Toulon, proposal to transfer Dun¬ 

kerque to, 111-114; French fleet at, 

495. 508, 509 
Tovey, Admiral of the Fleet (Baron), 

in pursuit of Bismarck, 245, 250, 

255 
Trade unionists, Norwegian, shoot¬ 

ing of, 638 

Trans-Persian railway, 638; im¬ 

provements to, 360-361, 364, 392, 
637, 664; sending of troops by, 

392, 4*2, 664 

Transport, Ministry of, and Import 
Executive, 100, 107; combined 

with Ministry of Shipping, 126, 
681 

Transport aircraft, for ferry pilots, 
596; need for, 597 

Transylvania, 133, 139 

Trento Motorised Division, 277 

Trincomalee, Fleet at, 668-670 

Tripartite Pact, Bulgaria and, 25, 134; 
Yugoslavia and, 26, 134-135 ; Hun¬ 
gary and, 139; Japan and, 149- 

150, 160, 458; Russia offered 
accession to, 153; purpose of, 154 

Tripoli, enemy communications with, 
59-60, 172, 326; advance against, 

66—67; Italian acquisition of, 76; 

Rommel sent to, 152, 163; bom¬ 
bardment of, 172-173, 193-196, 

386 ; blocking harbour of, 173, 194- 

*95. 386; bombing of, 193, 195- 
196, 386; reinforcements arriving 
at, 201, 546; British scheme to 

capture, 423, 425, 447, 507, 546, 

653; air transport to, 433; minefield 
near, 451; blockade of, 592 

Tripolitania, German armoured 
troops in, 162-164; vulnerable 

coastal road of, 168, 172, 327; 

British plan to occupy, 429, 431, 

436 
•'Truncheon”, Operation, 495, 558 
“Tube Alloys”, 636 n. 

Tula, 374 
Tunisia, rallying of Vichy in, 423; 

enemy need for supply route 

through, 450; Anglo-American 
plan for, 507; German troops in, 

5,6 
Turkey, 27; Britain seeks entry of, 

into war, 24, 68, 87-89, 96, 141- 

*42, 36*, 364. 3^8, 370, 507, 665; 
effect of events in Greece and 

Balkans on, 30-31, 40-41, 66-67, 

72, 94; German threat to. 38, 41, 
43-44, 88, 292; British promise of 

aid to, 42. 66, 70-71. 4*9. 427. 
569, 661, 665 ; neutrality of, 71, 92, 

365.. 375. .388, 513; Eden’s dis¬ 
cussions with, 88-89; influence of 

American aid on, 121; effect of 

British withdrawal from Eastern 
Mediterranean on, 148; Russian 

declaration to, 153; growing pessi¬ 

mism of, 191; communications 
with, through Iraq, 207; effect of 

German control of Syria on, 260, 

268; possibility of German attack 

through, 264, 323, 370, 388, 391, 

433. 507. 598. 661; effect of 
Russian campaign on, 323; a pro¬ 

tection to flank of Army of Nile, 
427, 665; post-war, 492; disagree¬ 

ment between Greece and, 563; 
air squadrons for, 569 

Tyneside, Churchill visits, 35 

U-boats, 102. 342; increasing num¬ 

bers of, 98, 118, 122, 152, 405; 

attack convoys, 104, 115, 405, 581; 

measures taken against, 105, 108, 

**5- 405-407. 636, 652; ‘“wolf- 
pack” tactics of, 107-108, 115; 

losses of, 108, 409, 651; move 

farther west, 115-117, 1*9; crews 
for, 122; merchant ships sunk by, 

*29~*3*. *55. 4*o; come to help 
of Bismarck, 255, 257; in Bay of 

Biscay, 407; captured by aircraft, 
407, 641 n.,\ in Mediterranean, 409, 

433-434. 45 *-452; fuelling base of, 
581; Fockc-VVulf signals to. 582; for 
Yugoslav Navy, 641 .prisoners from, 

649; number of, in Atlantic, 654 
Ukraine, 227, 362, 420 

United Nations Pact, 520, 532-533 

United States, Halifax arrives in, 34- 

35; supplies from, 64, 108, 226, 
285, 320, 356, 488, 502; aid from, 

in shippmg, 100, 387-390, 392, 

618, 631, 638; Lend-Lease Bill 
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passed in, 108, no; attitude of, to 

France, 110-114, *9*. 446, 495. 
654; armed aid from, 1x6, 662; 

secret Staff discussions with Britain, 

116; bases of, in British territory, 

116, 118; Greenland bases of, 118; 

extends Security Zone, 1x8, 349, 

35*. 357. 386, 406; aerial recon¬ 
naissance of, in Atlantic, 119; 

moves nearer war, 121, 220, 227, 

405, 666; Hitler anxious to avoid 

war with, 122, 150, 156; Unlimited 

National Emergency in, 121; Ice¬ 
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